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ABBREVIATIONS AND DEFINITIONS 
 

 
 
 
A Additional Protocol I Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, and Relating 

to the Protection of Victims of International Armed Conflicts (Protocol I), 
8 June 1977 

 Additional Protocol II 
 

Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, and Relating 
to the Protection of Victims of Non-International Armed Conflicts (Protocol II), 
8 June 1977 

 Additional Protocol III Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, and Relating 
to the Adoption of an Additional Distinctive Emblem (Protocol III), 
8 December 2005 

 1977 Additional Protocols Additional Protocols I and II 
 AIDS acquired immune deficiency syndrome 

 
C CHF Swiss francs 
 Convention on Certain 

Conventional Weapons 
Convention on Prohibitions or Restrictions on the Use of Certain Conventional 
Weapons Which May be Deemed to be Excessively Injurious or to Have 
Indiscriminate Effects, 10 October 1980 
 

F Fundamental Principles Fundamental Principles of the International Red Cross and Red Crescent 
Movement: humanity, impartiality, neutrality, independence, voluntary service, 
unity, universality 
 

G 1949 Geneva Conventions Convention (I) for the Amelioration of the Condition of the Wounded and Sick in 
Armed Forces in the Field, 12 August 1949  
Convention (II) for the Amelioration of the Condition of Wounded, Sick and 
Shipwrecked Members of Armed Forces at Sea, 12 August 1949  
Convention (III) relative to the Treatment of Prisoners of War, 12 August 1949 
Convention (IV) relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War, 
12 August 1949 
 

H Hague Convention on 
Cultural Property 

Convention for the Protection of Cultural Property in the Event of Armed 
Conflict, 14 May 1954 

 HF high frequency 
 HIV human immunodeficiency virus 

 
I ICRC International Committee of the Red Cross, founded in 1863 
 IDPs internally displaced people 
 International Federation The International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies, 

founded in 1919, works on the basis of the Fundamental Principles, carrying 
out relief operations in aid of the victims of natural disasters, health emergencies, 
and poverty brought about by socio-economic crises, and refugees; it combines 
this with development work to strengthen the capacities of its member National 
Societies. 

 IHL international humanitarian law 
 IOM International Organization for Migration 

 
K KCHF thousand Swiss francs 

 
M Movement The International Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement comprises the ICRC, 

the International Federation and the National Red Cross and Red Crescent 
Societies. These are all independent bodies. Each has its own status and exercises 
no authority over the others. 
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N National Society The National Red Cross or Red Crescent Societies embody the Movement’s work 

and Fundamental Principles in about 180 countries. They act as auxiliaries to the 
public authorities of their own countries in the humanitarian field and provide a 
range of services, including disaster relief and health and social programmes. In 
times of conflict, National Societies assist the affected civilian population and, 
where appropriate, support the army medical services. 

 NATO North Atlantic Treaty Organization 
 NGO non-governmental organization 

 
O OHCHR Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights 
 Ottawa Convention Convention on the Prohibition of the Use, Stockpiling, Production and Transfer of 

Anti-personnel Mines and on their Destruction, 18 September 1997 
 Optional Protocol to the 

Convention on the Rights of 
the Child 
 

Optional Protocol to the Convention on the Rights of the Child on the 
involvement of children in armed conflict, 25 May 2000 
 

P POWs prisoners of war 
 

R RCMs Red Cross messages 
 Rome Statute Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court, 17 July 1998 

 
S Safer Access approach An approach developed by the ICRC to help National Societies better their 

response to the needs of conflict victims while enhancing the safety of their 
workers. 

 San Remo The International Institute of Humanitarian Law, in San Remo, Italy, is a non-
governmental organization set up in 1970 to spread knowledge and promote the 
development of IHL. It specializes in organizing courses on IHL for military 
personnel from around the world. 

 Seville Agreement The Seville Agreement of 1997 provides a framework for effective cooperation 
and partnership between the members of the International Red Cross and Red 
Crescent Movement. 

 Solferino communication 
campaign 

A public communication campaign on the occasion of the 150th anniversary of 
the Battle of Solferino, and thus the beginnings of the International Red Cross and 
Red Crescent Movement. This Movement-wide campaign aims to promote 
humanitarian principles, to emphasize the vulnerability of victims of armed 
conflict and other situations of violence, and to highlight the challenges facing 
humanitarian action throughout the world. 

 Study on customary 
international humanitarian 
law 

A 5,000-page text that is the outcome of eight years of research by ICRC legal 
staff and other experts who reviewed State practice in 47 countries and consulted 
international sources such as the United Nations and international tribunals. 
 

U UN United Nations 
 UNDP United Nations Development Programme 
 UNESCO United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization 
 UNHCR Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees 
 UNICEF United Nations Children's Fund 

 
V VHF very high frequency 

 
W WFP World Food Programme 
 WHO World Health Organization 
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INTRODUCTION BY THE DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONS 
 

 
© Thierry Gassmann/ICRC 

 
 

The ICRC is pleased to present its Emergency Appeals 2009, an overview of its main operational challenges and priori-
ties for the coming year in which it analyses the situations encountered by its field delegations and missions in some 80 
countries around the world and outlines the corresponding objectives and budgetary requirements. The Emergency Ap-
peals set out the organization’s carefully considered plan of action for responding in a targeted manner to the needs of 
people affected by armed conflict and other situations of violence, as identified at the time of writing in November 
2008. 

HUMAN SECURITY AND THE NATURE OF VULNERABILITY IN THE EARLY 21ST CENTURY 
From a humanitarian perspective, armed conflicts and violence are about people, the risks, vulnerabilities and suffering 
they are exposed to, and about the action that must be taken to prevent, mitigate or put an end to that suffering. While 
this appears to be stating the obvious, it is crucial for the ICRC always to keep the plight of individuals and communi-
ties at the forefront of its analysis and action. 

This implies understanding the multiple factors that affect people’s safety and well-being, and comprehending the pro-
found physical and psychological scars that armed violence leaves on those who survive it. Historically, the focus of 
humanitarian action has been on saving the lives of people directly affected by fighting: the wounded, endangered civil-
ians, IDPs fleeing the battle zone, and detainees who risk ill-treatment or disappearance. Any response to the immediate 
survival needs of people at risk must have this focus. 

The following excerpt from one ICRC delegation’s planning document poignantly illustrates the multiple ways in which 
conflict heightens people’s vulnerability: 

“(…) most of the violations of IHL led to individual and massive displacements, compelling civilians to flee for their 
lives, to abandon their communities, homes, and lands and generated fear of reprisals, social segregation, uncertainty 
about the future and increased vulnerability. Victims of direct military attacks, ill-treatment, sexual violence, and 
weapon contamination had to face serious physical consequences such as temporary/permanent disability, disease, un-
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wanted pregnancy and stigmatization. They also had to deal with the psychological consequences of the events, such as 
nightmares, depression, mental disorders”.  

Armed conflicts also have indirect effects, the result of: prolonged restriction of movement and diverse forms of hu-
miliation; steady deterioration in health and sanitation conditions in and around conflict zones that leads to deaths from 
largely preventable illnesses and communicable diseases; and the lack of access to safe water, arable land, basic ser-
vices or humanitarian assistance.  

In addition to these direct and indirect physical consequences, armed conflicts have an impact on people’s mental health 
and safety. Again, the priority, the essence of humanitarian action, is to save lives, and to make a real difference in ef-
forts to reduce human suffering. In its endeavours to integrate the multiple perspectives of conflict victims, the ICRC 
has realized what a potent impact lasting trauma can have on people’s coping and survival mechanisms, whether in the 
context of chronic crises or in terms of their ability to resume or restore livelihoods and focus on the future, once the 
conflict has come to an end.  

It is also worth noting that, although the rural population remains the focus of humanitarian attention in many contexts, 
from Darfur, Sudan, to eastern Chad, from the Philippines to Sri Lanka, in other places, such as Baghdad, Mogadishu or 
Port-au-Prince, the spotlight is tending to shift more and more to the needs of populations affected by urban forms of 
conflict and violence.  

THE NATURE OF CONFLICTS: CHANGING TRENDS AND ENVIRONMENTS 
The 21st century has witnessed the emergence of armed conflicts and other situations of violence that tend to be less 
ideological than in the past. The polarization that marked the Cold War period saw a clash of competing world views, 
the ever-present risk of nuclear disaster and a range of confrontations by proxy, primarily in Africa, Asia and Latin 
America. 

In contrast, today’s conflicts are increasingly economic in nature and revolve primarily around competition for access to 
critical energy resources. They may also have tribal, ethnic or religious dimensions, and may be characterized by the 
coexistence of political and non-political players, in particular armed groups whose raison d’être tends to switch from 
banditry to land ownership and a stake in the nation’s wealth redistribution. 

One of the most striking features of today’s conflicts and situations of violence is the coexistence of multiple factors 
and their overlapping impact on populations at risk. For example, the juxtaposition of a weak State, collapsing infra-
structure and open hostilities among a mix of politically driven players and criminal groups, on the one hand, and envi-
ronmental degradation, drought, floods or pandemics, on the other, renders entire populations extremely vulnerable and 
makes it particularly difficult to define an appropriate response in humanitarian terms. 

These trends also contribute to dramatic displacement crises as people flee intense combat, threats from other communi-
ties, electoral or gang violence, and other dangers. The displaced may be taken in by residents in other parts of the 
country or become part of mass migration movements to major urban centres or of perilous cross-border movements in 
search of security in other lands. 

There were few wars between States in 2008, the exceptions being the conflicts in Georgia and between Eritrea and 
Djibouti. The number of very complex non-international armed conflicts involving a plethora of actors remained high. 
They confirmed the marked influence of armed groups. Such groups are often unstable and have a tendency to fragment 
into splinter groups and regroup under new commands. In 2008, as in recent years, several armed groups were engaged 
in a confrontation on a global scale with a number of States. This showed itself in several countries mainly in acts of 
“terrorism” or “counter-terrorism”. 

IMPLICATIONS FOR CURRENT ICRC OPERATIONS 
The ICRC further consolidated the added value of its neutral and independent humanitarian action in several critical 
contexts in 2008, obtaining greater access and extending its operational reach in Afghanistan, the Democratic Republic 
of the Congo (DRC), Georgia, Iraq, Pakistan, the Philippines, the Sahel region and Somalia, and holding steady under 
very demanding conditions in contexts such as the Central African Republic, Chad, Colombia, Sri Lanka, Sudan and 
Yemen. The setbacks it experienced in 2007 in Ethiopia and Myanmar remained unresolved 12 months on, despite sus-
tained dialogue with the authorities concerned in these contexts.  

Thanks to its commitment and resolve, the ICRC was able to shoulder the combined pressures of a demanding initial 
overall field budget of CHF 933 million and of 13 separate budget extensions amounting to CHF 143 million for opera-
tions in Afghanistan, the DRC, Georgia, Kenya (Nairobi regional delegation), Myanmar, Pakistan, the Philippines, the 
Russian Federation (Moscow regional delegation), the Sahel region, Senegal (Dakar regional delegation), Somalia, Su-
dan, Yemen and Zimbabwe (Harare regional delegation). It thus confirmed its ability to maintain a broad and meaning-
ful scope of action and to adapt to changing needs in the course of the year. 
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In 2008, the rapid deployment and response approach adopted in 2007 was successfully activated in Kenya (January), 
Myanmar (May) and Georgia (August). Aspects of the approach that proved to be especially effective and relevant in-
clude the human resource roster (activation and quality), speedier decision-making dynamics from initial assessment to 
preliminary appeal, implementation and rapid learning of lessons. 

The validity of the ICRC’s individual and collective networking efforts, which consist of engaging in dialogue with a 
wide range of State and other actors, was apparent in a variety of contexts. Its ongoing investment in dialogue with di-
verse protagonists throughout the Muslim world again proved effective. Greater attention was also paid to dialogue with 
key and emerging influential State players. 

KEY CHALLENGES FOR THE ICRC IN 2009 
The ICRC will focus on two key operational challenges in 2009: to obtain a clear understanding of the diversity of 
situations in which it works and their specific nature, and to provide a meaningful response to the multitude of needs 
faced by the people affected. 

Access and proximity 
The fundamental challenge for the ICRC remains to obtain access to populations or individuals affected by an armed 
conflict or another situation of violence. The ICRC is about making a real difference, about saving lives by means of a 
context- and needs-based response. For this, proximity to the people affected is critical but never guaranteed. Security 
considerations play a fundamental role in this regard. It is increasingly apparent that proximity means both physical 
closeness (which in 2009 will signify more decentralized offices and staff) and genuine receptiveness to and under-
standing of realities and vulnerabilities. It means accepting diversity and being able to interact without preconceived 
ideas or notions. It implies concern for people and their individual dignity, sensitivity and generosity in addressing their 
needs. 

Perception, acceptance and dialogue with all 
The issues of perception and acceptance are related factors. They are influenced by the quality and perceived relevance 
of ICRC activities in favour of people affected by conflict, by the credibility of the organization’s efforts to seek respect 
for the rules of IHL and by the discipline with which it adheres to its fundamental principles. They are also influenced 
by the quality of the dialogue it has with all those engaged in or in a position to influence situations of armed conflict 
and other situations of violence. 

These parameters are of particular importance in view of the growing perception among many stakeholders and actors 
in conflict zones of the gap between the stated intentions of the humanitarian community at large and its actual field-
based capacity and impact. 

Safeguarding the essence of neutral and independent humanitarian action 
The humanitarian sector in general continues to evolve in many ways, both in the context of UN reform and as a result 
of the consolidation in several countries of the so-called comprehensive approaches, which see humanitarian action and 
means firmly embedded in military strategy. 

The ICRC’s commitment to demonstrate the specific added value of neutral and independent humanitarian action and 
the relevance of IHL therefore remains an important factor in today’s conflict environments. Together with its National 
Society partners, the ICRC seeks to stay focused on having a real impact on populations in conflict zones across the 
world. Insofar as possible, it also seeks to ensure that it does what it says it will do.  

Focusing on operational and security management 
Access possibilities and operational impact continue to be tightly linked to security parameters. Ensuring operational 
reach often implies daily exposure to multiple risks, in a global context in which humanitarian agencies and staff are in-
creasingly targeted. In 2008, the ICRC experienced serious security incidents in Chad, Pakistan and Sudan. In addition, 
Afghanistan, Colombia, the DRC, Iraq, the Philippines, the Sahel region, Somalia, Sri Lanka and Yemen, and several 
other sensitive contexts required particularly attentive management and monitoring in security terms. This implies tak-
ing nothing for granted and clearly recognizing the inherent fragility of operations in many contexts. There is much that 
requires better understanding, consolidation and improvement from a security standpoint. 

Most worrying in 2008 was the number of humanitarian workers killed in conflict zones, notably Afghanistan, Somalia 
and Sudan. Humanitarian action appears to be rejected with growing frequency by a wide range of armed groups, for a 
variety of reasons that range from political opportunism to the perception that humanitarian work is part of a broader 
political and military agenda. Attacks on humanitarian workers have become so numerous that they raise the spectre of 
a profound crisis for humanitarian action in general. 

The ICRC has opted to maintain decentralized security management, through its broad network of national and interna-
tional staff. 
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A truly universal anchorage 
More generally, the ICRC must now become truly universal in its thinking and action. It is vital that it understand not 
only local situations but also how different regional and global players perceive crisis situations across the globe and 
understand humanitarian dynamics. The approach it has advocated over the past five years – to take into account the in-
teraction between local, regional and global dimensions – becomes even more important when considered in this light. 

In addition, the ICRC must manage to secure a more profound and genuine anchorage in the various regions of the 
world. Its objective is to lay deeper roots and become even more able to adapt to the realities and needs of different con-
texts.  

Scope of action and multidisciplinary response 
The ICRC continues to strive, as it must, to sustain a broad scope of action and a multidisciplinary response capacity. 
This encompasses the notion of a centre of gravity in zones of armed conflict and other situations of violence, ICRC ac-
tion in early recovery and transition phases and when natural disaster strikes in conflict-affected regions, as well as 
readiness to explore the outer rims of urban-type mixed political-criminal situations, with a view to learning for the fu-
ture. 

It requires a diversified set of reaction capacities, from rapid response to dealing with the effects of chronic crises and 
livelihood restoration. It also requires new capacities, which the ICRC has developed in the fields of protection, health, 
weapon contamination and forensics. Sound planning, strategy formulation and implementation call for effective pro-
gramme integration and mode-of-action combination. 

The broad range of services that the ICRC can deploy today, either alone or in conjunction with National Societies, in 
principle allows it greater flexibility in defining a context-relevant and vulnerability-based response. This has signifi-
cant implications in terms of staff profile and logistics, and represents an ongoing management challenge for senior 
field staff. 

Managing a broad scope of action also entails a responsibility to focus and prioritize, notably when it comes to preven-
tion and cooperation activities. The same applies to the ability to downsize rapidly (e.g. Kenya following the post-
election violence) and responsibly where the ICRC’s presence is no longer needed in the same magnitude (Angola, Bu-
dapest regional delegation, Congo, Sierra Leone).  

Coordination and partnerships 
The ICRC has mainstreamed its coordination approach – reality-based and action-oriented – with other humanitarian 
actors. This reflects recognition on its part of the importance of sustained and predictable interaction, notably with 
Movement partners, key UN agencies and NGOs in the humanitarian sector. 

ICRC teams in the field and units at headquarters spend significant amounts of time in consultation and coordination 
with other organizations operating in the same contexts and sharing similar objectives. The organization will continue to 
identify operational and institutional partnerships with other Movement components, both National Societies and the In-
ternational Federation, and with individual UN agencies and NGOs. 

A central feature of the ICRC’s interaction with National Societies working in their own countries has been its increas-
ingly strategic nature. National Societies seek a more assertive role in the response to needs in their country. They also 
seek better acknowledgement of their contribution and capacities on the part of the ICRC. In 2009, the ICRC will pro-
ceed with its priority partnerships in a range of contexts, from Afghanistan to Colombia, the DRC, Lebanon, Nepal, 
Pakistan, Somalia and Sudan, to name but a few, where cooperation has become a constituent component of the overall 
capacity to address needs effectively. This approach reflects the joint commitment of the International Federation and 
the ICRC to invest in and demonstrate the Movement’s added value within the broader humanitarian community. 

Budget features and operational priorities in 2009 
The present document contains an initial appeal for CHF 996.9 million to cover ICRC field activities in 2009. 

A central feature of the ICRC’s 2009 budget – as was the case a year ago – is that it reflects the organization’s current 
level of operational engagement worldwide. The budget is CHF 64 million higher than the initial 2008 budget and as 
such the single largest ICRC field budget since 2000. It is CHF 15 million higher than the 2008 level of expenditure, es-
timated at CHF 982 million at the time of writing. 

It is important to note that the increase in expenditure between 2007 and 2008 reflected in the 2009 initial budget results 
from improved access and stepped up activities in certain critical conflict zones, including Afghanistan, Chad, the DRC, 
Iraq, Pakistan, the Philippines, Somalia and Sudan (Darfur). Indeed, the ICRC is determined to present overall field ob-
jectives and a related budget that reflect its commitment to providing a meaningful response wherever hostilities break 
out. As such, the 2009 increase corresponds to greater medical and IDP-related needs in several contexts. 
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Also of relevance is the impact of the oil, food and financial crises on the security and well-being of the population in 
several regions and countries already affected by conflict or violence, notably in Latin America, North and sub-Saharan 
Africa and South Asia. 

The 10 largest operations worldwide will be: Sudan (CHF 102.8 million), Iraq (CHF 95.9 million), Afghanistan 
(CHF 73.1 million), Israel and the Occupied and Autonomous Territories (CHF 67.3 million), the DRC 
(CHF 52.9 million), Somalia (CHF 50.0 million), Colombia (CHF 38.6 million), Chad (CHF 31.7 million), Sri Lanka 
(CHF 27.8 million) and Pakistan (CHF 24.2 million). 

CONCLUSION 
The dizzying pace of global change and its multiple effects on people’s safety, integrity, dignity and livelihoods place 
the ICRC and its 12,000 staff under steady pressure. The ability to make a difference depends on several things: the ca-
pacity to analyse and anticipate trends, readiness to adapt to change throughout the year and to take risks to reach popu-
lations, competence, creativity and determination on the part of ICRC staff in the field, and acceptance and understand-
ing on the part of a multiplicity of stakeholders.  

It also requires – and this is essential – donor support: from governments, National Societies, civil society and the pri-
vate sector. 

The ICRC is immensely grateful for the donors’ support and confidence in a year that saw several fresh emergencies 
arise and persistent conflicts require ongoing attention. It cannot emphasized enough the extend to which their generos-
ity and trust have played a central role in enabling the ICRC to live up to its responsibilities. In return, the ICRC has in-
vested in a range of efforts, from reporting to evaluations, to ensure a high level of transparency on how it makes its de-
cisions and uses the funds received. 

The ICRC firmly believes that it has a duty to make a difference for people affected by armed conflict. It will not allow 
the manifold problems and constraints standing in its way to undermine its steadfast determination to discharge that re-
sponsibility. 

 

 
Pierre Krähenbühl 
Director of Operations 
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EMERGENCY APPEALS 2009 
 

 
 
The International Committee of the Red Cross appeals for contributions to cover the costs of its operations in the field. 

The ICRC Emergency Appeals for 2009 amount to: 

CHF 996,880,000 
of which: 

CHF 987,063,000 in cash 
CHF 3,486,000 in kind 

CHF 6,332,000 in services 
 

ICRC operations are financed entirely through voluntary contributions from the States party to the Geneva Conventions, 
the National Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies, private and public sources and supranational organizations. 

 

 
 

ICRC BUDGET AND APPEAL STRUCTURE 
► The 2009 budget is based on the objectives set for the 

year and aims to cover activities from 1 January to 31 
December 2009. 

► The ICRC budget and appeal structure is divided into 
Emergency (field) and Headquarters budgets. 

► All ICRC budgets are established on a yearly basis; 
the budget period corresponds to the calendar year. 

► Through its Headquarters Appeal, the ICRC seeks 
funding to cover all operational support activities car-
ried out at its headquarters, as well as direct support 
activities (e.g. Human Resources and External Re-
sources Divisions), and the costs of financial man-
agement, general services, risk allocations and in-
vestments. 

► The ICRC uses the Emergency Appeals to appeal for 
funding to cover the costs of its field activities world-
wide. 

► During the year, adjustments to the initial appeals are 
made in the form of budget extensions (Budget Exten-
sion Appeals) and new budget proposals (Special Ap-
peals), which are launched in response to new situa-
tions and unforeseen needs for humanitarian action. 

STANDARD OPERATIONAL REPORTING 
SYSTEM 

► In the course of the year, the ICRC issues a Midterm 
Report to keep donors up to date on the status of 
ICRC field activities around the world. In addition, 
donors are informed of evolving situations and crises 
throughout the world via Updates and Special Reports. 

► To highlight the ICRC’s financial situation, the Exter-
nal Resources Division issues Monthly and Quarterly 
Financial Updates, which inform donors of develop-
ments in the budget, expenditure rate and contribution 
levels. 

► Financial and statistical data on the activities of the 
previous year are normally available as of mid-March, 
making it possible to draft a financial statement for 
each of the appeals. The accounting records and fi-
nancial statements are examined by Ernst and Young 
as external auditors, and the result of the audit of field 
and headquarters activities is reported to the ICRC 
Assembly. 

► Operational information, including reporting elements 
regularly supplied from the field, and statistical and 
financial tables are combined in an Annual Report.  
Appendices to this report contain the financial state-
ments, contributions made by each donor, the finan-
cial situation at the end of the year and the cost of staff 
seconded by National Societies. 
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THE ICRC AROUND THE WORLD 
 

 

 

APPEALS SUMMARY 
 

AFRICA Appeal  CHF 399.8 million  
ASIA AND THE PACIFIC Appeal  CHF 191.7 million  
EUROPE AND THE AMERICAS Appeal  CHF 147.4 million  
MIDDLE EAST AND NORTH AFRICA Appeal  CHF 210.5 million  
   

CONTINGENCY CHF 47.5 million

EMERGENCY APPEALS   CHF 996.9 million  
HEADQUARTERS APPEAL  CHF 168.6 million  
 

 

 

 

 

DELEGATIONS AND MISSIONS IN MORE THAN 80 COUNTRIES 

  

EXPATRIATE STAFF: 1,453 

NATIONAL STAFF (DAILY WORKERS NOT INCLUDED): 9,908 
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SUMMARY OF BUDGET 
 

 
Figures in KCHF PROGRAMME PROGRAMME TOTALS 

GEOGRAPHICAL 
ENTITY 
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AFRICA 56,709 261,690 44,450 36,522 408 399,779   393,733 2,999 3,047 

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC 36,727 105,736 27,154 21,414 649 191,680   188,996 487 2,197 

EUROPE AND THE 
AMERICAS 34,795 55,920 42,318 14,361 51 147,445   147,043 -  401 

MIDDLE EAST AND 
NORTH AFRICA 55,258 124,219 20,213 10,472 345 210,506   209,820 -  687 

TOTAL 183,489 547,564 134,134 82,770 1,453 949,410   939,592 3,486 6,332 

Contingency           47,470   47,470     

GRAND TOTAL           996,880   987,063 3,486 6,332 
Of which overheads 11,199 33,207 8,187 5,052 89 57,732         

 

2009 BUDGET BY GEOGRAPHICAL ENTITY 
(as a percentage) 

Contingency not included

22.2%

15.5%

20.2%

42.1%

MIDDLE EAST AND NORTH
AFRICA

EUROPE AND THE
AMERICAS

ASIA AND THE PACIFIC

AFRICA
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2009 BUDGET BY PROGRAMME 
(as a percentage) 

Contingency not included

0.2%

8.7%

14.1%

57.7%

19.3%

GENERAL

COOPERATION WITH
NATIONAL SOCIETIES

PREVENTION

ASSISTANCE

PROTECTION

 

2009 BUDGET BY TARGET POPULATION 
(as a percentage) 

Contingency not included

0.1%

8.7%

6.1%

4.2%

3.7%

14.7%

13.2%

49.3%

OTHERS *

RED CROSS & RED CRESCENT MOVEMENT

CIVIL SOCIETY

ARMED FORCES & OTHER BEARERS OF
WEAPONS

AUTHORITIES

WOUNDED & SICK

PEOPLE DEPRIVED OF THEIR FREEDOM

CIVILIANS

 
* e.g. ICRC internal, other international actors, etc. 
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AFRICA BUDGET 
 

 

 

 

 

Figures in KCHF PROGRAMME 
  

DELEGATION 
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ANGOLA 1,372 -   319 461 -   2,153 131 

BURUNDI 2,662 3,947 1,320 944 -   8,872 541 

CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC 1,591 10,507 1,716 1,258 -   15,072 920 

CHAD 6,069 21,860 2,497 1,236 -   31,662 1,890 

CONGO, DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC 
OF THE 11,476 32,876 4,277 4,293 -   52,922 3,136 

ERITREA 1,758 8,245 653 357 -   11,013 672 

ETHIOPIA 2,415 4,397 2,147 1,066 -   10,026 612 

GUINEA 993 3,555 1,280 2,099 -   7,926 484 

LIBERIA -   6,653 2,024 3,189 -   11,866 724 

NIGERIA 212 -   2,003 1,784 -   3,999 244 

RWANDA 3,436 2,394 399 687 -   6,917 422 

SOMALIA 240 47,656 1,064 1,025 -   49,985 3,051 

SUDAN 14,492 75,733 8,348 4,222 -   102,795 6,227 

UGANDA 990 14,251 1,365 2,194 -   18,801 1,147 

ABIDJAN (regional) 2,130 9,885 3,093 2,339 408 17,854 1,090 

DAKAR (regional) 2,106 8,239 3,175 2,540 -   16,060 980 

HARARE  (regional) 1,187 8,768 1,587 1,246 -   12,789 781 

NAIROBI  (regional) 2,227 2,675 3,044 2,440 -   10,386 634 

PRETORIA (regional) 903 48 1,651 1,211 -   3,813 233 

YAOUNDÉ (regional) 450 -   2,488 1,930 -   4,868 297 

        

TOTAL (in KCHF) 56,709 261,690 44,450 36,522 408 399,779 24,217 
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ASIA AND THE PACIFIC BUDGET 
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AFGHANISTAN 7,785 56,780 3,092 5,455 -   73,112 4,439 

MYANMAR 1,319 1,174 590 690 -   3,773 230 

NEPAL 1,328 3,601 1,547 1,170 -   7,645 467 

PAKISTAN 5,501 13,530 3,010 1,466 649 24,157 1,474 

PHILIPPINES 2,839 6,012 1,780 1,562 -   12,193 744 

SRI LANKA 8,154 16,053 2,396 1,189 -   27,792 1,690 

BANGKOK (regional) 2,189 3,017 1,761 1,601 -   8,569 523 

BEIJING (regional) 454 2,889 3,947 1,287 -   8,577 523 

JAKARTA (regional) 2,667 986 1,947 2,794 -   8,394 512 

KUALA LUMPUR (regional) 213 -   1,636 389 -   2,237 137 

NEW DELHI (regional) 3,775 1,694 3,276 2,382 -   11,128 679 

SUVA  (regional) 505 -   2,172 1,428 -   4,105 251 

        
TOTAL (in KCHF) 36,727 105,736 27,154 21,414 649 191,680 11,669 
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EUROPE AND THE AMERICAS BUDGET 
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ARMENIA 638 603 838 278 -   2,358 144 

AZERBAIJAN 3,334 2,133 1,055 290 -   6,811 416 

GEORGIA 3,502 14,000 2,040 1,389 -   20,931 1,277 

UKRAINE -   -   339 199 -   538 33 

BUDAPEST (regional) -   -   679 578 -   1,257 77 

MOSCOW (regional) 3,679 6,720 5,989 2,026 -   18,414 1,124 

TASHKENT (regional) 4,090 2,004 3,009 1,002 -   10,106 617 

WESTERN BALKANS (regional) 4,790 -   2,194 1,869 -   8,853 540 

ANKARA 81 -   894 118 -   1,093 67 

BRUSSELS -   -   2,744 192 51 2,987 182 

INTERNATIONAL TRACING 
SERVICE 609 -   189 -   -   798 49 

LONDON 6 -   576 147 -   729 44 

PARIS 69 -   1,221 54 -   1,344 82 

COLOMBIA 6,699 25,042 5,429 1,404 -   38,574 2,354 

HAITI 1,273 3,585 957 516 -   6,331 386 

BUENOS AIRES (regional) 1,107 1,235 2,206 877 -   5,425 331 

CARACAS (regional) 207 -   1,681 437 -   2,325 142 

LIMA (regional) 1,508 373 1,858 725 -   4,464 272 

MEXICO CITY (regional) 1,378 224 2,968 867 -   5,436 332 

WASHINGTON (regional) 1,828 -   3,094 1,392 -   6,314 385 

NEW YORK -   -   2,358 -   -   2,358 144 

        
TOTAL (in KCHF) 34,795 55,920 42,318 14,361 51 147,445 8,999 
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MIDDLE EAST AND NORTH AFRICA BUDGET 
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ALGERIA 987 54 582 441 -   2,064 126 

EGYPT 270 -   866 211 -   1,348 82 

IRAN, ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF 1,480 -   1,395 603 -   3,478 212 

IRAQ 22,361 66,801 5,574 1,146 -   95,882 5,852 

ISRAEL, THE OCCUPIED  AND 
AUTONOMOUS TERRITORIES 20,948 39,132 4,027 3,189 -   67,295 4,107 

JORDAN 2,389 -   1,492 454 -   4,334 265 

LEBANON 1,842 6,156 1,836 1,912 -   11,747 717 

SYRIAN ARAB REPUBLIC 322 -   557 530 -   1,410 86 

YEMEN 1,189 11,405 1,152 798 -   14,543 888 

KUWAIT (regional) 727 -   1,006 502 345 2,579 157 

TUNIS (regional) 2,742 671 1,726 687 -   5,826 356 

        

TOTAL (in KCHF) 55,258 124,219 20,213 10,472 345 210,506 12,848 
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LAYOUT OF THE DELEGATION SECTIONS 
The sections on each of the field delegations and missions in the present Emergency Appeals have been formatted 
to facilitate reader access to the information they contain. Each section comprises the following elements: 

 

1. Budget 
Total and per programme. 

2. Map 
The country or region showing the ICRC’s presence 
for the coming year. The maps in this publication are 
for information purposes only and have no political 
significance. 

3. Personnel 
The number of expatriate and national staff foreseen 
for the coming year. This figure does not necessarily 
reflect the actual number of persons employed, but 
rather the total number of posts budgeted for over the 
course of the year. 

4. Summary 
The ICRC’s main activities in the country or region. 

5. Context 
The main developments in a given context and how 
they might affect people of concern to the ICRC. This 
segment highlights the elements that the ICRC takes 
into consideration when analysing the situation from a 
humanitarian perspective. 

6. Humanitarian response 
The general environment in which humanitarian ac-
tivities are carried out; the ICRC’s position, con-
straints and strategy in a particular context; the work 
of the Movement’s other components – the National 
Society (of the country concerned), the International 
Federation, and partner National Societies from third 
countries; and the division of tasks between interna-
tional or national organizations active in the country 
or region. 

7. Humanitarian issues and ICRC objectives 
A list of the problems, opportunities and/or priorities 
that the ICRC has identified and on which it has de-
cided to concentrate its resources. The description of 
each humanitarian issue is followed by a medium-
term ICRC objective, and the issues and objectives are 
organized according to seven target populations iden-
tified by the ICRC. Each objective is followed by a 
plan of action for the coming year which describes 
how the ICRC aims to work towards the objective in 
question and lists the programme activities for each 
target population by budget heading. 
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ICRC OPERATIONAL FRAMEWORK 
The ICRC endeavours to respond to the humanitarian 
needs engendered by today’s complex armed conflicts 
and other situations of violence in the most timely, human 
and professional way possible. Each situation thus re-
quires thorough analysis, a sensitive but objective assess-
ment of the needs and human suffering, and the design 
and implementation of specific and efficient humanitarian 
responses. 

Today more than ever, situations have to be considered 
holistically, in a way that integrates local, regional and 
global elements and takes into account the broad range of 
problems and needs of the populations the ICRC wants to 
help. It is important as well to ensure the coherence of 
ICRC activities both in the medium and long term. To this 
end, the ICRC works with a dynamic network of multid-
isciplinary teams composed of both specialists and gen-
eral staff who are led and coordinated by competent man-
agement with clear policies and priorities. Effective moni-
toring and critical evaluation, drawing on lessons learned 
from past experience, are also crucial to this process, as is 
coordination with the numerous actors present on the in-
creasingly complex humanitarian scene. 

The ICRC operational framework is characterized by a 
diverse range of activities requiring varied skills and ex-
pertise, a focus on different target populations, and the 
strategic use of various modes of action at different levels 
of intervention. 

MODES OF ACTION 
The modes of action used by the ICRC depend on the 
situation, the problems encountered and the objectives to 
be achieved. 
► Persuasion: confidential representations addressed to 

the authorities and aimed at convincing them to en-
hance respect for IHL and/or other fundamental rules 
protecting persons in situations of violence and to take 
measures which improve the circumstances of people 
affected by such situations 

► Support: activities aimed at providing assistance to 
the authorities so that they are better able to carry out 
their functions and fulfil their responsibilities 

► Direct services/substitution: activities to provide di-
rect services to people in need, often in place of au-
thorities who are not able or not willing to do so 

► Mobilization: activities aimed at prevailing on third 
parties to influence the behaviour or action of the au-
thorities, to support them, or to provide direct services 
to people in need 

► Denunciation (resorted to by the ICRC only in ex-
ceptional circumstances and under strict condi-
tions): public declarations regarding violations of IHL 
or other fundamental rules protecting persons in situa-
tions of violence committed by specific actors, for the 
purpose of bringing a halt to such violations or pre-
venting their reoccurrence 

LEVELS OF INTERVENTION 
The activities carried out under the ICRC’s programmes 
are conducted at the following complementary levels to 
reach common objectives in aid of the affected popula-
tions: 
► preventing or alleviating the immediate effects of 

an emerging or established pattern of abuse or prob-
lem (responsive action) 

► restoring dignified living conditions through reha-
bilitation, restitution and reparation (remedial action) 

► fostering a social, cultural, institutional and legal 
environment conducive to full respect for IHL and/or 
other fundamental rules protecting persons in situa-
tions of violence (environment-building action) 

RESULT-BASED MANAGEMENT 
At least once a year, on the basis of an analysis of the 
given situation and of the humanitarian issues, the ICRC 
defines objectives and plans of action for the coming year 
for each context in which it operates. The plans of action 
describe how the ICRC aims to work towards the objec-
tives in question. Changes in situations and humanitarian 
issues may require objectives and plans of action to be re-
vised during the year. Objectives and plans of action are 
organized according to target populations and list activi-
ties according to programme (see descriptions below). 
The accounting system is structured accordingly (see de-
scription below). 

ICRC Appeals provide donors with information about 
these objectives and plans of action and their correspond-
ing budget. 

The ICRC also produces an Annual Report, which pro-
vides information – descriptive, quantitative and financial 
– regarding those objectives and plans of action. 

Whenever possible the reporting is result-oriented. It in-
cludes a description of the products and services resulting 
from processes that use a combination of resources, and 
their effect or results at output, outcome or impact level.  

The ICRC works according to the following definitions of 
the terminology used, adopted on the basis of a common 
understanding in existing literature: 
► input: resources that enable a person/organization to 

do something 
► activity: any action or process 
► output: the products, capital goods and services that 

are generated by an activity, including changes result-
ing from the activity that are expected to lead to the 
achievement of outcomes 

► outcome: the likely, or achieved, medium-term (1–5 
year) effects of the output of one or several activities 
or interventions 

► impact: positive and negative, primary and secondary, 
long-term effects produced by interventions (a combi-
nation of factors), directly or indirectly, intended or 
unintended. The ICRC, as any other actor, is likely 
only to contribute to an impact. Many factors will 
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come into play: some man-made, others occurring 
naturally 

TARGET POPULATIONS 
In setting its objectives, the ICRC has drawn up a stan-
dard list of seven target groups, divided into two broad 
categories. These are defined as follows: 

i) Affected populations/persons are individuals or 
segments of the population suffering the direct and/or 
indirect effects of a confirmed or emerging situation 
of armed conflict or violence, who do not or no 
longer take a direct part in the hostilities or violence. 
The aim of ICRC action for such people is to ensure 
that they are respected and protected and to alleviate 
the suffering caused by the situation, in accordance 
with the provisions of IHL and internationally ac-
cepted standards. The ICRC distinguishes between 
three different groups of people: 
■ civilians: 

all people who do not take a direct part in hostili-
ties or violence but whose physical or mental in-
tegrity and dignity are either threatened or affected 
during a conflict or another situation of violence 

■ people deprived of their freedom: 
all individuals deprived of their freedom in con-
nection with a situation of armed conflict or vio-
lence, such as prisoners of war, civilian internees 
and security detainees 

■ the wounded and sick: 
people injured or suffering from disease in a situa-
tion of armed conflict or violence 

ii) Then there are influential individuals or institutions 
that, because of their roles and functions, may di-
rectly or indirectly take action to curb, avoid or put an 
end to violations of IHL or other fundamental rules 
protecting persons in situations of violence, and pro-
tect or aid those affected when humanitarian prob-
lems arise. The ICRC endeavours to persuade them to 
take action, in the manner most conducive to promot-
ing full respect for those fundamental rules and to en-
suring that the people in need receive protection and 
assistance. This second broad category comprises the 
following: 
■ the authorities: 

political decision-makers (civil, administrative or 
legislative authorities, whether official or unoffi-
cial) 

■ armed forces and other weapon bearers: 
armed, police and security forces, and all State and 
non-State actors involved in armed violence 

■ civil society: 
the public at large, representatives of civil society 
or other actors exerting influence, such as the me-
dia, associations of various kinds, NGOs, religious 
authorities or opinion-makers, economic entities, 
young people, university students and academic 
institutions 
 
 

■ the Movement: 
besides the ICRC, the Movement comprises the 
National Societies and their International Federa-
tion. There is a National Society in almost every 
country in the world, carrying out humanitarian 
services for the benefit of the community. For the 
ICRC, the existence of a local partner in each 
country is a valuable asset and one of the distin-
guishing features of cooperation within the 
Movement 

Particular concerns 
The ICRC devotes particular attention to certain individ-
ual characteristics and situations which further increase 
vulnerability. As the civilian population becomes increas-
ingly caught up in armed conflicts, specific problems may 
engender or exacerbate vulnerability among women, chil-
dren, the elderly or minorities. 

As warring parties fight for territorial control, more and 
more civilians are displaced. Forced displacement could 
aim to weaken enemy forces by targeting communities 
considered to be supportive of them, or to facilitate ap-
propriation of property or access natural resources. Inter-
nally displaced people are those compelled to flee their 
homes, leaving most of their personal belongings behind, 
often to resettle in over-populated areas in conditions of 
extreme poverty, without gainful employment and seldom 
having the benefit of services such as a clean water sup-
ply, sewage systems, health care or education. 

Children are not spared in conflict, as they not only rep-
resent a large segment of the population but are also more 
vulnerable than adults. They should benefit both from the 
general protection guaranteed by law as people not taking 
a direct part in hostilities and from specific protection as a 
particularly vulnerable group (children are covered by 25 
articles in the 1949 Geneva Conventions and their 1977 
Additional Protocols). Yet three out of every five war vic-
tims assisted by the ICRC are children. They are often the 
powerless witnesses of atrocities committed against their 
relatives. Many of them are killed, wounded or impris-
oned, torn from their families, forcibly recruited into 
combat, compelled to flee or left without even an identity. 

Women and girls mostly experience armed conflict as 
civilians, and as such are often exposed to acts of vio-
lence. Such acts include death or injury from indiscrimi-
nate attacks and mine explosions, but also direct assaults. 
Sexual violence, including rape, is widespread and often 
used as a method of warfare against the civilian popula-
tion, with women and girls as the main victims. In addi-
tion, the loss of male relatives, deprivation of access to 
the basic means of survival and health care makes women 
and girls vulnerable. It is therefore imperative to under-
stand in which way, owing to their status and role in a 
given context, women and girls are affected by a situation 
of violence and how best humanitarian programmes can 
contribute to alleviating their plight. 

As the ICRC aims to provide a comprehensive response 
to all populations affected by armed conflict or violence, 
neither its programmes (protection, assistance, prevention 
and cooperation with National Societies) nor their corre-
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sponding budgets are designed in such a way as to cater 
solely to one or another of the specific groups described 
above. Donors wishing to help the ICRC manage contri-
butions to its programmes in the most efficient way pos-
sible are referred to the proposed criteria for levels of 
earmarking set out in the “Contributions” section of this 
chapter. 

In late 2001, the ICRC launched the “Missing” project to 
heighten awareness of the tragic fate of people who are 
unaccounted for as a result of armed conflict and other 
situations of violence and to seek ways of alleviating the 
anguish suffered by their families. In the wake of the In-
ternational Conference of Governmental and Non-
Governmental Experts on the missing and their families, 
convened by the ICRC in Geneva in February 2003, and 
the pledge made at the 28th International Conference of 
the Red Cross and Red Crescent in December 2003, op-
erational guidelines have been established to prevent dis-
appearances and to respond to the needs and suffering of 
the families left behind. They are currently being imple-
mented on the ground by the relevant ICRC delegations 
worldwide. Moreover, the ICRC continues to heighten 
concern about the issue of missing persons and their rela-
tives among governments, NGOs, UN agencies and rele-
vant segments of civil society and to emphasize the im-
portance of addressing and ultimately resolving the issue. 

PROGRAMME DESCRIPTIONS 

PROTECTION 
In order to preserve the lives, security, dignity and physi-
cal and mental well-being of people adversely affected by 
armed conflict and other situations of violence, the ICRC 
has adopted a protection approach that aims to ensure that 
the authorities and other players involved fulfil their obli-
gations and uphold the rights of individuals protected by 
law. It also tries to prevent and/or put an end to actual or 
probable violations of IHL and other bodies of law pro-
tecting people in such situations. The protection approach 
focuses both on the causes or circumstances of violations, 
targeting those responsible and those who can influence 
them, and on the consequences of the violations. 

Protection programmes cover all activities designed to en-
sure protection of the victims of armed conflicts and other 
situations of violence. The beneficiaries are resident and 
displaced civilians, people deprived of their freedom (in 
particular prisoners of war, security detainees, internees 
and other vulnerable people), people separated from their 
relatives by conflict, violence or other circumstances, 
such as natural disasters or migration, and missing people 
and their families. 

As a neutral and independent humanitarian organization, 
the ICRC seeks to ensure that all the parties to a conflict 
and all authorities provide individuals and groups with the 
full respect and protection that are due to them under IHL 
and other fundamental rules protecting persons in situa-
tions of violence. In response to violations of these rules, 
the ICRC endeavours, as much as possible through con-
structive and confidential dialogue, to encourage the au-
thorities concerned to take corrective action and to pre-

vent any recurrence. Delegations monitor the situation 
and the treatment of the civilian population and persons 
deprived of their freedom, discuss their findings with the 
authorities concerned, recommend measures and conduct 
follow-up activities. 

Respect for persons deprived of their freedom 
The objective of the ICRC’s activities for persons de-
prived of their freedom is purely humanitarian, namely to 
ensure that their physical and mental integrity is fully re-
spected and that their conditions of detention are in line 
with IHL and/or internationally recognized standards. As 
circumstances dictate, the ICRC strives to prevent forced 
disappearances or extrajudicial executions, ill-treatment 
and failure to respect fundamental judicial guarantees, 
and, whenever necessary, takes action to improve condi-
tions of detention. This involves in particular: 
► negotiating with the authorities to obtain access to 

persons deprived of their freedom wherever they may 
be held, in accordance with procedures that guarantee 
the effectiveness and consistency of ICRC action 

► visiting all detainees, assessing their conditions of de-
tention and identifying any shortcomings and humani-
tarian needs 

► monitoring individual detainees (for specific protec-
tion, medical or other purposes) 

► maintaining family links (such as facilitating family 
visits or forwarding RCMs) 

► under specific conditions, providing material and 
medical relief supplies to detainees or engaging in co-
operation on specific projects with the detaining au-
thorities 

► fostering a confidential and meaningful dialogue with 
the authorities at all levels regarding any problems of 
a humanitarian nature that may arise 

Visits to places of detention are carried out by the ICRC 
in accordance with strict conditions: 
► delegates must be provided with full and unimpeded 

access to all detainees falling within the ICRC’s man-
date and to all places where they are held 

► delegates must be able to hold private interviews with 
the detainees of their choice 

► delegates must be able to repeat their visits 
► detainees falling within the ICRC’s mandate must be 

notified individually to the ICRC, and the ICRC must 
be able to draw up lists of their names 

Respect for civilians 
Protection activities for the civilian population are in-
tended to ensure that individuals and groups not or no 
longer taking a direct part in hostilities are fully respected 
and protected, in accordance with IHL or other fundamen-
tal rules protecting persons in situations of violence. This 
involves in particular: 
► engaging in dialogue with the relevant parties at all 

levels to discuss humanitarian issues and to remind 
them of their legal obligations 
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► monitoring individuals and communities who are par-
ticularly vulnerable and/or exposed to serious risks of 
abuse, and reducing their exposure to those risks 

Restoring family links 
These activities aim to restore or maintain contact be-
tween members of families, including people deprived of 
their freedom, who have been separated by an armed con-
flict, another situation of violence or in relation with a 
natural disaster, with a view to relieving their mental an-
guish. This involves in particular: 
► forwarding family news (through various means, such 

as RCMs, radio broadcasts, the telephone and the 
Internet) via the worldwide Red Cross and Red Cres-
cent network (National Societies and ICRC delega-
tions) 

► tracing persons separated from their families, in par-
ticular unaccompanied and separated children, includ-
ing demobilized child soldiers 

► collecting information on detentions, disappearances 
and deaths, collecting tracing requests from the fami-
lies of missing people and submitting them to the 
relevant authorities for clarification 

► organizing repatriations and family reunifications 
► facilitating family visits to detainees or across front 

lines 
► issuing ICRC travel documents for people who, owing 

to a conflict, do not or no longer have identity papers 
and are about to be repatriated or resettled in a third 
country 

Missing persons 
Activities for missing persons are intended to shed light 
on the fate and/or whereabouts of people who are unac-
counted for as a consequence of an armed conflict or 
other situation of violence, and thereby respond to the suf-
fering caused to their relatives by the uncertainty sur-
rounding their fate. This involves promoting and support-
ing mechanisms to help clarify the fate of missing per-
sons, including the collection and management of infor-
mation and the recovery and identification of human re-
mains, facilitating dialogue between the authorities and 
the families of missing people, and responding to the lat-
ter’s needs. 

ASSISTANCE 
The aim of assistance is to preserve life and/or restore the 
dignity of individuals or communities adversely affected 
by an armed conflict or other situation of violence. Assis-
tance activities address the consequences of violations of 
IHL and other bodies of law that protect people. They 
may also tackle the causes and circumstances of such vio-
lations by reducing risk exposure. 

Assistance programmes are designed to preserve or re-
store acceptable living conditions for people affected by 
armed conflict or other situations of violence, to enable 
them to maintain an adequate standard of living in their 
respective social and cultural context until their basic 
needs are met by the authorities or through their own 

means. The beneficiaries are primarily resident or dis-
placed civilians, vulnerable groups such as minorities and 
the families of people who are unaccounted for, the sick 
and the wounded (both military and civilian) and people 
deprived of their freedom. 

Economic security 
Economic security programmes are designed to ensure 
that households and communities have access to the ser-
vices and resources required to meet their essential eco-
nomic needs, as defined by their physical condition and 
social and cultural environment. In practice, this translates 
into three different types of intervention: 
► relief interventions: to protect lives and livelihoods by 

providing persons in need with the goods and/or ser-
vices essential for their survival when they can no 
longer obtain these through their own means 

► production interventions: to protect or enhance a 
household’s or community’s asset base – its means of 
production – so that it can maintain or recover its live-
lihood 

► structural interventions: to protect livelihoods by in-
fluencing processes, institutions and policies that have 
a direct impact on a target population’s capacity to 
maintain its livelihood over time (such as agricultural 
or livestock services) 

Water and habitat 
Water and habitat programmes are designed to ensure ac-
cess to water (for both drinking and household use) and to 
a safe living environment. 

In situations of acute crisis, infrastructure may have been 
damaged by fighting and basic services may not work or 
be inaccessible. People may be forced to leave their 
homes to look for water in a hostile environment. By 
monitoring the situation and implementing projects when 
and where necessary, in both urban and rural contexts, the 
ICRC ensures access to water and safe environmental 
sanitation conditions, and promotes basic health care by 
taking emergency action and supporting existing facili-
ties. 

In emerging crises, chronic crises and post-crisis situa-
tions, the priority is to support and strengthen existing 
structures through initiatives taken in conjunction with the 
authorities and/or through specific programmes that meet 
the needs of the population in a viable, sustainable man-
ner. 

Health services 
Health-related activities are designed to give people af-
fected by an armed conflict or other situations of violence 
access to appropriate preventive and curative health care 
that meets universally recognized standards, a task which 
entails assisting local or regional health services and 
sometimes stepping in for them on a temporary basis. 
This involves in particular: 
► implementing activities, supporting existing struc-

tures, organizations and programmes or mobilizing 
others in order to foster access to health care, espe-
cially in the following key areas: health in detention, 
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pre-hospital care (first aid and medical evacuations), 
emergency hospital care, hospital management, basic 
health care, mother and child care and support for vic-
tims of sexual violence 

► negotiating with the authorities in order to guarantee 
safe access to quality health care for the affected 
population and a safe working environment for medi-
cal personnel 

Forensic services 
Forensic services provide support for the implementation 
of the recommendations pertaining to the forensic sci-
ences and human remains adopted by the 2003 Interna-
tional Conference on the Missing. They include: 
► providing operational support, including in the form of 

evaluations, to ICRC field operations on all matters 
related to human remains and the forensic sciences  

► providing training and advice on best practices in the 
forensic sciences as they relate to the search for the 
missing, including in natural disasters 

► spreading knowledge of and promoting those best 
practices 

► developing tools, including for the collection and 
management of information 

► developing guidelines, manuals and publications to 
empower investigations into cases of missing persons 

► carrying out forensic case-work in ICRC operational 
contexts that require it 

Weapon contamination 
The ICRC, together with National Red Cross and Red 
Crescent Societies, implements activities aimed at reduc-
ing the impact of weapon contamination on communities 
living in contaminated areas. The response provided is 
adapted to each individual situation and can comprise a 
range of activities that seek to define the scope of the 
problem, facilitate a flexible and effective response and 
take into account the activities of others in this field. 
More specifically, this involves: 
► providing policy guidance and technical support on 

weapon contamination issues to National Societies 
and representing the Movement internationally on 
these matters 

► working with protection, economic security and water 
and habitat programmes to ensure that weapon con-
tamination as a potential source of vulnerability is in-
cluded in assessments and programme planning 

► supporting National Society capacity building and the 
integration of National Societies into national mine-
action capability 

► deploying a rapid response capacity to ICRC delega-
tions in emergencies where weapon contamination 
poses a threat to the ICRC and/or the population 

► contributing globally to the development of interna-
tional mine-action policy, methodologies and systems 

Physical rehabilitation  
Physical rehabilitation projects are designed to provide 
physically disabled people with prosthetic/orthotic appli-

ances so that they can recover their mobility and play an 
active role in society. This involves in particular: 
► manufacturing prosthetic/orthotic appliances and 

components 
► providing national technicians with theoretical and 

practical training in accordance with recognized stan-
dards 

► engaging in dialogue with the authorities, especially 
on questions concerning the handover and continua-
tion of projects 

PREVENTION 
The aim of prevention is to foster an environment that is 
conducive to respect for the lives and dignity of those 
who may be adversely affected by an armed conflict or 
other situation of violence, and that is favourable to the 
work of the ICRC. The approach has a medium- to long-
term outlook and aims to prevent suffering by influencing 
those who have a direct or indirect impact on the fate of 
people affected by such situations, and/or who can influ-
ence the ICRC’s ability to gain access to these persons 
and operate efficiently in their favour. In particular, the 
prevention approach involves communicating, develop-
ing, clarifying and promoting the implementation of IHL 
and other applicable bodies of law, and promoting accep-
tance of the ICRC's work. 

Implementation of IHL 
Implementation activities aim to promote the universal 
ratification of humanitarian treaties and the adoption by 
States of legislative, administrative and practical meas-
ures and mechanisms to give effect to these instruments at 
national level. It is also important to ascertain that pro-
posals to develop domestic laws do not undermine exist-
ing IHL norms. Implementation activities also aim to fos-
ter compliance with IHL during armed conflicts and to 
ensure that national authorities, international organiza-
tions, the armed forces and other bearers of weapons cor-
rectly understand the law applicable in such situations. 
This involves in particular: 
► promoting humanitarian treaties among the relevant 

authorities by making representations to governments, 
providing training in IHL and drafting technical 
documents and guidelines to further national imple-
mentation 

► providing technical advice and support for the imple-
mentation of IHL, undertaking studies and carrying 
out technical assessments of the compatibility of na-
tional legislation with this body of law 

► translating existing IHL and human rights texts and 
materials into different languages 

► encouraging and helping authorities to integrate IHL 
into the doctrine, education and training of national 
armed, police and security forces, and into the training 
and education programmes for future leaders and 
opinion-makers in universities and schools 

Development of IHL 
These activities aim to promote the adoption of new trea-
ties to make IHL more effective and to respond to needs 
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which arise as a result of technological progress and the 
changing nature of armed conflict. At the same time, the 
ICRC furthers the development of customary international 
humanitarian law by encouraging constructive State prac-
tice. This involves in particular: 
► taking part in meetings of experts and diplomatic con-

ferences held to develop new treaties or other legal in-
struments, and formulating bilateral and multilateral 
initiatives to promote their acceptance by governments 
and relevant organizations 

► monitoring new developments, carrying out studies, 
organizing meetings of experts and drafting proposals 

Communication 
The following complementary communication approaches 
constitute a key component of preventive action and fa-
cilitate ICRC access to the victims of armed conflict and 
violence: 
► public communication which aims to inform and mo-

bilize key stakeholders on priority humanitarian issues 
and to promote greater understanding of and support 
for IHL and the work of the ICRC 

► processes to scan the humanitarian environment at the 
global, regional and local levels with a view to identi-
fying, understanding and addressing perceptions and 
issues having an impact on the ICRC’s ability to oper-
ate 

► developing and implementing strategies to influence 
the attitudes and actions of political authorities or 
weapon bearers 

► developing communication strategies and tools to mo-
bilize key target groups – such as leaders and opinion-
makers – in favour of respect for IHL and acceptance 
of ICRC action on behalf of victims of armed conflict 

► supporting the implementation of the youth education 
programme – Exploring Humanitarian Law – to help 
young people embrace humanitarian principles and the 
social and legal norms intended to protect life and 
human dignity 

► reinforcing links with academic circles to consolidate 
a network of IHL experts and developing partnerships 
with institutes and research centres specializing in IHL 

► responding to public information requests on humani-
tarian norms, issues and action in situations of armed 
conflict 

► producing – and translating into a range of languages 
– print, audio-visual and web-based communication 
materials to support and communicate the ICRC's ac-
tivities 

Weapons issues 
The ICRC pays particular attention to promoting meas-
ures to restrict or prohibit the use of weapons that have 
indiscriminate effects or cause superfluous injury or un-
necessary suffering. This includes promoting the applica-
tion of existing IHL norms on the use of weapons and the 
development, when appropriate, of additional norms in 
response to the field realities witnessed by the ICRC or 
the emergence of new technology. It involves in particu-
lar: 

► making representations to governments and other 
weapon bearers 

► providing an IHL perspective on weapons issues in 
national and international forums 

► holding meetings of military, legal, technical and for-
eign affairs experts to consider, inter alia, issues relat-
ing to emerging weapons technology and the impact in 
humanitarian terms of the use of certain weapons 

► promoting the full and faithful implementation of trea-
ties such as the Ottawa Convention and the Conven-
tion on Certain Conventional Weapons, and providing 
IHL perspectives in meetings on relevant arms treaties 

COOPERATION WITH NATIONAL SOCIETIES 
The aim of cooperation is to increase the operational ca-
pabilities of the National Societies, above all in countries 
affected or likely to be affected by armed conflict or other 
situations of violence.  It further aims to increase the 
ICRC’s ability to interact with National Societies and 
work in partnership with them. The cooperation approach 
aims to optimize the Movement’s humanitarian work by 
making the best use of complementary mandates and 
skills in operational matters such as protection, assistance 
and prevention. It involves drawing up and implementing 
the policies of the Movement that are adopted during its 
statutory meetings and building the capacities of the Na-
tional Societies, helping them to adhere at all times to the 
Fundamental Principles. 

The ICRC shares its expertise with the National Societies 
in their domestic and international activities. It does this 
by: 
► strengthening both the National Societies’ capacity to 

take action and provide appropriate services in times 
of armed conflict and other situations of violence in 
their own country and the ICRC’s action and opera-
tional capacity through its interaction and partnership 
with  National Societies 

► promoting operational partnerships with National So-
cieties in their own countries and with those working 
internationally in order to respond to the needs of 
people affected by conflicts or other situations of vio-
lence 

► promoting dialogue and having regular communica-
tion on issues of common concern with National So-
cieties and the International Federation Secretariat 

The sections below describe these activities, distinguish-
ing between cooperation with a National Society working 
in its own country and cooperation between the ICRC and 
National Societies working internationally. The final sec-
tion discusses overall Movement coordination in the field. 

Building the response capacity of National 
Societies in their own countries 
The ICRC provides expertise in certain areas to all Na-
tional Societies in order to strengthen their capacity to 
conduct activities domestically in accordance with their 
own priorities and plans. These areas include: 
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► promoting IHL and spreading knowledge of the 
Movement’s principles, ideals and activities among 
both internal and external target groups 

► preparing for and providing health care and relief ser-
vices in situations of conflict and internal strife 

► restoring family links through the worldwide Red 
Cross/Red Crescent tracing network according to the 
newly adopted  Restoring Family Links Strategy for 
the Movement and its corresponding implementation 
plan 

► developing activities to prevent the risks of weapon 
contamination 

► supporting National Societies in relevant legal mat-
ters, such as recognizing or reconstituting a National 
Society, drawing up or amending statutes, and prepar-
ing for the Movement’s statutory meetings 

The National Society remains responsible for designing, 
managing, implementing and monitoring all the activities 
it carries out. The ICRC facilitates the implementation of 
planned activities by: 
► providing National Societies with technical expertise 
► making available material and financial assistance in 

order to help National Societies to fulfil their humani-
tarian role in situations of armed conflict and internal 
strife 

► mobilizing support from sister National Societies and 
retaining a monitoring and support role with respect to 
the achievement of agreed objectives 

► seconding ICRC delegates to National Societies so 
that they can exercise executive, managerial or sup-
port responsibilities in areas agreed with the National 
Society 

Whatever form the ICRC’s support takes, it is offered in 
the spirit of a mutually beneficial partnership. In this re-
gard, the ICRC aims to enhance preparedness and re-
sponse by optimizing complementarity and strengthening 
the global Movement network. Written agreements be-
tween the ICRC and each National Society ensure that the 
objectives are clear to each partner and that the working 
relationship is based on a common understanding of re-
spective roles and responsibilities. The ICRC provides 
capacity-building support in close consultation and coor-
dination with the International Federation, as activities are 
carried out with a long-term perspective and are part of 
each National Society’s development process. 

Operational partnerships with National Societies 
in their own countries 
The ICRC and National Societies in their own countries 
often join forces and choose to implement activities to-
gether for the benefit of people affected by conflict or in-
ternal strife. Activities selected for joint implementation 
are those which best fit within the National Society’s own 
plan, preserve its ability to function as an independent in-
stitution and contribute to further strengthening its opera-
tional capacity. The National Society’s autonomy in man-
aging such activities may vary, and is contingent on its 
operational capacity and conditions on the ground. 

In its 2007–2010 Strategy, the ICRC identifies opera-
tional partnerships with National Societies in their own 
countries as a management priority that seeks not only to 
enhance the ICRC's own ability to partner with National 
Societies, but also to build the National Societies’ capac-
ity to conduct their own operations. 

Written agreements formalize the operational partnership 
and specify the objectives to be achieved, respective roles 
and responsibilities, and corresponding plans of action 
and budgets. Financial, administrative and reporting pro-
cedures form an integral part of such agreements. 

This form of cooperation ensures that partnerships with 
National Societies have an added value for the beneficiar-
ies, the ICRC and the National Society. Details of these 
activities are published in the ICRC’s Annual Report. 

Operational partnerships with National Societies 
working internationally  
Many National Societies have the resources and willing-
ness to work internationally together with the ICRC, and 
contribute in cash, in kind or by providing personnel and 
operational management. This section focuses on how this 
kind of operational partnership functions and on the form 
of projects implemented in the field. 

In order to make its operational partnerships with Na-
tional Societies working internationally more effective, 
and in line with its Cooperation policy of May 2003, the 
ICRC developed and tested between 2004 and 2006 new 
forms of partnership and management procedures that aim 
to bring added value to the Movement’s overall humani-
tarian response. The first – Integrated Partnerships – 
has been designed for  situations where a project carried 
out by a National Society working internationally forms 
an integral part of the ICRC’s own objectives, and the Na-
tional Society is integrated into the ICRC’s operational 
management framework. The second – Coordinated Ac-
tivities – has been designed for contexts where work car-
ried out by a National Society working internationally is 
not part of the ICRC’s objectives, but is under the ICRC’s 
leadership and coordination in conformity with the Seville 
Agreement. 

In the future, the ICRC will further invest in the develop-
ment of partnerships with National Societies that have re-
cently expanded their international work. 

Coordination within the Movement 
In a given context today, all the types of cooperation out-
lined above may occur simultaneously. They have to be 
carefully organized, coordinated and managed in order to 
achieve their respective objectives. More broadly, the re-
sources made available to the Movement must be coordi-
nated and managed in ways that ensure maximum benefit 
is derived for the beneficiaries. 

The ICRC is responsible for promoting and directing the 
contribution and involvement of other Movement compo-
nents in international relief operations in countries af-
fected by armed conflict, internal strife and their direct 
consequences. It assumes the role of “lead agency” for the 
Movement operation in accordance with the Movement’s 
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Statutes and the Seville Agreement, and in consultation 
with the National Society of the country concerned. 

In such situations, coordination mechanisms are estab-
lished that cover all the Red Cross and Red Crescent insti-
tutions active on the ground. 

When the ICRC assumes the role of lead agency, it im-
plements its own activities while also taking responsibil-
ity for coordinating the response of other Movement 
components. It is currently working to improve its prac-
tice as lead agency, by working with the National Society 
of the country as its natural "primary partner". Country-
level memoranda of understanding, defining the roles and 
responsibilities of each Movement component in emer-
gency and normal situations, during periods of conflict, 
transition and peace, have been developed in a number of 
contexts and have proven effective in preparing the 
ground for well coordinated Movement action. 

In cooperation with other Movement partners, the ICRC 
has dedicated further resources to learning from the ex-
perience of coordinating the Movement’s humanitarian 
response in a number of contexts. Revised operational 
guidelines to enhance coordination are under develop-
ment. 

GENERAL 
This programme covers all activities related to the func-
tioning of ICRC delegations, but which cannot be allo-
cated to another programme, such as strategy, manage-
ment, internal control and certain strategic negotiations. 

OVERHEADS 
The budget and expenditure for each operation comprises 
a 6.5% overhead charge on cash and services as a contri-
bution to the costs of headquarters support for operations 
in the field. This support is for services essential to an op-
eration’s success, such as human resources, finance, logis-
tics, information technology and other support as de-
scribed in the Headquarters Appeal for the same year. The 
contribution covers approximately 30% of the actual cost 
of support provided by headquarters to field operations. 

CONTINGENCY 
The overall amount of the Emergency Appeals includes a 
budgetary reserve of 5% of the total field budget (includ-
ing overheads). The reserve enables the ICRC to meet un-
foreseen needs arising from the intensification of armed 
conflicts or other situations of violence where the total 
expenditure for its work does not justify a Budget Exten-
sion or Special Appeal. 

ICRC FIELD STRUCTURE 
The ICRC has developed a broad network of delegations 
around the world. The ultimate purpose of such a network 
is to enable the ICRC to fulfill its mandate in favour of 
those affected by armed conflict or other situations of vio-
lence, by responding in a timely, efficient and adequate 
manner to the resulting humanitarian needs. 

ICRC delegations adapt to the specific needs of the con-
texts in which they are active and endeavour to develop 
the most appropriate and effective strategies. They also 
act as early-warning systems with regard to political vio-
lence or nascent armed conflicts and their potential con-
sequences in humanitarian terms. 

In ongoing or emerging situations of armed conflict or 
violence, the delegations focus on operational activities 
such as protection, assistance, cooperation and preventive 
action at the responsive and remedial levels, for the direct 
benefit of victims – civilians, people deprived of their 
freedom and the wounded and sick. 

In other situations, the delegations focus primarily on en-
vironment-building preventive action, cooperation with 
National Societies and humanitarian diplomacy, while 
remaining poised to become more operational should the 
need arise. 

Many delegations cover only one country. Others cover 
several countries and are called “regional delegations”. 
Certain delegations are tending more and more to provide 
regional services for their respective regions, such as the 
Cairo delegation in terms of communication, Amman in 
terms of logistics and Colombo as a training provider. 

The ICRC’s presence in the field can also take the form of 
a mission or other form of representation adapted to the 
particularities of the context or the specific functions as-
signed to the ICRC staff on the ground. 

Regional breakdown 
Delegations are grouped by geographic regions covering 
the following geographical entities: 

■ Africa 
■ Asia and the Pacific 
■ Europe and the Americas  
■ Middle East and North Africa 

There are 9 regions in all: 
■ Africa 

• Eastern Africa 
• The Great Lakes and Southern Africa 
• Western and Central Africa  

■ Asia and the Pacific 
• East Asia, South-East Asia and the Pacific 
• South Asia 

■ Europe and the Americas 
• Eastern Europe and Central Asia 
• Latin America and the Caribbean 
• North America, Western, Central and South-

Eastern Europe 
■ Middle East and North Africa 

• Middle East and North Africa 
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At headquarters, a head of region is in charge of the man-
agement of and support for field operations in each re-
gion. The head of region answers to the director of Opera-
tions and is also in charge of a regional multidisciplinary 
team representing headquarters services such as Protec-
tion, Assistance, Logistics, Law, Communication, Coop-
eration within the Movement, Humanitarian Diplomacy, 
External Resources, Human Resources and Finance and 
Administration, which are involved as needed. The aim is 
to enhance relations between headquarters and field dele-
gations, and to better coordinate and focus the support 
provided by these various services. 

CONTRIBUTIONS 

LEVELS OF EARMARKING 
“Earmarking” is the practice whereby donors require that 
their funds be attributed to a particular region, country, 
programme or project, or for the purchase of specific 
goods. Experience has shown that the ICRC’s operational 
flexibility decreases in direct proportion to the degree of 
earmarking demanded by donors, to the detriment of the 
people that the ICRC is trying to help. Coming to terms 
with specific earmarking and reporting requirements gen-
erates an additional administrative workload, both in the 
field and at headquarters. Existing standard reporting pro-
cedures have to be duplicated to meet individual requests, 
specific reporting, audit and evaluation requirements. 

The ICRC has formulated guidelines to ensure greater 
uniformity and coherence in managing earmarked funds. 
These standards are designed to maximize the ICRC's ef-
fectiveness in the field, by limiting the number of financ-
ing and reporting constraints. The guidelines include rules 
on contributions which cannot be accepted on principle. 
These include: 
► contributions which are in contradiction with the 

Movement’s Fundamental Principles 
► contributions which seek to support only a specific 

category of beneficiary (e.g. an ethnic or religious mi-
nority, a specific age group or a specific gender) 

► contributions which seek to support only a specific 
sub-region of a country 

► visibility requirements which impinge on the security 
of beneficiaries or ICRC staff 

Earmarking is one of the issues raised in the Donor Sup-
port Group (DSG), a discussion forum made up of gov-
ernments contributing over 10 million Swiss francs annu-
ally to the ICRC’s Appeals. The DSG has successfully as-
sisted the ICRC in its efforts to decrease the levels of 
earmarking on contributions and to improve its standard 
reporting system. In addition, the majority of DSG mem-
bers have accepted that the ICRC’s standard reporting 
meets the reporting requirements related to their dona-
tions. The ICRC continues to try to encourage donors to 
ease their constraints, while maintaining its commitment 
to use funds as efficiently as possible. In 2001, the ICRC 
adapted its standard reporting system to its internal annual 
planning exercise (known in-house as the PfR, or Plan-
ning for Results). This commitment to improve reporting 

to donors has been further reinforced through, for in-
stance, external audits and enhanced internal planning, 
monitoring and evaluation procedures. 

The table below shows the overall framework agreed with 
donors for the earmarking level of cash contributions to 
the ICRC: 

 
Level of earmarking Range/restrictions Example 
None overall ICRC field 

budget 
ICRC operations worl-
dwide 

Region one of the four geo-
graphical entities 

ICRC operations in Af-
rica 

Programme one of the four pro-
grammes 

ICRC prevention worl-
dwide 

Programme/region one of the four pro-
grammes for one of the 
four geographical enti-
ties 

ICRC protection activi-
ties in Asia and the Pa-
cific 

Operation one of the operational 
delegations 

ICRC activities in Co-
lombia 

Contributions which lead to double or over-financing (e.g. 
two different donors wishing to fund the same programme 
in the same country) cannot be accepted as this would run 
counter to recognized audit standards. The ICRC can 
make exceptions in accepting earmarking to programme 
or sub-programme level for a specific operation when 
standard reporting requirements are agreed. 

Earmarking guidelines not only seek increased uniformity 
and coherence in managing contributions, but also estab-
lish a correlation between earmarking and reporting. In-
deed, greater flexibility on the donor side regarding narra-
tive and financial reporting enables the ICRC to manage 
tighter earmarking more effectively. 

CONTRIBUTIONS IN KIND 
Contributions in kind refer to assistance provided in the 
form of food, non-food items or specific goods needed for 
the ICRC’s assistance activities. The customary procedure 
for the acquisition of contributions in kind is as follows: 
the ICRC makes a request for specific goods needed for a 
particular field operation; that request is matched by a 
specific donor offer of goods. Once the offer has been ac-
cepted, the goods are delivered by the donor directly to 
the ICRC’s local or regional warehouses.  

CONTRIBUTIONS IN SERVICES 
Contributions in services refer to support given to the 
ICRC in the form of logistics or staff on loan. The head-
ing “in services” in the regional budget table indicates the 
portion of the budget that the ICRC estimates will be cov-
ered by this sort of contribution. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE ACCOUNTING 
MODEL 

The accounting model draws a clear distinction between 
financial accounting and cost accounting. Cost accounting 
enhances the information available for internal manage-
ment and reporting to donors. Financial accounting illus-
trates how human, material and financial resources are 
used, while cost accounting focuses on the use of those 
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resources for the implementation of operational objectives 
by country, programme and target population, as defined 
in the PfR methodology. The aim of the system is to en-
hance understanding of the resources needed to achieve 
operational results and to determine the reasons for, and 
the objectives of, the costs incurred. 

OVERVIEW 
The objective of the financial accounting system is to re-
cord expenses and to report on financial transactions in 
accordance with legal requirements. The purpose of cost 
accounting, which is based on financial accounting, is to 
promote understanding of processes and transactions, to 
respond to management requirements in terms of detailed 
information and – in particular for the ICRC – to facilitate 
general and specific reporting to donors. 

The financial accounting system is composed of different 
data-entry modules that supply the basic information to 
the cost accounting system (comprising cost centre ac-
counting and cost units accounting). The costs are allo-
cated from the cost centres to the cost units according to 
where and by whom the objectives are being imple-
mented. For the system to function, staff must report on 
the time they spend working on different objectives. 

Financial accounting system 
The financial accounting system consists of a number of 
modules (general ledger, payroll, accounts payable, ac-
counts receivable, stocks, fixed assets). Information re-
corded in the peripheral modules is stored within the main 
module, the general ledger, and incorporated into a bal-
ance sheet and a profit-and-loss statement. As financial 
accounting does not provide information about the origin 
of and the reason for costs, it does not in itself serve to as-
sess results. In other words, it does not provide the infor-
mation needed for reporting purposes. This task is per-
formed by cost accounting. 

Cost or analytical accounting system 
The cost accounting system allocates all costs in two dif-
ferent ways: to the cost centre, which explains the origin 
of the costs, and to the cost units, which indicate the rea-
son for or the objective of the costs. Thus it not only ex-
plains the type and origin of costs (e.g. salary, purchase, 
communications, etc.), but also creates a link between the 
internal service supplier (operations, management, ware-
house, logistics, administration, etc.) and the beneficiary, 
thereby providing reliable and meaningful information for 
both internal and external performance assessment and 
reporting. 

COST TYPE ACCOUNTING  
Personnel costs are initiated directly by employees and 
comprise salaries, social benefits, training and all other 
expenses directly related to staff remuneration. 

Workplace costs comprise all costs incurred in connec-
tion with the space and infrastructure necessary for the 
work of staff, and are therefore directly correlated to the 
number of employees within the cost centre initiating the 
costs. Examples of such costs are office furniture, IT in-

frastructure, all types of material and equipment and their 
maintenance, depreciation of assets, rent for work space 
and storage space, consumables such as electricity and 
water, means of transport and communication fees. 

Direct costs represent all direct costs that bear no direct 
relation to the number of employees and that can there-
fore be allocated directly to cost units accounting (see be-
low). Examples are the purchase of goods and services for 
distribution to beneficiaries or for immediate consump-
tion. 

Financial accounting and cost categories 
The chart of accounts comprises three cost categories that 
serve to allocate costs between cost centres and to cost 
units accounting. 

Cost centre accounting 
Any unit (department or unit at headquarters or delegation 
in the field) within the organization generates costs as it 
consumes goods and services. It is important to identify 
the initiator of these costs and to specify his or her re-
sponsibility for the type, quality and dimension of the 
transactions concerned. This is the purpose of the cost 
centre accounting system. The cost centre reflects the 
structure of the unit to which the costs incurred within a 
given period are initially charged. The person who is an-
swerable for the origin of the relevant costs always man-
ages the cost centre. 

Cost units accounting  
Cost units accounting responds to the information re-
quirements of management and donors, providing greater 
insight into the financial resources consumed. It is an es-
sential tool for management since it describes the reason 
for or purpose of the costs. Cost units accounting and re-
porting is based on the operational objectives defined us-
ing the PfR methodology and gives a clearer indication of 
the purpose for which the costs were incurred. 

To make it possible to produce all the reports required, a 
three-dimensional cost units structure is used. The three 
dimensions, outlined below, are independent from one 
another. Set together they are the parameters of the PfR 
system. The total costs found in cost unit accounting are 
equal to the total costs found in cost centre accounting. In 
all three of the dimensions described there are different 
levels of aggregation in order to monitor activities ade-
quately. 

a) Financial “organizational unit” dimension 

The financial organizational unit (OU) reflects the hierar-
chy of the organization in terms of responsibility for op-
erational results. As most ICRC field operations are de-
signed for and implemented in a specific geographical 
area, the OU dimension also reflects the geographical 
structure of field operations. It serves to determine the 
costs and income of a delegation, region or geographical 
entity and to compare those costs and that income with 
the predefined objectives and results to be achieved. 

At headquarters, the OU dimension corresponds to direc-
torates, departments and units. 
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b) Programme dimension 

Programmes are slices of institutional objectives cut along 
the lines of the ICRC’s core activities. They therefore rep-
resent the ICRC’s areas of competence translated into 
products and services delivered to the beneficiaries (see 
“Programme Descriptions” above). 

c) Target populations dimension 

With the introduction of the PfR methodology, it has be-
come necessary to identify target populations as relevant 
cost units and hence to incorporate them into the project 
dimension (for the definition of target populations see 
“Target Populations” above) 

Objectives and plans of action 

The objectives are a general statement of intent used for 
planning purposes on a timescale of one to several years. 
Via plans of action, this process clearly identifies a result 
or a measurable change for a target of population. 

CONCLUSION 
The ICRC has an ambitious accounting model that has 
implications not only for financial and data-processing 
procedures but also for the organization and working 
methods of the relevant support units. In this connection, 
it has started to work on performance indicators which 
aim at enhancing the financial information obtained with 
operational key indicators. 
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DELEGATIONS REGIONAL DELEGATIONS BUDGET IN KCHF  

Protection 56,709 
Assistance 261,690 
Prevention 44,450 
Cooperation with National Societies 36,522 
General 408 

Total 399,779 
Of which: Overheads 24,217

PERSONNEL 
Expatriates  593 
National staff 4,471 
(daily workers not included)  

Angola 
Burundi 
Central African Republic 
Chad 
Congo, Democratic 
Republic of the 
Eritrea 
Ethiopia 
African Union 
Guinea 
Liberia 
Nigeria 
Rwanda 
Somalia 
Sudan 
Uganda 

Abidjan 
Dakar 
Harare 
Nairobi 
Pretoria 
Yaoundé 
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In 2009, the ICRC will maintain a strong operational 
presence in sub-Saharan Africa (hereafter referred to as 
Africa), with 26 delegations and missions carrying out a 
wide range of activities to protect and assist victims of 
past and present armed conflicts and other situations of 
violence. It will also endeavour to prevent human suffer-
ing by promoting greater recognition and much wider im-
plementation of IHL throughout Africa. 

Flexibility will again be key for delegations working in 
situations of armed conflict. Operations will be adapted to 
the scale and urgency of needs and based on a realistic as-
sessment of those needs and the constraints on the ground. 
The ICRC will continue to stress to all parties to conflict 
their obligations under IHL to respect and protect those 
not or no longer taking part in hostilities. It will also re-
mind all sides of the ICRC’s strict principles of neutrality 
and independence in order to ensure that its staff and 
Movement partners have safe access to people in need. 

Sudan, the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC), 
Somalia and Chad will remain among the ICRC’s largest 
operations worldwide. Despite international peace initia-
tives, armed conflict is ongoing in eastern Chad and has 
escalated in the east of the DRC, in central and southern 
Somalia and in Sudan's Darfur region following the attack 
in May by an armed group on Omdurman, Khartoum’s 
twin city across the River Nile. The fighting has resulted 
in casualties, population displacement and economic 
hardship. Given developments in 2008, Sudan’s disputed 

north-south border regions also remain potential flash-
points for violence. 

In Ethiopia, activities will be significantly reduced, 
mainly as a result of the government’s expulsion of the 
ICRC from the Somali Regional State (SRS) in July 2007 
(see Ethiopia). The ICRC will maintain its dialogue with 
the government with a view to resuming activities in the 
SRS. 

In places where armed conflict persists but is sporadic, 
such as in the north of the Central African Republic 
(CAR) or in Burundi, or where many IDPs have returned 
home or resettled, as in Côte d’Ivoire, Eritrea and 
Uganda, the ICRC aims to scale back emergency aid and 
focus on helping communities rebuild their livelihoods. 

As the situation has stabilized in Angola, Congo and Si-
erra Leone, the delegations there will close down and ac-
tivities in those countries will be conducted from the Pre-
toria regional, Yaoundé regional and Guinea delegations, 
respectively. In post-conflict Liberia, the ICRC will phase 
out assistance projects and concentrate on promoting IHL 
and providing support for the National Society. 

In many countries, National Societies are the ICRC’s key 
partners for delivering relief goods, restoring family links 
and promoting IHL and the Fundamental Principles, and 
they will receive ongoing support to strengthen their ca-
pacities in these fields. A priority in 2009 will be to step 
up National Society involvement in ICRC operations in a 
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number of countries, including the CAR, Côte d’Ivoire, 
the DRC, Kenya, Mali, Somalia, Sudan and Uganda. The 
aim is twofold: to enhance the response for beneficiaries 
and to reinforce the skills of National Societies to help 
vulnerable populations. 

The ICRC will continue to coordinate its activities with 
those of Movement partners, UN agencies and other hu-
manitarian actors working in areas of common interest, in 
order to maximize impact, bridge gaps and avoid duplica-
tion, including by attending UN cluster meetings as an 
observer. 

The ICRC will provide relief and other assistance to peo-
ple directly affected by armed conflict. The aim of such 
support is, among other things, to prevent population dis-
placement, to ensure that families who are displaced, as 
well as their host communities, have the resources to 
cope, and to help returning IDPs and the communities re-
absorbing them to improve their economic situation. The 
assistance is tailored to the population’s specific needs 
and the local context. It also takes into account the effects 
on beneficiaries of global commodity price rises, whose 
impact the organization will continue to monitor in 2009. 

In Darfur, the ICRC will maintain its focus on helping ru-
ral communities – farmers and nomads alike – to preserve 
their livelihoods so that they are not forced to head for 
crowded urban IDP camps, where the bulk of interna-
tional aid is concentrated. The assistance will vary from 
basic shelter and household items, seed, tools and one-off 
food rations, to veterinary training, livestock vaccination 
campaigns and micro-economic projects. Vulnerable resi-
dent communities in the DRC, especially in the east, and 
in central and southern Somalia will benefit from a simi-
lar range of assistance to help them avoid destitution. 

Wherever possible, the ICRC will assist IDPs in their 
place of refuge, usually close to their village or in a host 
community, or, if they return home or resettle, in their vil-
lages, and continue to advocate this approach to other or-
ganizations. The aim is to help displaced families regain 
their self-sufficiency, which, security permitting, facili-
tates their return home, rather than risk having them be-
come aid-dependent in camps. In countries such as the 
CAR, Chad, the DRC, Niger, Senegal and Somalia, IDPs 
and returnees will receive, as needed, shelter materials, 
essential household items, seed, tools and, in case of ur-
gent need, food and water rations. The most vulnerable 
members of communities hosting or reabsorbing IDPs 
will be provided with similar assistance, and the ICRC 
will initiate micro-economic projects to help boost those 
communities’ income and productivity. In Uganda, for 
example, returnees in transit camps or villages will re-
ceive vouchers for agricultural items, cash or in-kind 
grants and energy-saving ovens. In Eritrea, the ICRC will 
hire tractors to plough fields for rural communities, pro-
vide goats and donkeys and assist in rebuilding homes 
and starting market gardens. 

The ICRC will also be ready to assist IDPs in camps. This 
applies mainly to Gereida camp (South Darfur), where the 
delegation will provide most basic services to some 
137,000 IDPs until suitable organizations are found to 

take over those responsibilities (see Sudan), and to north-
ern Uganda. 

In addition, the ICRC will ensure that IDPs and vulner-
able resident communities, especially those hosting or re-
absorbing IDPs, have access to clean drinking water and 
primary health care. In various countries affected by con-
flict or other situations of violence, such as Burundi, Côte 
d’Ivoire, the CAR, Chad, Guinea, the DRC, Eritrea, So-
malia, Sudan, Uganda and Zimbabwe, the ICRC will 
build or rehabilitate rural and urban water and/or primary 
health care facilities and provide the authorities and 
communities with the training and supplies to maintain 
them. Most ICRC-supported health centres offer curative 
and mother-and-child care plus immunization, malaria 
and hygiene programmes. In Darfur and the DRC, they 
also provide treatment and counselling for victims of sex-
ual violence. 

Family members dispersed by conflict will be able to re-
store and maintain contact through the tracing and RCM 
services. The priority will remain to reunite children, in-
cluding those formerly associated with fighting forces, 
and other vulnerable people with their families, wherever 
appropriate. The services are being reduced or phased out 
in countries or regions where security conditions have 
improved or the refugee population has decreased signifi-
cantly, such as Angola, Côte d’Ivoire, Guinea, Liberia, 
Southern Sudan, Rwanda and the United Republic of 
Tanzania. The ICRC will also assist in the voluntary repa-
triation of civilians across the Eritrea-Ethiopia border, 
which remains closed. 

ICRC delegates will continue to visit people held in de-
tention facilities in order to monitor their treatment and 
living conditions, and will encourage the detaining au-
thorities to make any necessary improvements, in line 
with internationally recognized standards. In countries 
such as Equatorial Guinea, Ethiopia, Gambia, Guinea and 
Sudan, it will pursue efforts to gain or regain access to all 
detainees falling within its mandate. As in Mali, Niger 
and Sudan in 2008, the ICRC will offer its services as a 
neutral intermediary to facilitate the release of detainees 
and their handover to the appropriate authorities. It will 
also strive to follow up with the relevant stakeholders all 
information related to people detained in connection with 
the Somalia conflict and/or the fight against “terrorism”. 

Where necessary, the ICRC will step in to improve deten-
tion conditions by rehabilitating infrastructure, especially 
water and sanitation, organizing health care and, in emer-
gencies, providing food to save detainees’ lives. At the 
same time, it will encourage the authorities to assume 
their responsibilities towards detainees and will support 
their initiatives. For example, in Rwanda, which has a 
prison population of around 60,000, the authorities will 
receive ICRC funds, training and expertise to help them 
establish a formal national prison service. Delegations 
will also help to mobilize other actors to support the judi-
cial and penal reform processes under way in various 
other countries and to assist in improving detention condi-
tions. In Uganda, the ICRC, the authorities and interna-
tional stakeholders are working together to expand a pilot 
project to introduce HIV/AIDS, malaria and tuberculosis 
prevention, diagnosis and treatment services in prisons. 
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To improve treatment of the weapon-wounded, the ICRC 
will support medical facilities in conflict-affected coun-
tries with a combination of funds, supplies, equipment, 
training, on-the-job supervision, and assistance in reha-
bilitating infrastructure. ICRC surgical staff will be re-
tained in Chad, the DRC, Eritrea, Somalia and Sudan. In 
addition, war-surgery, trauma-management and first-aid 
courses will be organized for medical and health care staff 
in all these contexts and in violence-prone regions of 
countries such as Guinea, Kenya, Mali and Niger. In So-
malia, the ICRC aims, in partnership with the Qatar Red 
Crescent Society, to further expand its already extensive 
medical programme. 

The ICRC will also provide substantial support to the 
physical rehabilitation sector in Chad, the DRC, Ethiopia, 
Sudan and, for the first time, Uganda, where past and pre-
sent conflicts have resulted in significant numbers of war 
amputees. The aim is to help the ICRC-supported pros-
thetic/orthotic centres become self-sufficient in the me-
dium term. This includes organizing courses and on-the-
job training to build up sustainable networks of skilled 
staff. In Southern Sudan, the ICRC is helping the authori-
ties to build, equip and run the region’s first physical re-
habilitation referral centre. In Angola, 29 years of ICRC 
involvement in the prosthetic/orthotic sector drew to a 
close in mid-2008, but the organization will continue to 
advocate for sustained national support for services for 
disabled people. 

The ICRC will reinforce efforts to promote IHL through-
out Africa. The aim is to ensure that people not or no 
longer involved in hostilities are protected and respected 
in accordance with IHL and that the mandates, Funda-
mental Principles and activities of the Movement’s com-
ponents are accepted by the authorities and all weapon 
bearers. The ICRC’s 2009 Solferino communication cam-

paign will provide a springboard to promote humanitarian 
principles and highlight the challenges facing humanitar-
ian action in current armed conflicts and other situations 
of violence. A key message will be the need to make a 
clear distinction between political and military mandates 
and the delivery of humanitarian aid, thus safeguarding 
neutral and independent humanitarian action. 

Delegations will engage in dialogue on IHL and problems 
requiring humanitarian action with the national, regional 
and international authorities concerned, including the Af-
rican Union, African regional economic communities and 
the diplomatic community. The ICRC will advise gov-
ernments on the ratification of IHL treaties and the incor-
poration of their provisions into national law. It will con-
tinue to work with armed, security and police forces to in-
tegrate IHL, international human rights law and humani-
tarian principles into their training, doctrine and opera-
tions, and give briefings on IHL to African and other 
troops deployed as peacekeepers on the continent. Regu-
lar contact with armed groups will help ensure that they 
too are familiar with IHL and support ICRC activities. 

In parallel, the ICRC will develop longstanding pro-
grammes aimed at boosting support for IHL and the 
Movement among sectors of civil society that are in a po-
sition to sway public opinion and policy decisions, such 
as traditional and religious leaders, the media, women’s 
groups and NGOs. To garner support for IHL among 
young people, the education authorities in countries intro-
ducing the ICRC’s Exploring Humanitarian Law pro-
gramme into their secondary school curricula will receive 
the necessary support to enable them to run the pro-
gramme themselves by 2010–11. In universities through-
out Africa, the ICRC will sponsor or run seminars and 
competitions, give presentations and provide materials to 
spark interest in and support the teaching of IHL. 
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ANGOLA 
 
 

BUDGET IN KCHF  
Protection 1,372 
Assistance -   
Prevention 319 
Cooperation with National Societies 461 
General -   

Total 2,153 
Of which: Overheads 131

PERSONNEL 
Expatriates  3 

The ICRC has been present in Angola since the start of 
the armed conflict in 1975 that devastated the country's 
infrastructure and economy and left the population de-
pendent on aid. Relative normality has returned since the 
2002 Luena peace agreement, although mines remain a 
major problem. The ICRC cooperates with the Angola 
Red Cross in raising awareness of landmine risks. The 
two organizations also operate a tracing network to en-
able family members separated by the conflict to re-
establish contact. Following the closure of the Luanda 
delegation in mid-2009, activities in Angola will be pur-
sued by the ICRC’s regional delegation in Pretoria. 

National staff (daily workers not included) 21 
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CONTEXT 
Angola is slowly recovering from the political, economic 
and social consequences of the armed conflict that lasted 
from independence in 1975 until the signing of the Luena 
peace agreement in April 2002. Since then, Angola has 
remained relatively stable and successfully held its first 
parliamentary elections since 1992 in September 2008. 
President dos Santos's governing Movimento Popular de 
Libertação de Angola (MPLA) party won around 82% of 
the vote, with the main opposition União Nacional pela 
Independência Total de Angola (UNITA) party winning 
just over 10%. Presidential elections are scheduled for 
2009. 

Angola is growing economically, becoming Africa’s larg-
est oil producer in 2008. As a result, the government has 
more funds for the rehabilitation of infrastructure, includ-
ing hospitals and schools, and can increase the national 
budgetary allocation for public and social services. None-
theless, the majority of the population does not feel the 
benefits of these improvements, as poverty and unem-
ployment remain widespread. 

Sporadic skirmishes in the north of the oil-rich Cabinda 
enclave are still reported on an infrequent basis, allegedly 
between the Front for the Liberation of the Cabinda En-
clave-Armed Forces of Cabinda (FLEC-FAC) and the 
Angolan national army. Disagreements between various 
FLEC factions continued in 2008, with one announcing 
plans to continue the armed struggle, another threatening 
to target foreign companies and their employees, and yet 
another declaring a commitment to finding a peaceful so-
lution through negotiations.  

HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE 
In response to Angola’s steady transition to peace and the 
accompanying decrease in need for humanitarian assis-
tance, the ICRC will end its permanent presence in the 
country in 2009. After more than three decades of activ-
ity, the Luanda delegation will wind up its operations in 
June 2009, with the last of its sub-delegations closing at 
the end of 2008. 

Thus, during the first half of 2009, the ICRC will focus on 
communicating and preparing for its withdrawal from 
Angola. A major part of this will involve building the ca-
pacity of the Angola Red Cross to coordinate and take the 
lead in delivering services to restore family links through 
its national network from March 2009. The ICRC will fa-
cilitate an analysis of the National Society’s tracing needs 
and sustain the collection and distribution of RCMs by fi-
nancing the positions of provincial tracing coordinators 
and volunteers. 

In addition, together with the Angola Red Cross, the 
ICRC will work to resolve by the end of March 2009 all 
outstanding cases of unaccompanied children and vulner-
able adults separated from their relatives, with a commit-
ment to finding durable solutions for those whose families 
cannot be found. Where possible and appropriate, chil-
dren will be reunited with their families, in cooperation 
with the Ministry of Assistance and Social Reintegration 

(MINARS), and will be provided with food and essential 
items to ease their reintegration. 

The ICRC will monitor the sustainable continuation of ac-
tivities handed over in 2008 or before as part of its 
planned withdrawal from Angola, offering support as ap-
propriate. In order to contribute to the Angola Red 
Cross’s mine action activities, the ICRC will facilitate the 
National Society’s participation in the Movement’s inter-
national work on weapon-contamination issues. It will 
also monitor and advocate for sustained national support 
for Angola’s physical rehabilitation services, in particular 
for the three centres directly supported by the ICRC from 
1979 to 2008. 

While the Luanda delegation remains operational, contact 
with local and national authorities will be maintained. In 
Cabinda, the ICRC will monitor respect for and the pro-
tection of the civilian population and visit detainees to 
monitor their treatment and living conditions, where nec-
essary making recommendations to the detaining authori-
ties for improvements or changes. At the national level, 
the ICRC will continue to encourage the authorities to in-
tegrate IHL into domestic legislation and military train-
ing.  

As of July 2009, the ICRC's regional delegation in Preto-
ria will take over the responsibility for ICRC activities in 
Angola, such as working with the Angola National Soci-
ety to consolidate capacity-building efforts in core Red 
Cross activities. It will ensure continued ICRC contact 
with the Angolan authorities, including military and secu-
rity forces, and will also take on the particular task of 
monitoring the situation in Cabinda. 

Whether through the Luanda or Pretoria delegations, the 
ICRC will continue to coordinate its activities with those 
of Movement partners, UN agencies and other humanitar-
ian actors in fields of common interest, in order to maxi-
mize impact, fill gaps and avoid duplication. 

HUMANITARIAN ISSUES AND ICRC 
OBJECTIVES 

CIVILIANS 
Although incidents remain rare, the population of Cabinda 
may occasionally be subjected to ill-treatment as a result 
of the substantial army presence in the enclave or in the 
course of military operations against FLEC.  

Objective 
Civilians in Cabinda are respected by weapon bearers, 
who no longer commit violations of IHL/human rights 
law against them. 

Plan of action 
Protection 

 monitor the situation in Cabinda, collect information 
on alleged violations of IHL/human rights and make 
oral and written representations to the authorities, en-
suring follow-up, where and when appropriate 

Although communication networks have improved in An-
gola and the number of returnees to Angola has dimin-
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ished, there are some people who have still not been able 
to find or contact relatives from whom they were sepa-
rated during the conflict. The situation of children and 
other vulnerable people living without family or other 
support is of particular concern. 

Objective 
All those who have registered tracing requests have the 
opportunity to restore contact with relatives from whom 
they have been separated by armed conflict or other situa-
tions of violence. Vulnerable people (children, the elderly, 
the disabled) are reunited, if necessary and feasible, with 
their next of kin. Sustainable solutions are found for those 
whose families cannot be traced.  

Plan of action 
Protection 

 help the National Society develop its capacity to pro-
vide family-links services autonomously (see Red 
Cross and Red Crescent Movement) 

Until March 2009 
 enable adults and children who have been separated 

from their families to re-establish contact and ex-
change important family news through the RCM ser-
vice 

 together with the Angola Red Cross, resolve, where 
possible, all outstanding cases of unaccompanied chil-
dren and vulnerable adults separated from their rela-
tives; publish and distribute lists of children and adults 
being sought by or seeking their families 

 where appropriate, reunite children with their families, 
in cooperation with MINARS 

 provide children who are reunited with their families 
with a small support/assistance kit, consisting of 
clothes, hygiene products, a blanket and a one-month 
food ration, to ease their reintegration 

 ensure the protection needs of vulnerable children, 
particularly those whose cases remain unresolved, are 
addressed, referring them to MINARS, local authori-
ties or NGOs for appropriate and durable follow-up 

After March 2009 
 hand over full responsibility for the RCM service to 

the Angola Red Cross 
 upon the conclusion of ICRC tracing activities in An-

gola, submit recommendations to the authorities con-
cerning the needs of the families of people unac-
counted for  

PEOPLE DEPRIVED OF THEIR FREEDOM 
In Cabinda, people have been detained in connection with 
the conflict in the past, and infrequent instances of arrest 
and temporary detention persist.  

Objective 
Detainees held in connection with the conflict in Cabinda 
are treated in accordance with internationally recognized 
standards. 

Plan of action 
Protection 

 visit civilian and military places of detention in 
Cabinda to check whether any detainees are being 
held and, if so, monitor their treatment and conditions 
of detention 

 maintain dialogue with relevant authorities at both 
provincial and national levels; make recommendations 
to improve treatment and conditions of detention 
where necessary 

 make the RCM service available to any detainees pre-
sent so that they can maintain links with their families 

AUTHORITIES 
Angola has yet to ratify certain IHL treaties and to adopt 
national implementing measures. The Angolan authorities 
assumed full responsibility for the provision of physical 
rehabilitation services, following the ICRC’s withdrawal 
in July 2008 from three centres working in this domain. 

Objective 
The Angolan authorities implement IHL treaties to which 
Angola is already party and accede to other major hu-
manitarian instruments. Political decision-makers know 
the ICRC’s mandate and support its work. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 offer support to the Angolan authorities for the ratifi-
cation and implementation of IHL treaties, if re-
quested 

 raise awareness among the Angolan authorities of the 
closure of the Luanda delegation at the end of June 
2009 and the subsequent handover of ICRC activities 
in Angola to the Pretoria regional delegation 

 monitor the general and stock management and main-
tenance of the three physical rehabilitation centres 
formerly supported by the ICRC in Huambo, Kuito 
and Luanda, giving technical advice if needed 

ARMED FORCES AND OTHER BEARERS OF 
WEAPONS 

The Angolan armed and police forces have yet to intro-
duce IHL principles into training programmes and opera-
tional practice.  

Objective 
The armed forces integrate IHL into their doctrine, train-
ing and operations. The police do the same for interna-
tional human rights law and humanitarian principles. All 
weapon bearers understand the ICRC's mandate and sup-
port its activities. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 maintain contact with key members of the Angolan 
armed forces and encourage them to integrate IHL 
into military training and doctrine, offering ICRC as-
sistance in this regard, as appropriate 
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 in Cabinda, make contact with officers stationed there 
to maintain access to victims and to anyone detained 
in relation to the conflict, and advocate for the protec-
tion of civilians where appropriate 

CIVIL SOCIETY 
The majority of the population has limited access to news 
coverage, through radio, television or print media. The 
major press outlets are owned by the government or the 
ruling political party. 

Objective 
The media support the work of the ICRC and assist it in 
increasing awareness of humanitarian issues among the 
public, decision-makers and all those involved in armed 
conflict or violence, thus achieving greater respect for 
human dignity. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 encourage the media to report accurately on Angola 
Red Cross and ICRC activities in Angola by providing 
them with press releases and articles and answering 
their information requests, with particular reference to 
the delegation’s planned closure in 2009 

RED CROSS AND RED CRESCENT 
MOVEMENT 

The Angola Red Cross performs a range of activities for 
the general population, including restoring family links, 
mine action and first aid. With the National Society’s re-
form process still ongoing, concerted efforts are needed to 

ensure the sustainability of these activities after the fore-
seen closure of the ICRC’s delegation in Angola.  

Objective 
The National Society has a strong legal basis for inde-
pendent action. It is able to carry out effective humanitar-
ian activities on behalf of the population. It performs ac-
tivities to restore family links and to promote IHL and the 
Movement’s Fundamental Principles. The activities of all 
components of the Movement are coordinated. 

Plan of action 
Cooperation 

 provide financial and technical support for the Na-
tional Society’s activities to restore family links; help 
it assess and develop the capacity needed to coordi-
nate and deliver such activities autonomously in the 
long term; provide financial support to all 18 provin-
cial coordinators and 10 volunteers to collect and de-
liver RCMs upon cessation of the ICRC’s own activi-
ties to restore family links in March 

 raise National Society awareness of and participation 
in the Movement’s work on weapon-contamination is-
sues; facilitate the participation of the National Soci-
ety’s head of programmes in the Movement’s confer-
ence on weapon contamination to be held in Cambo-
dia 

 continue to support the strengthening of the National 
Society’s institutional and management processes; en-
sure that the activities of all Movement partners in 
Angola are coordinated 
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BURUNDI 
 
 

BUDGET IN KCHF  
Protection 2,662 
Assistance 3,947 
Prevention 1,320 
Cooperation with National Societies 944 
General -   

Total 8,872 
Of which: Overheads 541

PERSONNEL 
Expatriates  19 

For 37 years until 1999, the ICRC monitored the situation 
in Burundi and took action on an ad hoc basis. Since 
then, it has been present in the country, focusing on help-
ing people to overcome the worst consequences of armed 
conflict. It works with the prison authorities to ensure that 
detainees are treated according to internationally recog-
nized standards. It rehabilitates water and sanitation sys-
tems for vulnerable groups. It reunites children separated 
from their parents with their families and restores family 
links. It also supports training in IHL for the armed and 
security forces. 

National staff (daily workers not included) 127 
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CONTEXT 
The future path of the peace process to resolve the non-
international armed conflict between the Burundian gov-
ernment and the Party for the Liberation of the Hutu Peo-
ple-Forces for National Liberation (Palipehutu-FNL) is 
uncertain.  

Following a resurgence of hostilities in April 2008, the 
Palipehutu-FNL resumed its participation in the mecha-
nisms overseeing the implementation of the 2006 com-
prehensive ceasefire agreement in late May, but sensitive 
issues, including the integration of FNL members into na-
tional defence and security forces and the status of FNL 
dissidents, have still to be addressed. Another destabiliz-
ing factor is the question of the FNL’s political participa-
tion in Burundi’s 2010 elections and thus its demand to be 
legally transformed into a political party. The risk of 
armed confrontation remains highest in provinces where 
significant numbers of weapon bearers are present, such 
as Cibitoke, Bubanza and Bujumbura Rural and parts of 
Kayanza and Muramvya. 

In June, the Constitutional Court ruled that 22 parliamen-
tarians could not retain their seats as “independents” fol-
lowing their expulsion from the ruling National Council 
for the Defence of Democracy-Forces for the Defence of 
Democracy (CNDD-FDD) party. The president’s subse-
quent replacement of the dissident members by people 
loyal to him has restored his working majority in the Na-
tional Assembly.  

The country remains one of the world's poorest. Most of 
the rural population is dependent on subsistence agricul-
ture, and the rapid expansion of the population, driven by 
high birth rates and increased numbers of former refugees 
returning home, is causing friction over access to land. 
Many people depend on food distributions, and concern is 
growing about worsening food shortages caused by cli-
mate change, a lack of seeds and the increase in food 
prices. Public services and infrastructure deteriorated dur-
ing the years of conflict. A large number of weapons are 
still in circulation and crime is widespread. 

HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE 
In 2009, the ICRC will carry out a combination of protec-
tion and assistance activities designed to support people 
recovering from the effects of conflict and to ensure an 
emergency humanitarian response if further violent 
clashes occur. 

To protect civilians from abuses and to ensure access to 
conflict victims, the ICRC will nurture contacts with all 
weapon bearers to promote understanding of humanitar-
ian principles and of the ICRC as a neutral, independent 
and humanitarian actor. It will document allegations of 
violations of IHL and, where appropriate, make confiden-
tial recommendations to the relevant authorities. In addi-
tion, the ICRC will support the teaching of humanitar-
ian/human rights principles to military personnel, police 
officers and members of the Palipehutu-FNL and will en-
courage the government to ratify IHL treaties and incor-
porate them into national law. The ICRC will also support 

the teaching of IHL in universities and will train school 
inspectors to monitor the teaching of humanitarian princi-
ples in secondary schools. 

In cooperation with the National Society, the ICRC will 
respond to outbreaks of violence by providing IDPs with 
essential household items and emergency water and sani-
tation facilities. In areas where water supply systems have 
deteriorated or been destroyed as a result of armed con-
flict, the ICRC will work with the urban and rural water 
authorities to complete ongoing work and to initiate pro-
jects to provide thousands more people with safe water.  

The ICRC will also provide medical supplies to boost the 
capacities of hospitals to care for the weapon-wounded or 
other emergency patients. Where necessary and appropri-
ate, the ICRC will fund the transfer of civilians and 
weapon bearers injured during fighting to health facilities 
better equipped to treat them. 

The Burundi Red Cross and the ICRC will continue to 
help families separated by conflict trace relatives whose 
whereabouts are unknown and will make the RCM net-
work available to them to restore and maintain contact. 
Working in partnership with other delegations in the re-
gion and with other specialized organizations such as 
UNHCR, the ICRC will pay particular attention to finding 
the families of unaccompanied children and, where ap-
propriate, reuniting them. 

Delegates will monitor the treatment and detention condi-
tions of people held in places of permanent and temporary 
detention, including respect for their judicial guarantees, 
and will make recommendations to the authorities for im-
provements where needed. They will support the prison 
authorities’ efforts to maintain and rehabilitate prison in-
frastructure and to improve hygiene and prison health 
services and will encourage the relevant authorities, donor 
agencies and other actors to do the same. 

The ICRC will provide technical, material and financial 
support to assist the National Society in developing its 
tracing activities and in building the capacities of its 
communication and disaster management departments.  

The ICRC will continue to coordinate its activities with 
those of Movement partners, UN agencies and other hu-
manitarian actors in fields of common interest, in order to 
maximize impact, fill gaps and avoid duplication. 

HUMANITARIAN ISSUES AND ICRC 
OBJECTIVES 

CIVILIANS 
In parts of Burundi particularly prone to violence, local 
populations, including women and children, experience 
direct and indirect assaults by weapon bearers on their 
psychological or physical integrity, as well as on their 
property. Displacement in the wake of violence, which 
remains a threat for many people, can further limit access 
to basic goods and services, such as safe water.  

Less than 50% of the population in Burundi has access to 
safe drinking water. Rural water systems are often reliant 
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on rivers, swamps and ponds, which may harbour water-
borne diseases, and urban systems are frequently dilapi-
dated and unable to cope with the requirements of the 
growing population. In addition, the rural and urban water 
authorities in Burundi continue to face a shortage of 
skilled staff. 

Objective 
All civilians are respected and protected by the authorities 
and all weapon bearers, in conformity with IHL and hu-
man rights and national law. Civilians affected by vio-
lence, including IDPs, have basic household items needed 
for daily life, enough clean drinking water and adequate 
sanitation facilities.  

Plan of action 
Protection 

 document alleged violations of IHL or of fundamental 
humanitarian principles and, where appropriate, make 
confidential representations to the relevant authorities, 
encouraging them to take the necessary corrective and 
preventive measures 

Assistance 
Emergency aid for IDPs 

 in case of displacement and in cooperation with the 
Burundi Red Cross, provide 10,000 IDPs (2,000 
households) with essential household and non-food 
items 

 in case of need, supply IDPs with at least 15 litres of 
water each, per day; support the National Society in 
developing its emergency water and sanitation activi-
ties (see Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement) 

Water in urban and rural communities 

 In cooperation with the relevant water authorities: 
 improve the supply of drinking water in Gatumba, 

Mutaho and Rumonge for 92,000 people (thereby 
completing projects already started) and in Cibitoke 
for 45,000 people (project assessed for feasibility in 
2008) 

 increase up to 110,000 people’s access to water by 
improving water supply in Bikobe, Butihinda and Gi-
hofi communes (thereby completing projects already 
started) and by improving the management of springs 
and piped-in water in 8 rural communities (including 
temporary sites for IDPs or people expelled from 
neighbouring countries); conduct assessments in up to 
10 communities with a view to beginning additional 
water projects in 2010 

 periodically revisit infrastructure that the ICRC has 
rehabilitated in the past and provide training in and ad 
hoc assistance for its maintenance to local communi-
ties as well as to the urban and rural water boards 

Burundi continues to host thousands of refugees from the 
wider region, including tens of thousands of Congolese, 
for whom re-establishing or maintaining contact with 
relatives in their countries of origin can be difficult, as 
postal services are often poor and informal methods unre-
liable. Meanwhile, many of the thousands of Burundian 
refugees from the 1972 and 1993 crises are now returning 
home, a process accelerated by the closure of refugee 

camps in the United Republic of Tanzania. As a result, 
the number of Burundian refugees in Tanzania using fam-
ily-links services is decreasing, although many of them 
may need support to contact relatives upon their return.  

Unaccompanied refugee children make up a particularly 
vulnerable group, as do other unaccompanied children in 
Burundi, such as internally displaced children or children 
formerly belonging to armed groups. 

Objective 
Family members separated by the conflict in Burundi or 
other conflicts in the region are able to trace their relatives 
and if possible re-establish and maintain links. Unaccom-
panied children, including demobilized child soldiers, are 
put back in touch with their families and are reunited with 
them if they so wish.  

Plan of action 
Protection 

 make the RCM service available throughout the coun-
try to families dispersed by conflict, and support the 
National Society in collecting and distributing RCMs 
in 3 provinces (see Red Cross and Red Crescent 
Movement) 

 in partnership with other delegations and the Burundi 
Red Cross, handle tracing requests submitted both in 
Burundi and abroad 

 assist unaccompanied children, both within and out-
side Burundi, in re-establishing and maintaining con-
tact with their families inside the country, and help or-
ganize their reunification with their families, where 
appropriate; facilitate the reintegration of children re-
turned to their relatives by providing them with an as-
sistance kit; seek long-term solutions for children 
whose relatives cannot be found 

PEOPLE DEPRIVED OF THEIR FREEDOM 
The judicial process is lengthy and does not function well. 
Inmates in places of temporary detention may be held for 
extended periods, and their detention conditions and 
treatment need substantial improvement. Problems in-
clude inadequate access to medical care, water and fresh 
air and poor sanitation and hygiene.  

Levels of health and hygiene in Burundi's central prisons 
have improved in the past few years, but underlying prob-
lems of overcrowding, worsened by an ever-growing 
prison population, and dilapidated infrastructure remain. 
Children and, to a lesser extent, women are still not af-
forded the protection ensured by separating them from the 
general prison population. The budget of the prison ser-
vice remains insufficient for it to fulfil its responsibilities. 

Objective 
All persons deprived of their freedom are arrested and de-
tained within a legal framework that conforms to interna-
tional law. They are treated humanely in all circumstances 
and are afforded conditions of detention that meet interna-
tionally recognized standards. 
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Plan of action 
Protection 

 visit detainees in places of both temporary and perma-
nent detention and register individually those about 
whom there may be particular protection concerns; 
monitor their treatment and living conditions and, 
where necessary, make recommendations for im-
provements to the authorities and remind them of the 
need to respect judicial guarantees 

 continue to encourage the authorities to address the 
situation of particularly vulnerable detainees, for in-
stance by accommodating children and women sepa-
rately from the rest of the prison population, and giv-
ing children’s cases priority in the judicial process 

 enable detainees to exchange news with their families 
through the RCM service  

Assistance 
 support the prison authorities’ efforts to improve 

prison health services, including by giving them tech-
nical and financial support to improve access to 
HIV/AIDS prevention and treatment services and to 
train nurses in treating sexually transmitted diseases 

 facilitate the implementation of a cooperation agree-
ment between the Justice and Health Ministries, and 
support the work of the new prison health coordinator 
in integrating prison health care into the wider public 
health system  

 provide technical support to prison sanitation teams in 
improving hygiene conditions and preventing the out-
break of diseases; provide hygiene items and materials 
to fight infestations where necessary 

 build the capacity of the prison authorities to maintain 
prison infrastructure and support them in carrying out 
projects to rehabilitate facilities, in particular those 
used by children or those related to water and sanita-
tion; provide technical advice and ad hoc training and 
equipment to maintenance teams 

 in places of temporary detention, conduct ad hoc dis-
tributions of hygiene materials and carry out minor 
works to rehabilitate infrastructure, while raising the 
awareness of the authorities, donor agencies and other 
actors of the precarious conditions and corresponding 
needs 

WOUNDED AND SICK 
The general population’s access to health care in Burundi 
is adversely affected by the lack of financial and human 
resources available in the health services sector, which is 
slowly being privatized. The medical staff in hold-
ing/demobilization centres for former weapon bearers also 
lack the skills and equipment needed to provide treatment 
for serious wounds or illnesses. The occurrence of violent 
clashes increases the number of injured people requiring 
emergency treatment, putting further pressure on health 
facilities. The situation is compounded by the prolifera-
tion of weapons used in criminal activities targeting the 
general population.  

Objective 
All persons wounded during violence receive appropriate 
medical care. 

Plan of action 
Assistance 

 cover the cost of treating wounded people, both civil-
ian and military, and other emergency cases, includ-
ing, if necessary, their evacuation to medical facilities 
providing adequate surgical treatment  

 follow each referral’s progress, facilitating access to 
physical rehabilitation services as appropriate 

 provide hospitals with medical supplies and kits to 
treat the weapon-wounded, as needed 

AUTHORITIES 
Despite the rift in the ruling party and the ongoing peace 
process, the political will to pursue the ratification and 
implementation of IHL treaties still exists. 

Objective 
The government implements IHL treaties to which Bu-
rundi is already party and accedes to other major humani-
tarian instruments. Political decision-makers know the 
ICRC’s mandate and support its work. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 foster contacts with the authorities, including parlia-
mentarians and civil servants, to increase support for 
Red Cross operations 

 promote the benefits of establishing a national IHL 
committee and encourage the ratification of interna-
tional humanitarian treaties such as Additional Proto-
col III; organize workshops and help prepare draft 
laws as necessary 

 undertake a study on customary law in Burundi to 
raise the authorities’ awareness of humanitarian provi-
sions 

 enlist the support of the international community in 
pressing for the ratification and implementation of 
IHL treaties as a means to consolidate peace 

ARMED FORCES AND OTHER BEARERS OF 
WEAPONS 

The integration of IHL into military training, as required 
by regulations passed in 2007, is being implemented by 
ICRC-trained IHL instructors. In 2008, penitentiary po-
lice and members of the national intelligence services for 
the first time received training from the ICRC in IHL, the 
ICRC and human rights principles. The effectiveness of 
ICRC protection and assistance activities relies upon 
weapon bearers’ understanding of IHL and the ICRC’s 
mandate.  

Objective 
The armed forces integrate IHL into their doctrine, train-
ing and operations. The police do the same for interna-
tionally recognized standards relating to policing. Other 
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weapon bearers respect the basic rules of IHL. All 
weapon bearers understand the ICRC's mandate and sup-
port its activities. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 support instructors responsible for the integration of 
IHL into military training, as appropriate 

 alongside army instructors, brief officers, troops, 
peacekeeping forces and trainee officers on IHL and 
the ICRC; sponsor the participation of 2 officers in 
IHL courses abroad 

 to support the dissemination of humanitarian princi-
ples among trainee police officers, organize a course 
for new police instructors on the ICRC’s To Serve and 
to Protect module 

 hold information sessions for national, prison and ju-
diciary police and for the national intelligence service 
on the ICRC’s detention-related activities, human 
rights principles and detention standards 

 maintain contact with Palipehutu-FNL leaders and or-
ganize information sessions in holding/demobilization 
centres on IHL and the ICRC’s mandate and activities 

CIVIL SOCIETY 
The media and religious and traditional leaders can sway 
public opinion. IHL is taught at the majority of universi-
ties, and material based on the Exploring Humanitarian 
Law programme has been integrated into a civic educa-
tion course for secondary schools. 

Objective 
The media, NGOs and religious/traditional leaders sup-
port the work of the ICRC and assist it in increasing 
awareness of humanitarian issues among the public, deci-
sion-makers and all those involved in armed conflict or 
violence, thus achieving greater respect for human dig-
nity. Young people, as future leaders and decision-
makers, learn about IHL in their academic courses. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 nurture contacts with civil society actors; raise their 
awareness of IHL and the ICRC's activities through 
the media, events and the distribution of promotional 
material, where possible in cooperation with the Na-
tional Society  

 encourage the education authorities to ensure the sus-
tainability of IHL courses at university level; organize 
IHL meetings for students and lecturers, providing 
them and university libraries with appropriate resource 
materials 

 hold an inter-university IHL competition; sponsor the 
winning team’s participation in a regional moot court 
competition 

 train school inspectors to monitor the teaching of ma-
terial drawn from the Exploring Humanitarian Law 
programme 

RED CROSS AND RED CRESCENT 
MOVEMENT 

The Burundi Red Cross continues to strengthen its posi-
tion as an independent and neutral humanitarian actor, ca-
pable of working with numerous partners. However, sup-
port is still required to strengthen its capacities in certain 
areas (see also Civilians). 

Objective 
The National Society has a strong legal basis for inde-
pendent action. It is able to provide relief and health assis-
tance in armed conflict or other situations of violence. It 
carries out effective activities to restore family links and 
promote IHL and the Movement’s Fundamental Princi-
ples. The activities of all components of the Movement 
are coordinated. 

Plan of action 
Cooperation 

 help the Burundi Red Cross to assess the need for ser-
vices to restore family links and to develop its capac-
ity and strategy to meet them in line with the Restor-
ing Family Links Strategy for the Movement  

 provide training, equipment and funding to support 
emergency response brigades, particularly in relation 
to water and sanitation activities and use of the Safer 
Access approach 

 through financial and technical support, help 
strengthen the National Society’s decentralized struc-
ture and its activities to promote IHL and the Move-
ment’s Fundamental Principles and to protect the em-
blem 

 harmonize coordination and cooperation with the In-
ternational Federation and other Movement partners 
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CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC 
 
 

BUDGET IN KCHF  
Protection 1,591 
Assistance 10,507 
Prevention 1,716 
Cooperation with National Societies 1,258 
General -   

Total 15,072 
Of which: Overheads 920

PERSONNEL 
Expatriates  25 

The ICRC opened a delegation in the Central African Re-
public (CAR) in 2007 in the context of the non-
international armed conflict in the north of the country, but 
has carried out activities in the CAR since 1983. It pro-
tects and assists people affected by armed conflict or 
other situations of violence, providing emergency aid, car-
rying out livelihood-support projects and rehabilitating wa-
ter and sanitation facilities. It also visits detainees, re-
stores family links for people separated by conflict, pro-
motes IHL among the authorities, armed forces, armed 
groups and academic institutions, and supports the de-
velopment of the Central African Red Cross Society. 

National staff (daily workers not included) 106 
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CONTEXT 
Over the past two years, the government of the Central 
African Republic (CAR) has signed separate ceasefire 
agreements with all three armed groups. An all-inclusive 
political dialogue bringing together representatives of the 
government, political parties, armed groups and civil so-
ciety has been announced but is slow to get under way. 
The situation remains extremely fragile. This was borne 
out in September 2008 by renewed clashes between the 
armed forces and the Armée populaire pour la restauration 
de la démocratie in the country’s north-east, which re-
sulted in deaths and population displacements. In addi-
tion, the prospect of general elections in 2010 brings with 
it fears of renewed violence. 

In the north, government troops continue to be backed by 
a changing constellation of international forces. In 2009, 
these will include the Mission de Consolidation de la 
Paix, or MICOPAX, under the command of the Economic 
Community of Central African States (replacing the pre-
vious multinational force known as FOMAC), and the 
forces, still to be determined, that will take over from the 
European Union force, whose mandate ends in March 
2009.  

Conflict and insecurity continue to take a heavy toll on 
the population. While some of the tens of thousands of 
people displaced by the two-year conflict have returned 
home, clashes between farmers and herders or attacks by 
bandits are driving more people from their villages. The 
lack of security in the north is disrupting agriculture, trade 
and public services, dragging the population deeper into 
destitution. 

After decades of political instability, the CAR is suffering 
from chronic poverty, a lack of services and infrastruc-
ture, high unemployment and recurring social unrest. 

ICRC ACTION 
In 2009, the ICRC will pursue efforts for people affected 
by the non-international armed conflict in CAR, focusing 
on their protection and assistance needs. 

In view of the persistent acts of violence perpetrated 
against the civilian population, the ICRC will continue to 
appeal to all weapon bearers concerned to respect IHL. It 
will seek to document allegations of IHL violations and 
take them up confidentially with the relevant parties to 
stop further abuses. It will also continue to remind all 
sides of its strict principles of neutrality and independence 
to ensure safe access of its staff to conflict victims. To re-
inforce this message, delegates will give presentations for 
weapon bearers, authorities, local civil servants and influ-
ential members of civil society. The ICRC will make 
every effort to promote IHL and the Movement as widely 
as possible, for example via radio broadcasts and leaflets 
in the vernacular. Longstanding programmes to promote 
IHL will be aimed at contributing to the government’s re-
vision of the country’s military and penal codes to include 
sanctions for IHL violations.  

To boost economic security and revive farming in con-
flict-affected areas, assistance comprising seed, farm ani-
mals and tools will be distributed to some 90,000 people. 
Recipients of this assistance will include IDPs, who will 
also receive shelter materials, essential household items 
and, where necessary, food rations to tide them over to 
the next harvest. In addition, the beneficiaries will be 
coached in seed improvement and farming and marketing 
techniques. 

Water and sanitation and health programmes will include 
refurbishing existing equipment and promoting hygiene 
through community involvement, using a participatory 
approach carried out by trained National Society volun-
teers. The ICRC will concentrate on supporting the Am 
Dafok health centre in Birao on the Sudanese border, 
making health care available in a region sheltering IDPs 
from various areas and cut off by rain for lengthy periods. 
Support to facilities treating the weapon-wounded will be 
discontinued as needs have sharply declined. 

Delegates will continue to monitor the individual cases of 
security detainees, as well as general conditions, in deten-
tion facilities countrywide, and inform the authorities of 
its findings and recommendations. The ICRC will assist 
in improving prison health care and water and sanitation 
and, where necessary, provide food to save detainees’ 
lives. In parallel, it will remind the national authorities of 
the need to assume their responsibilities towards the 
prison population and will encourage the international 
community to support the CAR’s penal and judicial re-
forms. 

Services to restore family links will be maintained to en-
able refugees, detainees, and family members uprooted by 
the armed conflict in the north to locate and communicate 
with relatives. 

Cooperation with the Central African Red Cross Society 
will remain a major priority. It will consist of direct op-
erational support to National Society branches in conflict 
zones and areas potentially troubled by violence or other 
emergencies and of training and material support to 
strengthen capacities at the central level.  

The ICRC will coordinate the activities of Movement 
partners working in the CAR and keep in close contact 
with the UN agencies and international NGOs present in 
the country to maximize impact, identify unmet needs and 
avoid duplication. 

HUMANITARIAN ISSUES AND ICRC 
OBJECTIVES 

CIVILIANS 
The effects of armed conflict and banditry continue to 
plague the country. In many areas, residents and IDPs, 
particularly women, remain at the mercy of weapon bear-
ers.  

Though the exact number is hard to estimate, tens of 
thousands of people in the country’s north have been dis-
placed in recent years by violence linked to the conflict, 
armed incursions and criminal activity. Despite the in-
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creased presence of humanitarian organizations in the 
country, some areas are sporadically cut off because of in-
security/criminality or heavy seasonal rains. Most IDPs 
are living in precarious conditions in the bush near their 
homes, without adequate shelter, food and water, while a 
minority have sought refuge with host families in urban 
areas.  

Poverty is endemic countrywide, the lack of water and 
health services poses serious health risks, and crumbling 
infrastructure, especially roads, hinders trade. In the 
north, the lack of security restricts movement, which fur-
ther stifles the mainly agricultural economy, gradually 
impoverishing farmers and herders.  

Objective 
Civilians are respected and protected by the authorities 
and all weapon bearers, in accordance with IHL, human 
rights and national law. People affected by armed conflict 
have shelter, essential household items, access to primary 
health care and the basic resources to restore their eco-
nomic security. In conflict-affected and poor rural areas, 
better access to clean water and sanitation facilities im-
proves public health. 

Plan of action 
Protection 
► reinforce dialogue with the authorities and all weapon 

bearers on the need to protect and respect those not or 
no longer taking part in the fighting, in accordance 
with IHL and other applicable law 

► collect and document allegations of misconduct by 
weapon bearers towards the civilian population and, 
where necessary, make written/oral representations to 
the relevant parties to prevent further abuses 

Assistance 
► provide training, equipment and supplies to Birao’s 

Am Dafok health centre, rehabilitated by the ICRC 
and serving a population of 5,000, enabling it to offer 
curative and mother and child care, vaccinations, and 
malaria-prevention and hygiene education 

► maintain a contingency medical stock  

Whenever possible, jointly with the CAR Red Cross: 
► improve access to safe water, hygiene and shelter for 

over 187,000 inhabitants of conflict-affected areas and 
selected poor rural prefectures by: 
o conducting hygiene assessment and promotion in 

150 villages, with the support of trained National 
Society volunteers 

o building/repairing communal and household la-
trines, drilling wells and installing hand pumps 

o supplying spare parts to 4 water treatment plants in 
urban areas 

o providing 3,000 returnees with materials to rebuild 
or improve their homes 

► provide 3,000 people (600 households) in conflict-
affected communities with seed, tools, oxen and 
ploughs and training in seed improvement and other 
farming techniques, and another 10,000 people (2,000 
households) with improved seed 

► supply pigs to 40 women’s associations and vulner-
able individuals, allowing them to relaunch livestock 
raising, and make veterinary drugs available at 2 out-
lets in Birao and Paoua 

► provide management and marketing training to village 
farmers’ associations 

► distribute equipment and seeds to 7,750 people (1,350 
households), enabling them to boost their income 

► provide 50,000 IDPs (10,000 households) with essen-
tial household items and farm tools and 15,000 IDPs 
(3,000 households) with dry rations covering food 
needs for three months 

Some 3,000 Sudanese refugees who fled South Darfur in 
May 2007 remain in a camp run by UNHCR and a French 
NGO in the north-east of the CAR. Several hundred other 
Sudanese have sought shelter elsewhere in the country. 
These refugees, as well as the IDP population, need assis-
tance in re-establishing contact with relatives left behind, 
as may subsequent refugees arriving from neighbouring 
countries. 

Objective 
Family members dispersed by conflict are able to re-
establish and maintain contact, and children separated 
from their parents are reunited with their families, if they 
so wish. 

Plan of action 
Protection 
► maintain the tracing and RCM services, in cooperation 

with the National Society 
► handle tracing requests for children separated from 

their parents, restore communication with their rela-
tives through RCMs and, where feasible, reunite the 
families 

PEOPLE DEPRIVED OF THEIR FREEDOM 
The resurgence of armed conflict in the CAR has led to 
people being arrested in connection with State security. 
Prisons are underfunded and conditions mirror the pov-
erty and hardship faced by the general population. There 
are a small number of detainees held by armed groups. 

Objective 
The treatment and living conditions of people deprived of 
their freedom comply with national and international law 
and internationally recognized standards and their judicial 
guarantees are respected. 

Plan of action 
Protection 
► pursue negotiations with the authorities regarding the 

ICRC’s offer of service submitted in January 2007 to 
visit all detainees, in accordance with the organiza-
tion’s standard working procedures 

► keep up negotiations with armed groups to gain access 
to all detainees falling within the ICRC’s mandate 

► continue to register and follow up the individual cases 
of security detainees and monitor general detention 
conditions during ICRC visits 
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► provide the authorities with confidential oral and writ-
ten feedback to bring about any necessary improve-
ments in the treatment and living conditions of detain-
ees, particularly women and minors (for example 
promoting separate accommodation) 

► offer detainees the RCM service so they can commu-
nicate with their families 

► encourage international bodies and donors to assist the 
CAR in rebuilding its penal and judicial systems 

Assistance 
► provide 5 prison dispensaries with drugs and basic 

medical supplies and monitor their use; through con-
structive dialogue, encourage the authorities to pro-
vide health care for detainees 

► in an emergency, provide food to save detainees’ lives 
► assist in rehabilitating water and/or sanitation facilities 

in 5 detention facilities 
► with trained National Society volunteers, carry out a 

hygiene promotion programme in the rehabilitated 
places of detention and, where necessary, distribute 
basic hygiene items to detainees 

► review the prison market garden project launched in 
2008 with a view to enhancing its productivity, and 
look into starting an income-generating project to pro-
duce essential household items 

AUTHORITIES 
Given widespread lawlessness and insecurity, civilians 
risk abuses at the hands of weapon bearers.  

The CAR has ratified, but not yet implemented, some of 
the main IHL treaties. A code of military justice incorpo-
rating the repression of IHL violations awaits parliamen-
tary approval. In view of chronic political and military in-
stability and forthcoming elections, IHL implementation 
is not a government priority. 

The Bangui-based Economic and Monetary Community 
of Central Africa (CEMAC) is mandated to maintain re-
gional peace and security, so has an interest in promoting 
IHL. The UN/African Union-sponsored International 
Conference on the Great Lakes Region has adopted a se-
curity and stability pact which the CAR has ratified. 

Objective 
The government implements IHL treaties to which the 
CAR is party and accedes to the other main humanitarian 
instruments. National, regional and international authori-
ties have a sound knowledge of IHL and understand and 
support the mandate and activities of the ICRC. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 
► strengthen the dialogue with the authorities and all 

weapon bearers on the need to protect and respect 
those not or no longer taking part in the fighting, in 
accordance with IHL and other applicable law 

► assist the government in ratifying and implementing 
IHL treaties, such as the Optional Protocol to the 
Convention on the Rights of the Child, and encourage 
it to pass emblem legislation 

► sponsor 2 CAR representatives to take part in the Ge-
neva Conference on Child Soldiers, and 2 to attend the 
ICRC’s regional IHL meeting in Yaoundé, Cameroon 

► reinforce contacts with regional and international au-
thorities and draw their attention to IHL, the ICRC 
and the pertinence of neutral and independent humani-
tarian action 

ARMED FORCES AND OTHER BEARERS OF 
WEAPONS 

The CAR army, republican guard and gendarmerie, sup-
ported by various international troops, are deployed in the 
north to quell armed groups. Efforts are under way to in-
tegrate IHL into CAR armed forces’ training and a liaison 
officer has been appointed to that effect.  

Still, many weapon bearers are not familiar with IHL or 
the ICRC, and civilians continue to suffer violence at 
their hands. 

Objective 
The national armed forces integrate IHL into their doc-
trine, training and operations. All weapon bearers under-
stand and respect the basic rules of IHL and the mandates 
and activities of the Movement’s components. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 
► develop/reinforce a dialogue on IHL and the ICRC 

with all armed forces and armed groups at the admin-
istrative and operational levels 

► give presentations on IHL/the ICRC to armed forces 
and armed groups in the field, distribute culturally 
adapted promotional materials and broadcast radio 
spots 

► conduct IHL seminars for CAR officers and sponsor 
the participation of 1 officer in an IHL course abroad 

► provide CAR armed forces training centres with IHL 
materials 

► assess the possibilities of initiating IHL/human rights 
training for the police 

CIVIL SOCIETY 
In the CAR, traditional and religious leaders and radio 
stations influence broader public opinion, while newspa-
pers reach the 42% of the population who are literate. 
Journalists report on the conflict, and national human 
rights NGOs are active but are unfamiliar with IHL. Uni-
versity lecturers and the civil service college have re-
quested assistance in teaching the contemporary applica-
tion of the law. 

Objective 
The media and other opinion-makers support the work of 
the ICRC and assist it in increasing awareness of humani-
tarian issues among the public, decision-makers and all 
those involved in armed violence, thus achieving greater 
respect for human dignity. Young people, as future lead-
ers and decision-makers, learn about IHL in their aca-
demic courses. 
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Plan of action 
Prevention 
► brief the media on humanitarian issues and ICRC ac-

tivities, organize events and provide information ma-
terials to journalists and other opinion-makers  

► produce spots on IHL/the Movement for radio stations 
and foster dialogue with religious and traditional lead-
ers 

► hold a national IHL moot court competition 

RED CROSS AND RED CRESCENT 
MOVEMENT 

The CAR Red Cross provides first aid, supports ICRC as-
sistance programmes and is building up its dissemination 
activities. It still lacks resources and requires support in 
restructuring and developing its branches, particularly in 
conflict-affected areas. 

Objective 
The National Society has a strong legal basis for inde-
pendent action. It is able to provide relief and health assis-
tance in times of conflict or other situations of violence. It 
carries out effective activities to restore family links and 
promote IHL and the Fundamental Principles. The activi-
ties of all components of the Movement are coordinated. 

Plan of action 
Cooperation 
► provide training and follow-up, materials, equipment 

and funds to strengthen the National Society’s emer-
gency response and dissemination programmes, using 
theatre to promote emblem protection, and to help it 
establish a family-links service 

► convene regular meetings with Movement partners 
working in the CAR 
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CHAD 
 
 

BUDGET IN KCHF  
Protection 6,069 
Assistance 21,860 
Prevention 2,497 
Cooperation with National Societies 1,236 
General -   

Total 31,662 
Of which: Overheads 1,890

 
PERSONNEL  
Expatriates  57 

The ICRC has been operating in Chad since 1978. It fo-
cuses on protecting and assisting people internally dis-
placed, detained or otherwise affected by non-
international armed conflict or other situations of violence, 
or by the spillover of hostilities in the neighbouring Darfur 
region of Sudan. It provides emergency aid, supports 
treatment for the wounded and amputees, visits detainees 
and restores family links, primarily for Sudanese refugees. 
The ICRC also pursues long-standing programmes to 
promote IHL among the authorities, armed forces and civil 
society and supports the Red Cross of Chad. 

National staff (daily workers not included) 258 
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CONTEXT 
Eastern Chad remains volatile. 

In early February, armed groups launched an unsuccessful 
attack on the capital, N’Djamena, then retreated to their 
bases in the east. Since then, eastern Chad has been the 
scene of sporadic fighting between government troops 
and various armed groups. The large-scale communal 
clashes which marked 2006 and 2007 have subsided, but 
small-scale violence persists, fuelled by a mix of ethnic 
and political grievances, rivalry over dwindling natural 
resources and chronic poverty. Cross-border raids from 
the region of Darfur in Sudan still occur, but are rare. 

Amid the violence, small arms have proliferated, govern-
ment officials have fled and the authority of traditional 
leaders has been eroded, allowing lawlessness to spread. 
Crime, especially banditry, is rife, including attacks on 
aid workers. The security situation has improved in some 
areas since the European Union force (EUFOR) became 
operational in March. The UN Mission in the Central Af-
rican Republic and Chad (MINURCAT) is mandated to 
train a Chadian police force to help stabilize the east, but 
the unit has yet to be deployed. 

After three years of armed conflict and communal vio-
lence, some 150,000 people are displaced in eastern Chad 
and the subsistence economy has been severely disrupted. 
The region is also hosting around 255,000 Sudanese refu-
gees. 

Chad and Sudan continue to trade accusations of support-
ing armed groups to bring down the other’s government. 

In September, the World Bank cancelled an oil pipeline 
deal with Chad, saying the government had failed, as 
pledged, to use the revenues to tackle poverty. 

HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE 
Given the volatile situation in eastern Chad, the ICRC 
will maintain its current level of operations, with activi-
ties staying focused on protecting and assisting people di-
rectly affected by armed conflict or other situations of 
violence. Resources will again be concentrated in areas of 
the east, such as the Chad-Sudan border region, where 
few, if any, other organizations are working because of 
security constraints. The ICRC will also be ready to re-
spond to conflict-related needs elsewhere in Chad. 

To continue working in difficult security conditions, the 
ICRC will foster its contacts with the authorities, armed 
forces and armed groups. It will continue to remind all 
parties to the conflict of their obligations under IHL and 
other applicable law. It will also stress the ICRC’s strict 
principles of independence and neutrality to ensure that 
delegates have safe access to people in need. This will be 
complemented by longstanding programmes to promote 
IHL among national and local government representa-
tives, all weapon bearers and influential sectors of civil 
society. 

The ICRC will maintain its strategy of assisting IDPs in 
their host communities or, if they return home, in their 

villages and continue to advocate this approach to other 
organizations active in Chad. The aim is to help displaced 
families regain their self-sufficiency, which, security 
permitting, favours their return home, rather than risk 
them becoming aid dependent in camps. IDPs, returnees 
and conflict-affected residents, especially those hosting or 
reabsorbing IDPs, will receive, as needed, shelter materi-
als, essential household items, seed, farm tools and food 
rations. The ICRC will also initiate quick-impact liveli-
hood-support projects to help those populations improve 
their economic situation. Farmers and nomads alike will 
benefit from the ICRC’s rehabilitation of water and health 
facilities and veterinary training and livestock vaccination 
programmes. 

To ensure treatment of the weapon-wounded, Abéché 
Hospital in eastern Chad will receive substantial ICRC 
support, including the full-time services of a mobile ICRC 
surgical team. A similar programme initiated in Liberty 
Hospital in N’Djamena in 2006 will be phased out by the 
end of January 2009. The ICRC will provide other medi-
cal facilities with supplies and, if necessary, deploy the 
surgical team to help treat influxes of weapon-wounded. 
It will also maintain support to Chad’s two limb-fitting 
centres. 

Delegates will continue to follow the individual cases of 
security detainees and monitor general conditions in de-
tention centres countrywide. The ICRC will step in, if 
necessary, to improve detention conditions, while im-
pressing upon the authorities the need to assume their re-
sponsibilities towards detainees. 

The tracing and RCM services will be maintained so that 
refugees and IDPs can communicate with relatives left 
behind. A priority for the ICRC is to put child refugees 
and children formerly associated with fighting forces back 
in touch with their parents and, where appropriate, reunite 
the families. 

The Red Cross of Chad will receive ICRC support to de-
velop its management skills, its emergency response ac-
tivities, including a small-scale mine action initiative, and 
its tracing and dissemination programmes. Wherever pos-
sible, National Society staff will be involved in ICRC re-
lief and IHL-promotion activities. The delegation will en-
sure the coordination of Movement activities in Chad. To 
further maximize the impact of aid, the ICRC will also 
continue to coordinate with UN agencies and other hu-
manitarian actors in fields of common interest, including 
through its attendance at Inter-Agency Standing Commit-
tee and UN cluster meetings. 

HUMANITARIAN ISSUES AND ICRC 
OBJECTIVES 

CIVILIANS 
Communal violence and crime account for the majority of 
reports of civilian casualties, harassment and the theft and 
destruction of property and goods in eastern Chad. 

Allegations of IHL violations against civilians remain 
rare. Recently, however, clashes between troops and 
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armed groups have tended to move from the outskirts to 
the centre of towns, so reports of civilian casualties, infra-
structure damage and looting have begun to increase. The 
recruitment of minors into fighting forces and contamina-
tion by mines and explosive remnants of war are also con-
cerns. 

Eastern Chad suffers from chronic poverty, with most 
people surviving on subsistence farming or nomadic herd-
ing. Public services, such as water, health and veterinary 
facilities, are scarce, dilapidated and lack resources. In 
parallel, already meagre natural resources are under pres-
sure from population growth, seasonal drought and 
floods, and desertification. Armed conflict and communal 
violence have deepened the economic hardship, disrupt-
ing internal and cross-border trade, crop production, tradi-
tional herd migration and access to seasonal jobs. Some 
150,000 IDPs are living in host communities or on sites 
close to resident communities, further straining local re-
sources and fuelling ethnic and tribal tensions. IDPs who 
return home often have limited means to restart their live-
lihoods. 

Objective 
The population is respected and protected by the authori-
ties and all weapon bearers, in accordance with IHL and 
other applicable national and international laws. Civilians 
affected by armed conflict or other situations of violence 
have adequate water and health services and the basic re-
sources to restore or preserve their economic security. 

Plan of action 
Protection 
► reinforce dialogue with the authorities, weapon bear-

ers and civil society opinion-makers on the protection 
afforded civilians by IHL and other applicable law 

► document allegations of abuses against civilians and 
make any necessary representations to the relevant 
parties in order to stop further abuses 

Assistance 
Economic security 
► for IDPs, returnees or conflict-affected residents, pro-

vide shelter materials and essential household items to 
up to 50,000 people (10,000 households), seed, farm 
implements and a two-month food ration to up to 
50,000 people, and emergency food rations to meet 
the needs of up to 12,500 people (2,500 households) 
for two months 

► initiate livelihood-support projects (provision of mate-
rials/vouchers/training) in up to 15 communities with 
IDPs/returnees to help the inhabitants cope better in 
future crises 

► train and equip/conduct refresher courses for up to 240 
community animal-health workers, thus improving ac-
cess to basic veterinary services for up to 60,000 
farmers/nomads (12,000 households) 

► assist local veterinarians in vaccinating up to 80,000 
head of livestock, benefiting up to 7,000 farm-
ers/nomads (1,400 households) 

Water 
► in conflict-affected areas, build/rehabilitate up to 30 

rural water facilities for farmers and nomads and up-
grade up to 2 urban water systems; train the authori-
ties/local water committees to maintain the facilities 

► ensure an emergency supply of drinking water for up 
to 10,000 people directly affected by armed conflict 

Health 
► build/rehabilitate up to 3 rural health facilities in areas 

with conflict-affected populations 
► enable up to 3 health facilities in violence-prone areas 

with returnees to offer curative and prenatal care, vac-
cinations and hygiene education by providing funds, 
medical supplies, equipment, training for traditional 
birth attendants (up to 75) and health workers, nutri-
tional supplements and insecticide-impregnated mos-
quito nets 

► organize vaccination campaigns targeting pregnant 
women and children under 5 years of age in nomadic 
communities benefiting from ICRC economic security 
projects 

Around 255,000 refugees from Sudan’s Darfur region, 
mainly women and children, are in eastern Chad, the ma-
jority living in UNHCR camps. Many, including children, 
became separated from relatives and need assistance with 
re-establishing or maintaining contact with their families. 

The majority of IDPs in eastern Chad and the some 
50,000 refugees from the Central African Republic living 
in southern Chad have stayed in touch with relatives, ei-
ther because the families fled together or family members 
are nearby. 

A number of minors formerly associated with fighting 
forces are in transit and orientation centres. Many need 
help to locate and rejoin their families. 

Objective 
Family members separated by armed conflict or other 
situations of violence are able to restore and maintain 
contact. Child refugees, other vulnerable refugees and 
minors formerly associated with fighting forces are re-
united with family members, where appropriate. 

Plan of action 
Protection 
► maintain the tracing and RCM services in refugee 

camps and support the Chadian Red Cross in provid-
ing the network elsewhere 

► in coordination with UNHCR and UNICEF, locate 
and register child and other vulnerable refugees, re-
store communication with their relatives through 
RCMs and, where appropriate, reunite the families 

► in coordination with government bodies and child-
protection agencies, offer the tracing, RCM and family 
reunification services to minors formerly associated 
with fighting forces who are in transit/orientation cen-
tres 

► refer vulnerable refugees and minors formerly associ-
ated with fighting forces to the relevant UN agencies, 
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NGOs or government bodies to ensure that they have 
access to basic services 

► lend the authorities technical support in establishing 
mechanisms to deal properly with conflict-related hu-
man remains and to inform the families of the deaths 

PEOPLE DEPRIVED OF THEIR FREEDOM 
The Chadian government and armed groups continue to 
detain people in connection with armed conflict. Within 
the framework of its mandate, EUFOR (and any force 
which replaces EUFOR) could also temporarily detain 
people. 

Government detention centres are generally underfunded, 
and conditions mirror the poverty and hardship faced by 
the general population. Few prisons provide health care, 
most detainees rely on family or charities for food, and an 
understaffed judiciary faces a sizeable backlog of cases 
awaiting trial. The new director of the prison administra-
tion is pushing for a health care budget and setting up a 
social reintegration programme for detainees. Aided by 
European Union funding, Chad is also scheduled to begin 
a three-year project in 2009 to reform its judicial and 
penitentiary systems. 

Objective 
Detainees’ treatment and living conditions comply with 
internationally recognized standards and, where applica-
ble, IHL. 

Plan of action 
Protection 
► impress upon the authorities, armed groups and inter-

national forces the need to notify the ICRC of detain-
ees arrested in connection with armed conflict 

► visit detention centres, following up the individual 
cases of security detainees and monitoring general 
conditions, and inform the authorities confidentially of 
the findings and recommendations 

► advocate, in particular, that minors are released and 
those detained in connection with armed groups 
placed in the reintegration programme, and that deten-
tion conditions for women and minors are appropriate 

► offer detainees the RCM service to contact their fami-
lies 

► if requested by foreign detainees or refugees, notify 
their consulates and UNHCR respectively of their de-
tention 

► lend expertise to the Chadian authorities and interna-
tional donors involved in Chad’s judicial and peniten-
tiary reform processes 

Assistance 
► rehabilitate key infrastructure in up to 3 detention fa-

cilities and train the staff to maintain water and sanita-
tion facilities 

► where necessary, provide prisons with hygiene items, 
and, in an emergency, medical supplies and food for 
detainees 

► organize round-tables and seminars with the relevant 
authorities to agree on solutions to improve prison wa-
ter and sanitation facilities and hygiene conditions 

WOUNDED AND SICK 
Around 1,500 people, 60% of them weapon bearers, were 
treated for weapon wounds in N’Djamena’s medical fa-
cilities during the February attack on the capital. In the 
east, communal violence regularly claims civilian casual-
ties. People also continue to lose limbs in incidents with 
mines and explosive remnants of war left behind in past 
and present conflicts, especially in the north and east. 

Most hospitals and other medical facilities in Chad lack 
the supplies, equipment and skilled staff to treat weapon-
wounded patients. There is also no State-run ambulance 
service. 

There are only two treatment centres for disabled people: 
the Kabalaye limb-fitting and rehabilitation centre 
(CARK) in N’Djamena, which is the main referral centre 
and run by the NGO Secours Catholique du Développe-
ment; and the Notre-Dame de la Paix centre, a private 
clinic in Moundou in the south. 

Objective 
The weapon-wounded, other trauma cases and the physi-
cally disabled, especially those with disabilities resulting 
from armed conflict or other situations of violence, have 
access, without discrimination, to prompt and adequate 
treatment. 

Plan of action 
Assistance 
► deploy 2 ICRC mobile surgical teams (1 base Abéché 

Hospital throughout 2009 and 1 in Liberty Hospital, 
N’Djamena, until 31 January 2009) 

► provide Liberty and Abéché hospitals with surgi-
cal/medical supplies and equipment, food and hygiene 
items for poor patients, staff incentives, and infra-
structure rehabilitation and maintenance 

► help other medical facilities treat the weapon-
wounded by delivering supplies, providing the 
Chadian Red Cross with the means to deploy volun-
teers and, if necessary, deploying the ICRC surgical 
team to assist 

► in cooperation with the Chadian Red Cross, administer 
first aid and evacuate the weapon-wounded to medical 
facilities 

► provide Chad’s 2 physical rehabilitation centres with 
materials and staff supervision and training to improve 
services 

► cover the cost of treating up to 300 people with con-
flict-related disabilities at CARK, as well as transport, 
food and lodging for up to 70 referral patients identi-
fied by the ICRC in the north and east 

► build an extension to CARK to improve the services 
available to patients 
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AUTHORITIES 
It is crucial for the protection of both the civilian popula-
tion and aid workers that the national and local authorities 
support IHL and the ICRC’s activities. Chad has ratified a 
number of IHL treaties but has not yet integrated their 
provisions into national law. 

IHL is also pertinent to the work of EUFOR, 
MINURCAT and the diplomatic community involved in 
restoring stability in eastern Chad, as well as of UN agen-
cies and NGOs active there. Effective and safe aid deliv-
ery depends too on the various organizations understand-
ing each other’s mandates and the need to safeguard neu-
tral and independent humanitarian action. 

Objective 
Chad implements IHL treaties to which it is party and ac-
cedes to the other main humanitarian instruments. Politi-
cal decision-makers know the ICRC’s mandate and sup-
port its work. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 
► lend legal expertise to help the government to imple-

ment the Ottawa Convention, the Optional Protocol to 
the Convention on the Rights of the Child and the 
1949 Geneva Conventions and their 1977 Additional 
Protocols and to adopt laws protecting IDPs and the 
emblem 

► give presentations on IHL/the ICRC to the National 
Assembly and to local authorities in eastern Chad 

► through dialogue and participation in coordination 
meetings, boost awareness of IHL and the ICRC 
among international decision-makers  

ARMED FORCES AND OTHER BEARERS OF 
WEAPONS 

Many of Chad’s military, police and security training cen-
tres teach IHL or international human rights law, and the 
Defence Ministry opened a new school for IHL in 2007. 
In the field, however, troops and members of armed 
groups are often unaware of their responsibilities under 
IHL. 

MINURCAT is training an 850-strong Chadian police 
force for deployment in eastern Chad to improve security 
conditions. 

Objective 
The armed forces integrate IHL into their doctrine, train-
ing and operations. All weapon bearers know and apply 
the basic principles of IHL and support the mandate and 
activities of the ICRC. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 
► conduct IHL refresher courses for military instructors 
► sponsor 2 armed forces officers to participate in IHL 

courses abroad 

► together with Chadian military instructors, give IHL 
presentations to armed forces units in eastern and 
southern Chad 

► provide military training institutions with materials 
and expertise to help ensure the uniformity and quality 
of IHL instruction 

► for security and police forces, give presentations on 
IHL/the ICRC at training centres, to units stationed in 
eastern and southern Chad and to the force being 
trained by MINURCAT 

► reinforce dialogue with and, where possible, give 
presentations on IHL/the ICRC to armed groups 

CIVIL SOCIETY 
Religious and traditional leaders, academics and the me-
dia, especially local radio, influence public opinion in 
Chad and so are key relays in improving respect for IHL. 

Chad’s civil service college and N’Djamena and Abéché 
universities teach IHL, with ICRC support. 

Objective 
Religious and traditional leaders and the media support 
the work of the ICRC. They assist the ICRC in increasing 
public awareness of humanitarian principles and promot-
ing IHL among decision-makers and those involved in 
armed conflict or violence. Young people, as future lead-
ers and decision-makers, learn about IHL in their aca-
demic courses. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 
► keep Chadian civil society leaders informed about 

humanitarian issues, IHL and the ICRC through pres-
entations, courses and promotional materials, and the 
international and national media through briefings, 
press releases, interviews, audio-visual material and 
their participation in a seminar broadcast on radio in 
eastern Chad 

► support IHL instruction at academic institutions by 
providing materials, sponsoring lecturers’ and stu-
dents’ participation in IHL events abroad, giving pres-
entations and, at Abéché University, organizing de-
bates 

RED CROSS AND RED CRESCENT 
MOVEMENT 

The Chadian Red Cross has motivated volunteers and has 
made progress in establishing a tracing and RCM net-
work. A challenge for 2009 is to build up its management 
skills and emergency response and dissemination pro-
grammes. 

The ICRC convenes regular Movement coordination 
meetings and assists Movement partners in the fields of 
security management, logistics and public communica-
tion. 

Objective 
The Red Cross of Chad has a strong legal basis for inde-
pendent action. It can provide relief and other assistance 
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in the event of armed conflict or other situations of vio-
lence. It also carries out effective activities to restore fam-
ily links and promote IHL and the Fundamental Princi-
ples. Movement partners active in Chad coordinate their 
activities. 

Plan of action 
Cooperation 
► provide funds, materials and expertise to help the 

Chadian Red Cross headquarters and branches to: 
o develop governance and management skills 
o strengthen the tracing and RCM network 

o train personnel to administer first aid, evacuate and 
identify human remains, assess economic security 
needs, and disseminate IHL and the Fundamental 
Principles 

o initiate up to 10 community-based assistance pro-
jects 

o collect data on mine incidents and conduct mine-
risk education sessions in 5 affected areas 

► provide leadership in Movement coordination, secu-
rity management and public communication 
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CONGO, DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF THE 
 
 

BUDGET IN KCHF  
Protection 11,476 
Assistance 32,876 
Prevention 4,277 
Cooperation with National Societies 4,293 
General -   

Total 52,922 
Of which: Overheads 3,136

PERSONNEL 
Expatriates  67 

The ICRC opened a permanent delegation in Zaire, now 
the Democratic Republic of the Congo, in 1978. It ensures 
that displaced people and residents affected by armed 
conflict and violence have the means to survive and be-
come self-sufficient and that the wounded and sick re-
ceive adequate health care. It works to restore contact be-
tween separated family members – where necessary and 
possible, reuniting children with their families – and sup-
ports the development of the National Society. It also 
promotes respect for the basic rules of IHL and human 
rights law by the authorities in their treatment of civilians 
and detainees. 

National staff (daily workers not included) 649 
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CONTEXT 
The humanitarian and security situation has continued to 
deteriorate in North and South Kivu (hereafter the Kivus), 
particularly since late August 2008 when hostilities re-
sumed between the armed forces of the Democratic Re-
public of the Congo (DRC) and the opposition forces of 
Laurent Nkunda. The presence of the Democratic Libera-
tion Forces of Rwanda remains a source of instability in 
the region, as does that of Mayi-Mayi and other armed 
groups. Violations of IHL by armed forces or groups are 
reported frequently, with the civilian population suffering 
loss of life, destruction of property, looting, and wide-
spread sexual and other forms of violence. Extensive 
population displacement has left many people dependent 
on aid. Others are in areas too insecure for humanitarian 
agencies to reach. 

Some parts of Province Orientale have also seen a rise in 
armed confrontations in the second half of 2008, pro-
voked by the presence of members of the Ugandan Lord’s 
Resistance Army, the emergence of a new armed group 
called the Front Populaire pour la Justice au Congo, and 
the demobilization of Mayi-Mayi groups. Violence also 
erupted in Bas-Congo at the end of February 2008 be-
tween members of the political/religious organization 
Bundu Dia Kongo and State security forces. 

In addition to the conflict in the Kivus, challenges facing 
President Joseph Kabila include military and security sec-
tor reform, uneven development and rising fuel and food 
prices. The international community remains heavily in-
volved in the country, with the UN Security Council ex-
tending the mandate of the UN Mission in the DRC 
(MONUC) to December 2008 and maintaining its force 
strength. 

HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE 
In 2009, the ICRC will step up its operations to respond 
to the growing protection and assistance needs of people 
in the Kivus.  

To prevent violations of IHL and gain access to victims, 
the ICRC will maintain contact with the military and se-
curity authorities and brief officers on IHL/human rights 
law and the organization’s activities. Allegations of viola-
tions will be documented and representations made to the 
relevant authorities as necessary. Where possible, the 
ICRC will build contacts with other weapon bearers for 
the same purposes. In addition, it will pursue its dialogue 
with relevant officials to help guide its decision on 
whether to resume humanitarian operations in Province 
Orientale’s Ituri district, suspended following the killing 
of six of its staff members there in 2001. 

IDPs and recent returnees will be among the principal 
beneficiaries of ICRC activities, be they activities tailored 
to their specific situations or activities designed to meet 
the needs of the population in general. The organization 
will provide up to 75,000 IDPs/returnees with essential 
household items and 35,000 IDPs with food rations and 
will work to improve IDPs’ access to water and sanita-
tion. Some 90,000 people, including those hosting IDPs, 

will receive seed and tools (coupled with food rations for 
returnees where needed) to enable them to improve agri-
cultural production. To further enhance agricultural pro-
duction in the Kivus and Katanga, farming and fishing as-
sociations will receive materials and training, and in 
South Kivu, cattle will be vaccinated against disease.  

Health centres, hospitals and prosthetic/orthotic centres 
will receive supplies and training. In particular, the ICRC 
will support health and counselling centres providing 
medical and psychological care to victims of sexual vio-
lence and will raise communities’ awareness of the issue. 
Some victims of sexual violence will benefit from in-
come-generating projects to ease their social reintegra-
tion. Certain counselling centres and hospitals will be 
renovated. 

Providing technical support to the authorities as appropri-
ate, the ICRC will install, rehabilitate and maintain water 
systems for urban and rural residents in the Kivu and Ka-
tanga Provinces. In South Kivu, it will conduct a hygiene-
awareness programme with the National Societies of 
Sweden and the DRC.  

Family members separated by conflict will be able to re-
store contact via the tracing and RCM services run by the 
National Society and the ICRC. When appropriate, the 
ICRC will reunite children with their families, providing 
them with assistance and making follow-up visits to ease 
and monitor their reintegration.  

The ICRC will seek access to places of detention in order 
to register detainees falling within its mandate and to 
monitor their treatment and living conditions, making rep-
resentations to the authorities and international actors 
when these fall short of internationally recognized stan-
dards. Where needed, the ICRC will distribute hygiene 
items, as well as food in specific circumstances, to in-
mates. In Katanga, it will provide specific support to the 
prison authorities through training and hygiene and agri-
cultural programmes. 

The Red Cross Society of the DRC will receive sustained 
ICRC support to strengthen its operational capacity and 
programmes to assist vulnerable people, including the 
RCM service.  

The ICRC will continue to cooperate with Movement 
partners, UN agencies and other humanitarian actors, in-
cluding through attendance at UN cluster meetings. 

HUMANITARIAN ISSUES AND ICRC 
OBJECTIVES 

CIVILIANS 
In the Kivus, the civilian population continues to suffer 
frequent violations of IHL, including sexual violence, 
which can heighten when weapon bearers loot villages for 
food and other supplies. Insecurity, poor infrastructure 
and limited government spending further limit people’s 
access to basic goods and services. Outbreaks of fighting 
also force people to flee their homes. They may be left 
destitute and dependent on the scarce resources of impov-
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erished host communities, who themselves face difficul-
ties accessing their fields or local markets. 

Objective 
All civilians are respected and protected by weapon bear-
ers, in accordance with IHL and human rights and na-
tional law. People affected by violence, including IDPs 
and recent returnees, have access to essential household 
items, food, water and health care. Victims of sexual vio-
lence receive the care and support they need. 

Plan of action 
Protection 
► document alleged violations of IHL/human rights, in-

cluding summary executions, sexual violence, looting, 
destruction of property and the use of children in 
armed forces or groups 

► to halt violations and facilitate access to victims, make 
representations to military authorities and other 
weapon bearers, as necessary 

Assistance 

Where possible, with the DRC Red Cross: 
Emergency aid 
► supply emergency water to IDPs/returnees; build la-

trines and other sanitation facilities, as necessary 
► distribute essential household items to 75,000 

IDPs/returnees (15,000 households) and emergency 
food rations to 35,000 IDPs (7,000 households) 

Livelihood support 
► provide seed and tools, in some cases coupled with 

emergency food rations, to enable 90,000 people 
(18,000 households) to grow food following their re-
turn home or the arrival of IDPs in their communities 

► provide 120 farming associations (4,000 households) 
with cuttings, tools and training, and 60 fishing asso-
ciations (2,100 fish farmers) with technical advice and 
materials to rehabilitate fish ponds 

► help 10,000 people (2,000 households) engage in 
market gardening to diversify and increase their in-
come 

► help communities in South Kivu protect their means 
of livelihood by vaccinating livestock against disease 

► provide material and technical support to strengthen 
State agricultural agencies in their work 

Water and sanitation 
► reinforce the capacities of urban water boards through 

training, technical cooperation and efforts to secure 
the support of the civil authorities and development 
actors  

► rehabilitate urban water board networks and treatment 
plants in Bukavu, Goma, Kalemie and Uvira 

► in the Kivus, build 10 water systems, involve local 
communities in these projects and ensure the mainte-
nance of the new constructions  

► in partnership with the Swedish Red Cross and the 
DRC Red Cross, organize health and hygiene promo-
tion sessions in Fizi and Langala in South Kivu 

General health and victims of sexual violence 
► maintain material, technical and financial support to 8 

health centres in conflict-prone areas; ensure access to 
these centres for unaccompanied and demobilized 
children living in 2 foster centres in Bukavu and 
Goma  

► through staff training and the supply of medicines, en-
sure that health and counselling centres can provide 
victims of sexual violence with comprehensive medi-
cal and psychological care, if possible including post-
exposure prophylaxis within 72 hours 

► improve 10 counselling centres’ facilities  
► raise awareness of sexual violence and foster commu-

nity support for victims 
► to ease their social reintegration, provide victims of 

sexual violence and other IHL violations with essen-
tial household items, training and opportunities to get 
involved in micro-economic initiatives, as appropriate 

Despite a general decrease in the overall number of sepa-
rated family members in the DRC, fighting in the Kivus 
continues to disperse families both within the country and 
across borders. Children, including those formerly associ-
ated with armed groups, remain particularly vulnerable. 
The volatile situation often prevents humanitarian work-
ers from being able to facilitate the restoration of family 
links in safety. 

Objective 
Family members separated by conflict are able to re-
establish and maintain contact. Where appropriate, unac-
companied children whose relatives have been found are 
reunited with them and assisted in reintegrating into soci-
ety. Long-term solutions are found for those who cannot 
be reunited with their families. 

Plan of action 
Protection 
► develop the capacity of the DRC Red Cross to run the 

tracing and RCM network autonomously in the future 
(see Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement) 

Where possible, with the DRC Red Cross: 
► make the RCM service available to family members 

dispersed by conflict, including refugees and children 
formerly associated with armed forces or groups; 
process tracing requests for people in the DRC sub-
mitted by family members outside the country  

► if appropriate, reunite unaccompanied children with 
their relatives, with particular attention paid to the 
most vulnerable 

► visit children reunited with their families to monitor 
their integration, provide them with material assis-
tance where necessary 

► ensure that the protection needs of reunited children, 
as well as of those whose cases remain unresolved, are 
addressed and referred to the relevant authorities, 
agencies or NGOs for appropriate follow-up 

► analyse the legal measures available to families of 
missing persons; if necessary, make recommendations 
to the authorities in this regard 
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Assistance 
► provide financial, material and medical support, in-

cluding training and income-generating opportunities, 
to children separated from their relatives and tempo-
rarily living in centres or foster homes 

PEOPLE DEPRIVED OF THEIR FREEDOM 
Many people are being held by the government for con-
flict-related and security reasons. Prison authorities have 
neither the means nor the management capacity to ensure 
adequate conditions of detention or adherence to correct 
judicial procedures. Detainees in places of both temporary 
and permanent detention are often dependent on the sup-
port of family members to supplement the inadequate 
provision of food and health care; those without access to 
external support are particularly vulnerable. Detainees are 
also held by armed groups in relation to the conflict in the 
Kivus. 

Objective 
All persons detained in relation to situations of violence 
or for security reasons, as well as their co-detainees, are 
held in conditions that meet internationally recognized 
standards. Their judicial guarantees are respected, they 
are able to re-establish and maintain contact with their 
families and they have access to basic health care.  

Plan of action 
Protection 
► urge the authorities to grant access to all detainees 
► visit, register and monitor detainees falling within the 

ICRC’s mandate, including those held by armed 
groups; if necessary, make representations to the au-
thorities on their behalf, including regarding respect 
for their judicial guarantees 

► encourage the authorities to meet the needs of particu-
larly vulnerable detainees, such as children and 
women 

► where needed, provide detainees in places visited with 
access to the RCM network to restore and maintain 
contact with their families 

Assistance 
► encourage the authorities to improve detention facili-

ties; if appropriate, rehabilitate facilities such as water 
and sanitation systems and kitchens 

► encourage the Ministry of Health to ensure the provi-
sion of basic health care services to detainees; prevail 
upon prison authorities to transfer detainees to hospi-
tal care, where necessary 

► support like-minded NGOs to facilitate the inclusion 
of detainees in national HIV/AIDS and tuberculosis 
prevention programmes 

► monitor inmates’ nutritional status and bring cases of 
malnourishment to the attention of prison authorities; 
supplement food rations, where necessary 

► provide 5,000 detainees with a monthly supply of soap 
and other detainees with mats, clothes and hygiene 
items, as appropriate 

 

In response to the Katanga authorities’ request for sup-
port: 
► help establish an interministerial commission on pris-

ons and organize prison management training sessions 
for provincial staff 

► in 3 prisons, support an agricultural project to broaden 
detainees’ diets and organize training sessions on hy-
giene and epidemic prevention for prison sanitation 
and maintenance staff, providing them with tools and 
equipment  

WOUNDED AND SICK 
Access to hospital care remains difficult, particularly for 
people injured during clashes in the Kivus. Treatment and 
transport costs are unaffordable for many, and insecurity 
in volatile areas restricts their movement. Hospitals lack 
the supplies and skills to treat emergency cases, including 
referrals from rural health centres. The Ministry of Health 
has yet to adopt a national physical rehabilitation strategy. 

Objective 
Weapon-wounded (civilian or military) and sick patients 
have access to emergency surgery and medical treatment 
in hospitals with adequate facilities, skills and materials. 
War-amputees and other physically disabled people are 
fitted with reliable prostheses/orthoses. 

Plan of action 
Assistance 
Support to hospitals 
► provide 8 hospitals in conflict-prone areas with appro-

priate technical and material support, including medi-
cines, supplies and management advice 

► conduct rehabilitation projects to improve infrastruc-
ture in ICRC-supported hospitals in the Kivus 

► conduct war-surgery training for staff from 3 hospitals 
in the Kivus; organize seminars on the topic for civil-
ian and military medical personnel 

► monitor the recovery of people treated for osteomye-
litis in Panzi hospital, Bukavu, in 2007/8; support their 
follow-up treatment as appropriate 

Physical rehabilitation 
► to provide 1,000 weapon-wounded with pros-

thetic/orthotic appliances and physiotherapy treat-
ment, supply basic materials, components and techni-
cal support to 6 prosthetic/orthotic centres, working 
alongside relevant authorities where possible 

► contribute to the transport costs of patients from Kasaï 
Oriental, and for vulnerable patients in North Kivu 

► sponsor 4 prosthetic/orthotic technicians to attend 
training in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia 

AUTHORITIES 
With other issues taking priority, the government has still 
to ratify several IHL treaties and incorporate them into 
domestic legislation. Understanding of the ICRC’s role 
and mandate among international, national and local rep-
resentatives needs reinforcing. 
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Objective 
The government implements IHL treaties to which the 
DRC is party and accedes to other major humanitarian in-
struments. Political decision-makers know the ICRC’s 
mandate and support its work. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 
► encourage the ratification and implementation of in-

ternational IHL instruments, including Additional Pro-
tocol III, the Convention on Certain Conventional 
Weapons and the Convention on Cluster Munitions 

► together with the DRC Red Cross, raise awareness of 
Movement partners’ mandates and activities among 
parliamentarians, civil servants, local and provincial 
authorities, political leaders, MONUC staff, diplomats 
and representatives of regional and international or-
ganizations 

ARMED FORCES AND OTHER BEARERS OF 
WEAPONS 

Restructuring of the armed forces provides an opportunity 
for the integration of IHL into training courses. In more 
stable areas, police and security forces are increasingly 
called upon to keep public order rather than the army. 
Contact with other weapon bearers is crucial for ensuring 
the protection of civilians and access to victims. 

Objective 
The armed forces integrate IHL into their doctrine, train-
ing and operations. The police do the same for interna-
tional human rights law and humanitarian principles. 
Other bearers of weapons respect the basic rules of IHL. 
All weapon bearers understand the ICRC’s mandate and 
support its activities. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 
► conduct and encourage the institutionalization of 

IHL/ICRC information sessions for the army high 
command, trainee officers, military lawyers and army 
units in key regions; organize an IHL train-the-trainer 
course 

► brief police and security agents and trainees on hu-
manitarian principles, human rights law and the ICRC, 
particularly its activities for detainees 

► encourage leaders of armed groups to facilitate ICRC 
access to victims in territory under their control; 
where possible, brief them on IHL and the ICRC 

► brief MONUC officers before and during deployment 
to Kinshasa and the field on IHL and the ICRC 

► produce IHL resources for weapon bearers in local 
languages  

CIVIL SOCIETY 
Understanding of the ICRC’s activities can help the or-
ganization gain safe access to victims of violence. Reli-
gious/traditional leaders have significant influence, and 
radio is widely listened to.  

Objective 
The media, NGOs and religious/traditional leaders sup-
port the work of the ICRC and assist it in increasing 
awareness of humanitarian issues among the public, deci-
sion-makers and all those involved in armed conflict or 
violence, thus achieving greater respect for human dig-
nity. Young people, as future leaders and decision-
makers, learn about IHL in their academic courses.  

Plan of action 
Prevention 
► regularly update print and broadcast journalists on 

ICRC activities and events 
► strengthen contacts with international, national and lo-

cal humanitarian and development NGOs and other 
influential actors; raise awareness of humanitarian is-
sues and ICRC programmes 

► in cooperation with the DRC Red Cross, brief com-
munities and their leaders in places where the ICRC is 
carrying out protection activities 

► maintain contact with education institutions, make 
IHL materials available to them and conduct 
IHL/ICRC information sessions 

RED CROSS AND RED CRESCENT 
MOVEMENT 

The DRC Red Cross is in the process of consolidating in-
stitutional reforms. It is respected for its humanitarian re-
sponse operations. The coordination of these operations 
with other key actors remains a challenge. 

Objective 
The National Society has a strong legal basis for inde-
pendent action. It is able to provide relief and health assis-
tance in armed conflict or other situations of violence. It 
carries out effective activities to restore family links and 
promote IHL and the Movement’s Fundamental Princi-
ples. The activities of all components of the Movement 
are coordinated.  

Plan of action 
Cooperation 
► in conflict-prone areas, strengthen the National Soci-

ety’s emergency response capacity and coordination 
through training and material/financial support, in-
cluding for the collection of human remains, staff 
travel and the pre-positioning of emergency supplies, 
particularly those used for epidemic prevention and 
intervention 

► build the capacity of the DRC Red Cross to restore 
family links; offer training and financial, technical and 
material support for the coordination and supervision 
of the national tracing and RCM network 

► support dissemination activities and events and the 
training of staff and volunteers; help produce printed 
materials on the activities and role of the DRC Red 
Cross and the wider Movement and on the need to re-
spect the emblem 
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► help consolidate management, legal and finance sys-
tems, fund key staff positions, support the holding of 
statutory meetings and facilitate DRC Red Cross par-
ticipation in international meetings of the Movement 

► harmonize cooperation with the International Federa-
tion and partner National Societies active in the DRC 
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ERITREA 
 
 

BUDGET IN KCHF  
Protection 1,758 
Assistance 8,245 
Prevention 653 
Cooperation with National Societies 357 
General -   

Total 11,013 
Of which: Overheads 672

PERSONNEL 
Expatriates  16 

The ICRC opened a delegation in Eritrea in 1998 in the 
context of the international armed conflict between Ethio-
pia and Eritrea and is responding to the needs remaining 
from the two-year war. Its priority is to protect and assist 
the population displaced, detained or otherwise affected 
by the conflict, ensuring compliance with IHL in respect of 
any persons still protected by the Third and Fourth Ge-
neva Conventions. The ICRC also supports the develop-
ment of the Red Cross Society of Eritrea. 

National staff (daily workers not included) 104 
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CONTEXT 
Border issues between Eritrea and Ethiopia remain unre-
solved, stalling the physical pegging out of the new fron-
tier for the sixth consecutive year. The Eritrea-Ethiopia 
Boundary Commission stated in November 2007, how-
ever, that its 2002 border ruling was official and its man-
date fulfilled. 

In December 2007, Eritrea confirmed that technical prob-
lems prevented it from supplying fuel to the UN Mission 
in Ethiopia and Eritrea (UNMEE). Shortly after, UNMEE 
troops withdrew from the border buffer zone. On 30 July, 
the UN Security Council voted unanimously to terminate 
UNMEE’s mandate when it expired the next day, 31 July. 
The Council stressed, however, that Eritrea and Ethiopia 
must still comply with the Algiers Peace Agreement, 
which ended the 1998–2000 international armed conflict 
between the two countries. Eritrean and Ethiopian troops 
are now face to face along the border: there have been a 
small number of skirmishes since the end of 2007. 

As part of a government programme begun in 2005, all 
but some 1,500 of the IDPs who had been living in camps 
have returned to their homes or been resettled in border 
regions. Border communities, however, face a host of ob-
stacles to their economic recovery, including mine infes-
tation, limited public services, and the insecurity and loss 
of trade with Ethiopia caused by the border stalemate. 

The Eritrean government is pursuing its stated policy of 
promoting self-reliance, preferring, wherever possible, to 
plan and carry out internationally funded aid programmes 
itself. 

In another development, the armed forces of Djibouti and 
Eritrea clashed over two days in June along their mutual 
border. The international community has called on both 
sides to show restraint and re-establish dialogue. 

HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE 
The ICRC, in accordance with its mandate, will stay fo-
cused in 2009 on meeting the needs of people still af-
fected by the 1998–2000 international armed conflict be-
tween Eritrea and Ethiopia and, if needed, by the military 
confrontation with Djibouti. 

The delegation will again work mainly in Eritrea’s war-
affected southern border regions, where it is the only in-
ternational aid agency with a regular presence. ICRC pro-
grammes will be carried out in cooperation with the au-
thorities and coordinated with the few international or-
ganizations active in Eritrea. 

As most IDPs have returned to their homes or been reset-
tled in the border regions, the ICRC will focus on imple-
menting livelihood-support projects designed to help bor-
der communities improve their economic situation. The 
majority of beneficiaries will be families headed by 
women, as many men were killed or disabled during the 
war or are fulfilling their national service requirement. 
The projects include hiring tractors to plough fields, treat-
ing livestock against parasites, and providing assets such 
as donkeys, goats, vegetable seeds and treadle-operated 

irrigation pumps to generate food and income. Recent re-
turnees and resettled families will also receive shelter and 
essential household items and, if needed, materials and 
funds to build homes. The delegation will continue to 
work with the authorities and rural border communities to 
improve access to water, installing solar-powered water 
systems because they need no fuel. As a pilot project, the 
ICRC will build one solar-powered irrigation system. 

Delegates will follow the situation in the border areas, 
ready to document any alleged incidents of violence 
against civilians. The ICRC will continue to visit detain-
ees of Ethiopian origin and any POWs or former POWs 
and monitor the situation of the Ethiopian community in 
Eritrea. The aim is to ensure that the rights of those peo-
ple regarding living conditions and repatriation are re-
spected, in accordance with international humanitarian 
standards and the 1949 Geneva Conventions. With the au-
thorities’ approval, needy people of Ethiopian origin will 
receive ICRC financial aid to offset administrative fees 
for residency or repatriation. 

As in past years, the ICRC will assist in repatriating peo-
ple who wish to return to Ethiopia or Eritrea and, at their 
request, reunite children and other vulnerable people with 
their families. Relatives separated by the 1998–2000 con-
flict will continue to be able to exchange news through 
the tracing and RCM services. 

To help Eritrea rebuild its medical services, the ICRC will 
maintain its surgical training programme in three hospi-
tals in the border region. Continued support to the physi-
cal rehabilitation sector will depend on the outcome of 
discussions with the government about future activities 
and financing. 

Programmes to promote IHL will focus on reinforcing 
expertise within the military and advocating the govern-
ment’s implementation of the 1949 Geneva Conventions 
and ratification of the 1977 Additional Protocols. 

The suspension of Eritrean Red Cross activities, in effect 
since February 2007, was lifted by the government in 
April 2008 following an investigation into the organiza-
tion’s internal affairs. Movement partners are helping the 
Red Cross reassess its capacities and set priorities. In 
2009, the Society will receive ICRC support to reassume 
responsibility for the RCM network and strengthen its 
management skills, volunteer network, and emergency re-
sponse and dissemination programmes. 

HUMANITARIAN ISSUES AND ICRC 
OBJECTIVES 

CIVILIANS 
Most of the IDPs who have returned home or been reset-
tled in the Debub, Gash Barka and Southern Red Sea bor-
der regions arrived in their communities with few belong-
ings. Several thousand families are still living in tempo-
rary shelters because they lack the materials and money to 
build homes. The economic hardship of the former IDPs 
is compounded by the more general obstacles facing all 
rural border residents, most of whom subsist on rain-fed 
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agriculture. Fields and pasture are often mine-infested, the 
region is drought-prone, and trade with Ethiopia is sus-
pended. Because of war casualties and national service 
requirements, many households are headed by women. 
Lacking farm equipment or men to plough their fields, 
families often have to lend their land to sharecroppers or 
leave it fallow, thereby reducing their already meagre in-
come. Market gardens and small animal husbandry are 
common ways of generating food and income, but many 
households have lost those assets through a combination 
of past conflicts, displacement and drought. Families tend 
to depend on livestock, in particular, to survive lean peri-
ods such as a drought. 

Rural border communities also face serious health risks 
because drinking water facilities are dilapidated, fuel for 
water pumps is in short supply, and the groundwater has 
been depleted by recurring drought. 

Objective 
Civilians in the border area are respected by all weapon 
bearers, in accordance with the relevant provisions of in-
ternational law. Residents, IDPs and those returning home 
or resettling in conflict-affected border areas have access 
to clean water and, if necessary, receive basic resources to 
restore or preserve their livelihoods. 

Plan of action 
Protection 

 collect information on any alleged incidents of IHL 
violations against civilians in border areas and, where 
necessary, make representations to those concerned to 
stop further abuses 

Assistance 
Conflict-affected rural border communities 

 drill up to 12 boreholes and construct up to 20 solar-
powered water supply systems serving up to 13,600 
people; help form and train local committees to main-
tain the facilities and promote hygiene 

 train up to 100 employees of the Eritrean water au-
thorities to maintain rural water systems 

 build housing units, thus providing homes for up to 
3,000 IDPs (600 households) who have been resettled 

 to boost crop production, hire tractors to plough land 
prior to planting crops, benefiting up to 40,000 return-
ees/people resettled (8,000 households) 

 to improve the health and productivity of livestock, 
treat up to 360,000 animals against parasites, benefit-
ing up to 75,000 people (15,000 households) 

 provide up to 400 households (2,000 people) with 5 
goats each to improve their economic security and up 
to 400 households with a donkey each to transport wa-
ter and goods 

 to supplement diet and boost income, provide vegeta-
ble seeds, hoes and pedal-operated irrigation pumps, 
benefiting up to 4,000 people (800 households) 

 as a pilot project, construct a solar-powered system to 
irrigate vegetable gardens, benefiting up to 500 people 
(100 households) 

 distribute shelter materials, blankets, jerrycans and 
soap to up to 30,000 IDPs/returnees/people resettled 
(6,000 households) living in difficult conditions 

Many people, including children, remain separated from 
their families as a result of the 1998–2000 conflict be-
tween Eritrea and Ethiopia and the subsequent border clo-
sure. Eritreans and Ethiopians living abroad use mobile 
phones and the Internet to set up networks to keep in 
touch with their families, but these services are not always 
available in rural Eritrea. Some people are still without 
news of the fate of relatives who went missing during the 
conflict. 

Several thousand people of Ethiopian origin are living in 
Eritrea, most of them in Asmara. Those who wish to be 
repatriated, including children and other vulnerable peo-
ple who want to join their families, can do so under ICRC 
auspices. This is their only legal means of crossing the 
border. The services are also available to people of Eri-
trean origin living in Ethiopia. 

Objective 
People of Ethiopian origin living in Eritrea are respected 
in accordance with humanitarian principles, and people of 
Eritrean and Ethiopian origin who wish it are repatriated. 
Family members separated by the conflict are able to re-
establish and maintain contact, and vulnerable people are 
reunited with family members across the border, if they so 
wish. 

Plan of action 
Protection 

 monitor the living conditions of people of Ethiopian 
origin living in Eritrea and, where necessary, make 
representations on their behalf to the authorities 

 in coordination with the Immigration and Nationality 
Department, provide needy people of Ethiopian origin 
living in Eritrea with financial support to renew resi-
dence permits 

 together with the Eritrean Red Cross, maintain the 
tracing and RCM services 

 assist in the voluntary repatriation of people of Ethio-
pian and Eritrean origin and retrieve and send on their 
education certificates 

 in coordination with the authorities, provide up to 200 
people of Ethiopian origin who wish to be repatriated 
with funds to offset administrative fees 

 reunite children and other vulnerable people with fam-
ily across the border 

 follow up with the authorities requests from families 
for news of relatives still missing in relation to the 
1998–2000 international armed conflict 

PEOPLE DEPRIVED OF THEIR FREEDOM 
The ICRC is currently following the cases of the one for-
mer POW of Ethiopian origin who declined repatriation in 
2002 and is still being held in Eritrea in connection with 
the 1998–2000 conflict, the two POWs captured during a 
border skirmish with Ethiopian troops in late December 
2007, and some 300 civilian detainees of Ethiopian origin. 
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Objective 
POWs, former POWs and civilian detainees of Ethiopian 
origin are treated in a manner and held in conditions that 
comply with IHL, where applicable, and internationally 
recognized standards. 

Plan of action 
Protection 

 visit POWs/former POWs until their permanent status 
is determined 

 follow up with the authorities any presumed or alleged 
cases of POWs, in accordance with the 1949 Geneva 
Conventions 

 visit civilian detainees of Ethiopian origin to monitor 
their treatment and living conditions 

 after visits, inform the relevant authorities of the 
ICRC’s findings and recommendations 

 ensure detainees who are released are able to return to 
their places of residence or, if they wish, are repatri-
ated 

 offer detainees the tracing/RCM services to communi-
cate with their families, and subsidize transport costs 
to enable visits to detainees by family members resi-
dent in Eritrea but living far from the detention centre 

 where necessary, supply essential items to contribute 
to inmates’ health and welfare 

 brief personnel in detention facilities on ICRC deten-
tion-related activities 

WOUNDED AND SICK 
Decades of armed conflict have left Eritrea short of civil-
ian medical personnel, especially surgeons. Outside As-
mara, surgery in hospitals is performed by general practi-
tioners (GPs), while nurses or midwives run health cen-
tres. Transferring patients to Asmara for surgery is not 
always possible because of the time factor or cost of 
transport. With international support, Eritrea opened a 
medical school in 2004 – the first students should gradu-
ate in 2009 – and recently initiated specialist medical de-
gree courses, so the number of doctors, surgeons and an-
aesthetists is set to steadily increase. 

The Gash Barka region (population: 700,000) bordering 
Ethiopia has three hospitals – Agordat, Barentu (one of 
Eritrea’s four referral hospitals) and Tesseney. 

Objective 
Eritrea has a sufficient number of medical personnel ca-
pable of treating trauma cases and performing general 
surgery. 

Plan of action 
Assistance 

 to strengthen trauma and general surgery skills in 
Agordat, Barentu and Tesseney hospitals, maintain a 
surgical team and training programme for GPs, nurses, 
interns and student nurses, and provide those facilities 
with the necessary surgical supplies, equipment and 
teaching materials 

 assist the Defence and Health Ministries in conducting 
up to 4 trauma-management courses for up to 50 mili-
tary and 50 civilian medical personnel 

AUTHORITIES 
The ICRC’s ability to protect and assist victims of armed 
conflict depends on the national and local authorities’ 
support for IHL and the ICRC’s related mandate. 

Eritrea acceded to the 1949 Geneva Conventions in 2000 
but has not yet implemented their provisions, nor is it 
party to their Additional Protocols. Additional Protocol 
III is relevant to government plans to adopt new statutes 
for the Eritrean Red Cross. 

For humanitarian aid to be effective, the diplomatic com-
munity, UN agencies and NGOs present in Eritrea also 
need to understand each other’s mandates and coordinate 
their activities. 

Objective 
Eritrea takes steps to implement IHL treaties to which it is 
party and to accede to the other main humanitarian in-
struments. Political decision-makers know the ICRC’s 
mandate and support its work. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 continue to develop a dialogue with government au-
thorities on the need to ratify and implement Addi-
tional Protocol III and to endorse and distribute the 
ICRC’s Tigrinya translation of the 1949 Geneva Con-
ventions, offering support to do so 

 give briefings on IHL and the ICRC and distribute 
promotional materials to local authorities in the re-
gions bordering Ethiopia 

 maintain contact with the international authorities and 
organizations to coordinate humanitarian activities, 
draw attention to the humanitarian consequences of 
the border stalemate and raise awareness of the 
ICRC’s mandate and activities 

ARMED FORCES AND OTHER BEARERS OF 
WEAPONS 

Given the border stalemate, the Eritrean Defence Forces 
(EDF) are deployed on a large scale throughout the coun-
try. The Defence Ministry acknowledges the importance 
of IHL training for the military and has just completed a 
Tigrinya translation of the ICRC’s IHL instructor’s man-
ual. Over the past seven years, 80 EDF instructors have 
been trained in IHL by the ICRC. 

Objective 
The armed forces integrate IHL into their doctrine, train-
ing and operations. All armed forces personnel understand 
the ICRC’s mandate and support its activities. 
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Plan of action 
Prevention 

 through regular dialogue, encourage the authorities to 
draw on the ICRC’s expertise in the integration of 
IHL into military training, doctrine and operations 

 together with EDF instructors, conduct 2 refresher 
IHL courses for existing instructors and 1 course on 
the integration of IHL into military doctrine for EDF 
legal advisers 

 sponsor 2 EDF instructors to participate in an IHL 
course aboard 

 give introductory talks on IHL and the ICRC to EDF 
personnel stationed in regions bordering Ethiopia 

 print 200 copies of the IHL instructor’s manual in Ti-
grinya 

CIVIL SOCIETY 
Support for IHL and the ICRC among the general public 
is essential for the delegation to carry out its activities. In 
the rural areas along the Eritrea-Ethiopia border where the 
delegation is working, few people are aware of the 
ICRC’s mandate. 

Objective 
The general public supports the basic principles of IHL 
and the ICRC’s related mandate and activities. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 give presentations on the ICRC and IHL and distribute 
related materials to the beneficiaries of ICRC assis-
tance programmes 

 organize and participate in public events to promote 
IHL and the Movement 

 update local journalists on ICRC activities and lend 
them support to write articles on IHL 

 foster contacts with higher-education institutions, of-
fering to give presentations on IHL and the ICRC 

RED CROSS AND RED CRESCENT 
MOVEMENT 

The Eritrean Red Cross is gradually resuming its activities 
(see Humanitarian response) and is now under the pa-
tronage of the Health Ministry. The government has not 
yet, however, officially defined the legal status of the Red 
Cross in Eritrea. The Society is working with the Interna-
tional Federation and the ICRC to reassess its capacities 
and set priorities. A main aim is to improve its implemen-
tation of first-aid, tracing and communication pro-
grammes by building up its management skills and volun-
teer network. 

Objective 
The Red Cross in Eritrea has a firm legal basis for inde-
pendent action. It can respond effectively to emergencies, 
restore family links and promote IHL and the Movement. 
The activities of all components of the Movement are co-
ordinated. 

Plan of action 
Cooperation 

 together with the International Federation, support 
Eritrean Red Cross efforts to revise its statutes, in line 
with Movement guidelines, and to encourage official 
government recognition of the organization, and par-
ticipate in Movement coordination meetings 

 provide the Eritrean Red Cross with funds, materials, 
training and expertise to: re-establish its RCM service 
and develop a tracing network; strengthen its re-
lief/first-aid skills, including training in the Safer Ac-
cess approach; conduct first-aid courses for the public; 
and reinforce the promotion of IHL and the Funda-
mental Principles 
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ETHIOPIA 
 
 

BUDGET IN KCHF  
Protection 2,415 
Assistance 4,397 
Prevention 2,147 
Cooperation with National Societies 1,066 
General -   

Total 10,026 
Of which: Overheads 612

PERSONNEL 
Expatriates  21 

The ICRC has been continuously present in Ethiopia 
since 1977. Its priority is to protect and assist people de-
tained, displaced or otherwise affected by the 1998–2000 
international armed conflict with Eritrea or by other armed 
conflicts, often compounded by natural disasters. The 
ICRC provides emergency aid, but also implements me-
dium-term assistance projects to preserve the livelihoods 
of vulnerable communities affected by past conflict, and 
supports physical rehabilitation services. It visits detain-
ees, restores family links, particularly for relatives sepa-
rated by the closed Eritrea-Ethiopia border, promotes IHL 
and supports the Ethiopian Red Cross Society. 

National staff (daily workers not included) 146 
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CONTEXT 
Ethiopia’s ruling party has increased its electoral majority 
after sweeping April’s parliamentary and local council 
by-elections, which passed off peacefully. The opposition 
boycotted the poll, alleging intimidation and harassment 
during campaigning. 

In the Somali Regional State (SRS), government troops 
are engaged in a non-international armed conflict with the 
Ogaden National Liberation Front. The government 
stepped up its offensive against the armed group in June 
2007. Various reports allege that civilians continue to be 
killed, wounded, displaced and arrested as a result of the 
conflict. Low-intensity violence between armed groups, 
triggered by a mix of political and ethnic grievances, 
erupts sporadically in other areas, most recently in Afar, 
Benishangul-Gumuz and Oromia. 

Ethiopia is also in the grip of a drought, with the south 
and east worst affected, while the cost of food has shot 
up, triggered by the global rise in commodity prices. The 
government says that 6.4 million people need food aid ur-
gently, while the UN puts the figure at 8.2 million. 

On the international front, border issues between Eritrea 
and Ethiopia remain unresolved, stalling the physical 
pegging out of their new frontier for the sixth consecutive 
year. The mandate of the UN Mission in Ethiopia and Eri-
trea was terminated on 31 July (see Eritrea), so the two 
countries’ troops are now face to face along the border: 
there have been a small number of skirmishes since the 
end of 2007. 

In neighbouring Somalia, Ethiopian troops have stayed on 
for a second year to back the Somali transitional federal 
government in an escalating conflict against various 
armed groups. 

HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE 
Given the significant restrictions in Ethiopia on carrying 
out its mandate, the ICRC will further scale down its pro-
grammes in 2009, concentrating activities in Tigray and 
northern Afar, the regions worst hit by the 1998–2000 in-
ternational armed conflict with Eritrea and by the current 
border tensions. 

The ICRC will maintain a dialogue with the authorities 
with a view to regaining access to the conflict-affected 
SRS. The government expelled the ICRC from the region 
in July 2007, alleging that it supported armed groups, an 
accusation which the ICRC firmly denies. 

In parallel, the ICRC will remind the authorities of their 
legal obligations towards civilians in situations of armed 
conflict or violence. Where necessary, the delegation, in 
partnership with the Ethiopian Red Cross Society, will 
step in to provide displaced families with emergency aid. 
The ICRC will also maintain a small stock of emergency 
supplies to deliver to medical facilities to treat the 
weapon-wounded. 

Livelihood-support projects have been phased out during 
2008, as planned, but the ICRC will continue to work 

with rural communities in northern Afar and Tigray to 
improve vital water infrastructure. 

The ICRC will persist in its efforts to regain access to de-
tainees held under federal jurisdiction, denied in stages by 
the authorities between 2004 and 2007. Restricted access 
means that the ICRC is unable to follow up systematically 
the cases of detainees held for reasons of State security. 
Delegates will instead focus on monitoring the treatment 
and living conditions of detainees of Eritrean origin, most 
of whom are held in prisons in Tigray under regional ju-
risdiction. Those detainees often have no family in Ethio-
pia, so are short of food and other essential items nor-
mally supplied by relatives. The ICRC will help improve 
infrastructure in up to four prisons, while impressing upon 
the authorities their obligations towards detainees. In ac-
cordance with the 1949 Geneva Conventions, the delega-
tion will also follow up with the authorities any presumed 
or alleged cases of POWs or former POWs. 

Family members separated by conflict will continue to be 
able to communicate through the tracing and RCM ser-
vices. The ICRC will also assist in repatriating people in 
Ethiopia who wish to return to Eritrea, and vice versa, 
and, when requested, reunite children and other vulner-
able people with their families across the sealed border. 

To help improve services for physically disabled people, 
the delegation will provide staff, funds and materials to up 
to seven physical rehabilitation centres. It will also assist 
the authorities in developing a national strategy to im-
prove the availability and quality of care in a sustainable 
manner. 

The promotion of IHL will remain a priority. To ensure 
the smooth running of humanitarian operations, the dele-
gation will give IHL presentations to regional authorities 
and community leaders, explaining the Movement’s ac-
tivities and strict principles of independence and neutral-
ity. The armed forces will be offered expertise to adapt 
their training and operations to the new military laws and 
rules of engagement, which include IHL. 

The Ethiopian Red Cross will receive support to develop 
its relief and dissemination programmes, including 
through more involvement in ICRC operations, and to re-
inforce its tracing and RCM network. The delegation will 
also facilitate coordination within the Movement and co-
ordinate its activities with UN agencies and other humani-
tarian actors working in fields of common interest, includ-
ing though its attendance as an observer at UN cluster 
meetings. 

HUMANITARIAN ISSUES AND ICRC 
OBJECTIVES 

CIVILIANS 
The ICRC was expelled from the SRS in July 2007, so 
has had no first-hand knowledge since then of the effects 
of the non-international armed conflict on the civilian 
population. However, reports in 2008 of alleged civilian 
casualties, arrests, harassment and restrictions on people’s 
movements are a concern. 
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Elsewhere in Ethiopia, sporadic tribal clashes, mainly 
over scarce resources, often claim civilian casualties and 
force people to flee their homes, while their personal 
property is looted or destroyed. 

Reflecting conditions countrywide, border communities in 
Tigray and northern Afar face serious health risks because 
of inadequate water and sanitation facilities. Many local 
authorities, especially in rural areas, lack the resources to 
maintain, let alone expand, the infrastructure. As part of 
its 2006–10 strategy to eradicate poverty, the Ethiopian 
government aims to ensure that 80% of the population 
have access to safe drinking water, compared with 46% 
now. 

Objective 
Civilians are respected and protected by the authorities 
and all weapon bearers, in accordance with humanitarian 
principles and, where applicable, IHL. IDPs, returnees 
and vulnerable resident communities living in violence-
prone areas have access to adequate water and sanitation 
facilities and the basic resources to restore their liveli-
hoods. 

Plan of action 
Protection 

 maintain dialogue with the authorities with a view to 
resuming ICRC operations in the SRS to protect and 
assist conflict-affected populations 

 monitor the protection of and respect for civilians in 
accordance with humanitarian principles and, where 
applicable, IHL; document allegations of abuse and, 
where necessary, encourage the relevant parties to 
take preventive and corrective action 

Assistance 
Emergency aid 

 in partnership with the Ethiopian Red Cross, provide 
basic shelter and household items to up to 24,000 
IDPs (4,000 households) and a one-month food ration 
to up to 6,000 IDPs (1,000 households) 

 provide water/sanitation facilities to up to 6,000 
IDPs/returnees (1,000 households) for up to three 
months 

 distribute supplies to medical facilities to treat up to 
100 weapon-wounded 

 coordinate activities with those of the relevant authori-
ties and aid agencies 

Water and sanitation 
 together with communities in Afar and Tigray border-

ing Eritrea: 
o construct up to 10 water points serving up to 6,000 

people 
o upgrade up to 6 water points and repair up to 150 

hand pumps, benefiting up to 90,000 people 
o train and equip up to 15 communities benefiting 

from ICRC water projects to maintain water facili-
ties and promote hygiene, including the construc-
tion of up to 750 latrines, benefiting up to 3,750 
people 

Many people, including children, remain separated from 
their families as a result of the 1998–2000 conflict be-
tween Eritrea and Ethiopia and the subsequent border clo-
sure. Some people are still without news of the fate of 
relatives who went missing during the conflict. 

Several thousand people of Eritrean origin are living in 
Ethiopia. Those who wish to be repatriated, including 
children and other vulnerable people who want to join 
their families, can do so under ICRC auspices. This is 
their only legal means of crossing the border. The services 
are also available to people of Ethiopian origin living in 
Eritrea. 

Refugees in Ethiopia, most of whom are from Somalia or 
Southern Sudan, may also need assistance with contacting 
or rejoining their families. 

Objective 
Family members separated as a result of armed conflict 
are able to re-establish contact, and, if requested, vulner-
able people, including children separated from their par-
ents, are reunited with their families. If they so wish, peo-
ple of Ethiopian and Eritrean origin are repatriated. Fami-
lies know the fate of relatives missing in connection with 
the 1998–2000 international armed conflict between Eri-
trea and Ethiopia. 

Plan of action 
Protection 

 together with the Ethiopian Red Cross, maintain the 
tracing and RCM network 

 assist in the voluntary repatriation of civilians to Eri-
trea and Ethiopia and forward their education certifi-
cates 

 at their request, reunite vulnerable people of Eritrean 
and Ethiopian origin with family across the border 

 in coordination with UNHCR, register child refugees, 
restore contact with their families through RCMs and, 
where requested and feasible, reunite the families 

 through the tracing network or follow-up with relevant 
organizations/government bodies, ensure families are 
informed about the fate of relatives missing in connec-
tion with the 1998–2000 international armed conflict 

PEOPLE DEPRIVED OF THEIR FREEDOM 
Ethiopia continues to detain people for reasons of State 
security. Detention conditions mirror the hardship faced 
by much of the general population. Many detention cen-
tres do not have adequate water, sanitation and hygiene, 
so inmates face serious health risks. Chronic overcrowd-
ing worsens the situation. 

The ICRC has been denied access by the government to 
detention centres under federal jurisdiction and to all de-
tention facilities in the SRS. The restrictions have been 
imposed in stages between 2004 and 2007. The ICRC is, 
therefore, not in a position to follow up systematically the 
cases of detainees held for reasons of State security. 

Many detainees of Eritrean origin have no family in 
Ethiopia, so are short of food, clothing and other essential 
items normally supplied by relatives. The majority of 
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those detainees are held in regionally run prisons in Afar 
and Tigray. 

The ICRC expects by end-2008 to close the few remain-
ing cases of former POWs and civilian internees related to 
the 1998–2000 international armed conflict between Eri-
trea and Ethiopia. Ethiopia allegedly captured a small 
number of Eritrean soldiers during a border skirmish in 
March. 

Objective 
People deprived of their freedom are treated humanely 
and their living conditions comply with internationally 
recognized standards and, where applicable, IHL. 

Plan of action 
Protection 

 pursue a dialogue with the authorities aimed at regain-
ing access to all detainees falling within the ICRC’s 
mandate 

 in detention facilities to which the ICRC has access, 
continue to follow up the individual cases of detainees 
of Eritrean origin and monitor general conditions, 
providing the authorities with confidential feedback 
on the findings and recommendations 

 offer detainees the RCM service to contact their fami-
lies 

 where necessary, provide basic hygiene and other 
items to contribute to detainees’ general health and 
welfare 

 ensure that ICRC-registered detainees who are re-
leased are able to return to their last places of resi-
dence, if necessary financing their transport home, or, 
if they wish, are repatriated 

Assistance 
 with the authorities’ participation, improve infrastruc-

ture, mainly water, sanitation and cell blocks for 
women, in up to 4 prisons in Afar and Tigray, benefit-
ing up to 2,000 detainees 

WOUNDED AND SICK 
There are an estimated 400,000 physically disabled peo-
ple in Ethiopia, about 25,000 of whom are conflict vic-
tims. 

Ethiopia is defining a national strategy and plan of action 
to upgrade physical rehabilitation services. There are cur-
rently insufficient numbers of prosthetic/orthotic centres, 
skilled staff and mobility devices to meet demand. Many 
disabled people are unaware of the services available, and 
poor people cannot afford transport to the nearest centre, 
let alone treatment costs. 

Objective 
Physically disabled people have access to good quality 
prostheses/orthoses and physiotherapy. 

Plan of action 
Assistance 

 according to separate agreements concluded with each 
centre which define objectives for production quotas 

and quality of services, provide up to 7 physical reha-
bilitation centres with staff supervision and on-the-job 
training, materials to produce mobility devices, and 
funds to cover the cost of transport, meals and admin-
istrative fees to treat up to 5,250 war-disabled or desti-
tute patients 

 lend the national and local authorities technical exper-
tise to define and carry out plans of action to improve 
the availability and quality of physical rehabilitation 
services in a sustainable manner 

AUTHORITIES 
In situations of armed conflict or violence, the authorities 
need to contribute to ensuring respect for IHL or other 
applicable laws and to support humanitarian action. 

Ethiopia is party to many of the main IHL treaties but has 
yet to adopt all their provisions as national law. With en-
ergies focused on its military engagement in Somalia and 
other internal issues, the government does not see IHL 
implementation as an immediate priority. The national 
IHL committee has been dormant since 1998. 

Objective 
The government implements the IHL treaties to which 
Ethiopia is party and accedes to the other main humanitar-
ian instruments. National and local authorities have a 
sound knowledge of IHL and understand and support the 
mandate and activities of the ICRC. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 maintain dialogue with the authorities on IHL, the 
ICRC’s mandate and its strict principles of neutrality 
and independence 

 if requested, lend technical support to assist the gov-
ernment in ratifying and implementing IHL treaties, 
especially those governing the use of weapons 

 together with the Ethiopian Red Cross, give presenta-
tions on IHL and the ICRC to local authorities in vio-
lence-prone areas 

ARMED FORCES AND OTHER BEARERS OF 
WEAPONS 

Military and most police training institutions teach IHL 
and international human rights law. In 2007, the Ethiopian 
National Defence Force (ENDF) announced that it had in-
corporated IHL and sanctions for violations into the mili-
tary penal code, rules of engagement and standing orders, 
and was adapting its training and operations accordingly. 

The ENDF is currently deployed against armed groups in 
the SRS and in Somalia. Troops are also called on to help 
the police restore public order. 

Objective 
The armed forces integrate IHL into their doctrine, train-
ing and operations. The police do the same for interna-
tional human rights law and humanitarian principles. All 
weapon bearers understand the ICRC's mandate and sup-
port its activities. 
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Plan of action 
Prevention 

 at ENDF regional command level, organize round-
tables on IHL-related issues for high-ranking officers 
and workshops for legal advisers 

 together with the Military Justice Department, hold a 
national five-day IHL workshop for ENDF legal ad-
visers 

 together with ENDF instructors, give IHL presenta-
tions at regional military training centres 

 to reinforce the teaching of IHL/international human 
rights law in regional police training centres, conduct 
seminars at the centres to evaluate instruction, fol-
lowed by a round-table at the Police College to define 
future support, and provide materials 

 give presentations and courses on IHL/international 
human rights law and the ICRC to anti-terrorism and 
rapid reaction police forces and to police chiefs and 
officers in violence-prone regions 

CIVIL SOCIETY 
Religious and traditional leaders influence public opinion 
in Ethiopia, so can help generate support for IHL and the 
ICRC. 

Young people, as tomorrow’s leaders, also need to be 
aware of IHL. As part of internationally funded judicial 
reforms, Ethiopia is establishing a national curriculum for 
a university law degree, which will include IHL. 

Objective 
Religious and traditional leaders, the media and other 
opinion-makers in civil society support the work of the 
ICRC and assist it in increasing awareness of humanitar-
ian principles among the public, decision-makers and all 
those involved in armed conflict or violence, thus achiev-
ing greater respect for human dignity. Young people, as 
future leaders and decision-makers, learn about IHL in 
their academic courses. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 keep the media informed about humanitarian issues 
and ICRC activities 

 conduct IHL workshops for journalism students at 
Addis Ababa University 

 in violence-prone regions, together with the Ethiopian 
Red Cross, give workshops and presentations on 
IHL/the ICRC for local journalists and religious, tradi-
tional and community leaders, and distribute promo-
tional materials 

 lend expertise to incorporate IHL into the national law 
degree curriculum 

 sponsor university students to participate in an IHL 
competition abroad 

RED CROSS AND RED CRESCENT 
MOVEMENT 

The Ethiopian Red Cross has a well-established tracing 
and RCM network, takes part in some ICRC relief opera-
tions and will be more involved in 2009 in ICRC dis-
semination activities. As part of management reforms, the 
National Society has appointed new department heads and 
revised its financial procedures. 

Objective 
The Ethiopian Red Cross is able to provide emergency as-
sistance in armed conflict or other situations of violence. 
It carries out effective activities to restore family links 
and promote IHL and the Movement’s Fundamental Prin-
ciples. The activities of all components of the Movement 
are coordinated. 

Plan of action 
Cooperation 

 provide funds, training, materials and technical back-
up to help the National Society: 
o strengthen its management structure 
o reinforce branch first-aid capacities, including the 

ambulance service 
o build up branch relief capacities, focusing on as-

sisting IDPs 
o consolidate its tracing/RCM network in areas of 

high demand 
o strengthen its dissemination of IHL and the Fun-

damental Principles among local authorities and 
civil society 

 participate in meetings to coordinate Movement ac-
tivities 
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AFRICAN UNION 
 

BUDGET IN KCHF  
See under Ethiopia  
  
  
  
  

 
 
 

PERSONNEL  
See under Ethiopia  

The ICRC's delegation to the African Union (AU) aims to 
achieve better understanding and wider acceptance of the 
ICRC within the AU Commission and other AU bodies. In 
its capacity as official observer to the AU, it works with AU 
member States to draw attention to problems requiring 
humanitarian action, to promote greater recognition and 
much wider implementation of IHL throughout Africa and 
to raise awareness of the ICRC's role and activities. It 
also endeavours to build strong relations with AU-
accredited intergovernmental organizations, NGOs and 
UN agencies. 

  
 

 
 

CONTEXT 
Conflict resolution was once again high on the agenda of 
the African Union (AU) throughout 2008, with the or-
ganization appealing for additional support from its mem-
ber States and the international community to meet ongo-
ing as well as emerging challenges.  

The largest AU peacekeeping missions remain those in 
Somalia and Sudan’s Darfur region. In Darfur, a legal 
framework agreement for the new hybrid UN-AU Mis-
sion in Darfur (UNAMID) was agreed in 2008 with the 
government of Sudan. The AU backed a short military 
operation in March 2008 to help the Comorian govern-
ment regain control of the island of Anjouan, and also 
played a prominent role in initiatives to restore political 
stability in Burundi, Kenya and Zimbabwe. In March 
2008, African defence ministers adopted the first doctrinal 
documents that will govern African standby forces 
planned to be available for peacekeeping operations as of 
2010. 

The AU Panel of the Wise held its first meeting in 2008 in 
Addis Ababa, at which it announced its intention to focus 
on conflict prevention, an issue also addressed at the 10th 
AU Summit in January 2008. The summit also saw the 
election of Tanzania’s president, Jakaya Kikwete, as AU 
chairman and of Gabon’s former foreign affairs minister, 
Jean Ping, as chairman of the AU Commission. In addi-
tion, 10 new Peace and Security Council members were 
elected to join Algeria, Angola, Ethiopia, Gabon and Ni-
geria.  

HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE 
In 2009, the ICRC will pursue efforts to spread knowl-
edge of IHL among AU staff and representatives of mem-
ber States and to draw attention to humanitarian issues, 
focusing on the need to protect and assist civilians in 
times of armed conflict, with particular emphasis on the 
plight of IDPs and children. Its delegation to the AU will 
work to ensure that AU policies and programmes take ac-
count of IHL, where relevant, will encourage the AU to 
draw on the ICRC’s specific expertise in matters pertain-

ing to IHL and will work to deepen understanding of the 
ICRC’s role as a neutral, independent humanitarian actor. 

To this end, the ICRC will continue to strengthen its rela-
tions with the AU Commission and its departments, as 
well as with the AU and AU-associated bodies. When re-
quested, it will participate in their meetings and lend 
technical assistance in integrating IHL into relevant pol-
icy documents. It will also maintain contact with UN 
agencies and international organizations based in Addis 
Ababa to spread knowledge of IHL and coordinate activi-
ties in areas of common interest. 

Through its network of delegations in Africa, the ICRC 
will strive to consolidate its cooperation with African re-
gional economic communities and decentralized institu-
tions, such as the African Commission on Human and 
Peoples’ Rights and the African Parliamentary Union, 
which, in coordination with the AU, also play a role in 
promoting peace and security on the continent. In turn, 
the delegations, facilitated by the ICRC’s delegation to 
the AU, will have input to and access information about 
AU activities and initiatives that will support their opera-
tional activities and further coordination, for example, in 
efforts to support IHL training for African peacekeeping 
forces. 

The ICRC’s delegation to the AU will also endeavour to 
forge closer links with African NGOs, think-thanks and 
other influential sectors of civil society, to promote un-
derstanding both of IHL and of humanitarian issues in Af-
rica. 

HUMANITARIAN ISSUES AND ICRC 
OBJECTIVES 

AUTHORITIES 
The AU is involved in conflict resolution on the continent 
through political mediation and direct military interven-
tion. In parallel, AU bodies are shaping policies and pro-
grammes that relate to the protection and assistance of ci-
vilians in time of conflict. The AU is currently, for exam-
ple, organizing a Special Summit of Heads of State and 
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Government on Refugees, Returnees and IDPs, now 
scheduled for early 2009. It is important that IHL be inte-
grated into these processes, reflecting the AU’s stated 
commitment to promote peace and prosperity in Africa. In 
addition, to ensure that IHL is respected in AU member 
States, national governments must ratify relevant interna-
tional treaties and pass domestic laws that incorporate 
their provisions. 

Objective 
The AU Commission and other AU constituent bodies, 
African regional economic communities, and other inter-
governmental or pan-African bodies working with the 
AU, as well as UN agencies with AU observer status, are 
familiar with and promote the application of IHL; they 
understand and support the ICRC’s mandate and its work 
on the African continent. IHL is incorporated into rele-
vant AU programmes. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 foster contacts with members of the AU Assembly of 
Heads of State and Government and the Executive 
Council; attend AU summits to promote the integra-
tion of IHL into policies and resolutions and the im-
plementation of IHL by member States 

 maintain contact with ambassadors, particularly 
through the Permanent Representatives Committee, 
and with AU Commission staff, including members of 
the Peace and Security, Political Affairs, and Social 
Affairs departments, to discuss humanitarian issues 
and update them on ICRC activities; provide them and 
embassies in Addis Ababa with relevant publications 
and reports 

 with the AU Commission, organize regular informal 
meetings and biannual seminars on current IHL topics 
for Commission members and ambassadors; support 
the follow-up and implementation of measures agreed 
at such meetings 

 to reinforce cooperation with the AU Peace and Secu-
rity Department: assist with the implementation and 
development of instruments regulating the use of 
weapons; organize a workshop on this issue; under-
take a needs assessment with the view to supplying 
personnel to work at the department if necessary; or-
ganize a coordination meeting with department repre-
sentatives; and help integrate IHL into AU guidelines 
for States emerging from armed conflict 

 exchange information and share humanitarian con-
cerns related to armed conflict in Africa through 
monthly meetings with the chairperson of the AU 
Peace and Security Council, addressing the Council 
when invited, and organizing for the ICRC president 
to meet the Council’s 15 members and visit the presi-
dent of the AU 

 to support the integration of IHL into the training, 
doctrine and operations of African standby peacekeep-
ing brigades: organize an IHL workshop for AU staff; 
sponsor 1 staff member to participate in an IHL course 
abroad; through ICRC delegations, give briefings on 
IHL and the ICRC to peacekeepers in AU member 
States prior to their deployment and to troops in the 

standby brigades of the regional economic communi-
ties 

 provide legal expertise to the Department of Political 
Affairs to facilitate the development of instruments 
and policies to protect and assist IDPs; support the in-
clusion of such measures in the outcome of the Spe-
cial Summit of Heads of State and Government on 
Refugees, Returnees and IDPs; attend sessions of the 
AU Coordinating Committee on Assistance and Pro-
tection to Refugees and IDPs and of the Permanent 
Representatives Committee’s Sub-committee on 
Refugees, Returnees and IDPs; arrange Sub-
committee meetings with ICRC delegations during 
field missions 

 provide advice, when requested, on protecting and as-
sisting children in armed conflict to the Social Affairs 
Department and the African Committee of Experts on 
the Rights and Welfare of the Child; facilitate the par-
ticipation of an AU expert in a conference in Geneva, 
Switzerland, on this topic 

 promote understanding of IHL at meetings of the Pan-
African Parliament (see also Pretoria), the African 
Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights (see also 
Dakar) and the AU Panel of the Wise; support incor-
poration of IHL into the African Peer Review Mecha-
nism (see also Pretoria)  

 through workshops and newsletters, keep ICRC dele-
gations informed about AU activities to promote 
wider implementation of IHL by African regional 
economic communities and by AU member States and 
to coordinate humanitarian diplomacy on issues of 
ICRC concern 

 provide the African Parliamentary Union (see also 
Abidjan) with resources to promote the national im-
plementation of IHL by its member States and to 
evaluate their progress, most notably regarding miss-
ing persons 

 maintain contact with UN agencies represented in Ad-
dis Ababa, so as to promote IHL and exchange infor-
mation on activities in areas of common interest 

CIVIL SOCIETY 
Numerous African and international NGOs, as well as 
think-tanks and other influential civil society sectors, deal 
with humanitarian issues in their work and can influence 
AU decision-making, but many are unfamiliar with IHL 
and the ICRC’s related mandate and work. 

Objective 
African NGOs and think-tanks and other opinion-makers 
working with the AU are familiar with and promote the 
application of IHL and support the ICRC’s mandate and 
work in Africa, thus achieving greater respect for people 
affected by conflict or violence. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 to deepen understanding of humanitarian issues in Af-
rica and of IHL, participate in NGO forums such as 
those preceding sessions of the African Commission 
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on Human and Peoples’ Rights, as well as in other 
meetings and debates held by African and interna-
tional NGOs and think-tanks; at these meetings, draw 
attention to the plight of victims of conflict, the pro-

tection and assistance afforded them by IHL, the re-
lated activities of the ICRC and the pertinence of neu-
tral, impartial and independent humanitarian action 
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GUINEA  
 
 

BUDGET IN KCHF  
Protection 993 
Assistance 3,555 
Prevention 1,280 
Cooperation with National Societies 2,099 
General -   

Total 7,926 
Of which: Overheads 484

PERSONNEL 
Expatriates  15 

In Guinea since 1970, the ICRC opened its operational 
delegation in Conakry in 2001. Since the end of 2008, the 
delegation has also provided support for the ICRC office 
in Sierra Leone. In both countries, the ICRC has been ex-
tensively involved in protection activities, particularly re-
storing family links, visiting detainees and advising the de-
taining authorities. At the same time, it promotes IHL 
among the armed and security forces, political authorities, 
the media and the public. It works with the Red Cross So-
cieties of Guinea and Sierra Leone to strengthen their ca-
pacities to respond to emergencies, promote the Red 
Cross and restore family links. 

National staff (daily workers not included) 93 
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CONTEXT 
Guinea’s population has been hard hit by the worldwide 
inflation of food and basic commodity prices. Given mea-
gre salaries, high unemployment and widespread poverty, 
many families can barely afford to feed themselves. The 
ailing public services and rundown infrastructure continue 
to suffer from limited resources. Development and aid 
programmes are slow to produce results. In July, WFP 
stepped in with emergency aid for over half a million vul-
nerable people in rural areas.  

Discontent is widespread. Although the trade unions did 
not follow through with their announcement of a general 
strike in January, the political situation remains volatile. 
In May, the country’s long-serving president Lansana 
Conté replaced the prime minister with a former govern-
ment minister. The same month, army members demand-
ing payment of salary arrears staged a mutiny accompa-
nied by bloodshed and looting. In June the armed forces 
clashed with police personnel on strike. 

Much will depend on the due procedure and outcome of 
forthcoming legislative elections, twice postponed and 
now scheduled for early December 2008.  

In Sierra Leone, Guinea’s southern neighbour, the gov-
ernment continues to enjoy popular support, enabling it to 
pursue a bold reform agenda. Topmost among the coun-
try’s many problems are poverty and unemployment, par-
ticularly among young people. The international commu-
nity is staying involved in helping the country tackle the 
underlying issues of past conflict. 

Trials for alleged crimes against humanity and IHL viola-
tions committed during the 1991–2002 conflict continue 
at the Special Court for Sierra Leone and, in the case of 
the former Liberian president Charles Taylor, in The 
Hague. 

HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE 
Pending stabilization of Guinea’s current state of affairs, 
the ICRC plans to maintain a relatively strong presence in 
the country through its delegation in Conakry and sub-
delegation in N’Zérékoré . This will enable it to provide 
health facilities with medical supplies and the National 
Society with logistics support, emergency stocks and ex-
pertise in the event of an emergency. It will continue to 
keep a close eye on weapon bearers’ treatment of the 
population and strengthen dialogue with the authorities 
regarding the protection of civilians. 

The ICRC will continue to seek access to all detainees 
held for reasons of State security. While maintaining 
structural support to the penal administration, it will limit 
direct assistance to emergency situations and concentrate 
instead on helping the authorities live up to their obliga-
tion to safeguard the well-being of the prison population. 
The ICRC will in particular support food and health pro-
grammes and monitor malnutrition among prison inmates. 

While staying on high alert, the ICRC will nonetheless 
decrease its overall budget for Guinea, reflecting the 
gradual phase-out and closure of long-term programmes 

that have accomplished their purpose. Activities to restore 
family links will cease, except to find satisfactory alterna-
tives for a number of children for whom family reunifica-
tion is not an option. Support to health facilities will con-
tinue, mainly in the form of training, while Guinea’s wa-
ter board will receive help to rehabilitate two more water 
treatment plants.  

Alongside other cooperation activities, strengthening the 
National Society’s emergency response capacity and ser-
vice to restore family links will remain high on the 
ICRC’s agenda and involve mainly staff training and ma-
terial support. 

Given the authorities’ preoccupation with matters linked 
to the prevailing political uncertainty, programmes to pro-
mote IHL will focus on familiarizing the civil and mili-
tary authorities with humanitarian law, the ICRC and the 
Red Cross Society of Guinea. 

The ICRC will keep up contact and coordination with its 
Movement partners and other organizations present in 
Guinea, such as the Mano River Women’s Peace Net-
work, as well as the African Union and the Economic 
Community of West African States. It will continue coor-
dinating protection activities with UNICEF, UNHCR and 
NGOs. 

As of 2009, the Conakry delegation will also be covering 
Sierra Leone, where recovery from past conflict is well 
under way. An office will nonetheless be kept in Free-
town, enabling the ICRC to maintain key agreements with 
the government regarding visits to detainees and to pursue 
cooperation with the Sierra Leone Red Cross Society, no-
tably regarding services to restore family links, IHL pro-
motion and communication.  

HUMANITARIAN ISSUES AND ICRC 
OBJECTIVES 

CIVILIANS 
Recent political and military upheaval has shown that the 
risk of violent repression and human rights violations re-
mains acute in Guinea. 

Although UNHCR has concluded its repatriation of refu-
gees in the region, there are still some refugee children in 
the country separated from their families and registered 
with the ICRC. 

People continue to live precariously owing to dire eco-
nomic conditions, dilapidated infrastructure and inade-
quate public services, notably water supply and health 
care. Although lack of access to clean water is a major 
problem for both rural and urban populations, the national 
water board (SEG) lacks the technical and financial re-
sources to invest in improving its services to meet the 
demand. With the slow pace of development and aid pro-
grammes, the situation is not expected to improve any 
time soon. 

Objective 
Civilians are respected and protected by the authorities 
and all weapon bearers, in conformity with IHL and hu-
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man rights and national law. Children separated from 
their families and registered with the ICRC no longer face 
protection problems. They re-establish contact and are re-
united with their families or are offered lasting solutions. 
People affected by armed conflict or internal strife have 
access to clean water and essential household items.  

Plan of action 
Protection 

 strengthen dialogue on civilians’ basic rights with the 
relevant authorities, in particular key contacts in the 
armed, security and police forces and national and lo-
cal administrations 

 in situations of violence, document allegations of vio-
lations of civilians’ basic rights and, when necessary, 
make representations to the relevant authorities 

 enable children registered by the ICRC to restore 
and/or maintain contact with their families through 
RCMs; whenever possible and in their best interests, 
reunite the children with their families 

 tailor solutions to the children’s individual protection 
needs; refer them to other organizations able to pro-
vide them with appropriate support; and assist them as 
needed 

 with other organizations and ICRC delegations in the 
sub-region, find appropriate, lasting solutions for chil-
dren whose families have not been located or for 
whom reunification with their families is not appro-
priate, by integrating them into local communities or 
their communities of origin  

Assistance 
 rehabilitate the pumping and water treatment plants in 

the towns of Mali and Pita to raise the quality and 
quantity of water supplied by SEG, and complete 3 
similar projects begun in 2008 

 place contingency kits in Conakry to cater to the water 
needs of 10,000 people for three months in the event 
of an emergency caused by internal strife; run a re-
fresher course for Red Cross volunteers to ensure 
proper operation of the kits 

 maintain a stock of basic necessities to be distributed 
to needy families in the event of armed conflict or vio-
lence 

PEOPLE DEPRIVED OF THEIR FREEDOM 
In Guinea, detainees held under the jurisdiction of the 
Ministries of Justice and Security are visited by the ICRC, 
but access to those held for security reasons in facilities 
under the responsibility of the Defence Ministry is still 
denied, despite repeated requests. 

While the Justice Ministry has pledged to take measures 
to improve detainees’ conditions of detention and treat-
ment, the task of reforming the prison and judiciary sys-
tems is immense. Persistent lack of funds for prison man-
agement has created major problems for the authorities in 
meeting detainees’ needs, particularly food and water 
supply and access to health care. Recurrent severe malnu-
trition among detainees attests to this. The damage caused 

to 14 prisons during the 2007 strikes worsened inmates’ 
already precarious conditions of detention. 

In Sierra Leone, the trials of certain detainees held in rela-
tion to the past conflict are still under way. A number are 
kept at the detention facility of the Special Court for Si-
erra Leone in Freetown, awaiting transfer to third coun-
tries to serve their sentences. 

Objective 
Detainees’ treatment and conditions of detention meet 
recognized international standards, and their judicial 
guarantees are respected. 

Plan of action 
Protection 
Guinea 

 obtain access to and monitor all detainees, particularly 
those held for reasons of State security, and make rep-
resentations to the authorities as needed 

 advocate respect for detainees’ judicial guarantees, 
and stress the need to bring their treatment and living 
conditions in line with internationally recognized stan-
dards 

 lobby the Finance and Health ministries to allocate to 
the penal administration an adequate budget to meet 
the basic needs of all detainees, primarily in terms of 
nutrition and health care 

 assist the Justice Ministry in applying a legal frame-
work for prison personnel, adopted in 2007 

 encourage the authorities to notify families of the ar-
rest and whereabouts of detained relatives, and notify 
the presence of refugees or asylum seekers in deten-
tion to their closest consular representatives, if they so 
wish 

 enable vulnerable detainees to exchange news with 
their families through RCMs 

Sierra Leone 
 closely follow the situation of detainees convicted by 

the Special Court for Sierra Leone and awaiting trans-
fer to third countries, and alert the Court to any prob-
lems needing to be addressed 

Assistance (Guinea) 
 convince the authorities of the need to ensure that de-

tainees are adequately fed and to monitor the prison 
food situation, help them put in place an early warning 
system for malnutrition and assist them in taking re-
medial measures as needed 

 help the authorities ensure that detainees have access 
to health services that are equivalent in standard to na-
tional services 

 lobby the penal and medical authorities to include de-
tainees in national disease-prevention programmes 
(tuberculosis, malaria, HIV/AIDS) and programmes 
run by other humanitarian actors for the general popu-
lation 

 support the Health Ministry in assessing the HIV in-
fection rate in prisons 

 alert the penal and medical authorities to the need to 
implement the 2004 draft agreement between the Jus-
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tice and Health ministries and the recommendations of 
regional round-tables on health in prisons 

 provide prisons with medical kits as required 
 renovate facilities and improve water supply and stor-

age in 10 prisons  
 jointly with the National Society, improve sanitary 

conditions through pest control and hygiene education 
 encourage the authorities to meet the specific needs of 

vulnerable inmates, such as women, juveniles, for-
eigners and death-row detainees  

WOUNDED AND SICK 
The Guinean health system, in its present state, would be 
unable to cope with an influx of casualties triggered by 
civil strife. This was confirmed during the demonstrations 
in early 2007, and again during the mutiny and clashes 
between armed and police forces in May and June 2008, 
when hospitals encountered major difficulties in treating 
casualties, in terms of preparedness, trained personnel, 
medical and material resources and logistics. 

Objective 
All casualties of armed conflict and other situations of 
violence receive adequate care in local medical facilities. 

Plan of action 
Assistance 

 upgrade care for wounded patients at 30 facilities in 
Conakry and inland by providing training in emer-
gency treatment, pre- and post-surgery nursing care 
and hospital hygiene for 190 medical personnel, and 
provide 21 facilities with medical equipment and ma-
terials 

 complete the rehabilitation of 3 facilities begun in 
2008  

 maintain emergency stocks in Conakry and 
N’Zérékoré to cater for 100 hospitalized wounded pa-
tients and 200 people requiring first aid 

AUTHORITIES 
In situations of violence the authorities need to contribute 
to ensuring respect for the Red Cross and to support hu-
manitarian action.  

Political uncertainty in Guinea has focused the authori-
ties’ attention on issues other than IHL. In Sierra Leone, a 
joint pledge made by the government and the National 
Society at the 30th International Conference of the Red 
Cross and Red Crescent is expected to advance the draft-
ing of relevant implementing legislation, regarding for 
example the 1949 Geneva Conventions and their Addi-
tional Protocols. 

Objective 
The authorities, opposition leaders and representatives of 
foreign governments and the UN know and respect the 
mandates and activities of the ICRC and the Movement. 
Guinea and Sierra Leone ratify IHL treaties and enact na-
tional implementing legislation. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 strengthen dialogue with key contacts in the national 
and local administrations on civilians’ basic rights 

 brief national leaders and key contacts within the in-
ternational community on the ICRC and the Move-
ment 

 encourage the national authorities to ratify and trans-
late IHL treaties into national law and to enact legisla-
tion to protect the emblem  

ARMED FORCES AND OTHER BEARERS OF 
WEAPONS 

The role played by Guinea’s armed and security forces in 
quelling unrest over the past two years underscores the 
need to enhance their awareness of and respect for IHL, 
human rights law, the ICRC and the National Society.  

Objective 
The armed forces integrate IHL into their doctrine, train-
ing and operations. The police and gendarmerie do the 
same for international human rights law and internation-
ally recognized standards relating to policing. All weapon 
bearers understand the ICRC’s mandate and support its 
activities and those of the Guinea Red Cross. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 brief key contacts in the armed, security and police 
forces on civilians’ basic rights and the Movement 

 impress on the army and police upper echelons the 
need to integrate IHL/human rights into training, doc-
trine and operations, and support them in training in-
structors 

 organize information sessions on IHL and the Move-
ment for Interior Ministry officials, armed forces and 
specialized police and gendarmerie units 

CIVIL SOCIETY 
The demonstrations in early 2007 illustrated the crucial 
role that trade unions, NGOs, the media and other mem-
bers of civil society can play in influencing change, mak-
ing them an important audience for the ICRC and a key 
relay for its messages in Guinea. 

Objective 
The media, NGOs, trade unions and religious/traditional 
leaders support the work of the ICRC and assist it in in-
creasing awareness of humanitarian issues among the 
public, decision-makers and all those involved in armed 
conflict or violence, thus achieving greater respect for 
human dignity. Young people, as future leaders and deci-
sion-makers, learn about IHL in their academic courses.  

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 jointly with the Guinea Red Cross, familiarize journal-
ists, trade unions, civil society associations, NGOs and 
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traditional/religious/community leaders with IHL, the 
ICRC and the Movement and solicit their support 

 continue supporting law faculties in organizing and at-
tending IHL events; hold a second IHL training 
course; promote the Movement in academic circles 

 support the Sierra Leone Red Cross in organizing an 
IHL moot-court competition 

RED CROSS AND RED CRESCENT 
MOVEMENT 

The strong partnership between the Red Cross Society of 
Guinea and the ICRC was illustrated in early 2007, when 
the ICRC supported the National Society in responding 
promptly and effectively to the needs of civilians caught 
up in the crisis. Training and other support are nonethe-
less still required to boost the Natiomal Society’s capac-
ity. The Sierra Leone Red Cross is in the process of 
change, aiming to adapt to its peacetime responsibilities 
and become the country’s key humanitarian organization.  

Objective 
The National Societies of Guinea and Sierra Leone have a 
strong legal basis for independent action. They are able to 
provide relief and health assistance in armed conflict and 
other situations of violence. They work effectively to re-

store family links and promote IHL and the Movement’s 
Fundamental Principles. The activities of all the Move-
ment’s components are coordinated. 

Plan of action 
Cooperation 
Provide training and other support to: 

 strengthen the capacity of the Guinea Red Cross to re-
spond to emergencies and restore family links 

 enable the Sierra Leone Red Cross to maintain its ser-
vice to restore family links, adapting it to peacetime 
needs 

 boost the capacity of the Guinea Red Cross to promote 
the Movement and IHL, develop the Red Cross school 
programme, and train 300 former fighters in Guinée 
Forestière in first aid  

With Movement partners 
 support the Guinea Red Cross in meeting its statutory 

obligations and promoting respect for the emblem 
countrywide 

 support the Sierra Leone Red Cross in strengthening 
internal and external communication, community in-
volvement, and its role in promoting IHL among the 
military, police and academic circles 
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LIBERIA 
 
 

BUDGET IN KCHF  
Protection -   
Assistance 6,653 
Prevention 2,024 
Cooperation with National Societies 3,189 
General -   

Total 11,866 
Of which: Overheads 724

PERSONNEL 
Expatriates  19 

The ICRC has worked in Liberia since 1970 and opened 
its operational delegation in Monrovia in 1990. Following 
intense fighting early in 2003 and the subsequent signing 
of a peace agreement, the ICRC stepped up its opera-
tions in Liberia. Since 2005, assistance and protection ac-
tivities have focused on returnees (former IDPs and refu-
gees) and residents, the wounded and sick, detainees, 
and children separated from their families. These activi-
ties are now being gradually downsized. The ICRC sup-
ports the Liberian Red Cross Society and runs pro-
grammes to promote IHL among armed forces present in 
Liberia. 

National staff (daily workers not included) 187 
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CONTEXT 
Liberia has not been spared by the worldwide increase in 
prices of basic commodities which has jeopardized the 
positive effects of debt relief and poverty reduction meas-
ures. The country still depends heavily on international 
support to overcome economic problems and the legacy 
of its violent past. The United States continues to play a 
major role, for example in training and equipping Libe-
ria’s newly formed armed forces.  

The United Nations Mission in Liberia (UNMIL) com-
prising 12,000 civilian and military personnel is providing 
security. Its mandate, expected to be renewed in October 
2008, has included training a newly set up Emergency 
Response Unit to deal with crowd control and soaring, 
frequently drug-related crime. The potential for unrest 
remains, given rampant unemployment and the slow pace 
of demobilization, disarmament and reintegration of for-
mer fighters. Violent disputes over land ownership are 
also on the rise. 

The humanitarian landscape is changing as aid organiza-
tions and NGOs leave or cut back their activities and de-
velopment agencies move in. Despite all progress towards 
recovery, much remains to be done to improve the popu-
lation’s still limited access to basic services. 

HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE 
The year 2009 will be a turning point for the ICRC in 
post-conflict Liberia as it switches its focus from protec-
tion and assistance to prevention and communication ac-
tivities.  

To strengthen its role in prevention, the ICRC will con-
tinue to advocate the integration of IHL and human rights 
law into the training programmes of the newly established 
Liberian armed, police and security forces. It will also 
work with the authorities to enhance their understanding 
and acceptance of IHL and to press for its national im-
plementation.  

Priority will be given to helping the Liberian Red Cross 
Society fulfil its responsibilities in the changing context 
and strengthening the image of the Red Cross in the coun-
try. Working alongside its other Movement partners, the 
ICRC will step up structural support to build the National 
Society’s capacities in communication, assistance, emer-
gency preparedness and restoring family links. It will con-
tinue to support the National Society in carrying out pre-
ventive work targeting young people. 

While no longer visiting people deprived of their free-
dom, the ICRC will nevertheless maintain dialogue with 
the prison administration and others, keeping a close eye 
on protection issues and offering its expertise where 
needed. 

In collaboration with its delegations in neighbouring 
countries, the ICRC completed all follow-up of its con-
flict-related tracing activities in Liberia in April 2008 and 
made sure that the protection needs of all children re-
cently reunited with their families had been met.  

Over the course of 2009 the ICRC will phase out its assis-
tance projects comprising health, water and sanitation, 
economic security and shelter in Lofa and Grand Kru 
counties, areas which have absorbed large numbers of re-
turnees. Priority will be given to helping communities and 
authorities to assume their responsibility in providing ba-
sic services and sustaining community facilities con-
structed or repaired by the ICRC.  

The ICRC will continue to coordinate its activities with 
those of UN agencies and other humanitarian actors in ar-
eas of common interest. 

HUMANITARIAN ISSUES AND ICRC 
OBJECTIVES 

CIVILIANS 
After the ICRC’s extensive health care and water and 
sanitation programmes over the past five years, combined 
with shelter and income projects, people in Lofa and 
Grand Kru counties, including many returnees, now have 
better access to health facilities and clean water. They 
have made major strides in resuming staple food produc-
tion. However, cash crop production, which contributed 
considerably to individual household revenues prior to the 
conflict, is still affected, leaving farmers vulnerable and 
struggling to meet basic needs other than food. The main 
challenge is to sustain and enhance the quality of the 
health and water services that have received ICRC sup-
port and to assist additional returnees and residents in re-
storing their livelihoods. 

Objective 
Civilians in the worst-affected areas have access to pri-
mary health care, an adequate supply of clean water and 
the basic resources to restore or preserve their livelihoods.  

Plan of action 
Assistance 
Health 

 throughout the gradual transfer of responsibility to the 
health authorities, continue to provide 8 facilities in 
Grand Kru and Lofa counties with regular supplies, 
basic maintenance, staff incentives and training in 
clinical protocols, proper drug use, diagnostic skills 
and better integration of services 

 through further training for traditional midwives in 
catchment areas served by ICRC-supported clinics, 
improve communities’ access to reproductive health 
care and understanding of health issues  

 strengthen the Health Ministry’s county health teams 
through clinical and managerial training and logistics 
and technical support 

Water and sanitation projects in Grand Kru, Lofa and 
Montserrado counties and Harper town 

 train health and hygiene educators to promote better 
hygiene practices and the communities’ sense of own-
ership of the facilities; train pump mechanics and es-
tablish networks for the procurement of spare parts 
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 rehabilitate and/or construct 12 water points, and sup-
port the water board in repairing/constructing another 
8 serving vulnerable people in Monrovia 

Economic security 
 provide livelihood support such as seeds and agricul-

tural materials to up to 2,000 households (12,000 
beneficiaries), including 500 headed by women, in 
Lofa’s rural areas, enabling them to increase their pro-
duction and economic security 

 organize business management training enabling 6 lo-
cal cooperatives and farmers’ associations to market 
their produce effectively 

AUTHORITIES 
There are many international players involved in Liberia’s 
reconstruction. UNMIL is setting up its police Emergency 
Response Unit, in cooperation with one of the two private 
US military companies tasked with training Liberia’s new 
army. The country’s institutions require further support 
enabling them gradually to meet internationally recog-
nized standards.  

Liberia is party to many IHL treaties which still need to 
be translated into national law or are awaiting ratification. 

Objective 
National and international political decision-makers know 
the ICRC’s mandate, support its work and ensure that IHL 
is made part of military training and national legislation. 
The government implements IHL treaties to which Libe-
ria is already party and accedes to other major humanitar-
ian instruments. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 continue briefing the diplomatic community on the 
ICRC and participating in meetings with UNMIL, UN 
agencies and NGOs 

 maintain dialogue with national and international de-
fence authorities and private companies involved in 
rebuilding Liberia’s armed forces 

 hold a train-the-trainer refresher course on IHL for se-
lected army instructors and provide IHL reference ma-
terials 

 closely follow training of the Emergency Response 
Unit and give IHL/human rights law briefings  

 brief members of national bodies, including the Truth 
and Reconciliation Commission, and high court 
judges likely to try cases referred to them by the 
Commission, on IHL and human rights law 

 maintain dialogue with the authorities regarding pro-
tection issues and organize a workshop on standards 
for detention conditions 

 promote the implementation of already ratified trea-
ties, such as the Geneva Conventions and their Addi-
tional Protocols, and the ratification of other IHL in-
struments, notably the Optional Protocol to the Con-
vention on the Rights of the Child 

 enable 2 government officials to attend the annual IHL 
seminar organized by the Economic Community of 
West African States and the ICRC in Abuja, Nigeria 

CIVIL SOCIETY 
Liberian civil society continues to recover and is poised to 
contribute to the reconstruction and democratization proc-
ess. There is a need to acquaint local and international 
NGOs in Liberia with the ICRC’s mandate and Red Cross 
activities.  

Objective 
The media, NGOs and community leaders support the 
work of the ICRC and assist it in increasing awareness of 
humanitarian issues among the public and decision-
makers, thus achieving greater respect for human dignity. 
Young people are aware of humanitarian issues and know 
and support the Movement. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 organize events and produce materials to stimulate re-
flection on the plight of civilians affected by situations 
of violence and ways to help them 

 improve understanding of and reporting on the ICRC, 
its mandate and activities among local/international 
media and NGOs through regular contact and provi-
sion of information materials 

 jointly with the Liberian Red Cross, familiarize com-
munity, religious and traditional leaders with IHL and 
the ICRC 

 with the National Society’s communication depart-
ment, develop a range of activities aimed at involving 
young people in the Movement  

RED CROSS AND RED CRESCENT 
MOVEMENT 

As Liberia is working to shed its violent past, the National 
Society is in the process of assuming its peacetime re-
sponsibilities, while retaining a sound emergency re-
sponse capacity. With substantial support from its Move-
ment and other partners, the Liberian Red Cross Society 
has entered a phase of intensive development. The chal-
lenge now is to consolidate growth and ensure programme 
management and implementation skills. 

The National Society still needs support in fulfilling its 
role as an independent and neutral humanitarian actor, 
both in terms of governance and professional services. 
Movement partners need to harmonize their support and 
their approach to the National Society. 

Objective 
The National Society has a strong legal basis for inde-
pendent action. It is able to provide relief and health assis-
tance in armed conflict or other situations of violence. It 
carries out effective activities to restore family links and 
promote IHL and the Movement's Fundamental Princi-
ples. The activities of all components of the Movement 
are coordinated. 
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Plan of action 
Cooperation 

 together with the International Federation, help the 
National Society develop its core structure and good 
governance and management policies 

 support the National Society in: 
o advocating legislation on the emblem 
o strengthening its relations with the authorities, the 

general public and Movement partners and pro-
moting its activities 

o developing a policy on restoring family links and 
integrating it into its disaster preparedness and re-
sponse, consolidating tracing skills and acquiring 
tracing tools 

o strengthening its capacity to plan and implement 
activities to improve community water and sanita-
tion, food security for rural families and women 
affected by violence, and run a commercial first-
aid programme 

o boosting its emergency response capacity, enabling 
it to assist up to 500 disaster-stricken families 

o strengthening its capacity to promote the Funda-
mental Principles, reaching out particularly to vul-
nerable young people through school clubs and 
community centres 

 support a coordinated Movement approach to enhanc-
ing the National Society’s capacities and service de-
livery 
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NIGERIA 
 
 

BUDGET IN KCHF  
Protection 212 
Assistance -  
Prevention 2,003 
Cooperation with National Societies 1,784 
General -  

Total 3,999 
Of which: Overheads 244

PERSONNEL 
Expatriates  6 

Active in Nigeria during the Biafran war (1966–70), the 
ICRC established a delegation in Lagos in 1988 and relo-
cated to Abuja in 2003. The ICRC works to enhance the 
Nigerian Red Cross Society’s capacity to respond to 
emergencies countrywide. It supports the National Soci-
ety's tracing and dissemination activities and a pro-
gramme to improve hygiene and sanitation in prisons. 
Working with the authorities, the armed forces, the police, 
civil society, and the Economic Community Of West Afri-
can States, the ICRC promotes awareness of IHL and its 
national implementation. The ICRC and the National So-
ciety work to promote the Red Cross. 

National staff (daily workers not included) 30 
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CONTEXT 
During his first 18 months in office, President Umaru 
Yar'Adua has had big challenges to tackle, ranging from 
security concerns in the Niger Delta to Nigeria’s huge en-
ergy needs, food security and the fight against corruption. 

The country’s political and economic stability is threat-
ened by the situation in the oil-rich Niger Delta. Crime 
and violence involving armed groups and other weapon 
bearers are rampant. Repeated attacks on oil companies 
have resulted in mounting tension and negative conse-
quences for oil production. The president’s proposal to 
hold a summit with the Delta communities has so far met 
with a mixed response. The Movement for the Emancipa-
tion of the Niger Delta (MEND), the major armed group, 
made its participation in the summit conditional on the re-
lease of its spokesperson, Henry Okah, on trial for treason 
and gunrunning. 

In August Nigeria formally handed over the Bakassi pen-
insula to Cameroon, thereby settling the two countries’ 
protracted border dispute in accordance with the 2002 rul-
ing of the International Court of Justice. However, the 
situation remains fragile, as evidenced in the run-up to the 
handover by a series of deadly clashes between Cameroo-
nian soldiers and gunmen allegedly from the neighbour-
ing Niger Delta. The future of the peninsula’s largely Ni-
gerian population is a crucial question still to be ad-
dressed. 

HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE 
The ICRC’s priority in 2009 will be to reaffirm its distinct 
identity among the Nigerian authorities and key regional 
players as an independent and impartial organization with 
unique expertise in IHL, humanitarian diplomacy and pro-
tection matters. 

Seriously concerned about the precarious situation of 
populations in the violence-ridden Niger Delta, the ICRC 
will seek to foster contact with authorities and weapon-
bearers, aiming to promote civilians’ basic rights, accep-
tance of the Red Cross and access to victims of the vio-
lence.  

The ICRC intends to develop dialogue with the authorities 
on detention-related concerns, emphasizing its specific 
mandate to protect people held for security reasons. It 
aims to offer its services to visit such detainees according 
to ICRC standard working procedures and share its find-
ings and recommendations confidentially with the au-
thorities. 

As the main reference on IHL, the ICRC will pursue its 
multidisciplinary approach in promoting the law and its 
domestic implementation and incorporation into military 
training and academic curricula. 

The delegation will continue to work with the Nigerian 
Ministry of Defence and military training facilities to en-
sure that IHL is integrated into their curricula, that rele-
vant directives are issued or updated and that instructors 
receive training and teaching materials. It will promote 
human rights law among police forces and continue to 

brief both the armed and police forces on the Movement’s 
work to facilitate access of humanitarian workers to civil-
ian victims of internal violence.  

The year 2009 will open up new opportunities for partner-
ship with the Nigerian Red Cross Society, whose new 
leadership is keen to boost the National Society’s image 
and capacities. Rather than operate largely through the 
National Society as previously, the ICRC will make it a 
priority to support the Nigerian Red Cross in asserting its 
distinct identity and role. It will provide financial and 
technical support enabling the National Society to run its 
own programmes in the fields of emergency response, as-
sistance, restoration of family links, communication and 
promotion of the Fundamental Principles. 

At the regional level, the Abuja-based Economic Com-
munity of West African States (ECOWAS) remains a key 
contact for the ICRC. Given the ongoing deployment of 
Nigerian armed forces to UN or African Union missions 
and to the ECOWAS Standby Force, peacekeeping/peace 
support has become a central military activity, with train-
ing conducted by private military companies and various 
donor countries. Focusing on military personnel in pre-
deployment training, peacekeeping, civil-military coop-
eration and peace-support operations, the ICRC will aim 
to promote IHL and enhance understanding and accep-
tance of IHL and humanitarian action by all weapon bear-
ers. 

Across the region, the ICRC plans to keep a close eye on 
the potential protection needs of refugees, IDPs and the 
increasing numbers of migrants, and maintain dialogue 
with other actors concerned with these issues. 

HUMANITARIAN ISSUES AND ICRC 
OBJECTIVES 

CIVILIANS 
While internal violence in Nigeria generally has dimin-
ished, it is on the increase in the Niger Delta, where civil-
ians are increasingly threatened by banditry, armed at-
tacks and hostage-taking.  

Objective 
Populations affected by situations of violence are pro-
tected and assisted according to humanitarian principles. 

Plan of action 
Protection 

 promote acceptance of humanitarian principles and the 
Red Cross, including access to victims 

 strengthen the National Society’s capacity to aid dis-
aster-stricken populations in violence-prone areas (see 
Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement) 

Nigeria continues to receive sporadic waves of refugees 
fleeing armed conflict and other situations of violence and 
wishing to restore contact with their families in their 
home countries. Across the region, there is a growing 
need for humanitarian assistance resulting from illegal 
migration and human trafficking. 
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Objective 
Refugees, IDPs and vulnerable migrants in Nigeria estab-
lish and/or maintain contact with their relatives through 
the Red Cross tracing network and are reunited with their 
families where possible. 

Plan of action 
Protection 

 in cooperation with the National Society and other or-
ganizations, enable refugees and vulnerable migrants 
in the region to restore family links, through tracing 
activities, the RCM service and family reunification 
(see Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement) 

PEOPLE DEPRIVED OF THEIR FREEDOM 
Nigeria's federal government remains formally committed 
to improving prison conditions which suffer as a result of 
outdated infrastructure, budgetary constraints and serious 
overcrowding.  

Objective 
Detainees in Nigeria are treated humanely and their deten-
tion conditions comply with internationally recognized 
standards. 

Plan of action 
Protection 

 reinforce dialogue with the Interior and Justice minis-
tries and other influential entities to enhance under-
standing of the ICRC’s mandate and contributing role 
in ensuring that detention conditions comply with in-
ternationally recognized standards 

AUTHORITIES 
The authorities in violence-prone areas need to contribute 
to ensuring respect for civilians’ basic rights and the Red 
Cross, and to support and facilitate humanitarian action. 
Nigeria has yet to ratify and implement a number of IHL 
treaties. 

Objective 
National and regional decision-makers know the ICRC's 
mandate and support its work. Nigeria implements IHL 
treaties to which it is already party and accedes to other 
major humanitarian instruments. ECOWAS assists its 
member States in implementing the relevant IHL treaties.  

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 maintain a close dialogue with key contacts regarding 
humanitarian concerns in the Niger Delta and access 
to security detainees 

 acquaint political authorities and ECOWAS ambassa-
dors with the ICRC's mandate and activities 

 provide Nigeria’s government with technical support 
and advice in acceding to or implementing IHL in-
struments, giving priority to the Convention on Cer-
tain Conventional Weapons and the Optional Protocol 
to the Convention on the Rights of the Child 

 brief the ECOWAS institutions on ICRC activities and 
continue cooperation with ECOWAS through regular 
contact and joint events 

 ensure IHL is integrated into the doctrine, procedures 
and training of the ECOWAS Standby Force and sup-
port member States' efforts to ratify and implement 
IHL treaties 

ARMED FORCES AND OTHER BEARERS OF 
WEAPONS 

The importance of IHL and human rights law is recog-
nized at senior levels of both the military and the police, 
with relevant training included in their curricula. How-
ever, practical support is still required from the ICRC to 
ensure that such training is systematic and effective for all 
ranks. 

Weapon bearers in violence-prone areas need to observe 
humanitarian principles and support Red Cross activities. 

Objective 
The armed forces integrate IHL into their doctrine, train-
ing and operations. The police do the same for interna-
tional human rights law and humanitarian principles. All 
weapon bearers understand the ICRC's mandate and sup-
port its activities. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 persuade the Defence Ministry to issue a new directive 
on integrating IHL into military training, procedures 
and doctrine 

 support the training of Nigerian army and ECOWAS 
forces in IHL, and of the police in human rights law 
and humanitarian principles through train-the-trainer 
courses and the provision of teaching materials 

 brief military and police officers on the mandates and 
activities of the ICRC and the Nigerian Red Cross 

 establish/maintain contact with commanders and key 
staff of military and police units in violence-prone ar-
eas and offer to conduct briefings on the Red Cross to 
facilitate ICRC and Nigerian Red Cross access to vic-
tims of violence 

 brief troops departing on peace-support operations on 
IHL and the mandates and activities of the Move-
ment’s components 

CIVIL SOCIETY 
Specific knowledge of IHL and of the activities and re-
spective mandates of the ICRC and the Nigerian Red 
Cross varies across civil society, although in general the 
Red Cross is well regarded. 

Objective  
The media, religious/traditional leaders and civil society 
as a whole support the work of the ICRC and assist it in 
increasing awareness of humanitarian issues among the 
public, decision-makers and all those involved in vio-
lence, thus achieving greater respect for human dignity. 
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Young people, as future leaders and decision-makers, 
learn about IHL in university courses. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 through appropriate information materials and events, 
strengthen relations with the media, religious groups 
and their leaders and academics to improve their un-
derstanding of the respective mandates and activities 
of the ICRC and the Nigerian Red Cross 

 support the teaching of IHL in the law and other facul-
ties of key academic institutions and research centres 
and organize a regional IHL meeting in Abuja 

RED CROSS AND RED CRESCENT 
MOVEMENT 

The Nigerian Red Cross Society has a proven record of 
responding effectively to the needs of civilians affected 
by sporadic violence. Under new leadership since De-
cember 2007, it is preparing to tackle the serious struc-
tural and organizational issues of the past.  

Objective 
The National Society has a strong legal basis for inde-
pendent action. It is able to provide relief and health assis-
tance in situations of violence. It carries out effective ac-

tivities to restore family links and promote IHL and the 
Movement's Fundamental Principles. The activities of all 
components of the Movement are coordinated. 

Plan of action 
Cooperation 

 continue to build the National Society’s capacity to 
prepare for and respond to violence or other emergen-
cies through training and financial and other support 

 support the Nigerian Red Cross in extending the 
prison sanitation programme to the wider community 
and in developing its own water and sanitation unit 
capable of running the programme independently 

 train National Society staff in knowledge about the 
Movement, the Fundamental Principles and IHL, ena-
bling them to communicate effectively with the gen-
eral public, young people and the various religious 
communities 

 strengthen the capacity of the Nigerian Red Cross to 
restore family links for refugees, IDPs and migrants, 
as needed 

 with Movement partners, support the National Soci-
ety’s efforts to meet its statutory obligations, build its 
management capacity and review its statutes 
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RWANDA 
 
 

BUDGET IN KCHF  
Protection 3,436 
Assistance 2,394 
Prevention 399 
Cooperation with National Societies 687 
General -   

Total 6,917 
Of which: Overheads 422

PERSONNEL 
Expatriates  14 

The ICRC opened a delegation in Rwanda in 1990. It fo-
cuses on visiting the tens of thousands of detainees held 
in central prisons. It also regularly visits people held in 
places of temporary detention such as police stations and 
military facilities. It helps to reunite children with the fami-
lies from whom they became separated during the exodus 
of 1994 or during the mass repatriations in 1996–97. The 
ICRC works with the authorities to incorporate IHL into 
domestic legislation and into school and university curric-
ula. It also supports the development of the Rwandan Red 
Cross. 

National staff (daily workers not included) 90 
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CONTEXT 
Progress has been made in processing the cases of people 
accused of crimes related to the genocide. The majority of 
the more than 1 million cases heard before the 15,000 
gacaca courts since July 2006 have been completed, and a 
significant number of people who pleaded guilty are able 
to undertake community service as part of their sentences. 
As a result, from the end of 2007, the prison population 
has remained steady at around 60,000. 

Legislative changes in 2008 have allowed for most Cate-
gory I crimes to be tried by gacaca courts, apart from 
those that involved planning, organizing or leading the 
genocide at national or provincial level. At the same time, 
the government is continuing its efforts to facilitate the 
transfer to Rwanda of people detained outside the country 
for crimes related to the genocide. Five cases awaiting 
such transfers are at varying stages before the Interna-
tional Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR). Extradition 
proceedings for four suspects in the United Kingdom are 
under way, as are similar proceedings in Canada, France 
and Germany. In addition, the ICTR and the Rwandan 
government signed an agreement in March to allow peo-
ple to serve out their ICTR sentences in Rwanda when the 
ICTR mandate comes to an end. 

Confronted with an ever-growing population in need of 
land and food and increasingly affected by rising global 
food prices, the government has initiated a reform pro-
gramme to boost agricultural production, and the presi-
dent has spearheaded the redistribution of land in the east 
of the country. However, disparity between Rwanda’s 
rich and poor continues to grow, with access to basic ser-
vices remaining unequal. 

Rwanda continues to benefit from strong international 
backing, receiving financial, technical and political sup-
port. However, in February 2008, a number of current and 
former Rwandan Defence Force (RDF) officers were in-
dicted for alleged crimes against humanity by a Spanish 
judge, and in August the Rwandan government published 
an investigation into the role of France during the geno-
cide. Regional relations are good, as demonstrated by 
Rwanda’s hosting of the 9th Summit of the East African 
Community in June. However, the presence of the De-
mocratic Liberation Forces of Rwanda in neighbouring 
Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC) remains a ma-
jor concern for the Rwandan government. Rwanda con-
tinues to contribute troops and police officers to UN and 
African Union peacekeeping missions. 

HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE 
In 2009, the ICRC will continue to focus on detention-
related activities, monitoring detention conditions and the 
progress of prison reform, including the formal establish-
ment of the National Prison Service (NPS). Delegates will 
pursue visits to detainees in civilian prisons, military 
camps, police jails and other places of temporary deten-
tion, and will follow up individual cases where deemed 
necessary. On the basis of these visits, the ICRC will 
make confidential representations to the authorities where 

the treatment and conditions of detention fall short of in-
ternationally recognized standards. It will monitor levels 
of nutrition and detainees’ access to health care, and will 
provide the prison authorities with technical support, 
where necessary. In addition, the ICRC will support the 
authorities’ efforts to improve the health, hygiene and wa-
ter infrastructure in prisons and will supply the central 
prisons with hygiene materials for one more year before 
handing over this responsibility to the authorities. The 
ICRC will also support the Rwandan authorities in mobi-
lizing funding to renovate temporary places of detention. 

The ICRC delegation in Rwanda will also ensure support 
for the Movement’s tracing and RCM network enabling 
refugees, returnees and former weapon bearers to restore 
and maintain family links. The ICRC will strive to reduce 
the number of remaining cases of Rwandan children sepa-
rated from their families and mobilize the Rwandan au-
thorities to find durable solutions where needed. Wher-
ever possible, the ICRC will continue to reunite children 
with their relatives and monitor their reintegration into 
their families and communities. 

As in the past, the ICRC will provide the national authori-
ties with legal advice in ratifying IHL treaties and incor-
porating them into domestic legislation, striving for more 
progress in this respect. To support efforts to make IHL 
an integral and sustainable part of training for Rwandan 
armed forces, the ICRC will offer its expertise to train 
trainers and provide briefings on IHL to troops destined 
for peacekeeping missions abroad. 

ICRC delegates will nurture contacts with the media and 
universities to promote IHL and the ICRC. In parallel, the 
ICRC will also support the National Society in develop-
ing a communication strategy and increasing understand-
ing of IHL and the Fundamental Principles. Emphasis will 
be placed on strengthening the National Society’s capac-
ity to respond to specific problems and emergencies 
linked to conflict and natural disasters.  

The ICRC will continue to coordinate its activities with 
those of Movement partners, UN agencies and other hu-
manitarian actors in fields of common interest in order to 
maximize impact, fill gaps and avoid duplication. 

HUMANITARIAN ISSUES AND ICRC 
OBJECTIVES 

CIVILIANS 
Despite the years that have passed since the conflict and 
genocide in Rwanda, there are still refugees, former 
weapon bearers, children and other civilians who have not 
managed to make contact with their relatives or determine 
the fate of their loved ones. In addition, refugees and re-
turnees separated from their families continue to arrive in 
Rwanda, many from the neighbouring Kivu provinces of 
the DRC. Children who return to Rwanda need to be 
housed and provided for until their families are found. 
Those reunited with their families require monitoring to 
ensure their successful reintegration.  
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Objective 
People separated from their families during the conflict 
and the genocide restore and maintain family links or re-
ceive information on the fate of their loved ones. Children 
separated from their families, abroad or in Rwanda, are 
identified, repatriated and, when appropriate, reunited 
with their relatives. Reunited children and those whose 
families cannot be found benefit from sustainable solu-
tions that ensure protection and respond to material needs. 

Plan of action 
Protection 

 ensure that Rwandans abroad, refugees living in 
Rwanda and Rwandan returnees have access to the 
RCM service so that they can restore and maintain 
contact with their relatives (see Red Cross and Red 
Crescent Movement) 

 provide former Rwandan weapon bearers, demobi-
lized and repatriated through the UN Mission in the 
DRC (MONUC), with access to the RCM network to 
re-establish contact with their families 

 investigate, along with the National Society, requests 
to trace persons who went missing during the conflict 
and genocide and for whom there is evidence that they 
were alive after 1996 (see Red Cross and Red Cres-
cent Movement) 

 ensure that Rwandan refugee children are repatriated 
and returned to their places of origin; try to locate 
their families, including those of former child soldiers 
repatriated from the DRC by MONUC, through the 
use of radio announcements and the publication of 
lists 

 where possible and appropriate, reunite Rwandan 
children with their families, help those who are re-
united with their families settle back into society, and 
provide the most vulnerable among them with basic 
material support 

 ensure that, before, during and after family reunifica-
tion, unaccompanied children have access to counsel-
ling, mediation and other appropriate protection pro-
grammes run by the local authorities or other organi-
zations, such as the Rwandan Red Cross 

Assistance 
 provide clothing, school materials and hygiene sup-

plies to the Rusayo Centre for Unaccompanied Minors 
in order to meet the needs of children separated from 
their families and accommodated there 

Prevention 
 contribute to the introduction of legislation and poli-

cies to promote the protection of unaccompanied chil-
dren through dialogue with the authorities and other 
actors involved in developing such initiatives 

PEOPLE DEPRIVED OF THEIR FREEDOM 
Despite the decline in and stabilization of the prison 
population, overcrowding remains a critical problem, ex-
acerbating the already precarious situation in prisons. In-
mates in places of temporary detention are still not bene-

fiting from conditions and treatment that meet interna-
tionally recognized standards. 

Objective 
All detainees (accused of genocide, held for security rea-
sons, or ordinary criminals) are treated humanely, and 
their conditions of detention approach internationally rec-
ognized standards. 

Plan of action 
Protection 

 continue to visit detainees in civilian prisons, military 
camps, police jails and other places of temporary de-
tention; register those in need of individual follow-up 

 in particular, monitor the conditions and treatment of 
vulnerable groups, such as new arrivals, the elderly, 
minors, young adults, mentally ill detainees and 
women, and those detained temporarily in police jails 

 make written and oral representations to the authori-
ties where improvements can be made to conditions of 
detention, procedures introduced or modified, or other 
action taken to ensure the correct treatment of detain-
ees, including respect for judicial guarantees, particu-
larly of those awaiting trial 

 urge the authorities to take measures to reduce prison 
overcrowding in order to improve conditions of deten-
tion, including living space, food, health care, hy-
giene, water and sanitation 

 encourage the authorities to ensure that detainees un-
der 18 years of age are kept in separate quarters; sup-
port efforts to establish basic schooling for minors in 
detention and provide them with school materials; 
closely monitor the judicial guarantees of minors 
awaiting trial and encourage the prison authorities to 
follow up such cases  

 assist the police authorities in acquiring government 
and donor support to improve the infrastructure of po-
lice detention facilities; organize a basic human rights 
dissemination session for police officers 

 promote the adoption of procedures to ensure that de-
tainees' families are informed of their arrest and place 
of detention and to permit detainees to maintain regu-
lar contact with their families; where such procedures 
are not in place, offer the RCM service to enable new 
detainees to inform their families of their whereabouts 

In general, the overall health of detainees remains satis-
factory, as does the level of access to prison health ser-
vices. Prison health facilities continue to receive timely 
and adequate supplies of medicine. By the end of 2008, 
most health facilities in central prisons will have been 
renovated thanks to the ICRC and other internationally 
supported projects. In addition, they will be able to better 
respond to HIV and AIDS as a result of improved volun-
tary counselling, testing and anti-retroviral services. 
However, overcrowding continues to affect detainee 
health, increasing the likelihood of epidemics such as ty-
phus, worsening the nutritional situation in some prisons, 
and making it harder to provide inmates with sufficient 
safe water, adequate sanitation and acceptable living con-
ditions.  
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The national authorities’ efforts to improve the state of 
prison infrastructure are hampered by the slow progress 
made towards the formal establishment of the NPS, which 
includes the recentralization of local authorities’ prison 
budgets and other responsibilities. The new prison health 
department’s position in the nascent NPS remains unclear 
owing to budgetary and staffing constraints and adminis-
trative delays.  

Objective 
All detainees have access to health care and medicines of 
the same standard as those available to the rest of the 
Rwandan population and receive a satisfactory level of 
nutrition. They have access to adequate water supply, 
sanitation, accommodation and cooking facilities. The 
Rwandan authorities gradually take over the technical and 
financial management of water, sanitation and habitat pro-
grammes. 

Plan of action 
Assistance 

 through regular monitoring and submission of the 
findings to the authorities, help ensure that detainees 
continue to have access to a reasonable standard of 
health care within the prison system or are promptly 
transferred to referral hospitals, where necessary 

 provide the government with technical support in re-
forming the prison system, building management 
structures and improving staff skills, with particular 
focus on encouraging the formal establishment of the 
NPS  

 to facilitate the organization of the health department 
within the NPS, provide technical support to help train 
staff, including prison nurses, in prison health care, in-
formation systems and management 

 support the authorities’ efforts to improve detainees’ 
nutritional status by assessing the food supply chain of 
the prisons, so that they can take appropriate measures 
when required 

 encourage the authorities to provide each detainee 
with at least 15 litres of water a day and contribute fi-
nancially to efforts to maintain, replace or improve in-
frastructure and equipment, including water systems, 
blocks for minors or women, and dispensaries; pro-
vide technical support to authorities’ building plans 
for the infrastructure of new prisons 

 improve prison sanitation by contributing to the main-
tenance or expansion of wastewater facilities and la-
trines, in partnership with the authorities; evaluate the 
success of previously constructed biogas systems 

 support the authorities in taking over responsibility for 
improving prison cooking capacity and hygiene; help 
the authorities to produce a handbook on hygiene in 
prisons, and provide follow-up with a training seminar 
for staff 

 provide technical support to the prison health services 
in developing and improving their own procedures for 
monitoring and dealing with epidemics in places of 
detention  

 for one more year, continue to ensure that prisons are 
routinely sprayed and that mosquito nets are provided 

for women, and supply prisons with stoves, cooking 
pots, soap, sanitary towels for women, cleaning fluids 
and chlorine 

AUTHORITIES 
Rwanda has still to ratify several IHL treaties, and the 
adoption of national implementing legislation for those it 
has ratified remains slow. 

Objective 
The government implements IHL treaties to which 
Rwanda is already party and accedes to other major hu-
manitarian instruments. Political decision-makers know 
the ICRC’s mandate and support its work. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 foster contacts with parliamentarians and politicians, 
including those working with the East African Com-
munity 

 encourage ratification of the Convention on Certain 
Conventional Weapons and its protocols, the Conven-
tion on Cluster Munitions and Additional Protocol III 

 encourage the adoption of the draft bill implementing 
the Ottawa Convention and the Chemical Weapons 
Convention 

 together with the National Society, provide technical 
support for the drafting of legislation protecting the 
emblem 

ARMED FORCES AND OTHER BEARERS OF 
WEAPONS 

RDF efforts to increase professionalism create an oppor-
tunity to further integrate IHL into military doctrine and 
procedures. This is essential, given the increasing in-
volvement of the army in peacekeeping operations 
abroad. In July 2008, ICRC-led courses for instructors 
and legal advisers aimed to support the RDF’s efforts to 
integrate IHL components into its core training pro-
gramme. 

Objective 
The armed forces integrate IHL into their doctrine, train-
ing and operations. All weapon bearers understand the 
ICRC’s mandate and support its activities. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 organize a refresher course in IHL for RDF instruc-
tors; provide them with resources on IHL 

 brief troops departing on peacekeeping missions on 
IHL and the ICRC’s mandate and activities, where re-
quested 

 offer assistance to improve the RDF’s sanctions 
mechanisms and to evaluate the success of IHL inte-
gration into RDF training in general 

 contribute input on IHL to the RDF’s newsletter 
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CIVIL SOCIETY 
The Rwandan media, in particular radio, continue to cover 
Red Cross activities. Four law faculties teach IHL as a 
core subject, despite administrative difficulties, including 
staff shortages, which hinder the wider teaching of IHL in 
universities. 

Objective 
The media support the work of the ICRC and assist it in 
increasing awareness of IHL and humanitarian issues 
among the public, decision-makers and all those involved 
in armed conflict or violence, thus achieving greater re-
spect for human dignity. Young people, as future leaders 
and decision-makers, learn about IHL in their academic 
courses. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 update journalists on IHL and the Movement’s activi-
ties in Rwanda; invite them to related events as appro-
priate 

 support the teaching of IHL in higher-education insti-
tutions, including through the provision of IHL refer-
ence books and by organizing events to promote IHL, 
such as a national moot court competition  

RED CROSS AND RED CRESCENT 
MOVEMENT 

The Rwandan Red Cross has steadily increased its capac-
ity to respond to the needs of vulnerable people and vic-
tims of natural disaster and conflict. 

Objective 
The National Society has a strong legal basis for inde-
pendent action. It is able to provide relief and health assis-
tance in armed conflict or other situations of violence. It 
carries out effective activities to restore family links and 
promote IHL and the Movement’s Fundamental Princi-
ples. The activities of all components of the Movement 
are coordinated. 

Plan of action 
Cooperation 

 continue to provide staff training and financial, mate-
rial and technical support for RCM and tracing activi-
ties, with a particular focus on the decentralization of 
the network and the implementation of the Move-
ment’s family-links strategy 

 reinforce training for National Society emergency re-
sponse teams by developing modules on first aid and 
family links in conflicts and emergencies and by fa-
cilitating these and emergency water and sanitation 
courses; support National Society plans to extend the 
provision of training in the Safer Access approach  

 through training and material, technical and financial 
support, boost the capacity of the National Society’s 
communication department to protect the emblem, to 
promote IHL and the Fundamental Principles, and to 
publicize the National Society’s activities and events 
through the media, including those involving the 
wider Movement, such as World Red Cross and Red 
Crescent Day (8 May) 

 share information and coordinate activities with the 
National Society, the International Federation and 
other Movement partners 
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SOMALIA 
 
 

BUDGET IN KCHF  
Protection 240 
Assistance 47,656 
Prevention 1,064 
Cooperation with National Societies 1,025 
General -   

Total 49,985 
Of which: Overheads 3,051

PERSONNEL 
Expatriates  21 

The ICRC has maintained a presence in Somalia since 
1982, basing its delegation in Nairobi since 1994. It fo-
cuses on providing emergency aid to people directly af-
fected by armed conflict, often in combination with natu-
ral disasters, and runs an extensive first-aid, medical 
and basic health care programme to treat the wounded 
and sick. It endeavours to promote respect for IHL, fo-
cusing on the protection of civilians and medical staff 
and infrastructure. It also carries out small-scale water, 
agricultural and cash-for-work projects with a medium-
term outlook, designed to restore or improve the liveli-
hoods of communities weakened by crises. It works 
closely with and supports the development of the So-
mali Red Crescent Society. 

National staff (daily workers not included) 42 
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CONTEXT 
Somalia is in the grip of one of its worst humanitarian cri-
ses in recent years. 

During 2008, armed conflict has escalated in Mogadishu 
and spread to other central and southern cities and towns, 
killing, wounding and displacing thousands of people. 
The country is also struggling with inflation and drought. 

Clashes pitting transitional federal government forces, 
backed by Ethiopian troops, against various armed groups 
are punctuated by hit-and-run incidents, including the 
murder of prominent Somalis and bombings and am-
bushes targeting both the regular armed forces and the 
some 2,400 African Union peacekeepers in the capital. 
Armed groups control parts of the countryside, while lo-
cal militia are also increasingly vying for resources in 
their regions. 

Political divisions limit the effectiveness of the interim 
government, and armed groups have begun to splinter. 
Crime, including piracy at sea, is rife, and attacks, some 
deadly, on aid workers have increased. 

Recent international initiatives, including the UN-
brokered Djibouti peace agreement between the interim 
government and some opposition groups, have so far 
failed to resolve political divisions or stem the violence. 

In the north, tensions over disputed territory persist be-
tween the semi-autonomous region of Puntland and the 
self-declared republic of Somaliland. 

Food and fuel costs have shot up countrywide, triggered 
by the global rise in commodity prices and the devalua-
tion of the Somali shilling. The deteriorating security 
situation is also hindering trade. Food and water are espe-
cially scarce and livestock is dying in central Somalia and 
pockets of the south, following several poor rainy seasons 
and meagre harvests. 

Against this backdrop, many Somali communities that 
have managed to survive for 17 years without a function-
ing government, amid recurring armed conflict, now face 
destitution. 

HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE 
Given the developments over 2008, the humanitarian 
situation in Somalia is unlikely to improve and may even 
worsen over the next 12 months. The ICRC’s priority will 
remain, therefore, the timely delivery of emergency aid to 
victims of armed conflict or natural disaster, comple-
mented by livelihood-support projects. In such an unpre-
dictable environment, flexibility will again be key. Opera-
tions will be adapted to the scale and urgency of needs 
and based on a realistic assessment of those needs, the 
delegation’s own capacity and the constraints on the 
ground. Following specialized training, Somali Red Cres-
cent Society personnel will be even more involved in im-
plementing ICRC relief operations and in promoting IHL 
to ensure safe access to people in need. 

As one of the main organizations operational in Somalia, 
the ICRC will allocate more funds for life-saving relief 

activities compared with 2008. The delegation will be 
ready to provide relief goods to up to 210,000 people 
(35,000 households), emergency food aid to 60,000 peo-
ple (10,000 households) and trucked-in water rations to 
some 480,000 people. With the focus turned to emergency 
aid, the livelihood-support programme will be reduced, 
concentrating mainly on quick-impact water and agricul-
tural projects targeting the worst-off resident communi-
ties. 

The ICRC will reinforce its surgical, medical and health 
programmes, in partnership with the Qatar Red Crescent 
Society. It will continue to support 2 key surgical referral 
hospitals and 5 cholera-treatment clinics in Mogadishu 
and up to 33 Somali Red Crescent health posts and 6 first-
aid posts in the countryside. It will also maintain a mobile 
surgical team and provide emergency medical supplies to 
assist other facilities treating influxes of weapon-
wounded. 

The ICRC will pursue efforts to impress upon all parties 
to the conflict their obligations under IHL, in particular to 
protect and respect civilians, wounded or captured fight-
ers, and medical and humanitarian personnel and infra-
structure. Local radio campaigns linking IHL with Somali 
customary law will aim to persuade weapon bearers to 
comply with humanitarian principles. Plans to initiate vis-
its to detainees have been suspended, mainly because of 
security constraints. 

Uprooted Somalis at home and abroad will continue to be 
able to re-establish contact with relatives through the trac-
ing and RCM services. 

Remaining operational in Somalia’s increasingly difficult 
environment is a constant challenge. To do so, the ICRC 
will continue to rely on its strict principles of neutrality 
and independence, its regular contact with most parties to 
the conflict, the in-depth local knowledge of its Somali 
field officers and the Somali Red Crescent (its main part-
ner in the field), and its longstanding presence in the 
country. 

The Somali Red Crescent will continue to receive sub-
stantial ICRC support to strengthen its management skills 
and family-links services and build up its emergency re-
sponse and public communication programmes. The 
ICRC will also ensure the coordination of the activities of 
all Movement partners. To further maximize the impact of 
humanitarian efforts, the delegation will remain in close 
contact with aid organizations in the field and attend the 
meetings of Nairobi-based Somalia coordination bodies 
comprising donors, UN agencies and international NGOs. 

HUMANITARIAN ISSUES AND ICRC 
OBJECTIVES 

CIVILIANS 
Somalis have been living without a functioning govern-
ment for the past 17 years, struggling daily to survive 
amid armed conflict, deepening poverty and a lack of ba-
sic services such as water and health care. The escalation 
and spread of violence in 2008, combined with inflation 
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and drought, is pushing a growing number of people to 
the brink of destitution. 

To feed their families, many farmers and herders, which 
comprise 80% of the population, are selling their key as-
sets, such as prime breeding livestock, and living hand-to-
mouth. This means that, even if the security situation im-
proves, economic recovery will be difficult and slow. 
Money transfers from Mogadishu residents to their coun-
try relatives have also dried up, further jeopardizing the 
survival of rural communities. Many such communities 
are already struggling to share their dwindling resources 
with growing numbers of IDPs. An estimated 800,000 
people have fled their homes in central and southern So-
malia since 2007, some 250,000 of them currently 
camped on the outskirts of the capital. The 2008 harvest is 
expected to be below average, so even more cereal may 
have to be imported (up to 85% of the country’s needs). 
Global price rises will, however, put this staple food be-
yond the means of many Somalis. 

The dire humanitarian situation is also exacerbating the 
already serious health risks posed by Somalia’s poor-to-
non-existent water and health services. In this environ-
ment, diseases can spread quickly, especially water-borne 
ones such as cholera. The security situation, lack of trans-
port and cost all limit access to health clinics, and the 
clinics often lack sufficient drugs and skilled staff. The di-
lapidated water infrastructure also triggers clan clashes 
over control of the scarce resource, and, with no State 
body to control water flow, crops and homes in the agri-
cultural hub around the Juba and Shabele rivers are regu-
larly destroyed by flash floods. 

Objective 
People affected by armed conflict, other situations of vio-
lence or natural disaster have adequate shelter, water, 
food, access to primary health care, and any essential 
household items they lack to regain a minimum level of 
economic security. Struggling communities in violence-
prone areas also have the basic resources to boost food 
production or income and thus restore or preserve their 
economic security. 

Plan of action 
Assistance 
Relief 
► for IDPs, returnees and residents directly affected by 

armed conflict, other situations of violence or natural 
disaster, provide: 
o shelter and essential household items to up to 

210,000 people (35,000 households) 
o a three-month dry-food ration to up to 60,000 des-

titute people (10,000 households) 
o survival water rations for a maximum of 78 days to 

up to 483,000 people 
► to ensure the efficiency and effectiveness of ICRC re-

lief operations aided by the Somali Red Crescent, train 
National Society staff to instruct volunteers in assess-
ing needs, delivering emergency aid and monitoring 
the outcome 

Livelihood support 
► initiate small-scale cash-for-work projects in up to 30 

rural communities to provide key infrastructure and 
boost purchasing power 

► to boost crop production, provide irrigation pumps for 
up to 50 communities and build sluice gates enabling 
up to 10 riverside communities to irrigate farmland 

► supply staple-crop seed and a two-month dry-food ra-
tion to up to 120,000 small-scale farmers (20,000 
households) who have suffered 2 consecutive crop 
failures 

► to enable them to supplement their diet, provide vege-
table seed to up to 120,000 vulnerable people (20,000 
households) with access to a permanent water supply 

► rehabilitate river embankments and/or distribute sand-
bags to reduce flood damage to farmland and homes 
in up to 50 riverside communities 

► provide, together with the Somali Red Crescent, up to 
500 urban households headed by women with materi-
als to earn an income 

Water and health 
► in up to 97 locations, construct, rehabilitate or repair 

water facilities key to the survival of up to 85,000 
IDPs and 185,000 farmers and nomads and their live-
stock 

► to improve coordination and mobilize actors in the 
water sector, maintain and share a database on existing 
groundwater-supply points, using a geographic infor-
mation system 

► rehabilitate, cover the running costs of and provide 
medical supplies, training and supervision to up to 28 
permanent and 5 temporary (for IDPs near Moga-
dishu) Somali Red Crescent health posts offering out-
patient curative care, health education and, with 
UNICEF support, antenatal, postnatal and mother-
and-child care, including vaccinations 

► to combat cholera, together with the Somali Red Cres-
cent: chlorinate key wells in urban areas; broadcast 
cholera-prevention spots on radio; provide outpatients 
at key Somali Red Crescent health posts with chemi-
cals to disinfect their household drinking water; and, 
during outbreaks, reopen 5 Somali Red Crescent cen-
tres in Mogadishu dispensing oral rehydration salts 
and provide National Society health posts with the 
salts, as needed 

► initiate a pilot hygiene and health education project in 
Middle and Lower Juba to reduce the incidence of dis-
ease 

In addition to the more than 800,000 IDPs in Somalia, 
over 1 million Somalis have fled abroad. Many have be-
come separated from close relatives. Both traditional and 
modern means of communication within Somalia have 
been disrupted by the escalation of armed conflict and the 
economic downturn. 

Objective 
Families split apart are able to re-establish and maintain 
contact in Somalia and abroad. 
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Plan of action 
Protection 
► together with the Somali Red Crescent, maintain the 

tracing and RCM network, including the ICRC/BBC 
Somali Service’s “Missing Persons” radio programme 
and the Somali family-links section on the ICRC web-
site 

► publicize the tracing and RCM services during all 
ICRC activities 

► organize up to 5 tracing/RCM workshops for Somali 
Red Crescent branch heads and ICRC national staff 

► hold 1 regional meeting and arrange exchange visits 
with other National Societies and ICRC delegations in 
neighbouring countries hosting Somalis to reinforce 
tracing and RCM coordination, including improving 
services for migrants 

WOUNDED AND SICK 
The availability and standard of medical care in Somalia 
have declined dramatically since the collapse of the State 
health service 17 years ago. At the same time, the most 
recent escalation and spread of armed conflict, coupled 
with deepening poverty and malnutrition, have increased 
the demand for the treatment of weapon-wounded and 
other trauma patients. 

Hospitals are funded almost exclusively by international 
aid. Outside Mogadishu, few medical facilities in central 
and southern regions have the resources to perform war 
surgery. Qualified medical personnel tend to flee Somalia, 
while the remaining staff have little if any opportunity to 
update their skills. Many trauma patients cannot reach a 
medical facility because of security constraints or the lack 
of or cost of transport. The protection afforded by IHL to 
people who are wounded or sick and to medical staff and 
infrastructure is not always respected by weapon bearers. 

Objective 
The weapon-wounded and other trauma patients receive 
an adequate standard of medical and surgical care. 

Plan of action 
Protection 
► through dialogue and public communication, impress 

upon the authorities and all weapon bearers their du-
ties under IHL to respect and protect the wounded and 
sick and medical staff, facilities, and transport; docu-
ment allegations of IHL violations and, where neces-
sary, make representations to the parties concerned to 
halt further abuses 

► organize training and poster campaigns to inform staff 
in ICRC-assisted medical facilities of their rights and 
duties under IHL 

Assistance 
► in partnership with the Qatari Red Crescent: maintain 

a five-person surgical team in the Somali Red Cres-
cent’s Keysaney hospital in Mogadishu; continue to 
cover the running costs of the hospital and the com-
munity-run Medina hospital, also in Mogadishu, and 
provide them with medical and surgical equip-

ment/supplies, training and renovation/maintenance to 
maintain their standards as referral units for weapon-
wounded and other trauma patients; rebuild up to 3 
Somali Red Crescent clinics outside the capital to im-
prove access to medical care 

► provide, as appropriate, dressing and surgical materi-
als and, if requested, deploy a two-person surgical 
team to other medical facilities to help treat influxes of 
weapon-wounded 

► regularly supply medical materials to up to 6 first-aid 
posts located in hospitals or in Somali Red Crescent 
health posts in conflict-affected areas 

► maintain emergency medical stocks in Mogadishu and 
other violence-prone areas 

ARMED FORCES AND OTHER BEARERS OF 
WEAPONS 

Despite persistent ICRC appeals to all parties to conflict 
in Somalia to comply with IHL, weapon bearers continue 
to commit violations of that body of law. 

Many Somali fighters are young, illiterate and have 
grown up in a lawless environment, so have little or no 
knowledge of IHL or Somali customary law governing 
armed conflict, and training for transitional federal gov-
ernment forces is still in progress. Most weapon bearers 
are also unaware of the ICRC’s mandate and principles of 
neutrality and independence, which could put ICRC staff 
at risk and limit access to people in need. Formal IHL 
presentations for weapon bearers are not possible because 
of security constraints. Instead, the ICRC and Somali Red 
Crescent have launched a campaign on radio, Somalia’s 
most popular mass communication medium, to promote 
humanitarian principles. 

Objective 
Weapon bearers respect the basic principles of IHL and 
understand and support the ICRC’s mandate and activi-
ties. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 
► use local radio (short plays, spots, interviews and 

round-tables), distribute adapted materials and, if pos-
sible, send text messages via Somali mobile phone 
providers to promote IHL and its link with Somali 
customary law among armed forces and other weapon 
bearers, emphasizing the protection afforded the sick 
and wounded and medical and humanitarian personnel 
and infrastructure 

CIVIL SOCIETY 
In the current climate, it is increasingly important that 
civil society leaders help the ICRC and the Somali Red 
Crescent to encourage respect for humanitarian principles 
and for the Movement, thus contributing to safe access to 
conflict victims. 

Political and traditional leaders, together with the Somali 
community abroad, play a crucial role in forming Somali 
opinion and policies. Radio stations are Somalis’ main 
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source of information, so are also a key relay for humani-
tarian messages. 

Young people, as the country’s future leaders, have suf-
fered from the long-term instability in their country. 
Many are not in school, jobless and poor, and eventually 
join militias. 

Objective 
The media, traditional leaders and other opinion-makers 
support the work of the ICRC and assist it in increasing 
awareness of humanitarian issues among the public, deci-
sion-makers and all those involved in armed conflict or 
violence, thus achieving greater respect for human dig-
nity. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 
► reinforce dialogue with and give presentations to So-

mali journalists and other civil society opinion-makers 
on humanitarian principles and the Movement, draw-
ing parallels with the traditional Somali code of con-
duct 

► keep the international and national media, Somali 
opinion-makers at home and abroad and other stake-
holders informed of the humanitarian situation in So-
malia, IHL and Movement activities through promo-
tional materials, publications, newsletters, press re-
leases, audiovisual material, interviews and the ICRC 
website 

► provide the Somali Red Crescent with the funds, ma-
terials and expertise to strengthen its capacities to 
promote IHL and the Movement’s role, mandate and 
Fundamental Principles among opinion-makers coun-
trywide and to recruit young volunteers 

RED CROSS AND RED CRESCENT 
MOVEMENT 

Amid a challenging environment, the Somali Red Cres-
cent has maintained its unity and operational capacity 
countrywide. It is the ICRC’s main partner in the field 
and an indispensable asset, mobilizing hundreds of volun-
teers for relief operations. 

With Movement support, the National Society has made 
steady progress in strengthening its management skills 
and health and tracing programmes and is building up its 
emergency response and public communication capaci-
ties, with more personnel involved in ICRC and Interna-
tional Federation programmes. 

Movement partners (the International Federation, ICRC, 
Somali Red Crescent and other National Societies in-
volved in Somalia) meet regularly to coordinate their ac-
tivities and support for the Somali Red Crescent. 

Objective 
The Somali Red Crescent Society is well established as a 
neutral, impartial and independent provider of humanitar-
ian services. It is able to provide relief and health assis-
tance in armed conflict and other situations of violence 
and natural disasters. It carries out effective activities to 
restore family links and promote IHL and the Movement. 
The activities of all components of the Movement are co-
ordinated. 

Plan of action 
Cooperation 
► to reinforce the National Society’s governance, man-

agement and unity, assist in organizing up to 2 execu-
tive committee meetings and help cover the running 
costs of coordination and branch offices and of the 24 
officers responsible for disseminating IHL and the 
Fundamental Principles to all personnel and the gen-
eral public 

► provide funds, materials, training and expertise to help 
the National Society adapt, strengthen and promote its 
RCM and tracing network in line with the recommen-
dations of the 2007 internal evaluation and the Restor-
ing Family Links Strategy for the Movement 

► convene meetings to coordinate the activities of 
Movement partners and assist them with logistics and 
security matters 

► organize a seminar with the Qatari Red Crescent to 
draw lessons from its participation since 2007 in the 
ICRC’s surgical programme in order to enhance the 
partnership and apply the findings to cooperation pro-
grammes with other National Societies 
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SUDAN 
 
 

BUDGET IN KCHF  
Protection 14,492 
Assistance 75,733 
Prevention 8,348 
Cooperation with National Societies 4,222 
General -   

Total 102,795 
Of which: Overheads 6,227

PERSONNEL 
Expatriates  151 

The ICRC opened an office in Khartoum in 1978. In 1984, 
it initiated operations in the context of the armed conflict 
between government forces and the Sudan People's Lib-
eration Movement/Army and is now adapting its pro-
grammes to the transition to peace. Since early 2004, it 
has been responding to needs arising from the hostilities 
in Darfur. The ICRC's priority is to ensure that people di-
rectly affected by armed conflict are protected in accor-
dance with IHL, receive emergency aid, medical care and 
basic assistance to preserve their livelihoods, and can re-
establish family links. It supports the Sudanese Red 
Crescent Society and provides leadership for other 
Movement partners working in Sudan. National staff (daily workers not included) 1,553 
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CONTEXT 
Sudan’s western region of Darfur remains volatile, while 
the eruption of fighting in central Sudan in 2008 has un-
derlined north-south tensions over the implementation of 
the 2005 Comprehensive Peace Agreement (CPA). 

In Darfur, tribal clashes over territory and resources per-
sist and military confrontations continue, with armed 
groups splintering, shifting alliances and sometimes fight-
ing each other. An attack on Omdurman, Khartoum’s twin 
city across the River Nile, on 10 May was the closest a 
Darfur armed group has come to the capital during the 
five-year conflict. The combination of armed conflict, 
communal strife and widespread lawlessness has led to 
thousands more people being killed, wounded and dis-
placed in Darfur during 2008. The resulting lack of secu-
rity is also stifling the economy and hampering aid deliv-
ery. 

International peace initiatives have so far failed to stem 
the violence. The international community is divided over 
the International Criminal Court’s decision in July to seek 
charges against Sudanese president Omar al-Bashir for al-
leged genocide, war crimes and crimes against humanity 
in Darfur. In the field, the UN-African Union Mission in 
Darfur (UNAMID) is operating at less than half-strength. 

Elsewhere, tensions erupted into fighting in mid-May be-
tween the Sudan People’s Liberation Army (SPLA) and 
the north’s national army in the disputed oil-rich border 
region of Abyei, displacing some 50,000 people. Khar-
toum and Southern Sudan subsequently agreed to form a 
unified interim administration there and to again seek in-
ternational arbitration to resolve the underlying boundary 
issue. Tensions also exist in the other two CPA-
designated transitional border areas in the Nuba Moun-
tains and southern Blue Nile region. Another potentially 
destabilizing factor is the presence in the far south of the 
Ugandan Lord’s Resistance Army. Supported by interna-
tional aid and the 10,000-strong UN Mission in Sudan 
(UNMIS), Southern Sudan also faces the challenge of lift-
ing the region out of chronic poverty after the 21-year 
conflict. 

HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE 
Sudan will remain one of the ICRC’s largest operations 
for the sixth consecutive year, with activities firmly fo-
cused on protecting and assisting conflict-affected popula-
tions. Given the volatility in Darfur and potential for vio-
lence elsewhere, flexibility will again be key, with opera-
tions adapted to the scale and urgency of needs. 

To respond to emergencies across Sudan, the ICRC has 
budgeted to provide food aid to up to 168,000 people 
(33,600 households), 120,000 of them in Darfur, and ba-
sic shelter and household items to the same number (not 
necessarily the same beneficiaries). 

In Darfur, the ICRC will continue to work mainly in rural 
and remote regions to complement the large international 
aid effort in urban areas. Alongside emergency aid, the 
delegation will focus on quick-impact livelihood-support 

projects, the rehabilitation of water facilities and support 
to health clinics. The aim is to help communities – farm-
ers and nomads alike – to maintain a measure of self-
sufficiency and reduce health risks. If people are able to 
subsist, they will not be drawn to urban centres for assis-
tance, where they could become aid dependent. 

In addition, the ICRC will maintain the health, water and 
sanitation services for the some 137,000 IDPs (27,400 
households) in Gereida camp (South Darfur) and provide 
them with shelter materials and basic household items. In 
parallel, it will seek to hand over those responsibilities to 
suitable partners. WFP is scheduled to provide food from 
2009. The ICRC was obliged to resume assistance in the 
camp in January 2007 after a security incident and the 
suspension of activities by most aid organizations. 

The ICRC’s Darfur-based mobile surgical team will con-
tinue to treat wounded civilians and fighters in remote ar-
eas and in hospitals overwhelmed by influxes of patients. 

The delegation will expand its programme to ensure ser-
vices for war amputees and other physically disabled peo-
ple. This includes the establishment of a new physical re-
habilitation referral centre in Juba and support to Darfur’s 
only prosthetic/orthotic facility. 

Efforts will be pursued to gain access to all detainees fal-
ling within the ICRC’s mandate in order to monitor their 
treatment and living conditions. 

Families dispersed by conflict will continue to be able to 
re-establish contact through the tracing and RCM ser-
vices. 

The ICRC, as a neutral and independent organization, has 
had access to most conflict-affected areas of Sudan during 
2008. To do so in 2009, it will continue to foster relations 
with all parties to conflict, stressing their obligations un-
der IHL to ensure civilians’ and aid workers’ safety. Al-
leged violations will be taken up confidentially with the 
relevant parties. This will be complemented by longstand-
ing programmes to develop national and grassroots sup-
port for IHL among the authorities, weapon bearers and 
civil society opinion-makers. 

The Sudanese Red Crescent will receive funds, training 
and materials to boost its participation in the ICRC’s 
emergency and IHL-promotion programmes, to 
strengthen its management and tracing capacities and to 
expand in Southern Sudan. The ICRC will provide leader-
ship in coordinating Movement activities and stay in con-
tact with UN agencies and other organizations in the field 
to maximize the impact of humanitarian activities. 

HUMANITARIAN ISSUES AND ICRC 
OBJECTIVES 

CIVILIANS 
The armed conflict in Darfur is affecting around 4.3 mil-
lion people (roughly two-thirds of the region’s popula-
tion), over half of whom are IDPs living in camps or host 
communities. 
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The ICRC continues to document alleged violations of 
IHL, ranging from the killing, wounding and forced dis-
placement of civilians to sexual violence, harassment, and 
the looting and destruction of goods and infrastructure. 

The conflict has plunged an already poverty-stricken re-
gion into deeper economic hardship: most people are sub-
sistence farmers (around 80% of the population) or no-
madic herders. The lack of security restricts people’s 
movements, disrupting agriculture, herd migration and 
trade, and prevents IDPs from returning home. Crop pro-
duction and livestock numbers are below pre-conflict lev-
els. Concentrations of IDPs in rural areas are further 
straining dwindling food supplies and pastureland and ac-
celerating deforestation. Security constraints also make it 
difficult for Darfur state services and international aid to 
reach rural regions and areas controlled by armed groups. 
As a result, water facilities there break down and health 
centres lack resources, posing serious health risks. In ur-
ban centres, water systems are collapsing under the pres-
sure of serving growing IDP populations. 

The lack of security also means that needs in some remote 
IDP camps are unmet. Since a security incident in De-
cember 2006 (see Humanitarian response), the ICRC has 
been providing essential services in Gereida camp (popu-
lation: 137,000). 

Given the developments in 2008, central and southern 
Sudan, especially disputed border regions, remain poten-
tial flashpoints for violence. Some 50,000 people are still 
displaced following the north-south fighting in May that 
destroyed much of Abyei town. 

Objective 
Civilians are respected by all parties to armed conflict or 
other situations of violence, in accordance with IHL and 
other applicable law. People affected by armed conflict or 
other forms of violence have adequate water, shelter, es-
sential household items, food, health care and the basic 
resources to restore or preserve their livelihoods. 

Plan of action 
Protection 
► in Darfur: collect and document allegations of IHL 

violations; make confidential representations to all 
parties involved and, security permitting, monitor the 
response 

► elsewhere in Sudan: collect and document alleged in-
cidents of violence against civilians; through a confi-
dential dialogue, share concerns about the humanitar-
ian consequences of situations of violence with the 
relevant authorities, weapon bearers and traditional 
leaders 

Assistance 
Economic security in Darfur 
► provide up to 120,000 people (24,000 households) di-

rectly affected by armed conflict with one-month 
emergency food rations and 120,000 with basic shelter 
and household items 

► distribute staple- and cash-crop seed, tools and one-
month food rations to up to 300,000 people (60,000 

households) who have lost productive assets because 
of armed conflict 

► train and equip up to 40 new community animal-
health workers/assistants, thus improving access to 
veterinary services for up to 50,000 farmers/herders 
(10,000 households), conduct refresher courses for up 
to 240 ICRC-trained workers/assistants and vaccinate 
up to 800,000 livestock 

► implement up to 30 small-scale projects, enabling up 
to 18,000 people, often women, (3,600 households) to 
boost income and lessen the consequences of dis-
rupted herd migration and environmental degradation 

► provide up to 42,000 farmers/herders (8,400 house-
holds) with, as needed, agricultural supplies, fuel-
efficient ovens, food and household items to help 
them regain self-sufficiency lost through armed con-
flict and/or climate-related factors 

Economic security elsewhere in Sudan 
► together with the Sudanese Red Crescent, provide up 

to 48,000 people (9,600 households) directly affected 
by armed conflict with one-month emergency food ra-
tions and 48,000 with basic shelter and household 
items 

► through training and participation in ICRC operations, 
enable Sudanese Red Crescent personnel to assess 
needs and distribute emergency aid in north-south 
border regions 

Water 
► in Darfur: rehabilitate rural water points/systems serv-

ing up to 600,000 residents/returning IDPs and up-
grade urban water networks in up to 5 centres hosting 
IDPs 

► in an emergency, ensure water for up to 20,000 people 
and sanitation for up to 10,000 people in cen-
tral/Southern Sudan and train Sudanese Red Crescent 
personnel to assist in the operations 

Health in Darfur 
► continue to provide up to 10 health clinics with sup-

plies, training and staff incentives, and re-
build/rehabilitate up to 2 clinics 

► help the Health Ministry carry out immunization cam-
paigns 

► ensure basic health care in an emergency, such as an 
epidemic or floods 

Assistance in Gereida 
► in the IDP camp: provide water and sanitation, health 

care, including treatment and psychological support 
for victims of sexual violence, a feeding centre for 
malnourished children (supported by the Australian 
and British Red Cross Societies), shelter materials and 
essential household items; support Health Ministry 
vaccination campaigns 

► for residents and IDPs: aided by ICRC-trained Suda-
nese Red Crescent personnel, maintain the solid waste 
collection and disposal service 

Thousands of people have become separated from their 
families as a result of past and present conflicts in Sudan. 
Many, especially children, including those formerly asso-
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ciated with fighting forces, may need help to locate or re-
join their relatives. 

While there have been no recent large-scale population 
displacements in Darfur, the conflict has disrupted tradi-
tional means of communication and family support sys-
tems. 

With improved freedom of movement and access to tele-
communication systems in Southern Sudan, most families 
are back in contact. 

Objective 
Family members separated by conflict can re-establish 
contact. Where requested and feasible, children, including 
those formerly associated with fighting forces, and other 
vulnerable people are reunited with their families. 

Plan of action 
Protection 
► together with the Sudanese Red Crescent, maintain the 

tracing and RCM services, adapt the network to needs 
and publicize it, targeting potential vulnerable benefi-
ciaries, especially women alone or heading house-
holds, local authorities, UN agencies and NGOs 

► organize tracing workshops for National Society per-
sonnel across Sudan 

► in cooperation with relevant agencies, restore commu-
nication between children/vulnerable adults and their 
relatives through RCMs and, where possible, reunite 
the families, organizing follow-up material and/or 
psychological support, if necessary 

PEOPLE DEPRIVED OF THEIR FREEDOM 
Negotiations are ongoing with the Sudanese government 
concerning the ICRC’s written offer of service, submitted 
in January 2005, to visit all detainees according to the or-
ganization’s standard procedures. 

In Darfur, access to detainees remains challenging, 
mainly because of security constraints. At the request of 
all parties, the ICRC assists, as a neutral intermediary, in 
the release of Sudanese soldiers and their handover to the 
government. UNAMID and the ICRC have initiated a dia-
logue about the status and rights of people temporarily 
held by the force. 

A resumption of fighting in north-south border regions 
could lead to arrests by Khartoum or Southern Sudan. 

Objective 
The treatment and living conditions of detainees comply 
with internationally recognized standards and, where ap-
plicable, IHL. 

Plan of action 
Protection 
► reinforce dialogue with the authorities and armed 

groups to gain access to all detainees falling within the 
ICRC’s mandate 

► visit detainees, monitor their treatment and living con-
ditions, and inform the authorities confidentially of the 
findings and recommendations 

► offer detainees the RCM service to contact their fami-
lies and, where necessary, provide essential items such 
as soap, clothing and bedding 

► at the request of all parties and in accordance with 
standard ICRC procedures, act as a neutral intermedi-
ary in the release of detainees and their handover to 
the relevant parties 

► make oral/written representations to the relevant par-
ties to clarify the fate and whereabouts of people al-
legedly detained 

WOUNDED AND SICK 
Considerable international funds have been allocated to 
develop hospitals in Southern Sudan. Hospitals and clin-
ics in Darfur also receive a variety of outside aid to keep 
functioning. The availability and quality of medical ser-
vices in north-south border regions vary. Most medical 
facilities, however, do not yet have the resources to treat 
influxes of weapon-wounded patients. Lack of transport 
also means that many people wounded in clashes in rural 
or remote areas cannot reach a hospital. In Darfur, pa-
tients in areas controlled by armed groups often fear re-
prisals if they cross front lines to reach government-
supported medical facilities. 

Objective 
The weapon-wounded receive appropriate medical and 
surgical treatment. 

Plan of action 
Assistance 
► maintain a mobile surgical team and provide medi-

cal/surgical supplies to treat weapon-wounded without 
access to medical care or in facilities overwhelmed by 
an influx of wounded 

► in central Sudan and Darfur, give sessions on first aid 
and IHL to fighters and civilians 

► conduct 5 war-surgery workshops for Sudanese medi-
cal personnel 

A large number of people in Sudan are physically dis-
abled as a result of conflict-related injuries. Physical re-
habilitation services in the north are run by the National 
Authority for Prosthetics and Orthotics (NAPO) and in 
the south by Southern Sudan’s Gender, Social Welfare 
and Religious Affairs Ministry. NAPO’s Nyala centre, 
which is supported by the ICRC, is the only such facility 
in Darfur. Southern Sudan has only two centres, both run 
by NGOs, while the new ICRC-built Juba referral facility 
is scheduled for completion by the end of 2008. The 
shortage of skilled prosthetic/orthotic staff is a perennial 
problem. 

Objective 
Amputees and other physically disabled people have ac-
cess to good quality prostheses and orthoses and physio-
therapy. 
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Plan of action 
Assistance 
► in cooperation with the Southern Sudan authorities, 

provide running costs, training, on-the-job supervi-
sion, materials and equipment to operate the ICRC-
built Juba physical rehabilitation referral centre 

► provide equipment and technical expertise to run 
NAPO’s Addamazeen, Kadugli, Kasala, Khartoum 
and Nyala centres 

► cover transport, food and accommodation costs for up 
to 300 referral patients at Nyala and 400 in Juba; en-
courage charities and government bodies to contribute 
to these costs at the Juba referral centre 

► continue teaching Sudan’s second three-year prosthet-
ics/orthotics diploma course (14 students) 

► sponsor up to 12 students to participate in prosthet-
ics/orthotics/physiotherapy diploma courses abroad 

► conduct a seminar and courses to help NAPO establish 
a long-term plan of action to develop physical reha-
bilitation services 

AUTHORITIES 
In line with the CPA, Sudan is revising its national legis-
lation, including incorporating IHL treaty provisions. 
Southern Sudan has begun drafting laws. 

The international and regional bodies, the diplomatic 
community and donors involved in Sudan’s peace proc-
esses deal with IHL-related issues in their work. 

Objective 
National authorities implement IHL treaties to which Su-
dan is party and accede to the other main humanitarian in-
struments. Political decision-makers know the ICRC’s 
mandate and support its work. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 
► organize events, presentations and training abroad, 

distribute publications and participate in relevant 
meetings to boost support for IHL, the ICRC and neu-
tral, independent humanitarian action among national 
authorities, local authorities in conflict-affected areas 
and international/regional decision-makers 

► offer Khartoum legal expertise to ratify the Conven-
tion on Certain Conventional Weapons, the Optional 
Protocol to the Convention on the Rights of the Child 
and the Hague Convention on Cultural Property and to 
implement the Ottawa Convention, and Southern Su-
dan to draft armed forces and police acts 

ARMED FORCES AND OTHER BEARERS OF 
WEAPONS 

The Sudanese Armed Forces (SAF) have just begun a 
three-year ICRC-supported training programme on IHL. 
The programme agreed in 2007 with the SPLA has been 
delayed, mainly because of the force’s personnel changes. 

In the field, regular armed forces and armed groups often 
know little about IHL, which could jeopardize the safety 
of civilians and aid workers. Understanding of IHL is also 
key to UNAMID and UNMIS operations. 

Objective 
The armed forces integrate IHL into their doctrine, train-
ing and operations, and the police and security forces do 
the same with international human rights law and humani-
tarian principles. Other bearers of weapons respect the ba-
sic principles of IHL. All weapon bearers understand and 
support the ICRC’s mandate and activities. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 
► train SAF instructors to teach IHL 
► conduct IHL courses for Central Reserve Police and 

National Intelligence and Security Service officers 
► sponsor IHL training abroad for SAF and SPLA offi-

cers and provide their training facilities with reference 
materials 

► in violence-prone areas, conduct sessions on IHL and 
the ICRC for troops and armed groups and, in Darfur, 
workshops for commanders and legal advisers of 
armed groups 

► brief UN peacekeeping personnel on IHL and the 
ICRC 

CIVIL SOCIETY 
The media, traditional and religious leaders, unions, 
NGOs and academics all influence opinion in Sudan, so 
are key relays for promoting greater respect for IHL and 
acceptance of the ICRC. Law faculties in higher-
education institutions teach IHL, assisted by a network of 
Sudanese legal experts, but staff turnover and lack of ma-
terials disrupt courses and prevent other faculties from of-
fering the subject. 

Objective 
Opinion-makers in civil society support the work of the 
ICRC and assist it in increasing awareness of humanitar-
ian issues among decision-makers, the general public and 
all those involved in armed conflict or violence, thus 
achieving greater respect for human dignity. Young peo-
ple, as future leaders and decision-makers, learn about 
IHL in their academic courses. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 
► hold sessions/workshops on IHL/the ICRC for Suda-

nese journalists, traditional and religious leaders, 
NGOs and unions 

► broadcast radio programmes on IHL/the ICRC 
► update the Sudanese and international media and other 

civil society opinion-makers on humanitarian issues 
and ICRC activities 

► sponsor Sudanese journalists’ participation in courses 
abroad 

► in partnership with the Swedish Red Cross, provide 
the Sudanese Red Crescent with funds, training and 
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materials to boost dissemination activities in conflict-
affected regions 

► to support IHL teaching, provide materials and organ-
ize a seminar for IHL network members, workshops 
and training abroad for lecturers, a competition for law 
and journalism students, presentations at Darfur and 
Southern Sudan universities, and round-tables on IHL 
and sharia law 

RED CROSS AND RED CRESCENT 
MOVEMENT 

The Sudanese Red Crescent has proven disaster response 
capacities, helps run the tracing and RCM network and in 
2008 has participated in ICRC relief operations in central 
Sudan and in Omdurman. A main challenge for the Na-
tional Society is to extend its reach and increase activities 
in Darfur and Southern Sudan. 

Coordination meetings, involving the ICRC, the Interna-
tional Federation, the Sudanese Red Crescent and partner 
National Societies, are held regularly. 

Objective 
The Sudanese Red Crescent has a strong legal basis for 
independent action. It is able to provide relief and health 
assistance in armed conflict or other situations of vio-
lence. It carries out effective activities to restore family 
links and promote IHL and the Fundamental Principles. 
The activities of all components of the Movement are co-
ordinated. 

Plan of action 
Cooperation 
► provide the National Society with funds, training, su-

pervision and materials to: strengthen management 
capacity; integrate the Safer Access approach into all 
programmes; deploy emergency action teams in Dar-
fur, Southern Sudan and north-south border regions; 
and reinforce tracing and RCM activities 

► provide leadership of the Movement in harmonizing 
activities and in security and other conflict-related is-
sues 
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UGANDA 
 
 

BUDGET IN KCHF  
Protection 990 
Assistance 14,251 
Prevention 1,365 
Cooperation with National Societies 2,194 
General -   

Total 18,801 
Of which: Overheads 1,147

PERSONNEL 
Expatriates  27 

The ICRC has been continuously present in Uganda since 
1979, with limited action in the field between April 2001 
and late 2003 following the killing of six ICRC staff mem-
bers in the neighbouring Democratic Republic of the 
Congo. While protection activities for civilians continue, 
given the progress towards peace in the north of the 
country, ICRC assistance activities have shifted from 
emergency response to livelihood support. The ICRC also 
visits detainees falling within its mandate and strives to 
raise awareness of IHL and humanitarian principles 
among the armed and police forces. 

National staff (daily workers not included) 233 
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CONTEXT 
Peace talks in 2008 aiming to resolve the non-
international armed conflict between the Ugandan gov-
ernment and the Lord's Resistance Army (LRA) resulted 
in agreements on sensitive issues, including accountabil-
ity, reconciliation, demobilization and a future permanent 
ceasefire. However, the signing of the Final Peace 
Agreement did not go ahead as planned. Attempts to re-
vive the peace process are now being pursued, including 
the setting up of a special division of the Ugandan High 
Court tasked with dealing with war crimes allegedly 
committed by the LRA. The government has also initiated 
the search for regional solutions with the authorities of the 
respective areas where the LRA has bases, such as the 
Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC) and Southern 
Sudan. 

The security situation across northern Uganda remains 
stable in the absence of fighting between the Uganda 
People’s Defence Force (UPDF) and the LRA. However, 
sporadic cases of forced recruitment, violence and crimi-
nality are still reported. IDPs in the north continue to 
slowly but steadily leave the main camps and move to 
their home villages or new sites nearer to their parishes of 
origin, where they enjoy greater access to cultivable land, 
although basic infrastructure and services are largely lack-
ing.  

Growing social tensions and uneven development remain 
key challenges throughout Uganda. Low rainfalls have 
compounded the effects of underdevelopment in the 
Karamoja region. Military operations by the UPDF to dis-
arm traditional warriors and curb intertribal cattle raiding 
are ongoing and are now accompanied by increased dia-
logue between the UPDF and Karamojong tribes. 

Uganda's western and eastern regions continue to host 
cross-border refugees, particularly those fleeing fighting 
in the eastern provinces of the DRC, as well as several 
hundred Kenyans who sought refuge from post-election 
violence there.  

HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE 
In light of northern Uganda’s steady transition to peace, 
the ICRC’s activities in 2009 will continue their general 
shift from emergency response to recovery programmes, 
with a focus on the most vulnerable. For IDPs moving 
from the main camps to transit camps or their home vil-
lages, the organization will concentrate on enhancing 
economic self-sufficiency and on building basic infra-
structure and services in four districts, namely Amuru, 
Gulu, Kitgum and Pader. In doing so, it will seek to work 
with and build the capacities of the relevant authorities 
wherever possible. The ICRC will also address the needs 
of those who remain in the main IDP camps and will re-
tain the capacity to provide up to 24,000 people with safe 
water and essential household items in the case of emer-
gency.  

To increase food production and security, the ICRC will 
provide 120,000 IDPs/returnees with vouchers to pur-
chase agricultural items. The availability of safe water 

will be increased through the rehabilitation of water 
points and the drilling of boreholes. To reduce the spread 
of disease, the ICRC will carry out hygiene and health 
promotion activities, together with the Swedish Red Cross 
and the Uganda Red Cross Society.  

Thirteen health centres will receive ICRC support, with a 
focus on improving the health of mothers and young chil-
dren. The ICRC will also continue to build the capacity of 
Kitgum Government Hospital to treat obstetric, paediatric 
and surgical cases, with Kalongo and Matany hospitals 
also receiving targeted support. In addition, the ICRC will 
extend its support to two physical rehabilitation centres 
for the first time, and will work with the authorities to set 
up the sustainable provision of raw materials and ortho-
paedic components. 

Together with the Ugandan Red Cross, the ICRC will 
provide services to restore family links to relatives sepa-
rated by conflict. When appropriate, it will reunite unac-
companied children with their families.  

While the security situation has improved, the ICRC will 
nevertheless continue to monitor respect for IHL and, if 
necessary, follow this up through confidential dialogue 
with the relevant authorities. It will support the efforts of 
the UPDF to train troops in IHL and those of the police 
force to integrate human rights law into its training and 
procedures.  

The ICRC will aim to gain access to and visit detainees 
falling within its mandate, making recommendations for 
improvements in conditions of detention and respect for 
judicial guarantees, where necessary. It will carry out re-
habilitation projects in selected prisons and, in coopera-
tion with the authorities, will pursue a pilot programme to 
develop the wider provision of HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis 
and malaria care in detention facilities. 

The ICRC will work closely with the Ugandan Red Cross 
to ensure activities are coordinated and complementary. It 
will provide technical and financial assistance to support 
the effective functioning of the National Society and will 
help it develop humanitarian activities in Karamoja. 

The ICRC will also coordinate with UN agencies and 
other humanitarian actors, in order to maximize impact, 
fill gaps, avoid duplication and facilitate the future hand-
over of specific activities, including through its atten-
dance as an observer at UN cluster meetings. 

HUMANITARIAN ISSUES AND ICRC 
OBJECTIVES 

CIVILIANS 
As security improves in the north of the country, IDPs are 
steadily dispersing to transit camps or their home villages. 
However, upon arrival they exchange the limited protec-
tion, services and economic opportunities the main IDP 
camps offer for a more uncertain existence. Little remains 
of the communities that existed before the population 
moved into the camps. External support is therefore re-
quired to, among other things, rebuild homesteads, clear 
fields, develop sustainable livelihoods, construct roads 
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and water points, and re-establish judicial systems and 
health, education and other services. The stable security 
situation has reduced protection concerns, the main issues 
for people living in the north being land and property dis-
putes and private violence and abuse, including infrequent 
incidents of ill-discipline among military and police 
forces. 

According to official figures, Uganda still hosts 132,000 
refugees, the majority from the DRC, Kenya, Rwanda and 
Sudan. A significant proportion may need assistance in 
establishing or maintaining contact with their families in 
their home countries. This particularly applies to children 
separated from their parents, for whom it is important to 
locate their families prior to repatriation, and for Congo-
lese women without legal status residing in Acholiland. In 
addition, further needs may arise with the arrival of new 
refugees, particularly from the conflict-prone Kivu prov-
inces in the DRC. 

Objective 
All civilians are respected and protected by weapon bear-
ers and the civilian authorities, in accordance with IHL 
and other relevant provisions of international law. 
IDPs/returnees have adequate water, health care and the 
basic resources to restore or preserve their livelihoods. 
Family members separated by conflict are able to re-
establish and maintain contact. Children, including those 
formerly associated with armed groups, are reunited with 
their families, when appropriate.  

Plan of action 
Protection 

 monitor respect for IHL and fundamental humanitar-
ian principles and, if necessary, make confidential oral 
and written representations to the authorities, encour-
aging them to take the necessary preventive and cor-
rective measures 

 raise the authorities’ awareness of the situation and 
needs of Congolese women and their children without 
legal status, particularly those living in Acholiland; as 
appropriate, refer cases for specific attention or repa-
triation to relevant organizations and authorities, and 
provide the most vulnerable with essential household 
items where needed 

 to help restore and maintain contact between family 
members separated by conflict, provide technical and 
financial support to the Ugandan Red Cross so that it 
can strengthen its RCM and tracing services and, 
where appropriate, reunite unaccompanied refugee 
minors or children formerly associated with armed 
groups with their relatives 

Assistance 
Health care 

 support 13 health centres providing primary health 
care to an estimated 120,000 people, including IDPs 
and returnees, in Amuru, Gulu, Kitgum and Pader dis-
tricts; build the capacities of the relevant authorities to 
sustain this support in the future 

 through these facilities and associated community-
based activities, work to improve the health of moth-

ers and young children, to raise awareness of 
HIV/AIDS and to control malaria 

 rehabilitate these health centres, including by making 
improvements to hygiene and cooking facilities and 
general infrastructure such as inpatient departments 
and staff quarters 

 respond in the event of epidemics by providing up to 
24,000 people (4,000 households) with the appropriate 
preventive or curative treatments 

Water, hygiene and sanitation  
 increase the safe water supply in selected return loca-

tions in the 4 districts by rehabilitating 75 water points 
and installing 50 new ones 

 through technical and financial support, build the ca-
pacities of the district water offices, and train and 
equip maintenance staff 

 in cooperation with the Ugandan Red Cross, the 
Swedish Red Cross and community health workers, 
promote safe hygiene practices in some 30 locations 
and involve communities in projects to improve sani-
tation facilities 

 provide fuel-efficient stoves in the same 30 locations, 
to reduce the pressure on natural resources and the 
burden to collect firewood 

 in the event of an emergency, provide up to 24,000 
people (4,000 households) with safe water and sanita-
tion facilities 

Livelihood support 
 support increased agricultural production by providing 

up to 120,000 people (20,000 households) living in 
transit camps, other camps and their home villages 
with vouchers to be exchanged for agricultural items 

 boost the income of up to 30,000 people (5,000 house-
holds) living in transit camps and their home villages 
through the provision of three- to four-month cash or 
in-kind grants 

 provide up to 24,000 IDPs (4,000 households) in 
northern areas with essential household and hygiene 
items to replace those lost or destroyed in an emer-
gency 

PEOPLE DEPRIVED OF THEIR FREEDOM 
Uganda’s overall prison population is estimated to exceed 
26,000 inmates, more than half of whom are on remand. 
Overcrowding and the poor state of prison infrastructure 
often adversely affect detainee health, although the recent 
actions of the Uganda Prison Service (UPS) have contrib-
uted to some improvement in living conditions. Detainees 
are also held in detention facilities run by the police and 
military authorities.  

Objective 
All detainees are held in conditions that meet internation-
ally recognized standards and have access to medical care 
of a standard equivalent to that available to the general 
population; they are able to re-establish and maintain con-
tact with their families. 
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Plan of action 
Protection 

 further develop a constructive confidential dialogue 
with the relevant authorities, with a view to gaining 
access to all detainees of concern to the ICRC, in ac-
cordance with the organization’s standard procedures  

 visit detainees regularly to monitor their treatment and 
living conditions and encourage the authorities to en-
sure that these comply with applicable IHL/human 
rights standards  

 encourage the authorities to ensure that judicial guar-
antees are respected, with particular regard for the 
needs of vulnerable detainees such as children or the 
sick 

 remind the authorities of the need to notify families 
when their relatives have been arrested, to facilitate 
family contacts and to permit family visits 

 offer services to restore family links, if no other means 
of communication exist, particularly the most vulner-
able detainees 

Assistance 
 ensure that up to 4,000 detainees have access to health 

care with respect to HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis and ma-
laria as part of a pilot programme in 3 prisons in Fort 
Portal, Gulu and Luzira, by mobilizing and supporting 
the relevant authorities (the UPS and the Ministry of 
Health) and key stakeholders (donors and NGOs) at 
national and district level 

 support the UPS in identifying and replicating similar 
health care programmes in 2 additional prisons by the 
end of 2009 

 in conjunction with the pilot programme, help im-
prove and maintain environmental health and hygiene 
conditions and provide inmates with hygiene training 
in the 3 prisons; rehabilitate the health infrastructure 
of Luzira Prison to meet national and internationally 
recognized standards 

 work with the prison authorities to install and rehabili-
tate water and sanitation systems in Kitalya prison 

 provide detainees with basic necessities, such as blan-
kets, sleeping mats, eating utensils, clothing, personal 
hygiene items (including sanitary towels for women) 
and leisure and recreational items 

WOUNDED AND SICK 
With the improved security situation, few weapon injuries 
are currently seen in northern Uganda. However, in gen-
eral, hospitals are overburdened owing to problems with 
the primary health care system and are short of supplies 
and staff, especially qualified surgeons. Similar chal-
lenges face the country’s physical rehabilitation services. 
Hospitals in Karamoja continue to admit weapon-
wounded patients as a result of clashes in the area. 

Objective 
Patients requiring medical and surgical treatment, and 
those in need of physical rehabilitation, have access to 
adequate care and services in existing hospitals and reha-
bilitation centres.  

Plan of action 
Assistance 

 ensure adequate treatment of obstetric, paediatric and 
surgical cases in Kitgum Government Hospital 
through the provision of medical supplies, training, 
management capacity-building and technical support 

 help Kitgum Government Hospital with the rehabilita-
tion of its hygiene facilities and facilitate the mainte-
nance of such building work by providing technical 
training, tools and materials 

 support Kalongo hospital in treating and operating on 
emergency referrals from ICRC-supported health cen-
tres in Pader district, including pregnant women fac-
ing complications in labour 

 assist and train staff of Matany hospital in Karamoja 
in performing surgery on weapon wounds through 2 
visits by a regional ICRC surgeon 

 support Fort Portal and Mbale physical rehabilitation 
centres, thereby increasing service provision for dis-
abled people, including the weapon-wounded; help the 
Ministry of Health set up the sustainable provision of 
raw materials and orthopaedic components 

AUTHORITIES 
While Uganda has acceded to most IHL instruments, do-
mestic legislation to implement IHL is not yet complete. 
The ICRC’s mandate is generally well accepted at the na-
tional level. Local authorities’ understanding of the 
ICRC’s changing role in Uganda needs reinforcing.  

Objective 
The government implements IHL treaties to which 
Uganda is already party and accedes to other major hu-
manitarian instruments. Political decision-makers know 
the ICRC’s mandate and support its work. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 encourage the enactment of national IHL legislation 
relating to Additional Protocols I, II and III, small 
arms and light weapons, children in armed conflict, 
the protection of the emblem, and the National Soci-
ety; provide legal advice, together with the National 
Society where appropriate 

 hold a round-table on IHL implementation for deci-
sion-makers; enable Ugandan representatives to par-
ticipate in regional IHL meetings 

 ensure that local authorities, government officials, dip-
lomats and lawyers, including those working on the 
repression of war crimes, understand and are provided 
with information on IHL and the ICRC’s mandate and 
activities 

ARMED FORCES AND OTHER BEARERS OF 
WEAPONS 

The armed and police forces are in the process of integrat-
ing IHL/human rights law into their training curricula, 
with several instructors trained to teach these subjects 
autonomously. The next steps involve ensuring the sus-
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tainability of these processes and fully incorporating IHL 
into military and police doctrine and operations. 

Objective 
The armed forces integrate IHL into their doctrine, train-
ing and operations. The police do the same for interna-
tional human rights law and humanitarian principles. All 
weapon bearers understand the ICRC’s mandate and sup-
port its activities.  

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 encourage the review and promotion of IHL integra-
tion into military and police doctrine and procedures 

 help improve the sustainability and quality of the 
IHL/human rights content of military and police train-
ing; assist with the production of training and dis-
semination materials 

 support train-the-trainer courses for UPDF and police 
officers; sponsor military officers to attend IHL train-
ing courses abroad 

 hold or support briefing sessions on IHL, human 
rights law and the ICRC for staff attending military 
and police training institutions, for those working in 
places of detention, for military/police units in the 
field and for those about to be deployed abroad, in or-
der to promote respect for and the protection of civil-
ians 

CIVIL SOCIETY 
People in northern Uganda know the ICRC for its hu-
manitarian activities, although specific understanding of 
the changing nature of these activities is lacking. Some 
universities have introduced IHL in their courses, but a 
lack of staff and resources hampers comprehensive inte-
gration. 

Objective 
The media and religious/traditional leaders support the 
work of the ICRC and assist it in increasing awareness of 
humanitarian issues among the public, decision-makers 
and all those involved in armed conflict or violence, thus 
achieving greater respect for human dignity. Young peo-
ple, as future leaders and decision-makers, learn about 
IHL in their academic courses. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 promote accurate media coverage of ICRC activities 
by organizing field visits and IHL workshops for jour-
nalists, by inviting journalists to participate in a radio 

training workshop and by producing IHL resource ma-
terials 

 hold information sessions for religious, traditional and 
other civil society leaders; distribute relevant docu-
ments on the ICRC’s role and activities 

 support the teaching of IHL in higher education insti-
tutions by providing technical advice and reference 
materials, training law lecturers and sponsoring staff 
and students’ participation in regional IHL courses 
and competitions 

RED CROSS AND RED CRESCENT 
MOVEMENT 

The Uganda Red Cross Society is an important Movement 
actor and an essential partner of the ICRC, providing hu-
manitarian relief in northern Uganda and increasingly re-
sponding to needs in Karamoja.  

Objective 
The National Society has a strong legal basis for inde-
pendent action and functions according to its strategic de-
velopment plan. It is able to provide relief and health as-
sistance in armed conflict, other situations of violence or 
natural disasters. It carries out effective activities to re-
store family links and promote IHL and the Movement’s 
Fundamental Principles. The activities of all components 
of the Movement are coordinated.  

Plan of action 
Cooperation 

 provide technical and financial support to consolidate 
the National Society’s new organizational structure 
and to facilitate sustainable and targeted responses to 
identified local needs, including those in Karamoja, as 
well as input to the Movement’s international activi-
ties 

 improve the National Society’s capacity to respond to 
emergencies by providing technical advice, relief sup-
plies and staff training, including on the Safer Access 
approach, and by maintaining its radio network 

 through technical, material and financial support, help 
the National Society build the necessary capacity and 
structures to deliver efficient tracing services 

 support the National Society’s efforts to promote IHL, 
the Red Cross and its Fundamental Principles among 
the media, general public, local authorities and com-
munity leaders, particularly in violence-prone areas  

 ensure that Movement activities are coordinated 
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ABIDJAN (REGIONAL) 
COVERING: Benin, Burkina Faso, Côte d’Ivoire, Ghana, Togo 
 

BUDGET IN KCHF  
Protection 2,130 
Assistance 9,885 
Prevention 3,093 
Cooperation with National Societies 2,339 
General 408 

Total 17,854 
Of which: Overheads 1,090

PERSONNEL 
Expatriates  38 

In the countries covered by the regional delegation, estab-
lished in 1992, the ICRC supports the authorities in im-
plementing IHL, encourages armed and security forces to 
respect IHL, and develops protection activities particularly 
in the fields of detention and restoring family links. It also 
supports the institutional development of the region's Na-
tional Societies. In Côte d’Ivoire, the delegation focuses 
on responding to the protection and assistance needs of 
people affected by the lasting consequences of the crisis 
that began in 2002, and on visiting detainees and monitor-
ing the situation countrywide. It coordinates its activities 
with the Red Cross Society of Côte d'Ivoire. 

National staff (daily workers not included) 218 
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CONTEXT 
One year after the signing of the Ouagadougou peace 
agreement that ended Côte d’Ivoire’s armed conflict of 
five years, the overall situation has improved. Although 
there are still checkpoints, people are once again able to 
move freely around the country. Meanwhile, the disar-
mament and demobilization process and the integration of 
government forces and Forces Nouvelles fighters under 
one command are slow to advance. The civilian authori-
ties reinstated in the north have only limited powers, as 
the region is effectively controlled by the Forces Nou-
velles. Financial problems are hampering the govern-
ment’s efforts to bring the country back to normal. De-
spite progress in drawing up a voter register, presidential 
elections due in June 2008 have been postponed. 

In Benin, the presidential party gained a majority in mu-
nicipal elections held in April. The opposition kept its 
hold on the three big southern cities, Abomey, Cotonou 
and Porto Novo.  

The European Union resumed cooperation with Togo, 
suspended since 2004. The move was prompted in part by 
the authorities’ efforts to launch a process of national rec-
onciliation. With UN support, the government has started 
countrywide consultations with a view to establishing a 
Truth, Justice and Reconciliation Commission to end the 
violence plaguing the country’s political life since 1958. 

In Ghana, political campaigning has begun for December 
elections against a backdrop of intertribal strife in the 
country's north. 

All the countries in the region have been hard hit by spi-
ralling prices of food and basic commodities, which trig-
gered hunger riots in Côte d’Ivoire and Burkina Faso ear-
lier in the year. 

HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE 
Although Côte d’Ivoire is past the emergency phase, the 
ICRC will nonetheless maintain a countrywide presence 
pending the outcome of presidential elections, focusing on 
the volatile northern and western regions. In the west, in-
tercommunal violence has subsided and IDPs have started 
returning home, but the long-standing land ownership and 
exploitation issues that sparked the violence have still not 
been resolved. In the north, the combined effects of po-
litical upheaval, several years of drought, last year’s 
floods and the recent worldwide food crisis have resulted 
in worsening the food situation to the point where malnu-
trition has spread to most villages. 

The ICRC will therefore stay ready to adapt to any devel-
opments, including election-related violence, that may 
prompt the need for humanitarian action, and work with 
the Red Cross Society of Côte d’Ivoire to strengthen its 
emergency response. Alongside other organizations, it 
will distribute seed and fertilizer to help rein in malnutri-
tion in the north. 

 Circumstances permitting, the ICRC will scale back its 
set-up, though probably not until mid-year. 

As before, the ICRC will monitor the situation of people 
affected by the conflict, including returnees and IDPs, and 
make representations on their behalf to the relevant au-
thorities or leaders, when necessary. Families affected by 
violence will receive support to shore up their food secu-
rity between harvests. 

Assistance will continue to be provided to hospitals in the 
form of water and sanitation and medical support, and a 
vaccination campaign for women and children is planned. 
Support to the Ivorian water board in the north will be 
maintained until early 2009. 

Activities for detainees held by the government and the 
Forces Nouvelles will continue countrywide. In the event 
of a new government being elected, the ICRC intends to 
phase out its prison feeding programmes begun in 2005, 
insisting that the authorities assume their responsibility 
for the food situation in prisons. It will nonetheless stay 
poised to step in with emergency assistance. Visits to de-
tainees will also be conducted in Burkina Faso and Togo. 
In all the countries, the ICRC will continue sharing its 
findings and recommendations with the detaining authori-
ties and respond to the needs of all detainees as necessary. 
Water and sanitation support to places of detention will be 
kept up. 

Regionwide, the ICRC will concentrate on promoting IHL 
among the authorities, all weapon bearers – including mi-
litia members – civil society and the media and on posi-
tioning itself as a neutral and independent humanitarian 
organization. Progress in integrating IHL into national 
legislation and into army and police training will be as-
sessed. 

The capacities of the region’s National Societies will be 
boosted, particularly regarding the evacuation and care of 
victims of violence and activities to restore family links. 
The ICRC will keep a close eye on developments in 
northern Ghana, should the National Society’s local 
branches have to respond to renewed tribal violence. 

ICRC activities will be coordinated with those of the In-
ternational Federation and other Movement partners, UN 
agencies and other humanitarian actors. 

To respond to any emergencies in western and central Af-
rica as rapidly and efficiently as possible, the ICRC will 
establish a permanent contingency stock of essential 
household supplies in Abidjan (see Red Cross and Red 
Crescent Movement). 

HUMANITARIAN ISSUES AND ICRC 
OBJECTIVES 

CIVILIANS 
Despite some encouraging political developments, peo-
ple’s living conditions in Côte d’Ivoire have been worsen-
ing because of the soaring cost of living. Civilian needs 
linked to intercommunal tensions, impoverishment and 
lack of access to essential services abound. The popula-
tion in the north, where the redeployment of State admini-
stration is slow and the proliferation of small arms con-
tinues to fuel insecurity, is most seriously affected. In the 
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west of the country, the ongoing, if limited, return of IDPs 
and the unresolved issue of land tenure are causing ten-
sions. Meanwhile, racketeering and criminality are on the 
rise throughout the country. In northern Ghana, tensions 
have recently led to violence. 

With the return or resettlement of most refugees and in-
creased mobility within the sub-region, demand for ser-
vices to restore family links has dropped sharply.  

A number of cases of soldiers missing in action since the 
beginning of the crisis in 2002 still require clarification. 

Objective 
Civilians, particularly in Côte d’Ivoire, whether residents, 
IDPs or returnees, are respected and protected by the au-
thorities and all weapon bearers, in conformity with IHL 
and human rights and national law. They have access to 
primary health care, an adequate supply of clean water 
and the basic resources to restore or preserve their liveli-
hoods. Those separated from their families, particularly 
children, exchange family news and are reunited with 
their relatives when appropriate. 

Plan of action 
Côte d’Ivoire 
Protection 

 document alleged violations of civilians’ fundamental 
rights, including those concerning IDPs returning 
home or access to basic services, and, when necessary, 
make representations to the authorities and other in-
fluential community members regarding the protection 
due to civilians 

 inform refugees, family members dispersed by con-
flict, and parents seeking their children about the 
Ivorian Red Cross services to restore family links 

 raise the awareness of the authorities, the armed and 
security forces, and the Forces Nouvelles of their ob-
ligation to collect, identify and properly handle human 
remains, and persuade the army and the Forces Nou-
velles to centralize documentation on the deaths of 
fighters, thereby making it easier to inform the next of 
kin 

Assistance 
Water and sanitation 

 carry out bacteriological analyses of water provided 
by ICRC-supported treatment plants to 1.4 million 
people in 115 towns in the northern, central and west-
ern regions  

 repair and/or construct 30 drinking fountains serving 
18,000 urban dwellers in the north and west 

 initiate two hygiene promotion programmes benefiting 
25,000 people in western rural areas, involving com-
munity participation in improving hygiene practices 
and access to clean water  

 in the event of prolonged water shortages or supply 
problems, conduct chlorination campaigns jointly with 
the National Society to ensure safe water for up to 
100,000 people 

 rehabilitate 4 National Society local committee build-
ings and provide technical support for drinking foun-
tain and hygiene promotion projects 

Food and economic security 
 provide seed, fertilizer and training to help 8,000 

households (40,000 people) and 1,000 single women 
with children affected by the violence achieve food 
security until the next harvest season 

 provide 400 members of women’s associations with 
material and economic support enabling them to boost 
income-generating projects or start new ones 

 give nutritional and other support to the Ivorian Red 
Cross feeding centre for malnourished children in 
Korhogo (30 admissions per month)  

Health care (west) 
 vaccinate 10,000 children under five and 5,000 

women of childbearing age in Zou 
 familiarize women with malaria prevention and treat-

ment and distribute mosquito nets treated with insecti-
cide for 15,000 children under five and pregnant 
women 

 supply 3,000 delivery kits to health centres enabling 
women to give birth safely 

 keep a contingency medical stock to provide basic 
care for up to 10,000 civilians for three months  

PEOPLE DEPRIVED OF THEIR FREEDOM 
In Côte d’Ivoire, there are detainees held in relation to the 
armed conflict or for reasons of State security by govern-
ment authorities and by the Forces Nouvelles. In Burkina 
Faso and Togo, the number of detainees held on security 
charges is currently small. Depending on political devel-
opments, this may well change. 

In prisons across the region, serious overcrowding, mal-
nutrition and precarious health and hygiene conditions are 
common. 

Objective 
Detainees’ treatment and conditions of detention meet 
recognized international standards, and their judicial 
guarantees are respected. 

Plan of action 
Côte d’Ivoire 
Protection 

 visit all detainees, including those held in places of 
temporary detention, report confidentially on the find-
ings and make recommendations for any necessary 
improvements 

 convince the authorities of the need to ensure that the 
treatment and living conditions of all detainees meet 
internationally recognized standards and that their ju-
dicial guarantees are respected 

 encourage the authorities to allocate an adequate 
budget to the penal administration countrywide and 
ensure its efficient use  
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 through continuous dialogue and sharing of expertise, 
help improve the management, notably record-
keeping, of all detention facilities countrywide  

 with the Ivorian penitentiary administration, organize 
a second seminar on prison management for prison di-
rectors from the southern and, if possible, the northern 
regions 

 enable detainees to re-establish/maintain contact with 
their families in the region or elsewhere 

Assistance 
 mobilize the authorities and other stakeholders to im-

prove the food situation of detainees 
 in the event of severe food shortages, carry out thera-

peutic feeding programmes for malnourished detain-
ees (1,000 detainees/month), as the ICRC has done 
since 2005 

 lobby the authorities to assign a nurse to each prison 
and to ensure that inmates, in particular those suffer-
ing from tuberculosis, HIV/AIDS or malnutrition, 
have access to adequate medical care 

 in the event of an emergency, provide prisons with 
medical supplies and essential drugs and make it pos-
sible for Ivorian Red Cross nurses to provide care  

 disinfect 17 prisons and provide the health authorities 
with technical support, enabling them to assume re-
sponsibility for this task 

 give technical support to prison services in charge of 
maintenance and construction, and carry out emer-
gency rehabilitation should the water and sanitation 
situation deteriorate to unacceptable levels 

 provide detainees with hygiene articles and leisure 
items 

Burkina Faso and Togo  
Protection 

 visit detainees, report confidentially on the findings 
and make recommendations for any necessary im-
provements 

 encourage the authorities to bring the treatment and 
living conditions of detainees, notably respect for their 
judicial guarantees, in line with internationally recog-
nized standards 

 brief prison guards and directors on the ICRC’s man-
date, and in conjunction with others working in places 
of detention, mobilize the authorities and donors to 
address detainees’ urgent needs  

Assistance 
 in both countries, during visits distribute toiletries and 

leisure articles  
 in Togo, improve sanitation facilities and living quar-

ters in 3 more prisons in the north 

WOUNDED AND SICK 
With external support to hospitals dwindling in northern 
Côte d’Ivoire, the nation’s central pharmacy suffering al-
most complete financial collapse and the slow redeploy-
ment of health personnel to northern and western areas, 
access to medical and surgical care is restricted for civil-

ians in the region. Hospital infrastructure – buildings and 
equipment – often requires repair or rehabilitation, while 
staff need further training.  

In the event of unrest or fighting anywhere in the country, 
the Ivorian Red Cross would require assistance in evacu-
ating the wounded, and hospitals would need support in 
treating a sudden influx of wounded people.  

Objective 
The weapon-wounded and other patients receive an ade-
quate standard of medical and surgical care.  

Plan of action 
Côte d’Ivoire 
Assistance 

 improve civilians’ access to medical/surgical care by 
providing training, drugs and medical equipment to 
the Korhogo hospital 

 complete the waste-water disposal project at the Kor-
hogo hospital, and carry out rehabilitation projects at 3 
other facilities, as needed 

 supply first-aid kits to treat 300 casualties in the event 
of unrest 

AUTHORITIES 
Civilians in violence-prone areas run the risk of abuses at 
the hands of weapon bearers. Regionwide, the Movement 
needs to be able to work unhindered in the event of an 
emergency. 

Countries in the region have yet to ratify many IHL trea-
ties and translate them into national law. International po-
litical and economic players with influence on develop-
ments in the region are in a position to offer support in 
this endeavour.  

Objective 
Countries in the region implement IHL treaties to which 
they are party and accede to other major humanitarian in-
struments. Political decision-makers and members of the 
international community present in the region know the 
ICRC’s mandate and support its work. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 
Côte d’Ivoire 

 in the regions where the ICRC is working, foster dia-
logue with the new authorities on their duty to safe-
guard civilians’ basic rights 

In the region 
 organize briefing sessions for authorities in regions at 

risk of violence to familiarize them with the Move-
ment’s work 

 promote the need to protect the emblem  
 regularly brief the international authorities and other 

influential players on the Movement, civilians’ basic 
rights in situations of violence, and weapon-related 
treaties  
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 support the region’s national authorities in ratifying 
and translating IHL treaties, notably Additional Proto-
col III, into national law and incorporating the repres-
sion of IHL violations into their penal codes 

 organize a workshop on implementation for Burkina 
Faso’s national IHL committee, and briefings for 
members of parliament in Burkina Faso and Togo 

 sponsor representatives of the region’s countries to at-
tend an IHL meeting in Abuja, Nigeria 

ARMED FORCES AND OTHER BEARERS OF 
WEAPONS 

In Côte d’Ivoire, the armed forces are undergoing major 
restructuring, including the integration of up to 5,000 
former Forces Nouvelles members. Civilians in violence-
prone regions frequently suffer abuses at the hands of 
weapon bearers.  

All four countries have introduced IHL elements into 
military training but not yet into other military domains. 

The region’s armed forces contribute troops to peacekeep-
ing operations on the continent and beyond.  

Objective 
The region’s armed forces integrate IHL into their doc-
trine, training and operations. The police do the same for 
international human rights law and internationally recog-
nized standards relating to policing. All weapon bearers, 
including international troops, know the basic provisions 
of IHL, understand the ICRC’s mandate and support its 
activities. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 
Côte d’Ivoire 

 organize sessions on IHL/human rights and the 
Movement for former fighters and weapon bearers in 
violence-prone areas  

 train 40 armed forces and police instructors in 
IHL/human rights 

 sponsor the participation of relevant officers in re-
gional and international IHL workshops 

In the region 
 maintain dialogue with the armed forces of all the 

countries covered regarding the inclusion of IHL in 
manuals and procedures, and brief instructors on IHL 

 organize sessions on IHL/human rights and the 
Movement for major military training facilities, 
weapon bearers in violence-prone regions, and peace-
keeping contingents 

CIVIL SOCIETY 
The important role that the media, associations, NGOs 
and other members of civil society play in influencing 
change makes them a key relay for the ICRC’s messages. 

Objective 
The media, NGOs, militia members, and traditional, 
community and religious leaders support the work of the 
ICRC and assist it in increasing awareness of humanitar-
ian issues among the public and decision-makers, thus 
achieving greater respect for human dignity. Young peo-
ple, as future leaders and decision-makers, learn about 
IHL in school and academic courses. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 inform key media, civil society groups, political lead-
ers, militias and the public about the ICRC and IHL 

 maintain dialogue with academic circles, support 2 
universities in Burkina Faso and Togo in introducing 
IHL courses, and provide IHL briefings, training and 
documentation to selected universities 

 enable university and NGO representatives to attend 
regional IHL events 

 assess progress in integrating the Exploring Humani-
tarian Law programme into Ivorian secondary school 
education 

RED CROSS AND RED CRESCENT 
MOVEMENT 

Burkina Faso, Côte d’Ivoire, Ghana and Togo have re-
cently all experienced floods or situations of violence. 
The National Societies’ structure and operational capaci-
ties need strengthening. 

Objective 
The National Societies have a strong legal basis for inde-
pendent action. They are able to provide relief and health 
assistance in armed conflict or other situations of vio-
lence. They carry out effective activities to restore family 
links and promote IHL and the Movement’s Fundamental 
Principles. The activities of all components of the Move-
ment are coordinated. 

Plan of action 
Cooperation 

In coordination with Movement partners, through training 
and financial and technical support: 

 boost the National Societies’ structure, emergency re-
sponse capacities and family-links services, and the 
health promotion capacities of the Ivorian Red Cross 

 enable the National Societies to promote IHL, the 
Fundamental Principles and respect for the emblem ef-
fectively, particularly among weapon bearers 

 enable relevant staff to attend the annual meeting of 
National Society legal advisers in Geneva, Switzer-
land 

 help the Ivorian Red Cross revitalize its campaign to 
promote humanitarian values among schoolchildren 

Regional support 
 maintain a contingency stock of essential supplies for 

up to 2,500 households (12,500 people) in the event of 
an emergency in the region 
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DAKAR (REGIONAL) 
COVERING: Cape Verde, Gambia, Guinea-Bissau, Mali, Niger, Senegal 
 

BUDGET IN KCHF  
Protection 2,106 
Assistance 8,239 
Prevention 3,175 
Cooperation with National Societies 2,540 
General -   

Total 16,060 
Of which: Overheads 980

PERSONNEL 
Expatriates  29 

The Dakar regional delegation has existed in its current 
form since 1994. It focuses on promoting IHL among the 
armed forces and other bearers of weapons and on en-
couraging its implementation by the authorities throughout 
the region. It also supports the activities of the National 
Societies, assists people affected by violence in 
Casamance and Mali, and by non-international armed 
conflict in Niger, such as displaced persons in need and 
returnees, and visits detainees of ICRC concern, provid-
ing them with material aid where necessary. 

National staff (daily workers not included) 135 
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CONTEXT 
There has been more fighting in the Sahel region of 
northern Mali in 2008. Although the situation has calmed 
down since June, the issues at the root of the clashes be-
tween government forces and Touareg armed groups re-
main unresolved. In Niger, where fighting flared in April, 
there are as yet no signs of a negotiated settlement be-
tween the government and the Mouvement des Nigériens 
pour la Justice. Insecurity in northern Niger’s Aïr moun-
tains is worsened by rampant banditry and the use of anti-
vehicle mines. 

Populations trapped in violence-prone areas, at risk from 
various kinds of weapon bearers, are the most affected. In 
northern Niger, widespread insecurity is making it hard 
for any help to reach them. Intercommunal violence, fu-
elled by scarcity of water and pasture, has resurfaced in 
some localities in southern Niger.  

In 2008, Senegal’s Casamance region has continued to 
suffer the ill-effects of the longstanding confrontation be-
tween government forces and the Mouvement des Forces 
Démocratiques de la Casamance (MFDC), with clashes 
varying in frequency and intensity. This has had spillover 
effects for poverty-stricken northern Guinea-Bissau, as 
the deadlock is keeping displaced families and refugees 
from returning home. Plans to clear mine-infested swathes 
of Casamance have again been postponed.  

Everywhere, populations already weakened by poverty 
and lack of development have been cruelly affected by the 
worldwide food and fuel crisis, which has further under-
mined States’ ability to provide basic services. The re-
gion’s economic assets in the form of natural resources 
have yet to translate into better living conditions for peo-
ple in general.  

The soaring cost of living has triggered sometimes violent 
street protests this year, and the risk of long-simmering 
discontent boiling over into full-blown violence is not 
ruled out. In Niger, the forthcoming elections in 2009 are 
giving rise to some concern over possible violence. 

Regionwide, potential sources of instability include vari-
ous kinds of illegal trafficking, population movements, 
localized violence, armed groups on the move and territo-
rial disputes.  

HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE 
In 2009, the ICRC will maintain its operational set-up 
comprising the Dakar regional delegation and its Sahel 
mission in Niamey, Niger. It will continue to respond to 
the needs of people affected by armed conflict and other 
situations of violence, giving priority to protection activi-
ties, promoting IHL and strengthening its role as a neutral 
and impartial intermediary. The organization will con-
solidate its dialogue with weapon bearers to promote re-
spect for civilians’ basic rights, building on contacts it has 
established with government forces and with armed 
groups, in the latter case notably during visits to people 
detained by them. 

The organization will continue visiting detainees mostly 
in Niger, but also in Guinea-Bissau, Senegal and Mali, 
where it obtained access to security detainees in March 
2008. In Mali and Niger, the ICRC will act, if requested, 
as a neutral intermediary to assist in the handover, to the 
appropriate authorities, of any detainees released. Nego-
tiations regarding renewed access to detainees in Gambia, 
suspended since 2006, will be pursued. 

In both the Casamance and Sahel contexts, the ICRC will 
continue to assist vulnerable populations and health and 
water services. Through contact with all armed actors in-
volved, the ICRC obtained the necessary assurances ena-
bling it in early 2008 to resume activities in the Fogny re-
gion, suspended since a delegate died there in a mine in-
cident in 2006. 

Cooperation agreements will be renewed with the re-
gion’s National Societies to boost their capacity to con-
duct their own programmes, as well as work in close part-
nership with the ICRC in violence-prone areas. Training 
will include first aid, the promotion of the Fundamental 
Principles and restoring family links. Through dialogue 
with all concerned, the ICRC will seek to enhance its un-
derstanding of the impact of illegal migration in humani-
tarian terms in order to define appropriate support to the 
National Societies in Cape Verde, Mali and Senegal, 
where the problem is most acute. Projects for vulnerable 
migrants will be pursued with the Mali Red Cross, and 
initiated with the Niger Red Cross. 

The ICRC will work with the National Societies to pro-
mote humanitarian principles among the authorities and 
through the media. It will focus on the integration of IHL 
into military training and operations in Mali, Niger and 
Senegal. The IHL programme for universities will be 
taken a step further with the creation of an IHL documen-
tation centre in Dakar. Efforts to promote the implementa-
tion of IHL in the countries covered will concentrate on a 
smaller number of treaties and will be evaluated in 2009. 
The pilot Exploring Humanitarian Law school programme 
in Senegal will similarly be evaluated. Contacts will be 
strengthened with religious communities in northern Mali 
and Niger.  

As before, the ICRC will coordinate its activities with 
those of Movement partners, UN agencies and other hu-
manitarian actors. 

The regional training unit in Dakar will continue provid-
ing ICRC delegations with advice, training and field sup-
port.  

HUMANITARIAN ISSUES AND ICRC 
OBJECTIVES 

CIVILIANS  
The situation in northern Casamance remains unstable 
owing to disputes between different factions of the MFDC 
and clashes between the Senegalese security forces and 
the MFDC. Consequently, civilians who have fled within 
the region and across the border into Gambia and Guinea-
Bissau are reluctant to return. Agricultural, economic and 
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humanitarian activities and access to basic services, nota-
bly in the Fogny region, have been disrupted. Especially 
vulnerable groups in Casamance, such as children under 
five, pregnant women and the elderly, are hardest hit by 
the precarious living conditions, which cause frequent 
health problems. Malaria is widespread.  

People in northern Niger, particularly in the Aïr moun-
tains, are affected by ongoing violence linked to the con-
flict. Thousands have reportedly been displaced, although 
it is hard to form a clear picture as insecurity has made the 
area largely inaccessible to humanitarian organizations. 
Intercommunal tensions fuelled by competition for mea-
gre water resources and pasture persist in Tillabéry, Diffa 
and Dosso. 

In northern Mali, resurgent violence and the presence of 
various armed groups are endangering the lives of civil-
ians.  

In all three areas, the population is at risk from mines and 
widespread banditry. 

Civilians in north-western Guinea-Bissau, including refu-
gees from Casamance, are living in precarious conditions. 
They occasionally suffer violence spilling over from 
Casamance, lack access to water and basic services, and 
can barely afford enough food. 

Objective 
Civilians are respected and protected by the authorities 
and all weapon bearers, in conformity with IHL and hu-
man rights and national law. Civilians in the worst-
affected areas have access to primary health care, an ade-
quate supply of clean water and the basic resources to re-
store or preserve their livelihoods.  

Plan of action 
Protection 

 through direct contact with people affected by vio-
lence in Casamance, northern Mali and northern Niger 
and with those who perpetrate it, document the pri-
mary protection problems of civilians and alleged hu-
man rights/IHL violations against them 

 make oral and written representations to the relevant 
authorities and weapon bearers in order to prevent 
such violations 

 in cooperation with the Niger Red Cross, foster con-
tacts with the population and authorities in the Diffa 
region with a view to helping ease tension between 
communities 

Assistance 
Water and sanitation 

Senegal (Casamance)/Guinea-Bissau 
 construct/repair 30 water points serving over 20,000 

vulnerable people and build rainwater reservoirs 
 construct/repair 20 water points with hand pumps and 

25 latrines serving 3,750 pupils in 25 schools where 
proper hygiene practices are promoted 

 

 

Senegal (Casamance) 
 equip 6 health and maternity facilities (serving a popu-

lation of 6,000) with water points, latrines and waste 
incinerators 

 construct/repair 14 water points for irrigation, ena-
bling 14 women’s market gardening associations to 
boost their production 

Guinea-Bissau (São Domingos) 
 extend the water supply system and construct a water 

tower  
 provide training and expertise for water board repre-

sentatives and technicians 

Niger 
 in Agadez, support the authorities in connecting 5 

neighbourhoods housing some 30,000 residents and 
IDPs to the main water network and installing 25 
drinking fountains there 

 in the Diffa region, following consultation with com-
munities in violence-prone villages, construct 3 bore-
holes and enable the communities to sustain the pro-
ject 

Economic security 

Whenever possible, in cooperation with the National So-
cieties: 

Senegal (Casamance)/Guinea Bissau 
 provide technical advice to 35 women’s market gar-

dening associations that revived their activities be-
tween 2004 and 2008 with ICRC support 

 provide cereal mills and other equipment to 35 rural 
communities and train them in crop diversification 
and marketing 

 provide training and veterinary supplies to community 
officials from 40 farming communities to protect live-
stock from diseases 

Senegal 
 provide seed, tools and training to 270 people (42 

households) in north-eastern Fogny to help them boost 
their income 

 financially support 1 community (10,500 people) in 
Casamance in adopting fuel-efficient household tech-
niques  

 be prepared to provide emergency food rations and es-
sential household supplies for one month for up to 
2,500 newly displaced people 

 carry out a detailed needs assessment among IDPs in 
urban areas 

Mali/Niger 
 provide seed, tools and training to 2,730 people (460 

households) in Gao and Tenzawaten and to 3,000 
people (500 households) near Agadez 

 run short-term cash-for-work projects for 1,500 people 
(250 households) in Agadez, Arlit and Kidal 

 be prepared to provide emergency food rations for one 
month and essential household items for up to 9,000 
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newly displaced people in north-eastern Mali and 
northern Niger 

Health care 

Niger 
 based on needs assessments, provide 5 health centres 

in the north with training and basic medicines and 
equipment 

Senegal (Casamance) 
 provide 8 ICRC-rehabilitated health facilities with ba-

sic equipment 
 organize refresher training for 6 community health 

workers in curative care and malaria and AIDS pre-
vention 

 in cooperation with the health authorities, provide 80 
community health promoters with training and materi-
als for AIDS prevention and with mosquito nets to 
prevent malaria 

In collaboration with the National Societies of Guinea-
Bissau and Senegal: 

 organize workshops on first aid and proper hygiene 
practices for 60 teachers in Casamance and Guinea-
Bissau 

Across the region, vulnerable migrants who are turned 
back at the border are sometimes unable to return home or 
contact their families. 

Objective 
The most vulnerable migrants, particularly those stranded 
in conflict zones, and people who have lost touch with 
their families because of armed conflict or other situations 
of violence are able to contact their relatives and return 
home, if they so wish.  

Plan of action 
Protection 
Mali, Niger, Senegal 

 gain a better understanding of the situation of migrants 
and their needs 

 in cooperation with the National Societies, provide 
vulnerable migrants with assistance when necessary, 
including transport and family-links services 

 promote better regional coordination among organiza-
tions concerned with migration by organizing a meet-
ing in Bamako 

PEOPLE DEPRIVED OF THEIR FREEDOM 
Most of the countries in the region have security detain-
ees. In Mali and Niger, increasing numbers of people 
have been arrested in relation to the situations in the north 
of both countries. 

In Casamance, a number of people held in places of de-
tention are illegal migrants. 

In both Mali and Niger, military personnel and civilians 
captured by armed groups are held in remote areas and 
difficult conditions. 

In Gambia, ICRC visits have been suspended since 2006. 

Across the region, prison inmates tend to suffer from 
overcrowding and poor hygiene conditions and infrastruc-
ture. 

Objective 
All persons detained in relation to armed violence or for 
reasons of State security are treated in conformity with in-
ternationally recognized standards and applicable law, 
and their judicial guarantees are respected.  

Plan of action 
Protection 

 pursue dialogue with the authorities in Gambia with a 
view to resuming visits to detainees according to 
ICRC standard working procedures 

 regularly visit detainees in Guinea-Bissau, Mali, Niger 
and Senegal, encourage the authorities to ensure that 
their treatment and conditions of detention comply 
with internationally recognized standards, and support 
efforts to improve the conditions of detention in the 
prisons visited  

 during prison visits, pay particular attention to prob-
lems encountered by illegal migrants in communicat-
ing with their families and initiate a dialogue with the 
authorities and within the Movement on the matter 

 in Mali and Niger, visit detainees in the hands of 
armed groups, make recommendations to those in 
charge of detention and support them in taking the 
necessary measures to ensure that the detainees’ 
treatment and conditions of detention comply with in-
ternationally recognized standards 

Assistance 
 in Niger, improve hygiene conditions in 8 prisons 

through water and sanitation/infrastructure projects, 
training and hygiene promotion, carried out with the 
National Society 

 donate hygiene products, farm tools and, if needed, in-
secticide to 15 prisons in Niger and medical kits to 
newly opened prison dispensaries, and pay transport 
costs enabling detainees imprisoned far from home to 
receive family visits 

 provide basic medical equipment/supplies to 5 prison 
clinics in Niger and hygiene items to 12 prisons 

 regularly distribute hygiene products to detainees in 
the prisons visited in Guinea-Bissau 

 distribute mosquito nets and personal hygiene articles 
to detainees visited in Senegal 

 in Mali and Niger, during visits to people held by 
armed groups, distribute hygiene articles, medicines, 
clothes and other basic necessities as needed to im-
prove the detainees’ living conditions  

WOUNDED AND SICK 
The health systems of Guinea-Bissau and northern Niger 
in their present state would be unable to cope with an in-
flux of casualties triggered by violence. In Guinea-Bissau, 
reliance on hospitals in Ziguinchor (Casamance) for sur-
gical and emergency cases attests to this. In northern Ni-
ger, the problem is compounded by the vast distances pa-
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tients have to cover to reach the few public hospitals, such 
as the one in Agadez. In northern Niger, the use of mines 
is widespread. 

Objective 
The weapon-wounded and other patients receive an ade-
quate standard of medical and surgical care. 

Plan of action 
Assistance 

 in the event of new emergencies in Senegal 
(Casamance), Mali or northern Niger: 
o provide the hospitals in Agadez and Ziguinchor 

and facilities in Mali with medical/surgical sup-
plies 

o evacuate patients to more appropriate facilities, if 
necessary 

o pay for the hospitalization of 100 wounded people 
in particularly difficult circumstances 

 organize surgical refresher training for 120 doctors 
and nurses 

 provide the health authorities with logistic and admin-
istrative back-up for their support to physical rehabili-
tation centres in the region 

AUTHORITIES 
Senegal has recently introduced provisions in domestic 
law to repress violations of IHL, and despite the generally 
slow pace of implementation of IHL treaties, States in the 
region have expressed their support for the Convention on 
Cluster Munitions. 

In violence-prone areas, knowledge of and respect for the 
ICRC by the local authorities are essential to the smooth 
conduct of its humanitarian activities. 

Objective 
The region’s governments accede to and implement all 
IHL treaties. Political decision-makers and members of 
the international community present in the region know 
the ICRC’s mandate and support its work. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 encourage States to ratify and implement the Conven-
tion on Cluster Munitions, Protocol V to the Conven-
tion on Certain Conventional Weapons, and the Ot-
tawa Convention, and support and advise them in this 
process 

 promote IHL and the ICRC among regional and inter-
governmental organizations and raise humanitarian is-
sues with them 

 sponsor representatives of the region’s countries to at-
tend an IHL meeting organized jointly with ECOWAS 
in Abuja, Nigeria 

 familiarize local authorities and traditional leaders in 
Casamance (Senegal), Guinea-Bissau, Mali and Niger 
with IHL, the ICRC and the Movement  

ARMED FORCES AND OTHER BEARERS OF 
WEAPONS 

Some of the countries in the region contribute troops to 
peacekeeping operations and grapple with armed groups 
at home. Therefore, it is important that weapon bearers 
understand and respect IHL, the ICRC and the National 
Society. 

Objective 
The region’s armed forces integrate IHL into their doc-
trine, training and operations. The police do the same for 
international human rights law and internationally recog-
nized standards relating to policing. All weapon bearers 
know the basic provisions of IHL, understand the ICRC’s 
mandate and support its activities. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 in Mali, Niger and Senegal: 
o brief the army upper echelons on the importance of 

incorporating IHL into tactical and operational in-
struction and issuing directives to that effect 

o support the armed forces technically and finan-
cially in organizing IHL training, and provide ref-
erence literature 

o sponsor military personnel to attend an IHL course 
in San Remo, Italy 

o strengthen relations with UN and military repre-
sentatives to enlist their support in promoting IHL  

o brief armed groups on IHL, the ICRC and the 
Movement 

 in Mali, provide the Bamako Peacekeeping School 
with training and materials and take part in military 
exercises 

 in Senegal, give a training course for police officers 
 organize an IHL course in Dakar for military represen-

tatives of French-speaking countries in the region 
 in cooperation with the National Societies, brief police 

and security forces on IHL/human rights, the Move-
ment and first aid 

CIVIL SOCIETY 
The media, religious groups, NGOs, associations and 
other sectors of civil society play an influential role in 
swaying or informing public opinion, including on IHL 
and other topics of concern to the ICRC. Thus, it is essen-
tial that they accept and support IHL, the ICRC and the 
Movement. 

Objective 
The media, NGOs, and traditional and religious leaders 
support the work of the ICRC and assist it in increasing 
awareness of humanitarian issues among the public and 
decision-makers, thus achieving greater respect for human 
dignity. Young people, as future leaders and decision-
makers, learn about IHL in their academic courses. 
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Plan of action 
Prevention 

 strengthen relations with the media and traditional and 
religious leaders, produce and distribute information 
materials, and organize workshops for radio journal-
ists 

 foster contacts with academic circles, create an IHL 
documentation centre and discussion forum in Dakar, 
and organize events involving experts, including for-
mer participants in regional IHL events  

 with Senegal’s education authorities and National So-
ciety, evaluate the Exploring Humanitarian Law 
school programme at the end of its three-year pilot 
phase 

 organize a regional IHL moot court competition in 
Niamey for student teams from Africa’s 8 French-
speaking countries  

RED CROSS AND RED CRESCENT 
MOVEMENT 

In 2008, the National Societies of the region have pro-
gressed in terms of settling their financial and manage-
ment problems, although the majority are still struggling 
to make all the necessary changes.  

Coordination among components of the Movement oper-
ating in the region has improved. 

Objective 
The National Societies have a strong legal basis for inde-
pendent action. They are able to provide relief and health 
assistance in the event of armed conflict or other situa-
tions of violence. They carry out effective activities to re-
store family links and promote IHL and the Movement’s 
Fundamental Principles. The activities of all components 
of the Movement are coordinated. 

Plan of action 
Cooperation 

 renew cooperation agreements and accordingly pro-
vide National Societies with financial, logistical, ma-
terial and technical support  

 in coordination with Movement partners, provide first-
aid and other training, logistical and material support, 
and staff to enable National Societies to respond to 
emergencies  

 support each National Society in providing services 
and conducting activities benefiting the wider com-
munity, such as promoting AIDS awareness, and the 
Mali and Niger Red Cross Societies in assisting vul-
nerable migrants 

 provide the Mali Red Cross health and social workers’ 
school with teaching materials 

 help the Niger Red Cross make contingency plans 
ahead of elections in 2009 

 coach the National Societies’ leadership so that they 
can support tracing coordinators effectively 

 help revitalize the Mali Red Cross’s tracing network 
and develop its activities, notably for illegal migrants 

 help National Societies to promote IHL, including 
among school and university students, to train dis-
semination staff/volunteers, to produce radio pro-
grammes/newsletters and to attend the annual meeting 
of National Society legal advisers in Geneva, Switzer-
land, and similar events 

 support National Societies’ campaigns against misuse 
of the emblem 

 with the International Federation and other Movement 
partners, organize regular coordination meetings in 
Dakar 
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HARARE (REGIONAL) 
COVERING: Botswana, Malawi, Namibia, Zambia, Zimbabwe 
 

BUDGET IN KCHF  
Protection 1,187 
Assistance 8,768 
Prevention 1,587 
Cooperation with National Societies 1,246 
General -  

Total 12,789 
Of which: Overheads 781

PERSONNEL 
Expatriates  17

The Harare regional delegation has existed in its current 
form since 1981, although the ICRC has been present in 
some of the countries covered for much longer. It focuses 
on protecting and assisting civilians and visiting people 
deprived of their freedom in connection with political ten-
sions. The delegation helps family members separated by 
armed conflict restore contact. It informs the authorities, 
the armed and security forces and the general public 
about IHL, human rights law and the ICRC’s mandate, 
and helps the region's National Societies develop their 
operational capacities. 

National staff (daily workers not included) 83
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CONTEXT 
In Zimbabwe, joint parliamentary and presidential elec-
tions took place in March 2008 in conditions acceptable 
to international observers. However, leading up to the 
subsequent presidential run-off on 27 June, political ten-
sions mounted, sparking incidents of violence, harass-
ment, arrest and displacement. Incumbent Robert Mugabe 
won after opposition leader Morgan Tsvangirai withdrew 
from the poll. Amidst international and regional pressure 
for a peaceful resolution of the situation, negotiations fa-
cilitated by South African President Thabo Mbeki re-
sulted in a power-sharing agreement in September, with 
Robert Mugabe remaining as president and Morgan 
Tsvangirai taking up the role of prime minister. However, 
a lack of consensus over the ensuing allocation of minis-
terial responsibilities may jeopardize the deal. Another 
challenge facing the country is its ever worsening eco-
nomic situation. Hyperinflation has thwarted public ser-
vice provision and has left many Zimbabweans unable to 
afford basic goods. Poor harvests and shortages of fertil-
izer and fuel have also contributed to food insecurity.  

Political tensions have risen in Malawi ahead of presiden-
tial elections scheduled for mid-2009. There is uncertainty 
as to whether the former president, Bakili Muluzi, can le-
gally run for a third term, and whether President Bingu 
wa Mutharika’s move from one political party to another 
will be deemed unconstitutional. 

Zambia’s president, Levy Mwanawasa, died in September 
following a stroke. Rupiah Banda was sworn in as his 
successor following elections in October. Political cam-
paigning in the run-up to the elections was characterized 
by particularly violent language.  

Botswana and Namibia remain politically and economi-
cally stable and will both hold general elections in 2009. 
Botswana saw a smooth transition of power in 2008 when 
Ian Khama succeeded Festus Mogae as president and 
head of the ruling party. In Namibia, rivalry between the 
opposition party, the Rally for Democracy and Progress, 
and the ruling South West Africa People’s Organization 
has polarized the political climate.  

Poverty, unemployment, HIV/AIDS and other diseases 
such as malaria and tuberculosis, combined with weak 
public services, complicate the lives of many people in 
the region. All five countries continue to host refugees, 
mainly from the Democratic Republic of the Congo, but 
also from Angola, Burundi and Rwanda. The Southern 
African Development Community (SADC) remains a key 
player in the region, addressing these and other political 
and economic issues. 

HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE 
In 2009, the ICRC will consolidate and develop its opera-
tions in Zimbabwe in response to the needs of the popula-
tion living in areas particularly prone to political violence.  

The ICRC will nurture contacts with political, military 
and security personnel at the national, provincial and local 
levels, emphasizing the ICRC’s independent, neutral and 

humanitarian character and, where necessary, reminding 
them of their responsibility to protect and assist, without 
discrimination, people affected by violence. In this regard, 
the ICRC will provide displaced people with food and es-
sential household items and will contribute to the trans-
port costs of those wishing to return home. In addition, re-
turnees and other vulnerable people will receive help to 
re-establish their livelihoods through the provision of ag-
ricultural supplies and training.  

Health centres and hospitals in three provinces will re-
ceive medicines and supplies, and staff will receive train-
ing and food to complement their salaries. In addition, 
Harare residents will have access to better health care 
thanks to ICRC support to polyclinics. To improve water 
supplies, the ICRC will help rehabilitate hand pumps in 
rural communities by providing spare parts and technical 
support and will help maintain Harare’s water systems by 
assisting the national water authority in carrying out re-
pairs. 

Throughout the region, the ICRC will promote the ratifi-
cation and implementation of IHL treaties. It will 
strengthen its ties with SADC in order to enlist its help in 
promoting accession to IHL instruments by member 
States and the training of the region’s armed forces and 
peacekeepers in IHL. The ICRC will encourage armed 
and security forces to incorporate IHL into their training 
and operations and will train police forces in human rights 
principles. Young people, civil society actors and the me-
dia will receive information about IHL and the ICRC. 

The delegation will develop dialogue with the authorities 
with a view to gaining access to detainees in Zimbabwe 
and will monitor detention conditions in Namibia, making 
recommendations to the authorities for improvements 
where necessary. It will also help the Namibia Red Cross 
facilitate family visits to detainees. 

The ICRC will provide tracing and RCM services to refu-
gees in Zimbabwe and, with the relevant National Socie-
ties, will aim to resolve outstanding conflict-related trac-
ing requests in the region as appropriate. Furthermore, it 
will provide training and financial support to National So-
ciety tracing, emergency preparedness and dissemination 
programmes. 

The ICRC will continue to coordinate with UN agencies 
and other humanitarian actors in fields of common inter-
est, in order to maximize impact, fill gaps and avoid du-
plication. 

HUMANITARIAN ISSUES AND ICRC 
OBJECTIVES 

CIVILIANS 
The general election period in Zimbabwe in 2008 saw an 
increase in political tensions that caused violence and dis-
placement. The communities most affected by the vio-
lence, including those displaced or returning home after 
displacement, need support to re-establish their liveli-
hoods. The economic situation combined with poor har-
vests has severely affected their ability to grow or buy 
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food. In addition, public services continue to deteriorate 
due to a lack of funds and materials and the departure of 
key staff, leaving many people without access to health 
care and safe water. 

Objective 
The lives and physical integrity of people affected by po-
litical tension or violence are respected. They all have ac-
cess to food, health care and safe water. 

Plan of action 
Protection 

 throughout the region, document allegations of politi-
cal violence if they arise and, where necessary, make 
representations to the relevant authorities, reminding 
them of their responsibility to protect and assist, with-
out discrimination, people affected by violence  

Assistance (Zimbabwe) 
Food and economic security 

 in the event of displacement, provide up to 5,000 peo-
ple (1,000 households) with three-month food rations, 
essential household items and temporary shelter mate-
rials (tarpaulins) 

 contribute to transport costs enabling up to 1,000 IDPs 
to return home 

 provide 10,000 returnees/vulnerable people (2,000 
households) in rural areas with seed, tools and fertil-
izer, along with coaching and monitoring, to increase 
agricultural production 

 in areas affected by political violence, help 10,000 
people (2,000 households) diversify their diets 
through vegetable gardening, by supplying them with 
seed, tools, equipment and training 

 in semi-arid areas affected by political violence, help 
10,000 people (2,000 households) to increase their 
economic security through the breeding of small ani-
mals, by providing them with veterinary advice and 
carrying out vaccinations of their livestock 

Health care 
 improve health services for some 260,000 people liv-

ing in 3 rural districts (in the provinces of Masvingo, 
Matabeleland North and Midlands), by providing 
community health centres and 3 referral hospitals with 
drugs, medical supplies, equipment and stationery, as 
well as medical and management training and food for 
staff 

 in the suburbs of Harare, support over 800,000 peo-
ple’s access to health care by supplying 8 polyclinics 
with medicines and other medical items and by cover-
ing the transport fees of patients in need of emergency 
referral 

 renovate water, sanitation and catering facilities in ru-
ral and urban health facilities  

Water supply 
 help the local water authority rehabilitate 100 hand 

pumps in rural communities by providing it with spare 
parts and technical support 

 maintain the supply of safe drinking water in Harare 
by assisting the national water authority in repairing 
leakages and rehabilitating equipment 

Although over 120,000 refugees are hosted in the region, 
a decreasing number of them need help to restore contact 
with their families, owing to repatriation and relocation 
programmes, improved communications and cross-border 
travel opportunities. In addition, there are fewer influxes 
of new refugees in the region and many longer-term refu-
gees have already been put back in touch with relatives 
through the tracing and RCM network. 

Objective 
Refugees from conflict-affected countries are able to re-
store family links. Vulnerable adults and children sepa-
rated from their parents are reunited with their families. 

Plan of action 
Protection 

 in Zimbabwe, enable refugees to re-establish and 
maintain family links through tracing and RCM activi-
ties; continue to reunite families where appropriate 

 provide National Societies in the region with technical 
support to restore family links (see also Red Cross and 
Red Crescent Movement); provide specific expertise to 
help resolve outstanding conflict-related tracing re-
quests; review the progress of such cases, including 
those of missing persons, as appropriate 

 given the reduction in needs, wind up ICRC tracing 
activities in Zambia and distribute all remaining 
RCMs by the end of June 2009 

PEOPLE DEPRIVED OF THEIR FREEDOM 
Living conditions in the region’s places of detention are 
often below internationally recognized standards. The tri-
als of the majority of people detained in Namibia in con-
nection with the 1999 Caprivi uprising are proceeding 
very slowly.  

Objective 
The treatment and detention conditions of detainees com-
ply with internationally recognized standards.  

Plan of action 
Protection 
Namibia 

 visit security detainees to monitor their treatment and 
detention conditions; confidentially share findings 
with the authorities and, where appropriate, recom-
mend measures to improve the situation 

 remind the authorities of the need to follow the correct 
judicial process, including respect for judicial guaran-
tees and provisions governing the length of trial 

 mobilize international actors to support the govern-
ment’s efforts to improve detention conditions and the 
treatment of detainees 

 help security detainees re-establish and maintain con-
tact with family members, for instance by providing 
financial and logistical support for family visits facili-
tated by the National Society or by supplying letter-
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writing materials; distribute clothing and hygiene 
items to inmates as necessary 

 as requested by the authorities, organize a workshop 
for senior prison officers on humanitarian and human 
rights principles related to prison management 

Zimbabwe 
 through sustained dialogue with the authorities, obtain 

recognition of the ICRC’s approach and working prac-
tices regarding visits to detainees and the added value 
of its methods, and gain access to all detainees in the 
country 

AUTHORITIES 
The governments of the region continue to show interest 
in ratifying and implementing IHL treaties, although it is 
seldom considered a legislative priority and progress is 
constrained by limited civil service resources. SADC is an 
influential political and economic body that can help 
promote a humanitarian response to conflict and violence 
in southern Africa. 

Objective 
The region’s governments implement IHL treaties to 
which their countries are already party and accede to 
other major humanitarian instruments. Political decision-
makers know the ICRC’s mandate and support its work. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 promote the ratification and implementation of IHL 
instruments, with a particular focus on the Convention 
on Certain Conventional Weapons and its protocols, 
the Hague Convention on Cultural Property and the 
Convention on Cluster Munitions; provide technical 
support to national IHL committees 

 facilitate a regional exchange on IHL implementation; 
sponsor the participation of representatives from each 
country covered in an IHL seminar in South Africa 

 brief members of the new Zimbabwean parliament on 
IHL 

 strengthen ties with SADC to raise its members’ 
awareness of the ICRC’s mandate and activities 

ARMED FORCES AND OTHER BEARERS OF 
WEAPONS 

The region’s armed and police forces are at varying stages 
in their efforts to integrate IHL and human rights law into 
their training and operations. It is envisaged that the 
SADC Brigade will play a major part in the peacekeeping 
operations of the African standby forces (see African Un-
ion) when they become operational. In 2008, the ICRC 
was invited to run an IHL module during the first training 
course for SADC Brigade officers. 

Objective 
The armed forces integrate IHL into their doctrine, train-
ing and operations. The police do the same for interna-
tional human rights law and humanitarian principles. 
Other bearers of weapons respect the basic rules of IHL. 

All weapon bearers understand the ICRC’s mandate and 
support its activities. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 encourage the Zimbabwean Ministry of Defence to es-
tablish a committee, headed by a senior operations of-
ficer, dedicated to integrating IHL into military doc-
trine, education, training, orders and justice 

 support ICRC-trained instructors in Zimbabwe’s mili-
tary academies in teaching IHL and integrating it into 
training curricula  

 brief police officers at the district and provincial levels 
in Zimbabwe and engage with senior police officers in 
Malawi and Namibia, with a view to promoting the in-
tegration of human rights provisions and humanitarian 
principles into police training and operations and 
deepening their understanding of the ICRC’s mandate 
and the Movement 

 organize a training course on IHL integration for 
SADC Brigade officers responsible for planning and 
the training of national contingents, and brief troops 
departing on peace-support operations on IHL and the 
ICRC 

 contribute input on IHL, international human rights 
law and the ICRC to a SADC course on peacekeeping 
for the region’s police officers 

CIVIL SOCIETY 
The media, traditional and religious leaders and other 
civil society actors are key relays for promoting humani-
tarian principles in the region. IHL is taught at a limited 
number of further-education establishments but there is 
more interest in human rights. 

Objective 
The media, NGOs and religious/traditional leaders sup-
port the work of the ICRC and assist it in increasing 
awareness of humanitarian issues among the public, deci-
sion-makers and all those involved in armed conflict or 
violence, thus achieving greater respect for human dig-
nity. Young people, as future leaders and decision-
makers, learn about IHL in their academic courses.  

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 in Botswana, Namibia and Zimbabwe, develop con-
tacts with influential civil society actors, including 
church and media representatives, where appropriate, 
to deepen understanding of the Movement and the 
ICRC’s mandate and activities; organize events and 
distribute information materials to aid dissemination 

 support IHL courses for students at higher education 
institutions in Namibia, Zambia and Zimbabwe  

 sponsor the participation of Zambian law lecturers in 
an IHL course in South Africa 

 sponsor a Zimbabwean student team to participate in 
the 2009 moot court competition in Arusha, United 
Republic of Tanzania 
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 continue to hold information sessions on the Move-
ment and its Fundamental Principles for young people 
attending National Youth Training Service camps in 
Zimbabwe 

RED CROSS AND RED CRESCENT 
MOVEMENT 

In a region prone to social unrest, natural disaster and 
poverty, National Societies can play a pivotal role in re-
sponding to the population’s needs, from providing first 
aid in emergencies to restoring links between separated 
family members. However, the region's National Societies 
are, each to a different degree, facing challenges in areas 
such as independence, operational capacity and account-
ability, which tend to limit their capacities. 

Objective 
The National Societies have a strong legal basis for inde-
pendent action. They are able to provide emergency relief 
and first aid. They carry out effective activities to restore 
family links and promote IHL and the Movement’s Fun-
damental Principles. The activities of all components of 
the Movement are coordinated. 

Plan of action 
Cooperation 

 build the capacities of the National Societies, in par-
ticular the Zimbabwe Red Cross Society, to prepare 
for and respond to emergencies, by providing first-aid 
materials and training, pursuing the introduction of the 
Safer Access approach in operations and helping 
maintain an HF radio network covering the region 

 in Botswana, Malawi, Namibia and Zimbabwe, sup-
port National Society provision of tracing and RCM 
services in both conflict and non-conflict situations, 
with a view to implementing the Restoring Family 
Links Strategy for the Movement; provide training to 
tracing staff as appropriate  

 enhance knowledge among National Society staff and 
volunteers, as well as the wider public, of the Move-
ment, its Fundamental Principles and activities, in-
cluding through events to mark World Red Cross and 
Red Crescent Day (8 May) 

 coordinate activities with the International Federation 
and partner National Societies, and support the par-
ticipation of the region’s National Societies in re-
gional and international coordination and statutory 
meetings 
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NAIROBI (REGIONAL) 
COVERING: Comoros, Djibouti, Kenya, Mauritius, Seychelles, United Republic of Tanzania 
 

BUDGET IN KCHF  
Protection 2,227 
Assistance 2,675 
Prevention 3,044 
Cooperation with National Societies 2,440 
General -   

Total 10,386 
Of which: Overheads 634

PERSONNEL 
Expatriates  33 

The ICRC's regional delegation in Nairobi was set up in 
1974 and has a dual purpose: first, to promote IHL and 
carry out operations in the countries covered, namely re-
storing family links for refugees, protecting and assisting 
people injured, displaced or otherwise affected by armed 
conflict or other situations of violence, visiting detainees 
falling within its mandate, and supporting the development 
of the National Societies; and second, to provide relief 
supplies and other support services for ICRC operations 
in neighbouring countries of the Horn of Africa and Great 
Lakes regions, as well as further afield. 

National staff (daily workers not included) 318 
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CONTEXT 
Stability in the region has been marred in 2008 by post-
election violence in Kenya and military confrontations in 
the Comoros archipelago and Djibouti. 

In Kenya, disputed presidential elections in December 
2007 triggered two months of violence, during which 
some 1,500 people were killed and over 300,000 dis-
placed. A power-sharing deal between the government 
and the opposition ended the political crisis, but the new 
coalition government faces a number of challenges, 
among them ensuring that IDPs have homes and address-
ing the longstanding land disputes, tribal grievances and 
socio-economic disparities that fuelled the unrest. In the 
western district of Mount Elgon bordering Uganda, the 
ethnic violence that broke out in late 2006 over land own-
ership has subsided following a police and military inter-
vention in March 2008. 

In the Comoros, the army, backed by an African Union 
force, regained control of the island of Anjouan in March 
after a year-long rebellion. The poverty-stricken country 
has experienced over 20 coups or attempted coups since 
independence from France in 1975 and remains reliant on 
outside aid. 

Elsewhere in the region, the armed forces of Djibouti and 
Eritrea clashed over two days in June along their mutual 
border. The international community has called on both 
sides to show restraint and re-establish dialogue. 

The situation in the Zanzibar archipelago has been gener-
ally calm, although talks between the Tanzanian govern-
ment and the island’s opposition party, which wants 
greater autonomy for Zanzibar, are deadlocked. 

Djibouti, Kenya and the United Republic of Tanzania host 
a sizeable number of refugees from less stable neighbour-
ing States, with Somalis continuing to arrive in Kenya. 
The Tanzanian government says it will close its refugee 
camps shortly and is accelerating efforts to repatriate, re-
settle or naturalize the remaining refugees. 

Mauritius and the Seychelles remain economically and 
politically stable. 

HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE 
The regional delegation in Nairobi will maintain its focus 
on promoting IHL in the region and on protecting and as-
sisting people affected by armed conflict or other situa-
tions of violence. The delegation’s set-up and activities 
have already been scaled back to the level they were prior 
to the post-election violence in Kenya. For logistical rea-
sons, the delegation will expand in 2009 to cover the In-
dian Ocean island States of the Comoros, Mauritius and 
the Seychelles, previously under the Pretoria regional 
delegation. 

The ICRC, in coordination with the Kenya Red Cross So-
ciety, will be ready to provide emergency aid to people 
affected by violence in Kenya. In parallel, it will maintain 
a dialogue with the authorities and weapon bearers on the 
need to respect civilians in accordance with applicable 

laws and humanitarian principles. The delegation will also 
carry out small-scale water, sanitation and livelihood-
support projects in the more remote, violence-prone areas. 
The aim is to reduce communal tensions over scarce re-
sources. Red Cross personnel will again play a large role 
in implementing these projects, thus enhancing their ca-
pacities to help vulnerable communities recover from cri-
ses. To help treat people wounded in clashes, the ICRC 
will distribute surgical supplies to medical facilities and 
conduct war-surgery training for medical personnel work-
ing in violence-prone areas. 

Using the same rationale as in Kenya, the Tanzania Red 
Cross Society will play an increasingly prominent role in 
carrying out the ICRC’s water and sanitation programme 
in the Zanzibar archipelago. 

Refugees, IDPs and detainees will continue to be able to 
get back in touch with relatives through the tracing and 
RCM services. The priority remains to reunite children 
separated from their parents with their families, where 
appropriate. 

The ICRC will pursue efforts to gain access to all detain-
ees falling within its mandate. In parallel, it will continue 
to visit detainees in the Comoros and in Djibouti, as well 
as people detained in the UN facility in the Tanzanian 
town of Arusha in connection with the International 
Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR). It will inform the 
authorities of its findings and recommendations and assist 
Djibouti in carrying out prison reforms. 

Longstanding programmes to promote IHL will remain 
focused on governments, armed forces and influential sec-
tors of civil society. Participation in regional and interna-
tional IHL events will allow representatives from the 
countries covered to share their experience and expertise. 

The National Societies in the region will continue to re-
ceive a wide range of support to develop, as appropriate, 
their relief, first-aid, assistance, tracing and IHL-
promotion programmes. The ICRC will also help to en-
sure that all Movement partners active in the region coor-
dinate their activities. To further maximize humanitarian 
efforts, the delegation will remain in close contact with 
UN agencies and NGOs working in related fields. 

In parallel, the ICRC’s Nairobi logistics centre will con-
tinue to procure and deliver relief goods and other sup-
plies to delegations in and beyond the region, using the 
most efficient and cost-effective means. Similarly, the re-
gional assistance unit will provide ICRC delegations with 
advice, training and field support covering the full range 
of ICRC activities. 

HUMANITARIAN ISSUES AND ICRC 
OBJECTIVES 

CIVILIANS 
The rapid escalation and spread of post-election violence 
in Kenya has brought to the fore longstanding tensions 
over land ownership in agricultural areas as well as ethnic 
rivalries over vital resources such as water, pasture and 
livestock. These issues are likely to continue to trigger 
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sporadic clashes, which sometimes involve the police and 
military. As in the past, the violence may claim casualties 
and force people to abandon their homes and fields for 
long periods. In arid and semi-arid regions such as the 
northern Marsabit and Moyale districts, the clashes, com-
bined with recurring drought and flash floods, disease 
outbreaks and a lack of infrastructure, mean that many 
people depend on aid or turn to crime to survive. 

Objective 
Civilians in Kenya are protected from the effects of situa-
tions of violence, in accordance with humanitarian princi-
ples and applicable national and international law. People 
affected by violence or living in areas of tension have suf-
ficient food, water and essential household items, as well 
as basic resources to restore their livelihoods. 

Plan of action 
Protection 

 foster dialogue with the authorities and all weapon 
bearers on the consequences of violence on civilians, 
encouraging them to take preventive and corrective 
action to halt alleged abuses 

 together with the Kenyan Red Cross, reinforce interac-
tion with and give culturally adapted presentations to 
communities in violence-prone areas to increase re-
spect for humanitarian principles 

Assistance 
 for people affected by violence, in coordination or to-

gether with the Kenyan Red Cross (including training 
Red Cross personnel in emergency and recovery assis-
tance): 
o provide one-month food rations to up to 6,000 

residents (1,000 households) and basic shelter and 
household items to up to 6,000 IDPs (1,000 house-
holds) 

o in Marsabit, Mount Elgon and Moyale districts, 
initiate livelihood-support projects, e.g. cash-for-
work, basic veterinary training/treatment and the 
provision of vouchers/cash transfers to purchase 
essential goods/services, benefiting up to 24,300 
farmers and herders (4,050 households) 

 train and equip Kenyan Red Cross personnel to carry 
out projects to: 
o build/rehabilitate up to 25 water facilities and in-

stall up to 50 water filters to improve access to 
clean water for up to 27,000 people in clash-prone 
areas 

o in an emergency, rehabilitate boreholes, thus pro-
viding water for up to 20,000 people 

o maintain the 3 ICRC-built water desalination units 
in the southern coastal district of Lamu 

In poorer areas of the Zanzibar archipelago, over 50% of 
the population lacks toilet facilities and one-third drinks 
water from unprotected sources. This poses serious health 
risks, including the spread of water-borne diseases such as 
cholera. 

Objective 
Public health improves in poorer areas of Pemba island 
through access to clean water and sanitation facilities. 

Plan of action 
Assistance 

 working closely with the Tanzanian Red Cross and the 
Zanzibar water board, build/rehabilitate water points 
and latrines in up to 15 villages (some 10,000 people) 
and train local people to maintain the facilities and to 
promote hygiene 

Djibouti, Kenya and the United Republic of Tanzania to-
gether host a sizeable refugee population from less stable 
neighbouring countries: most refugees live in UNHCR 
camps or urban centres in the latter two countries. Not all 
refugees, especially children, have access to or can afford 
modern means of communication to contact relatives left 
behind. 

In Kenya, families dispersed by unrest or ethnic clashes 
may also need help to get back in touch with close rela-
tives. 

During the post-election violence, mortuaries in Kenya 
struggled to cope with the management and identification 
of the large number of human remains and had no agreed 
mechanism in place to ensure families were informed of 
the death of a relative. 

Objective 
Family members dispersed as a result of armed conflict or 
other situations of violence are able to re-establish and 
maintain contact with their relatives; children are reunited 
with their families, where it is in the child’s best interests 
and the security situation allows. 

Plan of action 
Protection 

 maintain and adapt the tracing/RCM network to meet 
demand in Djibouti and the United Republic of Tan-
zania and support the National Society in doing so in 
Kenya 

 in Kenya and the United Republic of Tanzania, regis-
ter and follow up cases of child refugees separated 
from their parents, put the children in contact with 
their families through RCMs and, where requested and 
appropriate, reunite the families; with UNHCR, find 
lasting solutions for children registered for repatriation 
whose families cannot be located 

 promote the tracing/RCM services among refugees 
and relevant authorities and organizations through 
presentations, discussions and the distribution of ma-
terials 

 in Kenya, in coordination with embassies and 
UNHCR, provide refugees with documents to travel 
home or to a country offering them asylum 

 in Kenya, conduct up to 2 workshops for provincial 
pathologists, police officers and magistrates on proce-
dures to deal properly with and identify human re-
mains and to inform the families of the deaths of their 
relatives 
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PEOPLE DEPRIVED OF THEIR FREEDOM 
People were detained in the Comoros in connection with 
the military operation in March and in Kenya in relation 
to the post-election unrest and the violence in Mount El-
gon. Djibouti is holding a small number of POWs cap-
tured during the border hostilities with Eritrea. Penal re-
form processes are under way in Djibouti and Kenya. 

People are still being held in the UN detention facility in 
the Tanzanian town of Arusha in connection with the 
ICTR. The ICTR’s mandate was recently extended to 
end-2009. 

People may also be arrested in the region in relation to the 
fight against “terrorism”. 

Objective 
All detainees falling within the ICRC’s mandate are 
treated humanely and their living conditions and respect 
for their judicial guarantees comply with internationally 
recognized standards and, where applicable, IHL. 

Plan of action 
Protection 

 pursue efforts with the authorities to gain access to all 
detainees falling within the ICRC’s mandate 

 collect, document and follow up confidentially with 
the relevant authorities all information regarding alle-
gations of the capture, detention or extradition of peo-
ple held in relation to armed conflict in Somalia 
and/or the fight against “terrorism” 

 continue to visit detainees held in the Comoros, in 
Djibouti and in the UN detention facility in the United 
Republic of Tanzania, and make confidential represen-
tations to the authorities to bring about any necessary 
improvements in treatment, living conditions and re-
spect for judicial guarantees 

 ensure that POWs held in Djibouti are able, if they so 
wish, to be repatriated/resettled 

 offer detainees the tracing and RCM services so they 
can exchange news with their families 

 where necessary, provide detainees with hygiene and 
other basic items and with medical assistance 

 in Djibouti, assist the Justice Ministry in establishing a 
new prison staff training curriculum and organizing 
training in prison health care and sanitation 

WOUNDED AND SICK 
Civilians are at risk of being killed or wounded during 
situations of violence in Kenya. 

During the post-election unrest, some of the main referral 
hospitals lacked the resources to treat influxes of 
wounded patients. 

Objective 
In Kenya, the weapon-wounded receive adequate first-aid, 
medical and surgical treatment. 

Plan of action 
Assistance 

 provide funds/surgical supplies to medical facilities to 
treat up to 200 weapon-wounded 

 conduct a trauma-management course for up to 20 
hospital medical staff and first-aid workshops for 
Health Ministry and Kenyan Red Cross personnel 
working in violence-prone regions 

AUTHORITIES 
Government support for IHL is essential to ensure both 
respect for civilians during times of armed conflict or 
other situations of violence and the smooth running of 
ICRC operations. 

The countries in the region have ratified many of the main 
IHL treaties but have yet to incorporate all ratified in-
struments into domestic law. 

IHL is also pertinent to issues addressed by the two Afri-
can intergovernmental organizations based in the region – 
the East African Community and the Intergovernmental 
Authority on Development – and by the large diplomatic 
and humanitarian community working there. 

Objective 
Governments implement the IHL treaties to which their 
countries are party and accede to the other main humani-
tarian instruments. Political decision-makers know and 
support the mandate and work of the ICRC. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 enhance support for IHL and the Movement among 
the national and regional authorities, the diplomatic 
community and humanitarian organizations through 
courses, seminars, dialogue and briefings 

 provide technical expertise to assist governments in 
ratifying and implementing IHL treaties 

 sponsor IHL committee members or ministry repre-
sentatives to participate in IHL events in Nairobi or 
abroad 

 reinforce dialogue with and give presentations on 
IHL/the Movement to Kenyan local authorities in vio-
lence-prone regions 

 assist the Tanzanian authorities in translating the 1949 
Geneva Conventions into Kiswahili 

ARMED FORCES AND OTHER BEARERS OF 
WEAPONS 

Most military and police training centres in the region 
teach, as appropriate, IHL, international human rights law 
and humanitarian principles, but the quality of instruction 
varies and the subjects are not systematically integrated 
into doctrine, all training programmes and operations. 

Djibouti, Kenya and the United Republic of Tanzania 
provide peacekeepers in Africa. Given the instability in 
the Comoros, tensions in Kenya and the unresolved Dji-
bouti-Eritrea border situation, the armed forces of those 
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countries could be deployed again on home soil during 
2009. In the wake of the post-election violence, Kenya is 
recruiting more police. 

Objective 
The armed forces integrate IHL into their doctrine, train-
ing and operations. The police do the same for interna-
tional human rights law and humanitarian principles. All 
weapon bearers understand the ICRC’s mandate and sup-
port its activities. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 to assist the Djiboutian, Kenyan, Seychellois and Tan-
zanian armed forces in integrating IHL into training, 
operations and doctrine: help define strategies to im-
prove integration; conduct courses to train/refresh the 
skills of IHL instructors; sponsor the participation of 
officers in courses abroad; provide reference and 
teaching materials 

 to familiarize the armed, security and police forces 
with IHL, international human rights law and the 
ICRC, give presentations to officers, to field units sta-
tioned in violence-prone areas and at training institu-
tions, and distribute promotional materials 

 give presentations on IHL/the ICRC at Kenya’s Inter-
national Peace Support Training Centre 

 offer assistance in integrating IHL into the training of 
the East Africa Standby Brigade 

 in Djibouti, maintain dialogue with the US Combined 
Joint Task Force–Horn of Africa and the French mili-
tary base on ICRC activities and the pertinence of neu-
tral and independent humanitarian action 

CIVIL SOCIETY 
Religious leaders, journalists and academics have a strong 
influence on public opinion in the region and so can gen-
erate public support for IHL and the ICRC. 

The large number of UN agencies and NGOs working in 
the region encounter IHL-related issues in their work but 
many have scant knowledge of that body of law. 

Objective 
The media, religious leaders and NGOs support the work 
of the ICRC. They assist it in increasing awareness of 
IHL and humanitarian issues among decision-makers and 
the general public, thus achieving greater respect for hu-
man dignity. Young people, as future leaders and deci-
sion-makers, learn about IHL in their academic courses. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 update the media and foster dialogue with religious 
leaders on humanitarian issues and the Movement’s 
activities 

 conduct national and regional IHL workshops/courses 
for journalists, policy-makers, and UN and NGO 
workers 

 to support IHL teaching in higher-education institu-
tions: sponsor the participation of Kenyan and Tanza-

nian lecturers in a seminar abroad and of Kenyan, 
Mauritian and Tanzanian students in competitions 
abroad; at the regional level, organize an essay compe-
tition and a round-table for academics to share their 
expertise 

 maintain the ICRC’s IHL documentation centre in 
Nairobi for public use 

 assist the Djiboutian and Mauritian authorities in con-
solidating/expanding the Exploring Humanitarian Law 
programme in schools 

RED CROSS AND RED CRESCENT 
MOVEMENT 

The Kenyan Red Cross confirmed yet again its emergency 
response capacity in 2008, coordinating large-scale relief 
operations which reached hundreds of thousands of vic-
tims of violence and natural disaster. It works with and is 
supported by numerous Movement partners, including the 
ICRC, and other humanitarian organizations. 

With Movement support, the other National Societies in 
the region are strengthening their management skills and 
dissemination programmes and, where appropriate, taking 
steps to establish tracing and RCM networks. The Na-
tional Societies of the Comoros, Djibouti and the United 
Republic of Tanzania (Zanzibar branch) are also working 
with the ICRC to develop their first-aid and relief capaci-
ties. 

Objective 
The National Societies have a strong legal basis for inde-
pendent action. They are able to provide emergency aid in 
the event of internal violence and carry out effective ac-
tivities to restore family links and promote IHL and the 
Fundamental Principles. The activities of all components 
of the Movement are coordinated. 

Plan of action 
Cooperation 

 provide funds, training, materials and expertise to: 
o strengthen the emergency response capacities of 

the Djiboutian, Kenyan and Tanzanian (Zanzibar 
branch) National Societies 

o enable Comoros Red Crescent teams to deliver 
first aid, relief and tracing/RCM services country-
wide 

o consolidate the Kenyan Red Cross tracing/RCM 
network and build up the tracing capacities of the 
Djiboutian and Tanzanian National Societies 

o further develop all National Societies’ programmes 
to disseminate IHL and the Fundamental Princi-
ples among their personnel, the authorities and in-
fluential civil society groups 

o enhance the capacities of the Kenyan and Tanza-
nian Red Cross Societies to implement water and 
sanitation projects and of the Kenyan Red Cross to 
carry out livelihood-support projects 

 facilitate the coordination of Movement activities 
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PRETORIA (REGIONAL) 
COVERING: Angola (as of 1 July 2009), Lesotho, Madagascar, Mozambique, South Africa, Swaziland 
 

BUDGET IN KCHF  
Protection 903 
Assistance 48 
Prevention 1,651 
Cooperation with National Societies 1,211 
General -   

Total 3,813 
Of which: Overheads 233

PERSONNEL 
Expatriates  8 

The Pretoria regional delegation has existed in its present 
form since 1995. It keeps a close eye on the domestic 
situation in the countries covered and helps refugees and 
asylum seekers restore family links severed by armed 
conflict and other situations of violence. It promotes ratifi-
cation of IHL treaties and their national implementation 
and encourages the incorporation of IHL into military and 
police training and into secondary school and university 
curricula. The ICRC supports the region’s National Socie-
ties, in cooperation with the International Federation. The 
ICRC visits detainees in Madagascar and Lesotho. 

National staff (daily workers not included) 35 
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CONTEXT 
South Africa retains its political and economic signifi-
cance within the region, engaging in diplomacy and pro-
viding troops for peace-support operations abroad. Inter-
nally, frustration with poor service delivery and unem-
ployment led to a wave of violence against foreigners in 
May 2008, during which, according to corroborated re-
ports, around 60 people died, hundreds were injured and 
over 50,000 were displaced. Many of those displaced 
have since returned to their countries of origin, predomi-
nantly to Mozambique. Those who have remained are eli-
gible for government support to aid their reintegration, al-
though a risk of violence is still present, especially in cer-
tain areas and in the lead-up to presidential elections in 
2009. African National Congress (ANC) leader Jacob 
Zuma is expected to stand in these elections, pending the 
result of an appeal lodged following the High Court’s re-
jection in September 2008 of corruption charges against 
him. Tension within the ANC led to President Thabo 
Mbeki’s resignation in September and talk of a split in the 
party. ANC deputy leader, Kgalema Motlanthe, was cho-
sen as Thabo Mbeki’s interim replacement. 

In Lesotho, the 2007 election results are still disputed. 
Talks between the government and the main opposition 
party, facilitated by the Southern African Development 
Community (SADC), have stalled. Nevertheless, the 
country remains peaceful, apart from some isolated inci-
dents of violence in May.  

The situation in Swaziland, Africa’s last remaining abso-
lute monarchy, remains tense. Both before and after 
2008’s parliamentary elections, which SADC deemed 
“free and fair”, the prohibition of trade unions and opposi-
tion political parties caused blockades and protests, some 
of them violent. 

In Madagascar, the presidential party's electoral wins in 
2007/8 saw little change in the government's top leader-
ship and deepened divisions within the opposition. 

In Mozambique, following local elections in November 
2008, parliamentary elections will be held in 2009.  

Poverty in the region is compounded by rising food and 
commodity prices and by high levels of HIV/AIDS, 
which are weakening productive capacity and institutions. 
Climate change and natural disasters continue to disrupt 
agricultural output, leaving many people reliant on inter-
national humanitarian assistance, particularly in Mada-
gascar, Mozambique and Swaziland. 

HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE 
In 2009, the ICRC will aim to increase understanding of 
humanitarian principles in the region and to strengthen the 
Movement’s response to internal disturbances, should 
they arise. The delegation will assume responsibility for 
ICRC activities in Mozambique as of the beginning of 
2009 and in Angola as of July 2009 (see Angola). ICRC 
programmes in the Indian Ocean States of the Comoros, 
Mauritius and the Seychelles, hitherto run by the Pretoria 

regional delegation, will be taken on by the Nairobi re-
gional delegation (see Nairobi). 

Delegates will visit detainees in Lesotho and Madagascar 
to monitor their treatment and living conditions, ensuring 
that their basic needs are met and, if necessary, promoting 
respect for their dignity and judicial guarantees. In the ab-
sence of another actor, the ICRC will maintain the fund-
ing of HIV/AIDS treatment for detainees in Lesotho. In 
Madagascar, the ICRC will continue to impress upon the 
relevant authorities and donors the need for penal reform, 
for adequate funding for prison administration and for 
procedures to improve detention conditions.  

The ICRC will work to reinforce its standing as the refer-
ence on IHL for political and military authorities. It will 
encourage the ratification of IHL treaties and their incor-
poration into domestic law, supporting the efforts of na-
tional IHL committees to this end. The ICRC will also 
help military authorities in Lesotho, Madagascar and 
South Africa incorporate IHL into doctrine, training and 
operations and will facilitate the dissemination of 
IHL/human rights law among military and security forces, 
including peacekeepers, in the region.  

To enhance the teaching of IHL, the ICRC will work with 
the region's education authorities and academic institu-
tions. In South Africa, it will help teachers in violence-
prone areas use the Exploring Humanitarian Law pro-
gramme in their lessons. In universities, the ICRC will 
continue to sponsor or run IHL competitions and provide 
related publications. To increase the wider public’s under-
standing of IHL, the ICRC will develop contacts with in-
fluential opinion-makers, such as the media, religious 
groups, NGOs and think-tanks, and will also support Na-
tional Societies’ dissemination activities. 

ICRC technical and financial support to the region’s Na-
tional Societies will aim to increase their capacities to 
provide first aid and RCM and tracing services to people 
adversely affected by internal violence or other situations 
of unrest. The ICRC and the National Societies will work 
together to raise awareness of such activities among po-
tential beneficiaries.  

The ICRC will coordinate its activities with those of 
Movement partners, UN agencies and other humanitarian 
actors in fields of common interest in order to maximize 
impact, fill gaps and avoid duplication. It will also 
strengthen ties with representatives of the diplomatic 
community based in Pretoria, including regional and in-
ternational organizations, to facilitate exchanges on hu-
manitarian issues of concern to the ICRC. 

HUMANITARIAN ISSUES AND ICRC 
OBJECTIVES 

CIVILIANS 
Violence against foreigners in South Africa prompted the 
repatriation of tens of thousands of people, as well as the 
displacement of many people within the country. Despite 
this, many Africans continue to seek refuge in South Af-
rica and other countries covered by the delegation in order 
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to escape political or economic strife elsewhere. As peo-
ple are dispersed within or across borders, they become 
separated from their relatives and have no means of re-
establishing or maintaining contact with them. Those 
granted refugee status may also require travel documents 
for resettlement or repatriation.  

It can also be difficult for South Africans whose family 
members are detained or have gone missing abroad to es-
tablish or maintain contact with their relatives, particu-
larly if diplomatic or consular services are unavailable in 
the country concerned. 

Objective 
Family members dispersed by conflict or other distur-
bances are able to re-establish and maintain links. Those 
who have obtained refugee status are able to travel to the 
countries offering them asylum. 

Plan of action 
Protection 

 with the National Societies in Lesotho, South Africa 
and Swaziland, continue to offer the tracing and RCM 
services to families dispersed by armed conflict and 
other situations of violence (see also Red Cross and 
Red Crescent Movement) and to families of South Af-
ricans detained or missing abroad  

 together with National Societies in the region, raise 
awareness of the tracing and RCM services among po-
tential beneficiaries in the region and among NGOs 
and other actors working with unaccompanied chil-
dren in South Africa 

 issue travel documents to refugees who are eligible for 
resettlement or family reunification, upon written re-
quest from UNHCR or the diplomatic mission con-
cerned 

PEOPLE DEPRIVED OF THEIR FREEDOM 
Decent detention conditions and respect for detainees’ ju-
dicial guarantees are lacking in certain countries of the 
region.  

In Madagascar, ongoing penal reform has seen improve-
ments in the budgetary allocation for prisons, in the judi-
cial process for those awaiting trial for extended periods 
and in the numbers of severe cases of malnutrition. How-
ever, further political commitment and budgetary in-
creases are needed to address overcrowding in prisons, to 
improve detainees’ access to food and health care and to 
rehabilitate prison facilities.  

The ICRC is maintaining its support for HIV/AIDS-
related activities in Lesotho's prisons as it is yet to iden-
tify an international donor or agency that is interested in 
taking over the financing and follow-up of these activi-
ties. 

Objective 
Detainees in the region are treated humanely and their 
dignity is respected. Their conditions of detention con-
form to internationally recognized standards and they en-
joy basic judicial guarantees.  

Plan of action 
Protection 

 visit detainees falling within the ICRC’s mandate in 
Lesotho and Madagascar 

 monitor conditions of detention and, where necessary, 
inform the authorities of the ICRC's findings and rec-
ommendations 

 maintain regular contact with the relevant Malagasy 
authorities and the donor community, emphasizing the 
need for an acceleration of penal reform and for the 
required funding to be released to the prison admini-
stration 

 encourage the Malagasy prison administration to iden-
tify and implement procedures that can be introduced 
or modified to improve detention conditions, includ-
ing those to ensure that all detainees’ judicial guaran-
tees are respected, to raise nutrition levels and to im-
prove prison health care and hygiene 

 in Swaziland, further develop dialogue with the au-
thorities in order to gain access to detainees falling 
within the ICRC’s mandate  

Assistance 
 fund an organization specializing in preventive and 

curative HIV/AIDS treatment to provide such services 
to detainees in Lesotho’s Maseru Central Correctional 
Institute; identify a suitable donor to provide such sup-
port and follow up in the future 

AUTHORITIES 
The ratification and national implementation of IHL in-
struments is at different stages in the various countries in 
the region. Many States have diplomatic representatives 
based in South Africa, and regional and international or-
ganizations are also present. 

Objective 
The region’s governments implement IHL treaties to 
which their countries are already party and accede to 
other major humanitarian instruments. Political decision-
makers know the ICRC’s mandate and support its work. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 encourage countries in the region to accede to IHL 
treaties (such as the Convention on Cluster Munitions, 
Additional Protocol III, the Convention on Certain 
Conventional Weapons and the Hague Convention on 
Cultural Property) and support them in implementing 
those already ratified (such as the 1949 Geneva Con-
ventions and other legislation to protect the emblem 
and to regulate private military companies and weapon 
use) 

 support the work of the national IHL committees in 
Lesotho, Madagascar, Mozambique, South Africa and 
Swaziland; encourage the exchange of experiences be-
tween these committees, including through facilitating 
the participation of their members in international 
meetings, such as the annual four-day IHL seminar in 
Pretoria 
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 strengthen ties with regional and international organi-
zations such as SADC, the African Union (AU), the 
Pan-African Parliament and the UN; inform their rep-
resentatives of the ICRC's positions, priorities and ac-
tivities 

ARMED FORCES AND OTHER BEARERS OF 
WEAPONS 

Apart from South Africa, which has the region's largest 
army, most countries in the region have small armed 
forces. In the absence of external threats, these forces are 
mainly used in internal security operations, although most 
of them are also involved in peace-support operations, ei-
ther in the context of the AU's nascent standby forces or, 
in the case of the South African National Defence Force 
(SANDF), in battalion-sized groups in Burundi, the De-
mocratic Republic of the Congo and Sudan. In 2008, a 
SANDF team was created to set up a Law of Armed Con-
flict Section in order to oversee the integration of IHL 
into all military activities. In Lesotho, the idea of an IHL 
commission for the armed forces was also mooted in 
2008. 

Objective 
The region’s armed forces integrate IHL into their doc-
trine, training and operations. Police forces do the same 
for international human rights law and internationally 
recognized standards relating to policing. All weapon 
bearers understand the ICRC's mandate and support its 
activities. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 in Lesotho, Madagascar and South Africa, continue to 
provide technical advice to help military authorities 
incorporate IHL into doctrine, training and operations 

 conduct and provide practical support for IHL training 
for members of the South African and Swazi armed 
forces, including those involved in peace-support op-
erations 

 sponsor senior military officers to attend a one-week 
IHL integration workshop at the SADC Regional 
Peacekeeping Training Centre in Zimbabwe 

 in Swaziland, brief senior police officers on interna-
tional human rights law and humanitarian principles 

CIVIL SOCIETY 
National Society activities to help people affected by the 
violence against foreigners in South Africa attracted na-
tional, regional and international media attention. How-
ever, many journalists and other opinion-makers remain 
unclear about the mandates of the different Movement 
components. The violence in South Africa has strength-
ened political support for the teaching of the Exploring 
Humanitarian Law programme in secondary schools, par-
ticularly in violence-pone areas. IHL instruction in uni-
versities in the region also needs consolidating.  

Objective 
The media, NGOs and religious/traditional leaders sup-
port the work of the ICRC and assist it in increasing 
awareness of humanitarian issues among the public, deci-
sion-makers and all those involved in armed conflict or 
violence, thus achieving greater respect for human dig-
nity. Young people, as potential future leaders and deci-
sion-makers, learn about IHL in their academic courses. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 in collaboration with National Societies, as appropri-
ate, familiarize the media, religious groups, NGOs and 
think-tanks with IHL and the ICRC’s mandate and ac-
tivities, through briefings, workshops and events, as 
well as support to journalism schools and the publica-
tion of a newsletter and other promotional materials  

 in South Africa’s Gauteng and Western Cape prov-
inces, work with the education authorities to train sec-
ondary school teachers to integrate the Exploring Hu-
manitarian Law programme into their lessons 

 support the teaching of IHL in universities by training 
lecturers, providing reference materials, helping pub-
lish the African Yearbook of International Humanitar-
ian Law, and inviting students and tutors to participate 
in national and regional ICRC-organized IHL events, 
such as moot court competitions 

RED CROSS AND RED CRESCENT 
MOVEMENT 

The National Societies of the region are confronted with a 
wide variety of humanitarian challenges, including 
drought, natural disasters, poverty, urban violence and a 
high prevalence of HIV/AIDS. They may require assis-
tance in developing the skills, capacities and structures to 
meet these challenges. 

Objective 
The National Societies have a strong legal basis for inde-
pendent action. They are able to provide relief and health 
assistance in armed conflict or other situations of vio-
lence. They carry out effective activities to restore family 
links and promote IHL and the Movement’s Fundamental 
Principles. The activities of all components of the Move-
ment are coordinated. 

Plan of action 
Cooperation 

 enhance National Societies’ emergency preparedness 
for possible disturbances during elections, the 2010 
FIFA World Cup and other public events or for situa-
tions of internal strife or violence by ensuring that 
volunteers/staff are recruited, trained, equipped and 
coordinated, emergency communication systems are 
in place and the Safer Access approach is imple-
mented  

 continue support for a South African Red Cross pro-
ject to prevent youth violence through soccer  

 provide training for tracing focal points and financial 
and technical support for National Society activities to 
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restore family links, particularly in Lesotho, South Af-
rica and Swaziland (see Civilians) 

 through financial, material and technical support, 
strengthen the National Societies’ dissemination work 
to promote IHL, the Fundamental Principles and cor-
rect usage of the emblem, as well as the Movement’s 
activities in the region, including by helping organize 

events such as those marking World Red Cross and 
Red Crescent Day (8 May) 

 ensure close coordination between the different com-
ponents of the Movement active in the region and fa-
cilitate National Societies’ active participation in in-
ternational Movement meetings 
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YAOUNDÉ (REGIONAL) 
COVERING: Cameroon, Congo, Equatorial Guinea, Gabon, Sao Tome and Principe 
 

BUDGET IN KCHF  
Protection 450 
Assistance -   
Prevention 2,488 
Cooperation with National Societies 1,930 
General -   

Total 4,868 
Of which: Overheads 297

PERSONNEL 
Expatriates  10 

The ICRC set up its Yaoundé regional delegation in 1992 
but has been working in the region since 1972. It monitors 
the domestic situation in the countries covered, visits se-
curity detainees and restores family links for refugees. It 
pursues long-standing programmes to spread knowledge 
of IHL among the authorities, armed forces and civil soci-
ety, and supports the development of the National Socie-
ties. 

National staff (daily workers not included) 42 
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CONTEXT 
Cameroon has not escaped the effects of the worldwide 
inflation of food prices, which triggered hunger riots in 
February 2008. The population continues to struggle with 
unemployment, particularly among young people, feeble 
purchasing power and a low standard of living.  

Along Cameroon’s north-eastern border, incursions by 
armed elements and banditry are rife. In January, tension 
spread among Chadian refugees when armed groups 
launched an assault on Chad’s capital N'Djamena, and 
again in May following rumours of a fresh attempt. In the 
south-east, two people died and nearly 1,500 people were 
displaced in connection with a land dispute. 

In August, Cameroon took possession of the Bakassi pen-
insula, handed over by Nigeria in accordance with the 
2006 UN-brokered Greentree Agreement. The process 
went ahead despite repeated clashes between Cameroo-
nian soldiers stationed on the peninsula and armed groups 
allegedly based in Nigeria. However, the future of the 
peninsula’s largely Nigerian population is uncertain. 

Sovereignty over the potentially oil-rich islands of Co-
cotiers, Congas and Mbagne is still a bone of contention 
between Equatorial Guinea and Gabon. 

Gabon has remained politically stable, although wide-
spread poverty has been further exacerbated by the rising 
cost of living. 

In Equatorial Guinea, an alleged coup attempt was foiled 
in March. The country eventually obtained the extradition 
from Zimbabwe of Simon Mann, one of the authors of an 
attempted coup d’état in 2004. 

While Congo continues on the path to normalization, the 
prospect of presidential elections in March 2009 is giving 
rise to fears of renewed violence. 

HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE 
In 2009, the Yaoundé regional delegation will include two 
additional countries, Congo and Sao Tome and Principe, 
bringing to five the number of countries it covers. In view 
of Congo’s stabilization, the ICRC delegation there will 
become a mission and activities will be reduced. To facili-
tate its work in Equatorial Guinea, the ICRC will move its 
mainland office in Bata to Malabo, the country’s island 
capital. It will keep a close eye on developments in all 
five countries in the event of internal difficulties or prob-
lems spilling over from neighbouring countries. 

The ICRC will visit detainees in Cameroon and Congo 
and work on resuming visits in Equatorial Guinea, which 
it suspended in February as the prison authorities had re-
peatedly failed to respect the organization’s standard 
working procedures. In the course of visits, delegates will 
monitor the treatment and living conditions of security de-
tainees, as well as those of the general prison population, 
and provide the authorities with confidential oral and 
written feedback on any improvements that need to be 
made. In Congo, the recommendations resulting from a 
workshop on detention issues has paved the way for the 

authorities to take the necessary corrective measures. As-
sistance will generally be limited to hygiene items. Food 
assistance will only be considered in cases of extreme 
need, as the ICRC aims to persuade the authorities to as-
sume their responsibilities in this regard. Two prison sani-
tation projects will nevertheless be carried out in Camer-
oon. In parallel, the ICRC will support the Cameroonian 
authorities in enlisting the support of international organi-
zations and diplomats to carry out penal reforms. 

Family-links programmes will be maintained across the 
region to enable refugees, asylum seekers, detainees and 
family members separated by internal violence to com-
municate with relatives. Where feasible, the ICRC will 
help reunite unaccompanied children with their families. 

The crucial role of National Societies in emergency re-
sponse was shown on several occasions in 2008, for ex-
ample when the Cameroon Red Cross Society assisted 
30,000 refugees from Chad and again when it helped peo-
ple wounded in street demonstrations. In 2009, the ICRC, 
in coordination with the International Federation, will 
therefore give priority to developing the National Socie-
ties’ capacities to assist vulnerable populations. It will 
provide training, supervision, expertise, materials, equip-
ment and funds to enable them to operate first-aid ser-
vices, carry out water and sanitation projects, offer tracing 
and RCM services, and promote IHL and the Fundamen-
tal Principles.  

To promote respect for IHL and its domestic implementa-
tion, the delegation will organize events for national and 
regional authorities and, when requested, provide legal 
and technical expertise. It will continue to support the in-
tegration of IHL into military doctrine and training and 
will conduct briefings so that troops, particularly those 
departing on peace-support operations, learn about IHL 
and the ICRC. It will keep the media informed about IHL 
and the ICRC’s activities so that they can accurately 
communicate such information to a wider audience, in-
cluding in outlying areas. The Exploring Humanitarian 
Law programme in Cameroon, refocused on a smaller 
number of secondary schools, is entering its second and 
last year of piloting. IHL teaching in selected universities 
and colleges will continue to receive support.  

To ensure effective coordination of humanitarian activi-
ties, the ICRC will maintain regular contact with the vari-
ous UN agencies and international organizations with a 
regional base in Yaoundé and working in fields of com-
mon interest. 

HUMANITARIAN ISSUES AND ICRC 
OBJECTIVES 

CIVILIANS 
Conflict and instability in neighbouring States have 
driven a sizeable population to seek refuge in the coun-
tries covered by the Yaoundé regional delegation. The 
majority of refugees in Cameroon are Central Africans 
living in the country’s eastern provinces, in particular 
Adamaoua. Several thousand refugees from Chad remain 
in northern Cameroon. Most refugees in Gabon are from 
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the Democratic Republic of the Congo. Some of the refu-
gees in the region have become separated from their rela-
tives and lack means to re-establish contact with them. 

Objective 
Refugees are able to re-establish and maintain contact 
with family members, and children separated from their 
parents are reunited with their families, if they so wish. 

Plan of action 
Protection 

 maintain the tracing and RCM services for refugees 
and asylum seekers in the countries covered by the re-
gional delegation, in cooperation with the relevant Na-
tional Societies 

 handle tracing requests for child refugees separated 
from their parents, relay RCMs on their behalf and, 
where feasible, help reunite the families 

PEOPLE DEPRIVED OF THEIR FREEDOM 
Across the sub-region, there are people detained for secu-
rity reasons. Detention facilities are, in general, under-
funded, overcrowded and in need of overhauling. In Cam-
eroon, government plans to reform the penal system are 
still awaiting presidential approval. Congo has an inter-
ministerial committee to deal with detention issues. In 
Equatorial Guinea, many detention-related issues have yet 
to be addressed. 

In Cameroon and Congo, security detainees are visited 
individually by the ICRC, and the situation of the general 
prison population is monitored in terms of health and wel-
fare. In Equatorial Guinea, visits to security detainees 
have been suspended since February 2008, pending the 
authorities’ renewed acceptance of the ICRC’s standard 
working procedures. 

Objective 
In Cameroon, Congo and Equatorial Guinea, people de-
prived of their freedom enjoy conditions of detention and 
treatment that meet internationally recognized standards. 
Detainees are able to re-establish and maintain contact 
with their families. 

Plan of action 
Protection 

 visit security detainees in Cameroon and Congo ac-
cording to the ICRC’s established working proce-
dures, and resume such visits in Equatorial Guinea as 
soon as possible 

 in all 3 countries, provide the authorities with confi-
dential oral and written feedback to help bring about 
any necessary improvements in detainees’ treatment 
and living conditions 

 where needed, make the RCM service available to de-
tainees so that they can communicate with their fami-
lies 

 in Equatorial Guinea, urge the prison authorities to 
provide separate accommodation for female detainees 
and to ensure their specific needs are respected 

 continue to encourage Cameroon’s penal reform 
through regular dialogue with the national authorities, 
international organizations and diplomats  

Assistance 
 in all 3 countries, distribute hygiene items and, in ex-

ceptional cases, food assistance to contribute to the 
health and welfare of the general prison population 

 in Cameroon, support the National Society in refur-
bishing Yaoundé and Duala central prisons 

 in Congo, deliver seed to 2 prisons to boost their mar-
ket garden production 

AUTHORITIES 
The countries covered have ratified a number of the main 
IHL treaties, and Congo is about to adopt legislation to 
protect the emblem. Cameroon is working on incorporat-
ing measures to repress IHL violations into national law. 
The authorities of Sao Tome and Principe have requested 
ICRC support in the creation of a national IHL commit-
tee. In December 2008, the Convention on Cluster Muni-
tions is expected to be signed by States worldwide. 

IHL is also relevant to the two regional authorities, the 
Economic Community of Central African States 
(ECCAS) and the Central African Economic and Mone-
tary Community (CEMAC). 

Objective 
Countries in the sub-region implement the IHL treaties to 
which they are party and accede to the other main hu-
manitarian instruments. National and regional authorities 
have a sound knowledge of IHL, understand the ICRC’s 
mandate and support its activities. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 reinforce contact with State and regional authorities 
and diplomats regarding IHL and related topics, and 
give legal and technical advice 

 organize a regional conference on IHL in Cameroon 
and workshops in Cameroon, Congo and Equatorial 
Guinea, and sponsor specialists to participate in IHL 
events 

 encourage governments to sign the Convention on 
Cluster Munitions, ratify Additional Protocol III and 
implement the Ottawa Convention, and promote em-
blem protection 

ARMED FORCES AND OTHER BEARERS OF 
WEAPONS 

The level of IHL instruction in military training in Cam-
eroon, though mandatory, is variable. As evidenced by 
law enforcement operations during disturbances in 2008, 
respect for civilians’ basic rights needs to be promoted 
among operational units. In Gabon, the IHL liaison officer 
has still not been formally appointed. In Equatorial 
Guinea, the mandates of the armed and security forces are 
not always distinct. 
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There are several regional training centres for armed 
forces from French-speaking African countries. Congo is 
a major contributor to international peacekeeping contin-
gents. Some 15 private security companies are active in 
the country. ECCAS has a regional standby peacekeeping 
brigade, as part of the Central African Multinational 
Force (FOMAC).  

Objective 
National and regional armed forces integrate IHL into 
their doctrine, training and operations. They understand 
the ICRC’s mandate and support its activities. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 
Cameroon, Congo and Gabon 

 sponsor high-ranking officers to participate in IHL 
courses abroad  

 give briefings for FOMAC officers and troops being 
trained for peace-support operations  

 in Cameroon and Gabon, give briefings on IHL and 
the ICRC for gendarmerie schools, the presidential 
guard and rapid response brigade 

 in Cameroon, hold IHL training and refresher courses 
for military instructors, provide IHL reference materi-
als, and participate in the War School’s peacekeeping 
seminar 

 in Congo, support the armed forces in organizing re-
fresher training for instructors and strengthen their 
IHL training and integration capacities, with a view to 
ending ICRC support in 2009 

 in Congo, brief private security companies on the 
ICRC and the Movement 

 in Gabon, continue to support the introduc-
tion/production of revised IHL manuals 

Equatorial Guinea 
 brief the army upper echelons on IHL and the ICRC  

CIVIL SOCIETY 
The growing media sector in Cameroon, Congo and Ga-
bon remains a central relay for the ICRC’s message. Most 
universities and colleges in Cameroon teach IHL, but lec-
turers need ongoing support to stay up to date on the sub-
ject. Cameroon’s Ministry of Secondary Education is pi-
loting the ICRC’s Exploring Humanitarian Law pro-
gramme in schools, and in Congo a similar programme 
using a comic is being extended to two more districts. The 
level of IHL teaching in Cameroon varies among higher-
education institutions. 

Objective 
The media and other opinion-makers support the work of 
the ICRC and assist it in increasing awareness of humani-
tarian issues among the public, decision-makers and all 
those involved in armed violence, thus achieving greater 
respect for human dignity. Young people, as future lead-

ers and decision-makers, learn about IHL in their aca-
demic courses. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 strengthen contacts with the media and NGOs  
 encourage Cameroon’s Ministry of Secondary Educa-

tion to roll out the Exploring Humanitarian Law pro-
gramme countrywide, and provide technical back-up 
and teaching materials; in Congo’s Pool region, hold 2 
training sessions for schools using the “The battle of 
the villages” comic 

 provide materials to universities and colleges teaching 
IHL, give presentations and organize events, and in 
Cameroon and Congo sponsor students and lecturers 
to take part in IHL competitions 

 in Equatorial Guinea, through the National Society 
foster contacts with 2 universities 

RED CROSS AND RED CRESCENT 
MOVEMENT 

The National Society in Cameroon has well-recognized 
relief, family-links and communication programmes, 
while the Red Cross of Equatorial Guinea has a proven 
emergency response capacity and runs assistance projects, 
as does the Sao Tome and Principe Red Cross. Supported 
by the International Federation and the ICRC, the Ga-
bonese Red Cross Society is strengthening its operational 
capacity and internal systems, and the Congolese Red 
Cross is restructuring. 

Objective 
The region’s National Societies have a strong legal basis 
for independent action. They are able to provide relief and 
health assistance in times of conflict or other situations of 
violence. They carry out effective activities to restore 
family links and promote IHL and the Fundamental Prin-
ciples. The activities of all components of the Movement 
are coordinated. 

Plan of action 
Cooperation 

 provide technical and material support and training to 
strengthen the National Societies’ autonomy in re-
sponding to emergencies and restoring family links  

 reinforce National Society skills and mechanisms to 
promote IHL and the Fundamental Principles and re-
spect for the emblem widely, including through coop-
eration with local radio stations 

 support the National Societies of Equatorial Guinea 
and Sao Tome and Principe in assisting vulnerable 
communities, and the Congolese Red Cross in teach-
ing the population techniques for dealing with the mo-
saic crop virus 

 coordinate with the International Federation in the 
above areas, and harmonize cooperation with it and 
partner National Societies active in the region 
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DELEGATIONS REGIONAL DELEGATIONS BUDGET IN KCHF  
Protection 36,727 
Assistance 105,736 
Prevention 27,154 
Cooperation with National Societies 21,414 
General 649 

Total 191,680 
Of which: Overheads 11,669

 
PERSONNEL 
Expatriates  374 
National staff 2,940 

Afghanistan 
Myanmar 
Nepal 
Pakistan 
Philippines 
Sri Lanka 

Bangkok 
Beijing 
Jakarta 
Kuala Lumpur 
New Delhi 
Suva 

(daily workers not included) 
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In 2009, the ICRC will continue to respond to the needs 
of people affected by armed conflict and other situations 
of violence in Asia and the Pacific. In all contexts where 
IHL applies, the ICRC will keep reminding the parties to 
the hostilities of their obligation to protect those not or no 
longer taking part in the fighting, and will pursue dialogue 
with all stakeholders with a view to ensuring safe access 
for its staff. As in the past, ICRC activities will be coordi-
nated with Movement partners, UN agencies and other 
humanitarian actors in fields of common interest, in order 
to maximize impact and avoid gaps or duplication. 

Given the deterioration in the situations in Afghanistan, 
Pakistan and Sri Lanka, rising numbers of civilian casual-
ties and weapon-wounded patients are being admitted to 
hospitals. In Afghanistan, the ICRC will supply hospitals 
with materials and management training, help maintain 
buildings, and provide support for their blood banks and 
transfusion services. Hospitals in Pakistan will also re-
ceive supplies and technical support and supervision, in-
cluding from ICRC surgeons. In Sri Lanka, the ICRC will 
supply hospitals with medicines and surgical materials 
and help them provide quality care by training staff in war 
and clinical surgery. It will also transfer patients from the 
isolated Jaffna peninsula to Colombo for treatment.  

Thousands of people have been displaced by fighting in 
these contexts and elsewhere in the region, for example in 
the Philippines, where the conflict between the armed 
forces and the Moro Islamic Liberation Front on Min-

danao Island intensified in 2008. The ICRC will endeav-
our to meet the immediate needs – clean water, essential 
household items, shelter, health care and occasionally 
food – of both IDPs and the resident communities shelter-
ing them.  

The ICRC will repair or construct water points, either di-
rectly or by backing the efforts of national or local water 
boards, to ensure access to safe drinking water and to a 
supply of water for household purposes. In Sri Lanka, for 
example, it will also truck in water and improve public 
health conditions by rehabilitating sanitation facilities, 
constructing latrines, and running awareness-raising ses-
sions to teach people better hygiene practices. 

Activities to ensure that households are capable of main-
taining or regaining their economic security will continue, 
particularly in Afghanistan, Pakistan, the Philippines and 
Sri Lanka. Emergency food rations and essential house-
hold items will be distributed to IDPs and to residents 
struggling to cope with the burden on resources that an in-
flux of IDPs causes. In addition, as in the second half of 
2008, the ICRC will provide emergency food rations to 
families in the north of Afghanistan whose already pre-
carious situation is exacerbated by drought and rising 
global food prices. Livelihood support projects will be 
maintained in several contexts to help families restore 
their traditional sources of income. For example, IDPs in 
the Philippines and returnees and residents hosting IDPs 
in Sri Lanka will benefit from assistance such as seed and 
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tool distributions, agricultural training and micro-
economic initiatives. Similar projects in Nepal will help 
victims of past conflicts get back on their feet.  

The provision of and access to primary health care often 
suffers in times of conflict. In Afghanistan, in addition to 
supporting hospitals, the ICRC will continue to focus on 
improving general health conditions in conflict-prone ar-
eas where very few organizations are present owing to se-
curity concerns or the remoteness of the locations con-
cerned. First-aid posts set up by the ICRC and primary 
health care clinics run by the Afghan Red Crescent will 
receive medical supplies, equipment, training and mainte-
nance support. In Pakistan, the ICRC will shore up basic 
health care units run by the National Society or the gov-
ernment, with a particular focus on mother and child care. 
In Sri Lanka, in its role as a neutral intermediary, the 
ICRC will facilitate the population’s access to immuniza-
tion and prenatal services by accompanying health work-
ers on their rounds in conflict-affected areas. It will also 
act as a neutral intermediary in facilitating the safe pas-
sage of civilians wishing to leave conflict-prone areas 
through crossing points between territory controlled by 
the Sri Lankan government and by the Liberation Tigers 
of Tamil Eelam (LTTE) and in facilitating the handover 
of the human remains of fallen fighters between the two 
parties. 

In countries or areas where low-intensity conflicts con-
tinue to simmer or where tensions persist, such as south-
ern Thailand and even fragile post-conflict Nepal, the 
ICRC will stand ready to respond to any new or increas-
ing needs. 

In many of the countries covered by the ICRC in the Asia 
and Pacific region, delegates will continue to visit detain-
ees, particularly those held in connection with an armed 
conflict or for reasons of State security, as in Indonesia, 
Jammu and Kashmir (India), and Pakistan. The ICRC will 
also seek access to others it has as yet not been permitted 
to visit. After conducting private interviews with the de-
tainees, in accordance with its standard procedures, it will 
submit confidential reports to the authorities containing, 
where necessary, recommendations for improving the de-
tainees’ treatment or living conditions. 

In Afghanistan, the ICRC will continue to visit detain-
ees/internees held in Afghan or US custody in connection 
with the conflict. Together with the ICRC delegation in 
Washington, the delegation in Afghanistan will urge the 
United States of America to establish an adequate legal 
framework for the internment of people. The ICRC will 
also call upon the NATO/International Security Assis-
tance Force authorities to adhere to their standard operat-
ing procedures for detention, and support the Afghan au-
thorities in their efforts to respect judicial guarantees. As 
part of its detention-related activities in Pakistan, the 
ICRC will continue to visit detainees transferred back to 
Pakistan from Afghanistan or from the US detention facil-
ity at Guantanamo Bay Naval Station in Cuba. 

In many places of detention, the ICRC will again provide 
occasional material assistance and carry out ad hoc repair 
and construction work on prison infrastructure to improve 
the detainees’ living environment, water supply and ac-

cess to medical care. Wherever possible, however, it will 
endeavour to boost the capacities of prison administra-
tions to perform these tasks themselves, as in Indonesia. 
Building on progress achieved in 2008, the ICRC will 
continue to assist the prison administration in the Philip-
pines in its efforts to mobilize the support of the govern-
ment and local experts in alleviating the severe over-
crowding in the country’s detention facilities. It will also 
pursue cooperation with the Chinese and Mongolian au-
thorities to follow up seminars on health in detention, par-
ticularly on the management of tuberculosis and HIV, 
held in 2007/2008. 

In 2007 the ICRC publicly explained the difficulties it had 
encountered with the Myanmar authorities and detailed 
the serious humanitarian issues facing the country. The 
future of its activities in Myanmar now depends on the re-
sumption of a meaningful dialogue with the authorities. 
Government restrictions imposed on the ICRC continue to 
prevent the organization from discharging its mandate in 
accordance with its internationally recognized working 
methods, which the Myanmar authorities had accepted in 
previous years. Meanwhile, the ability to deliver humani-
tarian aid in Myanmar remains essential. The ICRC will 
therefore spare no effort in 2009 to re-establish a dialogue 
of substance with the relevant Myanmar authorities with 
the aim of obtaining access to those most in need of its 
services. While pursuing its current limited activities, it 
stands ready to resume the full range of its humanitarian 
work and will plan accordingly as soon as it is able to do 
so. 

All delegations in the Asia and Pacific region will pursue 
the ICRC’s core activity of restoring and maintaining con-
tact between family members separated by armed conflict. 
The ICRC will continue to offer RCM and tracing ser-
vices to people seeking relatives with whom they have 
lost contact or who are detained. Through the National 
Societies, it will impress upon the governments of the Ko-
rean peninsula the importance of finding a solution to the 
prolonged anguish endured by families separated as a re-
sult of the Korean war. It will also keep up efforts to im-
prove the capacities of governments and local players to 
respond to the issue of persons missing in relation to con-
flict, in particular in Nepal and the former East Timor. In 
the latter case, it will pursue its dialogue with the gov-
ernments of Indonesia and Timor-Leste, concentrating on 
the content of the ICRC report and position paper on 
missing persons submitted to both governments in 2008 
following a thorough review of the ICRC’s files, and en-
courage them to implement the report’s recommenda-
tions. The ICRC will also pursue its dialogue with the au-
thorities of Indonesia’s Nanggroe Aceh Darussalam prov-
ince, with a view to ensuring that the recommendations 
set out in the 2008 report on the census of mass graves of 
tsunami victims are followed up. 

The ICRC will remain a leading player in the provision of 
physical rehabilitation services in Asia, running or sup-
porting centres in Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Cambodia, 
China, the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, India, 
Myanmar, Nepal, Pakistan and Sri Lanka. In some of 
these countries, the ICRC, in cooperation with the Na-
tional Society, runs an outreach programme to identify, 
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transport and accommodate vulnerable amputees, particu-
larly those living in remote areas, to enable them to obtain 
prosthetic/orthotic services. 

A large part of ICRC activities in Asia and the Pacific 
consists of promoting IHL and enhancing understanding 
of the ICRC’s work and mandate. The challenge in much 
of the region is to make humanitarian principles relevant 
in local contexts. The ICRC maintains contact with gov-
ernmental authorities with a view to encouraging acces-
sion to and implementation of IHL instruments. It also 
works with armed and security forces to advance the inte-
gration of IHL into their doctrine, training and operations. 
Several countries in the region are currently contributing 
to international peacekeeping missions, and the ICRC 
gives pre-deployment briefings on IHL for many of their 
troops. In 2009, it will build on the many valuable con-
tacts established in this area in 2008. It will also continue 
IHL dissemination sessions for several armed groups in 
the field in order to increase their awareness of IHL and 
the ICRC's mandate and to ensure the security of its staff. 

The ICRC promotes IHL among influential members of 
civil society, notably the media, NGOs and religious lead-
ers, to enhance their understanding of and respect for IHL 
and to gain their support for ICRC activities. The ICRC’s 
2009 Solferino communication campaign will provide a 
springboard to promote humanitarian principles and high-
light the challenges facing humanitarian action in current 
armed conflicts and other situations of violence. Young 

people and students, as future leaders, are another key 
target group, and the ICRC works with the authorities to 
incorporate IHL and humanitarian principles into the aca-
demic curricula of law, international relations and journal-
ism faculties. Implementation of the ICRC’s Exploring 
Humanitarian Law programme, to teach secondary school 
children about humanitarian principles, continues to go 
from strength to strength in China, India, Malaysia and 
Mongolia and is being pilot-tested in Japan and Thailand. 
Education authorities will continue to receive the neces-
sary support to enable them to run the programmes them-
selves by 2010–11. 

The regional resource centre attached to the Kuala Lum-
pur regional delegation offers expertise and other support 
to individual delegations in East and South-East Asia and 
the Pacific in promoting IHL implementation and raising 
awareness of the ICRC’s mandate and activities. 

As in past years, the ICRC will continue to work with and 
boost the capacities of the region's National Societies, 
with which it cooperates closely when carrying out trac-
ing, health and assistance activities. It will continue to 
give technical, financial and material support to help 
those National Societies develop their roles, profiles and 
activities and to strengthen their capacities to respond to 
violence or conflict. The National Society will remain the 
ICRC’s key operational partner in each of the countries 
covered but particularly in Afghanistan, India, Indonesia, 
Nepal, Pakistan, the Philippines and Sri Lanka. 
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AFGHANISTAN 
 

BUDGET IN KCHF  
Protection 7,785 
Assistance 56,780 
Prevention 3,092 
Cooperation with National Societies 5,455 
General -   

Total 73,112 
Of which: Overheads 4,439

 
PERSONNEL 
Expatriates  100 

Having assisted victims of the Afghan armed conflict for 
six years in Pakistan, the ICRC opened a delegation in 
Kabul in 1987. Its current operations focus on: protecting 
detainees and helping them keep in contact with their 
families; assisting the wounded and disabled; supporting 
hospital care; improving water and sanitation services; 
promoting accession to and implementation of IHL trea-
ties and compliance with IHL by military forces; and 
strengthening the Afghan Red Crescent Society. 

National staff (daily workers not included) 1,269 
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CONTEXT 
There was no significant reduction in the number of 
armed confrontations during the winter months and the 
level of violence in Afghanistan remained high. The onset 
of spring saw an intensification of hostilities between na-
tional and international forces and armed groups around 
the country, with no reprieve during the rest of 2008. The 
south remains the most conflict-affected area, with mili-
tary operations by international forces, including aerial 
bombardments and conventional fighting, taking place on 
a regular basis, along with bomb attacks by armed groups. 
In the north, which had remained calm in recent years, the 
number of armed confrontations, rocket attacks, ambushes 
and roadside bombs rose sharply in early spring. Violent 
incidents are also increasingly affecting the east and west 
of Afghanistan. Provinces not directly affected by fighting 
continue to endure roadside bombs, targeted killings, sui-
cide bombings and deliberate intimidation of civilians. 
Rising numbers of civilian casualties and weapon-
wounded patients are being admitted to hospital, adding 
to the death and injury toll from mines and explosive 
remnants of war (ERW). 

Some influential political actors have declared their sup-
port for a process of reconciliation between the parties to 
the conflict. However, there is confusion and controversy 
over who would lead the process and who would be al-
lowed to participate. Preparations for the 2009 presiden-
tial and parliamentary elections are under way, with voter 
registration set to begin in autumn 2008, despite the post-
ponement of the elections by six months. 

The already chronic food insecurity faced by many Af-
ghans has worsened, amid rising global food prices and a 
severe drought in the northern regions. 

Political developments in Pakistan continue to destabilize 
the region, while military operations have been taking 
place on both sides of the border separating the two coun-
tries. 

The United States continues to transfer to Afghan author-
ity internees previously held in the US detention facility 
at Guantanamo Bay Naval Station in Cuba and the Ba-
gram Theater Internment Facility. Several countries in the 
NATO-led International Security Assistance Force 
(ISAF) holding internees in field detention sites are doing 
likewise. 

HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE 
Insecurity and violence continue to restrict the ICRC’s 
movements in Afghanistan. Humanitarian agencies face 
enormous challenges in gaining acceptance and security 
guarantees from armed groups, and aid workers have been 
targeted. Much of Afghanistan continues to be off-limits 
to ICRC staff, with the exception of the major cities. The 
ICRC therefore relies on an extensive network of Afghan 
Red Crescent volunteers to support its activities in the 
most conflict-prone areas. However, in response to the 
spreading conflict, the ICRC will strengthen its field pres-
ence in urban centres in 2009 and step up its operations, 
in partnership with the Afghan Red Crescent Society. 

Given that the security situation is unlikely to change sig-
nificantly, current restrictions on movement will remain 
in place. 

In 2009, the ICRC will continue its conflict-related activi-
ties in Afghanistan. It will collect allegations of IHL vio-
lations and make confidential representations to the par-
ties to the conflict in an effort to put an end to such viola-
tions. It will act as neutral intermediary between the par-
ties whenever requested and reinforce its efforts to pre-
vent people from becoming unaccounted for in connec-
tion with the armed conflict.  

Detention-related activities also remain a priority. The 
ICRC carries out regular visits to places of detention in 
Afghanistan, to check on and, where urgent, improve 
conditions of detention, to monitor respect for judicial 
guarantees and to maintain a confidential dialogue on de-
tention issues with the Afghan authorities, with 
NATO/ISAF and with the US authorities in Washington. 
Topics of discussion will include the transfer of detainees 
from US internment facilities or NATO/ISAF holding fa-
cilities to Afghan prisons. In addition to the individual 
follow-up of detainees, the ICRC will continue to lend 
structural support to Afghan prison authorities. 

The ICRC will maintain its support to hospitals treating 
large numbers of weapon-wounded. In eastern Afghani-
stan, the focus of ICRC activities will shift from hospital 
care to pre-hospital services outside urban centres, includ-
ing support to the community-based first-aid network and 
medical assistance to weapon-wounded patients. Physical 
rehabilitation services, including the social and economic 
reintegration of the disabled, will remain a key activity of 
the delegation. 

With the Afghan Red Crescent, the ICRC will provide 
conflict-affected people, including displaced families and 
medical and protection cases, with food, essential house-
hold items, clean water and sanitation. It will continue to 
support the National Society as it undergoes reform and 
restructuring and to build its capacities to carry out mine-
related activities and restore family links. 

While preserving its neutrality and independence, the 
ICRC delegation will remain in close contact with na-
tional and international actors (including the government, 
UN agencies, NGOs and Provincial Reconstruction 
Teams) both in Kabul and in the provinces, ensuring ac-
tivities are coordinated, sharing information and expertise, 
and contributing to policy development in fields related to 
the ICRC’s core mandate. Promoting IHL and basic hu-
manitarian principles among weapon bearers and cultivat-
ing contacts with armed groups in order to gain access to 
civilians in off-limits areas will also be priorities for the 
ICRC in 2009. 

HUMANITARIAN ISSUES AND ICRC 
OBJECTIVES 

CIVILIANS 
The conflict has intensified in 2008, continuing to cause 
high numbers of civilian casualties and serious humanitar-
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ian consequences. There are reports of IHL violations 
during the conduct of hostilities. Most Afghan family 
members separated by conflict have access to normal 
means of communication, and the number needing help to 
keep in touch is falling. Most of the relatively few tracing 
requests received in 2008 came from abroad. 

Objective 
Civilians and persons hors de combat are respected and 
protected in accordance with IHL. Family members sepa-
rated by conflict are able to keep in touch. Families re-
ceive information about their missing relatives from the 
parties to the conflict. 

Plan of action 
Protection 

 through confidential representations made on the basis 
of well-documented allegations of IHL violations, re-
mind coalition and NATO/ISAF forces, the Afghan 
authorities and, where possible, armed groups of their 
obligations to prevent abuse during military operations 
and forced displacement of civilians, to respect the 
principles of distinction, precautions in attack and 
proportionality, to protect the medical mission, to pre-
vent persons from becoming unaccounted for and to 
mark and protect the graves of people killed in fight-
ing and inform the families 

 build the capacities of medical structures and their 
staff to manage human remains 

 with the Afghan Red Crescent, maintain the RCM 
network and process tracing requests; help reunite 
children with family members; provide travel docu-
ments to refugees who need them to travel to countries 
granting them asylum 

Many Afghans, both residents and IDPs, are unable to 
meet their basic needs owing to insecurity stemming from 
the armed conflict. People in northern Afghanistan are 
suffering the effects of severe drought conditions, wors-
ened by the global food crisis, which has tripled staple 
food prices since 2007. 

Electricity and water shortages remain acute, while civil-
ians have difficulty accessing health care because of the 
insecurity. Contaminated well water, poor street drainage 
and other unsanitary living conditions, worsened by over-
crowding, facilitate the spread of disease. The develop-
ment of water systems is hampered by disputes over land 
ownership, insecurity and limited funding. 

Objective 
The general health and living conditions of people af-
fected by conflict and/or natural disaster improve owing 
to easier access to basic health services, the availability of 
safe drinking water, and better hygiene practices, and they 
are able to meet their emergency needs. 

Plan of action 
Assistance 
With the Afghan Red Crescent 

 in four drought-affected northern provinces, give some 
350,000 people (50,000 households) emergency food 
rations 

 in the event of an emergency, distribute food and es-
sential household items to up to 84,000 people (12,000 
households) 

 in vulnerable communities affected by the conflict 
and/or natural disaster, provide livelihood support 
through food-for-work schemes 

 provide medical and other equipment and training to 
15 National Society clinics in conflict-affected areas 
to enhance the quality of basic health care services and 
help them meet the quality requirements defined in the 
Ministry of Public Health’s Basic Package of Health 
Services 

 with communities in certain cities, identify environ-
mental health priorities, improve water supply systems 
and build latrines 

 improve water systems in 20 conflict-affected villages, 
benefiting up to 55,000 residents, IDPs and returnees 

 support local branches of the Central Authority for 
Water Supply and Sanitation to ensure the sustainabil-
ity of water systems 

 conduct hygiene-promotion sessions in cities to pre-
vent the outbreak of epidemics and give hygiene-
awareness training to local health staff 

PEOPLE DEPRIVED OF THEIR FREEDOM 
The ICRC continues to visit detainees held in Afghan 
prisons and internees in US custody held in the Bagram 
Theater Internment Facility and in field detention sites 
across the country. Forces operating under NATO/ISAF 
also arrest people during their operations, and the ICRC 
regularly visits places of detention under their authority. 

The Afghan Ministry of Justice, the National Security Di-
rectorate and the Ministries of Interior and Defence hold 
some 15,000 detainees, mostly in major cities. Dilapi-
dated facilities and overcrowding continue to affect most 
prisons. The government launched a reform process to 
improve prison management and infrastructure, but there 
has been little international support for this initiative. 

Objective 
All detainees/internees in Afghanistan are treated hu-
manely and have adequate living conditions and health 
care. Basic judicial guarantees and procedural safeguards 
are respected, and detainees/internees can keep in touch 
with their families. The specific needs of detained women 
and minors are taken into account. Foreign detain-
ees/internees are protected from forced repatriation. 

Plan of action 
Protection 

 continue visits to detainees/internees held under Af-
ghan, NATO/ISAF or US authority in connection with 
the conflict or the security situation; report confiden-
tially to the authorities on these visits and recommend 
actions to improve treatment and detention conditions, 
particularly for vulnerable groups of detainees 

 with the US detention authorities, build on progress 
achieved in 2008 in establishing an adequate legal 
framework for people in their custody 
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 call upon the NATO/ISAF authorities to adhere to 
their standard operating procedures for detention 

 support the Afghan authorities in their efforts to re-
spect judicial guarantees 

 remind the Afghan, NATO/ISAF and US authorities 
to observe their legal obligations when transferring 
detainees/internees and encourage them to notify the 
ICRC promptly of new arrests, transfers and releases 
to enable detainee follow-up and the arrangement of 
family visits 

 with the Afghan Red Crescent, enable detain-
ees/internees to exchange family news, including 
through video-teleconferencing and covering the 
transport costs of face-to-face visits; cover the cost of 
transport home for those released and facilitate repa-
triations of foreigners or support them if they remain 
in Afghanistan 

 visit the families of Afghan internees held in Guan-
tanamo Bay to help restore family links 

 conduct seminars on IHL and international human 
rights law for National Security Directorate staff and 
police officers involved in detention 

Assistance 
 help renovate, equip and build prison clinics; give in-

put to the Central Prison Department as it develops 
and implements health care policies 

 improve staff and detainee hygiene practices through 
training and the provision of hygiene items 

 improve water supply and sanitation in places of de-
tention; where most urgent, upgrade kitchens and 
other premises 

 distribute essential items, including winter assistance, 
to vulnerable detainees; support vocational workshops 
and literacy initiatives and provide inmates with lei-
sure and educational materials 

 provide special food assistance to all detainees in Af-
ghan and US custody on the religious holiday of Eid 
al-Fitr 

 support the Ministry of Justice in mobilizing donor 
support to ensure adequate conditions of detention in 
Afghan prisons 

WOUNDED AND SICK 
Years of conflict and insecurity have devastated Afghani-
stan’s health care system and the population’s health. The 
Ministry of Public Health’s main priority is to implement 
the Basic Package of Health Services, which focuses on 
primary health care services and is supported by interna-
tional donors. The government’s Essential Package of 
Hospital Services has yet to be implemented countrywide. 
Hospitals are often overstretched because they have to 
devote resources to triage and outpatient activities, ser-
vices which are normally handled by the primary health 
care network. 

In eastern Afghanistan, sick or wounded people need 
health care but often have trouble reaching the main hos-
pital in Jalalabad. 

Objective 
Sick or wounded people have access to effective health 
care services in key urban and provincial health estab-
lishments, and weapon-wounded patients in particular 
have access to appropriate first aid and other medical ser-
vices. 

Plan of action 
Assistance 

 in partnership with the Ministry of Public Health, help 
implement the Essential Package of Hospital Services 
to improve health care in Kandahar (Mirwais Hospi-
tal) by supplying materials and management training 
and conducting building maintenance, including reno-
vating the gynaecological, paediatric and surgical 
wards and repairing the sewage and drainage systems 

 support the surgical department and associated support 
services in Jalalabad (Public Health Hospital-1) until 
May 2009; give ad hoc material and technical support 
to district and provincial hospitals in eastern Afghani-
stan 

 provide medicines, equipment and maintenance sup-
port to Shiberghan hospital in Jowzjan province in 
preparation for its handover to the Ministry of Public 
Health 

 in selected hospitals, maintain an emergency stock in 
case of a sudden influx of casualties, and in ICRC-
supported hospitals, provide material and technical as-
sistance to blood banks 

 support first-aid posts in conflict-affected areas and 
assist weapon-wounded patients in reaching referral 
hospitals 

 with the health authorities, organize seminars on war 
surgery, first aid and other topics for Afghan medical 
personnel and police and give input to strategies to 
strengthen hospital services 

The number of Afghans left physically disabled by 
mines/ERW, polio and other hazards is difficult to ascer-
tain, but estimates reach into the hundreds of thousands. 
The national health authorities, still struggling to rebuild 
most basic services, are unable to provide rehabilitation 
for them. 

Objective 
Physiotherapy, prosthetic/orthotic appliances and training 
help the disabled improve mobility, find work and par-
ticipate in family and community life. 

Plan of action  
Assistance 

 run 6 physical rehabilitation centres serving up to 
86,500 disabled people (including 6,000 new pa-
tients), providing 5,000 prostheses, 10,500 orthoses, 
10,000 pairs of crutches and other mobility aids, as 
well as physiotherapy; upgrade prosthetic/orthotic 
production; carry out structural maintenance and re-
pair, including energy-saving improvements 

 provide workshops run by other organizations with 
components to assist 2,500 amputees 
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 with the Ministry of Public Health, run courses to up-
grade the skills of prosthetic/orthotic technicians 

 visit patients in remote areas to ensure access to treat-
ment and repairs 

 provide home care for up to 1,300 paraplegics in se-
lected areas and supply the estimated 3,100 paraple-
gics in the rest of the country with specialized medical 
equipment 

 provide employment, education, vocational training or 
micro-credits to disabled people and their families 

AUTHORITIES 
The ongoing conflict and its humanitarian consequences 
underline the need for national and local political and tra-
ditional authorities, intergovernmental organizations and 
diplomatic missions to ensure that all parties to the con-
flict respect IHL and support the ICRC’s distinct identity 
and action. 

Objective 
The government implements IHL treaties to which Af-
ghanistan is already party and accedes to other major hu-
manitarian instruments. Political decision-makers and in-
ternational actors know the ICRC’s mandate and support 
its work. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 publish newsletters and fact sheets on ICRC activities 
in English, Dari and Pushto 

 foster contacts with Afghan leaders at different levels, 
the diplomatic community and international organiza-
tions to ensure respect for IHL, their support for the 
ICRC’s mandate and activities, and coordination of 
humanitarian action 

 promote accession to the 1977 Additional Protocols 
and the development of draft legislation on the em-
blem, and enhance knowledge of IHL among govern-
ment officials 

ARMED FORCES AND OTHER BEARERS OF 
WEAPONS 

The Afghan National Army (ANA) is 70,000 strong and 
on track to reach its revised 2009 target of 80,000. The in-
tegration of IHL into its doctrine, training and operations 
is ongoing. Coalition forces and NATO/ISAF forces con-
duct operations, with ISAF having operational responsi-
bility in much of the country. The Afghan National Police 
(ANP) are present in conflict-affected areas. Armed 
groups remain active throughout the country. 

Objective 
The armed forces integrate IHL into their doctrine, train-
ing and operations. The police do the same for interna-
tional human rights law and internationally recognized 
standards related to policing. All weapon bearers under-
stand the ICRC’s mandate and support its activities. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 support IHL training in the ANA by: training IHL in-
structors; producing IHL training materials in local 
languages; providing technical advice; and sending of-
ficers on international courses 

 assist the ANP in improving its training capacity by 
conducting train-the-trainer courses on IHL and inter-
national human rights law and translating training ma-
terials into local languages 

 organize seminars and meetings to explain IHL and 
the ICRC’s mandate and activities to members of in-
ternational and Afghan military forces, including sen-
ior officers, the ANP and armed groups 

 participate in NATO/ISAF pre-deployment training 
exercises 

 examine the presence and role of private military and 
security companies in Afghanistan, with a view to ap-
proaching them regarding future cooperation in IHL 
training 

CIVIL SOCIETY 
Tribal and religious leaders are highly influential in Af-
ghanistan. Thousands of national and international NGOs 
are working in the country. Radio continues to be the 
most effective means of communication, given wide-
spread illiteracy. Several major universities have ex-
pressed interest in including IHL courses in their curric-
ula. 

Objective 
The media, NGOs and religious/traditional leaders sup-
port the work of the ICRC and assist it in increasing 
awareness of humanitarian issues among the public, deci-
sion-makers and all those involved in armed conflict or 
violence, thus achieving greater respect for human dig-
nity. Members of academic circles and students are aware 
of IHL and basic humanitarian principles. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 issue press releases and organize briefings for journal-
ists; produce radio spots focusing on ICRC activities 

 organize dissemination sessions and meetings with re-
ligious/traditional leaders and representatives of 
NGOs to seek acceptance of and support for the 
ICRC’s role and mandate 

 organize seminars/presentations on IHL and the ICRC 
for lecturers and students at selected universities and 
in religious schools 

 translate and publish key ICRC documents 

RED CROSS AND RED CRESCENT 
MOVEMENT 

The Afghan Red Crescent continues to conduct internal 
reforms, particularly in the areas of human resources and 
finance management. The National Society provides 
emergency assistance to victims of the armed conflict, in 
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partnership with the ICRC (see Civilians). It also runs 
first-aid services, food-for-work projects, vocational train-
ing programmes, a network of clinics, family-links activi-
ties and a mine-action programme. 

Objective 
The National Society has a strong legal basis for inde-
pendent action. It is able to provide relief and health assis-
tance in armed conflict or other situations of violence and 
natural disaster. It carries out effective activities to restore 
family links, prevent mine incidents and promote IHL and 
the Movement’s Fundamental Principles. The activities of 
all components of the Movement are coordinated. 

Plan of action 
Cooperation 

 train staff and help fund core running costs to support 
National Society reform and policy development  

 help fund and provide materials and training for Na-
tional Society activities to restore family links, pro-
vide first aid, conduct food-for-work projects and vo-
cational training, and promote the Movement and 
IHL, particularly the passing of a law on the emblem 

 support the Afghan Red Crescent’s national mine-
action programme by supervising and training its staff 
to assume a greater role in managing the programme, 
supporting the collection and transfer of incident data 
and sponsoring the participation of staff in regional 
mine-action courses 

 support implementation of the Safer Access approach 
 continue as lead agency to coordinate all Movement 

components working in the country 
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MYANMAR 
 
 

BUDGET IN KCHF  
Protection 1,319 
Assistance 1,174 
Prevention 590 
Cooperation with National Societies 690 
General -   

Total 3,773 
Of which: Overheads 230

PERSONNEL 
Expatriates  6

The ICRC began working in Myanmar in 1986, providing 
physical rehabilitation for mine victims and other disabled 
people. Between 1999 and 2005, delegates visited detain-
ees, assisted and protected civilians in conflict areas, and 
provided supplies to hospitals treating the wounded. By the 
end of 2005, restrictions imposed by the authorities on the 
ICRC's ability to work according to its standard procedures 
had led to a progressive downsizing of activities. The ICRC 
actively seeks dialogue with government authorities with a 
view to resuming its priority activities. It also works with the 
International Federation to enhance the effectiveness of the 
National Society with which it continues to run a pros-
thetic/orthotic facility. National staff (daily workers not included) 115
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CONTEXT 
Low-intensity armed conflict between government forces 
and armed groups continues to affect the population in 
various areas of Shan and Kayin states and eastern Bago 
division. 

Cyclone Nargis struck the Irrawaddy delta region of 
Myanmar in May 2008, affecting some 2.4 million people 
and leaving an estimated 140,000 dead or unaccounted 
for. The government launched a relief operation, accept-
ing and monitoring international material and financial 
support. International assistance, initially spearheaded by 
the UN and the Movement, including the ICRC, was co-
ordinated by a Tripartite Core Group made up of repre-
sentatives of the Myanmar government, the Association 
of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) and the interna-
tional humanitarian community. A donor pledging con-
ference was held at the end of May, attended by the secre-
taries-general of the UN and ASEAN. Relief efforts con-
tinue, with a move towards rehabilitation and reconstruc-
tion. 

The constitutional drafting committee prepared a new 
constitution that was adopted by referendum in May 
2008. 

The leader of the opposition National League for Democ-
racy, Aung San Suu Kyi, met a specially appointed gov-
ernment representative several times in 2008, while her 
house arrest was extended for another year. 

HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE 
The future of the ICRC’s activities in Myanmar depends 
on the resumption of a meaningful dialogue with the au-
thorities. The ICRC reported publicly in 2007 on the dif-
ficulties it was encountering with the Myanmar authori-
ties and on the serious humanitarian issues that needed to 
be addressed. Government restrictions imposed on the 
ICRC remain in place and continue to prevent the organi-
zation from discharging its mandate in accordance with 
its internationally recognized working methods, which the 
Myanmar authorities have accepted in previous years. 
Meanwhile, it remains essential that the ICRC be able to 
deliver humanitarian aid to conflict-affected populations 
in Myanmar. Therefore, in 2009, the ICRC will spare no 
effort to re-establish a dialogue with the relevant Myan-
mar authorities with the aim of obtaining access to those 
most in need of its services. It stands ready to resume its 
humanitarian work and will plan accordingly as soon as it 
is in a position to do so. 

Plans include efforts to resume visits to detainees to 
monitor their treatment and living conditions. The ICRC 
will also endeavour to reactivate the Joint Working 
Group, made up of the Prison Department, the Ministry of 
Health and the ICRC, and to provide training to prison 
health staff. Prisons and labour camps damaged by Cy-
clone Nargis will continue to receive ICRC support. 

The ICRC’s ongoing activities include supporting the 
physical rehabilitation of amputees, mainly mine victims, 
and funding family visits to detainees. It will maintain its 

understanding of the humanitarian issues in border areas 
affected by armed conflict and other situations of violence 
and, whenever appropriate, raise issues of concern with 
the relevant authorities and armed groups. The ICRC will 
regularly brief the national authorities, international actors 
present in Myanmar and the media on its mandate and ac-
tivities. It will also continue to work with the Myanmar 
Red Cross Society to build its capacities to carry out hu-
manitarian activities more effectively, particularly in the 
areas of tracing and restoring family links. 

HUMANITARIAN ISSUES AND ICRC 
OBJECTIVES 

CIVILIANS 
The living and security conditions of the civilian popula-
tion vary considerably from one area to another. In the 
border areas where ethnic minorities live, civilians con-
tinue to suffer the effects of ongoing internal armed con-
flicts and other situations of violence. 

The government’s increasingly severe restrictions on the 
ICRC since October 2006 have made it impossible for the 
organization’s staff to move about independently in the 
affected areas and have hampered the delivery of aid in-
tended for strictly humanitarian and apolitical purposes. 

Objective 
In areas affected by armed conflict along the Thai-
Myanmar border, civilians are respected and protected by 
all weapon bearers in accordance with IHL. 

Plan of action 
Protection 

 continue to seek dialogue with the authorities on the 
protection of civilians in conflict-affected areas 

 raise issues of humanitarian concern with the authori-
ties and armed groups whenever possible, particularly 
with regard to children associated with fighting forces 

PEOPLE DEPRIVED OF THEIR FREEDOM 
ICRC teams faced increasing difficulties in conducting 
detention visits towards the end of 2005, when the au-
thorities began to challenge some aspects of its standard 
working procedures. As a result, ICRC visits to places of 
detention and labour camps in Myanmar have been on 
hold since December 2005. 

Despite several waves of releases, there are still people of 
ICRC concern in detention. 

A number of prisons and labour camps located in areas 
affected by Cyclone Nargis suffered significant structural 
damage. 

Objective 
Detainees are treated humanely and have adequate living 
conditions, in accordance with international law and in-
ternationally recognized standards. They are able to main-
tain contact with their families for the duration of their 
detention. 
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Plan of action 
Protection 

 endeavour to engage in a meaningful dialogue with 
the relevant authorities on the resumption of visits to 
detainees 

 work to reactivate the Joint Working Group compris-
ing the Prison Department, the Ministry of Health and 
the ICRC 

 organize training seminars for prison health staff on 
disease control 

 in selected places of detention in areas affected by 
Cyclone Nargis, give technical training and support to 
prison authorities with the aim of improving detain-
ees’ living conditions and their access to safe drinking 
water and adequate sanitation facilities 

 provide financial support and facilitate travel ar-
rangements for families visiting detained relatives of 
ICRC concern 

 provide financial support to vulnerable detainees upon 
their release to enable them to return home 

WOUNDED AND SICK 
Civilians and weapon bearers continue to fall victim to 
landmines along Myanmar’s eastern border. Numerous 
people, among them a large number of lower-limb ampu-
tees, have thus been disabled for life. 

Objective 
Amputees/mine victims, in particular the most vulnerable 
individuals living in remote and border areas, have access 
to proper prosthetic treatment. 

Plan of action 
Assistance 

 with the Myanmar Red Cross, enable 600 amputees 
from south-eastern Myanmar to be fitted with prosthe-
ses at the Hpa-an physical rehabilitation centre 

 with the Myanmar Red Cross, continue the outreach 
programme to enable 200 amputees from remote and 
border areas to be referred to prosthetic services; un-
dertake an assessment of the physical rehabilitation 
programme to determine its efficiency 

 carry out technical visits to the 3 physical rehabilita-
tion centres run by the Ministry of Health to monitor 
the continuity of the service 

AUTHORITIES 
The future of the ICRC’s activities in Myanmar depends 
on the resumption of a meaningful dialogue with the au-
thorities. 

Objective 
Political decision-makers know the ICRC’s mandate and 
support its work. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 regularly brief government contacts at central and lo-
cal levels on the ICRC’s presence, mandate, activities 

and humanitarian concerns in the country in order to 
foster greater understanding and acceptance of the or-
ganization and its work 

 regularly inform members of the international com-
munity present in Myanmar about the ICRC’s activi-
ties 

CIVIL SOCIETY 
The media in Myanmar offer a limited means of spread-
ing awareness of the ICRC, its mandate and activities 
among the population. Basic knowledge and understand-
ing of IHL remain weak, and the ICRC has had no contact 
with the Ministry of Education since the beginning of 
2007. However, students do use the ICRC’s IHL resource 
centre. 

Objective 
The media support the work of the ICRC and assist it in 
increasing public awareness of humanitarian issues. Stu-
dents learn about IHL in their academic courses. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 keep the Myanmarese and Asian media informed of 
IHL-related issues and ICRC activities and promote 
greater coverage of such topics by regularly giving 
briefings and producing operational updates  

 build the capacities of universities to teach IHL by 
enabling lecturers to undertake relevant postgraduate 
studies and by providing resources for libraries 

RED CROSS AND RED CRESCENT 
MOVEMENT 

The Myanmar Red Cross Society faced a huge challenge 
in responding to the needs created by Cyclone Nargis and 
in carrying out its activities in accordance with the values 
and principles of the Movement. Members of the Move-
ment coordinated their efforts to enhance the National 
Society’s response capacity. Many cyclone-affected peo-
ple needed to locate their relatives and reunite with them, 
and the National Society acted to meet these needs. 

The Myanmar Red Cross is a partner of the ICRC in the 
outreach prosthetic programme and the dissemination of 
IHL and the Fundamental Principles. 

Objective 
The National Society has a strong legal basis for inde-
pendent action and is able to provide relief and health as-
sistance in armed conflict or other situations of violence. 
It carries out effective activities to restore family links 
and promote IHL and the Movement’s Fundamental Prin-
ciples. The activities of all components of the Movement 
are coordinated. 

Plan of action 
Cooperation 

 strengthen the National Society’s disaster response 
capacity, particularly in the area of restoring family 
links, through the provision of resources and training 
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 harmonize support provided to the Myanmar Red 
Cross with the International Federation and other 
Movement components 

 consolidate Myanmar Red Cross capacities to imple-
ment the outreach prosthetic programme 

 support Myanmar Red Cross dissemination activities 
for both internal and external audiences, including 
through staff training 

 help the National Society translate the first-aid manual 
into local languages and apply it in the field 
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NEPAL 
 
 

BUDGET IN KCHF  
Protection 1,328 
Assistance 3,601 
Prevention 1,547 
Cooperation with National Societies 1,170 
General -   

Total 7,645 
Of which: Overheads 467

 
PERSONNEL 
Expatriates  14

The ICRC initially worked in Nepal out of its regional dele-
gation in New Delhi, opening a delegation in Kathmandu in 
2001. Until the May 2006 ceasefire agreement, its primary 
aim was to protect and assist people directly affected by 
the armed conflict between the government and the Com-
munist Party of Nepal-Maoist. Since the agreement, the 
ICRC has focused on clarifying the fate of missing persons 
and adapted its assistance activities to the new situation, 
namely by serving as a neutral intermediary between rele-
vant actors, taking action on behalf of people deprived of 
their freedom, promoting full compliance with IHL and im-
proving medical care for the wounded. It works closely with 
the Nepal Red Cross Society. National staff (daily workers not included) 103
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CONTEXT 
The postponed constituent assembly elections took place 
in April 2008 and Nepal’s monarchy was abolished at the 
end of May. The leader of the Communist Party of Nepal-
Maoist, Prachanda, was subsequently elected prime min-
ister. At the time of writing, negotiations over the forma-
tion of the new government continue. Major challenges 
face Nepal’s new political system, including security sec-
tor and land reform. The debate over federalism has led to 
more claims for autonomy from various ethnic groups. 

Post-conflict Nepal remains fragile. Sporadic intercom-
munal and interreligious violence and nationwide strikes 
continue. Fuel shortages and rapidly escalating commod-
ity prices pose significant threats to food security and 
peace in Nepal. Major initiatives envisaged in the peace 
agreement and interim constitution, including the estab-
lishment of a truth and reconciliation commission and a 
commission on missing persons, have yet to take shape. 

The future of the more than 20,000 members of the Mao-
ist People’s Liberation Army (PLA) still in quartering ar-
eas remains unresolved. In the eastern and central Terai 
region, a number of political and sometimes armed groups 
are demanding more rights for the Madhesi population 
living in the area, and violent clashes continue to erupt. 
Madhesi political parties successfully took part in the 
constituent assembly elections. In spite of this, criminality 
and lawlessness continue to flourish in the post-election 
period in the Terai region. 

The authorities revised their conflict victim compensation 
policy to include those killed, injured, displaced or 
maimed during the past conflict. Families of missing per-
sons are not included in the policy. 

HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE 
The ICRC will continue to adapt its priorities according to 
the changing situation in Nepal. Assistance activities deal-
ing with the residual effects of the armed conflict will 
continue but will be gradually scaled down. The ICRC 
will maintain its structure around the country and its ca-
pacity to respond to possible emergencies. Activities will 
include pressing for clarification of the fate of missing 
persons and recognition of the suffering of their families, 
actively coordinating with other Movement actors in Ne-
pal, promoting IHL and encouraging discussions on 
prison reform. 

Working in the interests of families of persons unac-
counted for in connection with the armed conflict will 
remain a priority for the ICRC. It will intercede with the 
relevant actors on behalf of families seeking information 
on the fate of their missing relatives. It will advise the au-
thorities on measures to address the needs of the families 
and will assist the families in improving their livelihoods. 
The ICRC also plans to provide legal expertise to the au-
thorities in modifying national legislation to protect the 
rights of missing persons and their families and to prevent 
further disappearances. 

Visits will continue on a small scale to the few detainees 
of ICRC concern who remain in custody. Activities to up-

grade or rehabilitate prison infrastructure and improve 
health care services in detention will also be pursued, with 
the aim of eventually phasing out detention-related activi-
ties by the end of 2009. 

The ICRC will continue to support the Green Pastures 
Hospital (GPH) in Pokhara. It will maintain its funding 
and material and technical assistance to Nepal Red Cross 
Society programmes for victims of the fighting, including 
tracing, relief, mine action and the promotion of IHL. 

With a new political system in place and changing politi-
cal contacts, the ICRC will pursue IHL promotion, par-
ticularly among the authorities and the armed forces. 

While the security situation has improved since April 
2006, general lawlessness has increased, particularly in 
rural areas and in the Terai. The ICRC will seek to main-
tain contact with relevant actors and facilitate the work of 
the Nepalese Red Cross. Nepal’s difficult terrain contin-
ues to hamper transport and access to certain areas of the 
country, while natural disasters such as floods and land-
slides cause additional hardship. Explosive remnants of 
war can cause serious accidents, but this happens infre-
quently. 

While retaining its independence and its commitment to 
confidentiality, the ICRC will keep close contact with the 
OHCHR in Nepal in 2009. It will continue to coordinate 
its activities with those of Movement partners and other 
humanitarian actors in fields of common interest, in order 
to maximize impact, fill gaps and avoid duplication. 

HUMANITARIAN ISSUES AND ICRC 
OBJECTIVES 

CIVILIANS 
While violence relating to the armed conflict has ended 
since 2006, various disturbances and violent incidents still 
occur in Nepal, especially in the unstable Terai region. 
Many civilians in the Terai live in a state of fear owing to 
the lack of security. A number of armed groups, many of 
them containing criminal elements, remain outside the 
framework of the peace process and pose a threat to civil-
ians in certain areas of Nepal. 

People returning home after having been displaced by the 
past conflict face difficulties in restoring their livelihoods. 

Rising global food prices and shortages have had a nega-
tive impact on already vulnerable civilians in some areas 
of Nepal. Primary health care structures at the district 
level are suffering from decades of neglect and damage 
caused by the past conflict. 

Objective 
Civilians are respected and protected by the authorities 
and all weapon bearers, in accordance with applicable na-
tional and international law. Victims of past conflict and 
people suffering from the consequences of other situa-
tions of violence receive appropriate assistance or gov-
ernment compensation. 
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Plan of action 
Protection 

 monitor the situation of civilians in areas affected by 
internal disturbances 

 document allegations of extrajudicial killings and dis-
appearances that took place prior to the ceasefire and 
make representations to the relevant actors, opening 
up dialogue on ways for them to fulfil their obligation 
to protect civilians, particularly vulnerable groups 
such as Dalits, women and children, and ensuring that 
the victims of the past armed conflict or their families 
receive due recognition and appropriate compensation  

Assistance 
With the National Society 

 complete rural water, sanitation and habitat projects 
and ensure their sustainability by training Nepalese 
Red Cross staff; collect technical information from the 
projects and share it with the relevant authorities 

 provide 4,500 people (750 households) affected by the 
past conflict or ongoing internal disturbances with 
grants to help them run small businesses, and train Na-
tional Society staff in conducting assessments and 
monitoring the economic impact of the conflict on 
households 

 give essential household items to some 12,000 people 
(2,000 households) affected by internal disturbances, 
and basic food items to some 3,000 people (500 
households) affected by internal disturbances 

 carry out urgent infrastructure repairs to primary 
health care centres as needed 

The ICRC is acting on behalf of more than 1,200 families 
seeking missing relatives. The government’s recent defi-
nition of conflict victims does not include missing per-
sons, preventing their families from receiving recognition 
of their suffering and accessing support mechanisms. A 
lack of resources and trained experts continues to hamper 
the appropriate handling and identification of human re-
mains. 

Objective 
Families are informed of the fate of their missing relatives 
and provided with support and compensation; human re-
mains are dealt with appropriately. 

Plan of action 
Protection 

 continue to collect information on persons reported 
missing during the conflict 

 publish the updated list of missing persons and submit 
the details to the authorities concerned, encouraging 
them to provide families with relevant information 

 with the National Society, meet the families and pro-
vide them with updated information; publish a study 
on the needs of the families of missing persons 

 urge the authorities to legally recognize missing per-
sons, enabling their families to access support and 
compensation mechanisms, and encourage the authori-
ties to initiate the process of exhuming and identifying 
human remains 

 assess the way human remains are handled and infor-
mation about them is collected/transmitted and make 
recommendations for best practice 

 train relevant government and medical staff and mem-
bers of the National Human Rights Commission in 
ante-mortem data collection techniques and the proper 
management of human remains and provide them with 
forensic materials 

 build the capacity of the Nepalese Red Cross by train-
ing volunteers in the collection of data on and follow-
up of cases of persons missing in connection with the 
conflict and by supervising the tracing work of 
branches throughout the country 

 provide family associations with material assistance 
and organize an annual meeting for them 

 participate in coordination meetings and maintain 
regular contact with other organizations involved in 
the issue of missing persons, such as the OHCHR and 
the National Human Rights Commission 

PEOPLE DEPRIVED OF THEIR FREEDOM 
There are few detainees of ICRC concern left in deten-
tion, and those remaining do not face specific problems 
different from those faced by the rest of the prison popu-
lation. There is a severe lack of qualified professional 
prison staff, particularly those with health care skills. The 
water, sanitation and habitat situation in most jails re-
mains critical, relying on decrepit structures that have not 
been rehabilitated. Prisons also consume large amounts of 
energy and generate different types of waste, both of 
which can lead to environmental and health problems in-
side the prison and among the surrounding population. 

Objective 
Detainees are treated humanely and have adequate living 
conditions, in accordance with internationally recognized 
standards. They have access to safe water and sanitation 
facilities, receive appropriate medical care and are able to 
keep in touch with their families. 

Plan of action 
Protection 

 continue visits to people of ICRC concern and make 
representations to the detaining authorities when nec-
essary in order to ensure detainees enjoy adequate liv-
ing conditions and humane treatment, as well as re-
spect for judicial guarantees 

 offer detainees the opportunity to exchange RCMs 
with their families and receive family visits 

 support the prison authorities in their efforts to fulfil 
their duties and obligations under international and 
domestic standards and applicable bodies of law 

 train 20 members of the National Human Rights 
Commission in prison monitoring techniques 

Assistance 
 through visits to places of detention, monitor the 

health care and water and sanitation facilities available 
to detainees and transmit the findings and recommen-
dations in writing to the prison authorities and the 
Ministry of Health 
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 in two prisons in the Terai region, carry out small ad 
hoc emergency improvements to prison infrastructure 

 improve living conditions in prisons through the use 
of alternative energy such as biogas and bio-briquettes 
and the installation of smokeless stoves and monitor 
the results of completed projects 

 share a final report on the ICRC’s water and habitat 
activities in detention with the prison authorities with 
a view to handing over responsibility for these activi-
ties 

 train prison authorities and staff in the use of renew-
able energy and encourage authorities to establish ap-
propriate standards in this area 

 with the Nepalese Red Cross, train 20 inmates and 4 
prison staff in first aid and preventive care, including 
in relation to HIV/AIDS, and provide disinfectant to 
reduce the spread of skin diseases, in order to improve 
the health status of detainees 

 inform the general public and other actors in the 
prison sector about the improvements made in prison 
conditions through the use of environmentally friendly 
technologies 

WOUNDED AND SICK 
The provision of health care services in Nepal is severely 
constrained by poverty, poor infrastructure and limited 
access to clean water. Only the main surgical hospitals in 
urban centres have been able to provide acceptable care 
for people wounded as a result of conflict or internal vio-
lence. People in remote rural areas face difficulties in ob-
taining essential health care services. 

There is no government policy or programme providing 
rehabilitation services to civilians with conflict-related 
disabilities. For most disabled people, the costs are too 
high in private rehabilitation centres, which in any case 
are often located too far away for them to reach. GPH 
does not currently fit upper limb amputees. 

Objective 
Weapon-wounded people receive the care they need un-
der good security conditions, and medical staff have the 
materials and skills to provide that care. Disabled people 
have access to appropriate and affordable rehabilitation 
services. 

Plan of action 
Assistance 

 remind the Ministries of Health, of Peace and Recon-
struction and of Women, Children and Social Welfare 
of their obligation to provide free treatment to 
weapon-wounded people 

 cover the costs of transport and medical follow-up of 
some 50 people injured in connection with fighting 

 conduct 4 surgical workshops and 2 hygiene training 
sessions for staff working in district hospitals 

 maintain stocks of emergency medical assistance to 
treat 1,000 injured people in selected health facilities 

 boost the National Society’s capacity to provide first-
aid services during emergencies and to give first-aid 

training to civil society actors and the police (see Red 
Cross and Red Crescent Movement) 

 in GPH, cover the costs of treatment, travel and lodg-
ing of up to 80 disabled people injured during the con-
flict or internal disturbances; cover the travel costs of 
up to 150 people with non-conflict-related disabilities 

 through training, improve the skills of pros-
thetic/orthotic technicians and physiotherapists and 
patient management at GPH  

 encourage amputees to come for follow-up examina-
tions in the prosthetic/orthotic centres 

AUTHORITIES 
Nepal is party to the 1949 Geneva Conventions but to few 
other major IHL treaties. Ongoing uncertainty and chang-
ing political actors make IHL implementation difficult. 
The government still lacks a clear policy on missing per-
sons. 

Objective 
The government implements IHL treaties to which Nepal 
is already party and accedes to other major humanitarian 
instruments. Political decision-makers know the ICRC’s 
mandate and support its work. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 encourage the government to accede to IHL instru-
ments (with special emphasis on the 1977 Additional 
Protocols and the Rome Statute) and to incorporate 
their provisions into national legislation 

 support the national IHL committee in carrying out a 
compatibility study on current national legislation and 
IHL 

 give IHL dissemination sessions to teachers at Nepal’s 
administrative staff college 

 urge the authorities to strengthen national law to cor-
respond with internationally recognized standards re-
lating to missing persons and their families and to 
adopt a red cross law 

 engage with new political actors with a view to under-
standing emerging political trends and enlisting sup-
port for ICRC activities and humanitarian issues 

ARMED FORCES AND OTHER BEARERS OF 
WEAPONS 

The Nepal Army and the PLA still exist as separate 
forces, and negotiations to integrate them and reduce the 
overall size of the armed forces are ongoing. The Nepal 
Army also supplies troops for UN peacekeeping opera-
tions. 

The 25,000-strong Armed Police Force (APF) is respon-
sible for internal security operations. 

New armed groups have emerged in the Terai region. 

Objective 
The armed forces integrate IHL into their doctrine, train-
ing and operations. The police do the same for interna-
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tional human rights law and humanitarian principles. All 
weapon bearers understand the ICRC’s mandate and sup-
port its activities. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 work with the Nepal Army headquarters to help it in-
tegrate IHL into its training courses, codes of conduct 
and manuals 

 conduct IHL training seminars and presentations for 
Nepal Army officers, members of the PLA and other 
military personnel, including during pre-deployment 
training for soldiers participating in peacekeeping mis-
sions 

 organize similar activities with the police and the APF 
 brief weapon bearers in the Terai region on the ICRC 

CIVIL SOCIETY 
Incidents of harassment of the media still occur. Radio 
remains a primary source of information for the Nepalese 
population, given the logistical challenges faced by the 
media. Many different national and international NGOs, 
development agencies and human rights groups are active 
in Nepal. Tribhuvan University and the specialized Kath-
mandu Law School have the country’s leading law de-
partments and both have expressed interest in further en-
hancing IHL teaching. 

Objective 
The media and NGOs support the work of the ICRC and 
assist it in increasing awareness of humanitarian issues 
among the public, decision-makers and all those involved 
in armed conflict or violence, thus achieving greater re-
spect for human dignity. Young people, as future leaders 
and decision-makers, learn about IHL in their academic 
courses. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 strengthen contacts with new civil society actors of 
strategic importance 

 organize meetings and seminars for journalists, NGO 
staff and other influential groups, including women’s 
organizations and political youth groups 

 participate in events, issue press releases and sponsor 
TV and radio broadcasts on IHL and humanitarian is-
sues, particularly on the topic of missing persons 

 with the Nepalese Red Cross, update or include chap-
ters on the Movement in school textbooks 

 encourage Tribhuvan University and Kathmandu Law 
School to develop an IHL curriculum and support 
them in doing so by training teachers and sending 
them on regional and international training courses, by 
assisting them in developing comprehensive sylla-
buses and by providing them with relevant materials 

 give presentations on the ICRC at the College of Jour-
nalism and Mass Communication 

RED CROSS AND RED CRESCENT 
MOVEMENT 

The Nepal Red Cross Society is an active and efficient 
National Society with a large membership, countrywide 
branches and an extensive logistic network. It runs ambu-
lance services, blood banks and first-aid services, delivers 
RCMs efficiently and carries out mine-risk education ac-
tivities. 

Objective 
The National Society has a strong legal basis for inde-
pendent action. It is able to provide relief and health assis-
tance in armed conflict or other situations of violence and 
natural disasters. It carries out effective activities to re-
store family links and promote IHL and the Movement’s 
Fundamental Principles. The activities of all components 
of the Movement are coordinated. 

Plan of action 
Cooperation 

 provide materials, funding or technical support to the 
Nepalese Red Cross to enable it to: deliver first aid to 
victims of violence or natural disaster in urban and ru-
ral areas; assist victims of violence, including through 
an ambulance service; handle human remains appro-
priately; deliver RCMs and provide tracing services to 
prison inmates, migrants and refugees; promote IHL; 
and conduct mine-risk education sessions in the dis-
tricts most affected 

 help the Nepalese Red Cross incorporate the Safer 
Access approach into its programmes 

 coordinate Movement activities in accordance with the 
Seville Agreement 
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PAKISTAN 
 
 

BUDGET IN KCHF  
Protection 5,501 
Assistance 13,530 
Prevention 3,010 
Cooperation with National Societies 1,466 
General 649 

Total 24,157 
Of which: Overheads 1,474

PERSONNEL 
Expatriates  63 

The ICRC began working in Pakistan in 1981 to assist vic-
tims of the armed conflict in Afghanistan. Its current op-
erations now focus on: visiting security detainees; assist-
ing victims of conflict and natural disaster; ensuring care 
of the weapon-wounded and the disabled; promoting 
compliance with IHL among officials and military forces; 
fostering dialogue with religious leaders, academic institu-
tions and the media on IHL-related issues, the conduct of 
hostilities and neutral and independent humanitarian ac-
tion; and supporting the Pakistan Red Crescent Society in 
enhancing its response capacity. 

National staff (daily workers not included) 447 
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CONTEXT 
For Pakistan, 2008 has been characterized by political 
transition and violence. The assassination of former prime 
minister Benazir Bhutto in December 2007 led to violent 
protests. The postponed elections took place in February 
and paved the way for the transition to a civilian govern-
ment. Violence subsided after the elections, but increased 
again, showing no sign of decreasing by the end of the 
year. President Musharraf resigned in August and Asif Ali 
Zardari was elected to replace him. The issue of the rein-
statement of judges dismissed following the November 
2007 state of emergency continues to dominate the politi-
cal scene. The future roles of the judiciary and parliament 
remain unclear, as a new government is in the process of 
being formed. Rising food and energy prices and power 
shortages present difficult social and economic chal-
lenges. 

In September, a suicide bomb attack on the Marriott Hotel 
in Islamabad killed dozens and injured hundreds of peo-
ple. 

Since the November 2003 ceasefire agreement between 
India and Pakistan, few incidents have occurred at the 
Line of Control (LoC). However, there were several inci-
dents in May. During a meeting of the two countries’ for-
eign ministers, it was decided that their respective confi-
dence-building mechanisms should be strengthened. 

The armed conflict situation in the North-West Frontier 
Province (NWFP) and the Federally Administered Tribal 
Areas (FATA) remains volatile, marked by clashes be-
tween the military and armed groups, sectarian violence 
and banditry. In the Bajaur Agency of the FATA, some 
200,000 people were displaced by the fighting in Septem-
ber. The provincial governments of NWFP and the FATA 
embarked on peace negotiations with militant groups, but 
fighting intensified. In the FATA, sectarian strife contin-
ues to result in clashes between Shias and Sunnis in the 
Kurram Agency. In the Khyber Agency, the road to the 
Afghan border is a target for kidnappers. Attacks against 
army and police personnel in Peshawar are not infrequent, 
sometimes injuring or killing civilians. 

In Baluchistan, the general election resulted in the forma-
tion of a provincial coalition government, which vowed to 
halt military operations in the province, release political 
prisoners and seek clarification of the fate of missing per-
sons. However, security operations throughout the prov-
ince coincided with a steady increase in attacks by armed 
groups, including in Quetta, the capital of Baluchistan, 
and a rise in criminality, including widespread robberies 
and kidnappings. The border areas of Baluchistan are af-
fected by the armed conflict in Afghanistan, with large 
numbers of wounded people crossing the border. People 
in Baluchistan are also coping with the effects of the 
earthquakes that hit the region on 29 October 20081. 

                                                           
1 The ICRC launched a preliminary appeal on 30 October 
2008 to cover the costs of its emergency earthquake re-
sponse until 31 December 2008. See on the ICRC Extra-
net for Donors: 

HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE 
In 2009, the ICRC will increase its protection and assis-
tance activities for people affected by armed conflict or 
other situations of violence. Owing to the unstable secu-
rity situation, ICRC staff are not always able to travel to 
the areas most directly affected by military operations in 
Baluchistan, the FATA and NWFP, and this challenge 
must be dealt with if the ICRC, in partnership with the 
Pakistan Red Crescent Society, is to expand its field pres-
ence to reach more people affected by violence. The 
ICRC will therefore engage with weapon bearers and 
other influential actors to increase knowledge and accep-
tance of the organization and its work. It will monitor the 
situation of civilians and make confidential representa-
tions on the basis of well-documented allegations of IHL 
violations. People affected by violence or natural disaster 
will receive food and essential household items. In coop-
eration with the National Society, the ICRC will continue 
its medical assistance for weapon-wounded patients who 
are able to reach more accessible areas and support medi-
cal facilities serving populations close to the border with 
Afghanistan in Baluchistan, the FATA and NWFP, and 
by developing its physical rehabilitation programme for 
people with conflict-related disabilities, including in Paki-
stan-administered Kashmir. 

Having gained access to Pakistan’s detention facilities in 
2007, the ICRC will continue visiting detainees in 2009. 
The ICRC will also continue to visit detainees transferred 
back to Pakistan from Afghanistan or the US detention 
facility at the Guantanamo Bay Naval Station in Cuba. 
Activities to re-establish and maintain contact between 
separated family members will continue for detainees and 
civilians. The ICRC will enable families in Pakistan to 
keep in touch with relatives detained/interned abroad, 
primarily in Afghanistan and Guantanamo Bay, and help 
families to obtain confirmation of the fate of relatives 
killed in Afghanistan in 2001. 

The delegation will continue its efforts to promote IHL 
within the armed forces, universities and religious schools 
and to encourage ratification and implementation of IHL 
instruments. The ICRC will intensify its support for the 
Pakistani Red Crescent, focusing on building its emer-
gency response capacity, primarily through the first-aid 
programme. 

The ICRC will coordinate its activities with those of 
Movement partners, UN agencies and other humanitarian 
actors in fields of common interest, in order to maximize 
impact, fill gaps and avoid duplication. 

                                                                                              
http://extranet.icrc.org/extranet/rexdonors/content.nsf/htm
lall/7KWFH5/$FILE/Pakistan_Baluchistan_PreliminaryA
ppeal_REX08_722_Final.pdf?OpenElement 
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HUMANITARIAN ISSUES AND ICRC 
OBJECTIVES 

CIVILIANS 
Civilians in several areas of Pakistan are affected by on-
going armed clashes between government forces and 
armed groups. In the FATA, particularly in Bajaur and 
Kurram Agencies and Waziristan, as well as in Baluchis-
tan and NWFP, violence has had a serious impact on the 
humanitarian situation, in some cases displacing thou-
sands of people. Assessments show that in Baluchistan 
many people are using untreated water for their domestic 
needs and some depend entirely on their herds for food 
and income. Insecurity and displacement prevent many 
civilians from accessing health services. 

Objective 
Civilians affected by armed conflict or other situations of 
violence, including IDPs, are respected, have decent liv-
ing conditions and access to appropriate health care ser-
vices, and are able to restore their livelihoods. 

Plan of action 
Protection 

 maintain a dialogue with political and military au-
thorities and armed groups on their obligations under 
IHL towards civilians during armed conflict or other 
situations of violence 

 monitor the situation of conflict-affected civilians, 
particularly IDPs; through confidential representations 
made on the basis of well-documented allegations of 
IHL violations, remind the parties of their obligations 
to prevent abuse during military operations and forced 
displacement of civilians; coordinate closely with the 
ICRC delegation in Kabul on alleged IHL violations 
stemming from the situation in Afghanistan 

Assistance (with the Pakistani Red Crescent) 
Relief 

 provide 35,000 people (5,000 households) affected by 
conflict or natural disaster with essential household 
items and food 

Water and health 
 install 200 hand pumps and upgrade 40 others in vio-

lence-affected communities in Baluchistan and, in the 
event of an emergency, supply the National Society 
with water treatment equipment; rehabilitate up to 15 
water supply systems in conflict-affected communities 
in the FATA; build the capacities of communities to 
operate and maintain the new equipment; train Na-
tional Society volunteers in hygiene-promotion tech-
niques 

 provide material and financial support and carry out 
staff training in 9 basic health care centres and 3 Paki-
stani Red Crescent mobile health units in Baluchistan, 
the FATA and NWFP, with a particular focus on 
mother and child health; support traditional birth at-
tendants and community health workers; strengthen 
the referral system for patients who need hospital care; 

in the event of a major emergency, provide medical 
supplies to help with the care of up to 15,000 people 

 help National Society branches in Pakistan-
administered Kashmir carry out hygiene-awareness 
sessions in 80 communities affected by the 2005 
earthquake where the ICRC rehabilitated water supply 
systems 

Livelihood support 
 improve the standard of animal health care in Balu-

chistan by conducting training courses for some 150 
community animal health workers and giving them 
equipment 

 carry out micro-economic initiatives for some 300 
disabled patients of the physical rehabilitation centre 
in Muzaffarabad to help them improve their liveli-
hoods 

 review the livelihood projects implemented in earth-
quake-affected areas 

The majority of people seeking the ICRC’s help in locat-
ing their relatives are families of Pakistani nationals de-
tained/interned abroad. Several hundred families in Paki-
stan have had no news of family members who disap-
peared in connection with the armed conflict in Afghani-
stan in 2001–02 or related clashes since then. Without 
confirmation of their fate, they have been unable to sort 
out administrative issues such as inheritance, remarriage 
and child support. Others have limited means to keep con-
tact with relatives detained/interned in Afghanistan, 
Guantanamo Bay or India. 

Objective 
Family members separated by detention/internment, 
armed conflict, other situations of violence or natural dis-
aster can re-establish contact. The families of persons un-
accounted for in connection with armed conflict, other 
situations of violence or natural disaster are informed of 
the fate of their relatives. 

Plan of action 
Protection 

 maintain the RCM network and organize phone calls 
and visits for families to help them stay in touch with 
their detained/interned relatives and for refugees, 
stateless persons and asylum seekers in Pakistan to re-
establish or maintain contact with their relatives 
abroad 

 encourage the government to open a national informa-
tion bureau to provide answers to families of persons 
unaccounted for in connection with armed conflict, 
other situations of violence or natural disaster, includ-
ing in connection with the armed conflict in Afghani-
stan 

PEOPLE DEPRIVED OF THEIR FREEDOM 
There are some 95,000 people currently detained in Paki-
stani prisons. These include people held in connection 
with violence and unrest, as well as for criminal offences. 
The ICRC began to visit detainees in 2007 and has regis-
tered individually more than 400 of them since then. 
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Most of the some 500 Pakistanis captured in connection 
with the armed conflict in Afghanistan in 2001–02, held 
in Afghanistan or Guantanamo Bay and then repatriated 
to detention facilities in Pakistan have been released. 
However, some remain in detention. 

Objective 
All detainees, particularly those held in connection with 
armed conflict or other situations of violence, are treated 
humanely, their conditions of detention comply with in-
ternationally recognized standards, and their judicial 
guarantees are respected. Released detainees return home 
safely and reintegrate into society. 

Plan of action 
Protection 

 continue regular visits to detainees, following indi-
vidually those held for security reasons 

 if necessary, make recommendations for improve-
ments in conditions of detention and treatment, par-
ticularly for vulnerable groups of detainees such as 
women, minors, foreigners, mentally ill detainees and 
those sentenced to death 

 provide individual assistance to vulnerable detainees 
and recreational and educational items if needed 

 help detainees maintain family links through RCMs 
 visit any Pakistanis still held in detention after being 

returned from Afghanistan or Guantanamo Bay; after 
their release, visit them at home and provide financial 
support for follow-up medical care, when necessary 

Assistance 
 provide training for prison staff and equipment to im-

prove health and hygiene conditions in prisons in Pun-
jab and Sindh 

 assess the water, sanitation and habitat situation in up 
to 12 prisons across the country, with a view to pro-
viding technical and structural support as needed 

 mobilize support among the authorities for peniten-
tiary and judicial reforms  

WOUNDED AND SICK 
Clashes between government forces and armed groups in 
Baluchistan and NWFP continue. Both weapon bearers 
and civilians are wounded in the violence. Some of the 
wounded can reach hospitals in Peshawar or other acces-
sible areas, but access to quality health care remains diffi-
cult. In conflict-affected areas, hospitals often lack the ca-
pacity to deal with emergencies, particularly in the case of 
a mass influx of casualties. 

There are many people in Pakistan disabled by armed 
conflict or natural disaster. Many are Afghan refugees 
wounded in the decades of armed conflict in Afghanistan, 
but a number have been wounded in Pakistan itself. In 
addition, injuries caused by the 2005 earthquake in Paki-
stan-administered Kashmir and NWFP have increased the 
number of disabled people. The country has a number of 
physical rehabilitation facilities. However, the centres lo-
cated near the border with Afghanistan and India, where 
most mine victims live, need support. 

Objective 
People wounded in fighting or by mines/explosive rem-
nants of war in conflict-affected areas get appropriate 
medical care. Disabled people have access to physical re-
habilitation services and are able to reintegrate into their 
communities. 

Plan of action 
Assistance 
Health 

 deploy an ICRC surgical team to treat up to 1,500 
weapon-wounded patients in conflict-affected areas 

 provide financial and material support, including sur-
gical, medical and first-aid supplies, to hospitals treat-
ing the wounded in Baluchistan, the FATA and 
NWFP 

 give first-aid training and medical supplies to some 
450 local health workers 

 maintain contact with health structures in NWFP in 
order to assess patients’ needs and improve their ac-
cess to surgical care in better-equipped hospitals 

 train surgeons and first-line doctors in hospitals in 
Baluchistan and NWFP in war-surgery and other sur-
gical techniques 

Physical rehabilitation 
 with the Pakistani Red Crescent, help some 960 dis-

abled people from Pakistan-administered Kashmir and 
other conflict-affected areas access quality care in the 
ICRC-supported Muzaffarabad Physical Rehabilita-
tion Centre through a referral system 

 provide financial and technical support to the Chris-
tian Hospital rehabilitation centre in Quetta 

 support community-based home care for some 300 
people with spinal cord injuries in Peshawar and give 
infrastructural support to the Paraplegic Centre in Ha-
yatabad 

 provide materials to the Pakistan Institute of Pros-
thetic and Orthotic Sciences (PIPOS) in Peshawar and 
help some 800 disabled people reach the services there 
through a referral system 

 sponsor students to attend physiotherapy and pros-
thetic/orthotic training at PIPOS and at the centre in 
Quetta 

 coordinate with relevant actors such as the national 
health authorities 

AUTHORITIES 
With the recent political instability, IHL implementation 
has proceeded slowly. The authorities are currently fo-
cused on setting up the new government, and many rele-
vant contacts have changed. The protection component of 
the ICRC’s mandate is not always fully understood by the 
authorities. 

Objective 
The government implements IHL treaties to which Paki-
stan is already party and accedes to other major humani-
tarian instruments. Political decision-makers know the 
ICRC’s mandate and support its work. 
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Plan of action 
Prevention 

 foster understanding of IHL, the ICRC’s mandate and 
the Pakistani Red Crescent among key officials 
through meetings and the provision of information; 
maintain a dialogue with the authorities at all levels in 
order to obtain the necessary security clearances for 
conflict-affected areas and to gain access to victims 

 promote the adoption of amendments to the existing 
Geneva Conventions Act or the adoption of a new Act 

 sponsor the participation of government officials in 
regional and international IHL events 

 conduct IHL courses for key civil servants and mem-
bers of the judiciary 

ARMED FORCES AND OTHER BEARERS OF 
WEAPONS 

Pakistan’s army is present in Baluchistan, in the FATA, at 
the LoC and in NWFP and is in the process of integrating 
IHL into its training. Pakistan is a leading contributor to 
UN peacekeeping operations. 

Provincial border forces in Baluchistan and NWFP are in-
volved in military operations, and the police have a law 
enforcement mandate. 

There are many armed groups active in Pakistan and some 
of them are not yet familiar with humanitarian principles 
and the ICRC. 

Objective 
The armed forces integrate IHL into their doctrine, train-
ing and education. The police do the same for interna-
tional human rights law and internationally recognized 
standards relating to policing. All weapon bearers under-
stand the ICRC’s mandate and support its activities. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 conduct workshops on IHL and the ICRC for senior 
officers and non-commissioned officers, including 
those deployed in the field 

 meet military personnel in charge of training; conduct 
IHL instructor courses 

 sponsor senior officers to attend IHL courses abroad 
 brief senior officers involved in UN peacekeeping 

missions on IHL and the ICRC 
 develop dialogue with police, border and security 

forces, particularly in Pakistan-administered Kashmir, 
Punjab and Sindh, on integrating IHL/human rights 
law into their training; conduct dissemination sessions 
for police officers and border forces 

 develop dialogue with and explain the ICRC’s man-
date and activities and IHL to members of armed 
groups 

CIVIL SOCIETY 
Pakistan has both religious and secular media. Islamic 
educational institutions play an important role; they are 

influential in Pakistani society and politics and contribute 
to Islamic scholarship worldwide. Pakistani universities 
have introduced IHL into some curricula, but there is lim-
ited interest in the field. 

Objective 
The media, NGOs and religious/traditional leaders sup-
port the work of the ICRC and assist it in increasing 
awareness of humanitarian issues among the public, deci-
sion-makers and all those involved in armed conflict or 
other situations of violence, thus achieving greater respect 
for human dignity. Young people, as future leaders and 
decision-makers, learn about IHL in their academic 
courses. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 strengthen the ICRC’s relationship with religious and 
secular media and other influential members of civil 
society, enhancing their knowledge of the organiza-
tion’s activities through workshops and press releases 

 develop regular contacts with NGOs and reli-
gious/traditional leaders, particularly in conflict-
affected areas 

 discuss with influential Islamic scholars and leaders 
the relationship between IHL and Islamic law and 
other humanitarian issues 

 maintain contacts with Islamic charities involved in 
humanitarian aid 

 support the integration of IHL into the curricula of se-
lected law institutes 

 conduct IHL dissemination sessions for law and inter-
national relations students 

 sponsor the participation of university students and 
lecturers in national and regional IHL events 

RED CROSS AND RED CRESCENT 
MOVEMENT 

The Pakistan Red Crescent Society has a large member-
ship and is present throughout the country. It is building 
its capacity to assist victims of armed conflict, other situa-
tions of violence and natural disasters and is the ICRC’s 
operational partner. 

Objective 
The National Society has a strong legal basis for inde-
pendent action. It is able to provide relief and health assis-
tance in emergency situations. It carries out effective ac-
tivities to restore family links and promote IHL and the 
Movement’s Fundamental Principles. The activities of all 
components of the Movement are coordinated. 

Plan of action 
Cooperation 

 increase support to National Society branches in vio-
lence-affected areas, particularly in Baluchistan, the 
FATA, NWFP and Pakistan-administered Kashmir, to 
help them implement their own activities and act as 
operational partners for the ICRC 
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 support the Pakistani Red Crescent first-aid strategy, 
focusing on building volunteer capacity and introduc-
ing the Safer Access approach in conflict-affected ar-
eas 

 offer training and technical advice to help the National 
Society enhance its tracing programme 

 help the Pakistani Red Crescent promote its first-aid 
activities, IHL and the Movement’s Fundamental 
Principles 

Regional support 
 be prepared to assist up to 10,000 households in the 

region with essential household items in the event of 
conflict or natural disaster 
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PHILIPPINES 
 
 

BUDGET IN KCHF  
Protection 2,839 
Assistance 6,012 
Prevention 1,780 
Cooperation with National Societies 1,562 
General -   

Total 12,193 
Of which: Overheads 744

 
PERSONNEL 
Expatriates  26

In the Philippines, where the ICRC has been working 
since 1982, the delegation assists and protects civilians 
displaced or otherwise affected by armed clashes be-
tween the government and insurgent groups, primarily on 
the southern island of Mindanao. It acts as a neutral in-
termediary between opposing forces in humanitarian mat-
ters, visits security detainees and works with the Philip-
pine National Red Cross, through its network of regional 
chapters and local branches, to assist displaced people 
and promote compliance with IHL. 

National staff (daily workers not included) 106
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CONTEXT 
Political instability stemming from allegations of corrup-
tion against the president continues, with the opposition 
filing a new impeachment complaint in October. Rising 
food and energy prices and the global financial crisis are 
affecting the economy of the Philippines. 

The Philippine government has agreed to the European 
Commission sending an 18-month Justice Assistance 
Mission to help address the issue of extrajudicial killings. 
The mission will build on the findings of a government-
initiated report on the subject by a former Supreme Court 
justice and that of the UN special rapporteur on extrajudi-
cial, summary or arbitrary executions. It will include sup-
port and advice to the judiciary, prosecution and police, 
technical assistance in forensics, and training of staff of 
the Commission on Human Rights. Targeted killings of 
members of political parties, trade union leaders, journal-
ists and human rights activists persist, although at a lower 
rate than in previous years. 

The civilian population living in conflict-prone areas con-
tinues to suffer the effects of armed clashes between gov-
ernment forces and armed groups, which often cause dis-
placement. 

The peace talks between the Moro Islamic Liberation 
Front (MILF) and the government reached a stalemate in 
August, when the government announced its decision not 
to sign a memorandum of agreement on ancestral domain. 
The Supreme Court decided to suspend any progress on 
the memorandum until its constitutionality was deter-
mined. The move triggered heavy fighting between gov-
ernment forces and MILF troops in central Mindanao, re-
sulting in the displacement of hundreds of thousands of 
people and the destruction of some 2,000 houses. The fu-
ture of the International Monitoring Team overseeing the 
ceasefire in Mindanao is in doubt after Malaysia reduced 
its monitoring capacities and informed the Philippine 
government earlier in the year that it was reconsidering its 
participation. 

In the Sulu archipelago, clashes between government 
forces and factions of the Moro National Liberation Front 
(MNLF) caused the displacement of civilians, while im-
plementation of the 1996 peace agreement between the 
two parties is still contested by the MNLF. The activities 
of the Abu Sayyaf Group, and other armed groups, pre-
sent a further challenge to security. 

Confrontations between the military and the New Peo-
ple’s Army in eastern Mindanao and the Visayas have in-
creased in 2008, leading to a further deterioration of liv-
ing conditions in remote areas inhabited by chronically 
vulnerable groups who have access to few, if any, public 
services. 

HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE 
The ICRC will continue its protection activities in the 
Philippines in 2009, while increasing its assistance to con-
flict victims in response to the upsurge in violence. The 
delegation will visit and keep track of detainees held in 

connection with the different armed conflicts and the 
global fight against “terrorism” and pursue its efforts to 
gain access to all persons detained by the security forces. 
It will continue to report on its findings as part of its on-
going dialogue with the detaining authorities and to raise 
awareness among and mobilize relevant stakeholders with 
the goal of bringing about improvements in detention 
conditions, detainees’ treatment and respect for judicial 
guarantees. The ICRC will also continue to facilitate fam-
ily visits to detainees. 

In 2009, the ICRC will expand its field presence by estab-
lishing new offices in conflict-affected areas and increas-
ing staff numbers in order to be better placed to monitor 
the situation of civilians, collect allegations of IHL viola-
tions and relay observations and recommendations to the 
relevant authorities or armed groups. The promotion of 
IHL among all weapon bearers and the civil authorities 
will focus on the need to protect civilians and especially 
vulnerable individuals. The ICRC and the Philippine Na-
tional Red Cross will together build on progress made in 
2008, ensuring greater proximity to victims of armed con-
flict by extending the reach of their activities and adapting 
their response to the needs. 

The ICRC will also continue to coordinate with the au-
thorities to ensure a proper response by all potential actors 
to the needs of IDPs during and after displacement. Pro-
jects to improve the living conditions of IDPs, including 
providing food and shelter materials and ensuring their 
access to clean water, will be carried out with the support 
of Philippine National Red Cross volunteers, who will re-
ceive further training from the ICRC. 

The ICRC’s long-term goal is to ensure the autonomy of 
the armed, police and security forces in IHL/human rights 
law training and the integration of relevant provisions into 
their doctrine, manuals and operating procedures. To this 
end, it will conduct training sessions and provide exper-
tise and materials to support IHL instruction. In order to 
gain acceptance of its activities and to promote respect for 
IHL, the ICRC will maintain contact with weapon bearers 
in conflict-affected areas. 

As in past years, the ICRC will promote awareness of 
IHL among future decision-makers. As well as running its 
own courses, it will offer tuition-fee waivers for military 
instructors and university lecturers taking part in external 
IHL courses. Activities will be conducted for members of 
civil society and religious leaders to promote greater un-
derstanding and wider media coverage of IHL-related is-
sues and to enlist their support for ICRC and National So-
ciety efforts to alleviate the suffering of victims of armed 
conflict. 

Directly and through the national IHL committee, the 
ICRC and the Philippine National Red Cross will con-
tinue to urge the authorities to attach greater importance 
to the implementation of IHL. Capacity-building efforts 
will focus on the National Society’s core activities, in-
cluding disaster preparedness, the promotion of IHL and 
the Fundamental Principles, first aid and operational co-
operation. 

The ICRC will coordinate its activities in the Philippines 
with those of Movement partners and other humanitarian 
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actors in fields of common interest, in order to maximize 
impact, fill gaps and avoid duplication. 

HUMANITARIAN ISSUES AND ICRC 
OBJECTIVES 

CIVILIANS 
A large proportion of the rural civilian population lives in 
areas close to where fighting between the Philippine 
armed and security forces and armed groups is going on, 
especially in Mindanao. Many civilians are also forcibly 
displaced by fighting, some of them multiple times. Often 
the existing infrastructure in areas hosting IDPs is incapa-
ble of supporting a large influx of newcomers. 

Objective 
Civilians are respected and protected by all parties to the 
conflict in accordance with IHL and other applicable na-
tional and international law, and their vital activities are 
not disrupted. Residents and displaced people have access 
to safe water and sanitation facilities, to health services 
and, if necessary, to the means to restore or maintain their 
livelihoods. 

Plan of action 
Protection 

 monitor the situation of civilians affected by the con-
flict, document alleged violations of IHL and, when 
necessary, make representations to the relevant par-
ties, so that they can take appropriate measures to stop 
further abuses 

 enhance the capacities of local actors, such as forensic 
specialists, police officers and National Society volun-
teers, to properly manage human remains, by distrib-
uting guidelines, training practitioners and providing 
equipment and materials 

 raise awareness of the risks posed by weapon con-
tamination in order to help civilians – residents and re-
turnees – limit their exposure, and request the authori-
ties to take action in this regard whenever necessary 

Assistance 
With the National Society 

 assess the needs of displaced populations as soon as 
possible after their displacement and help rebuild 
houses destroyed by the conflict by supplying 200 
construction kits 

 provide 125,000 IDPs (25,000 households) with 
emergency food rations and 53,000 IDPs (10,600 
households) with essential household items 

 work with the authorities to improve water and sanita-
tion conditions in selected evacuation sites for 20,000 
IDPs and deploy water and sanitation kits in the event 
of an emergency; carry out hygiene promotion ses-
sions for the IDPs 

 support and, whenever necessary, boost the capacities 
of 8 health structures serving IDPs by providing them 
with medical supplies and carrying out repairs, as 
needed; in the event of an emergency, distribute essen-
tial medical supplies 

 carry out water and sanitation projects for up to 5,000 
residents living in conflict-affected areas 

 assist people living in conflict-affected areas in the 
event of a natural disaster 

 provide agricultural supplies to some 2,500 people 
(500 households) living in conflict-affected communi-
ties 

PEOPLE DEPRIVED OF THEIR FREEDOM 
The Philippine authorities are detaining some 68,000 peo-
ple, including suspected or convicted members of armed 
groups, individuals held within the broad framework of 
the fight against “terrorism”, military personnel detained 
in connection with different alleged coup plots, and ordi-
nary detainees. The prison system is affected by chronic 
deficiencies, such as overcrowding, which the authorities 
have begun to address through a process of prison reform. 

Objective 
Detainees are treated humanely, their dignity is respected 
and they are afforded judicial guarantees. They enjoy ade-
quate living conditions, in accordance with international 
law and internationally recognized standards. They are 
able to maintain contact with their families. All detainees, 
regardless of their status, have access to adequate health 
care and clean water and sanitation facilities. 

Plan of action 
Protection 

 visit all detainees, including those held in initial deten-
tion and interrogation centres, to monitor their treat-
ment and detention conditions, paying particular atten-
tion to vulnerable groups such as women and the men-
tally ill, and make recommendations to the authorities 
based on the findings 

 maintain a constructive dialogue with the authorities 
at the highest level with a view to supporting compre-
hensive prison reform efforts; through detention visits 
and written reports, mobilize the prison authorities and 
other government actors to address structural, health 
care and judicial shortcomings, with a view to improv-
ing overall detention conditions; include other poten-
tially influential stakeholders in this approach 

 with the National Society, continue the family visits 
programme for detainees so that they may stay in 
touch with their relatives 

 encourage armed groups to notify the ICRC of any 
people they capture and to allow it to visit them; act as 
a neutral intermediary should these detainees be re-
leased to their families 

Assistance 
 assess the water supply and living conditions in identi-

fied places of detention and share the conclusions with 
the authorities along with possible solutions 

 provide expertise and material assistance to help the 
authorities improve water and sanitation facilities and 
kitchens; install biogas plants to improve sanitation 
conditions and reduce fuel consumption in prison 
kitchens 
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 assist the authorities in maintaining an adequate level 
of hygiene in the kitchens and a minimum standard of 
medical treatment in the infirmaries 

 monitor the health situation in prisons, particularly 
with regard to tuberculosis (TB), and give advice on 
developing operational and technical guidelines for 
the control of TB 

 maintain a dialogue with the health authorities and 
provide training to strengthen their capacities 

 monitor the detainees’ nutritional status and lend ex-
pertise to help improve their diet 

 supply medicines, vitamins, hygiene articles and rec-
reational items on an ad hoc basis to prison inmates 

WOUNDED AND SICK 
Civilians are often wounded in outbursts of fighting be-
tween government forces and armed groups, increasingly 
in areas previously unaffected by the violence. Medical 
care is free of charge in government-run hospitals and dis-
pensaries, but there is often a shortfall in funding, result-
ing in a lack of medicines, blood and medical equipment. 
The remoteness of most conflict-affected areas means that 
victims often do not benefit from immediate care, leading 
to higher mortality and increased risk of complications, 
including for patients needing prosthetic appliances. 
There is also a lack of specialist care for weapon-
wounded patients, and specifically burn victims. 

Objective 
People wounded as a result of armed conflict or other 
situations of violence, as well as sick people in violence-
affected areas, have access to adequate surgical and medi-
cal care, even if they are unable to pay for it. 

Plan of action 
Assistance 
With the National Society 

 cover the treatment costs of weapon-wounded patients 
who are unable to pay the costs themselves 

 support the care of wounded and sick people by sup-
plementing the assistance given to hospitals by the au-
thorities and other actors 

 ensure that amputees are fitted with prostheses, 
through training for prosthetic/orthotic technicians and 
financial support 

 organize 2 war-surgery seminars: one for 30 surgeons 
and one for 30 front-line health care providers; organ-
ize a burn-management seminar for 5 specialist staff 
in the Davao Burns Unit 

 provide first-aid training to front-line health care pro-
viders 

 provide Philippine National Red Cross chapters in re-
mote conflict-affected provinces with medicines, 
medical equipment and consumables to enable them to 
administer rapid medical care to civilians in need 

AUTHORITIES 
The authorities’ understanding of the ICRC’s mandate 
and activities has improved. The Philippines has a na-
tional IHL committee, although it has no legal mandate. 
The Philippines is not party to all IHL treaties, and most 
of the instruments it has ratified await implementation. 

Objective 
The government implements IHL treaties to which the 
Philippines is already party and accedes to other major 
humanitarian instruments. Political decision-makers know 
the ICRC’s mandate and support its work. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 maintain a constructive dialogue with the government 
to ensure continued acceptance of the ICRC’s humani-
tarian mandate and working methods 

 with the National Society, encourage the government 
to accede to IHL instruments, such as Additional Pro-
tocol I, and to enact implementing legislation 

 carry out a study on the compatibility of domestic law 
with IHL 

 encourage the expansion of the national IHL commit-
tee’s role to that of an interministerial body which 
could coordinate IHL implementation 

 enable government representatives to participate in na-
tional or regional ICRC-organized events 

ARMED FORCES AND OTHER BEARERS OF 
WEAPONS 

The Armed Forces of the Philippines (AFP) are undergo-
ing reform. The integration of IHL into military doctrine 
and training continues. 

The Philippine Public Safety College conducts training 
for the Philippine National Police (PNP), with input from 
the Commission on Human Rights. The turnover of per-
sonnel and the number of people involved in designing 
training programmes sometimes hamper these efforts. The 
PNP continues to play a role in military operations. 

Members of armed groups in the country are not all famil-
iar with humanitarian principles and the ICRC’s mandate 
and activities. 

Objective 
The armed forces integrate IHL into their doctrine, train-
ing and operations. The police do the same for interna-
tional human rights law and internationally recognized 
standards relating to policing. All weapon bearers under-
stand the ICRC’s mandate and support its activities. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 conduct and support train-the-trainer courses for mili-
tary instructors 

 enable high-ranking officers to attend external IHL 
courses 
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 participate in multinational military exercises, such as 
the USA-Philippines Balikatan 2009, to ensure that 
humanitarian concerns are taken into account 

 conduct dissemination sessions and workshops for the 
AFP and PNP on IHL, human rights law and the 
ICRC 

 support military academies in their efforts to develop a 
common approach to the teaching of IHL 

 conduct dissemination sessions for troops and police 
deployed in the field; provide training materials 

 maintain contact with armed groups either directly or 
through third parties and conduct dissemination ses-
sions for them on the ICRC, the National Society and 
humanitarian principles 

CIVIL SOCIETY 
IHL and humanitarian issues receive little coverage in the 
media, and influential civil society actors are not fully 
aware of the ICRC’s working methods and specific man-
date. Several major universities have included IHL in 
their curricula. 

Objective 
The media, NGOs, think-tanks and religious leaders sup-
port the work of the ICRC and assist it in increasing 
awareness of humanitarian issues among the public, deci-
sion-makers and all those involved in armed conflict and 
other situations of violence, thus achieving greater respect 
for human dignity. Students, as future leaders and deci-
sion-makers, learn about IHL in their academic courses. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 regularly update journalists on IHL and ICRC activi-
ties, to increase the accuracy of their reporting on hu-
manitarian issues 

 continue to familiarize clerics, religious institutions, 
NGOs and think-tanks with the ICRC’s protection 
mandate and working principles, including through 
sponsoring participation in events abroad 

 help students and lecturers participate in national and 
regional ICRC events on IHL such as moot court 

competitions; offer tuition-fee waivers for external 
IHL courses 

 provide support for the publication of the Asia-Pacific 
Yearbook of International Humanitarian Law for use 
as a regional teaching and reference tool 

RED CROSS AND RED CRESCENT 
MOVEMENT 

The Philippine National Red Cross is a longstanding and 
important partner of the ICRC, particularly in assisting 
conflict-affected civilians. The National Society’s priori-
ties include the further development of a rapid and effec-
tive disaster and emergency response capacity and inte-
grating the Safer Access approach into its response. 

Objective 
The Philippine National Red Cross has a strong legal ba-
sis for independent action. It is able to provide relief and 
health assistance in natural disasters, armed conflict or 
other situations of violence. It carries out effective activi-
ties to restore family links and promote IHL and the 
Movement’s Fundamental Principles. The activities of all 
components of the Movement are coordinated. 

Plan of action 
Cooperation 

 assist the National Society in improving its services 
for weapon-wounded patients, its family-links activi-
ties, and its efforts to promote IHL through a strength-
ened national IHL committee 

 provide staff and volunteers from selected National 
Society chapters with technical training in the imple-
mentation of relief and water projects 

 continue to support the National Society’s assistance 
programmes in conflict areas 

 provide the National Society with technical and vehi-
cle-maintenance support 

 continue to train staff and volunteers in the Safer Ac-
cess approach 

 coordinate with the International Federation and part-
ner National Societies active in the Philippines 
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SRI LANKA 
 
 

BUDGET IN KCHF  
Protection 8,154 
Assistance 16,053 
Prevention 2,396 
Cooperation with National Societies 1,189 
General -   

Total 27,792 
Of which: Overheads 1,690

PERSONNEL 
Expatriates  70

The ICRC has worked in Sri Lanka since 1989. Opera-
tions focus on: protecting civilians from violations of IHL; 
ensuring the safe passage of civilians and essential 
goods across ceasefire lines; visiting detainees and facili-
tating family links; ensuring adequate water supply and 
economic security for IDPs and communities affected by 
the armed conflict; improving access to physical rehabili-
tation facilities; supporting military training in IHL; and 
helping the parties resolve the issue of missing persons. 
In the north and east, the ICRC also coordinates the 
Movement response for victims of the conflict and victims 
of the 2004 tsunami. 

National staff (daily workers not included) 576
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CONTEXT 
In January 2008, the Sri Lankan government officially 
ended the February 2002 ceasefire agreement with the 
Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE). The cancella-
tion of the agreement also brought the presence of the Sri 
Lanka Monitoring Mission in the country to an end. In 
2007, the centre of the conflict had shifted from the east 
coast to the Vanni. During 2008, intense fighting and 
shelling continued on four fronts around the Vanni, in-
cluding in the districts of Kilinochchi, Mannar and Mul-
laittivu, while the fighting in the eastern part of Sri Lanka 
subsided. Shelling between the Jaffna peninsula and the 
Vanni goes on, isolating the peninsula from the rest of the 
island and hampering the flow of essential supplies and 
the freedom of movement of the population.  

From the end of June, the Sri Lankan armed forces made 
considerable gains over areas formerly controlled by the 
LTTE in the Vanni. The result was the mass displacement 
of some 80,000 people, who left areas in the south of the 
Vanni and moved north-east towards Kilinochchi and 
Mullaittivu during the months of August and September. 
Many civilians have had to flee the fighting several times 
within a short period. Severe restrictions on movement, 
including checkpoints and security regulations, have 
made daily life for civilians more difficult. 

During the first six months of 2008, there were 13 bomb 
attacks, which killed an estimated 200 civilians in the 
south. In the Vanni, three similar attacks were carried out 
against two buses and an ambulance, killing some 40 ci-
vilians. Local elections in Batticaloa district in March re-
sulted in the Tamil Makkal Viduthalai Pulikal (TMVP) 
party winning control of nine out of ten municipalities. 
Elections for the Eastern Provincial Council held in May 
were won by the government coalition. The leader of the 
TMVP was nominated as chief minister of the Eastern 
Provincial Council. In the aftermath of the elections, eth-
nic tensions between the Muslim and Tamil communities 
in the east briefly flared up, resulting in several deaths.  

With fighting continuing, allegations of attacks against 
civilians, targeted killings, disappearances and child re-
cruitment persist throughout the country. The presence of 
IDPs in some areas burdens the overstretched infrastruc-
ture, which in some cases has been damaged by years of 
armed conflict and natural disaster. 

Humanitarian actors in Sri Lanka still face problems in 
gaining access to affected areas, delays in importing hu-
manitarian aid and difficulties in obtaining approval to 
move stocks to the Vanni. By September, the fighting had 
reached the surroundings of Kilinochchi. With the volatile 
security environment, the government asked most interna-
tional humanitarian organizations to leave the Vanni, but 
the ICRC was allowed to stay. The insecurity in the east is 
an additional destabilizing factor in the country. 

HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE 
In 2009, the ICRC will continue to focus on protection is-
sues arising from the ongoing internal armed conflict, re-
minding all parties to the conflict of their obligations un-

der IHL, and visiting detainees to whom it has access and 
gaining access to all others detained in relation to the 
armed conflict. It will continue to act as a neutral inter-
mediary and facilitate the free movement of people and 
goods across the lines. Restoring and maintaining family 
links between relatives separated by the conflict and pro-
viding information to families on the fate of missing rela-
tives will remain a priority. The ICRC will also pursue ef-
forts to improve the government’s response to the issue of 
missing persons and strengthen the capacities of local ac-
tors to deal with human remains. 

Another priority is to assist the increasing numbers of 
IDPs, returnees and conflict-affected residents, by provid-
ing them with essential household items and carrying out 
water, sanitation and shelter activities. It will also provide 
returnees and the resident population with livelihood as-
sistance. 

In its role as neutral intermediary, the ICRC will facilitate 
civilians’ access to immunization and prenatal services by 
accompanying health workers on their rounds in conflict-
affected areas and transferring patients from the isolated 
Jaffna peninsula to Colombo for treatment. The ICRC 
will continue its material, technical and financial support 
to the Jaffna Jaipur Centre for Disability Rehabilitation 
(JJCDR). 

IHL is now taught both in the field and in the training in-
stitutes of the Sri Lanka Army (SLA), and the ICRC will 
carry out dissemination sessions for troops in the field. 
Efforts to help the Special Task Force (STF) of the Sri 
Lankan police integrate IHL and human rights law into its 
training and doctrine will continue. 

The ICRC will also prioritize its communication activi-
ties, targeting influential segments of Sri Lankan society 
in order to increase acceptance of the organization and its 
work. 

The ICRC remains the lead agency for Movement secu-
rity in Sri Lanka and coordinates the Movement’s re-
sponse in the north and east of the country. It will pursue 
its capacity-building work with the Sri Lanka Red Cross 
Society, particularly through operational cooperation in 
delivering relief, restoring family links and disseminating 
IHL. 

The ICRC will continue to cooperate with UN agencies 
and other humanitarian actors in fields of common inter-
est, in order to maximize impact, fill gaps and avoid du-
plication. 

HUMANITARIAN ISSUES AND ICRC 
OBJECTIVES 

CIVILIANS  
The civilian population in Sri Lanka, particularly in the 
north and east, continues to suffer the consequences of 
armed conflict. Allegations of IHL violations persist, in-
cluding forced disappearances, summary executions, dis-
proportionate attacks resulting in civilian deaths and inju-
ries, the recruitment of minors and forced displacement. 
Growing restrictions on the movement of people, forced 
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displacement caused by fighting, controls on goods trans-
ported into LTTE-held territory and the unstable security 
situation mean that people are often unable to flee the 
fighting or access humanitarian aid and essential services. 
The recruitment of minors remains a serious concern. 

Objective 
Civilians, including displaced people and returnees, are 
respected by all parties to the armed conflict and treated 
according to the relevant rules of IHL. In particular, mi-
nors are not recruited and civilians and goods pass official 
crossing points safely and without delays. 

Plan of action 
Protection 

 document allegations of IHL violations, including un-
derage recruitment, and urge the parties to the conflict 
to prevent further violations and release recruited mi-
nors 

 wherever possible, facilitate the safe passage of civil-
ians wishing to leave conflict-prone areas through 
crossing points between government-controlled and 
LTTE-controlled territory and encourage the parties to 
the conflict to allow civilians to seek refuge from the 
fighting and voluntarily return to their homes when 
they wish to 

Fighting and restrictions on movement have separated 
family members and severed communication links. The 
security situation and ongoing hostilities have also ham-
pered the collection and proper handling of human re-
mains. There is a lack of capacity in the national forensic 
system, which is often unable to identify human remains, 
deal appropriately with them, and inform families of the 
fate of their relatives. 

Objective 
Family members separated by the armed conflict, includ-
ing children associated with fighting forces, are able to re-
establish and maintain contact. They are informed of the 
fate of their missing relatives. Human remains are dealt 
with in an appropriate manner by the parties to the con-
flict. 

Plan of action 
Protection 

 with the Sri Lankan Red Cross, offer the tracing and 
RCM services to enable separated family members 
and children associated with fighting forces to restore 
and maintain contact 

 urge the parties to the conflict to clarify the fate of 
missing persons and deal with human remains in an 
appropriate manner and according to their obligations 
under IHL, including taking steps to identify the re-
mains and informing the families of the fate of their 
relatives 

 facilitate the handover of the remains of fallen fighters 
between the different parties to the armed conflict, in 
cooperation with the Sri Lankan Red Cross and with 
the agreement of the parties concerned 

 enable a Sri Lankan forensic specialist to attend a re-
gional seminar on forensics; provide material assis-
tance, such as body bags, to hospitals 

The hostilities and daily violence in the north and east 
have made it difficult for the civilian population – 
whether resident, displaced or returnee – to meet its basic 
needs. Access to health care and safe drinking water in 
these areas remains very difficult. Problems, such as dam-
age caused by fighting, lack of maintenance and new 
needs arising from displacement, have adversely impacted 
water supply systems in conflict-affected areas. Most of 
the populations of districts in the north-east have also had 
their livelihoods disrupted by the ongoing conflict and as-
sociated trade embargoes, which, coupled with rising food 
prices, have resulted in a drastic increase in their cost of 
living. Loss of life and property, the additional strain on 
resources from the presence of IDPs, and the deliberate 
targeting of civilians have all had a detrimental effect on 
the well-being of the civilian population.  

Objective 
People affected by conflict in the north and east have ade-
quate water and sanitation facilities, shelter, essential 
household items, food, basic health care, and the basic re-
sources to restore or preserve their livelihoods. Improved 
water supply and health practices reduce the spread of 
communicable diseases in isolated areas. 

Plan of action 
Assistance 

With the Sri Lankan Red Cross: 
Water, sanitation and shelter 

 ensure access to sufficient drinking water by trucking 
it from reliable sources, build latrines, wells and hand 
pumps, and provide temporary shelter materials such 
as tarpaulins and tents for 25,000 new IDPs (6,250 
households) in the Vanni 

 improve sanitary conditions for 7,500 civilians (1,875 
households) hosting IDPs in the Vanni 

 ensure access to drinking water by trucking it from re-
liable sources, build latrines, wells and hand pumps, 
provide semi-permanent shelter materials, tarpaulins 
and shelter repair kits for 3,000 residents and returnees 
(750 households) in Batticaloa, Jaffna, Mannar, Trin-
comalee and Vavuniya 

 repair and maintain existing water points and con-
struct new ones in the districts of Ampara, Batticaloa, 
Jaffna and Trincomalee, benefiting some 20,000 peo-
ple (5,000 households); conduct awareness-raising 
sessions for these people with the aim of improving 
hygiene practices 

 in cooperation with UNICEF, provide the national wa-
ter board in the north-east with technical and material 
support in order to ensure the functioning of water 
systems 

Economic security 
 distribute essential household items and hygiene kits 

to some 96,000 IDPs and returnees (24,000 house-
holds) 
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 provide some 8,000 IDPs, returnees and conflict-
affected resident communities (2,000 households) 
with seed, fertilizer, fishing equipment and assistance 
with alternative income-generating activities 

Health 
 support the government’s immunization and antenatal 

programmes by accompanying teams going to inse-
cure areas 

 provide transport for some 800 patients referred by 
Jaffna Teaching Hospital to health services in Co-
lombo 

 rehabilitate the water and sanitation systems in 11 
health structures in Batticaloa, Jaffna, Kilinochchi and 
Vavuniya, benefiting over 1,300 patients 

PEOPLE DEPRIVED OF THEIR FREEDOM 
The government has arrested an increasing number of 
people in relation to the armed conflict under the Emer-
gency Regulations and the Prevention of Terrorism Act 
and is holding them in prisons around the country. Over-
crowding in these prisons is a problem, and sanitation 
systems are overstretched. 

The LTTE detains people for criminal offences, and the 
ICRC is able to visit them. Access to people arrested and 
detained by the LTTE in relation to the armed conflict is 
restricted to a handful of individuals. 

Objective 
All persons arrested and detained in relation to the armed 
conflict have adequate living conditions, are treated hu-
manely and can keep in touch with their families. 

Plan of action 
Protection 
For detainees in government custody 

 continue regular visits to detainees, following indi-
vidually those held for security reasons and, when 
necessary, make recommendations for improvements 
in their conditions of detention and treatment 

 help detainees maintain family links through RCMs 
and support to family visits 

 provide recreational and educational items to people 
held in permanent places of detention and hygiene 
items to female detainees 

For detainees in LTTE custody 
 continue visits to LTTE prisons and police stations 

and, when necessary, make recommendations for im-
provements in conditions of detention and detainees’ 
treatment 

 endeavour to gain access to all people held by the 
LTTE through dialogue on the proposed memorandum 
of understanding on detention submitted to the LTTE 
in November 2007 

 help maintain family links through support to family 
visits 

 provide recreational and educational items to detain-
ees 

WOUNDED AND SICK 
The violence continues to result in conflict-related inju-
ries and places a heavy demand on health facilities. There 
is also a shortage of health personnel in the Vanni, espe-
cially those skilled in dealing with large numbers of 
wounded, and there are severe difficulties in bringing ba-
sic medical supplies into areas controlled by the LTTE. 

While the number of mine incidents per year in Jaffna is 
low, there is a high accumulated number of amputees. 
The JJCDR is the only centre providing physical rehabili-
tation in Jaffna. There are few organizations in Sri Lanka 
providing support in the field of physical rehabilitation.  

Objective 
Weapon-wounded patients and other conflict-affected 
people receive adequate and good quality medical and 
surgical treatment in the hospitals in the north of Sri 
Lanka. Surgeons in the north have the practical skills to 
provide specialized care to the weapon-wounded. Ampu-
tees in Jaffna have access to adequate rehabilitation ser-
vices. 

Plan of action 
Assistance 

 supply medicines and surgical materials to existing 
hospitals in conflict-affected areas according to needs 
and help them to provide quality care by training hos-
pital staff in war and clinical surgery and supporting 
emergency services 

 provide material, technical and financial assistance to 
the JJCDR in producing a total of 300 prostheses and 
100 orthoses and assist the centre in running an out-
reach programme for 100 people 

 give a six-month refresher course to 3 Sri Lankan 
physiotherapists and support the training of Sri 
Lankan prosthetic/orthotic technicians 

 train staff in two specialized centres in  the Vanni in 
the proper care and management of patients with spi-
nal injuries 

AUTHORITIES 
The authorities bear primary responsibility for ensuring 
that civilians are respected and that humanitarian actors 
have access to conflict victims. 

The implementation of IHL treaties and the development 
of legislation on the missing and their families are pro-
ceeding at a slow pace owing to the armed conflict. The 
national IHL committee has not met since 2006. 

Humanitarian activities need to be coordinated between 
the numerous actors present in Sri Lanka. 

Objective 
The government implements IHL treaties to which Sri 
Lanka is already party and accedes to other major hu-
manitarian instruments. Political decision-makers know 
the ICRC’s mandate and support its work. 
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Plan of action 
Prevention 

 hold meetings with government officials, including 
those in the north, and brief members of parliament on 
IHL and issues of ICRC concern 

 support the participation of 40 senior members of the 
Attorney General’s Office in an ICRC-led IHL work-
shop 

 sponsor government officials to attend a regional IHL 
conference in Kathmandu, Nepal, and the South Asian 
Teaching Session on IHL in New Delhi, India (see 
New Delhi) 

 highlight the need to strengthen national law so that it 
corresponds to international standards regarding the 
issue of missing persons 

 coordinate with the UN, NGOs and diplomatic mis-
sions to maximize the impact of aid and foster a better 
understanding of the ICRC’s role and mandate 

 support the national IHL committee by giving techni-
cal advice 

ARMED FORCES AND OTHER BEARERS OF 
WEAPONS 

The SLA conducts most of its own IHL training and has 
committees in the field to collect and report complaints 
about its troops’ behaviour. 

The Sri Lankan police’s elite paramilitary force, known as 
the STF, is increasingly involved in the armed conflict in 
the north. The Civil Security Department (CSD) is re-
sponsible for village security in conflict-affected areas. 

The security situation and increasing hostilities have fur-
ther slowed progress made in IHL dissemination among 
the LTTE. 

Objective 
The armed forces integrate IHL into their doctrine, train-
ing and operations and install an efficient system of sanc-
tions. The police do the same for international human 
rights law and internationally recognized standards. All 
weapon bearers understand the ICRC’s mandate and sup-
port its activities. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 conduct IHL seminars for officers, give refresher 
courses for trainers, send officers on courses in San 
Remo and other IHL events, and brief some 3,000 
troops in areas where the ICRC conducts its activities; 
conduct similar activities for the STF and CSD 

 raise awareness of IHL among troops departing on UN 
peacekeeping operations 

 conduct IHL dissemination sessions for LTTE cadres 
and police, and members of armed groups present in 
the east 

CIVIL SOCIETY 
Media coverage of conflict-related issues is often biased, 
fuelling tensions. University lecturers and students are in-
fluential actors in Sri Lanka, although few universities 
teach IHL. 

Objective 
The media, NGOs and religious/traditional leaders sup-
port the work of the ICRC and assist it in increasing 
awareness of humanitarian issues among the public, deci-
sion-makers and all those involved in armed conflict or 
violence, thus achieving greater respect for human dig-
nity. Young people, as future leaders and decision-
makers, learn about IHL in their academic courses. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 give the media information on the ICRC; organize 
events and IHL dissemination sessions for influential 
groups and students in the north-east and field trips for 
journalists 

 invite community and religious leaders to ICRC 
events and brief them on IHL 

 send lecturers and students to IHL courses and events 
in Sri Lanka and abroad; conduct IHL dissemination 
sessions for students attending universities in conflict-
affected areas 

RED CROSS AND RED CRESCENT 
MOVEMENT 

The Sri Lanka Red Cross Society has volunteers in 
branches throughout the country and is involved in pro-
viding relief to the victims of the armed conflict. The 
ICRC ensures the operational coordination of the Move-
ment’s action and works with the International Federa-
tion, the Sri Lankan Red Cross and all other National So-
cieties present in the country within the framework of 
Movement coordination. 

Objective 
The National Society has a strong legal basis for inde-
pendent action. It is able to provide relief and health assis-
tance in armed conflict or other situations of violence. It 
carries out effective activities to restore family links and 
promote IHL and the Movement’s Fundamental Princi-
ples. The activities of all components of the Movement 
are coordinated. 

Plan of action 
Cooperation 

 help the National Society develop its capacity to de-
liver effective relief in a safe manner, including 
through joint operations with the ICRC, and support 
its health activities for victims of armed conflict 

 give financial support to and train National Society 
staff and volunteers involved in tracing and dissemi-
nation activities 

 coordinate with components of the Movement to en-
sure coherent activities and to address security issues 
arising from the conflict 
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BANGKOK (REGIONAL) 
COVERING: Cambodia, Lao People's Democratic Republic (Lao PDR), Thailand, Viet Nam 
 

BUDGET IN KCHF  
Protection 2,189 
Assistance 3,017 
Prevention 1,761 
Cooperation with National Societies 1,601 
General -   

Total 8,569 
Of which: Overheads 523

 
PERSONNEL 
Expatriates  23

Since first establishing a presence in Bangkok in 1979 to 
support its operation in Cambodia, the ICRC has worked 
to promote the ratification and implementation of humani-
tarian treaties and the integration of IHL into military train-
ing in all the countries covered. It strives to raise aware-
ness of issues of humanitarian concern among all sectors 
of society and supports the National Societies of the re-
gion in developing their dissemination and tracing activi-
ties. The ICRC continues to visit detainees of concern in 
Cambodia and Thailand and to work towards protecting 
and assisting vulnerable population groups. The ICRC 
prosthetic/orthotic project in Cambodia contributes to 
meeting the need for affordable, good-quality prostheses. National staff (daily workers not included) 59
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CONTEXT 
Political instability continues to plague Thailand, in spite 
of the election of a civilian government, which took office 
in February 2008. In September, violent clashes between 
supporters of different political parties led to the declara-
tion of a state of emergency in the capital Bangkok which 
lasted for two weeks. Violent incidents continued to occur 
in southern Thailand, with civilians suffering the effects, 
although according to corroborated reports, there was a 
decrease in the frequency of attacks and in the resulting 
casualties. According to media reports, more than 300 
people died and more than 500 were injured in violence in 
the first half of 2008, the majority of them civilians. The 
Emergency Decree is still in place in the southern prov-
inces, strengthened by the Internal Security Act passed by 
the military regime. 

The conflict in Myanmar continues to have a spillover ef-
fect in border areas of Thailand. 

In Cambodia, national election results confirmed the 
dominance of the Cambodian People’s Party. After de-
lays, the Khmer Rouge trial has made significant progress 
but still faces budgetary problems. 

After Cyclone Nargis hit Myanmar, Bangkok temporarily 
served as a hub for the international relief response. 

HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE 
In 2009, the Bangkok regional delegation’s priority will 
be to improve understanding and acceptance of the 
ICRC’s protection mandate among its main target audi-
ences in the region. With the support of the National So-
cieties, the ICRC will engage in a targeted dialogue with 
the authorities, academic circles, religious leaders and the 
media in order to enhance their understanding and accep-
tance of the ICRC’s role and activities and raise aware-
ness of issues of humanitarian concern. 

The ICRC will continue to carry out activities for people 
deprived of their freedom in Thailand, in connection with 
the situation in the southern provinces, and in Cambodia. 
It will also pursue its protection and assistance activities 
for specific groups of civilians, in particular victims of 
violence in southern Thailand. The water and habitat pro-
jects carried out jointly with the Lao Red Cross for vul-
nerable communities in Lao PDR will be completed. 
There are no more such projects planned for 2009, but the 
ICRC remains ready to respond to future needs. 

The ICRC will also continue to cover the costs of treating 
wounded Myanmarese in Thai hospitals and will maintain 
its support to the health infrastructure in areas of northern 
Thailand affected by the spillover of the conflict in 
Myanmar. 

Financial and technical support to vital physical rehabili-
tation services in Cambodia will be maintained. The or-
thopaedic component factory in Phnom Penh, which is the 
only supplier of these devices in the country, will also 
continue to receive ICRC support. 

As in past years, the ICRC will work with the region’s 
armed forces and members of academic circles to promote 
the integration of IHL into military training, specialized 
faculties of higher education and secondary school curric-
ula. To this end, it will provide support tailored to the 
level of integration of IHL already achieved by each force 
or institution in each country. It will also engage in dia-
logue with police involved in law enforcement activities 
in southern Thailand. Furthermore, it will concentrate on 
advancing implementation of the Exploring Humanitarian 
Law programme in Thai schools with a view to eventually 
handing the programme over to national stakeholders. 

The ICRC will pursue efforts to strengthen the capacities 
of the region’s National Societies to fulfil their role as 
members of the Movement, particularly in terms of restor-
ing family links and dissemination of IHL. 

HUMANITARIAN ISSUES AND ICRC 
OBJECTIVES 

CIVILIANS 
Civilians continue to suffer the effects of the ongoing vio-
lence in southern Thailand, which has claimed more than 
3,500 lives since it began in 2004. The country is not 
party to the 1951 Refugee Convention, but is host to more 
than 100,000 Myanmarese refugees, as recognized by 
UNHCR, living mainly in camps along the border. 

In Cambodia, family members who lost touch with each 
other during the internal armed conflict in the 1970s are 
still trying to re-establish contact. 

The situation of the most vulnerable members of certain 
communities in Lao PDR has not yet been improved, de-
spite projects carried out by the National Society with the 
ICRC’s support. 

Objective 
The civilian population, including refugees and migrants, 
living in or close to areas affected by armed conflict or 
violence is respected and protected in accordance with the 
provisions of IHL, and those affected are able to meet 
their basic needs. Family members separated as a result of 
conflict or internal disturbances are able to restore or 
maintain contact. 

Plan of action 
Protection 

 in southern Thailand, engage in dialogue with the 
relevant authorities and armed groups to remind them 
of their responsibility to protect civilians affected by 
violence; carry out dissemination sessions to raise 
awareness of the ICRC’s mandate and activities for 
the civilian population 

 in Lao PDR, monitor the living conditions of vulner-
able communities and raise issues of humanitarian 
concern with the authorities; endeavour to engage in 
dialogue with the Thai authorities on the situation of 
vulnerable communities and individuals seeking ref-
uge in Thailand 
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 offer the tracing and RCM services to family members 
separated as a result of past conflict in Cambodia and 
the present situations in Myanmar and southern Thai-
land and, if necessary, to vulnerable minorities in Lao 
PDR and Viet Nam 

 raise awareness of IHL and the ICRC’s protection 
mandate among Myanmarese community leaders in 
Thailand, influential representatives of religious 
communities, the authorities and the police, with a 
view to establishing a dialogue on issues of humani-
tarian concern and facilitating protection activities 

Assistance 
 ensure that victims of armed violence and their fami-

lies in southern Thailand have access to basic services 
through existing structures or direct support to help 
them cope with the effects of the violence 

 work with the Lao Red Cross to complete water and 
sanitation projects for vulnerable communities 

PEOPLE DEPRIVED OF THEIR FREEDOM 
Since August 2004, the ICRC has been visiting people de-
tained under the responsibility of the Department of Cor-
rections of the Ministry of Justice in connection with the 
situation in southern Thailand.  

In Cambodia, a few detainees are still held in prisons un-
der the responsibility of the Ministry of Interior in con-
nection with past conflicts. More recently, other groups 
and individuals have been arrested for reasons of State se-
curity. The ICRC has access to all places of detention 
holding security detainees. Overcrowding remains a ma-
jor problem. 

Objective 
Detainees are treated humanely, their living conditions 
comply with internationally recognized standards, they 
have access to an appropriate level of health care services, 
and their judicial guarantees are respected. 

Plan of action 
Protection 

 in Cambodia and Thailand, continue to visit detainees 
of ICRC concern and monitor their treatment and liv-
ing conditions to ensure they meet internationally rec-
ognized standards; where necessary, make confiden-
tial representations to the authorities 

 in Thailand, establish dialogue with the relevant au-
thorities to ensure access to health care services in 
prisons and enable security detainees held outside 
their provinces of origin to receive visits from close 
family members by covering transport and accommo-
dation costs; offer the tracing and RCM services to de-
tainees 

Assistance (in Cambodia) 
 provide training and expertise to prisons in an effort to 

build their capacities to manage and monitor the 
health care services provided to detainees 

 improve water and sanitation facilities in prisons, par-
ticularly with regard to the management of communi-

cable diseases, through material support and the dis-
tribution of hygiene items 

WOUNDED AND SICK 
There are thought to be some 36,000 mine victims in 
Cambodia. Many Cambodians live and work on land lit-
tered with mines and explosive remnants of war. The ma-
jority of injuries occur in isolated areas in the north and 
west. 

People injured in relation to the armed conflict or by 
mines in eastern Myanmar are often not able to access 
proper health care there and cross the border into Thai-
land to seek treatment. 

Objective 
Amputees in Cambodia have access to adequate rehabili-
tation services. Wounded civilians and fighters in areas 
along the Thai-Myanmar border receive adequate treat-
ment in Thailand. 

Plan of action 
Assistance 

 partially fund the manufacture of 12,000 orthopaedic 
components and 5,000 walking aids at the factory in 
Phnom Penh to enable 11 physical rehabilitation cen-
tres to provide services for amputees 

 push for the greater financial and managerial partici-
pation of the authorities in purchasing the components 
made at the Phnom Penh factory 

 provide material and financial assistance to the Bat-
tambang and Kompong Speu centres in producing a 
total of 2,000 prostheses and 1,600 orthoses 

 cover the travel and accommodation costs of patients 
undergoing fittings at the two centres 

 continue outreach visits to patients unable to travel to 
the Battambang and Kompong Speu centres, conduct-
ing on-the-spot repairs and distributing walking aids 
and wheelchairs 

 refer patients undergoing treatment at ICRC-supported 
centres to other institutions which can provide them 
with additional support, such as vocational training or 
micro-credit schemes 

 conduct or cover the cost of in-house staff training 
(prosthetic/orthotic technicians, physiotherapists) 

 support the surgical treatment and initial rehabilitation 
in Thailand of some 150 Myanmarese individuals with 
weapon-related injuries unable to be treated in Myan-
mar 

 give ad hoc material assistance to community-based 
health facilities in northern Thailand and train health 
staff in war-surgery techniques 

AUTHORITIES 
The level of ratification of IHL treaties in the region var-
ies. There are still IHL instruments to which certain coun-
tries are not party. Even where treaties have been ratified, 
implementing legislation is often lacking. Government 
authorities and regional organizations have only a partial 
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understanding of the ICRC and its activities, and therefore 
the ICRC takes every opportunity to enhance dialogue 
with them. 

Objective 
Governments implement IHL treaties to which their coun-
tries are party and accede to other major humanitarian in-
struments. Political decision-makers know the ICRC’s 
mandate and support its work. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 encourage Viet Nam to accede to Additional Protocol 
II, Thailand to Additional Protocol I and Lao PDR to 
Additional Protocol III and other major IHL treaties, 
such as the Rome Statute, and to incorporate their 
provisions into national legislation 

 enhance and consolidate dialogue with key officials 
from selected governments to obtain support for ICRC 
activities and to raise issues of humanitarian concern 
with them 

 develop a dialogue with national representatives of the 
constituent bodies of the Association of Southeast 
Asian Nations 

ARMED FORCES AND OTHER BEARERS OF 
WEAPONS 

Cambodia, Thailand and Viet Nam have integrated IHL 
into the training programmes of their armed forces but do 
not yet conduct IHL training systematically. Cambodia 
and Thailand contribute contingents to international 
peacekeeping operations. 

Armed groups from Myanmar are present along the 
Thai/Myanmar border. 

The Thai police and army are active in southern Thailand 
and have not yet integrated all relevant international hu-
man rights standards into their operations. 

Objective 
The armed forces integrate IHL into their doctrine, train-
ing and operations. The police do the same for interna-
tional human rights law and internationally recognized 
standards relating to policing. All weapon bearers under-
stand the ICRC’s mandate and support its activities. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 in Cambodia, Thailand and Viet Nam, conduct ses-
sions on the basic rules of IHL or train IHL instructors 
and conduct joint training sessions with them; help 
them produce training materials in local languages; 
involve IHL trainers from the region’s armed forces in 
activities organized by the ICRC at regional level 

 conduct dissemination sessions for troops, including 
those already deployed in the field; participate in 
command post training exercises; brief troops partici-
pating in UN peacekeeping operations 

 conduct similar activities for police deployed in 
southern Thailand 

 pursue dialogue with armed groups along the Thai-
Myanmar border and southern Thailand in order to in-
crease their awareness of IHL and the ICRC’s man-
date and activities 

CIVIL SOCIETY 
The ICRC continues to prioritize dialogue with the media 
and numerous NGOs working for vulnerable groups in 
order to enhance their understanding of the organization’s 
mandate and humanitarian activities. The ICRC has con-
tacts with key think-tanks, but their understanding of its 
mandate and activities remains incomplete. 

The ICRC is working towards ending its support to the 
Exploring Humanitarian Law programme in Thai secon-
dary schools by the end of 2010 by enhancing capacity 
and ownership among the relevant stakeholders. Some of 
the region’s leading universities have included IHL in law 
courses, and a few teaching materials in local languages 
have been produced. 

Objective 
The media, NGOs and community leaders support the 
work of the ICRC and assist it in increasing awareness of 
humanitarian issues among the public, decision-makers 
and all those involved in armed conflict or violence, thus 
achieving greater respect for human dignity. Young peo-
ple, as future leaders and decision-makers, learn about 
IHL in their academic courses. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 issue press releases and conduct press briefings; invite 
journalists to ICRC-organized events on IHL 

 strengthen contacts with community leaders and 
NGOs in southern Thailand and conduct dissemina-
tion sessions for NGOs working along the Thai-
Myanmar border 

 produce dissemination materials in the region’s main 
languages 

 maintain a dialogue with leading think-tanks in the 
countries covered by the delegation and invite repre-
sentatives to ICRC-organized events to explore issues 
relating to IHL and the ICRC’s role and activities 

 with the Thai Red Cross, continue attending working 
group meetings on implementation of the Exploring 
Humanitarian Law programme and discuss its future 
development; enable Ministry of Education officials to 
participate in a regional training event; complete the 
translation of the programme’s teaching modules into 
Thai; train teachers so that the pilot project can con-
tinue, using the translated materials 

 conduct seminars on IHL and the ICRC’s role and ac-
tivities for students, and train teachers and enable 
them to attend regional IHL events and competitions 

RED CROSS AND RED CRESCENT 
MOVEMENT 

The ICRC continues to pursue cooperation partnerships 
with the National Red Cross Societies of the region, pre-
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dominantly in the fields of restoring family links and dis-
semination. 

Objective 
The region’s National Societies have a strong legal basis 
for independent action. They are able to provide relief and 
health assistance in armed conflict or other situations of 
violence. They carry out effective activities to restore 
family links and promote IHL and the Movement’s Fun-
damental Principles. The activities of all components of 
the Movement are coordinated. 

Plan of action 
Cooperation 

 through technical support and training, reinforce the 
tracing capacities of the region’s National Societies; 

enable National Society tracing staff to participate in 
regional tracing seminars 

 conduct training in IHL promotion and dissemination 
for the National Societies; finance IHL events organ-
ized by the National Societies and the production of 
dissemination materials in local languages 

 provide the Cambodian and Vietnamese Red Cross 
Societies with technical support for their mine-risk 
education activities and support them in carrying out a 
review of their emblem campaigns 

 maintain a regular dialogue and attend coordination 
meetings with the International Federation and partner 
National Societies active in the region 
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BEIJING (REGIONAL) 
COVERING: China, Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK), Mongolia, Republic of Korea (ROK) 
 

BUDGET IN KCHF  
Protection 454 
Assistance 2,889 
Prevention 3,947 
Cooperation with National Societies 1,287 
General -   

Total 8,577 
Of which: Overheads 523

PERSONNEL 
Expatriates  15

The ICRC opened its Beijing regional delegation in July 
2005. As of 1987, it covered the region from Hong Kong 
and, as of 1996, from Bangkok. The delegation fosters 
support among governments, experts and National Socie-
ties for ICRC activities in the region and worldwide. It con-
tinues to promote the ratification and implementation of 
humanitarian treaties and the integration of IHL into mili-
tary training. It promotes IHL among civil society, in par-
ticular academic institutions. It supports the region’s Na-
tional Societies in developing their dissemination and 
tracing activities. ICRC/National Society pros-
thetic/orthotic projects in China and the DPRK contribute 
to meeting the need for affordable, good-quality prosthe-
ses. 

National staff (daily workers not included) 35
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CONTEXT 
In March, riots erupted in the Tibet Autonomous Region 
of China and adjacent regions. Between 15 and 100 peo-
ple allegedly died, with hundreds more reportedly 
wounded and more than 1,000 detained during and in the 
aftermath of the events. On 12 May, an earthquake, the 
epicentre of which was in Sichuan, caused massive loss of 
life and damage in eight provinces of central and southern 
China. According to the government, which launched a 
massive rescue and relief operation, some 70,000 people 
died in the earthquake, 350,000 were injured and 15 mil-
lion were displaced.  

Cross-strait relations improved after the election of a new 
government in Taipei.  

The progress in the Korean denuclearization process that 
was expected after the DPRK's destruction of the cooling 
tower of its Yongbyon nuclear facility stalled again in 
September. Relations between the DPRK and the ROK 
deteriorated following the formation of a new conserva-
tive government in Seoul.  

In Mongolia, the opposition Democratic Party accused the 
Mongolian People’s Revolutionary Party of election rig-
ging, which led to violent protests in Ulan Bator in July. 
Five protesters were reportedly killed, with 367 wounded 
and 736 arrested. A four-day state of emergency was de-
clared. Although calm returned to the capital, the political 
crisis continued until a government was formed in Sep-
tember. 

HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE 
The ICRC aims to secure commitment to IHL implemen-
tation and support for ICRC operations around the world, 
not least in East Asia, given the potential flashpoints in 
the region. It also strives to increase understanding of the 
ICRC’s mandate as a neutral, impartial and independent 
humanitarian organization. To this end, in 2009 its Bei-
jing delegation aims to intensify its dialogue on IHL-
related matters and issues of ICRC concern with the au-
thorities and armed forces of all the countries covered.  

The region’s governments will be encouraged to incorpo-
rate into domestic legislation the provisions of IHL in-
struments already ratified and to accede to others not yet 
ratified. The ICRC will encourage Mongolia to set up a 
national IHL committee, while supporting the activities of 
existing national IHL committees elsewhere. Particular 
emphasis will be placed on building relations with 
China’s new IHL committee, which was inaugurated in 
May 2008. The ICRC will also pursue cooperation with 
the Chinese and Mongolian authorities to follow up semi-
nars held in 2007/2008 on the management of tuberculo-
sis (TB) and HIV in places of detention. 

The ICRC will continue to work with the region's armed 
forces towards the systematic integration of IHL and cer-
tain human rights standards into military doctrine and 
training. 

The delegation will also expand contacts with selected 
sectors of civil society, such as universities, think-tanks 

and specialized media in China and the ROK. It will run 
events to promote IHL, encourage greater coverage of 
humanitarian issues by the media and provide support to 
universities in integrating IHL teaching into their curric-
ula. The Exploring Humanitarian Law programme will 
continue in Mongolia and in a number of schools in 
China. In Mongolia, the ICRC will discuss with the Na-
tional Society strategies for ensuring the programme’s 
sustainability following its imminent integration into the 
national secondary school curriculum. In China, it will as-
sist the National Society in adapting the programme to the 
Chinese context. 

The ICRC will continue to play an important role in the 
provision of physical rehabilitation services, supporting 
two centres in the DPRK. Following the successful hand-
over in June 2008 of responsibility for physical rehabilita-
tion services in China’s Yunnan province to the local 
branch of the Red Cross Society of China, the ICRC will 
continue to monitor the quality of the services provided 
and supply some raw materials. It will also build on the 
success of the programme to teach stump-revision tech-
niques to surgeons in the DPRK.  

As in past years, the ICRC will provide financial, material 
and training support to build the capacities of the region’s 
National Societies to deliver first-aid services in armed 
conflict, other situations of violence or mass emergencies 
and to promote IHL. It will also aim to boost their skills 
in restoring family links, with a particular focus on build-
ing a well-functioning tracing department within the Chi-
nese Red Cross. 

Despite the lack of progress to date, the ICRC will con-
tinue to impress upon both the governments and the Na-
tional Societies of the Korean peninsula the importance of 
finding a solution to the longstanding anguish endured by 
families separated as a result of the 1950–53 Korean war. 

HUMANITARIAN ISSUES AND ICRC 
OBJECTIVES 

CIVILIANS 
Hundreds of thousands of Korean families were split up 
by the 1950–53 Korean war. Between 2000 and 2007, 16 
temporary family meetings were organized by the two 
governments and their National Red Cross Societies, ena-
bling a total of 16,000 people to meet up with family 
members for the first time in 50 years. In addition, some 
3,000 family members were able to make contact via 
video screens. Nevertheless, this is just a small fraction of 
the people affected, and none of the families was able to 
stay in touch afterwards. Furthermore, implementation of 
the measures to improve links between separated families 
agreed upon following the DPRK and ROK leaders' 
summit in October 2007 was delayed as a result of the de-
terioration of relations between the two countries. Family 
visits have been frozen since December 2007. 

Objective 
Family members separated as a result of conflict are able 
to restore and/or maintain contact. 
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Plan of action 
Protection 

 pursue discussions with the governments and the Na-
tional Societies of the DPRK and the ROK to push for 
a solution to the plight of separated family members; 
appeal to both sides to increase the frequency of en-
counters between separated family members, to offer 
families means of maintaining contact after the meet-
ings and to find ways for those not benefiting from the 
family meetings to restore and maintain contact 

 continue to offer the tracing and RCM services to Ko-
reans residing in third countries 

WOUNDED AND SICK 
In China’s Guangxi and Yunnan provinces, there are 
thousands of landmine victims. The end of direct ICRC 
supervision of physical rehabilitation services at the 
Kunming centre and the handover of full responsibility 
for such services to the Yunnan branch of the Chinese 
Red Cross successfully took place on 30 June 2008. 

Official figures indicate that there are approximately 
36,000 lower-limb amputees and 28,000 upper-limb am-
putees in the DPRK. It is often difficult to fit them with 
prostheses because of badly amputated stumps. The pro-
gramme run by the ICRC over the past two years to im-
prove stump-revision and primary-amputation techniques 
at the Rakrang surgical annex has succeeded in enhancing 
surgeons’ skills in these areas.  

Objective 
Amputees receive good primary surgery and have access 
to adequate rehabilitation services. Stump-revision sur-
gery is available where required. 

Plan of action 
Assistance 

 working with the National Society, provide technical, 
financial and material support (components, tools, 
equipment) to enable the DPRK’s Songrim and Rak-
rang physical rehabilitation centres to provide services 
(prostheses, orthoses, physiotherapy, crutches, wheel-
chairs) for vulnerable disabled patients 

 strengthen the capacities of the technicians in these fa-
cilities by providing them with training, both exter-
nally (at national prosthetic/orthotic and physiother-
apy training schools and international events) and in-
house (in prosthetic/orthotic technology, physiother-
apy, patient management) 

 although no longer running China’s Kunming physical 
rehabilitation centre, continue to provide it with or-
thopaedic components, raw materials, wheelchairs and 
walking aids and to monitor the quality of production 
and fitting 

 in the DPRK, conduct training in stump-revision sur-
gery for surgeons from military and civilian hospitals; 
provide the operating theatre of the Rakrang surgical 
annex and the hospitals participating in the training 
with essential equipment and consumables; enable se-
lected surgeons to participate in an ICRC war-surgery 
seminar 

AUTHORITIES 
The countries covered have ratified most major IHL in-
struments, but further effort is needed to adopt national 
implementing legislation. In 2008, China acceded to the 
Optional Protocol to the Convention on the Rights of the 
Child and to Protocol V to the Convention on Certain 
Conventional Weapons on explosive remnants of war. 
The ROK became party to Protocol II to that convention, 
on the use of mines, booby-traps and other devices.  

The DPRK and the ROK have national IHL committees. 
In 2008, China’s new IHL committee held its inaugural 
meeting and adopted an action plan.  

In 2007, with ICRC support, the Chinese Ministry of Pub-
lic Security organized a provincial seminar on TB and 
HIV in prisons. Another seminar took place at national 
level in June 2008 and a third for Justice Ministry staff 
took place in November. In June 2008, a similar seminar 
was held in Mongolia. 

Objective 
Governments implement IHL treaties to which their coun-
tries are already party and accede to other major humani-
tarian instruments. Political decision-makers know the 
ICRC’s mandate and support its work worldwide. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 encourage countries to accede to IHL instruments 
(particularly Additional Protocol III, the Hague Con-
vention on Cultural Property and its protocols, and the 
Convention on Cluster Munitions) and to incorporate 
their provisions, as well as those of previously ratified 
treaties, into national legislation 

 encourage the establishment of a national IHL com-
mittee in Mongolia and support the efficient function-
ing of existing committees elsewhere 

 enable government representatives to participate in na-
tional and regional ICRC events to raise their aware-
ness of IHL and to garner their support, including in 
multilateral fora, for ICRC activities 

 in China, organize follow-up seminars on TB and HIV 
in detention for prison managers and medical staff 
from the Justice and Public Security ministries; in 
Mongolia, follow up the 2008 seminar by strengthen-
ing contacts with the General Executive Department 
of Court Decision 

ARMED FORCES AND OTHER BEARERS OF 
WEAPONS 

The region is home to some of the world's largest militar-
ies. The establishment of national IHL committees in 
China and the DPRK is a positive step in promoting IHL 
among both countries’ armed forces. Several of the coun-
tries covered contribute troops to peacekeeping opera-
tions.  
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Objective 
The armed forces integrate IHL into their doctrine, train-
ing and operations. Military decision-makers understand 
the ICRC’s mandate and support its activities. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 conduct training or dissemination sessions on IHL, in-
cluding train-the-trainer courses and pre-deployment 
briefings for peacekeepers; support the participation of 
officers in training events abroad; produce materials in 
local languages; work closely with national IHL 
committees, notably in China 

 broaden contacts with the region’s armed forces to 
pave the way for dialogue on operational matters in 
the event of armed conflict, violence or natural disas-
ters and on peacekeeping missions 

CIVIL SOCIETY 
Following the opening of the ICRC’s delegation in Bei-
jing, media in China and the ROK are increasingly well 
disposed to covering conflict-related news from a hu-
manitarian angle. The Internet is also an important tool 
for communicating with audiences throughout the region. 

In 2008, Peking and Wuhan universities concluded the 
first cooperation agreements with the ICRC on IHL pro-
motion in Chinese academic circles. 

In Mongolia, the full integration of the Exploring Hu-
manitarian Law programme into the official school cur-
riculum nationwide is imminent. China’s new IHL com-
mittee has included implementation of the programme in 
its action plan.  

Objective 
Specialized media, faculties of higher education and 
think-tanks support the work of the ICRC and assist it in 
increasing awareness of IHL, humanitarian issues and the 
ICRC’s mandate among authorities, opinion-leaders and 
experts. Young people learn about IHL in their academic 
courses. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 work with selected Chinese and ROK journalists and 
representatives of think-tanks to ensure accurate me-
dia coverage of and debate on ICRC operations 
worldwide; regularly update and expand the ICRC 
website in Chinese 

 in China and the ROK, contribute to priority universi-
ties’ capacities to teach IHL by developing model syl-
labuses and providing reference materials; expand 
contacts with other specialized faculties interested in 
teaching IHL; invite students and lecturers to national 

and regional IHL events, such as training seminars 
and moot court competitions 

 with the authorities and the National Societies of 
China and Mongolia, support implementation of the 
Exploring Humanitarian Law programme and related 
training; assist the Chinese Red Cross in adapting the 
programme to the Chinese context; discuss with the 
Mongolian Red Cross strategies for ensuring the pro-
gramme’s sustainability once integrated into the na-
tional curriculum 

RED CROSS AND RED CRESCENT 
MOVEMENT 

The response to the May earthquake both tested and 
boosted the operational capacity of the Chinese Red 
Cross, including its ability to restore family links. As 
chair of the national IHL committee, the National Society 
is strengthening its capacities in the field of IHL promo-
tion and implementation. 

The Red Cross Society of the DPRK continues to work 
with the ICRC to provide vulnerable amputees with 
physical rehabilitation services. 

A member of the national IHL committee, the ROK Na-
tional Red Cross is particularly active in IHL promotion.  

The Mongolian Red Cross works closely with the ICRC 
to implement the Exploring Humanitarian Law pro-
gramme. In 2008, it established a dedicated dissemination 
department. 

Objective 
The National Societies of the region carry out effective 
activities to restore family links, to respond to emergen-
cies involving mass casualties and to promote IHL and 
the Movement’s Fundamental Principles. They support 
the activities of the ICRC both nationally and internation-
ally. The activities of all components of the Movement 
are coordinated. 

Plan of action 
Cooperation 

 in accordance with the Restoring Family Links Strat-
egy for the Movement, provide material support, ad-
vice and training to further strengthen the National 
Societies’ capacities in this field, with particular focus 
on the Red Cross Society of China. 

 boost the National Societies’ emergency response ca-
pacities by providing materials and training support 
for their first-aid and disaster management activities 

 conduct training in dissemination of IHL and the 
Movement for National Society staff; support the pro-
duction of promotional materials 

 harmonize coordination with the other Movement 
components active in the region 
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JAKARTA (REGIONAL) 
COVERING: Indonesia, Timor-Leste 
 

BUDGET IN KCHF  
Protection 2,667 
Assistance 986 
Prevention 1,947 
Cooperation with National Societies 2,794 
General -  

Total 8,394 
Of which: Overheads 512

 
PERSONNEL 
Expatriates   17

The ICRC established a presence in Indonesia in 1979 
and has been present in Timor-Leste since its independ-
ence in 2002. In each country the ICRC works closely 
with the National Society to protect and assist victims of 
violence. The ICRC continues to visit detainees held in 
connection with current or past armed conflict or internal 
disturbances in both countries, and works to broaden un-
derstanding and acceptance of IHL. It promotes imple-
mentation of that law, supports its inclusion in training 
programmes for armed forces (and police personnel in 
Indonesia) and develops activities with universities to 
promote the study of IHL. 

National staff (daily workers not included)  98
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CONTEXT 
In 2008, a few isolated violent incidents occurred in 
places such as Sawang and Takengon in Indonesia’s 
Nanggroe Aceh Darussalam (NAD) province. The situa-
tion remained calm in Sulawesi and Papua, although there 
was some opposition to government decisions relating to 
the creation of a new West Papua province and to the use 
of regional symbols. Some tensions were observed in 
South Maluku, where arrests of people accused of pro-
separatist activities increased. The country is due to hold 
national and local elections in April 2009. 

On 11 February, a double assassination attempt was made 
against Timor-Leste President Jose Ramos-Horta and 
Prime Minister Xanana Gusmao, led by the armed opposi-
tion leader Major Alfredo Reinado. The prime minister 
escaped unhurt, but the president was severely injured. 
Major Reinado was killed during the attack and other 
people allegedly involved were either arrested or surren-
dered. Subsequent security operations were supported by 
international troops. 

In mid-2008, people displaced by the violence in and 
around Dili in 2006 started to leave their camps after re-
ceiving assistance from the Ministry of Social Solidarity 
to rebuild their homes or settle in transitional centres in 
the outskirts of the capital. 

The Commission for Truth and Friendship published its 
report in July. The presidents of Indonesia and Timor-
Leste signed an agreement stating that they accepted the 
report and would implement its recommendations.  

HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE 
In 2009, the ICRC will continue to monitor the situation 
in the countries covered and to remind the authorities of 
their obligation to protect civilians. In particular, the dele-
gation will follow the situation during the pre- and post-
election period in Indonesia so as to be able to react effi-
ciently and in a timely manner if needs arise. 

Given the improvement in the humanitarian situation in 
NAD, the ICRC will discontinue its assistance activities 
in 2009, having reached some 30,000 people in 2008. 
Among those who benefited from this assistance were 
farmers, who were able to increase agricultural production 
and boost their economic security enough to save money 
to cover the costs of the next production cycle. 

The issue of missing persons in relation to past conflict 
will remain high on the ICRC’s agenda. The ICRC will 
pursue dialogue with the authorities on the content of its 
report and position paper on the issue, submitted to the 
governments of Indonesia and Timor-Leste in 2008 fol-
lowing a thorough review of the ICRC’s files, and will 
encourage them to implement the report’s recommenda-
tions. In Timor-Leste, the ICRC will continue to work 
with the government to create a national mechanism to 
address the issue of missing persons. The ICRC will also 
pursue dialogue with the NAD authorities in Indonesia, 
with a view to ensuring follow-up of the recommenda-

tions contained in the 2008 report on the census of mass 
graves of tsunami victims. 

The ICRC will continue to seek systematic access to all 
people detained in relation to former conflicts or other 
situations of violence in both countries. After each visit, it 
will submit confidential reports to the authorities, includ-
ing, where necessary, recommendations for improvements 
in detainees’ living conditions or treatment. In Indonesia, 
where prison overcrowding is a problem, the ICRC will 
carry out small-scale rehabilitation work on water and 
sanitation facilities, where needed, and conduct training to 
boost the capacities of prison administrations, particularly 
in the field of health. It will offer detainees who have 
been transferred away from their places of origin the op-
portunity to exchange family news and receive family vis-
its.  

The ICRC will continue to work with the governments of 
Indonesia and Timor-Leste on the ratification and imple-
mentation of IHL instruments, pressing in particular for 
the completion of laws currently in the drafting process. It 
will seek to foster interest in IHL and humanitarian con-
cerns in Indonesia and throughout the wider region 
through dialogue with the secretariat of the Association of 
Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN), which is based in Ja-
karta. 

Promotion of IHL among the armed and police forces will 
continue, as will pre-deployment briefings for all Indone-
sian military personnel leaving on UN peacekeeping mis-
sions abroad.  

In order to raise awareness of its activities and enhance 
knowledge of IHL within civil society, the ICRC will 
conduct dissemination sessions for opinion-leaders and 
media representatives. It will also continue to work with 
universities to increase knowledge of IHL among both 
lecturers and students and to gain support for the formal 
inclusion of IHL as a compulsory subject in relevant cur-
ricula. 

The delegation will continue to support the Indonesian 
Red Cross Society and the Timor-Leste Red Cross Soci-
ety, providing them with training and technical, material 
and financial support to strengthen their capacities in the 
fields of emergency preparedness, IHL promotion and re-
storing family links. As part of these efforts, the five-year 
ICRC/Swedish Red Cross project to overhaul the Indone-
sian Red Cross’s set-up for restoring family links will 
continue.  

HUMANITARIAN ISSUES AND ICRC 
OBJECTIVES 

CIVILIANS 
The situation in NAD is now generally calm, although 
criminality has risen markedly. A few episodes of com-
munal or inter-religious disturbances have been reported 
in other parts of Indonesia.  

The tsunami at the end of 2004 prompted huge tracing 
needs. The ICRC and the Indonesian Red Cross, sup-
ported by the Canadian Red Cross Society, conducted a 
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census of mass graves of tsunami victims. In 2008, their 
2,300-page report, which details 343 gravesites and gives 
recommendations, was handed over to the social services 
in charge of graves and to the Governorate of Aceh for 
further follow-up.  

There are still people missing in relation to the 1975–99 
conflict in East Timor. In 2008, the ICRC conducted an 
internal review of files pertaining to missing persons with 
a view to submitting a report and position paper to the 
governments of Indonesia and Timor-Leste at the end of 
2008. In 2003, the ICRC made a commitment to provide 
financial and technical support to Timor-Leste for the 
creation of a national mechanism to clarify the fate of 
people unaccounted for between 1975 and 1999 and to in-
form their families. The 2008 report of the Commission 
for Truth and Friendship also recommended the estab-
lishment of a relevant mechanism in Timor-Leste.  

Objective 
All segments of the population are protected, especially in 
situations of internal violence, and the basic rules of IHL 
and international human rights law are respected. Rela-
tives separated by conflict or natural disaster are able to 
re-establish and maintain family links and are reunited 
where possible. The fate of people unaccounted for in 
connection with the former conflict in East Timor is clari-
fied and their families duly informed. 

Plan of action 
Protection 
Protection of the civilian population 

 in both countries, monitor the security situation and, 
where necessary, remind the authorities of their obli-
gation to protect civilians 

 confidentially convey allegations of abuses of the ci-
vilian population in violence-affected parts of Indone-
sia to the relevant authorities for appropriate action 

 while monitoring the situation in Papua, enable 100 
patients from isolated areas in the highlands to receive 
treatment for cataracts 

Restoring family links 
 build the capacities of both National Societies to oper-

ate tracing and RCM services to enable family mem-
bers separated by conflict or natural disaster to re-
establish and maintain contact (see Red Cross and Red 
Crescent Movement) 

Missing persons 
 through high-level bilateral discussions and working-

level round-tables, discuss with the authorities of In-
donesia and Timor-Leste the content of the ICRC re-
port and position paper on persons unaccounted for in 
relation to the former conflict in East Timor, encour-
aging them to implement the various related recom-
mendations so that the families of missing persons 
may receive answers on the fate of their relatives 

 sponsor the participation of forensic experts in a re-
gional seminar on improving standards, coordination 
and cooperation among medico-legal institutes of the 
Asia-Pacific region 

 

Timor-Leste 
 continue to support the establishment of a national 

mechanism to address the issue of missing persons 
that will work autonomously with the technical and fi-
nancial support of the ICRC and draw on the tracing 
services of the National Society 

 by securing media coverage and producing promo-
tional materials, help raise awareness and gain accep-
tance of such a mechanism among the population of 
Timor-Leste 

Indonesia 
 pursue dialogue with the NAD authorities on the cen-

sus of mass graves of tsunami victims, encouraging 
them to implement the recommendations of the 
ICRC/Indonesian Red Cross report, such as ensuring 
that graves are clearly marked to give families a dedi-
cated place to mourn 

PEOPLE DEPRIVED OF THEIR FREEDOM 
The ICRC monitors on an individual basis the situation of 
380 people held in Indonesia in connection with “terror-
ism” or pro-separatist activities. The places in which they 
are held are often overcrowded, putting pressure on space, 
food, and water and sanitation facilities for the 32,000 
people currently in detention. The resulting health prob-
lems are exacerbated by a lack of adequately trained 
health personnel in prisons. With ICRC support, however, 
the Food and Health Directorate of the Directorate Gen-
eral of Corrections of the Ministry of Law and Human 
Rights has begun to address the issue of tuberculosis (TB) 
in places of detention, organizing seminars and providing 
input for the newly set up working group on the manage-
ment of TB in prisons.  

In Timor-Leste, people are held in connection with the 
2006 unrest or for offences related to the militia violence 
of 1999. Some 180 detainees regularly receive visits from 
the ICRC.  

Objective 
All detainees benefit from satisfactory physical and psy-
chological conditions of detention and humane treatment. 
Their right to essential judicial guarantees is respected. 
They are able to restore and maintain contact with their 
relatives. 

Plan of action 
Protection 

 visit detainees to monitor their treatment, living condi-
tions and access to medical care and respect for their 
judicial guarantees; where necessary, remind the au-
thorities of the importance of allowing the ICRC to 
follow its standard working methods; submit confi-
dential reports to the authorities and, where necessary, 
make recommendations for improvements 

 in the absence of other means of communication, en-
able detainees to restore and maintain contact with 
their families through the RCM network; enable vul-
nerable detainees to receive family visits 
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Assistance 
Indonesia 

 provide the prison administration with technical sup-
port, advice and training to help it improve the man-
agement of the most common communicable diseases 
in detention places, focusing on the diagnosis, treat-
ment and prevention of HIV/AIDS and TB; with the 
Food and Health Directorate, organize health in deten-
tion seminars for doctors and nurses working in the 
penitentiary system 

 provide the authorities with the technical support and 
training they need to ensure that detainees have ade-
quate amounts of safe water for drinking and bathing, 
as well as functioning sanitation facilities; carry out 
small-scale rehabilitation work, where required 

AUTHORITIES 
Indonesia’s national IHL committee is the main body 
through which the ICRC supports the country’s IHL im-
plementation efforts. In 2008, the Ministry of Foreign Af-
fairs organized a seminar to stress the importance of rati-
fying the 1977 Additional Protocols. 

Timor-Leste is now party to a number of IHL treaties. 
The main area of dialogue with the government on IHL 
implementation is legislation on the use and protection of 
the red cross and red crescent emblems. 

ASEAN is establishing its own human rights body, which 
is expected to be set up in 2009. 

Objective 
The governments implement IHL treaties to which Indo-
nesia and Timor-Leste are already party and accede to 
other major humanitarian instruments. Political decision-
makers, ASEAN officials and members of the diplomatic 
community know the ICRC’s mandate and support its 
work. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 provide technical support and advice to Indonesia and 
Timor-Leste in enacting legislation to implement IHL 
instruments to which they are already party and in ac-
ceding to other instruments (such as the 1977 Addi-
tional Protocols, the Rome Statute and the Convention 
on Cluster Munitions in the case of Indonesia, and the 
Hague Convention on Cultural Property and its proto-
cols and the Convention on Certain Conventional 
Weapons and its protocols in the case of Timor-Leste) 

 to increase interest in IHL implementation in Indone-
sia, conduct workshops and seminars and invite senior 
officials to attend events abroad 

 strengthen dialogue on global issues of humanitarian 
concern with influential representatives of Indonesia’s 
executive and legislative bodies  

 with the government of Timor-Leste, pursue work on 
including war crimes in the new criminal code and on 
drafting legislation on the use and protection of the 
emblem 

 maintain contact with ASEAN bodies and other multi-
lateral fora to ensure that they are conversant with IHL 
and ICRC/National Society activities 

ARMED FORCES AND OTHER BEARERS OF 
WEAPONS 

Military and police establishments in Indonesia have suc-
cessfully taken steps to include the teaching of IHL and 
international human rights law respectively in their train-
ing curricula.  

In Timor-Leste, the government has declared public secu-
rity a top priority, starting with clarification of the roles of 
the armed forces and police. 

Objective 
The armed forces integrate IHL into their doctrine, train-
ing and operations. The police do the same for interna-
tional human rights law and internationally recognized 
humanitarian standards. All weapon bearers understand 
the ICRC’s mandate and support its activities. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 explain the ICRC’s mandate to all weapon bearers 
with a view to gaining/preserving acceptance of the 
organization and thus access to civilians in violence-
affected areas and to all detainees of ICRC concern 

Indonesia 
 support the armed forces’ efforts to teach IHL by: 

conducting train-the-trainer courses; providing advice 
and materials to training establishments; participating 
in field training exercises; and enabling senior officers 
to attend courses abroad 

 conduct pre-deployment briefings on IHL and the 
ICRC for troops departing on peacekeeping missions 

 conduct training in IHL in internal security operations 
for the police’s mobile brigade, and training in human 
rights law relevant to arrests, detention and the use of 
firearms for the criminal investigations department 

 hold IHL dissemination sessions for police officers in 
academies and on deployment 

Timor-Leste 
 maintain contact with the armed and police forces; 

support their train-the-trainer efforts and enable high-
ranking officers to attend IHL courses abroad 

 CIVIL SOCIETY 
Indonesia has an ethnically diverse population of 220 mil-
lion spread over a vast territory, and opinion-leaders are 
far from homogeneous. The media have developed con-
siderably over the last decade and reach a large part of the 
population. Indonesian television is also widely available 
in Timor-Leste, along with the country’s own radio sta-
tions. In Indonesia, international law professors are regu-
larly consulted on legal matters by public institutions. 

Objective 
Opinion-leaders, the media and NGOs support the work 
of the ICRC and assist it in increasing public awareness of 
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humanitarian issues, thus achieving greater respect for 
human dignity. Young people, as future leaders and deci-
sion-makers, learn about IHL in their academic courses. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 maintain contact with political leaders and think-
tanks, encouraging them to promote humanitarian 
principles and support ICRC activities 

 issue press releases and conduct media briefings to 
encourage journalists to give greater coverage to IHL-
related issues 

 raise awareness of the ICRC’s mandate among human 
rights NGOs 

 build the capacities of universities that have already 
integrated IHL by training lecturers or providing ref-
erence materials 

 encourage other universities to teach IHL within the 
obligatory part of international public law courses and 
in social and political science courses 

 enable students and lecturers to attend national and re-
gional IHL events 

RED CROSS AND RED CRESCENT 
MOVEMENT 

The Indonesian Red Cross Society and the Timor-Leste 
Red Cross remain key operational partners for the ICRC 
in many fields.  

Objective 
The National Societies have a strong legal basis for inde-
pendent action. They are able to provide relief and health 
assistance in armed conflict or other situations of vio-

lence. They carry out effective activities to restore family 
links and promote IHL and the Movement’s Fundamental 
Principles. The activities of all components of the Move-
ment are coordinated. 

Plan of action 
Cooperation 

 provide training, expertise, and financial and material 
support to reinforce the capacities of the National So-
cieties to respond effectively to emergencies, focusing 
in Indonesia on training in the Safer Access approach 
and in Timor-Leste on contingency planning and the 
Safer Access approach  

 with the Swedish Red Cross, continue to strengthen 
the Indonesian Red Cross’s tracing capacity through 
the five-year (2006–10) training and salary-support 
programme 

 to improve the Timor-Leste Red Cross’s tracing ca-
pacity, help it establish standard work procedures, re-
vise training curricula and conduct refresher courses  

 organize meetings between the National Societies to 
ensure that cross-border tracing activities run 
smoothly 

 provide training and material support to enhance the 
National Societies’ capacities to raise awareness of 
IHL, of their own role and activities, and of the need 
to respect and enact legislation to protect the emblem 

 assist the Indonesian Red Cross in finding ways of di-
versifying its funding 

 harmonize cooperation with other humanitarian actors 
and Movement components in Indonesia and Timor-
Leste 
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KUALA LUMPUR (REGIONAL) 
COVERING: Brunei Darussalam, Japan, Malaysia, Singapore 
 

BUDGET IN KCHF  
Protection 213 
Assistance -   
Prevention 1,636 
Cooperation with National Societies 389 
General -   

Total 2,237 
Of which: Overheads 137

PERSONNEL 
Expatriates  9

The ICRC began working in Malaysia in 1972 and opened 
a regional delegation in Kuala Lumpur in 2001. In the 
countries covered, the ICRC endeavours to involve gov-
ernment representatives, leaders, experts and National 
Societies in reflection on humanitarian issues and to gain 
their support for its activities. It encourages the ratification 
and implementation of IHL treaties and the incorporation 
of IHL into military training and academic curricula. The 
delegation hosts the ICRC’s Regional Resource Centre, 
which supports delegations in East and South-East Asia 
and the Pacific in promoting IHL, strengthening support 
for the ICRC's humanitarian action and cooperation within 
the Movement. National staff (daily workers not included) 18
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CONTEXT 
Natural disasters remain at the forefront of concerns in 
Japan, Malaysia and Singapore, as well as in regional 
fora, particularly in the wake of Cyclone Nargis in 
Myanmar and the earthquake in China. Singapore acted as 
the logistics base for many humanitarian organizations 
during the response to Cyclone Nargis.  

In Malaysia, the general elections took place in March 
without incident but transformed the political landscape. 
The presence of large numbers of undocumented immi-
grants is a source of tension in the country. 

Japan is continuing its efforts to contribute more to hu-
manitarian and development aid, pledging USD 110 mil-
lion of new aid to Afghanistan and USD 100 million for 
WFP in Africa. 

HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE 
In 2009, the regional delegation will continue to focus on 
the promotion and implementation of IHL in the countries 
covered and on enhancing understanding of and support 
for the ICRC’s humanitarian action in the region and 
worldwide. As in past years, it will seek to foster dialogue 
on humanitarian issues and to increase acceptance of the 
ICRC’s mandate and work. 

The regional delegation aims to be a key reference point 
for the authorities in humanitarian matters, particularly 
the implementation of IHL and neutral and independent 
humanitarian action. In this capacity, it will urge the re-
gion’s governments to accede to key IHL treaties, such as 
the 1977 Additional Protocols and the Convention on 
Certain Conventional Weapons, and to incorporate their 
provisions into domestic legislation. 

The ICRC continues to work with armed forces towards 
the integration of IHL into their doctrine and training. It 
helps train military instructors in IHL, so that national au-
thorities can then carry out this work independently, and 
conducts courses for troops taking part in multinational 
military exercises or UN peacekeeping operations.  

The ICRC and the Malaysian Red Crescent Society will 
continue to help restore and maintain family links, par-
ticularly for immigrants, asylum seekers and refugees. 
Furthermore, the ICRC will issue travel documents to 
refugees, recognized as such by UNHCR, who have been 
accepted for resettlement in a third country. 

Cooperation will continue with universities and Ministries 
of Education to promote the inclusion of IHL in univer-
sity and secondary school curricula. In Malaysia, the Ex-
ploring Humanitarian Law programme has been formally 
integrated into the national curriculum, and the nation-
wide teaching of IHL to secondary school students is on-
going, paving the way for the ICRC to phase out its sup-
port. Monitoring of the programme’s pilot phase in Japan 
is also under way. 

The ICRC will pursue efforts to strengthen the capacities 
of the region’s National Societies to disseminate IHL ef-
fectively and raise public awareness of the Movement’s 

Fundamental Principles. It will coordinate its activities 
with those of other Movement actors present in the re-
gion. 

With the newly opened ICRC office in Tokyo, relations 
with the Japanese authorities and the Japanese Red Cross 
Society will be strengthened and the dialogue on humani-
tarian issues enhanced. 

The regional resource centre in the Kuala Lumpur delega-
tion, established in 2003, supports individual ICRC dele-
gations in East and South-East Asia and the Pacific in the 
planning and implementation of prevention activities such 
as: the promotion of IHL among the armed forces, police, 
schools and universities; the development of contacts with 
regional organizations and think-tanks; the promotion of 
national implementation of IHL; the production of com-
munication tools; and coordination with Movement part-
ners present in the region. All these activities will con-
tinue in 2009. 

HUMANITARIAN ISSUES AND ICRC 
OBJECTIVES 

CIVILIANS 
Malaysia hosts immigrants and asylum seekers, many of 
whom it deems illegal, and some of whom have fled their 
own countries because of ongoing armed conflict. Over 
the past few years, the number of asylum applications re-
ceived by UNHCR has increased. Owing to these high 
numbers, there is a continuing demand for restoring fam-
ily links. 

Objective 
Families separated by armed conflict, internal distur-
bances, or man-made or natural disasters are able to re-
store and maintain family links. Asylum seekers are able 
to travel to countries that grant them asylum. 

Plan of action 
Protection 

 with the Malaysian Red Crescent, continue to provide 
tracing and RCM services to enable family members 
separated by conflict or natural disaster (including le-
gal and illegal immigrants, asylum seekers and refu-
gees) to restore and maintain contact 

 boost the Malaysian Red Crescent’s capacity to re-
store family links by providing training for staff and 
volunteers 

 in conjunction with the Malaysian Red Crescent, pro-
mote the tracing and RCM services among the general 
public 

 upon the request of either UNHCR or the relevant 
government, and after conducting an interview with 
the person concerned, issue travel documents to indi-
viduals without valid identity papers who have been 
accepted for resettlement in a third country 
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PEOPLE DEPRIVED OF THEIR FREEDOM 
Malaysia detains many foreigners deemed to be illegal 
immigrants. Detainees are also held under the Internal Se-
curity Act. 

Objective 
Detainees in Malaysia are treated in accordance with in-
ternationally recognized standards, have adequate living 
conditions and can keep in touch with their families. The 
specific needs of foreign detainees are taken into account. 

Plan of action 
Protection 

 establish a dialogue with the relevant authorities on 
the ICRC’s mandate and working procedures in rela-
tion to detention 

 organize a seminar on health issues in detention for 
prison directors, immigration officials and other de-
taining authorities 

 make ICRC detention-related expertise available to 
the authorities  

AUTHORITIES 
IHL implementation elicits varying degrees of interest 
from the authorities of the four countries in the region, but 
IHL accession and implementation are advancing at a 
steady pace. 

Objective 
Governments implement IHL treaties to which their coun-
tries are already party and accede to other major humani-
tarian instruments. Political decision-makers know the 
ICRC’s mandate and support its work at local and interna-
tional levels. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 consolidate dialogue with government officials and 
regional organizations such as the Association of 
Southeast Asian Nations to encourage support for 
ICRC activities and humanitarian issues; invite gov-
ernment representatives to participate in regional IHL 
events organized by the ICRC 

 encourage countries to accede to IHL instruments 
(with special emphasis on the 1977 Additional Proto-
cols, the Convention on Certain Conventional Weap-
ons and the Convention on Cluster Munitions) and to 
incorporate their provisions into national legislation 

 with the National Societies, encourage the govern-
ments of Brunei Darussalam and Singapore to con-
sider establishing national IHL committees and pro-
vide technical support to the national IHL committees 
in Japan and Malaysia 

 in cooperation with the National Societies and other 
relevant partners, promote the establishment of na-
tional information bureaux and other tracing mecha-
nisms 

ARMED FORCES AND OTHER BEARERS OF 
WEAPONS 

In Malaysia, IHL training is ongoing, and the army and 
navy have developed their own IHL instruction curricula. 

The ICRC has been cooperating with the Singapore 
Armed Forces since 2002. They have a doctrine that in-
cludes IHL and a comprehensive theoretical IHL pro-
gramme that is taught in all military training establish-
ments.  

The ICRC began to work with the Japan Self-Defense 
Forces on IHL training in 2004. Dialogue with the rele-
vant authorities on long-term cooperation continues, and 
contacts with the Central Readiness Force, responsible for 
all external operations, have increased. 

Members of the Japanese, Malaysian and Singaporean 
self-defence and armed forces participate in UN peace-
keeping missions. 

Objective 
The armed forces integrate IHL into their doctrine, train-
ing and operations. The police do the same for interna-
tional human rights law and internationally recognized 
humanitarian standards relating to policing. All weapon 
bearers understand the ICRC’s mandate and support its 
activities. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 in Japan and Malaysia, support IHL training, focusing 
on integrating IHL into core curricula 

 enable high-ranking officers to attend IHL courses 
abroad 

 give lectures on IHL to troops and officers, including 
the Malaysian and Singaporean police forces, at mili-
tary training establishments and brief them on IHL 
and the ICRC’s mandate and activities prior to their 
deployment on UN peacekeeping missions 

 participate in multinational and national military exer-
cises and events and encourage greater emphasis on 
IHL and the ICRC’s humanitarian activities 

CIVIL SOCIETY 
Dissemination of IHL among academic circles and secon-
dary school students and the integration of IHL into cer-
tain courses of study serve to raise awareness of IHL and 
the ICRC’s work among future political leaders, military 
officials and decision-makers. Following the successful 
integration of IHL into the national civics and citizenship 
education syllabus in Malaysia, the ICRC plans to phase 
out its involvement in the programme, and efforts are on-
going to build the Malaysian Red Crescent’s capacity to 
support the teaching of IHL in secondary schools. 

In some countries covered by the regional delegation, the 
ICRC is still relatively unknown. The media are a tool for 
promoting understanding and awareness of IHL and the 
ICRC among civil society and the public. 
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Objective 
The media, NGOs, think-tanks and religious leaders sup-
port the work of the ICRC and assist it in increasing pub-
lic awareness of humanitarian issues. Young people and 
students learn about IHL in their academic courses. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 in cooperation with the region’s National Societies, 
organize national and regional seminars and field trips 
for members of the media and civil society to improve 
their knowledge and encourage them to spread aware-
ness of humanitarian issues 

 participate in events run by think-tanks and maintain a 
dialogue with them 

 produce publications in local languages 
 for schools and universities that have already inte-

grated IHL into their courses, build their capacities to 
teach the subject by training teachers or providing ref-
erence materials; organize events to create awareness 
of IHL in institutions that have not yet integrated it 
into their courses; invite students and teachers to re-
gional IHL events  

 in Japan, work with the National Society to organize a 
teacher-training seminar on the Exploring Humanitar-
ian Law programme; monitor the pilot phase of the in-
tegration of the programme 

 develop model IHL syllabuses for undergraduate law 
and/or human rights courses in Japanese universities 
in consultation with leading Japanese academics 

RED CROSS AND RED CRESCENT 
MOVEMENT 

The ICRC continues to pursue cooperation partnerships 
with the National Societies of the region, particularly in 
the fields of IHL dissemination and restoring family links. 

Objective 
The National Societies carry out effective activities to re-
store family links and promote IHL and the Movement’s 
Fundamental Principles. The activities of all components 
of the Movement are coordinated. 

Plan of action 
Cooperation 

 conduct training in IHL promotion and dissemination, 
such as IHL instructor courses, and ad hoc dissemina-
tion sessions for the region’s National Societies 

 conduct IHL training for staff of the Japanese Red 
Cross and the Malaysian Red Crescent to enhance 
their teaching capacities and support implementation 
of the Exploring Humanitarian Law programme in 
secondary schools 

 continue to support the Malaysian Red Crescent’s IHL 
committee and its IHL resource centre 

 improve the tracing capacities of the region’s National 
Societies by providing expertise and training 

 coordinate with other Movement actors present in the 
region 
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NEW DELHI (REGIONAL) 
COVERING: Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, Maldives 
 

BUDGET IN KCHF  
Protection 3,775 
Assistance 1,694 
Prevention 3,276 
Cooperation with National Societies 2,382 
General -   

Total 11,128 
Of which: Overheads 679

 
PERSONNEL 
Expatriates  28

The regional delegation in New Delhi opened in 1982. It 
works with the armed forces, universities, civil society and 
the media in the region to promote broader understanding 
and implementation of IHL and to encourage respect for 
humanitarian rules and principles. The ICRC visits people 
arrested and detained in connection with the situation in 
Jammu and Kashmir (India), as well as in Bhutan and the 
Maldives. It also supports the development of the National 
Societies in Bangladesh and India and supports some of 
their assistance programmes in the field. 

National staff (daily workers not included) 99
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CONTEXT 
The global food and energy crisis and various natural dis-
asters continue to affect the countries covered by the re-
gional delegation. 

In Kashmir, the previously sporadic violence worsened 
between June and August 2008. The violent large-scale 
street protests were triggered by a land dispute related to 
the Amarnath shrine pilgrimage in the Kashmir Valley. 
Tensions and violence continue to simmer in India’s 
north-eastern states, fuelled by friction between ethnic or 
tribal groups and related movements seeking autonomy or 
independence, and persist in areas where Naxalite armed 
groups are present. 

The state of emergency declared in January 2007 in Bang-
ladesh remains in place, and the caretaker government has 
stayed in power. Parliamentary elections are due to take 
place in December 2008. Protests by university students 
and garment workers led to civil unrest in May 2008, and 
other types of social tensions have increased. The fight 
against corruption and crime continues, leading to mass 
arrests, backlogs in the courts and overcrowding in pris-
ons. 

Elections were held in Bhutan in March, and the heredi-
tary monarchy became a two-party parliamentary democ-
racy. 

HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE 
The protection of people detained in connection with the 
situation in Jammu and Kashmir remains a priority for the 
ICRC, which will continue to carry out regular visits in 
2009 to monitor detainees’ treatment and living condi-
tions, present its findings to the relevant authorities and 
make specific recommendations. The delegation will en-
deavour to engage the Indian government in further con-
structive dialogue. It will also pursue efforts to obtain in-
formation on and full access to all detainees of concern to 
the ICRC, including those in interrogation centres. 

The ICRC will continue to visit detainees in both the 
Maldives and Bhutan in 2009. 

Through contact with the authorities and the Indian Red 
Cross Society, the ICRC will aim to improve its under-
standing of the situation of civilians affected by violence 
in Jammu and Kashmir, the north-east of India and areas 
where Naxalite groups are active. 

The ICRC will maintain its support to the National Socie-
ties of the region. It implements physical rehabilitation 
activities in Jammu and Kashmir, in close cooperation 
with the Indian Red Cross, and works to enhance the Na-
tional Society’s capacity to carry out tracing activities and 
deliver emergency assistance. The ICRC also supports the 
Indian Red Cross’s mine-risk education in mine-
contaminated areas along the Line of Control and near the 
border with Pakistan. 

The ICRC will further promote knowledge of IHL among 
staff of the Bangladesh Red Crescent Society and contrib-
ute to the National Society’s capacity-building efforts in 

areas such as emergency assistance, tracing and IHL dis-
semination, with special emphasis on the protection of the 
emblem. Together with the International Federation, the 
ICRC will continue to support the efforts of the Red Cres-
cent Society of the Maldives to obtain official recogni-
tion. 

In an effort to increase knowledge of IHL and gain sup-
port for its mandate and activities, the ICRC will work to 
expand its network of contacts and build on over a decade 
of work promoting IHL among the region’s lawmakers, 
armed and security forces, religious and academic circles, 
NGOs, media, professional associations and international 
organizations. 

The ICRC will also continue to issue travel documents to 
enable refugees without official identity papers to travel 
to countries granting them asylum. 

HUMANITARIAN ISSUES AND ICRC 
OBJECTIVES 

CIVILIANS 
Many refugees live in India and Bangladesh and are 
granted refugee status on the basis of UNHCR registra-
tion. For many years, the ICRC has provided refugees 
who are accepted for resettlement in other countries with 
travel documents. 

Objective 
Refugees have the documents they need to travel to coun-
tries accepting them for resettlement. 

Plan of action 
Protection 

 in coordination with UNHCR and the embassies con-
cerned, issue travel documents to refugees accepted 
for resettlement in third countries 

PEOPLE DEPRIVED OF THEIR FREEDOM 
India detains people in connection with the situation in 
Jammu and Kashmir, both in the state itself and elsewhere 
in the country; most are detained under the Public Safety 
Act. 

Foreign nationals detained in Bangladesh face difficulties 
in contacting relatives in their country of origin. 

In Bhutan, the number of people detained under the Na-
tional Security Act of 1992 and the Supreme Law of the 
Land increased to around 100. Held in the jails of 
Chamgang and Lodrai, they include Nepali-speaking peo-
ple, most of whose families live as refugees in Nepal, and 
people from eastern Bhutan. 

In the Maldives, some of those arrested following security 
problems in August 2005 remain in custody. 

Objective 
Detainees are treated humanely and have adequate living 
conditions, in accordance with applicable international 
law and internationally recognized standards. They re-
ceive adequate medical care and are afforded essential ju-
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dicial guarantees. They are able to keep in touch with 
their families. 

Plan of action 
Protection 

 continue to visit and monitor the treatment and living 
conditions of detainees held in connection with the 
situation in Jammu and Kashmir, with a particular fo-
cus on vulnerable groups of detainees such as foreign-
ers, minors, women and the mentally ill, and discuss 
findings and recommendations with the authorities 

 seek full access to all those held in connection with 
the situation in Jammu and Kashmir (particularly dur-
ing the initial stages of detention); urge the authorities 
to notify the ICRC of arrests, transfers and releases so 
it can follow up accordingly; help detainees and their 
family members stay in touch through the RCM ser-
vice; reimburse the transport costs of family members 
visiting detainees held far from home 

 monitor the health care system in places of detention 
in Jammu and Kashmir and discuss the findings and 
recommendations with the authorities 

 support the Bangladesh Red Crescent’s family-links 
activities for foreign detainees 

 visit security detainees in Bhutan, providing feedback 
to the authorities and helping inmates maintain contact 
with their families through RCMs and the reimburse-
ment of the travel expenses of visiting family mem-
bers 

 visit detainees in 4 main detention facilities in the 
Maldives, and provide the authorities with feedback to 
support the penitentiary reform process 

Assistance 
 in Jammu and Kashmir, provide vulnerable detainees 

and their families with clothing, hygiene items and 
educational and recreational materials when neces-
sary; provide livelihood support to released detainees 
as needed 

WOUNDED AND SICK 
Despite significant demining efforts by the army, some 
areas along India’s border with Pakistan (in Punjab and 
Rajasthan) and the Line of Control (Jammu and Kashmir) 
are still contaminated with mines. Many were laid in 
farmland, and in some areas they have moved during 
floods. There have been reports of civilian casualties, but 
the exact number is not known owing to the lack of a 
comprehensive data-collection mechanism. 

In Jammu and Kashmir, amputees can be fitted with pros-
theses in two facilities run jointly by the state government 
and the state branch of the Indian Red Cross: one in the 
Government Medical College in Jammu and one at the 
Bone and Joint Hospital in Srinagar. The centres in 
Jammu and Srinagar have adopted the polypropylene 
technology developed by the ICRC to enhance quality and 
sustainability. People in Assam are affected by natural 
disasters and frequent bomb attacks. 

Objective 
Amputees and other disabled people in Assam and Jammu 
and Kashmir have access to sustainable, affordable and 
quality physical rehabilitation services. 

Plan of action 
Assistance 

 provide training, equipment and materials to physical 
rehabilitation centres in Jammu and Srinagar to con-
solidate their use of polypropylene technology and in-
crease their output 

 organize seminars for Indian Red Cross staff to in-
crease their knowledge in the field of physical reha-
bilitation and help the National Society establish a 
physical rehabilitation centre in Guhawati in Assam 

AUTHORITIES 
India has ratified some of the basic IHL treaties but has 
not yet adhered to the 1977 Additional Protocols, the 
Rome Statute and the Ottawa Convention. 

Bangladesh and the Maldives have ratified some IHL 
treaties, but neither is party to the Hague Convention on 
Cultural Property or the Rome Statute. In Bangladesh, the 
translation of the 1949 Geneva Conventions and their Ad-
ditional Protocols into Bangla has been completed, and 
further progress has been made towards establishing a na-
tional IHL committee. Bhutan has acceded to some basic 
IHL treaties but has not integrated them into national leg-
islation. 

None of the countries covered has yet ratified Additional 
Protocol III. 

Objective 
Governments implement IHL treaties to which their coun-
tries are already party and accede to other major humani-
tarian instruments. Political decision-makers know the 
ICRC’s mandate and support its work. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 organize workshops and seminars and sponsor offi-
cials’ attendance at regional and national IHL events 
in order to encourage Bangladesh, Bhutan, India and 
the Maldives to accede to the major IHL instruments 
to which they are not yet party and to implement those 
to which they are party 

 work with the Asian-African Legal Consultative Or-
ganization and the Indian Society of International Law 
to encourage ratification of IHL instruments and in-
crease awareness of related issues in South Asia 

ARMED FORCES AND OTHER BEARERS OF 
WEAPONS 

India has one of the world’s largest armed forces. The 
army, police, and security and paramilitary forces carry 
out counter-insurgency operations in Jammu and Kashmir 
and the north-east. In Naxalite-affected areas, the police 
and paramilitary forces are involved in operations. 
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Bangladesh’s army and air force are in the process of in-
tegrating IHL into their training and doctrine. The Bang-
ladeshi police have made progress in integrating IHL and 
international human rights norms into their doctrine, train-
ing and operating procedures but still need support in im-
plementing them at field level. 

Objective 
The armed forces integrate IHL into their doctrine, train-
ing and operations. The police do the same for interna-
tional human rights law and internationally recognized 
standards relating to policing. All weapon bearers under-
stand the ICRC’s mandate and support its activities. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 in India and Bangladesh, work with the armed forces 
to: review doctrine to better integrate IHL; conduct 
seminars and workshops for senior officers on IHL 
and the role and mandate of the ICRC; train IHL in-
structors; and organize a national IHL competition 

 brief troops on the ICRC’s mandate and activities 
prior to their deployment on UN peacekeeping mis-
sions 

 conduct similar activities with selected paramilitary or 
police forces 

CIVIL SOCIETY 
Television reaches over 120 million Indian homes. The 
country has thousands of daily newspapers published in 
over 100 languages, and thousands of NGOs are active in 
various regions. The pilot phase of the Exploring Hu-
manitarian Law programme in secondary schools in 
Jammu and Kashmir is near completion and the pilot 
phase of the programme in Assam has been approved. 
More than 100 Indian universities teach whole courses on 
IHL. In Bangladesh, riots in 2007 temporarily closed 
down all universities, affecting efforts to integrate IHL 
into their curricula. 

Objective 
The media, NGOs, think-tanks and religious/traditional 
leaders support the work of the ICRC and assist it in in-
creasing awareness of humanitarian issues among the 
public, decision-makers and all those involved in armed 
conflict and other situations of violence, thus achieving 
greater respect for human dignity. Young people, as fu-
ture leaders and decision-makers, learn about IHL in their 
academic courses. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 organize workshops and field trips and sponsor prizes 
for journalists reporting on humanitarian issues; de-
sign and translate relevant publications for specific 
audiences; sponsor public events, competitions or ex-
hibitions; keep in contact with NGOs and religious 
schools/leaders 

 help universities or professional organizations organ-
ize IHL events; sponsor students to participate in such 
events 

 provide IHL materials to university libraries, train IHL 
teachers, and encourage law faculties and schools of 
journalism to add IHL to their curricula 

 help finance the Centre for IHL Studies and Research 
at the Indian Society of International Law 

 carry out teacher training and translate materials to aid 
in the implementation and expansion of the Exploring 
Humanitarian Law programme in Jammu and Kash-
mir; begin the pilot phase of the programme in Assam 

RED CROSS AND RED CRESCENT 
MOVEMENT 

The Indian Red Cross is one of the largest National Socie-
ties in the world and carries out a wide range of activities, 
including delivering first aid and other assistance to vic-
tims of natural disaster or violence and conducting mine-
risk education in mine-contaminated areas along the Line 
of Control and near the border with Pakistan. The Bang-
ladeshi Red Crescent, known for its disaster-relief net-
work, is currently undergoing a reform process, while the 
Red Crescent Society of the Maldives is working to gain 
official recognition. 

Objective 
The region’s National Societies have a strong legal basis 
for independent action. They are able to provide relief and 
health assistance in armed conflict and other situations of 
violence. They carry out effective activities to restore 
family links and promote IHL and the Movement’s Fun-
damental Principles. The activities of all components of 
the Movement are coordinated. 

Plan of action 
Cooperation 

 reinforce the tracing networks of the Indian and Bang-
ladeshi National Societies, including through outreach 
programmes, training, and financial and technical 
support; update and translate manuals and guidelines 
and establish practices for handling human remains 

 help the Indian and Bangladeshi National Societies 
provide emergency assistance to vulnerable families in 
areas affected by violence or natural disaster through 
training and financial and technical support, including 
first-aid training 

 support the Bangladeshi Red Crescent in the building 
of wells and latrines in the Chittagong Hill Tracts 

 support the activities of all the region’s National So-
cieties to promote IHL and the Fundamental Princi-
ples, particularly through the emblem campaign in 
Bangladesh 

 provide technical and financial support for the Indian 
Red Cross’s mine-action programmes 

 along with Movement partners, support the efforts of 
the Red Crescent Society of the Maldives to gain offi-
cial recognition 
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SUVA (REGIONAL) 
COVERING: Australia, Fiji, Kiribati, Marshall Islands, Federated States of Micronesia, Nauru, New Zealand, Palau, Papua 
New Guinea, Samoa, Solomon Islands, Tonga, Tuvalu, Vanuatu and autonomous states, territories and colonies of the Pa-
cific 
 

BUDGET IN KCHF  
Protection 505 
Assistance -   
Prevention 2,172 
Cooperation with National Societies 1,428 
General -   

Total 4,105 
Of which: Overheads 251

PERSONNEL 
Expatriates  4

Since 2001, ICRC operations in the Pacific have been 
carried out by the Suva regional delegation. It assists 
governments in the ratification and implementation of IHL 
treaties and promotes respect for and compliance with 
IHL among the region's armed and security forces. It also 
promotes IHL among academic circles, the media and 
civil society. The ICRC visits people detained in connec-
tion with past unrest in Fiji and Solomon Islands. It also 
helps build the conflict response capacities of the region’s 
National Societies. 

National staff (daily workers not included) 17
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CONTEXT 
During 2008, the governments of Australia, Papua New 
Guinea and Solomon Islands enhanced their dialogue on 
issues of common interest; the prime ministers of Austra-
lia and Solomon Islands reaffirmed the relevance of the 
Regional Assistance Mission to Solomon Islands.  

Interethnic tension persisted in Papua New Guinea’s 
Highlands, periodically erupting into violence.  

The interim military government of Fiji confirmed its in-
tention to change the electoral system before holding elec-
tions. As a result, it said, the organization of elections by 
March 2009, as initially announced, would not leave 
enough time to implement the reform. The likelihood of a 
delay in restoring parliamentarian democracy increased 
tension between the Fijian and the rest of the region's 
governments. 

The state of emergency declared after the 2006 riots in 
Tonga remained in effect in the capital Nuku’alofa for 
most of 2008. 

HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE 
In 2009, the ICRC will continue its efforts to promote 
IHL and humanitarian principles throughout the Pacific 
region. Governments will be encouraged to accede to IHL 
instruments not yet ratified, such as the Rome Statute and 
the Ottawa Convention, and will be assisted in incorporat-
ing IHL provisions into domestic legislation. The ICRC 
will further promote the adoption of legislation on the 
emblem and on recognition of the respective National So-
ciety.  

Increasing knowledge of IHL and international human 
rights law among members of the armed and security 
forces in countries where there is a potential for violence 
will remain a priority. So too will ensuring that troops be-
ing deployed abroad are aware of the specific mandate of 
the ICRC in conflict situations. To these ends, the ICRC 
will give ad hoc presentations, participate in pre-
deployment briefings, organize regional events and spon-
sor officers selected for overseas training.  

Through regular contacts, briefings and the circulation of 
written materials, the ICRC will promote wider coverage 
of humanitarian issues by the region’s media. It will also 
work to raise awareness of its mandate and activities 
among human rights NGOs and think-tanks. Academic 
institutions will be given support to increase knowledge 
of IHL among students and will be encouraged to incor-
porate IHL into the curricula of both law and journalism 
faculties. 

The ICRC will continue to strengthen the operational ca-
pacities of National Societies in the region. Together with 
the International Federation and partner National Socie-
ties, the ICRC will provide training, expertise and mate-
rial support to enable National Societies to respond more 
effectively to armed conflict or other situations of vio-
lence. Emphasis will be placed on the Safer Access ap-
proach, first aid, tracing, and dissemination of IHL and 
the Fundamental Principles. 

Given the success of the 2008 project to boost the capac-
ity of the Papua New Guinea Red Cross Society to re-
spond to violence in the Western Highlands, in 2009 the 
project will be extended to the other three provinces of the 
Highlands and to Bougainville. New volunteers, often 
from opposing communities, tribes or clans, will be re-
cruited and trained with the idea that they will work to-
wards common goals: to promote first-aid techniques 
among violence-affected communities and to raise the 
communities’ awareness of basic humanitarian principles. 

The ICRC will keep up its regular visits to detainees ar-
rested in connection with past unrest in Fiji and Solomon 
Islands to ensure that their treatment and conditions of de-
tention comply with internationally recognized standards 
and, if necessary, make representations to the relevant au-
thorities. 

HUMANITARIAN ISSUES AND ICRC 
OBJECTIVES 

CIVILIANS 
In Papua New Guinea, urban and rural populations alike 
suffer the effects of endemic violence. The Highlands re-
gion – which is the most heavily populated and covers 
four provinces in the hinterland – is most seriously af-
fected by tribal strife and other forms of armed violence.  

Objective 
Civilians are protected from violence, intimidation or har-
assment and have access to vital services regardless of 
their ethnic identity. 

Plan of action 
Prevention  

 in cooperation with the Papua New Guinea Red Cross, 
identify 240 volunteers from different tribes or clans 
affected by violence and train them in first aid, basic 
health care (including AIDS awareness) and the dis-
semination of humanitarian principles 

 in Papua New Guinea, train young volunteers in set-
tlements around Port Moresby and Lae to perform 
theatre sketches to raise awareness of first aid, 
HIV/AIDS prevention, the need to stop violence 
against women, and Red Cross activities 

PEOPLE DEPRIVED OF THEIR FREEDOM 
In Fiji, the ICRC visits the remaining people held in con-
nection with the coup d’état in 2000. In Solomon Islands, 
the organization visits all people detained in connection 
with ethnic violence, the majority of whom are held in 
Rove Central Prison in Honiara. 

Objective 
Detainees are treated in accordance with internationally 
recognized standards. Their basic judicial guarantees are 
respected. 
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Plan of action 
Protection 

 visit detainees in Fiji and Solomon Islands to monitor 
their treatment and living conditions and respect for 
their judicial guarantees; submit confidential reports to 
the authorities and, where necessary, make recom-
mendations for improvements 

 enable detainees to maintain contact with their fami-
lies by means of RCMs; enable relatives living in re-
mote provinces of the Solomon Islands to visit family 
members detained elsewhere by covering their trans-
port costs  

Assistance 
 provide detainees with hygiene, recreational and edu-

cational items, and other assistance, such as clothing, 
when necessary 

AUTHORITIES 
Certain countries in the region are not yet party to the 
main IHL instruments, and even when they are, imple-
menting legislation is often lacking. In 2008, however, 
Fiji acceded to Additional Protocol III and adopted im-
plementing legislation, and Samoa incorporated the provi-
sions of the Rome Statute into national legislation. The 
newly established national IHL committees in the Cook 
Islands and Samoa also got up and running. 

Support for the ICRC is very strong among the authorities 
in Australia and New Zealand, as is reflected both in their 
receptiveness to the organization and in their increased 
funding of its operations. 

Objective 
The governments of the region implement IHL treaties to 
which their countries are already party and accede to 
other major humanitarian instruments. Political decision-
makers are familiar with the ICRC’s mandate and support 
its work. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 encourage the countries covered to accede to relevant 
IHL treaties, in particular the three Additional Proto-
cols to the 1949 Geneva Conventions, the Ottawa 
Convention and the Rome Statute, and to incorporate 
their provisions into national legislation; encourage 
countries to adopt legislation on the emblem and on 
recognition of the National Society 

 support the work of existing national IHL committees, 
in particular the fledgling committees in the Cook Is-
lands and Samoa, and encourage countries that have 
not yet done so to establish such a committee 

 reinforce relations with regional bodies, such as the 
Pacific Islands Forum, to engage their support in pro-
moting IHL 

ARMED FORCES AND OTHER BEARERS OF 
WEAPONS 

The ICRC has been working with some of the region's 
armed forces and police for about a decade. The armed 
forces of Australia, Fiji, New Zealand, Papua New 
Guinea and Tonga are increasingly involved in interna-
tional and regional operations. Australia and New Zealand 
play a significant role in training the security forces of 
Pacific island countries in IHL and human rights law. 

Objective 
The armed forces and police are aware of IHL and inter-
national human rights law respectively and of the impor-
tance of integrating them into their doctrine, training and 
operations. All weapon bearers understand the ICRC's 
mandate and support its activities. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 for the armed forces and police in Fiji, Papua New 
Guinea and Tonga and for the police in Vanuatu, give 
ad hoc presentations on IHL, international human 
rights law and Red Cross and Red Crescent activities, 
participate in pre-deployment briefings, organize re-
gional events and sponsor officers selected for over-
seas training 

 maintain contact with the armed forces and police in 
Australia and New Zealand; participate in and con-
tribute IHL expertise to selected courses at military 
and police training establishments and multinational 
military exercises 

 maintain contact with the police forces of Pacific 
States through the secretariat of the Pacific Island 
Chiefs of Police in New Zealand 

 broach with their headquarters and the governments 
concerned the subject of training in IHL and other ap-
plicable standards for private security companies in 
the region, mainly in Australia, Fiji and Papua New 
Guinea 

CIVIL SOCIETY 
The challenge for the ICRC in its media outreach in the 
Pacific island countries is to make humanitarian issues 
relevant in local contexts. In Australia and New Zealand, 
where humanitarian issues are often debated publicly, the 
media and NGOs regularly request ICRC expertise. The 
level of interest and expertise in IHL among academics is 
high in Australia and New Zealand, but it needs to be in-
creased elsewhere in the region – not only in law faculties 
but also in faculties of journalism.  

Objective 
The media, NGOs and think-tanks support the work of the 
ICRC and assist it in increasing public awareness of hu-
manitarian issues. Students, as future leaders and deci-
sion-makers, learn about IHL in their academic courses. 
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Plan of action 
Prevention 

 keep national and regional media informed of humani-
tarian issues to encourage wider coverage; enable 
journalists to participate in regional events 

 maintain contact with think-tanks and humanitarian 
NGOs to raise their awareness of the ICRC’s specific 
mandate and activities  

 build the capacities of universities already teaching 
IHL, by providing training or reference materials; 
raise awareness of IHL in institutions that have not yet 
integrated the subject into their courses of study; sup-
port the production of the Asia-Pacific Yearbook on 
IHL 

RED CROSS AND RED CRESCENT 
MOVEMENT 

Of the 14 National Societies in the region, the ICRC 
works primarily with those in countries which have ex-
perienced, or which could experience, internal instability, 
mainly Fiji, Papua New Guinea, Solomon Islands, Tonga 
and Vanuatu.  

The Australian and New Zealand Red Cross Societies 
play a major role in the Pacific region. They run high-

quality basic training courses and provide the ICRC with 
personnel and funding. 

Objective 
The National Societies have a strong legal basis for inde-
pendent action. They are able to provide relief and health 
assistance in armed conflict and other situations of vio-
lence. They carry out effective activities to restore family 
links and promote IHL and the Movement’s Fundamental 
Principles. The activities of all components of the Move-
ment are well coordinated. 

Plan of action 
Cooperation 

 together with the International Federation and selected 
partner National Societies, provide training, expertise 
and material support to enable the region’s National 
Societies to better respond to armed conflict or other 
situations of violence, with a focus on the Safer Ac-
cess approach, first aid, tracing and the dissemination 
of IHL and the Fundamental Principles 

 with the International Federation, work with the Na-
tional Societies on governance issues 

 harmonize cooperation with the International Federa-
tion and partner National Societies active in the region 
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EUROPE THE AMERICAS BUDGET IN KCHF  
DELEGATIONS DELEGATIONS Protection 34,795 
Armenia Colombia Assistance 55,920 
Azerbaijan Haiti Prevention 42,318 
Georgia  Cooperation with National Societies 14,361 
Ukraine  General 51 
  Total 147,445 
REGIONAL DELEGATIONS REGIONAL DELEGATIONS Of which: Overheads 8,999
Budapest Buenos Aires  
Moscow Caracas  PERSONNEL 
Tashkent Lima Expatriates   218 
Western Balkans Mexico City National staff 1,241 
 Washington (daily workers not included) 
Ankara, Brussels,     
International Tracing 
Service, London, Paris 

New York   
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In 2009, the ICRC’s main priorities across this diverse re-
gion spanning several continents will be to protect people 
deprived of their freedom, to seek clarification of the fate 
of persons who have gone missing in past and current 
armed conflicts and other situations of violence, and to 
assist and protect people directly affected by ongoing hos-
tilities, particularly in Colombia and Georgia, including in 
South Ossetia. The ICRC will also promote IHL and fos-
ter a deeper understanding of its role and activities among 
political, military and civil society leaders and relays. 

Here, as elsewhere, National Societies are the ICRC’s 
main operational partners in many domains. The ICRC 
will take into account both its own operational priorities 
and those of the National Society in each context as it 
pursues its efforts to build National Society capacity to 
assist victims of armed conflicts and other situations of 
violence, restore family links, take mine action, address 
migrant issues, spread knowledge of IHL and apply the 
Safer Access approach. In coordination with the Interna-
tional Federation, the ICRC will support the efforts of Na-
tional Societies, where relevant, to adapt their statutes and 
structures to Movement requirements. 

At every opportunity, the ICRC will coordinate its activi-
ties with Movement partners, UN agencies and other hu-
manitarian actors in fields of common interest, in order to 
maximize impact, fill gaps and avoid duplication. 

In each context, the ICRC will conduct prevention activi-
ties on the basis of (i) the operational needs related to the 
prevailing armed conflict or other situation of violence 

and (ii) the results that can be expected on the strength of 
the interest shown by those involved. Such activities will 
include providing expertise to governments acceding to 
IHL treaties and enacting national implementing legisla-
tion, and encouraging academic institutions and secon-
dary schools to integrate IHL into their curricula. They 
will also comprise working with the armed forces to in-
corporate IHL norms permanently into their doctrine, op-
erating procedures and manuals and to help them achieve 
autonomy in conducting IHL training programmes. A 
similar approach will be employed with regard to police 
training in international human rights standards and hu-
manitarian principles applicable to the use of force. 

The ICRC will further consolidate its network of contacts 
within civil society, including the media, to enlist support 
for IHL and Movement activities and to encourage jour-
nalists to highlight humanitarian concerns when reporting 
on conflicts around the world. All delegations, together 
with National Societies, will use the opportunity of the 
Solferino communication campaign to promote humani-
tarian principles and to highlight the challenges facing 
humanitarian action in current armed conflicts and other 
situations of violence. 

The region covered in this chapter comprises three sub-
regions: Eastern Europe and Central Asia;1 North Amer-

                                                           
1 As of 2009, activities in Belarus and the Republic of Moldova 
will be covered by the ICRC Moscow regional delegation. 
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ica and Western, Central and South-Eastern Europe;2 and 
Latin America and the Caribbean. The core activities in 
each sub-region for 2009 are described below. 

EASTERN EUROPE AND CENTRAL ASIA  
In Eastern Europe and Central Asia, the ICRC will con-
tinue to monitor the situation of the civilian population af-
fected by armed conflicts, in particular in South Ossetia, 
Nagorny Karabakh and the northern Caucasus. In the 
northern Caucasus, particularly vulnerable households 
will continue to benefit from micro-economic projects to 
speed their return to self-sufficiency. In areas affected by 
the 2008 conflict in Georgia, including in the separatist 
regions of South Ossetia and Abkhazia, IDPs, returnees 
and residents will receive assistance to help them restore 
their livelihoods, and medical services will be reinforced. 
There, as well as in Azerbaijan and Tajikistan through the 
National Society and in the Russian Federation (Chech-
nya), the ICRC will support mine-risk education activities 
to reduce the number of accidents caused by mines and 
explosive remnants of war (ERW). It will sponsor war-
surgery training for medical professionals in Armenia, 
Azerbaijan and the Russian Federation and support pros-
thetic/orthotic centres in Georgia, the Russian Federation 
and Tajikistan to enable amputees, many of them mine 
victims, to receive appropriate care and rehabilitation. 

Across the region, the ICRC will continue visiting people 
detained in relation to armed conflict and for reasons of 
State security, in particular in Armenia, Azerbaijan, 
Georgia, Kyrgyzstan and Uzbekistan. It will enable de-
tainees to stay in touch with their families through the 
RCM network, and will act as a neutral intermediary to 
facilitate the repatriation of detainees after their release. 
In Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia, Kyrgyzstan and Uz-
bekistan, the ICRC will provide occasional material assis-
tance. It will back the authorities’ efforts to ensure ade-
quate conditions of detention, in particular in the field of 
health, and to address overcrowding. The ICRC will con-
tinue to build the capacities of the national authorities to 
take responsibility for tuberculosis control programmes in 
prisons. In the Russian Federation, where the authorities 
are opposed to ICRC standard visiting procedures, it will 
continue to arrange family visits for sentenced detainees 
held far from their homes. 

In Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia and the northern Cauca-
sus, the ICRC will continue to work with the authorities, 
National Societies and other relevant players to determine 
the fate of missing persons and to provide assistance to 
their families. It will continue to look into the specific 
needs of the families of missing persons, and offer them 
support directly or through their associations. It will con-
tinue to advocate for and be ready to support mechanisms 
to help the parties furnish families with answers about the 
fate of their relatives. It will provide technical expertise in 

                                                           
2 As of 2009, activities in Croatia will be covered by the West-
ern Balkans regional delegation (they were formerly covered by 
the ICRC Budapest regional delegation). The Budapest regional 
delegation will close at the end of the first semester of 2009 and 
its activities will be taken on either by ICRC headquarters or by 
other ICRC delegations or offices in the region. 

the fields of ante-mortem data collection and training in 
good forensic practices in support of exhumation and 
identification processes.  

NORTH AMERICA AND WESTERN, CENTRAL 
AND SOUTH-EASTERN EUROPE  

The ICRC’s core activities in connection with North 
America will continue to focus on detainees/internees 
held by the United States of America in the detention fa-
cility at Guantanamo Bay Naval Station in Cuba, in 
Charleston Navy Brig in South Carolina, in Afghanistan 
and in Iraq, and on the need to define their status and 
rights and to ensure that they are covered by a proper and 
adequate legal framework. In connection with the West-
ern Balkans, the ICRC will monitor the detention condi-
tions of people under investigation or sentenced for war 
crimes and visit people held by the International Criminal 
Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia in The Hague. 

In the Western Balkans, resolving the issue of missing 
persons remains a priority. The ICRC will remind all the 
parties of their obligations to provide answers regarding 
the fate of missing persons and to address the families’ 
legal and administrative problems. It will encourage the 
governmental mechanisms concerned, such as the Bosnia 
and Herzegovina Missing Persons Institute or the Serbian 
Commission, and the relevant National Societies to deal 
with the issue. It will maintain support for exhumation 
and identification processes, pursue dialogue with the 
families of missing persons and support their associations 
in carrying out advocacy work and community projects. 
In Kosovo, it will continue to chair the Working Group on 
Missing Persons, the only forum for dialogue on the miss-
ing that exists between Belgrade and Pristina. 

All National Societies in the Western Balkans will receive 
support to enhance their capacity to respond to the danger 
for civilians posed by mines and ERW.  

The ICRC will maintain its temporary presence in Ankara 
in connection with the conflict in Iraq. In 2009, it will en-
deavour to strengthen its relations with the Turkish au-
thorities and the Turkish Red Crescent Society. 

The ICRC’s presence in Brussels, London, Paris, New 
York and Washington provides a favourable environment 
to develop dialogue, in particular with major intergov-
ernmental organizations and their member States, on IHL, 
the ICRC and the Movement, and to enlist their support in 
promoting greater respect for IHL and independent hu-
manitarian action. In Brussels, for example, the ICRC will 
closely follow implementation of the European Consensus 
for Humanitarian Aid. From Brussels and Washington, it 
will develop its dialogue on civil-military relations with 
NATO commanders, the European Union and the US 
armed forces, including their European and Africa com-
mands, and participate in pre-deployment and training ex-
ercises. In New York, the ICRC will seek to convey its 
humanitarian concerns to the UN Security Council, Gen-
eral Assembly and Secretariat in order to influence the 
political debate on humanitarian issues and stay abreast of 
decisions and discussions that have implications for hu-
manitarian action. Similarly, in Washington, the ICRC 
will continue working closely with inter-American or-
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ganizations such as the Organization of American States, 
which every year adopts resolutions on topics of interest 
to the ICRC. From its bases in Brussels, London, Paris 
and Washington, the ICRC will strengthen its network of 
contacts with NGOs, the media, universities, think-tanks 
and other influential sectors of society to promote IHL 
and gain support for ICRC action. 

LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN  
Through its presence in Colombia, where the non-
international armed conflict persists, and in other regions 
prone to conflict or violence, the ICRC will continue to 
protect, assist and monitor the situation of the affected 
populations. It will document allegations of IHL viola-
tions, including forced disappearances, sexual violence, 
targeted killings or forced displacement, and urge the par-
ties concerned to put a stop to such practices. In other 
situations of violence, it will also endeavour to promote 
respect for humanitarian principles among weapon bear-
ers. 

In Colombia, the ICRC will continue to promote respect 
for IHL, notably the protection of people not participating 
in armed conflict, and to conduct assistance programmes 
for civilians, IDPs and residents directly affected by 
armed conflict in priority zones. Carried out in coordina-
tion with other organizations, these programmes include 
emergency assistance to recently displaced people, agri-
cultural projects, the repair or construction of communal 
infrastructure in violence-affected zones, and a variety of 
initiatives to improve access to health services, including 
for victims of sexual violence. The ICRC will provide 
support for the training of health personnel and pros-
thetic/orthotic technicians treating the weapon-wounded 
and patients in need of specialized medical care, such as 
amputees, many of whom are mine victims. It will also 
maintain services for communities affected by mines and 
ERW, and continue to support Colombian Red Cross ac-
tivities in this field. 

Across the region, growing urban and other violence re-
lating to social and economic issues, land distribution, 
natural resources and indigenous peoples will keep ICRC 

action focused on promoting the rules applicable to the 
use of force in the maintenance of law and order among 
police forces and armed forces called upon to intervene in 
such situations. The ICRC will intensify its dialogue with 
the relevant authorities, in particular in Bolivia, Brazil, 
Chile, Haiti, Mexico, Paraguay and Peru, regarding the 
humanitarian consequences of such violence and respond, 
with the respective National Society, to the needs of the 
most vulnerable victims, including those arrested. In Bra-
zil and Haiti, mainly in Rio de Janeiro and Port-au-Prince, 
besides being active in prisons, the ICRC will focus on 
providing protection and assistance to the population in 
the most violence-prone shantytowns, stepping up coop-
eration with all those involved and building the National 
Society’s capacity to provide first aid and to evacuate the 
wounded and sick. 

Visits to detainees will continue in Bolivia, Chile, Co-
lombia, Grenada, Haiti, Mexico, Panama, Paraguay, Peru 
and Venezuela. Health care in prisons will be a common 
priority; in addition to direct assistance to health struc-
tures, the ICRC will help the authorities integrate such 
services into their national health systems. In Haiti, small-
scale repair and renovation projects will be implemented 
in prisons and police stations, in particular to improve wa-
ter, sanitation and hygiene conditions. 

In Mexico and Venezuela, the ICRC will seek to conclude 
a comprehensive agreement on prison visits with the rele-
vant ministries. In Colombia it will pursue efforts to gain 
access, so far denied, to detainees held by armed groups. 

Across the region, families remain without information 
about relatives unaccounted for as a result of past or on-
going conflicts or other situations of violence. Renewed 
emphasis will be placed on supporting national mecha-
nisms and organizations in Colombia, Guatemala and 
Peru working on the issue of missing persons and their 
families, advocating better coordination among them and 
funding some of their programmes, including the collec-
tion of ante-mortem data and the provision of psychologi-
cal assistance to families. Technical support for exhuma-
tion and identification processes will continue to be pro-
vided bilaterally or through multilateral fora. 
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ARMENIA 
 
 

BUDGET IN KCHF  
Protection 638 
Assistance 603 
Prevention 838 
Cooperation with National Societies 278 
General -   

Total 2,358 
Of which: Overheads 144

PERSONNEL 
Expatriates  2

The ICRC has been working in Armenia since 1992 in re-
lation to the Nagorny Karabakh armed conflict. It focuses 
on addressing the issue of missing persons and the prob-
lems of detainees held in connection with the conflict, or 
for security reasons, or who are otherwise vulnerable, and 
monitors the situation of communities along the interna-
tional border with Azerbaijan. It supports the authorities in 
bringing the spread of tuberculosis under control in pris-
ons. It also promotes the national implementation of IHL 
and its integration into the training of the armed and secu-
rity forces and into university and school curricula. The 
ICRC works to strengthen the capacities of the Armenian 
Red Cross Society. National staff (daily workers not included) 29
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CONTEXT 
Presidential elections held in February 2008 were won by 
the prime minister, Serzh Sargsian. The result was imme-
diately contested, notably by supporters of the second-
placed candidate, former president Levon Ter-Petrossian. 
Clashes between demonstrators and police reportedly led 
to several deaths and were followed by the declaration of 
a state of emergency, with the army being deployed on 
the streets of the capital. Reports indicated that more than 
100 people were arrested and charged with attempting to 
overthrow the State or with public order offences. The 
Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe passed 
a resolution calling on Armenia to undertake “an open 
and serious dialogue between all political forces” on re-
forms or face having its voting rights suspended. The state 
of emergency came to an end shortly before the official 
investiture of the new president.  

The presidents of Armenia and Azerbaijan met twice dur-
ing the year to discuss the resolution of the Nagorny 
Karabakh conflict, once during the NATO summit in Bu-
charest, Romania, and again under the auspices of the 
Minsk Group of the Organization for Security and Co-
operation in Europe in St Petersburg, Russian Federation. 

Violations of the 1994 ceasefire agreement and the pres-
ence of mines along the international border with Azer-
baijan continued to affect the lives of the local civilian 
population in 2008.  

HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE 
In 2009, the ICRC will continue to tackle the humanitar-
ian consequences in Armenia of the unresolved Nagorny 
Karabakh conflict. It will continue to provide support to 
the families of people who went missing during the con-
flict, offer expertise to the authorities concerned in their 
efforts to determine the fate of persons unaccounted for, 
and encourage the authorities to provide answers to the 
families. Since the framework agreement on the collection 
and centralized management of ante-mortem data was 
signed in 2008, National Society staff, trained by the 
ICRC, have been collecting data and will continue to do 
so in 2009. A family needs assessment undertaken in 
2008 provided information which will serve as a basis for 
the provision of assistance to the families in 2009. 

The ICRC will maintain its presence along the interna-
tional border between Armenia and Azerbaijan in order to 
obtain information on the population’s needs. It will pur-
sue programmes in partnership with the National Society 
and hold regular meetings with the military and represen-
tatives of local communities. It will continue to remind 
the parties to the conflict of their obligations under IHL.  

To enhance treatment of the wounded, the ICRC will ar-
range for surgeons to attend an ICRC-organized regional 
seminar on war surgery. 

People deprived of freedom will continue to receive visits 
from the ICRC to monitor their treatment and living con-
ditions. Delegates will pay particular attention to vulner-
able individuals, including prisoners of war and civilian 

internees held in connection with the conflict in Nagorny 
Karabakh, on whose behalf it will liaise with the authori-
ties regarding their detention and possible repatriation 

Since 2002, as part of its efforts to promote better health 
care within the Armenian prison system, the ICRC has 
supported the authorities in controlling tuberculosis (TB), 
including multi-drug-resistant TB, among inmates. In 
2009, the ICRC will continue to support the authorities as 
they work towards assuming responsibility for the pro-
gramme. It will provide technical assistance and man-
agement support to the Ministries of Justice and of Health 
in coordinating efforts among all actors involved in com-
bating TB and HIV/AIDS in Armenia, the development of 
human resources, the production of educational materials 
and the organization of training activities. 

The ICRC will continue to encourage the authorities to 
accede to and implement IHL treaties, in particular the 
Rome Statute, the Ottawa Convention, the Convention on 
Certain Conventional Weapons, the Convention on Clus-
ter Munitions and Additional Protocol III. It will promote 
IHL among the armed forces and among secondary school 
and university students, encouraging the authorities to 
take ownership of educational programmes. It will 
strengthen contacts with the media to raise public aware-
ness of IHL and humanitarian issues.  

As in past years, the Armenian Red Cross Society will re-
ceive technical and financial support to strengthen its ca-
pacities. 

The ICRC will continue to coordinate its activities with 
those of Movement partners, UN agencies and other hu-
manitarian actors in fields of common interest, in order to 
maximize impact, fill gaps and avoid duplication. 

HUMANITARIAN ISSUES AND ICRC 
OBJECTIVES 

CIVILIANS 
Violations of the 1994 ceasefire agreement and the pres-
ence of mines along the international border with Azer-
baijan continue to affect the lives of the local civilian 
population and result in civilian and military casualties. 

Objective 
Along the international border, civilians are protected and 
their basic needs are met. 

Plan of action 
Protection 

 systematically monitor the situation in villages along 
the international border, maintaining contacts with the 
military and local communities 

 remind the parties of their obligations towards the ci-
vilian population and the need to ensure that military 
personnel in affected areas receive IHL training; when 
necessary, alert the national authorities to alleged vio-
lations of IHL or to conflict-related needs 

Conventional communications links between Armenia 
and Azerbaijan, including Nagorny Karabakh, have not 
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been fully restored. For a number of people, ICRC-
provided services, such as the RCM network and phone 
calls, are the only means of staying in touch with rela-
tives. 

The State commissions set up by the respective authorities 
to deal with the issue of missing persons continue to make 
modest progress in providing answers to the families. As 
at August 2008, 4,433 people were still unaccounted for 
as a result of the Nagorny Karabakh conflict. Following 
the signing of the draft framework agreement on the col-
lection and centralized management of ante-mortem data 
on missing persons, collection of the data by ICRC-
trained National Society staff is under way. In parallel, 
the updating and consolidation of lists of missing persons 
continue. A family needs assessment undertaken in 2008 
confirmed that many families of missing persons faced 
legal, psychological and socio-economic problems and 
that existing structures did not respond to their needs. 

Objective 
Members of families separated by conflict are able to 
communicate with their relatives and are reunited with 
them, where possible. The families of missing persons re-
ceive information on the fate of their relatives and legal, 
psychological and socio-economic support. 

Plan of action 
Protection 

 enable relatives separated by conflict to restore and 
maintain family links through means such as RCMs 
and phone calls, and reunite family members where 
possible  

 continue to collect tracing requests and submit up-
dated and consolidated lists of missing persons to the 
authorities  

 persuade the authorities to view missing persons as a 
purely humanitarian issue  

 encourage continuing implementation of the agree-
ment on the collection and centralized management of 
ante-mortem data on missing persons  

 help organize the collection of ante-mortem data and 
continue to provide training and technical expertise to 
data collectors  

 provide the authorities with technical advice and mate-
rial and training support to assist them in the proper 
handling of human remains, and facilitate the repatria-
tion or transfer of human remains 

 remind the parties of their responsibilities towards the 
families of missing persons, including the enactment 
of effective legislation 

 strengthen contacts with and support to families, fam-
ily associations and NGOs concerned with the issue of 
missing persons, and work with the National Society 
to identify and support forums which provide social 
support, educational opportunities and income-
generating projects to families  

 facilitate access of families of missing persons to 
socio-economic, psychological and legal support, in-
cluding through representations to the authorities and 
the training of mental health professionals 

 provide practical information to the public on obtain-
ing information from the authorities or the ICRC on 
missing persons  

 raise awareness among the public and international ac-
tors present in Armenia of the issue of missing per-
sons, of the impact on their families, and of the 
ICRC’s role 

PEOPLE DEPRIVED OF THEIR FREEDOM 
Civilians and soldiers continue to be captured along the 
international border with Azerbaijan and held for short 
periods for conflict-related reasons, albeit in small num-
bers. A number of people were detained during the post-
electoral events. 

The authorities have been working towards assuming full 
responsibility for the TB-control programme in prisons. 

Objective 
Detainees are treated in accordance with internationally 
recognized standards and, where applicable, with IHL. 
They benefit from a TB-control programme run by the na-
tional authorities and from improved conditions to help 
reduce the spread of communicable diseases, particularly 
TB. On release, people detained for conflict-related rea-
sons are repatriated if they so wish. 

Plan of action 
Protection 

 visit people detained in connection with the conflict 
and, when pertinent, security detainees, making confi-
dential reports to the authorities on the findings and 
recommendations 

 monitor individual cases of vulnerable detainees, in-
cluding foreign detainees without diplomatic represen-
tation, women and minors 

 give detainees the opportunity to exchange RCMs 
with their families and enable their relatives to visit 
them 

 encourage the authorities to fulfil their responsibility 
to ensure that conditions of detention, including medi-
cal care and respect for judicial guarantees, conform to 
internationally recognized standards 

 acting as a neutral intermediary, assist in the repatria-
tion of persons detained in relation to the conflict 
upon their release if they so wish 

 building on staff training conducted in 2008 on the 
management of stress among detainees, produce 
manuals and distribute them to psychologists and so-
cial workers at the Ministry of Justice and to staff in 
places of detention 

Assistance 
 with a view to phasing out support and handing over 

responsibility for the TB-control programme in pris-
ons, provide the authorities with technical assistance 
and management support to: 
o improve coordination among actors involved in the 

TB-control programme in prisons, national efforts 
to control TB and HIV/AIDS, and wider health 
sector reforms 
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o train personnel  
o set sanitation standards for toilets and shower fa-

cilities  
 sponsor staff from the Justice Ministry to participate 

in the 2009 conference of the International Harm Re-
duction Association in Bangkok, Thailand 

 strengthen cooperation with other organizations work-
ing to improve health in prisons in Armenia  

 establish links with educational institutions nationally, 
regionally and internationally, to mobilize them to 
support efforts to combat TB and HIV/AIDS 

 support public awareness campaigns on the occasion 
of World TB and World AIDS days, including 
through the provision of printed materials 

WOUNDED AND SICK 
Ceasefire violations between Armenia and Azerbaijan 
continue to give rise to casualties requiring medical care. 

Objective 
The weapon-wounded have access to adequate medical 
and surgical services. 

Plan of action 
Assistance 

 sponsor the participation of 1 civilian and 1 military 
surgeon practising in border regions in an ICRC-
organized regional seminar on war surgery 

AUTHORITIES 
Despite progress in the national implementation of IHL, 
Armenia has yet to accede to several key IHL treaties and 
to adapt its domestic law in accordance with their re-
quirements.  

Objective 
The government implements IHL treaties to which Arme-
nia is party and accedes to the other major humanitarian 
instruments. Political decision-makers know the ICRC’s 
mandate and support its work. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 encourage the authorities to accede to major IHL trea-
ties (in particular the Rome Statute, the Ottawa Con-
vention, the Convention on Certain Conventional 
Weapons, the Convention on Cluster Munitions and 
Additional Protocol III) and assist them in adopting 
the necessary national implementation measures, es-
pecially with regard to protection of the rights of miss-
ing persons and their families, the involvement of 
children in armed conflict, protection of the emblem, 
and protection of cultural property in the event of 
armed conflict  

 enhance knowledge of IHL and the ICRC among the 
relevant national authorities through regular meetings 
and the provision of related documentation and by fa-
cilitating their participation in national and regional 
IHL events  

ARMED FORCES AND OTHER BEARERS OF 
WEAPONS 

IHL has not yet been entirely integrated into military doc-
trine, training and sanctions. IHL is taught at the Defence 
Ministry’s main institutes of higher education and the po-
lice academy. In 2008, the armed forces participated in 
multilateral operations in Iraq and Kosovo. 

Objective 
The armed forces integrate IHL into their doctrine, train-
ing, education and sanctions. All weapon bearers under-
stand the ICRC’s mandate and support its activities. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 continue to assist the Ministry of Defence in further 
integrating IHL into military doctrine, education and 
training; conduct joint IHL train-the-trainer courses 
for officers with a view to the ministry eventually tak-
ing ownership of such courses 

 support the participation of officers in international 
IHL courses and enable cadets to take part in interna-
tional IHL competitions 

 conduct information sessions for personnel due to par-
ticipate in multilateral operations abroad on IHL and 
the ICRC’s mandate as a neutral and independent hu-
manitarian actor  

 during all contacts, encourage support for the protec-
tion of civilians and people deprived of freedom and 
for the ICRC’s action for and access to conflict-
affected populations  

CIVIL SOCIETY 
The media are a key relay for promoting IHL to the pub-
lic. As part of ongoing reforms, the authorities have in-
cluded elements of IHL in some education standards and 
manuals for pupils, including the 8th grade preliminary 
military education manual. IHL is part of the law curricu-
lum in the main universities and in some cases is included 
in international relations and journalism courses. 

Objective 
The media support the work of the ICRC and assist it in 
increasing awareness of humanitarian issues among the 
public, decision-makers and all those involved in armed 
conflict or violence, thus achieving greater respect for 
human dignity. Young people, as future leaders and deci-
sion-makers, learn about IHL in their academic courses. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 through briefings, interviews and workshops, in some 
cases run jointly with the National Society, strengthen 
the ICRC’s network of media contacts and provide 
them with regular updates on ICRC and National So-
ciety activities and IHL-related issues linked to the 
Nagorny Karabakh conflict 

 continue to assist the authorities in including IHL and 
humanitarian principles in the compulsory secondary 
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school curriculum and in the 9th grade preliminary 
military education manual 

 support the authorities in including IHL in in-service 
training curricula for teachers  

 organize events to stimulate interest and motivation 
among teachers  

 maintain contacts with selected higher-education es-
tablishments; hold IHL events in partnership with 
academic institutions; offer training to university lec-
turers teaching IHL and provide them with updated in-
formation on the subject  

 arrange for academics and students to take part in na-
tional and regional IHL events such as moot court 
competitions and summer schools 

RED CROSS AND RED CRESCENT 
MOVEMENT 

The Armenian Red Cross Society has undergone wide-
ranging reforms in recent years. It is still seeking to diver-

sify its funding, as it relies heavily on technical and finan-
cial support from Movement partners. 

Objective 
The National Society has a strong legal basis for inde-
pendent action. It carries out effective activities to restore 
family links and promote IHL and the Movement’s Fun-
damental Principles. The activities of all components of 
the Movement are coordinated.  

Plan of action 
Cooperation 

 provide technical, training and financial support ena-
bling the National Society to strengthen its tracing and 
dissemination capacities and its contribution to ante-
mortem data collection (see Civilians) 

 support the National Society in strengthening first-aid 
training for local community representatives and 
branch instructors  

 encourage the National Society to coordinate activities 
with Movement partners 
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AZERBAIJAN 
 
 

BUDGET IN KCHF  
Protection 3,334 
Assistance 2,133 
Prevention 1,055 
Cooperation with National Societies 290 
General -   

Total 6,811 
Of which: Overheads 416

PERSONNEL 
Expatriates  10

The ICRC has been working in Azerbaijan since 1992 in 
relation to the Nagorny Karabakh armed conflict. It fo-
cuses on addressing the issue of missing persons and the 
problems of detainees held in connection with the conflict, 
detained for security reasons or otherwise vulnerable, and 
monitors the situation of communities along the Line of 
Contact. It supports the authorities in bringing the spread 
of tuberculosis in prisons under control. The ICRC pro-
motes the implementation of IHL and its integration into 
the training of the armed and security forces and into uni-
versity and school curricula. It works to strengthen the ca-
pacities of the Red Crescent Society of Azerbaijan. 

National staff (daily workers not included) 81
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CONTEXT 
Presidential elections held in October 2008 did not lead to 
a change in the country’s leadership. According to re-
ports, the human rights record in Azerbaijan remained 
poor, with restrictions on media freedom and political 
participation, imprisonment for politically motivated rea-
sons, and pervasive corruption in judiciary and law en-
forcement bodies. The Council of Europe announced a 
“road map” of urgent steps for the authorities to undertake 
prior to the presidential elections to tackle the human 
rights situation in the country. 

The presidents of Armenia and Azerbaijan met twice to 
discuss the resolution of the Nagorny Karabakh conflict, 
once during the NATO summit in Bucharest, Romania, 
and again under the auspices of the Minsk Group of the 
Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe in 
St Petersburg, Russian Federation. 

Violations of the 1994 ceasefire agreement and the pres-
ence of mines along the international border with Arme-
nia and the Line of Contact continued to affect the lives of 
the local civilian population in 2008.  

HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE 
In 2009, the ICRC will work to alleviate the humanitarian 
consequences in Azerbaijan of the unresolved Nagorny 
Karabakh conflict. It will continue to provide support to 
the families of people who went missing during the con-
flict, offer expertise to the authorities concerned in their 
efforts to determine the fate of persons unaccounted for, 
and encourage the authorities to provide answers to the 
families. Since the framework agreement on the collection 
and centralized management of ante-mortem data was 
signed in 2008, National Society staff, trained by the 
ICRC, have been collecting data and will continue to do 
so in 2009. A family needs assessment undertaken in 
2008 provided information that will serve as a basis for 
the provision of assistance to families of missing persons 
in 2009. 

The ICRC will maintain its presence in Nagorny Kara-
bakh and along the Line of Contact and the international 
border between Armenia and Azerbaijan in order to gain a 
more complete picture of the population’s needs. It will 
maintain contact with the military and representatives of 
IDPs and local communities, particularly from its office 
in Barda and in Nagorny Karabakh. It will continue to 
remind the parties to the conflict of their obligations un-
der IHL. 

To enhance treatment of the wounded, the ICRC will ar-
range for military surgeons from Nagorny Karabakh to at-
tend ICRC-organized regional seminars on war surgery 
and enable a staff member of the physical rehabilitation 
centre in Nagorny Karabakh to participate in training run 
by the ICRC. 

People deprived of freedom will continue to receive visits 
from the ICRC to monitor their treatment and living con-
ditions. Delegates will pay particular attention to vulner-
able individuals, including prisoners of war and civilian 

internees held in connection with the conflict in Nagorny 
Karabakh, on whose behalf it will liaise with the authori-
ties regarding their detention and possible repatriation. 

Rates of multi-drug-resistant tuberculosis (MDR-TB) in 
Azerbaijan are among the highest in the world. Since 
1995, as part of its efforts to promote better health care 
within the Azerbaijani prison system, the ICRC has sup-
ported the authorities in controlling TB, including MDR-
TB, among inmates. In 2009, with the intention of phas-
ing out its support and transferring responsibility for the 
programme to the national authorities, the ICRC will con-
tinue to provide technical assistance and management 
support for the development of human resources, imple-
mentation of the directly observed treatment, short course 
(DOTS) plus project and treatment of TB/HIV and 
TB/hepatitis C co-infection, as well as the commissioning 
of the national reference TB laboratory and the establish-
ment of a nationwide laboratory network. It will also sup-
port the authorities in implementing effective infection-
control measures through sanitary projects. 

The ICRC will continue to encourage the authorities to 
become party to and implement IHL treaties, in particular 
the Rome Statute, the Ottawa Convention, the Convention 
on Certain Conventional Weapons and the 1977 Addi-
tional Protocols. It will expand contacts with the media in 
order to raise public awareness of IHL and humanitarian 
issues and will continue to promote IHL among the mili-
tary, police and security forces, and secondary school and 
university students. 

As in past years, the Red Crescent Society of Azerbaijan 
will receive technical and financial support to strengthen 
its capacities, including in mine action. 

The ICRC will continue to coordinate its activities with 
those of Movement partners, UN agencies and other hu-
manitarian actors in fields of common interest, in order to 
maximize impact, fill gaps and avoid duplication. 

HUMANITARIAN ISSUES AND ICRC 
OBJECTIVES 

CIVILIANS 
The humanitarian and security situation of half a million 
people living in 11 conflict-affected districts along the 
Line of Contact with Nagorny Karabakh and the interna-
tional border between Armenia and Azerbaijan remains a 
concern for the ICRC. Ceasefire violations and the pres-
ence of mines result in civilian and military casualties in 
the area. Some members of minority populations in Azer-
baijan may have difficulty in obtaining valid identity 
documents, seriously impeding their access to accommo-
dation and employment. 

Objective 
Along the Line of Contact with Nagorny Karabakh and 
the international border with Armenia, civilians are pro-
tected and their basic needs are met. 
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Plan of action 
Protection 

 monitor the situation in villages along the Line of 
Contact and the international border, intensifying con-
tacts with the military and local communities 

 remind the parties of their obligations towards the ci-
vilian population through confidential dialogue and 
public communications and, when necessary, alert the 
national authorities to alleged violations of IHL or to 
conflict-related needs  

 make the authorities aware of the needs of IDPs and 
refugees and ensure that IDPs are informed of their 
rights, notably with regard to resettlement procedures  

 advocate with the appropriate authorities to ensure that 
vulnerable members of minority populations can ob-
tain identity documents, and, if necessary, issue them 
with travel documents to enable them to be reunited 
with their families or resettle in third countries; 
through publication of a brochure, ensure that such 
minority populations have information on obtaining 
free legal services  

Assistance 
 pursue discussions with the authorities regarding the 

provision of and safe access to sufficient water for the 
civilian population along the front line 

 upgrade water facilities and support community-based 
projects doing likewise in the most affected areas  

In Nagorny Karabakh, the most vulnerable sectors of the 
population – families of missing persons, the elderly and 
invalids – remain dependent on humanitarian assistance. 
The primary health care system still lacks resources and a 
steady supply of basic medicines. The inhabitants of re-
mote villages depend on external support for basic health 
care. 

Objective 
In Nagorny Karabakh, patients of primary health care fa-
cilities are able to obtain appropriate treatment. 

Plan of action 
Assistance  

 encourage the authorities to assume responsibility for 
the most vulnerable members of society and support 
their efforts to improve primary health care in rural ar-
eas  

 provide quarterly supplies of essential drugs to some 
70 rural health facilities in Nagorny Karabakh 

 support the production of materials on hygiene educa-
tion and support health workers and community lead-
ers in carrying out education campaigns with a focus 
on mother and child health  

 ensure that preparations are in place to provide cover 
in case of any medical emergency in Nagorny Kara-
bakh  

 run a small-scale assistance programme providing 
food, hygiene items and school materials to 400 vul-
nerable people living in urban areas 

Conventional communications links between Armenia 
and Azerbaijan, including Nagorny Karabakh, have not 
been fully restored. For a number of people, ICRC-
provided services, such as the RCM network and phone 
calls, are the only means of staying in contact with rela-
tives. 

The State commissions set up by the respective authorities 
to deal with the issue of missing persons have made mod-
est progress. As at August 2008, 4,433 people were still 
unaccounted for as a result of the Nagorny Karabakh con-
flict. The updating and consolidation of lists of missing 
persons continue. Following the signing of the draft 
framework agreement on the collection and centralized 
management of ante-mortem data on missing persons, 
collection of the data by ICRC-trained National Society 
staff is under way. Family needs assessments undertaken 
in 2008 in Azerbaijan, including Nagorny Karabakh, con-
firmed that many families of missing persons faced psy-
chological, socio-economic and legal problems and that 
existing structures did not respond to their needs. 

Objective 
Members of families separated by conflict are able to 
communicate with their relatives and have the possibility 
of being reunited with them. The families of missing per-
sons receive information on the fate of their relatives and 
legal, psychological and socio-economic support. 

Plan of action 
Protection 

 enable relatives separated by conflict to restore and 
maintain family links through means such as RCMs 
and phone calls, and reunite family members where 
possible  

 continue to collect tracing requests and submit up-
dated and consolidated lists of missing persons to the 
authorities 

 persuade the authorities to view missing persons as a 
purely humanitarian issue  

 encourage continuing implementation of the agree-
ment on the collection and centralized management of 
ante-mortem data on missing persons  

 help organize the collection of ante-mortem data and 
continue to provide training and technical expertise to 
data collectors  

 provide the authorities with technical advice and mate-
rial support to assist them in the proper handling of 
human remains and facilitate the repatriation or trans-
fer of human remains 

 remind the parties of their responsibilities towards the 
families of missing persons, including the enactment 
of effective legislation 

 strengthen contacts with families, family associations 
and NGOs concerned with the issue of missing per-
sons 

 facilitate access of families of missing persons to 
socio-economic, psychological and legal support  

 provide practical information to the public on the data 
collection process and on obtaining related informa-
tion from the authorities or the ICRC  
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 raise awareness among international actors present in 
Azerbaijan of the issue of missing persons, of the im-
pact on their families, and of the role of family asso-
ciations 

PEOPLE DEPRIVED OF THEIR FREEDOM 
On both sides of the Line of Contact with Nagorny Kara-
bakh and the international border between Azerbaijan and 
Armenia, people continue to be captured and held for 
short periods for conflict-related reasons, albeit in small 
numbers. 

The TB-control programme was initiated by the ICRC in 
Azerbaijan in 1995. The first DOTS-plus pilot project for 
detainees with multi-drug-resistant TB was launched in 
2007. Training to strengthen the capacities of in-country 
partners continues in order to enable the authorities to 
take over the programme. The construction of the national 
reference TB laboratory is also progressing. 

Objective 
Detainees are treated in accordance with internationally 
recognized standards and, where applicable, with IHL. On 
release, people detained for conflict-related reasons are 
repatriated if they so wish. Detainees benefit from a TB-
control programme run by the national authorities and 
from improved conditions to help reduce the spread of 
communicable diseases, particularly TB, and blood-borne 
diseases, particularly HIV/AIDS and hepatitis. 

Plan of action 
Protection 

 visit people detained in connection with the conflict, 
monitoring individual vulnerable detainees; make con-
fidential reports to the authorities on the findings and 
recommendations 

 give detainees the opportunity to exchange RCMs 
with their families and enable their relatives to visit 
them 

 encourage the authorities to fulfil their responsibility 
to ensure that conditions of detention, including medi-
cal care and respect for judicial guarantees, conform to 
internationally recognized standards 

 acting as a neutral intermediary, assist in the repatria-
tion of persons detained in relation to the conflict 
upon their release if they so wish 

Assistance 
 with a view to phasing out support and handing over 

responsibility for the TB-control programme in pris-
ons, continue to provide technical assistance and man-
agement support for: 
o staff training 
o the completion of a manual on the management of 

multi-drug-resistant TB in prisons 
o implementation of the DOTS-plus project and the 

treatment of TB/HIV and TB/hepatitis C co-
infection 

o the commissioning of the national reference TB 
laboratory and the establishment of a nationwide 
laboratory network 

 support the authorities in implementing effective in-
fection-control measures through sanitation projects 

 support the improvement and minor rehabilitation of 
infrastructure, assist the authorities in developing their 
maintenance capacities and offer technical advice in 
biomedical engineering 

 support the National Society and the Ministries of 
Health and of Justice in following up ex-detainees ill 
with TB on their release  

 strengthen cooperation with other organizations work-
ing to improve health in prisons in Azerbaijan  

 in Nagorny Karabakh, provide ad hoc medical and 
material assistance as required 

WOUNDED AND SICK 
Ceasefire violations between Armenia and Azerbaijan 
continue to give rise to casualties requiring medical care. 
Direct ICRC support for physical rehabilitation services 
in Azerbaijan ended in 2007. 

Objective 
The weapon-wounded have access to adequate medical 
and surgical services.  

Plan of action 
Assistance 

 sponsor the participation of 2 military surgeons from 
Nagorny Karabakh in an ICRC-organized regional 
seminar on war surgery 

 enable a staff member of the physical rehabilitation 
centre in Nagorny Karabakh to participate in a re-
gional training seminar run by the ICRC 

AUTHORITIES 
Despite progress towards the implementation of IHL, 
Azerbaijan has yet to accede to several IHL instruments 
and to adapt its domestic law in accordance with their re-
quirements. 

Objective 
The government implements IHL treaties to which Azer-
baijan is party and accedes to the other major humanitar-
ian instruments. Political decision-makers know the 
ICRC’s mandate and support its work. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 encourage the authorities to accede to major IHL trea-
ties (in particular the 1977 Additional Protocols, the 
Rome Statute, the Ottawa Convention and the Con-
vention on Certain Conventional Weapons) and assist 
them in adopting national implementation measures, 
particularly regarding the protection of the rights of 
missing persons and their families and the protection 
of cultural property 

 promote the creation of a national IHL committee 
 enhance knowledge of IHL and the ICRC among the 

relevant national authorities through regular meetings 
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and by facilitating their participation in regional 
events on IHL 

ARMED FORCES AND OTHER BEARERS OF 
WEAPONS 

IHL has not yet been entirely integrated into military doc-
trines, training and sanctions in Azerbaijan. In 2008, the 
Azerbaijani armed forces participated in multilateral op-
erations in Afghanistan, Iraq and Kosovo. The police can 
also be called upon to use force in the course of their du-
ties. 

Objective 
The armed forces integrate IHL into their doctrine, train-
ing, education and sanctions. The police do the same for 
international human rights and internationally recognized 
standards relating to policing. All weapon bearers under-
stand the ICRC’s mandate and support its activities. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 strengthen cooperation with the Ministry of Defence, 
encouraging the integration of IHL into military doc-
trine, education and training; involve officers in IHL 
train-the-trainer courses, including those held abroad 

 strengthen cooperation with the Interior Ministry; hold 
courses on IHL and international human rights stan-
dards for officers of the interior troops, police force 
and border service and support them in integrating 
these subjects into training and operations 

 hold IHL training sessions to encourage the de facto 
defence army of Nagorny Karabakh to integrate IHL 
into combat training 

 during all contacts, emphasize the need to protect ci-
vilians and people deprived of freedom, as well as the 
need for ICRC access to conflict-affected populations 
and activities  

CIVIL SOCIETY 
The media are the main relay for conveying humanitarian 
messages to the public. Some NGOs and religious organi-
zations also draw public attention to issues of ICRC con-
cern. IHL-related issues have become a compulsory part 
of the school curriculum for upper grades. IHL has been 
incorporated into some degree courses on international 
law and international relations. University teaching and 
research capacity has still to be strengthened. 

Objective 
The media, NGOs and religious leaders support the work 
of the ICRC and assist it in increasing awareness of hu-
manitarian issues among the public, decision-makers and 
all those involved in armed conflict or violence, thus 
achieving greater respect for human dignity. Young peo-
ple, as future leaders and decision-makers, learn about 
IHL in their academic courses. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 through briefings, interviews, field trips and work-
shops, sometimes in cooperation with the National 
Society, strengthen the ICRC’s network of media con-
tacts and provide them with regular updates on IHL-
related issues linked to the Nagorny Karabakh conflict 
and ICRC activities 

 increase public awareness of IHL, the issue of missing 
persons and of ICRC activities more broadly, through 
a variety of written and visual media, including the 
Internet  

 expand contacts with NGOs and religious leaders to 
raise their awareness of the specific nature of the 
ICRC’s work and enlist their support 

 support the Ministry of Education in including IHL-
related topics in new school textbooks and in teachers’ 
pre-service and in-service training  

 support the initiatives of key higher education institu-
tions to promote IHL; offer training to university lec-
turers teaching IHL and provide them with updated in-
formation on the subject; arrange for academics and 
students to participate in national and regional IHL 
events  

RED CROSS AND RED CRESCENT 
MOVEMENT 

The Red Crescent Society of Azerbaijan is still seeking to 
diversify its funding as it relies heavily on technical and 
financial support from Movement partners. It has signed 
an agreement with the Azerbaijan National Agency for 
Mine Action (ANAMA) on the collection of data on mine 
incidents and survivors’ needs. The operational coopera-
tion between the National Society and the ICRC on ante-
mortem data collection has begun.  

Objective 
The National Society has a strong legal basis for inde-
pendent action. It carries out effective activities to restore 
family links and promote IHL and the Movement’s Fun-
damental Principles. The activities of all components of 
the Movement are coordinated. 

Plan of action 
Cooperation 

 provide technical and financial support enabling the 
National Society to strengthen its tracing, dissemina-
tion and ante-mortem data collection capacities and its 
work in mine awareness and support to ANAMA 

 provide support and training in Movement policies 
and financial management in coordination with other 
Movement partners; support the National Society’s 
initiatives to diversify its funding base 
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GEORGIA 
 
 

BUDGET IN KCHF  
Protection 3,502 
Assistance 14,000 
Prevention 2,040 
Cooperation with National Societies 1,389 
General -  

Total 20,931 
Of which: Overheads 1,277

PERSONNEL 
Expatriates  31 

The ICRC has been present in Georgia since 1992. It vis-
its detainees throughout Georgia, including Abkhazia and 
South Ossetia, and supports the authorities in bringing tu-
berculosis in prisons under control. It contributes to efforts 
to provide answers to families of missing persons and 
protects and assists displaced people and other vulner-
able groups in conflict-affected regions. The ICRC also 
promotes the integration of IHL into the training of the 
armed and security forces and into university and school 
curricula. In cooperation with Movement partners, the 
ICRC helps to strengthen the capacities of the National 
Society. 

National staff (daily workers not included) 230 
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CONTEXT 
Mikheil Saakashvili won the presidential election in Janu-
ary 2008. In the parliamentary elections in May, the rul-
ing National Movement party obtained a constitutional 
majority, although there were allegations of intimidation 
and other flaws in the election process. The opposition 
regularly held demonstrations to contest the results. There 
were sharp rises in prices, notably for food.  

On 7 August, the conflict between Georgia and the break-
away republic of South Ossetia degenerated when heavy 
fighting erupted between Georgian troops and South Os-
setian separatist forces. The Russian Federation sent 
troops into South Ossetia with the stated purpose of sup-
porting the Russian peacekeeping contingent already pre-
sent there. They took control of Tskhinvali, bombed mili-
tary bases in Georgia and deployed militarily in parts of 
Western Georgia, Gori and the area north of Gori. Opera-
tions by Abkhaz separatist forces took place in Abkhazia, 
resulting in a modification of the demarcation line be-
tween Georgia’s armed forces and Abkhazia’s armed 
forces to include the whole Kodori valley on the Abkhaz 
side. The conflict provoked the displacement of tens of 
thousand of people in Georgia. Most of them had returned 
to their places of origin by the end of 2008, but thousands 
could not return and are still accommodated in collective 
centres. 

The Georgian and Russian authorities agreed to a cease-
fire on 16 August. Since then, the Russian authorities 
have withdrawn their troops from Western Georgia, from 
Gori and from the area north of Gori. On 26 August, the 
Russian Federation recognized the independence of both 
Abkhazia and South Ossetia. Georgia has broken off dip-
lomatic relations with the Russian Federation and with-
drawn from the Commonwealth of Independent States 
(CIS). 

Georgia is continuing to push for European Union and 
NATO membership.  

HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE 
In 2009, the ICRC will continue to assist civilians af-
fected by the 2008 conflict, alongside its ongoing activi-
ties for civilians affected by previous conflicts. It will 
provide affected populations in Georgia, including in the 
separatist regions of Abkhazia and South Ossetia, with 
emergency relief and support to regain self-sufficiency. It 
will increase its support to the authorities in renovating 
collective centres for IDPs and support them in ensuring 
access to health care, water and electricity for vulnerable 
people in conflict-affected areas. It will continue to sup-
port the Red Cross in Abkhazia in caring for homebound 
and bedridden elderly people.  

The ICRC will support health structures in South Ossetia 
and physical rehabilitation services in Abkhazia and other 
areas of Georgia for victims of mines and explosive rem-
nants of war (ERW). It will also enable South Ossetians 
wounded in the 2008 conflict to receive physical rehabili-
tation services. In addition, it will support efforts to clear 

mine/ERW-affected areas and raise awareness of the risks 
among civilians.  

The ICRC will press all parties to provide answers to the 
families of missing persons, will continue to offer them 
technical advice and will maintain its support to family 
associations. It will encourage all parties to coordinate the 
work of their commissions on missing persons. It will 
also continue to offer training in forensic expertise to en-
sure the proper exhumation and identification of human 
remains. 

Monitoring the living conditions of detainees will remain 
a vital aspect of the ICRC’s work in 2009. The organiza-
tion combines follow-up of individual detainees with a 
more general approach, which includes supporting the au-
thorities in bringing the tuberculosis (TB) epidemic in 
Georgian prisons under control. 

The ICRC will pursue efforts to promote the ratification 
and implementation of IHL treaties in Georgia. Weapon 
bearers in Georgia, including in Abkhazia and South Os-
setia, will receive support in integrating IHL into their 
training, while schools and universities will be supported 
in teaching IHL. The ICRC will also aim to familiarize 
the media and decision-makers with its mandate and 
work. 

The Red Cross Society of Georgia will continue to re-
ceive ICRC support and advice in strengthening its legal 
base and in the management of ICRC-supported pro-
grammes and in particular in improving its emergency re-
sponse capacities.  

The ICRC will continue to coordinate its activities with 
those of Movement partners, UN agencies and other hu-
manitarian actors in fields of common interest, in order to 
maximize impact, fill gaps and avoid duplication. 

HUMANITARIAN ISSUES AND ICRC 
OBJECTIVES 

CIVILIANS 
As a result of the August 2008 conflict, thousands of peo-
ple fled their homes, some leaving South Ossetia for the 
Russian Federation, others adding to the huge IDP popu-
lation across Georgia. Since the end of the fighting, those 
able to have been returning home. Many vulnerable peo-
ple remained at home throughout the conflict. Civilians 
have reported security incidents in Western Georgia, in 
the area north of Gori, in Abkhazia and in South Ossetia. 
Mines/ERW endanger those aiming to rebuild their liveli-
hoods, a problem which pre-existed and has been wors-
ened by the 2008 conflict. In the Gori area and South Os-
setia, vulnerable civilians are often unable to reach medi-
cal facilities and have reduced access to food. Housing 
and infrastructure were damaged or destroyed in many 
places during the conflict. Collective centres are often in 
urgent need of repair.  

In Abkhazia, many elderly people continue to live in pre-
carious conditions, despite efforts by the public services 
to take responsibility for assisting them.  
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Objective  
Displaced people, residents and returnees directly affected 
by conflict are respected according to applicable laws and 
rules, have their basic needs met and restore their liveli-
hoods. They are aware of the risks posed by landmines 
and ERW, and accidents are reduced to a minimum. 

Plan of action 
Protection 
► monitor the situation, reminding all parties of their ob-

ligation to respect civilians’ rights under IHL and in-
ternational human rights law, where relevant, and to 
meet the basic needs of the affected population 

► provide information on the location of mines/ERW to 
the authorities, to support their efforts to clear con-
taminated areas; raise awareness of the risks among 
civilians, including through the marking of contami-
nated areas  

Assistance 
Economic security  
► provide food and hygiene kits to 10,000 civilians 

(2,500 households) in Western and Central Georgia 
and 15,000 people (3,000 households) in South Os-
setia, to see them through the winter 

► help up to 8,000 people (2,000 households) in Western 
and Central Georgia and up to 2,000 people (400 
households) in South Ossetia in conflict-affected rural 
areas restart agricultural activities by providing them 
with support in kind or with cash/vouchers 

► help 2,800 IDPs (700 households) in urban areas such 
as Gori and Tbilisi and 1,500 vulnerable people (300 
households) in South Ossetia regain economic self-
sufficiency through vocational training and grants  

► in South Ossetia, help 500 of the most vulnerable peo-
ple (100 households) in weapon-contaminated areas to 
develop alternative sources of income 

► enable 2,000 people (500 households) in Western and 
Central Georgia and 2,000 vulnerable people (400 
households) in South Ossetia made destitute by the 
2008 conflict and unable to resume economic activity 
to cover their immediate survival costs; press the gov-
ernment or other humanitarian actors to provide sup-
port beyond this immediate assistance to those requir-
ing it 

Water, sanitation and habitat 
► through cost-sharing projects and technical advice, 

support the authorities in carrying out repair and main-
tenance work in 5 collective centres benefiting 1,000 
people  

► provide technical support to the Georgian authorities 
in the management of a database containing the tech-
nical specifications of some 1,500 collective centres  

► distribute building materials to 200 people (50 house-
holds) in the Gori area and to 250 people (50 house-
holds) in South Ossetia  

► restore 6 rural water supply and electricity systems 
benefiting 10,000 people north of Gori in collabora-
tion with the local authorities  

► support the water board of Tskhinvali in restoring the 
water supply in the town, to the benefit of 30,000 peo-
ple, by undertaking technical assessments and provid-
ing equipment  

► in rural areas of South Ossetia, restore 5 water supply 
systems to facilitate access to safe water for 5,000 
people  

► in the event of an emergency, stand ready to provide 
basic water and sanitation for 5,000 IDPs  

Community health 
► help ensure that vulnerable people in conflict-affected 

areas receive health care, by providing health struc-
tures with medical supplies, technical advice and 
maintenance support and by training staff in first aid, 
basic health care and war surgery  

► in South Ossetia, repair medical infrastructure and 
supply medicines and equipment 

► continue to provide financial and technical support to 
the Red Cross in Abkhazia in providing care services 
to homebound and bedridden elderly people, encour-
aging the administration to take responsibility for the 
programme 

The fighting in August caused many families to be scat-
tered and lose contact with their relatives. With regard to 
the 2008 conflict, there are not yet any confirmed figures 
on the numbers of missing persons, while many people 
still remain unaccounted for in connection with the earlier 
armed conflicts. Commissions to deal with the missing 
persons issue exist on both the Georgian and Abkhaz 
sides, while such a commission does not yet exist yet in 
South Ossetia.  

Objective  
Family members separated by conflict re-establish and 
maintain contact. The families of the missing receive in-
formation about the fate of their relatives, and their psy-
chological, economic and legal needs are met. 

Plan of action 
Protection 
► provide people separated by conflict with the means to 

restore family links and to be reunited with their rela-
tives if they so wish 

► continue to remind the authorities of Georgia and the 
de facto authorities in Abkhazia and South Ossetia of 
their responsibility to provide the families of missing 
persons with information on the fate of their relatives, 
to meet the needs of the families and specifically to 
establish coordination mechanisms to consolidate lists 
of missing persons, merge ante-mortem databases and 
report to families and higher-level authorities on pro-
gress made in solving cases 

► provide the authorities with updated lists of missing 
persons 

► provide commissions on missing persons with techni-
cal assistance in collecting and managing information  

► provide experts from all sides with forensic training  
► provide financial, technical and training support to 

family associations and local psychologists in provid-
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ing psychological support to families of missing per-
sons 

► provide financial and technical input to economic or 
psychological support projects in Western and Central 
Georgia, Abkhazia and South Ossetia  

PEOPLE DEPRIVED OF THEIR FREEDOM 
Overcrowding and the resulting poor living conditions of 
the prison population, along with inadequate access to 
health care, remain serious problems in Georgian prisons. 
Detainees remain at high risk of TB infection. A health 
needs assessment undertaken in prisons in 2008 high-
lighted, among other things, the need for effective coordi-
nation between prison and civilian health services in con-
trolling TB nationally. In South Ossetia, places of deten-
tion are in urgent need of repair. 

The families of some detainees are unable to visit their 
relatives either for economic or for security reasons.  

During and after the August 2008 armed conflict, the 
ICRC was able to visit prisoners of war, civilian internees 
and other protected persons and detainees held by the dif-
ferent parties. Some of them were released and transferred 
or repatriated on the basis of agreements concluded di-
rectly by the parties to the conflict, sometimes in the pres-
ence of the ICRC.  

Objective  
Detainees are held in conditions that meet internationally 
recognized standards. They have access to TB control 
measures. 

Plan of action 
Protection 
► carry out regular visits to detainees throughout Geor-

gia, including Abkhazia and South Ossetia, to monitor 
their treatment and living conditions and submit con-
fidential reports on the findings and recommendations 
to the authorities  

► enable detainees to maintain family links via RCMs 
and, whenever possible, through family visits 

Assistance 
► support the Georgian authorities in treating detainees 

ill with TB or with HIV/TB co-infection by providing 
laboratory equipment and financial support for TB 
screening activities 

► support the Georgian authorities in developing the 
human resources needed to implement the recommen-
dations of the 2008 health needs assessment by train-
ing prison medical staff, organizing conferences and 
supplying computers and printed matter  

► support the Georgian prison and civilian authorities in 
following up released detainees ill with TB by orga-
nizing coordination meetings  

► in South Ossetia, supply prison health structures with 
essential drugs and medical materials and support the 
penitentiary system in repairing places of detention 

WOUNDED AND SICK 
Amputees receive treatment through the Georgian Foun-
dation for Prosthetic Orthopaedic Rehabilitation 
(GEFPOR) in Tbilisi and at the physical rehabilitation 
centre in Gagra. GEFPOR is aiming to become operation-
ally and financially independent. In Abkhazia, the health 
authorities manage and finance the Gagra centre and are 
taking responsibility for the ordering and importation of 
raw materials and components.  

The hospital in Tskhinvali and health structures in rural 
areas of South Ossetia are in urgent need of repair. In 
South Ossetia, amputees and other injured people require 
physical rehabilitation/limb-fitting services. 

Objective  
People wounded or injured as a result of armed violence 
or other emergencies receive appropriate treatment. All 
physically disabled patients have access to rehabilitation 
services and follow-up care. 

Plan of action 
Assistance 
► supply medical equipment and materials to health 

structures in South Ossetia 
► ensure a secure water supply to the hospital in 

Tskhinvali and safe disposal of waste 
► train South Ossetian medical specialists, including in 

war and emergency surgery 
► enable patients requiring evacuation to be transferred 

to hospitals providing appropriate care 
► continue to support Georgian physical rehabilitation 

services, while helping to build up GEFPOR’s fund-
raising capacities in order to prepare it for the with-
drawal of ICRC support 

► work with all relevant national and international actors 
present in the country to ensure that Georgia’s na-
tional physical rehabilitation policy meets interna-
tional standards  

► monitor the quality and accessibility of services at the 
Gagra centre, if necessary providing support in order-
ing and importing materials and components  

► enable 35 South Ossetian patients disabled during the 
2008 conflict to benefit from physical rehabilitation 
services  

AUTHORITIES 
While Georgia is a party to a wide range of IHL instru-
ments, training and technical advice remain necessary to 
achieve the implementation of IHL in domestic legislation 
and practice.  

Objective  
The authorities implement IHL treaties to which Georgia 
is party and accede to other major humanitarian instru-
ments. Political decision-makers know the ICRC’s man-
date and support its work.  
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Plan of action 
Prevention 
► support the Georgian authorities in ratifying or acced-

ing to IHL treaties, such as the Ottawa Convention; 
support them in implementing IHL treaties to which 
the country is a State party, including the Hague Con-
vention on Cultural Property and its Second Protocol  

► support the authorities of Georgia and the de facto au-
thorities in Abkhazia and South Ossetia to take appro-
priate measures on the protection of missing persons 
and the rights of their families 

► brief the authorities, as well as relevant international 
actors, on IHL and the ICRC’s mandate and activities 

ARMED FORCES AND OTHER BEARERS OF 
WEAPONS 

Georgia continues to state its desire to join NATO. The 
Georgian Defence Ministry is pursuing efforts to integrate 
IHL into the doctrine, training standard operating proce-
dures and sanctions of the armed forces. The de facto De-
fence Ministry in Abkhazia has included IHL provisions 
in guidelines for staff, and officers attend IHL presenta-
tions. Russian armed forces personnel and weapon bearers 
under the jurisdiction of the de facto authorities operate in 
South Ossetia. 

Objective 
The armed forces integrate IHL into their doctrine, train-
ing, standard operating procedures and sanctions. The po-
lice do the same for international human rights law and 
internationally recognized standards relating to policing. 
All weapon bearers in Georgia, including in Abkhazia and 
South Ossetia, understand the ICRC’s mandate and sup-
port its activities. 

Plan of action 
Prevention  
► continue to support the integration of IHL into mili-

tary doctrine, standard operating procedures and train-
ing, the adaptation of equipment and the establishment 
of sanctions for violations of IHL of the Georgian 
armed forces, in particular by advising ICRC-trained 
instructors and providing training materials 

► support the participation of a Georgian officer in the 
2009 Senior Workshop on International Rules govern-
ing Military Operations to be held in Geneva, Switzer-
land 

► continue to raise awareness of IHL/international hu-
man rights law and the ICRC’s mandate and activities 
among all weapon bearers in Abkhazia and South Os-
setia  

CIVIL SOCIETY 
The media are an important relay for conveying humani-
tarian messages to the public and increasing knowledge of 
the ICRC’s role and mandate. 

The Georgian authorities have taken steps to include IHL 
in secondary school and teacher-training curricula, as part 
of education reforms. IHL is taught in the main university 

law faculties. In South Ossetia, IHL was being taught at 
university level prior to the 2008 conflict. 

Objective 
The media, NGOs and religious leaders assist the ICRC in 
increasing awareness of humanitarian issues among the 
public, decision-makers and all those involved in armed 
conflict or violence, thus achieving greater respect for 
human dignity. Young people, as future leaders and deci-
sion-makers, learn about IHL in their academic courses. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 
► provide journalists with information materials and or-

ganize media events to encourage them to cover IHL 
topics and the ICRC’s mandate and activities  

► in South Ossetia, update religious leaders and other in-
fluential figures on IHL-related issues, inviting them 
to ICRC-organized events 

► assist the authorities of Georgia in integrating IHL 
into teachers’ qualification examinations and training 
and help organize events for secondary school pupils, 
as part of efforts to hand over the programme to the 
authorities 

► support IHL teaching and research at university level 
in Tbilisi and other cities and help re-establish them in 
South Ossetia by training lecturers and providing them 
with updated information; support the participation of 
students and lecturers in ICRC-organized events  

RED CROSS AND RED CRESCENT 
MOVEMENT 

The Red Cross Society of Georgia carries out its activities 
with support from the International Federation, the ICRC 
and National Societies working internationally. Following 
the outbreak of hostilities in August, the Movement part-
ners prepared a joint response, and they meet regularly to 
coordinate activities.  

Objective  
The National Society has a strong legal basis for inde-
pendent action and the capacity to respond to the needs of 
victims of emergencies according to its mandate and the 
Movement’s Fundamental Principles and policies. The ac-
tivities of all components of the Movement are coordi-
nated. 

Plan of action 
Cooperation 
► support the National Society in strengthening its legal 

base and in the management of programmes supported 
by the ICRC 

► provide National Society staff and volunteers with 
training in IHL and the Fundamental Principles and 
support them in disseminating these concepts to the 
public 

► train National Society volunteers in first aid, psycho-
logical support and restoring family links, to increase 
their ability to respond effectively to emergencies; fa-
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miliarize the National Society leadership with the 
Safer Access approach  

► carry out mine awareness activities jointly with the 
National Society (see Civilians) 

► harmonize activities among Movement partners in 
Georgia through regular meetings 
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UKRAINE 
 
 

BUDGET IN KCHF  
Protection -   
Assistance -   
Prevention 339 
Cooperation with National Societies 199 
General -   

Total 538 
Of which: Overheads 33

PERSONNEL 
Expatriates -

The ICRC has been working in Ukraine since 1995. It pro-
motes the integration of IHL into national legislation, into 
the training programmes and codes of conduct of the 
armed forces, and into university curricula. The ICRC 
seeks to strengthen cooperation with the Ukraine Red 
Cross Society, in particular to help boost its capacity to 
respond to emerging needs for humanitarian assistance 
and for services to restore family links, such as those of 
detained migrants. 

National staff (daily workers not included) 3 
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CONTEXT 
Ukraine is politically divided between parties favouring 
closer ties with the West and those preferring to maintain 
strong links with the Russian Federation, reflecting divi-
sions within the population. Political tensions increased in 
2008, and the coalition between the president, Victor Yu-
shchenko, and the prime minister, Yulia Tymoshenko, 
collapsed. The leadership had earlier signed an applica-
tion for a NATO membership action plan, sparking dem-
onstrations in the south-east of the country. In the Crimea, 
intercommunal tensions, separatist trends and opposing 
views on the presence of the Russian fleet increased, lead-
ing to several incidents.  

HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE 
Owing to the rising tensions in Ukraine, the ICRC has de-
cided to maintain its presence in the country, following its 
earlier decision to close the regional delegation based in 
Kyiv. The mission in Ukraine will focus on monitoring 
the domestic security and humanitarian situation. It will 
support the authorities in ratifying and implementing IHL 
instruments, the Ministry of Defence in taking ownership 
of efforts to integrate IHL into the training, doctrine, 
standard operating procedures and sanctions of the armed 
forces, and the country’s universities in ensuring the long-
term integration of IHL into law curricula. Given the po-
tential for violent confrontation between communities in 
the Crimea, the ICRC will develop contacts with local au-
thorities and community leaders with a view to raising 
their awareness of the ICRC’s mandate and activities. It 
will also support the National Society in developing its 
capacity to respond to humanitarian needs, particularly in 
the Crimea.  

HUMANITARIAN ISSUES AND ICRC 
OBJECTIVES 

AUTHORITIES 
The Ukrainian national committee for the implementation 
of IHL resumed its work in 2008 after a two-year break. 

Local authorities and community leaders play an influen-
tial role in the in the Crimea. 

Objective 
The government implements IHL treaties to which 
Ukraine is party and accedes to other major humanitarian 
instruments. Political decision-makers know the ICRC’s 
mandate and support its work. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 encourage the authorities to ratify Additional Protocol 
III, the Second Protocol to the Hague Convention on 
Cultural Property, and the Rome Statute  

 advise the national IHL committee in its work, in par-
ticular in drafting legislation with regard to missing 
persons  

 support the Ukrainian authorities in their preparations 
for the second Commonwealth of Independent States 
regional seminar on IHL implementation (see Mos-
cow) and their implementation of recommendations 
made at the seminar 

 develop contacts with international organizations pre-
sent in Ukraine to obtain their support for the ICRC’s 
activities in the country 

 develop links with local authorities and community 
leaders in the Crimea, with a view to raising their 
awareness of the ICRC’s mandate and activities  

ARMED FORCES AND OTHER BEARERS OF 
WEAPONS 

Ukraine participates in the multinational operations in 
Afghanistan and Iraq. IHL education takes place at the 
National Defence Academy and at the main military insti-
tutes. The Defence Ministry has established a committee 
with a view to taking ownership of IHL integration activi-
ties. 

Objective 
The armed forces integrate IHL into their doctrine, train-
ing, standard operating procedures and sanctions.  

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 run training courses for decision-making personnel 
and enable cadets to take part in an IHL competition 

 support the work of the IHL integration committee 

CIVIL SOCIETY 
IHL is integrated into the curricula of the main law facul-
ties of Ukraine, but support continues to be required in 
strengthening IHL teaching and research. 

Objective 
University students, as future leaders and decision-
makers, learn the basic principles of IHL and understand 
their relevance. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 stimulate interest at Ministry of Education level in ap-
proving a model programme on IHL for law and in-
ternational relations faculties  

 provide IHL training to lecturers and researchers, and 
ensure that they have access to IHL publications and 
teaching materials 

 stimulate interest in IHL among students by support-
ing lecturers in preparing teams for the 12th Martens 
IHL competition 

 ensure that IHL publications are available in main 
university libraries 
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RED CROSS AND RED CRESCENT 
MOVEMENT 

The Ukrainian Red Cross Society works to restore family 
links for migrants detained in the country and runs health 
posts in areas of the Crimea affected by intercommunal 
tensions. Its tracing service also deals with cases linked to 
the Second World War.  

Objective 
The National Society has a strong legal basis for inde-
pendent action. It is able to provide relief and health assis-
tance in armed conflict or other situations of violence. It 
carries out effective activities to restore family links and 
promote IHL and the Movement’s Fundamental Princi-
ples. The activities of all components of the Movement 
are coordinated. 

Plan of action 
Cooperation 

 support the National Society’s capacity to restore fam-
ily links through its tracing services and its pro-
grammes for detained migrants  

 support the National Society in incorporating conflict 
preparedness into its emergency response activities 
and in integrating the Safer Access approach into its 
planning; train personnel in the Safer Access approach 

 support capacity building of the National Society’s 
Crimean branch, particularly in maintaining a pool of 
volunteers trained in first aid 

 work with all Movement partners in the country to 
improve coordination in planning and capacity-
building activities 
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BUDAPEST (REGIONAL) 
COVERING: Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia 
 

BUDGET IN KCHF  
Protection -   
Assistance -   
Prevention 679 
Cooperation with National Societies 578 
General -   

Total 1,257 
Of which: Overheads 77

PERSONNEL 
Expatriates  2

The Budapest regional delegation, established in 1997, 
encourages and supports the States of the region in their 
efforts to ratify and implement IHL treaties. It assists the 
military authorities in incorporating IHL into their training 
programmes and exercises, and the civil authorities in in-
tegrating IHL into university and secondary school curric-
ula. It also promotes research and debate on IHL and 
humanitarian issues among academic circles. The dele-
gation supports the development of the region's National 
Societies. The delegation will close in mid-2009. 

National staff (daily workers not included) 5
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CONTEXT 
All States to be covered by the Budapest regional delega-
tion in 2009 are members of the European Union (EU) 
and NATO. The armed forces of several countries in the 
region are part of multilateral military operations, includ-
ing in Afghanistan and Iraq. 

HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE 
In 2009, the ICRC will continue to be involved in the na-
tional implementation of IHL in the region and its promo-
tion among the general public. The organization enjoys 
regular access to political decision-makers and a vast 
network of journalists, enabling it to give greater promi-
nence to humanitarian issues and the ICRC’s policies and 
positions and to ensure that they are kept in the public 
eye. The ICRC will continue to advocate the establish-
ment of national IHL committees and to support existing 
committees in their work to encourage the authorities to 
ratify or accede to IHL treaties. It will also continue to of-
fer advice and technical support to States in the adoption 
of national implementing legislation and its practical ap-
plication. 

With the help of the National Societies, the delegation 
will continue to support implementation of the Exploring 
Humanitarian Law programme in secondary schools.  

The ICRC will pursue its cooperation with the region’s 
National Societies with a view to building their capacities, 
in particular to carry out activities to restore family links 
and to promote IHL and the Fundamental Principles, 
while adapting its financial support to suit their improved 
capacities. At the same time, it will endeavour to assist 
the National Societies in integrating further into European 
National Society networks in order to decrease their de-
pendence on ICRC financial support. The ICRC will 
maintain close coordination with the International Federa-
tion on all issues concerning the Movement and its com-
ponents in the region. 

The regional delegation will close in mid-2009. There-
fore, this budget appeal covers the first half of 2009 only. 

From the beginning of 2009, the delegation’s responsibili-
ties regarding protection of victims of past conflicts living 
in Croatia, and people detained in relation to those con-
flicts, will be handed over to the regional delegation for 
the Western Balkans. Responsibility for pursuing dia-
logue with national authorities in the region and support 
to them in ratifying and implementing IHL treaties will be 
handed over upon closure of the delegation to ICRC 
headquarters in Geneva, Switzerland, as will relations 
with National Societies and contacts with the region’s 
media.  

The ICRC will follow the progress of and advise Minis-
tries of Education in ongoing efforts to implement the 
Exploring Humanitarian Law programme in secondary 
schools, through a regional advisor based in Sarajevo, 
Bosnia and Herzegovina, and with the increased involve-
ment of the National Societies.  

ICRC support to universities and academics will be dis-
continued in 2009, given that IHL has been successfully 
integrated into university curricula, which has in turn con-
tributed to a good knowledge of IHL in relevant minis-
tries across the region. Academics are now also widely 
involved in the drafting of ratification and penal legisla-
tion, military manuals and compatibility studies and serve 
as members of national IHL committees.  

HUMANITARIAN ISSUES AND ICRC 
OBJECTIVES 

CIVILIANS 
See Western Balkans. 

PEOPLE DEPRIVED OF THEIR FREEDOM 
See Western Balkans. 

AUTHORITIES 
States of the region are party to most IHL treaties or are in 
the process of ratifying the more recent IHL instruments. 
In 2008, Romania became party to Protocol V to the Con-
vention on Certain Conventional Weapons on explosive 
remnants of war, and both Estonia and Slovenia ratified 
Additional Protocol III. 

National IHL committees have been established in six of 
the ten States covered (with ad hoc IHL groups formed in 
two more countries). They are a good channel for discuss-
ing IHL with national authorities. 

Objective 
The region’s governments implement IHL treaties to 
which their countries are already party and accede to 
other major humanitarian instruments. Political decision-
makers know the ICRC’s mandate and support its work. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 provide the authorities with the information and mate-
rial and technical support necessary to ratify IHL trea-
ties and to implement those already ratified 

 support the establishment of national IHL committees 
where they do not exist (Bulgaria, Czech Republic, 
Estonia and Latvia) and assist in the work of existing 
committees  

 enable the authorities, universities and National Socie-
ties to discuss ratification and implementation of IHL 
by organizing joint events 

 through a regional training event, raise awareness 
among authorities in the region of the role and juris-
diction of national and international courts and tribu-
nals in the investigation, prosecution and punishment 
of war crimes, as well of the ICRC’s responsibilities 
in relation to detained persons and its testimonial 
privilege 

 enable military legal advisers to participate in training 
sessions on IHL implementation conducted by the 
ICRC or by other organizations  
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ARMED FORCES AND OTHER BEARERS OF 
WEAPONS 

See Brussels. 

CIVIL SOCIETY 
The media, research institutes and think-tanks are influen-
tial in shaping the attitudes of the authorities and society 
in Central Europe to humanitarian issues, IHL and the 
ICRC’s action. The ICRC’s Exploring Humanitarian Law 
programme for secondary school pupils is at different 
stages of implementation across the region. IHL is now 
part of the curricula in various forms and activities in at 
least one higher-education establishment in each country 
covered. 

Objective 
The media, NGOs, key research institutes and think-tanks 
support the work of the ICRC and assist it in increasing 
awareness of humanitarian issues among the public, deci-
sion-makers and all those involved in armed conflict or 
violence, thus achieving greater respect for human dig-
nity. Young people, as future leaders and decision-
makers, learn about IHL in their academic courses. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 strengthen working relationships with media outlets 
and journalists with an interest in humanitarian affairs 
and regularly supply them with information about the 
ICRC; prepare the ground for contact with this net-
work of journalists to be maintained from ICRC head-
quarters on closure of the delegation 

 continue to promote IHL among research institutes, 
think-tanks and opinion-leaders specializing in hu-
manitarian, peace and security issues and promote use 
of the ICRC website as a resource for them to remain 
up to date on IHL and the ICRC’s activities once the 
delegation has closed 

 with the respective National Societies, support imple-
mentation and consolidation of the Exploring Humani-
tarian Law programme by encouraging the Ministries 
of Education to take on greater responsibility for the 
programme and to take the necessary steps for its in-
tegration into secondary school curricula  

RED CROSS AND RED CRESCENT 
MOVEMENT 

Many of the region’s National Societies are working to 
function effectively in changing socio-economic condi-
tions and a competitive environment.  

Objective 
All National Societies have a strong legal basis for inde-
pendent action. They carry out effective activities to re-
store family links, as well as to promote IHL, the Move-
ment’s Fundamental Principles and the implementation of 
the Exploring Humanitarian Law programme in the re-
gion’s secondary schools. The Romanian Red Cross es-
tablishes a functioning disaster management department. 
The activities of all components of the Movement are co-
ordinated.  
Cooperation 

 provide National Societies with technical and material 
support in dealing with issues concerning IHL and the 
Movement, particularly with respect to their statutes 
and to laws on the National Society and the red cross 
emblem 

 through training events, ensure that the National So-
cieties are equipped to respond effectively to requests 
to restore family links 

 advise National Societies in their efforts to continue to 
promote the integration of the Exploring Humanitarian 
Law programme into school curricula among educa-
tion authorities (see Civil society) and encourage them 
to take full ownership of this work 

 provide financial support to the Romanian Red Cross 
in constructing premises for its disaster management 
department  

 foster National Societies’ full integration into the 
wider European National Society networks in order to 
decrease their dependency on ICRC financial support 

 prepare for support to the region’s National Societies 
to continue beyond the closure of the delegation by es-
tablishing strong communication links and a regular 
consultation mechanism between them and the ICRC 
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MOSCOW (REGIONAL) 
COVERING: Belarus, Russian Federation, Republic of Moldova 
 

BUDGET IN KCHF  
Protection 3,679 
Assistance 6,720 
Prevention 5,989 
Cooperation with National Societies 2,026 
General -   

Total 18,414 
Of which: Overheads 1,124

PERSONNEL 
Expatriates  20 

The Moscow delegation, which opened in 1992, combines 
operational functions in the Russian Federation with re-
gional functions. The ICRC assists vulnerable populations 
affected by the conflict in Chechnya, in cooperation with 
the National Society, and supports capacity building of the 
National Society in the northern Caucasus. In all the 
countries covered, it runs long-term communication pro-
grammes to promote IHL and foster understanding of the 
ICRC's mandate and work. 

National staff (daily workers not included) 245 
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CONTEXT 
Dmitry Medvedev, as president of the Russian Federation, 
has continued to emphasize Russian interests in the “near 
abroad” of former Soviet republics. In response to fight-
ing between Georgian troops and South Ossetian separa-
tist forces in August, Russian troops entered South Os-
setia and took control of Tskhinvali. They bombed mili-
tary bases in Georgia, and deployed military in parts of 
Western Georgia, Gori and the area north of Gori. More 
than 100,000 people fled their homes, including from 
South Ossetia into the Russian Federation. The Georgian 
and Russian authorities agreed to a ceasefire on 16 Au-
gust. On 26 August, the Russian Federation recognized 
the independence of Abkhazia and South Ossetia. 

Despite the relative stabilization of the situation in 
Chechnya in recent years, skirmishes, armed attacks on 
law enforcement agencies, and “security operations” still 
regularly occur. In Daghestan and particularly Ingushetia, 
armed attacks against political figures and law enforce-
ment agencies have reportedly increased, as have “secu-
rity operations” by the authorities. In economic terms, the 
northern Caucasus remains the worst-off region of the 
country, with high unemployment and inflation.  

The ICRC still has no news of its Grozny staff member 
abducted by unidentified armed men in Chechnya in 
2003. 

In Belarus, no significant reforms have been carried out 
by the government. Opposition figures arrested in 2006 in 
the aftermath of the election process had all been released 
by the end of 2008.  

The leadership of the Republic of Moldova and the break-
away region of Transnistria met for the first time in seven 
years in 2008.  

HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE 
Following the outbreak of hostilities in and around South 
Ossetia in August, the ICRC stepped up its operations in 
response to the humanitarian needs. These activities are 
not expected to continue in 2009, as remaining assistance 
needs in the Russian Federation are being met by the au-
thorities.  

The ICRC’s operations in the northern Caucasus will con-
tinue to focus on the protection of civilians. The ICRC 
will continue to press the authorities on the issue of miss-
ing persons, notably the need to provide information to 
relatives. The ICRC will help address the psychological 
and economic needs of relatives of missing persons, and 
will include some 2,500 of the most vulnerable relatives 
of missing persons (500 households) in its micro-
economic initiatives. 

Given that the federal authorities have still not agreed to 
the ICRC’s standard visiting procedures, the ICRC re-
mains unable to resume visits to people arrested in con-
nection with the situation in the northern Caucasus. It will 
nonetheless continue to organize family visits to detainees 
held in penitentiary colonies far from their homes. 

The ICRC’s emergency relief distributions in the northern 
Caucasus have ended, as planned, but the organization 
remains ready to respond to emergency needs should they 
arise. Former relief beneficiaries are among those benefit-
ing from micro-economic initiatives, which will be im-
plemented for an increasing number of households to aid 
their recovery and self-sufficiency. Programmes to im-
prove the water supply in rural Chechnya continue. 

Although the Chechen health system is increasingly 
funded by the authorities, there are shortfalls in qualified 
medical staff. The ICRC will therefore support the train-
ing of nurses and doctors. Following the graduation of 
four technicians whose training was paid for by the ICRC, 
the organization’s support to the Grozny pros-
thetic/orthotic centre ended in 2008. The ICRC will fol-
low the work of the centre in 2009, providing technical 
support if necessary.  

The Kyiv delegation handed over activities relating to 
Belarus and Moldova to the Moscow regional delegation 
at the end of 2008. 

The ICRC will continue to encourage the region’s gov-
ernments to accede to IHL treaties and will work with 
them to amend national legislation in line with IHL. It 
will seek the continuing support of the Commonwealth of 
Independent States (CIS) Interparliamentary Assembly in 
drafting model laws, and plans to undertake similar work 
with the Collective Security Treaty Organization (CSTO) 
in 2009. 

The ICRC will continue to work with the region’s armed 
forces on integrating IHL into training and education, and 
in the Russian Federation on doing the same with interna-
tional human rights law and the basic rules of IHL for po-
lice and security forces. To promote IHL and its activities 
more widely, the ICRC will target schools, universities, 
religious leaders, NGOs, think-tanks, and journalists con-
cerned with humanitarian issues.  

Cooperation with the region’s National Societies aims to 
strengthen their tracing and emergency preparedness ac-
tivities. It includes support to the Russian Red Cross So-
ciety in its assistance programmes for vulnerable IDPs 
and residents in the northern Caucasus. 

The ICRC’s regional communication centre, based in 
Moscow, will continue to support delegations in Eastern 
Europe and Central Asia by supplying translations and 
publications and managing the ICRC’s Russian-language 
website. 

The ICRC will continue to coordinate its activities with 
those of Movement partners, UN agencies and other hu-
manitarian actors in fields of common interest, in order to 
maximize impact, fill gaps and avoid duplication. 

HUMANITARIAN ISSUES AND ICRC 
OBJECTIVES 

CIVILIANS 
Families continue to approach the ICRC to report alleged 
arrests and disappearances in Chechnya and in neighbour-
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ing republics. Years of conflict, marked by waves of dis-
placement of the population living in Chechnya, have led 
to separation and loss of contact for numerous families. 
The remains of alleged opposition fighters are not always 
returned to their families. The authorities have publicly 
acknowledged the need of the families for information 
and support, but efforts are needed to coordinate the man-
agement of data on missing persons. The visit of ICRC 
President Jakob Kellenberger to Moscow in January 2008 
provided an opportunity to discuss these issues at the 
highest levels of government. Elsewhere in the Russian 
Federation, refugees and asylum seekers need documents 
to travel to host countries accepting them for resettlement.  

Objective 
Families of missing persons receive information concern-
ing the fate of their relatives. Their psychological and 
economic needs are addressed. Relatives separated by 
conflict within and outside the Russian Federation are 
able to re-establish and maintain links. Upon request, 
families are reunited and refugees have the necessary 
documents to resettle in countries that have agreed to host 
them.  

Plan of action 
Protection 

 collect allegations of arrest or disappearance and sub-
mit them to the authorities; urge the authorities to in-
vestigate these allegations, to provide answers to the 
families of missing persons and to allow them to re-
cover the remains of their loved ones, establishing a 
coordination body to oversee the process 

 provide software for ante-mortem data collection and 
training in its use to staff of the National Society and 
of official bodies involved in data compilation and the 
management of human remains 

 train forensic staff and provide tools to forensic labo-
ratories  

 together with the National Society, enable people 
separated from their families to restore family links 
through RCMs 

 help vulnerable people separated from their families, 
in particular unaccompanied minors and the elderly, to 
be reunited with their relatives if they so wish  

 issue travel documents allowing refugees to leave the 
Russian Federation for third countries accepting them 
for resettlement  

Assistance 
 help address the psychological and economic needs of 

families of missing persons by providing training to 
family associations, National Society personnel and 
local psychologists; ensure that isolated elderly rela-
tives of missing persons receive home visits from Na-
tional Society nurses (see Red Cross and Red Crescent 
Movement) 

For the majority of the population in Chechnya and 
neighbouring republics, the overall economic and security 
situation has slowly improved. The exception is In-
gushetia, where security remains extremely fragile. Tens 
of thousands of IDPs are scattered throughout the north-

ern Caucasus. The widespread presence of mines and ex-
plosive remnants of war (ERW) continues to threaten the 
population and affects people’s ability to make a living. 
The poor economic situation in the area, combined with 
inflation, is leading to widespread hardship. Vulnerable 
people suffer from poverty and unemployment, with de-
tainees’ families and mine victims particularly affected.  

In rural Chechnya, destroyed water supply and sanitation 
infrastructure is still in need of rehabilitation.  

Objective 
Civilians in the Russian Federation, including IDPs, are 
respected and protected by the authorities in accordance 
with IHL and human rights law and their basic needs are 
met. IDPs return to their places of origin only on a volun-
tary basis, and if security permits. They are aware of the 
risks posed by landmines and ERW and accidents are re-
duced to a minimum. 

Plan of action 
Protection 

 remind the authorities of their legal obligation to take 
all necessary measures to prevent violations of inter-
national law against civilians 

 remind the authorities of the humanitarian principles 
relating to the rights and needs of IDPs, with a view to 
ensuring their protection and facilitating their volun-
tary return to their places of origin 

Assistance 
Economic security 

 remind the authorities of the need to ensure access of 
the most vulnerable to State allowances, pensions and 
other State-guaranteed entitlements  

 support 2,750 of the most vulnerable people (550 
households) in Chechnya and Ingushetia, including 
IDPs, former relief beneficiaries, families of detainees 
and orthopaedic patients, to help them regain self-
sufficiency through micro-economic initiatives 

 support 2,250 of the most vulnerable people (450 
households) living in mine-affected areas to help them 
develop safe sources of income through micro-
economic initiatives 

 in the event of an emergency, supply essential house-
hold items to up to 25,000 people (5,000 households)  

 provide ad hoc emergency assistance to families af-
fected by “security operations” or attacks by the 
armed opposition  

 support 2,500 of the most vulnerable relatives of miss-
ing persons (500 households) through micro-economic 
initiatives to help them regain self-sufficiency 

Water 
 rehabilitate the water supply for 4,000 people (800 

households) in 3 remote villages in Chechnya in coop-
eration with village administrations and the rural wa-
ter board; provide technical training and equipment to 
the water board  

 in the event of an emergency, provide water for up to 
10,000 people (2,000 households) for three months  
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Prevention 
Mine action in Chechnya 

 provide technical support and training to the Chechen 
authorities in raising mine awareness among the popu-
lation, including children  

PEOPLE DEPRIVED OF THEIR FREEDOM 
The ICRC’s visits to detainees in the Russian Federation 
remain suspended. Although the authorities have accepted 
the principle of ICRC visits to people arrested in connec-
tion with the situation in the northern Caucasus, no 
agreement has been reached on respect for the organiza-
tion’s standard procedures for carrying out such visits. 
Many detainees from the northern Caucasus are held in 
places of detention in distant parts of the Russia Federa-
tion.  

In Belarus and the Republic of Moldova, all detainees of 
ICRC concern had been released by the end of 2008. If 
the situation changes, the ICRC remains ready to visit de-
tainees in accordance with its standard working proce-
dures. 

Objective 
Detainees are treated in accordance with international law 
and internationally recognized standards and are able to 
maintain contact with their families. 

Plan of action 
Protection 

 on the basis of allegations about the treatment of de-
tainees or at the request of families, ask the authorities 
to take action to improve detention conditions, such as 
the provision of medical care 

 enable people detained in connection with the situa-
tion in the northern Caucasus and serving sentences in 
penitentiary colonies far from their homes to receive 
family visits by paying transport and other costs; en-
able detainees to receive parcels from families unable 
to visit  

 encourage the authorities to notify the next of kin of a 
detainee’s arrest, place of detention, transfer, release 
or death  

WOUNDED AND SICK 
Reconstruction work and a national health priority plan 
have improved health facilities in the northern Caucasus, 
although there remain shortfalls in qualified medical staff. 
Disabled people, including mine victims, continue to re-
quire the physical rehabilitation services of the Grozny 
prosthetic/orthotic centre. By the end of 2008, the centre 
was functioning without direct external support, although 
its services continue to require monitoring in order to en-
sure their quality and accessibility. The Vladikavkaz Or-
thopaedic Centre provides treatment for South Ossetian 
patients. 

Objective 
People affected by the armed conflicts in the northern 
Caucasus have access to appropriate medical care. Ampu-

tees and other disabled people in Chechnya have access to 
quality physical rehabilitation services.  

Plan of action 
Assistance 

 enable surgeons and traumatologists from the northern 
Caucasus to attend training events run by the ICRC in 
cooperation with the St Petersburg Military Medical 
Academy and the North Ossetian State Medical Acad-
emy, by paying their transport and other costs  

 enable specialists from the northern Caucasus to at-
tend emergency aid courses and nurses from Chechen 
hospitals to be trained at the Rostov-on-Don training 
centre, by paying their transport and other costs 

 maintain stocks of emergency medical supplies to 
treat up to 250 weapon-wounded patients in the region 

 regularly evaluate the rehabilitation services provided 
at the Grozny prosthetic/orthotic centre, giving advice 
and technical support as required 

 support the Vladikavkaz Orthopaedic Centre in treat-
ing South Ossetian patients  

AUTHORITIES 
Following meetings between the Russian authorities and 
the ICRC’s president, the network of focal points for the 
ICRC in ministries and parliament has been consolidated 
and extended.  

Belarus and Moldova have active national committees for 
the implementation of IHL.   

The CIS Interparliamentary Assembly continues to play a 
key role in drafting model laws and in organizing semi-
nars and events in partnership with the ICRC. The CSTO 
and the ICRC have begun a dialogue on cooperation in 
IHL promotion.  

Objective 
The region’s governments implement IHL treaties to 
which their countries are already party and accede to 
other major humanitarian instruments. Regional organiza-
tions adopt model laws and recommendations relating to 
the promotion and implementation of IHL. Political deci-
sion-makers, including the federal and local authorities in 
the northern Caucasus, know the ICRC’s mandate and 
support its work. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 encourage the authorities in Belarus to ratify Addi-
tional Protocol III and to implement the Hague Con-
vention on Cultural Property, providing them with 
technical support in doing so 

 encourage the Moldovan authorities to ratify the 
Rome Statute and the Second Protocol to the Hague 
Convention on Cultural Property, and provide them 
with technical support in doing so  

 in Moldova and the Russian Federation, contribute to 
the adaptation of legislation to bring it in line with the 
CIS Interparliamentary Assembly model law on the 
protection of missing persons; in Belarus, assist the 
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authorities in conducting a study on the compatibility 
of national legislation with international legal norms 
on missing persons 

 encourage the Russian authorities to ratify or accede 
to IHL instruments, and provide technical advice to 
them in adapting national legislation to bring it in line 
with IHL, with a focus on weapons 

 work with the CIS Interparliamentary Assembly on 
the elaboration of draft model laws on the implemen-
tation of the Biological and Chemical Weapons con-
ventions 

 help organize the second regional seminar on IHL im-
plementation under the auspices of the CIS Interpar-
liamentary Assembly, and encourage the governments 
of the region to report on progress 

 maintain a close dialogue with the federal and local 
authorities regarding ICRC operations in the northern 
Caucasus to facilitate access to victims and ensure the 
safety of ICRC staff  

 regularly update influential regional and international 
organizations, including the CIS Interparliamentary 
Assembly and the CSTO secretariat, on the ICRC’s 
IHL-promotion activities  

ARMED FORCES AND OTHER BEARERS OF 
WEAPONS 

The Russian armed, police and security forces are among 
the largest in the world. They take part in peacekeeping 
missions abroad and operations in the northern Caucasus. 
The integration of IHL in their education and training is 
under way but requires further support. 

Moldova participates in multilateral operations in Af-
ghanistan and Iraq. Belarus and Moldova both require 
support in improving the education and training of offi-
cers and cadets in IHL. 

Objective 
The armed forces integrate IHL into their education and 
training. The police do the same for international human 
rights law and internationally recognized standards relat-
ing to policing. All weapon bearers understand the 
ICRC’s mandate and support its activities. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 assist the Russian Defence Ministry in further inte-
grating IHL into military education and training, in-
cluding of troops due to take part in peacekeeping op-
erations or duties in the northern Caucasus; continue 
to support IHL training and education in military 
academies and schools  

 in Belarus and Moldova, encourage the authorities to 
enhance the education and training of cadets and offi-
cers in IHL, and support their participation in interna-
tional events  

 encourage the Russian Interior Ministry to further in-
tegrate international human rights law and the basic 
rules of IHL into the training of police and security 

forces; to that end, help organize workshops, training 
events and competitions 

CIVIL SOCIETY 
Regular contacts with Russian journalists and other repre-
sentatives of civil society offer opportunities to influence 
the debate on humanitarian issues. Educational reforms in 
the Russian Federation are in progress. IHL is taught in 
the law faculties of the region’s universities. 

Objective 
The media, NGOs, religious leaders and think-tanks sup-
port the work of the ICRC and assist it in increasing 
awareness of humanitarian issues among the public, deci-
sion-makers and all those involved in armed conflict or 
violence, thus achieving greater respect for human dig-
nity. Young people, as future leaders and decision-
makers, learn about IHL in their academic courses. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 in the Russian Federation, promote IHL and ICRC ac-
tivities by organizing press conferences, presentations, 
photo exhibitions and briefings for journalists, reli-
gious institutions, NGOs, think-tanks and other influ-
ential members of civil society and by distributing 
printed and audiovisual materials among them  

 support the long-term incorporation of IHL into the 
education of Russian schoolchildren, lobbying federal 
and regional education authorities to ensure that IHL 
is included in new secondary school education stan-
dards and manuals and in teacher training developed 
during the reform process 

 strengthen cooperation with the education authorities 
and with selected influential universities in Belarus, 
Moldova and the Russian Federation; support them in 
teaching IHL by organizing courses, competitions, and 
regional meetings of IHL professors, and by training 
professors and researchers 

 provide IHL materials to university libraries  

RED CROSS AND RED CRESCENT 
MOVEMENT 

All of the region’s National Societies undertake tracing 
and emergency preparedness activities. The Russian Red 
Cross Society is the ICRC’s principal operational partner 
in the northern Caucasus. 

Objective 
The region’s Red Cross Societies have a strong legal basis 
for independent action. They carry out effective activities 
to restore family links, promote IHL and the Movement’s 
Fundamental Principles and their emergency preparedness 
is strengthened. The activities of all components of the 
Movement are coordinated. 

Plan of action 
Cooperation 

 strengthen dialogue with and support improved coor-
dination between Movement partners in the region  
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 strengthen the National Societies’ tracing activities 
and emergency preparedness, including through staff 
training  

 help build the capacities of Russian Red Cross 
branches in the northern Caucasus to carry out activi-

ties such as the home-visiting nurses programme in 5 
regions, to provide first aid and to run children’s play-
rooms and recreation centres 
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TASHKENT (REGIONAL) 
COVERING: Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan 
 

BUDGET IN KCHF  
Protection 4,090 
Assistance 2,004 
Prevention 3,009 
Cooperation with National Societies 1,002 
General -   

Total 10,106 
Of which: Overheads 617

PERSONNEL 
Expatriates  26 

The regional delegation in Central Asia was opened in 
1992. It assists governments in implementing IHL instru-
ments and integrating IHL into secondary school and uni-
versity curricula. It also supports the integration of IHL into 
armed forces’ doctrine, training and sanctions, and pro-
motes international human rights law among police and 
gendarmerie units dealing with law enforcement. The 
ICRC contributes to strengthening the capacities of the 
region’s National Societies, in particular in the fields of 
promoting IHL and restoring family links. It also endeav-
ours to protect and assist people detained for security 
reasons, focusing on access to health care. 

National staff (daily workers not included) 89 
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CONTEXT 
An extremely cold winter and very dry spring in 2008 
caused problems for the region’s populations, particularly 
in Tajikistan, with destruction of crops, floods and land-
slides. In Tajikistan, food prices rose rapidly and there 
were regular power cuts. 

In Kyrgyzstan, the prices of essential goods also rose 
steeply. There was relative political stability in the coun-
try. The government carried out some judicial reforms, 
but demonstrations in the centre of the capital, Bishkek, 
were banned.  

In Uzbekistan, judicial reforms were also announced. Re-
lations between the Uzbek government and Western 
countries improved.  

In light of Kazakhstan’s impending presidency of the Or-
ganization for Security and Co-operation in Europe 
(OSCE) in 2010, there was some criticism of the coun-
try’s human rights record from OSCE participating States. 
Civil society organizations repeatedly accused the secu-
rity forces of committing human rights violations. 

HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE 
The ICRC will pursue its efforts to improve detainees’ 
treatment and conditions of detention in Central Asia in 
2009. Visits to detainees in Kyrgyzstan, including those 
held for security reasons, will remain a priority. The 
ICRC will also endeavour to visit all detainees in Uzbeki-
stan according to its standard working procedures, follow-
ing an evaluation of the trial period that took place be-
tween March and September 2008.  

In 2009, the ICRC will continue to support the authorities 
in controlling tuberculosis (TB), including drug-resistant 
strains, and HIV/AIDS in prisons in Kyrgyzstan, and will 
propose such support to the authorities in Uzbekistan pro-
vided visits to detainees are being undertaken according 
to the ICRC’s standard working procedures.  

The ICRC will continue to give limited support to the 
physical rehabilitation centre in Tajikistan while the au-
thorities work towards taking full financial, technical and 
management responsibility for the centre.  

The armed forces of Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan 
and Uzbekistan have made progress in including IHL in 
military education and in 2009 will be supported in inte-
grating IHL into their doctrine, standard operating proce-
dures and training. The ICRC will also provide recom-
mendations regarding training in crowd control measures 
for police forces in Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan and Uzbeki-
stan.  

The ICRC will assist universities in strengthening IHL in-
struction by organizing training events and round-tables 
for students and young lecturers. It will stimulate interest 
in IHL by continuing to sponsor students and staff to at-
tend regional and international events. It will further sup-
port the authorities’ efforts to integrate IHL into secon-
dary education, pre-military training and in-service train-

ing in Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan and Uzbeki-
stan. 

Journalists and the general public will receive regular in-
formation updates on the ICRC and its activities, includ-
ing through publications and films in local languages. 

The ICRC and the International Federation will continue 
to harmonize support to Central Asian National Societies, 
notably in the field of organizational development. The 
ICRC will support the National Societies’ priority pro-
grammes, such as the promotion of IHL in Kazakhstan, 
Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan, mine action in Tajikistan 
and the restoration of family links in Kyrgyzstan. 

HUMANITARIAN ISSUES AND ICRC 
OBJECTIVES 

PEOPLE DEPRIVED OF THEIR FREEDOM 
Several judicial reforms were undertaken in Kyrgyzstan 
in 2008, including the abolishment of the death penalty 
and changes to the length of sentences and types of pun-
ishment, leading to a reduction in the number of detainees 
from around 15,000 in 2006 to around 10,000 in mid-
2008. The ICRC obtained access to people held by the 
State security agency during 2008. 

Visits to detainees in Uzbekistan resumed in March 2008 
for a six-month trial period. The death penalty was abol-
ished on 1 January and the criminal code was amended in 
order to guarantee the right to habeas corpus. 

TB continues to be a major public health threat in Central 
Asian prisons, which have become breeding grounds for 
the disease, as well as a major contributor to the spread of 
the disease among the population at large. The prevalence 
of multi-drug-resistant (MDR) TB in Kyrgyzstan is one of 
the highest in the world. The government is working to 
bring the disease under control, including through the im-
plementation of a directly observed treatment, short 
course (DOTS) plus programme. The ICRC is continuing 
to provide staff training, technical assistance and rehabili-
tation of infrastructure, as the authorities still require sup-
port in these areas. The Uzbek authorities, with the sup-
port of international organizations including WHO and 
the Global Fund to fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria, 
are introducing DOTS in the penitentiary system. Person-
nel, both medical and non-medical, require training. Vul-
nerable detainees require material assistance, including 
mobility aids for amputees.  

Objective 
From the moment of arrest, detainees are treated in accor-
dance with international law and internationally recog-
nized standards, including those specific to minors and 
women. They are afforded all essential judicial guarantees 
and receive the medical care they need, including access 
to appropriate TB treatment.  
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Plan of action 
Protection 
Kyrgyzstan 

 visit detainees in all places of detention, check on their 
treatment and conditions of detention and monitor the 
individual cases of vulnerable detainees, such as for-
eigners; provide confidential feedback to the authori-
ties 

 offer detainees the opportunity to exchange RCMs or 
phone calls with their families, and provide financial 
support to children to enable them to visit their moth-
ers in detention 

 coordinate with other international actors in encourag-
ing the authorities to continue reform of the peniten-
tiary and judicial systems  

Uzbekistan 
 discuss with the authorities the findings and recom-

mendations of the ICRC’s visits to detainees con-
tained in the confidential report submitted following 
completion of the trial period 

 visit detainees, following in particular security detain-
ees, women and children, and monitor their conditions 
of detention and treatment; provide confidential feed-
back to the authorities 

 offer detainees, including foreign detainees, the oppor-
tunity to remain in contact with their families through 
RCMs and provide financial support to families, in-
cluding children, to enable them to visit their relatives 
in detention 

 encourage the authorities to implement reforms of the 
judicial system 

Assistance 
Kyrgyzstan  

 in cooperation with the authorities in charge of the na-
tional TB programme and partner organizations, sup-
port the Justice Ministry in the management of TB, 
MDR TB and TB/HIV co-infection in prisons, in par-
ticular through: 
o attending coordination meetings with other inter-

national actors and the authorities  
o equipping and renovating laboratories and treat-

ment facilities and rehabilitating prison water sup-
ply systems 

o providing technical assistance in diagnosis and in-
fection control measures  

o assisting the authorities in establishing a social 
support network for detainees ill with TB or 
HIV/AIDS in detention and after release to help 
ensure completion of TB treatment 

 provide blankets, basic hygiene items and other assis-
tance to all detainees, as needed 

Uzbekistan 
 assist the penitentiary authorities in providing appro-

priate medical care for detainees, including treatment 
for TB and HIV/AIDS, by organizing seminars for 
staff and supplying laboratory equipment, as a follow-
up to visits to detainees 

 provide ad hoc material assistance to vulnerable de-
tainees, such as wheelchairs and prostheses to ampu-
tees 

WOUNDED AND SICK 
The Dushanbe physical rehabilitation centre in Tajikistan 
has registered some 1,600 amputees and some 600 people 
with other mobility impairments. The centre is run by the 
Ministry of Labour and Social Protection with limited 
support from the ICRC, which is working with the au-
thorities to enable the Ministry to take full responsibility 
for the centre.  

Objective 
All disabled people in Tajikistan have access to sustain-
able and affordable physical rehabilitation services.  

Plan of action 
Assistance 

 in order to consolidate the self-sustainability of the 
Dushanbe physical rehabilitation centre in 2009, work 
during the first three months of the year on handing 
over responsibility for technical and management sup-
port to the ICRC Special Fund for the Disabled 

AUTHORITIES 
Central Asian States are party to a range of IHL instru-
ments but have not yet fully incorporated them into their 
domestic law and practice. Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and 
Tajikistan have established national committees on the 
implementation of IHL, whose activities remain limited. 
Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan have adopted laws 
protecting the red cross and red crescent emblems.  

Objective 
The region’s governments implement IHL treaties to 
which their countries are already party and accede to 
other major humanitarian instruments. Political decision-
makers know the ICRC’s mandate and support its work.  

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 promote national implementation of IHL treaties and 
support the region’s authorities in conducting studies 
on the compatibility of national legislation with IHL  

 support the national IHL committees in Kazakhstan, 
Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan and assist them in provid-
ing advice and recommendations to national authori-
ties on the adoption of legislation and practical meas-
ures to implement IHL, with particular emphasis on 
protection of the emblems  

 encourage representatives of the international commu-
nity in Central Asia to support IHL integration and 
ICRC programmes and  raise awareness of the ICRC’s 
activities 
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ARMED FORCES AND OTHER BEARERS OF 
WEAPONS 

Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan have 
included IHL in military educational curricula but none 
has integrated IHL into its training, doctrine, standard op-
erating procedures or sanctions.  

The Kazakh armed forces are taking part in the multilat-
eral operation in Iraq.  

Law enforcement agencies are often military or milita-
rized units lacking training in crowd control. They can be 
called upon to use force in the course of their duties. 

Objective 
The armed forces integrate IHL into their doctrine, train-
ing, operations and sanctions. The police do the same for 
international human rights law and internationally recog-
nized standards relating to policing. All weapon bearers 
understand the ICRC’s mandate and support its activities. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 in Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan and Uzbeki-
stan, encourage the Ministries of Defence to set up 
steering committees to oversee the integration of IHL 
into military doctrine, standard operating procedures 
and training, the adaptation of equipment and the es-
tablishment of sanctions for violations of IHL 

 in Kazakhstan, give pre-deployment briefings on IHL 
to troops departing on missions abroad 

 support the participation of cadets from Kazakhstan, 
Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan in the al-Farabi 
7 competition to reinforce their knowledge of IHL 
through the examination of case studies 

 in Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan, encourage 
the authorities to introduce:  
o international human rights law into the training 

and operations of police forces, under the oversight 
of working groups 

o crowd-control training for law enforcement per-
sonnel 

 during all contacts, raise awareness of the ICRC’s 
mandate and activities  

CIVIL SOCIETY 
Although media independence is restricted to varying de-
grees in Central Asia, the media do cover issues related to 
the ICRC and its activities. Programmes involving IHL 
teaching in secondary schools have been gradually 
handed over to Ministries of Education in Kazakhstan, 
Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan. The ICRC has 
helped build up IHL study in universities, with some 
partner universities expressing interest in organizing their 
own IHL events. 

Objective 
The media support the work of the ICRC and assist it in 
increasing awareness of humanitarian issues among the 
public, decision-makers and all those involved in armed 
conflict or other situations of violence, thus achieving 

greater respect for human dignity. Young people, as fu-
ture leaders and decision-makers, learn about IHL in their 
academic courses. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 with the support of the National Societies, continue to 
assist the Ministries of Education in Kazakhstan, Kyr-
gyzstan, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan in integrating IHL 
into secondary education, pre-military training and in-
service training  

 stimulate interest in IHL among secondary school pu-
pils by organizing competitions 

 stimulate interest in IHL and strengthen the quality of 
IHL instruction in universities by: sponsoring students 
and faculty members to attend regional and interna-
tional IHL events and courses organized with partner 
universities; providing training opportunities to lectur-
ers; and distributing IHL materials to libraries 

 make information on the ICRC and its activities avail-
able via the Russian-language website 

 brief media representatives on the ICRC’s mission, 
mandate and activities 

 dub films and translate printed materials about the 
ICRC into local languages to raise public awareness of 
IHL and the ICRC’s activities  

RED CROSS AND RED CRESCENT 
MOVEMENT 

The Central Asian National Societies are at various stages 
of development, capacity building and strategic planning. 
Their activities include promoting IHL, restoring family 
links and responding to emergencies. The Red Crescent 
Society of Tajikistan is involved in mine action.  

Objective 
The Central Asian National Societies have a strong legal 
basis for independent action. They are able to provide re-
lief and health assistance in armed conflict or other situa-
tions of violence. They carry out effective activities to re-
store family links, prevent mine incidents and promote 
IHL and the Movement’s Fundamental Principles. The ac-
tivities of all components of the Movement are coordi-
nated. 

Plan of action 
Cooperation 

 following the 2008 cooperation review, support the 
region’s National Societies in developing and priori-
tizing their programmes, taking into account their ca-
pacities and needs  

 in Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan, provide 
technical support to dissemination and tracing activi-
ties  

 support the activities of the Red Crescent Society of 
Kyrgyzstan to restore family links, in line with the Re-
storing Family Links Strategy for the Movement 

 support the Red Crescent Society of Tajikistan in run-
ning its mine-risk education programme and tracing 
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activities in coordination with the Tajik Mine Action 
Centre and in training volunteers in the Safer Access 
approach  

 harmonize support for Central Asian National Socie-
ties with the International Federation and other 
Movement partners working in the region 
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WESTERN BALKANS (REGIONAL) 
COVERING: Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia (FYR Macedonia), 
Kosovo*, Montenegro, Serbia 
 
*Kosovo unilaterally declared its independence from Serbia on 17 February 2008. Its status remains disputed. 
 

BUDGET IN KCHF  
Protection 4,790 
Assistance -   
Prevention 2,194 
Cooperation with National Societies 1,869 
General -   

Total 8,853 
Of which: Overheads 540

PERSONNEL 
Expatriates  13 

The ICRC has been working in the countries covered 
since the early 1990s. The organization strives to respond 
to the needs remaining from armed conflicts in the region. 
It seeks to clarify the fate of missing persons and to ad-
dress the needs of their families. It also monitors the 
situation of minority communities, IDPs and returnees fac-
ing security problems and, if necessary, lobbies the au-
thorities concerned to respond to their needs. Throughout 
the region, the ICRC visits detainees, works with the au-
thorities and civil society to promote IHL, and supports the 
development of the National Societies. 

National staff (daily workers not included) 78 
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CONTEXT 
Kosovo’s unilateral declaration of independence in Feb-
ruary 2008 did not lead to any major humanitarian emer-
gency resulting from large-scale violence or population 
movements, as had been widely feared. There were some 
violent protests, including clashes with international secu-
rity forces, and some minority communities reported in-
creased insecurity, which limited their freedom of move-
ment and access to public services.  

In Bosnia and Herzegovina, political tensions persisted in 
2008, with Kosovo’s unilateral declaration of independ-
ence prompting condemnation and calls for a referendum 
on independence in the Republika Srpska. The Peace Im-
plementation Council decided to prolong the mandate of 
the Office of the High Representative. The mandate of the 
European Union (EU) force was also extended by the UN 
Security Council until the end of 2008.  

Bosnia and Herzegovina, Montenegro and Serbia signed 
stabilization and association agreements with the EU. 
Serbia’s agreement is frozen, however, until the remain-
ing war crimes suspects are handed over by the authorities 
to the International Criminal Tribunal for the former 
Yugoslavia (ICTY) in The Hague. Albania and Croatia 
were invited to join NATO at the Bucharest Summit in 
April. NATO also raised the level of cooperation with 
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Montenegro and Serbia by invit-
ing them to move to Intensified Dialogue status. The on-
going dispute over the name of FYR Macedonia pre-
vented any invitation for it to join NATO being made at 
the summit. 

HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE 
The ICRC’s Western Balkans regional delegation, which 
from the beginning of 2009 will take on the files on miss-
ing persons and detention in Croatia, will focus on ad-
dressing the needs of the families of missing persons, 
promoting IHL and enhancing cooperation with National 
Societies. 

The issue of missing persons remains the most tragic leg-
acy of the conflicts in the former Yugoslavia, affecting a 
large part of the population. The main concerns of the 
families are to know the fate of their loved ones, to re-
cover their remains and to bury and mourn them. The 
ICRC thus remains committed to working with the na-
tional authorities, National Societies, family associations 
and other relevant actors in the region to determine the 
fate of the missing and to help their families to cope with 
the loss.  

The ICRC will further develop its network of contacts 
with the national authorities and international organiza-
tions in order to lobby them on humanitarian issues, in-
cluding promoting the ratification of IHL treaties and 
their national implementation. The ICRC will continue to 
promote knowledge of and respect for IHL and human 
rights law in the armed forces and police. It will also con-
tinue to support Ministries of Education in taking long-
term ownership of the Exploring Humanitarian Law pro-
gramme for secondary schools, with a view to enabling 

the ICRC eventually to withdraw from the programme. 
Likewise, it will continue to support the integration of 
IHL into university curricula. 

In coordination with the International Federation, the 
ICRC will continue to support the efforts of the region’s 
National Societies to build their capacities in tracing, dis-
aster preparedness, IHL dissemination and mine action. It 
will also aim to support coordination and cooperation on 
technical issues between the two Red Cross structures in 
Kosovo, the Red Cross of Kosova and the Red Cross of 
Kosovo and Metohija, each of which has only partial cov-
erage of the territory and is unable to reach the entire 
population. 

Throughout the region, the ICRC will continue to monitor 
the detention conditions of people under investigation or 
sentenced for war crimes, as well as those arrested for se-
curity reasons or in the context of the fight against “terror-
ism”, and report its findings confidentially to the authori-
ties. Detention-related activities will include visits to peo-
ple held by the ICTY. 

The ICRC will continue to coordinate its activities with 
those of Movement partners, UN agencies and other hu-
manitarian actors in fields of common interest, in order to 
maximize impact, fill gaps and avoid duplication. 

HUMANITARIAN ISSUES AND ICRC 
OBJECTIVES 

CIVILIANS 
As a result of past conflicts in the Balkans, some 16,700 
people whose relatives have approached the ICRC for as-
sistance in locating them still remain unaccounted for. Of 
these, over 12,400 went missing during the 1992–95 con-
flict in Bosnia and Herzegovina.  

Although the fate of just over 50% of the 33,400 people 
unaccounted for across the region has been determined in 
past years, progress is perceived as being slow. There is a 
need, therefore, for the international community to press 
for increased cooperation from the authorities and to sup-
port the national institutions charged with clarifying the 
fate of missing persons. These include the commissions 
on missing persons in Kosovo, Montenegro and Serbia, 
and the Missing Persons Institute in Bosnia and Herzego-
vina, which has had responsibility for managing ante-
mortem data since July 2008.  

The ICRC-chaired Working Group on Missing Persons in 
Kosovo is still the only forum for dialogue on the missing 
that exists between Belgrade and Pristina and has contin-
ued to meet following Kosovo’s unilateral declaration of 
independence, although new information on possible 
grave locations or on the fate of missing persons has not 
recently been forthcoming.  

To add to their distress, the families of missing persons 
often have an unclear legal status and therefore require 
legal, as well as psychological and economic support. 
Family associations in turn require support, including in 
their efforts to press the authorities for answers.  
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Objective 
The families of missing persons receive reliable informa-
tion from the authorities on the fate of their relatives and, 
if those persons are found to be dead, their remains are 
handed over wherever possible to the families for burial. 
The families’ legal and psychological concerns are ad-
dressed.  

Plan of action 
Protection 

 reinforce dialogue with the region’s authorities and 
remind them of their obligation to provide answers re-
garding the fate and whereabouts of missing persons 
and to address the families’ legal and administrative 
problems (see also Authorities) 

 in cooperation with the region’s National Societies, 
continue to furnish the authorities with detailed, up-
dated information on missing persons, based on con-
tacts with families and the consultation of archives 

 facilitate improved cooperation between the parties, 
for instance by chairing meetings of the Working 
Group on Missing Persons in relation to the Kosovo 
conflict or co-chairing with the International Commis-
sion on Missing Persons the Regional Sub-Committee, 
which brings together the authorities of Bosnia and 
Herzegovina, Croatia and Serbia 

 provide technical support and training to the national 
institutions responsible for clarifying the fate of miss-
ing persons; continue to provide new data on missing 
persons to the Missing Persons Institute in Bosnia and 
Herzegovina 

 promote good forensic practices, for example through 
the ICRC-chaired Kosovo Sub-Working Group on Fo-
rensic Issues 

 in cooperation with the region’s National Societies, 
provide technical, financial and training support to 
family associations in their advocacy work, psycho-
logical support and community projects; in Bosnia and 
Herzegovina, improve reception facilities for families 
during identifications and cover the transport costs of 
vulnerable families  

 mobilize local, regional and international involvement 
in the issue of missing persons, particularly in Kosovo 
and Serbia 

Although Kosovo’s unilateral declaration of independ-
ence did not lead to major outbreaks of violence or popu-
lation movements, minority communities living there con-
tinue to report security incidents and resulting limitations 
on their freedom of movement.  

Objective 
Minority communities in Kosovo are respected and pro-
tected against acts of violence and enjoy freedom of 
movement. 

Plan of action 
Protection 

 monitor the situation of minority communities through 
contacts with other international and local organiza-

tions involved in their protection, in order to ensure a 
coherent and complementary approach 

 provide vulnerable members or minority communities 
with basic material assistance, such as firewood 

PEOPLE DEPRIVED OF THEIR FREEDOM 
Throughout the Western Balkans, there are people de-
tained in connection with war crimes or for security rea-
sons. Others are held by the ICTY in The Hague. 

In Serbia, some families do not have the means to visit 
their relatives held on war crimes charges in Croatia. In 
Bosnia and Herzegovina, some families have relatives 
who are being held at the US internment facility at Guan-
tanamo Bay Naval Station, Cuba. 

Objective 
Vulnerable detainees, including those held for war crimes 
or security reasons, are treated in accordance with the na-
tional legislation of the detaining country and with inter-
nationally recognized standards. They have regular con-
tact with their families. 

Plan of action 
Protection 

 visit detainees of ICRC concern throughout the region, 
as well as those held by the ICTY, submitting confi-
dential reports and recommendations to the authori-
ties; issue detention certificates to former detainees 

 pursue the conclusion of a memorandum of under-
standing with the Serbian authorities formalizing ac-
cess to detainees of ICRC concern  

 enable vulnerable families living in Serbia to visit 
their detained relatives held in Croatia  

 in Bosnia and Herzegovina, enable the families of de-
tainees held in Guantanamo Bay to contact their rela-
tives through phone calls (see Washington) 

AUTHORITIES 
The region’s authorities are undertaking legal reforms to 
meet international standards, some of which are required 
for EU and/or NATO accession. Reforms with regard to 
the issue of missing persons are making slow progress. 

All States in the region have signed Additional Protocol 
III, while Albania ratified it in February 2008.  

Objective 
Governments implement IHL treaties to which their coun-
tries are party and accede to the other major humanitarian 
instruments. Political decision-makers know the ICRC’s 
mandate and support its work. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 provide information and technical advice to the au-
thorities and encourage them to become party to and 
implement IHL instruments, paying particular atten-
tion to: Additional Protocol III, the Second Protocol to 
the Hague Convention on Cultural Property (Bosnia 
and Herzegovina), amended Protocol II and Protocol 
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V to the Convention on Certain Conventional Weap-
ons (Serbia), and the Convention on Cluster Munitions  

 support the national IHL committees which have been 
established within the region (Croatia and Macedonia) 
by providing them with advice and information 

 press the authorities to address the legal and economic 
needs of the families of missing persons, including by 
enacting legislation to protect their rights 

 support the training of judges and prosecutors by hold-
ing seminars and round-tables and by distributing pub-
lications on IHL and the ICRC’s mandate, in particu-
lar with regard to missing persons and detention 

ARMED FORCES AND OTHER BEARERS OF 
WEAPONS 

With NATO membership high on the political agenda, de-
fence reforms are under way throughout the Western Bal-
kans. Training of armed and police forces in IHL and hu-
man rights law has been strengthened to varying degrees 
across the region. 

International forces operating in the region comprise ro-
tating contingents with different levels of IHL awareness.  

The Kosovo Police Service undertakes law enforcement 
activities throughout Kosovo. The declaration of inde-
pendence has opened the way for the establishment of a 
new force, the Kosovo Security Force, whose training is 
due to begin in 2009. 

Military contingents from Albania, Bosnia and Herzego-
vina, and the FYR Macedonia take part in multinational 
operations, with contingents from other States in the re-
gion set to follow suit.  

Objective 
The armed forces of the region are familiar with IHL and 
apply it in their operations. The police and security forces 
in Kosovo are aware of international human rights law 
and internationally recognized standards relating to polic-
ing and apply them in their operations. All weapon bear-
ers understand the ICRC’s mandate and support its activi-
ties. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 raise awareness among national and international 
armed forces of the relevance of IHL in military op-
erations, of neutral and independent humanitarian ac-
tion and of the ICRC’s activities, by participating in 
military exercises and training courses; provide train-
ing materials  

 press for the long-term support of other organizations 
and/or embassies present in the region for the IHL-
related training and education activities of the region’s 
armed forces 

 brief forces due to depart on multinational operations 
on the ICRC’s mandate and activities and the basic 
rules of IHL 

CIVIL SOCIETY 
Media coverage of humanitarian issues and ICRC activi-
ties varies widely in the region. Religious leaders are in-
fluential throughout the region. 

Teaching humanitarian principles in schools and meeting 
youth groups offer the chance to influence the behaviour 
of a generation of young people raised in an environment 
of violence and intolerance. The Exploring Humanitarian 
Law programme is taught in classrooms in many parts of 
the region.  

IHL integration has been achieved to a high degree across 
the region, although universities require support in ensur-
ing long-term maintenance of the programme.  

Objective 
The media, NGOs and religious leaders support the work 
of the ICRC and assist it in increasing awareness of hu-
manitarian issues, particularly that of missing persons, 
among the public, decision-makers and all those involved 
in armed conflict or violence, thus achieving greater re-
spect for human dignity. Young people, as future leaders 
and decision-makers, learn about IHL in their academic 
courses.  

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 encourage greater and more accurate coverage of hu-
manitarian issues in the media by briefing and updat-
ing journalists, and inform NGO representatives, reli-
gious figures and other civil society leaders about 
ICRC concerns and activities, notably regarding miss-
ing persons 

 support Ministries of Education in taking long-term 
ownership of the Exploring Humanitarian Law pro-
gramme, in particular by: helping to establish effective 
teacher training programmes; monitoring and evaluat-
ing implementation of the programme in selected ar-
eas; strengthening inter-university cooperation 
through regional events; supporting universities in en-
gaging external donors; and promoting the involve-
ment of the National Society  

 in Kosovo, raise awareness among student unions and 
youth groups of the ICRC’s mandate and activities 

RED CROSS AND RED CRESCENT 
MOVEMENT 

The region’s National Societies are engaged in a process 
of transition and reform. In Kosovo, the existence of two 
Red Cross structures remains problematic in terms of co-
ordinating humanitarian activities and given the Move-
ment’s Fundamental Principle of unity. National Societies 
have a crucial role to play in efforts to tackle the issue of 
missing persons (see Civilians).  

Objective 
All National Societies have a strong legal basis for inde-
pendent action. They carry out effective activities to re-
store family links, support the families of missing per-
sons, undertake mine-risk education, improve disaster 
preparedness, and promote IHL and the Movement’s 
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Fundamental Principles. The activities of all components 
of the Movement are coordinated. 

Plan of action 
Cooperation 

 help build the capacities of National Societies/Red 
Cross structures by providing them with technical and 
training support in restoring family links, assistance to 

the families of missing persons, mine action, disaster 
preparedness and IHL dissemination  

 in coordination with the International Federation, 
adopt a common approach regarding the Red Cross 
structures in Kosovo, with a view to supporting any 
coordination and/or cooperation between the two 
structures on technical issues 
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ANKARA 
 

BUDGET IN KCHF  
Protection 81 
Assistance -   
Prevention 894 
Cooperation with National Societies 118 
General -   

Total 1,093 
Of which: Overheads 67

PERSONNEL 
Expatriates  2

On the basis of an agreement with the Turkish authorities 
and in direct relation to the armed conflict in neighbouring 
Iraq, the ICRC opened a temporary mission in Ankara in 
April 2003. ICRC activities in connection with the situation 
in Iraq focus mainly on protection issues. The mission in 
Ankara also provides logistic support for ICRC assistance 
programmes in the region. Other ICRC activities in Turkey 
include supporting the authorities in the promotion of IHL 
and assisting the armed forces in integrating IHL into their 
training programmes. In addition, the ICRC conducts a 
number of joint programmes with the Turkish Red Cres-
cent Society. 

National staff (daily workers not included) 4
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CONTEXT 
In February 2008, the Turkish armed forces launched a 
renewed offensive, including a ground incursion and air 
strikes, against Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK) positions 
in northern Iraq. The offensive, which lasted one week, 
involved some 10,000 troops and was the twelfth such at-
tack since December 2007. Turkish forces also engaged in 
clashes with the PKK inside Turkey and made a number 
of arrests.  

An attempt by the ruling Justice and Development Party 
(AKP) to lift the headscarf ban in Turkish universities 
prompted the chief prosecutor of the Supreme Court of 
Appeals to file an indictment with the Constitutional 
Court. In doing so, he sought to outlaw the AKP and to 
ban 71 of its members, including Prime Minister Recep 
Tayyip Erdogan and President Abdullah Gül, from par-
ticipation in political activity for five years. On 31 March, 
the Constitutional Court agreed to hear the case and on 5 
June it ruled that the lifting of the headscarf ban violated 
the principle of secularism and was therefore unconstitu-
tional. In a ruling passed on 30 July, the Constitutional 
Court decided not to ban the AKP party. However, 10 of 
the Constitutional Court’s 11 members agreed that the 
AKP was responsible for anti-secular activities and de-
cided to cut its funding by half for 2008. The Court presi-
dent said the financial sanction was a “serious warning” 
to the AKP. 

Negotiations on Turkey’s bid to become a member of the 
European Union remain stalled. More than three years af-
ter the start of negotiations, only 8 of the 35 chapters in 
Turkey’s EU accession process have been opened.  

In March 2008, the Iraqi president, Jalal Talabani, made 
his first official visit to Ankara and, in July 2008, the 
Turkish prime minister visited Baghdad for the first time, 
an illustration of improved relations between the two 
countries. Turkey also mediated indirect peace talks in Is-
tanbul between Israel and the Syrian Arab Republic. Four 
rounds of talks had taken place in the first half of 2008. 

HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE 
In 2009, the ICRC will maintain its temporary presence in 
the Turkish capital and will endeavour to strengthen its 
relations with the national authorities and the Turkish Red 
Crescent Society. In particular, the ICRC will keep work-
ing towards gaining its broad acceptance as a neutral, in-
dependent and strictly humanitarian organization.  

Activities are expected to focus on operational matters re-
lated to the conflict in Iraq. Protection activities will in-
clude notifying the authorities of the detention of Turkish 
nationals in Iraq, enabling such detainees to exchange 
news with their families through RCMs, and organizing 
ad hoc repatriations to Turkey. Following the conclusion 
of a cooperation agreement between the Turkish Red 
Crescent and the ICRC on the implementation of an Ex-
ploring Humanitarian Law programme and a similar 
agreement between the National Society and the Turkish 
Board of Education, the ICRC will focus on the nation-
wide integration of the programme in 2009. 

The ICRC’s expertise in prison health will be shared with 
Turkish prison health personnel and other organizations 
visiting detainees. 

The ICRC will monitor progress on Turkey’s accession to 
and implementation of IHL treaties, in particular the 
Rome Statute and Additional Protocol III, and will offer 
its legal advisory services in this regard whenever re-
quested. It will also promote the creation of a national 
IHL committee to boost the IHL implementation process. 

As in past years, the ICRC will work with the Turkish 
armed forces during dissemination and training pro-
grammes conducted by NATO on the basis of memoranda 
of understanding concluded between the ICRC and 
NATO and contribute to the activities of the Ankara-
based Partnership for Peace (PfP) Training Centre.  

In coordination with the International Federation, the 
ICRC will support the National Society in bringing its 
statutes in line with Movement requirements and ensuring 
compliance with Movement coordination mechanisms 
and guidelines applicable to international operations. 

HUMANITARIAN ISSUES AND ICRC 
OBJECTIVES 

PEOPLE DEPRIVED OF THEIR FREEDOM 
The detention of Turkish nationals in neighbouring Iraq 
should be notified to the Turkish authorities. Turkish 
families seeking news of relatives detained/interned 
abroad often rely on the worldwide Red Cross and Red 
Crescent tracing and RCM network to locate and re-
establish contact with them.  

As a follow-up to ICRC participation in a conference or-
ganized by the Council of Europe and the Turkish Prison 
Service on health in detention, Turkish medical doctors 
have received a CD-ROM, produced by the ICRC and the 
World and Norwegian Medical Associations, containing a 
Turkish version of an Internet course for prison medical 
doctors. Organizations with access to Turkish prisons 
may also be interested in developing their skills by calling 
on the ICRC’s extensive expertise in the field of deten-
tion.  

Objective 
People deprived of their freedom in Turkey enjoy condi-
tions of detention and treatment in conformity with inter-
nationally recognized standards and are able to communi-
cate with their families. The detention of Turkish nation-
als in Iraq is notified to the Turkish authorities. 

Plan of action 
Protection 
► inform the Turkish authorities of the detention of their 

nationals in Iraq, enable the detainees to receive fam-
ily news through RCMs, and process requests to lo-
cate family members unaccounted for abroad 

► on the basis of a comprehensive study of the Turkish 
penitentiary system, engage in a dialogue with the 
Committee for the Prevention of Torture and the Is-
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tanbul Bar Association and update the study accord-
ingly 

► provide the Istanbul Bar Association and the Turkish 
Human Rights Commission with the ICRC-produced 
CD-ROM on prison health already made available to 
Turkish prison doctors, with a view to engaging in a 
substantive dialogue aimed at ensuring adequate 
health conditions in Turkish prisons 

AUTHORITIES 
A national study on the compatibility of Turkish domestic 
legislation in relation to IHL was completed in March 
2007 under the auspices of an inter-ministerial working 
group. The study recommended in particular the estab-
lishment of a national committee on the implementation 
of IHL. A round-table on customary IHL involving civil-
ian and military authorities, as well as leading academics, 
is planned in October 2008.  

Objective 
The Turkish government adopts the necessary measures 
in order to implement IHL treaties to which Turkey is a 
State party and accedes to the other major humanitarian 
instruments. Political decision-makers know the ICRC's 
mandate and support its work. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 
► further develop dialogue with the Turkish authorities 

in order to promote greater understanding and accep-
tance of the ICRC’s role as a neutral, independent and 
strictly humanitarian organization 

► offer technical expertise to assist the authorities in im-
plementing IHL and monitor the process of Turkey’s 
accession to IHL treaties, in particular the Rome Stat-
ute and Additional Protocol III 

► organize an expert meeting based on the recommenda-
tions of the ICRC round-table on customary IHL 

► promote and support the establishment of a national 
inter-ministerial committee on the implementation of 
IHL 

ARMED FORCES AND OTHER BEARERS OF 
WEAPONS 

The Turkish armed forces play a key role in the country’s 
political, social and security environment. Integration of 
IHL into their doctrine, education, training and operations 
has been achieved according to NATO standards. 
Strengthening dialogue with the armed forces is needed to 
promote a better understanding and acceptance of the 
ICRC’s role. 

The Turkish armed forces manage the Ankara-based 
NATO PfP Training Centre, which offers the ICRC the 
opportunity to participate in training programmes for offi-
cers of some 50 countries and to reinforce its network in 
order to gain support for its action. The civil-military co-
operation seminar organized by NATO’s Rapid Deploy-
able Corps-Turkey in May 2008 provided an opportunity 

for the ICRC to extend its contacts with the Turkish mili-
tary. 

Objective 
Military forces, including the gendarmerie, integrate IHL 
into their doctrine, training and operations. They know 
the ICRC's mandate and support its work. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 
► extend the network of contacts within the armed 

forces to enlist their support for the ICRC’s action 
► participate in IHL training provided by the PfP Train-

ing Centre in Ankara, at the National Defence College 
and the Armed Forces Academy 

► participate in a refresher course/training workshop on 
IHL for 15 Turkish military instructors 

► sponsor 5 senior military staff from other countries to 
participate in the IHL programme provided by the PfP 
Training Centre in Ankara 

► sponsor the participation of Turkish representatives in 
3 different IHL courses for military personnel taking 
place abroad 

CIVIL SOCIETY 
The general public and the media know little about the 
ICRC and IHL. Increasing their knowledge of these sub-
jects could result in more widespread understanding and 
acceptance of the ICRC’s mandate and activities in Tur-
key. 

With ICRC support, the Ministry of Education and the 
Turkish Red Crescent are in the process of integrating the 
Exploring Humanitarian Law programme into secondary 
school curricula.  

Some university lecturers are ready to promote the inte-
gration of IHL into law and political science curricula. 

Objective 
The media, NGOs and other influential members of civil 
society increase public awareness of humanitarian issues 
and support the work of the ICRC. Young people, as fu-
ture leaders and decision-makers, learn about IHL in their 
academic courses. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 
► organize workshops on IHL for Turkish journalists 

and brief Turkish media and students of journalism on 
the ICRC’s mandate and activities 

► inform the Turkish media about the ICRC’s action to 
ensure water supply in conflict zones, on the occasion 
of the 5th World Water Forum to be held in Istanbul 
in March 2009 

► assist the Ministry of Education and the Turkish Red 
Crescent in implementing the Exploring Humanitarian 
Law programme by training teachers and finalizing 
Turkish-language teaching materials  

► publish a third edition of the International Review of 
the Red Cross in Turkish for academic circles 
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► give presentations on IHL and the ICRC at law and 
political science faculties in Ankara and Istanbul 

RED CROSS AND RED CRESCENT 
MOVEMENT 

The Turkish Red Crescent Society has become a major in-
ternational humanitarian player. Its 2005–09 strategic 
plan includes the management of blood banks, health and 
social services, and volunteers and clearly prioritizes dis-
aster preparedness and response. 

Objective 
The National Society has a strong legal basis for inde-
pendent action. It is able to provide relief and health assis-
tance in situations of violence or natural disaster within 
the framework of a coordinated Movement response. It 
carries out effective activities to restore family links and 

promotes IHL and the Movement’s Fundamental Princi-
ples. The activities of all components of the Movement 
are coordinated. 

Plan of action 
Cooperation 
► in coordination with the International Federation, sup-

port the National Society in bringing its statutes in line 
with Movement requirements 

► enlist National Society support for Movement coordi-
nation mechanisms and guidelines applicable to inter-
national operations 

► identify possible areas of cooperation related to the 
National Society’s logistics centre for Iraq 

► provide technical support to the National Society on 
the Safer Access approach and in the field of restoring 
family links 
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BRUSSELS 
COVERING: Institutions of the European Union (EU), the Council of Europe, the Organization for Security and Co-operation 
in Europe (OSCE), NATO, the NATO Parliamentary Assembly and key armed forces in Western Europe 
 

BUDGET IN KCHF  
Protection -   
Assistance -   
Prevention 2,744 
Cooperation with National Societies 192 
General 51 

Total 2,987 
Of which: Overheads 182

PERSONNEL 
Expatriates  2

The ICRC has been working in Brussels since 1999, 
building strong institutional and operational relations with 
European Union institutions, the Council of Europe, the 
OSCE, and NATO and its Parliamentary Assembly. It is 
expanding its sphere of activity to include key armed 
forces based in Western Europe. Its aim is to make the 
ICRC's mandate better known, mobilize political, diplo-
matic and financial support for its activities and ensure 
that relevant military decision-makers in Western Europe 
view the ICRC as the main reference point for neutral and 
independent humanitarian action. 

National staff (daily workers not included) 11

 

 
 

CONTEXT 
The outcome of the European Union (EU) Constitution 
ratification process remains uncertain following Ireland’s 
rejection of the Lisbon Treaty in a referendum in June 
2008. Despite the result, EU leaders have vowed to persist 
with the ratification process. However, the Lisbon Treaty 
– the reworked successor to the formal constitutional pact 
rejected by voters in France and the Netherlands in 2005 – 
officially needs the approval of all 27 EU member States 
before it can come into force. By the end of September 
2008, 24 EU member States had ratified the treaty, with 
the Czech Republic and Poland still undecided. 

The EU pressed ahead with implementation of the 'Euro-
pean Consensus on Humanitarian Aid' it adopted in De-
cember 2007. The consensus sets out a common EU vi-
sion and a practical approach for reaching out effectively 
to millions of people worldwide suffering as a result of 
conflicts and natural disasters. Around half of the world's 
official international humanitarian aid continues to be 
provided by the EU, either through the European Com-
mission or bilaterally by member States. To respond to 
the humanitarian emergencies resulting from natural dis-
asters that struck China and Myanmar in May, the Euro-
pean Commission activated its Monitoring and Informa-
tion Centre to assure the coordination of aid among mem-
ber States.  

To improve the EU’s response to major crises, the civil 
protection mechanism (applicable within the EU) and a 
“stability instrument” (applicable outside the EU) have 
been strengthened, with their combined budget amounting 
to 2.3 billion euro for the period 2007–13. Fifteen Euro-
pean Security and Defence Policy field missions were un-
der way by the end of May 2008: four in the Balkans; two 
covering Georgia, Moldova and Ukraine; three in the 
Middle East; five in Africa; and one in Central Asia. The 
new missions in 2008 were Chad/Central African Repub-
lic, Guinea-Bissau and Kosovo. After experiencing a dif-

ficult start in 2007, the police mission in Afghanistan was 
fully deployed by March 2008. 

On 19 August 2008, the UN and the EU signed a memo-
randum on the transfer of authority from the UN to the 
EU Rule of Law Mission (EULEX) in Kosovo, which had 
proclaimed its independence from Serbia on 17 February. 
The EU has left it to individual member States to decide 
whether or not to recognize Kosovo’s independence, re-
fraining from taking a common position on the issue. 

The Council of Europe is continuing to reinforce the 
European legal system by developing new legally binding 
instruments. Furthermore, it has made progress in clarify-
ing its relationship with other European institutions, start-
ing with the EU, but also the OSCE. 

At a NATO summit in Bucharest, Romania, in April, an 
agreement on the future membership of Albania and 
Croatia was confirmed, while the participation of Georgia 
and Ukraine in NATO’s Membership Action Plan was 
postponed.  

Relations between the EU/United States and the Russian 
Federation were strained in 2008 by developments in 
Georgia and its separatist regions of Abkhazia and South 
Ossetia, by the agreement between the United States and 
Poland to site US missiles in Poland and plans to do like-
wise in the Czech Republic, as well as by the applications 
of Georgia and Ukraine to join NATO.  

HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE 
The ICRC will continue to strengthen its relations and co-
operation with EU institutions, NATO and its Parliamen-
tary Assembly, the Council of Europe and the OSCE, par-
ticularly in the areas of conflict prevention and crisis 
management, and to ensure that IHL is given due consid-
eration. It will closely follow implementation of the 
European Consensus on Humanitarian Aid and the newly 
adopted EU Guidelines on promoting compliance with 
IHL, as well as developments related to the ratification of 
a modified EU constitutional treaty. Should such a treaty 
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be adopted, the ICRC will remain ready to establish a dia-
logue with any new institutions that may emerge. 

Another priority for the ICRC will be to work towards en-
suring that the EU institutions, NATO and its Parliamen-
tary Assembly, the Council of Europe and the OSCE take 
into account ICRC positions and humanitarian concerns 
in their policies, decisions and action through regular 
meetings and exchanges of views on major operational 
and thematic issues, such as the fight against “terrorism”, 
immigration, the protection of civilians in armed conflict, 
the missing, detention, judicial guarantees and the restora-
tion of family links. In addition, IHL training will be con-
ducted for EU Commission, European Parliament and 
Council of Europe staff. 

Dialogue on civil-military relations will be maintained 
with the commanders of NATO, EU, US European Com-
mand (US EUCOM) and US Africa Command (US 
AFRICOM) forces. The ICRC will also continue to par-
ticipate in relevant military pre-deployment and training 
exercises and give presentations on its mandate and ac-
tivities to NATO, EU and US EUCOM forces. In addi-
tion, it will support IHL-related training activities con-
ducted by NATO, EU and US EUCOM forces.  

Contacts will be reinforced with Brussels-based diplo-
mats, international civil servants, academics and represen-
tatives of international organizations, NGOs, think-tanks 
and the media to promote knowledge and acceptance of 
IHL and the ICRC’s mandate and activities.  

Strong cooperation and coordination will be maintained 
with the Brussels-based Red Cross/EU Office, particu-
larly on issues related to detention, natural disasters, mi-
grants, asylum seekers, refugees and IDPs, the protection 
of civilians, and the restoration of family links.  

HUMANITARIAN ISSUES AND ICRC 
OBJECTIVES 

AUTHORITIES 
The EU’s rise on the international scene since 2000 in the 
framework of its Common Foreign and Security Policy 
has led it to play a more prominent role in conflict pre-
vention and crisis management. The process of implemen-
tation of the EU Guidelines on promoting compliance 
with IHL represents an opportunity to strengthen and 
promote the dissemination and application of IHL.  

Objective 
EU institutions, NATO and its Parliamentary Assembly, 
the Council of Europe and the OSCE take into account the 
ICRC’s concerns when formulating policy on humanitar-
ian issues, are aware of the implications of IHL in specific 
contexts and understand and support the ICRC’s mandate 
and activities. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 encourage the EU and its member States to implement 
the European Consensus on Humanitarian Aid and the 

EU Guidelines on promoting compliance with IHL, in 
line with ICRC principles and modes of operation  

 encourage the EU and its member States to adopt a 
treaty regulating the arms trade and to ratify the Dub-
lin Convention on Cluster Munitions 

 with the support of the EU presidency, promote im-
plementation of pledges made by EU member States 
at the 30th International Conference of the Red Cross 
and Red Crescent 

 cooperate with EU institutions in the fields of judicial 
guarantees, immigration and asylum, and follow de-
velopments in the area of civil protection 

 endeavour to ensure that the Council of Europe takes 
ICRC humanitarian concerns into account when for-
mulating policy and plans of action on issues such as 
missing persons in the Balkans and the Caucasus, im-
migration and the fight against “terrorism”  

 provide IHL training to EU Commission, European 
Parliament and Council of Europe staff 

 further develop contacts within EU institutions, 
NATO and its Parliamentary Assembly, the Council 
of Europe and the OSCE to increase knowledge of and 
secure support for the ICRC’s mandate and activities 
and the application of IHL in armed conflict 

 secure EU funds for IHL promotion and other activi-
ties in contexts in transition 

ARMED FORCES AND OTHER BEARERS OF 
WEAPONS 

Armed forces under the mandate of the EU, NATO, the 
UN or an individual State are deployed in many countries 
around the world, including Afghanistan, Côte d’Ivoire, 
the Democratic Republic of the Congo, Iraq, Kosovo and 
Lebanon, contexts where the ICRC is operational. In or-
der to facilitate the organization’s access to victims of 
armed conflict, the ICRC has significantly reinforced con-
tacts with military command structures to raise awareness 
of its mandate and working procedures during the training 
of officers likely to be deployed to such contexts.  

Objective 
Relevant decision-makers within key armed forces based 
in Western Europe know and respect IHL and understand 
and support the ICRC’s mandate and working procedures. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 maintain a dialogue on civil-military relations with 
commanders of NATO, EU, US AFRICOM and US 
EUCOM forces 

 pursue dialogue with the chiefs of staff of the Italian, 
Polish and Spanish armed forces and initiate IHL 
courses at key military training institutions in these 
countries 

 participate in relevant pre-deployment and training 
exercises and give presentations on the ICRC’s man-
date and activities to NATO, EU and US EUCOM 
forces 
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 establish dialogue with US AFRICOM with a view to 
briefing its forces on the ICRC’s mandate and activi-
ties  

 support IHL-related training activities conducted by 
NATO, EU and US EUCOM forces 

CIVIL SOCIETY 
Brussels has a sizeable community of diplomats, interna-
tional civil servants, academics and representatives of in-
ternational organizations, NGOs and the media, making it 
an ideal forum for an open and informal dialogue on IHL 
and related issues. 

Objective 
Opinion-leaders, such as the international media, NGOs, 
think-tanks and academia, support the work of the ICRC 
and assist it in raising public awareness of humanitarian 
issues and IHL. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 in cooperation with the College of Europe, organize 
the 10th Bruges Colloquium for high-level representa-
tives of political, academic and humanitarian institu-
tions, as well as an IHL course for postgraduates in 
European studies at its campuses in Bruges and Nato-
lin (Warsaw, Poland), organized with the support of 
the Swiss government  

 intensify the dialogue with Brussels-based NGOs via 
Voluntary Organisations in Cooperation in Emergen-
cies (VOICE), leading to the organization of a com-
mon event to raise awareness of the mandate and work 
of the ICRC  

 follow the work of the principal Brussels-based think-
tanks, ensuring that the relevance of IHL is adequately 
conveyed to and by them 

 carry out communication activities with the European 
Commission’s Humanitarian Aid Office (ECHO), 
based on an annual joint communication plan, includ-
ing the showing of an ICRC documentary on children 

and war in cinemas and targeting in particular the me-
dia in the Czech Republic and Sweden, the two coun-
tries holding the EU presidency in 2009  

RED CROSS AND RED CRESCENT 
MOVEMENT 

The Red Cross/EU Office, which represents the National 
Societies of the EU member States and the International 
Federation, is based in Brussels. Regular contacts be-
tween the Office and the ICRC were instrumental in 
preparations for the 30th International Conference of the 
Red Cross and Red Crescent in November 2007, in the 
formulation of commitments subscribed to by the EU and 
National Societies and in contributing to the European 
Consensus on Humanitarian Aid. The Red Cross/EU Of-
fice, with ICRC support, has also held consultations with 
National Societies on defining their role and its limits in 
the field of civil protection.  

Objective 
The ICRC and other Movement partners cooperate in ar-
eas of common concern in conformity with the Funda-
mental Principles and their respective mandates.  

Plan of action 
Cooperation 

 maintain strong cooperation and coordination with 
Movement partners on issues of common interest (e.g. 
detention, natural disasters, migrants, asylum seekers, 
refugees and IDPs, the protection of civilians, and the 
restoration of family links) 

 share the ICRC’s expertise during meetings held by 
the Platform for European Red Cross Cooperation on 
Refugees, Asylum Seekers and Migrants (PERCO), 
the European Legal Support Group (ELSG) and the 
EU Disaster Management Working Group 

 inform Movement partners of progress achieved in 
implementing pledges made by member States and 
National Societies at the 30th International Conference 
of the Red Cross and Red Crescent 
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INTERNATIONAL TRACING SERVICE 
 

BUDGET IN KCHF  
Protection 609 
Assistance -   
Prevention 189 
Cooperation with National Societies -   
General -   

Total 798 
Of which: Overheads 49

PERSONNEL 
Expatriates  2

The International Tracing Service (ITS) in Bad Arolsen, 
Germany, serves the victims of Nazi persecution and their 
families by documenting their fate through the archives it 
manages. The ITS preserves these historical records and 
makes them available for research. The ITS is governed 
under the 1955 Bonn Agreements and its 2006 Protocol 
by the 11-member International Commission for the Inter-
national Tracing Service (Belgium, France, Germany, 
Greece, Israel, Italy, Luxemburg, Netherlands, Poland, 
the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, 
and the United States of America). The ICRC manages 
the ITS on behalf of the International Commission. 

National staff (daily workers not included) - 
 

 
 

CONTEXT 
The International Tracing Service (ITS) remains an in-
valuable resource for civilians persecuted under the Third 
Reich and for their family members. The centre conserves 
an archive of documents, which it consults before issuing 
legally binding certificates attesting to individual cases of 
persecution. These certificats enable victims and/or their 
family members to receive payments to which they are 
entitled. The ITS also provides information and documen-
tation to descendants of victims of Nazi persecution. Be-
tween January and June 2008, the backlog of enquiries 
was reduced from almost 40,000 to less than 10,000 
cases. There are no further pending enquiries in the forced 
labour and post-war sections. 

In order to ensure that the data contained in the records 
are not lost to future generations, the ITS continues to 
convert all archived documents to digital form. The ITS 
also works to restore and conserve the historically irre-
placeable paper documents stored in its archives. 

In February 2008, the president of the ICRC, Jakob Kel-
lenberger, and the Polish authorities (which held the 
presidency of the governing body of the ITS, the Interna-
tional Commission) signed the Amendment of the 
Agreement between the International Commission and the 
ICRC. This completed the process of opening the archives 
to the public. 

HUMANITARIAN ISSUES AND 
OBJECTIVES OF THE ITS 

CIVILIANS 
The ITS serves as an essential point of contact for people 
seeking official recognition of the persecution they suf-
fered under the Third Reich and for family members of 
victims of Nazi persecution seeking information and 
documentation on their relatives. The ITS is working to 
provide effective support to historical researchers, having 
opened its archives to the public.  

Objective 
Families establish the fate of relatives who went missing 
as a result of persecution during the National Socialist re-
gime in Germany, in particular during the Second World 
War. Civilians who suffered incarceration or forced la-
bour and their family members eligible for compensation 
are issued with the necessary certificates enabling them to 
receive the payments to which they are entitled. Relatives 
of victims of Nazi persecution receive adequate and 
timely information and documentation. Researchers and 
private enquirers receive accurate, timely and efficient 
services. 

Plan of action 
Protection 

 continue to provide victims of the National Socialist 
regime and their families with certificates enabling 
them to substantiate claims for compensation 

 ensure that every new application receives an answer 
within eight weeks 

 complete digitization of post-war documents and 
transfer the digital copies to recipient institutions; 
transfer the digital copies of the factual documents to 
the same institutions and archives 

 continue to preserve paper documents 
 improve the quality and accessibility of the services 

provided by the ITS to the public by developing 
search applications and catalogues and by building a 
library 

 pursue the creation of a functioning research depart-
ment to undertake and publish research, including 
through joint projects with academic institutions  

 strengthen public communication on the work of the 
ITS, the content of its archives and the services it of-
fers, including through lectures, publications and im-
provements to the website and visitor service 

 organize the annual meeting of experts from member 
States of the International Commission, to promote 
cooperation in information technology, research, ar-
chival practices and communication 
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LONDON 
 
 

BUDGET IN KCHF  
Protection 6 
Assistance -   
Prevention 576 
Cooperation with National Societies 147 
General -   

Total 729 
Of which: Overheads 44

PERSONNEL 
Expatriates  1

Set up in 2003 as a communication hub for the ICRC 
worldwide, the London office, in cooperation with the Brit-
ish Red Cross, has since focused on pursuing humanitar-
ian diplomacy and facilitating ICRC operations in the field. 
Its target audiences include the British authorities and 
armed forces, members of parliament, think-tanks and 
major international NGOs. Through such contacts, the 
ICRC seeks to improve understanding of and secure 
broad support for IHL and ICRC and Movement opera-
tions. 

National staff (daily workers not included) -

 

 
 

CONTEXT 
The United Kingdom is a major player in international af-
fairs. It is a permanent member of the UN Security Coun-
cil, a participant in multilateral military operations and an 
economic power.  

In 2008, the UK armed forces remained engaged in Af-
ghanistan and Iraq. The authorities reasserted their com-
mitment to operations in both countries, although the 
presence of British troops in Iraq was the subject of in-
tense debate both in civil society and political circles.  

As one of the world’s foremost media centres, London is 
a focal point for international debate on current global is-
sues. It is home to a large number of news organizations 
with worldwide reach and hosts a high concentration of 
foreign media from all continents, including all major 
transnational satellite broadcasters. The city is also home 
to influential think-tanks and academic institutions with 
an international focus and IS the venue for many confer-
ences, seminars and workshops dealing with international 
relations, security, conflict analysis, and military and hu-
manitarian intervention. 

HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE 
In 2009, the ICRC will continue its efforts to raise aware-
ness of and strengthen support for IHL among decision-
makers, opinion-leaders and the public in the United 
Kingdom. These activities will be carried out in close co-
ordination with the British Red Cross, in whose premises 
the ICRC’s London office is based. The ICRC will pursue 
processes to formalize this presence with the UK authori-
ties and the British Red Cross, and will aim to conclude a 
cooperation framework agreement with the British Red 
Cross to enable closer cooperation in a wide range of 
fields of expertise and in specific operational contexts.  

The ICRC will continue to cultivate contacts with mem-
bers of parliament, the authorities, the armed forces and 
private security companies based in London. It will sup-
port IHL training in the armed forces by giving lectures 

and assisting in classroom and role-play exercises. It will 
also strive for greater interaction with government offi-
cials, politicians and senior armed forces personnel to en-
sure a more comprehensive and consistent dialogue on 
IHL-related matters.  

Another ICRC priority will be to further consolidate its 
network of media contacts to encourage journalists to 
give prominence to humanitarian concerns when report-
ing on conflicts around the world. It will respond to que-
ries from the media, brief journalists and participate in 
panel discussions on topics directly related to the ICRC’s 
international operations. Relations with think-tanks and 
universities will also be developed with a view to further 
integrating IHL into discussions on public affairs and 
academic debate. 

HUMANITARIAN ISSUES AND ICRC 
OBJECTIVES 

AUTHORITIES 
As a major player in international affairs, the United 
Kingdom is politically active in many contexts of interest 
to the ICRC. 

In close coordination with the British Red Cross, the 
ICRC is pursuing its dialogue with selected officials to 
obtain their support for ICRC operations, for upholding 
and promoting IHL domestically and internationally, and 
for the ratification and implementation of IHL treaties. 

Objective 
Political decision-makers are familiar with the basic prin-
ciples of IHL, know the ICRC’s mandate and support its 
work, recognizing the organization as a key reference on 
IHL and neutral and independent humanitarian action. 
The authorities consult the ICRC and discuss with it rele-
vant operational and thematic issues. 
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Plan of action 
Prevention 
► pursue high-level discussions with senior government 

officials and regularly provide them with information 
on issues of mutual concern in UK security policy and 
force deployment, including the need for a legislative 
framework under IHL to ensure accountability of pri-
vate military and security companies operating in con-
texts of armed conflict (see also Armed forces and 
other bearers of weapons) 

► reinforce efforts to identify key contacts in parliament, 
political offices and the civil service and to obtain 
their recognition of the importance of neutral, impar-
tial and independent humanitarian action 

► encourage the authorities to ratify and complete a draft 
law for the implementation of the Convention on 
Cluster Munitions  

► pursue the processes of formalizing the ICRC’s pres-
ence in the country with both the UK authorities and 
the National Society (see also Red Cross and Red 
Crescent Movement) 

► encourage the UK authorities, in conjunction with the 
National Society, to support the national IHL commit-
tees of Commonwealth countries, including at meet-
ings to be held in the second half of 2009 

ARMED FORCES AND OTHER BEARERS OF 
WEAPONS 

Military commanders in the UK are increasingly required 
to work closely with other government departments, pri-
vate military and security companies, and providers of 
humanitarian assistance as part of a “comprehensive ap-
proach” to achieving the government’s wider strategy in 
contexts in which the military operates. The forces’ main 
focus in terms of military training and deployment activi-
ties remains Afghanistan. 

Objective 
The armed forces integrate IHL into their doctrine, train-
ing and operations. All weapon bearers understand the 
ICRC’s mandate and support its activities, respecting the 
organization as a neutral and independent humanitarian 
actor in armed conflict. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 
► pursue high-level discussions with senior military of-

ficers and civilians in the chain of command on issues 
of mutual concern affecting UK military deployments 
(see also Authorities) and on the importance of neu-
tral, impartial and independent humanitarian action 

► continue to participate in officer training, collective 
training exercises and selected pre-mission training; 
develop military training modules featuring ICRC 
role-play in the protection and treatment of detainees 

► conduct a seminar on customary IHL for UK military 
legal advisers 

► raise awareness of the ICRC’s role and mandate 
among private military and security companies (see 
also Authorities) 

CIVIL SOCIETY 
London serves as a major hub for the international media 
and a large number of think-tanks and academic institu-
tions, making it a global centre for news and research on 
international relations. Maintaining a presence there of-
fers the ICRC, working in close cooperation with the Brit-
ish Red Cross, an ideal opportunity to promote media 
coverage of issues of concern to the organization, thus 
reaching as wide an audience as possible. The inclusion 
and promotion of IHL and issues of ICRC concern in re-
search and policy documents produced by academic and 
research institutions, think-tanks and NGOs can have an 
influence on national policy. 

Objective 
The media, NGOs, key research institutes and think-tanks 
are familiar with the basic principles of IHL, support the 
work of the ICRC and assist it in increasing awareness of 
humanitarian issues among the public, decision-makers 
and all those involved in armed conflict and other situa-
tions of violence, thus achieving greater respect for hu-
man dignity. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 
► highlight the relevance of IHL in today’s armed con-

flicts by introducing the subject into discussion on 
public affairs and academic debate through contact 
with international media and relevant tertiary institu-
tions, including by briefing journalists, participating in 
panel discussions and academic events, distributing 
ICRC communication materials and organizing IHL-
related events 

RED CROSS AND RED CRESCENT 
MOVEMENT 

The British Red Cross has hosted an ICRC presence since 
late 2003. The ICRC in London works in close partner-
ship with the National Society to strengthen acceptance of 
the Movement, its promotion of IHL and the conduct of 
humanitarian activities for victims of armed conflict. 

Objective 
The National Society promotes IHL and the Movement’s 
Fundamental Principles. The activities of all components 
of the Movement are coordinated. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 
► pursue the processes of formalizing the ICRC’s pres-

ence in the country with both the UK authorities and 
the British Red Cross (see also Authorities) 

► continue work on the draft cooperation framework 
agreement with the British Red Cross with a view to 
concluding it in 2009 and thereby facilitating closer 
cooperation between the National Society and the 
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ICRC across a wide range of fields of expertise and in 
specific operational contexts  

► support the National Society’s programme to develop 
relations with the military authorities, including 
through providing conference speakers  

► support training for British Red Cross members and 
volunteers 
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PARIS 
 
 

BUDGET IN KCHF  
Protection 69 
Assistance -   
Prevention 1,221 
Cooperation with National Societies 54 
General -   

Total 1,344 
Of which: Overheads 82

PERSONNEL 
Expatriates 1

The Paris delegation, set up in 2000, focuses on promot-
ing IHL, pursuing humanitarian diplomacy and facilitating 
ICRC operations in the field. Its target audiences include 
the French authorities, military and academic circles, the 
diplomatic community, representatives of third countries, 
economic interest groups, the media, and the French Red 
Cross. 

National staff (daily workers not included) 4

 

 
 

CONTEXT 
As a permanent member of the UN Security Council, one 
of the architects of the European Union (EU), of which 
France held the presidency from July to December 2008, 
and an economic power, France is a major player in inter-
national affairs. President Nicolas Sarkozy and Foreign 
Affairs Minister Bernard Kouchner have continued to un-
dertake high-profile international initiatives in 2008.  

The government has reaffirmed France’s commitment to 
the multilateral military operation in Afghanistan and an-
nounced its intention to reintegrate into the command 
structure of NATO in 2009. It has also announced wide-
spread cuts in civilian and military defence jobs over the 
coming years and indicated that France’s military pres-
ence in Africa is to be redefined. 

Given its large Arabic-speaking community and tradition-
ally close ties with many African countries, France is an 
important venue for humanitarian diplomacy, offering 
opportunities for intercession on behalf of victims of con-
flict in parts of Africa and the Middle East. 

HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE 
In 2009, the Paris delegation will continue to undertake 
humanitarian diplomacy through an influential network of 
contacts based in France, seeking to promote IHL, in-
crease understanding of the ICRC’s mandate and stimu-
late debate on issues of humanitarian concern.  

The delegation will continue to promote IHL among 
members of the armed forces and the gendarmerie, par-
ticularly those units due to conduct missions abroad. It 
will also promote IHL in academic circles, consolidate its 
relationship with the Commission nationale consultative 
des droits de l’homme (CNCDH) and with French NGOs. 

The delegation will work on various projects aimed at 
improving the public’s grasp of humanitarian issues and 
of the ICRC’s mandate and activities, including through 
television, radio and the Internet and through debates in-

volving representatives of civil society and the political 
authorities. It will continue to work closely with the 
French Red Cross in areas of mutual concern and aim to 
develop further areas of cooperation. 

HUMANITARIAN ISSUES AND ICRC 
OBJECTIVES 

AUTHORITIES 
As a major player in international affairs, France is politi-
cally active in many contexts of interest to the ICRC. 

The CNCDH is one of the bodies advising the French 
government on humanitarian action and human rights is-
sues. Its sub-commission E is the equivalent of a national 
IHL committee. In 2008, the authorities were working on 
incorporating legislation on the repression of war crimes 
into France’s criminal justice code.  

France is host to international organizations such as the 
Council of Europe, the Organisation for Economic Co-
operation and Development, the Organisation internation-
ale de la Francophonie, the Institut du Monde Arabe and 
UNESCO, which has a specific mandate regarding the 
protection of cultural property during armed conflict. 
Several foreign opposition movements are also based in 
France. 

Objective 
Representatives of foreign opposition groups based in 
France understand and support the mandate and activities 
of the ICRC and the basic principles of IHL and relay this 
information to their members on the ground. Political de-
cision-makers know the ICRC’s mandate and support its 
work. Foreign and international organizations based in 
France help promote IHL and support the ICRC’s opera-
tions worldwide. The government implements IHL trea-
ties to which France is already party and accedes to other 
major humanitarian instruments.  
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Plan of action 
Prevention 

 pursue a high-level dialogue with the French authori-
ties on operational and other issues 

 together with the National Society, persuade the Min-
istry of Defence to create a Prisoners of War Informa-
tion Bureau in line with Article 122 of the Third Ge-
neva Convention of 1949 

 encourage the French authorities to adopt amended 
legislation on the repression of war crimes, to incorpo-
rate the 1949 Geneva Conventions and the 1977 Addi-
tional Protocols into national legislation and to ratify 
and implement Additional Protocol III  

 strengthen cooperation and obtain official observer 
status with the CNCDH  

 intensify contacts with international organizations 
based in France and with representatives of foreign 
opposition groups in order to increase their under-
standing of and support for the ICRC’s mandate and 
activities  

 follow the humanitarian work of international organi-
zations such as UNESCO and the Organisation inter-
nationale de la Francophonie and encourage them to 
address issues of ICRC concern in their policy-making 

ARMED FORCES AND OTHER BEARERS OF 
WEAPONS 

French army personnel take part in peacekeeping opera-
tions and police training abroad as part of NATO, EU 
and/or UN forces. The Ministry of Defence continues to 
make training in IHL a priority for France’s professional 
army, which includes the gendarmerie.  

Objective 
The armed forces and gendarmerie integrate IHL into 
their doctrine, training and operations. All weapon bearers 
understand the ICRC’s mandate and support its activities.  

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 continue to support the promotion and integration of 
IHL at all levels of training in the armed forces and 
the gendarmerie, including giving presentations at the 
main military training academies and teaching IHL to 
senior officers from France and other countries at the 
Ecole de gendarmerie in Rochefort 

 give ad hoc briefings on IHL and the ICRC’s mandate 
for personnel preparing to undertake missions abroad, 
including legal advisers to the Ministry of Defence  

 widen the network of contacts at the Ministry of De-
fence with a view to gaining access to operational 
commands 

 give presentations to members of the Groupement in-
terarmées des actions civilo-militaires in Lyon on the 
importance of neutral, impartial and independent hu-
manitarian action and the ICRC’s activities, as part of 
their training in civil-military cooperation  

 support the organization by France of the Senior 
Workshop on International Rules governing Military 
Operations  

 offer to brief the personnel of private military and se-
curity companies departing for operations abroad on 
IHL and the ICRC’s activities 

CIVIL SOCIETY 
The media, NGOs, universities and the diplomatic com-
munity, with their power to influence public opinion and 
political decision-making, are primary target audiences 
for and relays of the ICRC’s humanitarian message. 

Objective 
The media, NGOs, academics, researchers and analysts 
support the work of the ICRC and assist it in increasing 
awareness of humanitarian issues among the public, deci-
sion-makers and all those involved in armed conflict or 
violence, thus achieving greater respect for human dig-
nity. Young people, as future leaders and decision-
makers, learn about IHL in their academic courses. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 through the France-based International Radio and 
Television University (URTI), strengthen contacts 
with the 23 member States and participate in the selec-
tion of television documentaries and radio pro-
grammes to be entered into an annual URTI global 
competition for best cultural programmes  

 award the ICRC’s international press prize at the 49th 
Monte Carlo Television Festival 

 promote the incorporation of IHL into the curricula of 
leading universities (grandes écoles) and pursue a dia-
logue with research institutes working on IHL-related 
issues 

 participate in the organization of an international col-
loquium on “Rape in time of war: a history to be writ-
ten” to be held at Paris-Sorbonne University in May 
2009 

 invite members of civil society and academia and 
whenever possible representatives of the French au-
thorities to discuss IHL-related topics during regular 
debates organized by the ICRC with the support of 
France Info radio station, which are then broadcast on 
the Internet  

 set up a travelling photo exhibition using the ICRC’s 
archive and organize a series of associated round-
tables to mark the 60th anniversary of the 1949 Ge-
neva Conventions and to raise public interest in IHL 

 continue to discuss issues of common interest with 
French NGOs 

RED CROSS AND RED CRESCENT 
MOVEMENT 

The French Red Cross has a wide domestic network, with 
many thousands of volunteers and employees, and is en-
gaged in numerous international operations in cooperation 
with Movement partners.  
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Objective 
The French Red Cross and the ICRC coordinate their ac-
tion in the field and work together to stimulate public in-
terest in humanitarian issues and ways of resolving them. 

Plan of action 
Cooperation 

 consolidate constructive relations and develop further 
areas of cooperation with the National Society, by 
means of regular contacts regarding on topics such as 
migration to France and effective public communica-
tion  

 with the National Society, coordinate activities pro-
viding first-aid training for delegates in countries 
where both organizations are present, with a view to 
creating a pool of experts 

 support the National Society by taking part in events 
organized or supported by them, offering relevant ex-
pertise 

 encourage the National Society to participate in de-
bates organized by the ICRC on IHL-related topics 
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COLOMBIA 
 
 

BUDGET IN KCHF  
Protection 6,699 
Assistance 25,042 
Prevention 5,429 
Cooperation with National Societies 1,404 
General -   

Total 38,574 
Of which: Overheads 2,354

PERSONNEL 
Expatriates  60

The ICRC has been working in Colombia since 1969, 
striving to protect and assist victims of the armed conflict, 
to secure greater compliance with IHL by all weapon 
bearers, and to promote integration of IHL into the armed 
forces’ doctrine, training and operations. The ICRC also 
visits security detainees. For IDPs and conflict-affected 
residents, it provides relief, helps ensure access to health 
care, and carries out small-scale repairs to infrastructure. 
It also runs a comprehensive mine-action programme, 
which includes mine-risk education and physical rehabili-
tation for victims. It works closely with the National Soci-
ety and other Movement components active in Colombia. 

National staff (daily workers not included) 277
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CONTEXT 
The Colombian government’s political difficulties contin-
ued into 2008 as yet more paramilitary leaders, demobi-
lized within the framework of the Justice and Peace Law, 
revealed alleged links between them and State officials or 
members of the armed forces or National Congress. Fur-
ther tension was created by talk of a possible constitu-
tional reform to enable President Álvaro Uribe to stand 
for re-election for a third consecutive term. 

The Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) 
faced a series of major setbacks, including the deaths of 
its leader, Manuel Marulanda Vélez, his second in com-
mand, Raúl Reyes, and another member of the FARC se-
cretariat, Iván Ríos, who was killed by his own men.  

Clashes persisted between government forces and armed 
groups, as well as among armed groups (between the 
FARC and the National Liberation Army (ELN), for ex-
ample), intensifying in the south-west and east of the 
country. Large numbers of people were displaced, includ-
ing many belonging to ethnic minorities, such as indige-
nous people and Afro-Colombians. The presence of new 
armed groups was reported in almost every department, 
and Colombia remained one of the countries most af-
fected by mines and explosive remnants of war (ERW). 

Following the mediated release of six FARC-held hos-
tages at the beginning of the year, an operation in July by 
the Colombian army led to the rescue of 15 people, in-
cluding “high-profile” hostage Ingrid Betancourt. The 
government later apologized for improper use of the red 
cross emblem during the operation.  

HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE 
More than 40 years of conflict continue to take their toll 
in Colombia. In 2009, ICRC field activities will remain 
concentrated in some 20 conflict-affected zones, where 
needs are greatest. It will open two new offices, in Pasto 
and San José del Guaviare, to be in a better position to 
meet needs. Protection activities will remain a priority. 
The delegation will continue to make representations to 
the alleged perpetrators of IHL violations. In all dialogue 
with the authorities and weapon bearers, it will reiterate 
their obligations under IHL, including to protect those not 
or no longer participating in the fighting and to respect the 
emblem and the medical mission. Delegates will also ex-
plain the ICRC’s neutrality and independence, with a 
view to obtaining safe and unhindered access to victims. 

Other protection activities include maintaining support to 
families of missing persons as they strive to obtain an-
swers on the fate of their relatives and providing technical 
advice to organizations working on the issue. The ICRC 
will visit government-held detainees to assess and make 
confidential reports on their treatment and living condi-
tions and, where necessary, strengthen the capacities of 
the prison administration to improve those conditions. It 
will also continue to seek access, so far denied, to detain-
ees held by armed groups. 

Although the ICRC’s approach in Colombia will hinge on 
persuading those responsible for protecting and assisting 
civilians to assume their responsibilities, given the huge 
numbers of IDPs the ICRC will also provide assistance 
directly. In 2009, it will provide up to 70,000 IDPs with 
essential household items and food. Some 4,000 conflict-
affected residents will also be assisted. Just under a third 
of the IDPs will receive their assistance via the Colom-
bian Red Cross Society. 

Instead of receiving goods, most IDPs will be given 
vouchers to exchange for food or hygiene kits. The pro-
gramme, implemented in six cities in 2008, will be ex-
tended in 2009 to all cities in which ICRC or joint 
ICRC/National Society operations take place. The 
voucher system is a more dignified way for people to re-
ceive aid and boosts the local economy. 

Many IDPs moving to cities converge on government re-
ception centres. However, these often lack the facilities to 
cater for such large numbers of people. As part of an in-
ter-institutional group seeking to improve conditions in 
such centres (also comprising the Presidential Agency for 
Social Action and International Cooperation (Acción So-
cial), IOM and UNHCR), the ICRC will provide 23 cen-
tres with equipment and training and carry out small-scale 
repairs. 

Resident populations, too, will benefit from ICRC assis-
tance to help them cope with the burden placed on re-
sources by IDPs or because they live in areas particularly 
affected by fighting or economic restrictions. Some will 
receive food; others will benefit from improvements to in-
frastructure. Agricultural projects will help boost the eco-
nomic security of residents and returnees and pre-empt 
the need for IDPs to move to larger, already crowded, cit-
ies. 

For IDPs and residents alike, the ICRC, with the German 
Red Cross, will help improve access to health services by 
directing beneficiaries to government facilities, acting as a 
neutral intermediary to accompany health personnel on 
their rounds in conflict-affected rural zones, and dispens-
ing health care directly. 

With the Colombian and Norwegian Red Cross Societies, 
the ICRC will aim to address Colombia’s widespread 
weapon-contamination problem, through data gathering, 
mine-risk education and victim assistance, including sup-
port to physical rehabilitation services. 

Coordination with Movement partners, UN agencies and 
other humanitarian organizations will continue. 

HUMANITARIAN ISSUES AND ICRC 
OBJECTIVES 

CIVILIANS 
Targeted executions, disappearances, intimidation, forced 
displacement and sexual violence are still the most com-
mon forms of alleged IHL violations in Colombia. In ad-
dition, medical personnel are targeted, or impersonated, 
by weapon bearers, who continue to restrict the move-
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ment of people and goods. Furthermore, Colombia is one 
of the countries most affected by mines and ERW. 

Objective 
People not or no longer taking part in hostilities are re-
spected by all weapon bearers. People under 18 are not 
recruited by armed groups. IDPs and residents are less af-
fected by and reduce their exposure to mines/ERW. 

Plan of action 
Protection 

 document specific cases of alleged IHL violations by 
weapon bearers, making oral and written representa-
tions to the alleged perpetrators at all levels; remind 
parties to the conflict of their obligations under IHL, 
including to protect civilians and to respect the medi-
cal mission 

 direct victims of sexual violence to providers of ap-
propriate medical, legal and psychological assistance, 
and direct victims of death threats by the parties to the 
conflict to organizations with dedicated protection 
programmes 

 help minors formerly associated with armed groups, 
living in centres run by the Colombian Institute of 
Family Welfare, to re-establish contact with their 
families, and provide them with medical and other as-
sistance 

Prevention 
With the Norwegian Red Cross 

 provide the Colombian Red Cross with training to 
help boost its capacity to develop and implement a 
weapon-contamination programme at national, de-
partmental and local level, including data gathering, 
victim assistance and mine-risk education  

 where required, usually owing to problems of access 
of other actors, carry out emergency mine-risk educa-
tion, victim assistance or risk reduction activities di-
rectly 

 advocate, and provide technical support for, more ef-
fective weapon-contamination programming and 
greater coordination among key stakeholders 

Actual or fear of IHL violations can prompt individual 
households or larger groups to flee for their lives, aban-
doning their homes and land. Approximately 2,580,000 
IDPs are registered with Acción Social. Although regis-
tered IDPs are entitled to health care under national legis-
lation, around 80% lack the documentation required to 
access the health service or are not aware of their rights. 
Furthermore, non-respect of the medical mission is wide-
spread in Colombia and includes attacks on health facili-
ties and threats against their staff and misuse or abuse of 
the emblem. 

Resident populations are also suffering the effects of the 
conflict. Many live in areas subject to severe economic 
restrictions (as a result of weapon bearers limiting the cir-
culation of goods, for example) or in communities ac-
commodating large numbers of IDPs. 

The economic consequences of the conflict affect every-
one: property is damaged or destroyed, many families 

have lost a breadwinner and, even among those that have 
not, many find it difficult to generate a sufficient income 
to meet their basic needs. 

Objective 
IDPs and resident populations affected by armed conflict 
are able to meet their basic economic needs and have ac-
cess to water, sanitation and health services. IDPs’ long-
term needs with regard to their economic recovery and 
social welfare are addressed. 

Plan of action 
Assistance 

 persuade the relevant authorities and organizations to 
improve services for IDPs, using the results of an in-
ternal ICRC monitoring process and a joint 
WFP/ICRC study on their longer-term needs 

Emergency aid 
 with the Colombian Red Cross, directly or via a 

voucher system, provide essential household items to 
70,000 IDPs (17,500 households) and emergency food 
assistance for up to three months to 58,800 IDPs 
(14,700 households) and for four to six months to an 
additional 11,200 people in 2,800 households headed 
by one person or caring for an elderly or disabled fam-
ily member 

 provide technical support and training to Colombian 
Red Cross volunteers to enhance their skills in the 
provision of relief and psychological support to IDPs; 
help improve the infrastructure in 6 National Society 
branches so that they are better able to provide such 
support 

 provide food to up to 4,000 conflict-affected residents 
(1,000 households) for up to three months and, where 
necessary, essential household items  

Water and habitat 
 provide technical and financial support to boost the 

capacities of 23 reception centres to cater adequately 
to IDPs; at the same time, encourage the authorities to 
assume responsibility for such improvements 

 implement small-scale projects to build/repair water 
supply and sanitation systems, schools, health centres 
and workshops in 33 resident communities 

Livelihood support (with the Colombian Red Cross) 
 implement agricultural projects for 3,600 people (900 

IDP, returnee or resident households) to enable them 
to improve their food security 

 train 600 people, heads of displaced households, in 
manual skills (cooking, arts and craft, etc.) to help 
them increase their families’ income 

Health  
 with a National Society working internationally, run 

basic preventive and curative health services, while at-
tempting to mobilize the local health system to pro-
vide such services 

 as a neutral intermediary, facilitate the population’s 
access to preventive and curative health services by 
accompanying national health personnel on their 
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rounds in conflict-affected areas, substituting them 
only in exceptional circumstances 

 during contacts with civilians, health personnel and 
weapon bearers, raise awareness of their respective 
rights and duties, including the need to respect the 
medical mission and to mark health structures, staff 
and vehicles with the appropriate emblem 

Many people remain without news of relatives unac-
counted for in connection with the conflict. The families 
of missing persons have several needs, in particular for 
psychological support and legal assistance to enable them 
to receive benefits, sort out inheritance issues or remarry. 
For many families, the missing person was the breadwin-
ner. 

Objective 
Families of people unaccounted for in relation to the con-
flict are informed of the fate of their missing relatives. 

Plan of action 
Protection 

 enable relatives separated by conflict to restore contact 
 impress upon all weapon bearers the need to provide 

information on the fate of missing persons; as a neu-
tral intermediary, facilitate the handover of human 
remains if required 

 provide technical expertise and training to national 
bodies, government entities and NGOs carrying out 
ante- and post-mortem data management and forensic 
work and offering psychological support to families of 
missing persons 

 press for better coordination among these organiza-
tions, support their events and enable their representa-
tives to attend training organized or supported by the 
ICRC in Colombia and abroad 

 encourage the authorities, including members of the 
National Congress, to adopt legal provisions on the 
management of non-identified human remains and the 
protection of genetic data and to simplify procedures 
for families to obtain access to social benefits 

PEOPLE DEPRIVED OF THEIR FREEDOM 
Several thousand people are detained in connection with 
the conflict. Some of these detainees are held in over-
crowded detention facilities. The prevalence of diseases 
such as tuberculosis and limited access to health care re-
main problems within the penitentiary system. 

People are also held by armed groups. 

Objective 
People held in government facilities in relation to the con-
flict and those held by armed groups are treated in accor-
dance with IHL and internationally recognized standards. 

Plan of action 
Protection 

 visit people detained in connection with the conflict, 
monitor their treatment and living conditions, and 
make confidential reports and recommendations to the 
authorities 

 enable detainees to restore and maintain contact with 
their families via RCMs and to receive up to 4 family 
visits a year 

 continue to seek access to people held by armed 
groups 

 support associations of families of people held by 
armed groups in persuading the parties to the conflict 
to find solutions to the problem and to obtain the cap-
tives’ release; if required, act as a neutral intermediary 
to facilitate their release 

Assistance 
 continue to advocate for an increase in the budget of 

the national penitentiary body, INPEC 
 continue to help INPEC assess the health problems in 

the l5 largest prisons with a view to drawing up an ac-
tion plan for strengthening INPEC management ca-
pacities and improving the national prison health sys-
tem 

 with INPEC, provide up to 80 disabled detainees with 
prosthetic/orthotic appliances 

 support the joint efforts of INPEC and local universi-
ties to train detainees to become health promoters and 
thus reduce the spread of disease in prisons 

WOUNDED AND SICK 
Although, on paper, a large percentage of people in Co-
lombia have the right to medical care, lack of knowledge 
of the available programmes often prevents them from re-
ceiving treatment. Not all people injured by weapons, 
mines or ERW are able to obtain immediate surgical at-
tention nor the physical rehabilitation services they need 
later.  

Objective 
Residents in priority zones, IDPs and weapon-wounded 
people have access to specialized medical and health care. 

Plan of action 
Assistance 
With the Colombian Red Cross and/or the Norwegian Red 
Cross 

 refer patients in need of specialized medical care, in-
cluding physical rehabilitation, to the national health 
system, and when other avenues have been exhausted, 
provide financial assistance to enable patients to re-
ceive the necessary treatment 

 provide financial support to local health authorities, 
universities or the National Society to enable them to 
train health staff in dealing with weapon-wounded pa-
tients and mine/ERW casualties 

 provide training and materials to 5 physical rehabilita-
tion centres and help them develop quality standards, 
implement national training programmes and design 
programmes to ensure follow-up of amputees after 
their first limb-fitting 

 provide professional training to 25 mine/ERW victims 
to facilitate their socio-economic reintegration 
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AUTHORITIES 
Colombia is party to many IHL instruments but still needs 
to incorporate many of their provisions into national legis-
lation. 

The ICRC’s ability to protect and assist victims of the 
conflict depends on the support of national and local au-
thorities and their understanding of its specific mandate 
and the benefits of its neutrality and independence.  

Objective 
The government implements IHL treaties to which Co-
lombia is already party and accedes to other major hu-
manitarian instruments. Political decision-makers know 
the ICRC’s mandate and support its work. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 working with the national IHL committee, promote 
the ratification of major IHL instruments, in particular 
Additional Protocol III, the Convention for the Protec-
tion of All Persons from Enforced Disappearance and 
treaties relating to weapons and weapon contamina-
tion 

 provide technical support and advice to the authorities 
in enacting implementing legislation, including on 
missing persons, protection of the medical mission, 
and access to care for victims of sexual violence 

 enable magistrates and attorneys to attend IHL train-
ing abroad 

 brief national, regional and local authorities on their 
obligations under IHL, on the ICRC’s mandate and 
activities and on the need to ensure unhindered ICRC 
access to victims 

 seek to enlist the support of members of the interna-
tional community present in Colombia in efforts to 
improve the situation of victims of armed conflict 

ARMED FORCES AND OTHER BEARERS OF 
WEAPONS 

The perceived need to deploy increasing numbers of 
troops rapidly to the field has led to a reduction of the 
training period for armed forces personnel, including a 
significant decrease in the teaching of IHL and human 
rights norms required by a 2003 directive. Police units are 
increasingly being deployed to conflict zones. 

Objective 
The armed forces and police units supporting military op-
erations consolidate the integration of IHL into their doc-
trine, training and operations. All weapon bearers under-
stand the ICRC’s mandate and support its activities.  

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 help organize field-level sessions on IHL and the 
ICRC for troops and police officers engaged in mili-
tary operations 

 strengthen dialogue with armed groups, providing se-
lected members with first-aid training 

 in all dialogue with weapon bearers, raise awareness 
of their duty to protect those not or no longer partici-
pating in the fighting and to respect the emblem and 
the medical mission, and enhance their understanding 
of the neutrality, impartiality and independence of the 
ICRC and the need to provide it with safe access to 
victims 

CIVIL SOCIETY 
The Colombian media remain a key vehicle for reaching 
large numbers of people to raise awareness of issues of 
humanitarian concern. 

Although most prominent universities have to some ex-
tent integrated IHL into their law, political science or in-
ternational relations courses, very few communication 
departments have done so. 

Private companies continue to operate in the same areas 
as the ICRC, and their interests are often bound up in the 
conflict. 

Objective 
The media and influential members of the private sector 
understand and support the work of the ICRC; the public 
increases its awareness of humanitarian issues. Young 
people, as future leaders and decision-makers, learn about 
IHL in their academic courses.  

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 through workshops, press releases and conferences, 
assist the media, including local radio stations, in giv-
ing increased and accurate coverage to IHL, humani-
tarian issues (such as sexual violence, missing persons 
and weapon contamination), the ICRC and its princi-
ples of neutrality and impartiality 

 support 2 universities in integrating IHL into commu-
nication courses and provide 4 universities with IHL 
publications 

 give presentations on IHL and the ICRC to students 
and lecturers offering advice to people affected by the 
conflict 

 intensify field contacts with private sector representa-
tives to raise their awareness of the ICRC 

 seek observer status at meetings of the Voluntary 
Principles on Security and Human Rights initiative 
(developed by Western governments, multinationals 
and NGOs to guide companies in balancing safety re-
quirements with respect for human rights and funda-
mental freedoms)  

RED CROSS AND RED CRESCENT 
MOVEMENT 

The Colombian Red Cross Society plays a major role in 
emergency response, running tracing, assistance, dissemi-
nation and mine-action programmes throughout the coun-
try. Its operational partnership with the ICRC is crucial 
for the ICRC’s work in Colombia. 
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Objective 
The Colombian Red Cross has a strong legal basis for in-
dependent action. By increasing its capacity to carry out 
tracing, emergency response, mine-action, assistance and 
dissemination activities, it alleviates the plight of civilians 
affected by armed conflict. The activities of all compo-
nents of the Movement are coordinated.  

Plan of action 
Cooperation 

 ensure that National Society staff understand their re-
sponsibilities under the new statutes, approved in June 
2008  

 support National Society activities to provide conflict 
victims with emergency relief, livelihood support, 
mine-risk education and medical care (see Civilians 
and Wounded and sick) 

 provide technical and financial support for the Na-
tional Society’s tracing activities and its efforts to 
raise awareness of humanitarian issues 

 lead Movement coordination 
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HAITI 
 
 

BUDGET IN KCHF  
Protection 1,273 
Assistance 3,585 
Prevention 957 
Cooperation with National Societies 516 
General -   

Total 6,331 
Of which: Overheads 386

PERSONNEL 
Expatriates  11

The ICRC's involvement in Haiti began in 1994, when it 
started visiting detainees falling within its mandate. Haiti 
became a fully-fledged delegation in February 2004 when 
armed conflict broke out. While the conflict ended in 2007, 
given the persisting violence, the ICRC continues its hu-
manitarian endeavours there. It focuses on implementing 
protection activities for detainees and civilians, ensures 
that people wounded as a result of violence have access 
to medical services, and improves water and sanitation in 
violence-prone shantytowns. It contributes, along with 
other Movement partners, to strengthening the emer-
gency response capacity of the Haitian Red Cross. 

National staff (daily workers not included) 58
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CONTEXT 
In 2008, Haitians have continued to suffer dire poverty, 
insecurity, violence, and environmental degradation that 
is steadily driving the rural population into urban slums. 
Access to basic services, such as health care, clean water, 
sanitation and electricity, is largely lacking. 

The population’s already precarious economic and social 
situation has been made even worse by soaring food and 
fuel prices. In April, riots broke out in many parts of the 
country, especially in Les Cayes and Port-au-Prince. Pro-
testers vented their anger at the government and the UN 
Stabilization Mission in Haiti (MINUSTAH). Four people 
were reportedly killed and hundreds injured during the 
violent demonstrations. 

In the wake of the riots, the Senate voted to remove the 
prime minister, Jacques-Edouard Alexis, from his post. A 
replacement was not found until early September, when 
Michèle Pierre-Louis took office. The five-month power 
vacuum hampered the implementation of some develop-
ment plans, including a penitentiary reform project. 

In Haiti, some 85% of detainees are in pre-trial detention. 
In its final report on the detention situation in Port-au-
Prince, the Consultative Commission on Prolonged Pre-
ventive Detention made more than 80 recommendations 
to address the issue and improve conditions of detention.  

Levels of violence, mainly in the form of kidnapping, ex-
tortion and sexual violence against women and children, 
are running high, particularly in Port-au-Prince’s slums of 
Bel Air, Carrefour, Cité Soleil and Martissant. The perpe-
trators are often gang leaders originating from these de-
prived neighbourhoods. 

A state of emergency, followed by three days of national 
mourning, was declared in September after a cyclone 
devastated Haiti. Hundreds of people reportedly died in 
the disaster, others were injured and many lost their al-
ready precarious livelihoods. 

HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE 
The ICRC in Haiti will continue to give priority to pro-
tecting and assisting populations exposed to violence, 
both in prisons countrywide and in the shantytowns of 
Port-au-Prince. To that end, it will step up its dialogue 
with all those involved, including gang leaders in the most 
violent neighbourhoods, with a view to enhancing respect 
for basic humanitarian principles and for medical person-
nel, transport and infrastructure. A new project will be 
launched with local associations to assist women who 
have suffered sexual violence, to raise general awareness 
of the issue and to advise the population on where to get 
help.  

In addition to emergency response, assistance activities 
will involve support to local water boards, to communities 
in shantytowns and to health facilities, including the first-
aid posts and evacuation service run by the Haitian Na-
tional Red Cross Society in Cité Soleil, in Martissant and, 
for the first time, in Bel Air. 

The situation of the detainees in Haitian prisons remains a 
problem, mainly because of severe overcrowding. The 
National Penitentiary in Port-au-Prince houses 50% of the 
country’s detainee population, many of whom have links 
with violence-ridden shantytowns. The ICRC will con-
tinue to visit prisons countrywide and to work with the 
authorities and other organizations to bring about urgently 
needed improvements in prison infrastructure, health care 
and sanitation, as well as respect for detainees’ judicial 
guarantees and treatment during arrest and detention.  

In 2009, the ICRC plans to renew efforts to address the is-
sue of persons unaccounted for in connection with politi-
cal violence and/or natural disaster. 

Prevention and communication programmes in support of 
protection activities will be further developed. For exam-
ple, the ICRC will continue to increase its involvement in 
training police recruits and instructors in international 
human rights law applicable to law enforcement. Brief-
ings for MINUSTAH troops on IHL, humanitarian prin-
ciples and the Movement will also continue. 

In cooperation with the International Federation and part-
ner National Societies, the ICRC will pursue a compre-
hensive programme to strengthen the organizational struc-
ture and emergency response capacities of the Haitian 
Red Cross, particularly in view of the country’s vulner-
ability to cyclones. 

HUMANITARIAN ISSUES AND ICRC 
OBJECTIVES 

CIVILIANS 
The security situation has generally improved in Cité 
Soleil, thanks to the presence of Haitian police and 
MINUSTAH troops throughout the neighbourhood. How-
ever, the situation in Port-au-Prince’s shantytowns is still 
fragile, and many areas, notably Bel Air, Carrefour and 
Martissant, continue to experience high levels of gang 
violence. Sexual violence is widespread, as are abductions 
for ransom.  

In Cité Soleil, people have better access to water points as 
their freedom of movement is no longer restricted by 
fighting, which had been the case prior to the arrest of 
many gang leaders in early 2007. However, the water 
supply remains a cause of concern owing to chronic prob-
lems related to poor management of the system and the 
lack of electricity to power pumping stations and genera-
tors. In Martissant, water supply services are almost non-
existent. Because of prevailing insecurity and the hillside 
location, it is particularly difficult to supply residents with 
water. There are not enough latrines, and waste disposal is 
a problem across Port-au-Prince. 

Haiti is often affected by tropical storms, the effects of 
which are made worse by severe environmental degrada-
tion. 

Objective 
The population is respected by all weapon bearers, in ac-
cordance with basic human rights norms and humanitar-
ian principles. People in violence-prone neighbourhoods 
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have safe drinking water, live in sanitary conditions con-
ducive to public health and have access to adequate medi-
cal care, including specialized care in the event of sexual 
violence. Those affected by violence or natural disaster 
receive appropriate and timely humanitarian assistance. 

Plan of action 
Protection 

 make oral and written representations to the relevant 
authorities and MINUSTAH regarding alleged acts of 
violence affecting the population  

 make members of armed gangs aware of basic hu-
manitarian principles and the work of the ICRC and 
the Movement, and promote respect for medical per-
sonnel, transport and infrastructure  

Assistance 
Water and sanitation 

 complete rehabilitation of the Cité Soleil water infra-
structure by repairing the remaining 8 communal 
fountains  

 help out the Cité Soleil water board until it is fully 
functional by carrying out emergency repairs to the 
pumping stations and main distribution network as 
needed 

 carry out water and sanitation projects in the upper 
reaches of Martissant to provide residents with better 
access to drinking water and improved sanitary condi-
tions 

 maintain an emergency stock to provide 3,000 fami-
lies (15,000 people) with water and basic household 
supplies in the event of violence or natural disaster 

 assess the sanitation situation in Cité Soleil with a 
view to drawing up possible solutions 

Health 
 in coordination with the health authorities and others, 

be ready to support a health facility treating patients in 
the event of violence and natural disaster 

 assess preventive and curative health care needs in 
violent neighbourhoods of Port-au-Prince with a view 
to supporting selected medical facilities there 

 working with women’s associations and using plays, 
radio spots and leaflets, familiarize the inhabitants of 
Cité Soleil and Martissant with the medical and psy-
chological consequences of sexual violence and advise 
them where to get help 

 provide staff training, medicines and materials, as 
needed, to a health centre in Cité Soleil treating vic-
tims of sexual violence  

 brief National Society first-aiders working in vio-
lence-prone neighbourhoods on the proper handling 
and medical referral of victims of sexual violence 

Owing to political violence or natural disasters, the issue 
of persons unaccounted for is recurrent in Haiti. Bodies 
are often deposited in morgues, unclaimed by relatives, or 
dumped on the outskirts of cities. Any effort aimed at 
raising awareness of the issue must take into account 
Haiti’s cultural, social and religious context. 

Objective 
Families are informed of the fate of their missing rela-
tives, and the remains of those who have died are properly 
handled and returned to their relatives. 

Plan of action 
Protection  

 provide the authorities and the National Society with 
technical support and equipment/materials for the 
management of human remains in the event of an 
emergency caused by either violence or a natural dis-
aster  

 assess the issue of people unaccounted for from previ-
ous regimes or natural disaster, and draw up a plan of 
action accordingly 

PEOPLE DEPRIVED OF THEIR FREEDOM 
As MINUSTAH and the Haitian police continue to arrest 
more people, the already severe overcrowding in Haitian 
prisons is worsening. The number of detainees has nearly 
doubled in two years and stood at an estimated 7,800 in 
September 2008. The penitentiary authorities, supported 
by international organizations and States, have been 
working on a strategic development plan for 2007–12, 
which includes an overhaul of the entire system, the reha-
bilitation of 10 prisons and the construction of another 13. 
However, any progress is offset by the rapid increase in 
the prison population. The absence of a functioning gov-
ernment for a five-month period in 2008 meant a further 
delay. 

Conditions in Haiti’s prisons in terms of health, sanitation 
and drinking water mirror those elsewhere in the country. 
They are exacerbated by the high density of the prison 
population. Scabies and other skin diseases are wide-
spread. 

Isolated cases of detained foreigners who do not receive 
adequate consular services have been brought to the 
ICRC’s attention. 

Objective 
Detainees are treated humanely and their living conditions 
conform to internationally recognized standards. 

Plan of action 
Protection 

 visit prisons and discuss with the relevant authorities 
any problems encountered regarding the inmates’ 
treatment and conditions of detention or legal and 
medical issues, with the aim of finding structural or 
individual solutions  

 familiarize the authorities with basic humanitarian 
principles, international human rights norms, detain-
ees’ judicial guarantees, and the ICRC’s mandate to 
protect people deprived of their freedom 

 assess ways of improving respect for the judicial guar-
antees of detainees, of whom 85% are in pre-trial de-
tention 

 ensure that families are duly notified of a relative’s de-
tention  
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 ensure that foreign detainees benefit from appropriate 
consular services by notifying the nearest diplomatic 
representation 

 coordinate efforts with other organizations dealing 
with detention issues to encourage the prison authori-
ties, supported by international stakeholders, to under-
take structural reforms to improve detainees’ living 
conditions 

Assistance 
 work with the penitentiary authorities on improving 

detainees’ access to health care by providing training 
for prison health staff, improving infrastructure and 
stocking prison dispensaries with medicines and 
medical supplies 

 together with the authorities, treat detainees and refur-
bish/disinfect cells in another 11 prisons to contain the 
spread of scabies and other skin diseases 

 facilitate regular discussions on the prevention of 
HIV/AIDS and screening for and treatment of tubercu-
losis to mobilize the authorities and international or-
ganizations working on detention-related issues  

 provide materials, equipment and training to enable 
the penitentiary authorities to upgrade and maintain 
the water supply system and sanitary conditions in 
prisons in Port-au-Prince and 4 other localities 

 in emergencies, such as prison riots or epidemics, pro-
vide direct assistance to detainees if the prison au-
thorities or other entities are unable to do so 

WOUNDED AND SICK 
The incidence of crime and sexual violence throughout 
the metropolitan area remains high, while access to medi-
cal care is limited (see Civilians). A number of first-aid 
posts deal with minor injuries, but seriously ill and in-
jured people have to be evacuated to a hospital. Evacuat-
ing sick and wounded people from such areas remains a 
challenge.  

Objective 
People wounded in situations of violence have access to 
hospitals and receive appropriate care.  

Plan of action 
Assistance 

 in cooperation with the Haitian Red Cross, ensure the 
provision of first-aid and medical evacuation services 
in Bel Air, Cité Soleil and Martissant by providing fi-
nancial support, equipment and training to run 7 
health posts and 4 ambulance cars 

 in advance of the cyclone season, equip and train 300 
Red Cross volunteers in disaster management, first aid 
and the Safer Access approach (see Red Cross and 
Red Cross Movement) 

AUTHORITIES 
Tackling urban violence and reform of the police and the 
penitentiary system are major challenges for both the Hai-
tian authorities and the international community. Their 
understanding of the mandates of the ICRC and the Na-

tional Society is crucial to the work of both organizations 
in violent neighbourhoods. Children are among those af-
fected by the violence. 

Additional Protocol III is still awaiting approval by the 
Haitian parliament. A law on emblem protection is being 
discussed by the government.  

Objective 
Members of the international community present in Haiti, 
the government and parliament understand the ICRC’s 
mandate, support its activities and are aware of the hu-
manitarian consequences of the situation in Haiti’s pris-
ons and violence-prone shantytowns. Haiti is party to the 
principal IHL treaties. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 coordinate activities with international organizations 
working on detention-related issues and in violence-
affected shantytowns and brief them on the ICRC’s 
work 

 discuss issues of common interest with the embassies 
of countries that make the highest troop contributions 
to MINUSTAH  

 familiarize the authorities, parliament and the peniten-
tiary authorities with IHL, international human rights 
law and the work of the ICRC, to obtain their support  

 encourage the government to ratify Additional Proto-
col III and the Optional Protocol to the Convention on 
the Rights of the Child, pass a law on emblem protec-
tion and sign a headquarters agreement 

 ARMED FORCES AND OTHER BEARERS OF 
WEAPONS 

With an authorized deployment of 7,060 troops and 2,091 
police, MINUSTAH represents the largest armed force in 
the country, Haiti’s army having been dissolved in 1994. 
The Haitian police are becoming more professionalized 
thanks to training and the establishment of a vetting sys-
tem. Prison guards are often police officers with no par-
ticular training in detention issues. A contingent of 300 
police officers has received specific training to work in 
detention facilities, and 85 officers dealing with arrests 
have been briefed on the basic rights of detainees. The 
greatest threat to the population comes from gang vio-
lence in poor neighbourhoods of Port-au-Prince and other 
major towns. 

Objective 
MINUSTAH and the Haitian National Police are ac-
quainted with IHL and basic humanitarian principles ap-
plicable to the use of force; along with other weapon 
bearers, they understand the ICRC’s mandate and support 
its activities and those of other Movement partners. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 strengthen dialogue with MINUSTAH, the Haitian 
National Police and armed gangs so that they respect 
the population, spare hospital premises, facilitate 
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medical evacuations by Red Cross volunteers and un-
derstand the ICRC’s mandate and activities  

 brief selected contingents of MINUSTAH and special-
ized police units on IHL and basic humanitarian prin-
ciples applicable to the use of force, and train prison 
guards and police in the fundamental rights of detain-
ees 

CIVIL SOCIETY 
Haiti has some 200 local radio stations, the medium of 
choice in a country with a high illiteracy rate. There are 
many national and international NGOs. University stu-
dents, although a tiny minority, are influential in shaping 
Haitian politics and civil society.  

Objective 
The media, NGOs and influential sectors of society sup-
port the work of the ICRC and assist it in increasing pub-
lic awareness of humanitarian issues. University students, 
as future leaders and decision-makers, learn about IHL in 
their academic courses. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 strengthen contacts with the media, NGOs and the 
private sector to increase awareness of humanitarian 
issues and the ICRC’s mandate and activities 

 encourage Haiti’s State University and other academic 
institutions to introduce the teaching of IHL, and con-
solidate IHL teaching at Quisqueya University, by 
providing training, materials and other support 

RED CROSS AND RED CRESCENT 
MOVEMENT 

With ICRC and Movement support, the Haitian National 
Red Cross Society responds to humanitarian needs stem-
ming from natural disasters and evacuates wounded and 
sick people from violence-affected shantytowns. It is in 
the process of strengthening its tracing and dissemination 
departments.  

Objective 
The Haitian Red Cross has a strong legal basis for inde-
pendent action. It is able to respond quickly and effi-
ciently to needs arising from situations of violence and 
natural disaster. It carries out effective activities to pro-
mote IHL and the Fundamental Principles. The activities 
of all components of the Movement are coordinated. 

Plan of action 
Cooperation 

 help the Western Metropolitan Regional Branch of the 
Haitian Red Cross become a reference for developing 
capacities to evacuate the sick and the wounded from 
violence-affected neighbourhoods, encouraging it to 
find new partners in the medical domain to ensure the 
sustainability of its ambulance service 

 support the National Society in establishing a contin-
gency plan in the event of violence or natural disaster, 
providing it with emergency response equipment and 
training, including in needs assessment and the man-
agement of human remains, and with insurance cover  

 strengthen the National Society’s communication and 
family-links services 

 support the National Society in seeing through the 
adoption of a national law on emblem protection 
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BUENOS AIRES (REGIONAL) 
COVERING: Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Paraguay, Uruguay 
 

BUDGET IN KCHF  
Protection 1,107 
Assistance 1,235 
Prevention 2,206 
Cooperation with National Societies 877 
General -   

Total 5,425 
Of which: Overheads 331

PERSONNEL 
Expatriates  5

From its Buenos Aires regional delegation, established in 
1975, the ICRC visits security detainees in Chile and 
Paraguay and monitors the situation in selected prisons in 
Brazil. It also responds to situations of internal strife and 
social unrest, often in conjunction with the region’s Na-
tional Societies, which it supports in developing the ca-
pacity to act in such situations, particularly in Brazil, Chile 
and Paraguay. It promotes the incorporation of IHL into 
national legislation and into the doctrine and training of 
the armed forces. Similarly, it works with police forces on 
the integration of human rights law applicable to the use 
of force. 

National staff (daily workers not included) 32
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CONTEXT 
Social, ethnic and economic disparities remain a major 
destabilizing factor in the region. In Brazil and Paraguay, 
the agrarian issue frequently sparks violent social protests 
in rural areas. Indigenous grievances in Brazil and Chile 
concern the confiscation of ancestral lands and the exploi-
tation of natural resources by multinationals. In Chile, the 
indigenous Mapuche community is seeking ratification by 
the government of the International Labour Organiza-
tion’s Indigenous and Tribal Peoples Convention. Protests 
by indigenous groups and landless farmers reportedly of-
ten lead to arrests, injuries and even death. 

In Brazil, increasingly organized urban violence continues 
unabated, especially in marginalized shantytowns of Rio 
de Janeiro and São Paulo. The situation of people living 
there remains very precarious, although the government is 
trying to tackle the socio-economic roots of the problem, 
while also strengthening the security forces. 

In Paraguay, the election in April of Fernando Lugo, a 
former bishop and a proponent of agrarian reform, was a 
momentous event, marking the end of 61 years of power 
by the Colorado Party. The reduction of poverty and so-
cial inequalities and the implementation of agrarian re-
forms are some of the challenges facing the new admini-
stration.  

Governments in Argentina, Brazil, Chile and Uruguay 
continue to pass legislation in connection with the en-
forced disappearance of thousands of people during the 
years of dictatorship in order to clarify their fate, assist 
their families and prevent further disappearances.  

HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE 
In 2009, the ICRC’s top priority will be to develop a 
comprehensive approach in response to urban violence in 
Brazil, notably in the worst-hit favelas (shantytowns) of 
Rio de Janeiro. In addition to its Brasilia office, it will 
therefore open an office in Rio de Janeiro. In June 2008 it 
had already started a first-aid initiative jointly with the 
Brazilian Red Cross for victims of violence in two of the 
city’s slums, and a previously launched project to dis-
seminate humanitarian principles to young people is on-
going in a handful of favela schools. The connection be-
tween urban violence and the situation in places of deten-
tion, where leaders and members of armed gangs known 
as “commandos” are held, has prompted the ICRC to as-
sess the situation with a view to developing activities for 
vulnerable people in both environments. 

The ICRC will foster the dialogue with the authorities, 
law enforcement agencies and community leaders to gain 
their acceptance and support for the work of its delegates 
and National Society staff in these dangerous areas. In 
parallel, it will strengthen dialogue with the penitentiary 
authorities regarding detention conditions, especially in 
those prisons where leaders of groups linked to urban vio-
lence are held, and support possible improvements.  

Implementation of the Exploring Humanitarian Law pro-
gramme will concentrate on a small number of schools in 

violence-prone neighbourhoods of Rio de Janeiro. In co-
operation with a local university, education authorities 
and teachers, the programme will be reoriented specifi-
cally to address issues of urban violence. 

Across the region, in light of the growing violence related 
to social, economic, land distribution and indigenous is-
sues, the ICRC will again emphasize the rules applicable 
to the use of force in the maintenance of law and orders, 
among both police forces and armed forces required to in-
tervene in situations of internal strife. It will intensify its 
dialogue with the relevant authorities in Brazil, Chile and 
Paraguay regarding the humanitarian consequences of 
violence in connection with agrarian and indigenous is-
sues, including the detention conditions of people arrested 
during acts of protest. 

Regarding the issue of persons unaccounted for in con-
nection with past regimes or conflicts and the support 
owed to their families, the ICRC will share its expertise 
with forensic specialists from the region, particularly Ar-
gentina and Chile, and encourage States to adopt and im-
plement relevant mechanisms and legislation.  

The ICRC continues to have access to detainees held for 
security reasons in Chile and Paraguay. While not intend-
ing at this stage to visit detainees in Argentina and 
Uruguay, it will support the efforts of the relevant au-
thorities, and where possible also those of the National 
Societies, to improve detention conditions, particularly 
regarding health care. The Exploring Humanitarian Law 
programme, now well established in Chile and Uruguay, 
will be evaluated one last time before the ICRC ends its 
involvement. 

The ICRC will reinforce the capacities of National Socie-
ties to respond effectively to emergencies arising from 
violence, by providing them with training and equipment. 
It will focus on boosting the operational response capaci-
ties of Brazilian Red Cross branches working in deprived 
neighbourhoods of Rio de Janeiro, of Paraguayan Red 
Cross branches in remote regions and of the Chilean Red 
Cross branch working in the Auracanía and Temuco re-
gions, the heartland of the Mapuche indigenous communi-
ties.  

The ICRC will continue to promote the incorporation of 
IHL into domestic legislation and foster contacts with re-
gional organizations. 

HUMANITARIAN ISSUES AND ICRC 
OBJECTIVES 

CIVILIANS 
In Brazil’s large cities, particularly Rio de Janeiro and 
São Paulo, organized violence has reached alarming pro-
portions. Murder, forced disappearances and displace-
ments, torture, drug and arms trafficking, and restrictions 
on free movement are part of daily life in the favelas, as is 
the recruitment of children into armed gangs. In these de-
prived neighbourhoods, clashes between law enforcement 
agents and commandos, between militias and comman-
dos, or among commandos, often have serious conse-
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quences for the resident population, partly owing to the 
heavy weaponry used. 

Increasingly, certain categories of people in the region are 
in need of protection, their social, ethnic or occupational 
circumstances making them vulnerable to violence and 
coercion. These are landless farmers in Brazil and Para-
guay, indigenous populations in Brazil and Chile, and 
residents of shantytowns, for example in Argentina and 
Brazil. Social protests in Argentina and Chile can poten-
tially ignite situations of violence. 

Objective 
People affected by situations of violence are respected 
and protected by the relevant authorities in accordance 
with applicable international norms and basic humanitar-
ian principles. They have access to basic infrastructure 
and public services, and to emergency assistance, if 
needed. 

Plan of action 
Protection 

 make representations to the appropriate authorities re-
garding the humanitarian consequences of armed vio-
lence and to law enforcement agents regarding the 
rules applicable to the use of force in maintaining law 
and order  

 help National Societies carry out first-aid, primary and 
preventive health care and assistance activities for 
vulnerable communities exposed to violence (see Red 
Cross and Red Crescent Movement) 

 assess protection and assistance needs in selected vio-
lence-prone favelas in Rio de Janeiro, and respond ac-
cordingly  

 with the Brazilian Red Cross, in 4 favelas of Rio de 
Janeiro, develop 2 existing first-aid services and initi-
ate 2 new ones 

 in Rio de Janeiro, closely follow the situation and po-
tential needs of hospitals treating victims of urban vio-
lence 

 together with governmental and non-governmental or-
ganizations, monitor the situation of vulnerable com-
munities exposed to violence and maintain a database 
documenting situations of violence regionwide 

Some people need help to restore family links severed by 
armed conflict or other situations of violence, while oth-
ers require documents allowing them to resettle else-
where. Many people in the region are still trying to find 
out what happened to missing relatives who disappeared 
in the 1970s and early 1980s during the years of military 
rule. With the election of new governments in most of the 
countries in the region, measures are being taken to bring 
the perpetrators to account, to obtain information on the 
fate of people who disappeared and to compensate vic-
tims’ families. 

Objective 
Family members separated by conflict are able to keep in 
touch with one another. The families of missing persons 
are informed of the fate of their relatives.  

Plan of action 
Protection 

 deal directly with tracing requests in connection with 
conflicts and refer others to National Societies in the 
region or elsewhere in the world 

 in coordination with UNHCR, issue travel documents 
to persons granted asylum in a third country 

 finance the participation of several forensic experts 
from the region in conferences and courses abroad 

 make technical expertise available to governments 
enabling them to ascertain the fate of missing persons  

PEOPLE DEPRIVED OF THEIR FREEDOM 
The prison population in Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo in-
cludes leaders and members of commandos who exert 
control over certain favelas. As urban violence is clearly 
linked to the situation in places of detention, both issues 
need to be tackled simultaneously. 

In April 2008, Chile’s government adopted a programme 
to promote multiculturalism and the integration of 
Mapuche Indians into Chilean society. Nonetheless, 
Mapuche are still detained under anti-terrorist laws for 
acts of protest against multinationals established on their 
ancestral lands.  

In Paraguay, following a comprehensive ICRC survey of 
health care in prisons, the Health and Justice Ministries 
have concluded a cooperation agreement to incorporate 
detainee health care into the overall national health sys-
tem. In Brazil and Paraguay, although mass arrests of pro-
testing landless farmers have died down, they could still 
recur.  

All the countries in the region (except Chile) have ratified 
the Optional Protocol to the Convention against Torture, 
paving the way for visiting commissions to monitor de-
tention conditions. Common problems include over-
crowding, insufficient access to health care and lack of 
trained prison staff. 

Objective 
Detainees’ living conditions and treatment comply with 
internationally recognized standards. 

Plan of action 
Protection 

 in Brazil, foster dialogue with the penitentiary authori-
ties regarding the situation of the prison population in 
Rio de Janeiro and possible protection and assistance 
programmes in selected facilities 

 in Chile and Paraguay, visit security detainees and, if 
necessary, landless farmers or other groups detained 
en masse in relation to situations of social unrest, in 
order to monitor their conditions of detention and 
treatment and to ensure that detainees with chronic ill-
nesses receive appropriate medical care 

 ensure that detainees on hunger strike are treated ac-
cording to the guidelines of the World Medical Asso-
ciation (WMA) 
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 subsidize the monthly bus fares of families travelling 
from remote regions of Paraguay to visit a relative de-
tained for security reasons 

Assistance 
 after assessing the situation in selected prisons in Rio 

de Janeiro, set up assistance programmes, for example 
to address detainees’ health problems, and train staff 
accordingly 

 in Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo, hold a seminar on 
prison health for key personnel and provide them with 
the Portuguese version of the WMA CD-ROM on 
medical ethics 

 support the Paraguayan penitentiary authorities in es-
tablishing a prison health department and installing a 
health information system in 5 prisons 

 give financial and technical support to the police 
forces in Chile and the penitentiary authorities in 
Paraguay, enabling them to train their own staff in 
dealing with detainee health  

 in each country, enable key prison medical staff to at-
tend a national seminar on penitentiary health, organ-
ized with ICRC support, and 3 prison health profes-
sionals from each of the 5 countries to attend a re-
gional seminar in Asunción 

 help train members of the commissions carrying out 
prison visits in Argentina, Paraguay and Uruguay in 
the provisions of the Optional Protocol to the Conven-
tion against Torture  

 encourage National Societies to provide first-aid train-
ing and assistance in prisons, and provide them with 
technical and financial support to that effect 

AUTHORITIES 
States in the region, all of which have established national 
IHL committees, have acceded to most of the major IHL 
instruments, though some still need to be implemented.  

Objective 
States in the region ratify key IHL treaties and ensure 
their national implementation. Regional and continental 
organizations are committed to the promotion and imple-
mentation of IHL. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 promote the ratification of remaining IHL instruments, 
notably Additional Protocol III, and urge States to 
support IHL-related initiatives in international fora 

 encourage States to adopt all necessary national meas-
ures relating to the issue of missing persons and their 
families  

 jointly with Argentina’s Supreme Court, organize a 
regional meeting on measures to repress IHL viola-
tions 

 urge Chile to implement the Ottawa Convention, pur-
sue humanitarian demining and destroy its stock of 
anti-personnel mines 

 organize a seminar on the ICRC study on customary 
IHL for the authorities and academics in Brazil 

 maintain cooperation with the Organization of Ameri-
can States, MERCOSUR and PARLATINO (Latin 
American Parliament)  

ARMED FORCES AND OTHER BEARERS OF 
WEAPONS 

Given escalating urban violence and social protests in the 
region, ensuring respect for the rules applicable to the use 
of force during law enforcement operations is paramount. 

In Brazil, police forces from nine states, as well as a fed-
eral coordination body overseeing state police forces, are 
working on the integration of international human rights 
law into their manuals and training. Paraguay has begun 
the process.  

The armed forces of Argentina, Chile and Uruguay are in-
tegrating IHL into their doctrine, procedures and training 
programmes. In Brazil and Paraguay, IHL integration has 
picked up pace, with Brazil’s armed forces now organiz-
ing their own IHL training courses and Paraguay largely 
incorporating IHL into military doctrine. All armed forces 
in the region participate in peacekeeping missions world-
wide.  

Objective 
The armed forces in the region integrate IHL into their 
doctrine, training and operations. The police forces in 
Brazil and Paraguay do the same for human rights law re-
lating to policing and to the use of force during law en-
forcement operations. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 
Armed forces 

 assist the region’s armed forces in assessing the level 
of integration of IHL into their doctrine, training and 
operations and taking measures as needed, and support 
them in training instructors 

 enable 1 officer from each country to attend the Senior 
Workshop on International Rules governing Military 
Operations to be held in Geneva, Switzerland, and of-
ficers from Brazil and Paraguay to participate in other 
IHL courses abroad 

 participate in pre-deployment training for troops join-
ing UN peacekeeping operations and in debriefings 
upon their return  

Law enforcement 
 in Brazil and Paraguay, familiarize the armed forces 

with internationally recognized norms applicable to 
the use of force in the maintenance of law and order  

 in Brazil, assist police forces in integrating pertinent 
human rights norms into their doctrine, manuals and 
procedures and in organizing training, sign coopera-
tion agreements with up to 4 more police forces, and 
evaluate progress 

 in Paraguay, continue cooperation with the police on 
integrating human rights norms and training instruc-
tors 
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 in Chile, initiate a dialogue with the police (Carabin-
eros) regarding the application of human rights law in 
law enforcement operations 

CIVIL SOCIETY 
The media are particularly influential in Argentina, Brazil 
and Chile.  

The Exploring Humanitarian Law programme is well es-
tablished in Chile and making good progress in Uruguay. 
In Brazil, schools in violence-prone areas of Rio de Ja-
neiro are developing similar activities.  

Objective 
The media and opinion-leaders support the work of the 
ICRC and assist it in increasing public awareness of hu-
manitarian issues. Young people, as future leaders and 
decision-makers, learn about IHL in their academic 
courses. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 keep the media updated on ICRC activities and hu-
manitarian issues, and in Argentina and Chile, organ-
ize a workshop for journalists 

 in Brazil, strengthen contacts with media active in 
favelas, and give seminars and presentations for jour-
nalists and journalism students  

 assist the education authorities of Chile and Uruguay 
in integrating the Exploring Humanitarian Law pro-
gramme into the national curriculum, enabling them to 
continue implementing the programme without further 
ICRC support by end-2009 

 in Brazil, refocus the Exploring Humanitarian Law 
programme on selected schools in violence-prone ar-
eas of Rio de Janeiro 

 regionwide, provide lecturers and universities with 
IHL materials, and organize competitions and other 
events to mark the 60th anniversary of the Geneva 
Conventions  

 in Brazil and Paraguay, support major universities in 
integrating IHL into their curricula and in setting up 

IHL centres, and sponsor lecturers to attend interna-
tional IHL events 

RED CROSS AND RED CRESCENT 
MOVEMENT 

The operational capacities of the region’s National Socie-
ties vary greatly. The challenges they face are many and 
include the humanitarian consequences of social unrest in 
Argentina and Chile, urban violence in Brazil, and the 
struggles of landless farmers in Brazil and Paraguay and 
of indigenous communities in Brazil and Chile. 

Objective 
The National Societies in the region have a strong legal 
basis for independent action. They are able to provide re-
lief and health assistance in armed conflict or other situa-
tions of violence. They carry out effective activities to re-
store family links and promote IHL and the Movement’s 
Fundamental Principles. The activities of all components 
of the Movement are coordinated. 

Plan of action 
 ensure that the National Societies’ statutes comply 

with Movement standards, follow up on tripartite 
agreements signed with the International Federation 
and strengthen National Societies’ capacities in com-
munication, restoring family links and emblem protec-
tion  

 support first-aid training, focusing particularly on the 
Chilean Red Cross’s ongoing work with Mapuche 
communities, the activities of the Paraguayan Red 
Cross in areas affected by violence, and the work of 
Argentina’s and Uruguay’s National Societies in pris-
ons 

 boost the capacity of the Rio de Janeiro branch of the 
Brazilian Red Cross to respond, together with the 
ICRC, to the needs of favela residents affected by vio-
lence 

 train volunteers in the Safer Access approach  
 provide National Societies with adequate radio com-

munication and other equipment to assist vulnerable 
groups caught up in violence 
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CARACAS (REGIONAL) 
COVERING: Suriname, Venezuela and the English-speaking Caribbean countries: Antigua and Barbuda, Bahamas, 
Barbados, Belize, Dominica, Grenada, Guyana, Jamaica, Saint Kitts and Nevis, Saint Lucia, Saint Vincent and the 
Grenadines, Trinidad and Tobago 
 

BUDGET IN KCHF  
Protection 207 
Assistance -   
Prevention 1,681 
Cooperation with National Societies 437 
General -   

Total 2,325 
Of which: Overheads 142

PERSONNEL 
Expatriates  2

The Caracas regional delegation was first established in 
1971. It focuses on promoting the incorporation of IHL into 
national legislation, into the operational procedures and 
training of the region’s armed forces and into the curricula 
of academic institutions, as well as the inclusion of human 
rights standards in police manuals and training. It rein-
forces the capacities of the region’s National Societies in 
the fields of IHL promotion, restoring family links, and as-
sistance to victims of violence. It also monitors the hu-
manitarian situation along the Venezuelan border with Co-
lombia. 

National staff (daily workers not included) 11
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CONTEXT 
The first months of 2008 were marked by the mediation 
role played by Venezuelan President Hugo Chávez in the 
release, in January and February, of six hostages held by 
the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) 
and by the fallout in Venezuela from the rejection of a 
proposed package of constitutional reforms in a referen-
dum held in December 2007. 

In March, a diplomatic and political crisis erupted be-
tween the governments of Colombia, Ecuador and Vene-
zuela after the Colombian army conducted a military op-
eration on Ecuadorian soil in which a top-level FARC 
commander was killed. President Chávez ordered troops 
to the Colombian border and briefly broke off diplomatic 
ties with his neighbour. Relations improved after the free-
ing in early July of FARC’s “high-profile” hostage, Ingrid 
Betancourt, and talks in Caracas between the two presi-
dents.  

The Venezuelan president continued to foster the devel-
opment of various diplomatic alliances and networks, in 
particular the Alternativa Bolivariana para los Pueblos de 
Nuestra América (ALBA), defined as an alternative to the 
US-backed Free Trade Area of the Americas and includ-
ing political allies such as Bolivia, Cuba and Nicaragua. 

On 31 July, the final day of an 18-month period during 
which the Venezuelan National Assembly had granted 
him the power to pass laws by decree, President Chávez 
signed 26 new laws regulating the armed forces, public 
administration, the social security system, banks, agricul-
tural production and the tourism industry. According to 
the government, the laws sought to increase state man-
agement of “strategic” sectors of the national economy 
and public institutions considered vital for the well-being 
of all Venezuelans, in the context of the country’s move 
towards “21st century socialism”. The government also 
announced a series of nationalizations in the cement, 
steel, food and banking sectors. 

In the wake of the referendum, the political climate in 
Venezuela is still highly polarized as government sup-
porters and the opposition prepare for regional elections 
for governors and mayors, to be held in November 2008. 
Progress in implementing sweeping police reforms 
adopted in 2006 in response to spiralling levels of violent 
crime remains slow.  

The security situation in the departments of Apure, 
Táchira and Zulia bordering Colombia remains tense ow-
ing to the spillover effects of the Colombian conflict. 

In countries of the Caribbean Community (CARICOM), 
rising crime levels linked to illicit drug and arms traffick-
ing remain major challenges for the region’s govern-
ments, particularly in Guyana, Jamaica and Trinidad and 
Tobago. The CARICOM heads of government convened 
a special meeting in April to discuss the issue. 

HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE 
In 2009, the regional delegation will in general pursue 
ongoing activities in Venezuela and will focus attention 

on Guyana, Jamaica and Trinidad and Tobago, the 
CARICOM States worst affected by internal violence. Its 
main priorities will be: visits to detainees in Grenada and 
Venezuela; monitoring, together with the Venezuelan Red 
Cross, the humanitarian situation on the Colombian bor-
der in order to address any emergency needs that arise; 
preventive activities and humanitarian diplomacy; and 
consolidation of its dialogue with political, military and 
police authorities.  

In Venezuela, detention-related activities will concentrate 
on visits to security detainees held in connection with in-
ternal violence and unrest. The ICRC will seek to con-
clude an agreement with the Venezuelan authorities for-
malizing its detention programme. 

The ICRC will continue to offer its expertise to the armed 
and security forces in Venezuela and in priority 
CARICOM countries to advance the integration of IHL 
and other relevant humanitarian and human rights norms 
into their doctrine, training and operations. It will also 
persist in its efforts to encourage the region’s govern-
ments to ratify and implement IHL instruments through 
direct advocacy and through regional organizations. Pro-
moting the incorporation of IHL into courses in Venezue-
lan universities, with a special focus on those located in 
three departments near the Colombian border, will remain 
a priority, as will assisting in the introduction of the Ex-
ploring Humanitarian Law programme in secondary 
school education in Trinidad and Tobago. 

In coordination with the International Federation, the 
ICRC will continue to work to strengthen the capacities of 
the National Societies in Venezuela and CARICOM 
countries, placing special emphasis on Venezuelan Red 
Cross branches in areas bordering Colombia. 

HUMANITARIAN ISSUES AND ICRC 
OBJECTIVES 

PEOPLE DEPRIVED OF THEIR FREEDOM 
Hunger strikes and riots in protest against living condi-
tions and delays in the judicial process are reportedly 
commonplace in Venezuelan prisons and result in death 
and injury. The National Guard is often called out to quell 
prison rioting and is deployed on a permanent basis 
around certain prisons. The authorities concerned have 
pledged to address the issue of crumbling penitentiary in-
frastructure as a matter of urgency. Prison staff shortages 
and overcrowding are other concerns.  

Security detainees visited by the ICRC are held in various 
places of detention, including State prisons, facilities not 
normally intended for long-term detention such as State 
security police cells, and military places of detention usu-
ally reserved for people serving disciplinary sentences or 
for soldiers awaiting trial. 

Although the ICRC has unimpeded access to people de-
prived of their freedom in Venezuela, an agreement has 
yet to be signed with the authorities to formalize ICRC 
detention visits. 
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In Grenada, the ICRC visits detainees held in connection 
with the assassination of the island’s prime minister in 
1983. 

Objective 
Detainees in Grenada and Venezuela are treated hu-
manely and their living conditions comply with interna-
tionally recognized standards. 

Plan of action 
Protection 

 continue to visit detainees of ICRC concern in Gre-
nada and Venezuela and submit the findings and rec-
ommendations to the detaining authorities through 
confidential oral and written reports  

Venezuela 
 when necessary, provide ad hoc basic assistance to de-

tainees in response to specific observed emergency 
needs 

 share with the detaining authorities ICRC expertise in 
dealing with prison environmental conditions, poten-
tial health problems in prisons, overcrowding, the ju-
dicial process and any other specific issue regarding 
prison conditions 

 sponsor the participation of 3 key representatives of 
the Venezuelan penitentiary system in a regional 
seminar on prison health in Asunción, Paraguay (see 
Buenos Aires) 

 sign a comprehensive agreement with the Venezuelan 
authorities to formalize ICRC visits to all detainees 
held in places of detention in the country 

AUTHORITIES 
Venezuela and CARICOM member States have yet to rat-
ify certain IHL instruments or to enact implementing leg-
islation. The CARICOM Secretariat has signed a Coop-
eration and Consultation Arrangement with the ICRC to 
help member States promote, ratify and implement IHL 
instruments. Other regional organizations can play a key 
role in raising awareness of humanitarian issues in their 
member States. 

The Venezuelan authorities need to be aware of the re-
spective mandates and roles of the ICRC and the National 
Society in addressing the needs of people affected by vio-
lence. 

Objective 
Countries in the region implement IHL treaties to which 
they are party and accede to other major humanitarian in-
struments. Key regional organizations, such as 
CARICOM and the Organisation of Eastern Caribbean 
States, are engaged in the promotion and implementation 
of IHL. Political decision-makers know the ICRC’s man-
date and support its work. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 
Venezuela 

 brief key authorities at all levels, particularly in prov-
inces bordering Colombia, about Red Cross activities 
and enlist their support 

 encourage the authorities to ratify Protocols IV and V 
to the Convention on Certain Conventional Weapons 
and its amended Article 1, the Convention on Cluster 
Munitions, and Additional Protocol III, to submit to 
parliament a draft law on protection of the emblem 
and to finalize a draft law on the repression of war 
crimes 

 hold a workshop on IHL and the ICRC’s mandate and 
activities for members of parliamentary legislative 
commissions 

Region 
 encourage the authorities in Guyana and Jamaica to 

incorporate the 1949 Geneva Conventions and their 
Additional Protocols into national legislation and in 
Suriname to ratify Additional Protocol III, approve 
amendments to its criminal code related to the repres-
sion of war crimes and finalize legislation to ensure 
protection of the emblem 

 encourage the authorities in CARICOM States and in 
Venezuela to support resolutions related to IHL – and 
supported by the ICRC – tabled at the General As-
sembly of the Organization of American States or in 
other international forums 

 support the work of the CARICOM Secretariat aimed 
at helping member States to implement IHL instru-
ments and to integrate IHL and human rights law into 
the doctrine and training of their armed, security and 
police forces 

 develop contacts with regional organizations, such as 
ALBA, to raise awareness of IHL and the ICRC 

ARMED FORCES AND OTHER BEARERS OF 
WEAPONS 

In Venezuela and in the priority CARICOM countries, the 
armed forces have started to integrate IHL into their doc-
trine, training and operating procedures. The security and 
police forces have still to take steps to integrate human 
rights law into their doctrine and training. 

Objective 
The region’s armed forces integrate IHL into their doc-
trine, training and operations. The police do the same for 
international human rights law and other relevant interna-
tionally recognized standards. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 
Armed forces 

 together with the Defence Ministry, organize IHL ses-
sions for instructors from all branches of the Venezue-
lan armed forces and assist in the process of revising 
military education curricula and doctrine 
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 assist in the integration of IHL into the operating pro-
cedures of the armed forces in Guyana, Jamaica, and 
Trinidad and Tobago 

Police 
 develop contacts in Venezuela with the Ministry of In-

terior and police academies and in Trinidad and To-
bago with the police commissioner to raise awareness 
of the importance of integrating human rights law into 
the doctrine and training of the police forces 

 assist the Jamaican police force in drafting a new 
manual on human rights law 

CIVIL SOCIETY 
The media, NGOs and other key sectors of civil society 
are a powerful means of relaying information to the gen-
eral public about IHL and humanitarian issues. Some uni-
versities in Venezuela have integrated the teaching of 
IHL. The Ministry of Education of Trinidad and Tobago 
and the ICRC are working together on the introduction of 
the Exploring Humanitarian Law programme in secon-
dary schools.  

Objective 
The media in the region support the work of the ICRC 
and raise public awareness of humanitarian issues. Uni-
versity students and secondary school pupils learn about 
IHL in their academic courses. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 
Venezuela 

 strengthen relations with media outlets and key NGOs, 
especially in areas bordering Colombia, to promote re-
spect for the emblem and enlist their support for the 
ICRC’s work  

 support the teaching of IHL in universities; provide 
them with audiovisual materials and documentation 
and sponsor the participation of university lecturers in 
ICRC courses 

 conduct a course on IHL for university lecturers from 
provinces bordering Colombia and a workshop to help 
university lecturers integrate IHL into their teaching 

Trinidad and Tobago  
 with the Ministry of Education, complete the pilot 

phase of the Exploring Humanitarian Law pro-
gramme, assist in its integration into secondary school 
curricula and train more teachers to teach the pro-
gramme 

RED CROSS AND RED CRESCENT 
MOVEMENT 

The Venezuelan Red Cross focuses on health pro-
grammes, tracing and disaster response. It is increasingly 
called upon to respond to needs for humanitarian assis-
tance in border areas affected by the consequences of the 
armed conflict in Colombia. The activities of National 
Societies in the CARICOM region centre on first aid, dis-
aster relief, the management of blood banks, and the pre-
vention and management of HIV/AIDS.  

Objective 
The region’s National Societies have a strong legal basis 
for independent action. They have adequate human and 
material resources to respond to needs arising from possi-
ble situations of internal strife and can promote IHL and 
the Fundamental Principles effectively. 

Plan of action 
Cooperation 
Venezuela 

 support National Society headquarters and branch 
managers in drawing up and implementing a plan of 
action to address needs in areas bordering Colombia, 
and assist in strengthening the emergency response 
capacities of the branches concerned, including 
through workshops on the Safer Access approach  

CARICOM 
 develop implementation of the Safer Access approach, 

in particular in Saint Lucia, Trinidad and Tobago, and 
Suriname 
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LIMA (REGIONAL) 
COVERING: Bolivia, Ecuador, Peru 
 

BUDGET IN KCHF  
Protection 1,508 
Assistance 373 
Prevention 1,858 
Cooperation with National Societies 725 
General -   

Total 4,464 
Of which: Overheads 272

PERSONNEL 
Expatriates  7

The delegation in Lima opened in 1984, becoming a re-
gional delegation in 2003. The ICRC visits detainees, en-
deavours to ascertain the fate of missing persons, assists 
people affected by the lingering consequences of the for-
mer conflict in Peru, and monitors the humanitarian situa-
tion along the Ecuadorian border with Colombia. It devel-
ops its own activities and reinforces the capacities of the 
region's National Societies to respond to situations of in-
ternal strife, and helps police forces integrate into their 
doctrine, training and operations human rights norms ap-
plicable to the use of force. It promotes the incorporation 
of IHL into national legislation and into the doctrine, train-
ing and operations of the armed forces. National staff (daily workers not included) 33
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CONTEXT 
All three countries covered by the Lima regional delega-
tion have experienced surges of violence in 2008. 

In Bolivia, after a recall referendum on President Evo 
Morales’s leadership, long-running tensions came to a 
head in September, resulting in full-blown confrontation 
between the mostly highland population of farmers and 
indigenous people, who support the president, and urban 
residents of the four gas- and oil-rich lowland regions 
(known as “media luna”), who want more autonomy from 
the central government  

Violent protests broke out in and near Santa Cruz and 
quickly spread to other departments in the “media luna” 
after the president decreed that a referendum on a new 
constitution giving more rights to the indigenous popula-
tion and centralizing control of hydrocarbon revenues 
would be held in early 2009. In mid-September, the vio-
lence escalated when government supporters clashed with 
armed opponents in the northern Pando department. The 
events reportedly resulted in at least 16 deaths and many 
injured. The army moved in, Pando’s governor was ar-
rested and a state of emergency was declared. By late Oc-
tober, mediation efforts under the auspices of the Union 
of South American Nations (UNASUR) had helped to 
bring the parties back to the negotiating table, where they 
agreed on a new draft constitution to be submitted to a 
popular vote in January 2009. However, many divisive is-
sues have yet to be addressed. 

Peru has seen clashes between police forces and protest-
ing farmers in the Andean regions and between police and 
indigenous communities in the Amazonas region. Some 
40 people reportedly died in repeated confrontations be-
tween law enforcement agents and alleged members of 
the Shining Path. 

Also in Peru, families have presented to the human rights 
ombudsperson some 2,000 new cases of people unac-
counted for in connection with the past conflict, bringing 
the total number of unresolved cases to between 15,000 
and 18,000, according to various sources. 

In Ecuador, diplomatic relations with Colombia remain 
suspended following a strike carried out by Colombian 
security forces in March on a camp of the Revolutionary 
Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) in Ecuadorian terri-
tory, killing FARC second-in-command Raúl Reyes. Ec-
uador’s new constitution extending the presidential man-
date and powers was approved in a popular vote at the 
end of September  

HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE 
In 2009, the ICRC will continue, as a neutral, impartial 
and independent organization, to address needs for hu-
manitarian action arising from ongoing situations of vio-
lence in the countries covered and, in Peru, from past con-
flict. Through dialogue with the authorities, armed and 
security forces, the media, academics and young people, it 
will highlight the need to limit violence and, in law en-

forcement and military operations, to respect humanitar-
ian principles and facilitate humanitarian action. 

The region’s armed forces will continue to receive the 
ICRC’s technical advice on the integration of IHL into 
their doctrine and training. The integration of pertinent 
human rights norms into the manuals and training pro-
grammes of national police forces will also be supported. 

The regional delegation will continue to monitor the con-
ditions of detention of hundreds of security detainees in 
Peru. It will provide expertise and structural support to 
prison authorities in Bolivia and Peru aimed at upgrading 
general conditions and health services for detainees and 
will encourage them to integrate such services into their 
national health systems. 

Renewed emphasis will be placed on supporting organiza-
tions in Peru working on the issue of missing persons and 
their families, advocating better coordination among them 
and funding some of their programmes, including the col-
lection of ante-mortem data and the provision of assis-
tance to close relatives of missing persons. Family asso-
ciations and relatives of missing persons will also receive 
direct support aimed at helping them advance in their 
search. The governments in the region will be encouraged 
to ratify the International Convention for the Protection of 
All Persons from Enforced Disappearance and to intro-
duce measures to prevent the disappearance of people 
during armed conflict or other situations of violence. 

The ICRC will reinforce the emergency response capaci-
ties of the National Societies in violence-prone regions, 
particularly in terms of first aid and medical evacuation, 
in addition to promoting respect for basic humanitarian 
principles, the emblem, medical staff and ambulances. 
Through a new joint strategy aimed at responding to 
situations of violence along the border with Colombia, the 
ICRC will strengthen its partnership with the Ecuadorian 
Red Cross. It will also participate, with other Movement 
partners, in restoring the operational capacities of the Pe-
ruvian Red Cross, affected by a prolonged institutional 
crisis. 

Before ending its direct involvement in the Exploring 
Humanitarian Law programme in Peru, the ICRC will 
conduct a final evaluation. 

The ICRC will continue to work with selected universities 
on integrating IHL into relevant curricula, while preparing 
to reduce the programme in 2010. 

HUMANITARIAN ISSUES AND ICRC 
OBJECTIVES 

CIVILIANS 
In Bolivia, tensions frequently run high between the 
mostly pro-government highland population of farmers 
and indigenous people and urban residents of the gas- and 
oil-rich lowland departments of Santa Cruz, Tarija, Beni 
and Pando, who favour greater autonomy and defy the 
president’s policies. Political violence has repeatedly led 
to casualties, peaking in September 2008. 
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In Peru, police continue to clash with protesting farmers, 
miners or indigenous groups, and armed clashes regularly 
occur between police and armed forces and alleged mem-
bers of the Shining Path.  

The non-international armed conflict in Colombia contin-
ues to affect civilians living on the Ecuadorian side of the 
border separating the two countries. 

Objective 
The civilian population is respected by all weapon bear-
ers, in accordance with applicable international standards, 
and those affected by armed violence receive protection 
and emergency assistance as needed. 

Plan of action 
Protection 

 in Bolivia, Ecuador and Peru, document allegations 
regarding the excessive use of force and bring them to 
the attention of those concerned 

 establish dialogue with non-State actors involved in 
violent clashes in Bolivia and Peru and promote basic 
humanitarian principles and respect for the emblem 
and medical personnel, transport and facilities 

 hold seminars to promote humanitarian principles 
among human rights NGOs, armed and security 
forces, and political and community representatives in 
2 violence-prone areas of Bolivia 

 monitor the situation in Ecuador’s north-eastern bor-
der region, cover any needs for humanitarian assis-
tance and, jointly with the Ecuadorian Red Cross, 
conduct a study on urban violence in Quito 

 keep a close eye on the situation of people affected by 
fighting between the public forces and alleged mem-
bers of the Shining Path in Peru, and provide them 
with protection and assistance  

In the aftermath of Peru’s 20-year non-international 
armed conflict, thousands of people are listed as missing. 
In the first half of 2008, some 2,000 new cases of people 
unaccounted for in connection with the past conflict were 
presented by families to the human rights ombudsperson, 
bringing the total number of cases to 15,000, up from 
13,000. Some sources speak of 18,000 cases still unac-
counted for. The Public Prosecutor’s Office and the 
Medical Forensic Institute continue to conduct exhuma-
tions and identifications, mainly in the region of Ay-
acucho. 

Objective 
In Peru, the families of missing persons are informed of 
the fate of their relatives, and the psychological, economic 
and legal needs arising from their predicament are ad-
dressed by the authorities and civil society. 

Plan of action 
Protection 

 provide financial and other support enabling local fo-
rensic and legal experts and representatives of State 
bodies and NGOs dealing with the missing persons is-
sue to attend national and international training and in-
formation-sharing events 

 organize refresher training for State and NGO repre-
sentatives in the use of ICRC software for the man-
agement of post- and ante-mortem data 

 finance 2 psychological assistance projects in Ay-
acucho run by NGOs for close relatives of persons un-
accounted for  

 provide financial and other support to selected family 
associations, enabling them to better defend their 
rights in national and international fora 

 cover the travel expenses of 350 needy families travel-
ling to exhumation sites and, if necessary, the costs of 
burying their relatives 

PEOPLE DEPRIVED OF THEIR FREEDOM 
In Bolivia, people have been arrested in connection with 
the recent outbursts of violence in the “media luna” re-
gion. 

In Peru, hundreds of people are still detained under anti-
terrorist laws or on suspicion of acts of rebellion, notably 
alleged membership of the Shining Path. 

More than two-thirds of the prison population are await-
ing trial. Aware of the need to speed up the judicial proc-
ess, the Peruvian government has introduced a new crimi-
nal justice code requiring higher training standards for 
court-appointed lawyers in order to preserve the right of 
the accused to a fair trial. 

In Ecuador, there is a tendency for large sectors of society 
to voice their dissatisfaction with government policies by 
staging mass street protests, which sometimes turn violent 
and result in the arrest of demonstrators. 

Across the region, detainees are held in seriously over-
crowded detention facilities, increasing the prevalence of 
diseases such as tuberculosis and leading to a reduction in 
the quantity and quality of the food provided. There is 
violence within prisons. 

Objective 
Detainees are treated humanely and their living conditions 
conform to internationally recognized standards. 

Plan of action 
Protection 

 in Bolivia, Ecuador and Peru, visit people detained 
under anti-terrorist laws for alleged acts of rebellion or 
for alleged participation in violent demonstrations 
and, whenever necessary, make representations to the 
authorities regarding respect for detainees’ fundamen-
tal rights, including the right to effective legal counsel 
and representation  

Bolivia 
 support the authorities in continuing to reform the 

penitentiary system according to ICRC recommenda-
tions and in organizing training for staff of the 
Qalauma rehabilitation centre for young offenders in 
La Paz 

Peru  
 assist the prison authorities in organizing a meeting 

for prison directors on the training manual for peniten-
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tiary staff incorporating fundamental human rights 
principles, drafted with the ICRC and the Office of the 
Ombudsman, and in training human rights instructors 
for prison officials 

 support the Justice Ministry in organizing 5 training 
workshops for 100 court-appointed lawyers on new 
penal procedures and defence techniques and in pro-
ducing and distributing 1,000 leaflets advising detain-
ees on adequate legal counsel 

 provide financial support to enable destitute or iso-
lated security detainees to be visited by their relatives 

Assistance 
 assist the Bolivian penitentiary authorities in establish-

ing a health information system in 8 of the country’s 
largest prisons and in securing support from the 
Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria 

 advise the Peruvian penitentiary authorities and health 
officials on ways of addressing detainees’ mental 
health issues 

 support the penitentiary authorities in monitoring 
health services in 10 Bolivian and 7 Peruvian prisons 
and in training prison health promoters  

 enable prison health authorities and government offi-
cials from the region to attend national and interna-
tional seminars on penitentiary health  

AUTHORITIES 
All three countries have established national IHL commit-
tees involved in promoting implementation of IHL trea-
ties. 

The Andean Community (CAN) is a regional trade bloc. 

Objective 
States in the region ratify all IHL instruments and incor-
porate them into their national legislation. They are aware 
of internationally recognized standards for the appropriate 
use of force and people’s protection in situations of vio-
lence. Governments and regional organizations share in-
formation on humanitarian concerns and accept and sup-
port action taken to address them. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 familiarize national authorities and CAN member 
States with ICRC recommendations on the appropriate 
use of force and the protection of persons in situations 
of violence 

 encourage the adoption of measures to prevent the 
disappearance of people during situations of violence, 
and urge Bolivia and Ecuador to ratify and Peru to 
sign the International Convention for the Protection of 
All Persons from Enforced Disappearance 

 support national IHL committees in conducting IHL 
training and other initiatives, promoting ratification 
and implementation of IHL instruments, including 
those concerning the classification of war crimes and 
outlawing the use of anti-personnel mines 

 advise the Peruvian authorities on presenting a draft 
resolution on the “issue of missing persons and assis-

tance owed to their families” at the 39th General As-
sembly of the Organization of American States 

 encourage Bolivia and Ecuador to accede to the 
amended Convention on Certain Conventional Weap-
ons, including its Protocol V  

 urge Peru to approve a draft law on protection of the 
emblem, and Ecuador to approve legislation regulat-
ing the emblem law 

ARMED FORCES AND OTHER BEARERS OF 
WEAPONS 

All three countries have experienced situations of vio-
lence, and Ecuador’s north-eastern border is affected, 
both directly and indirectly, by the Colombian armed con-
flict. 

The region’s armed forces are pursuing the integration of 
IHL into their doctrine, manuals and training pro-
grammes. As they often step in to act in law enforcement 
situations, they are also consolidating their knowledge of 
international norms relevant to the use of force in such 
situations. The Ecuadorian and Peruvian police forces are 
incorporating international human rights law applicable to 
the use of force into their manuals, procedures and train-
ing. In Bolivia, the Ministry of the Interior and the police 
have agreed to cooperate on the similar integration of 
human rights and humanitarian principles.  

Ecuador and Peru second contingents to international 
peacekeeping operations. 

Objective 
The armed forces integrate IHL into their doctrine, train-
ing and operations and take into consideration interna-
tional norms relevant to law enforcement situations. The 
police do the same for international human rights law and 
internationally recognized standards relating to policing.  

Plan of action 
Prevention 

In all three countries: 
 meet with top defence and police officials to take 

stock of IHL/human rights law integration, and sup-
port them in the process 

 urge military leaders in trouble-prone regions to en-
sure respect for the emblem and medical personnel 
and facilities 

 organize a workshop on the compatibility of national 
rules with international rules governing the use of 
force 

 brief peacekeepers on the ICRC, IHL and humanitar-
ian principles prior to their deployment 

 enable a senior officer from each country to attend the 
Senior Workshop on International Rules governing 
Military Operations to be held in Geneva, Switzerland 

 support police forces in including international human 
rights law in their procedures, operational manuals 
and training programmes, and organize training  
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Ecuador 
 organize IHL training/refresher courses for 120 army 

officers 

CIVIL SOCIETY 
In all three countries, the media play a significant role in 
shaping public opinion.  

In Peru and Bolivia, a programme on IHL basics for sec-
ondary schools is in its final phase of implementation. 

Regionwide, some 20 universities have been integrating 
IHL into their curricula.  

Objective 
The media, civil society leaders and the public understand 
and support the ICRC’s mandate and the basic principles 
of IHL. Young people, as future leaders and decision-
makers, learn about IHL in their academic courses. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 maintain contact with the media, organize seminars on 
humanitarian issues/IHL and encourage the Peruvian 
media to report on the missing persons issue 

 establish dialogue with unions and youth groups in 
Bolivia to familiarize them with humanitarian princi-
ples/Movement activities 

 conduct a final evaluation of the Exploring Humani-
tarian Law programme in Peru, design a model work-
shop, and prior to ending ICRC involvement, advise 
the authorities on adopting official guidelines for 
schools 

 encourage up to 35 major universities to integrate IHL 
into their courses, helping universities, think-tanks and 
diplomatic schools organize IHL-related events and 
providing reference materials  

RED CROSS AND RED CRESCENT 
MOVEMENT 

All three National Societies often have to respond in the 
event of violence or natural disaster. This has most re-
cently been the case in Bolivia, where the National Soci-
ety delivered emergency medical supplies and food in ar-
eas affected by internal disturbances in September 2008.  

The Peruvian Red Cross has been affected by an institu-
tional crisis since 2005. 

Objective 
The National Societies in the region have a strong legal 
basis for independent action, are able to provide relief and 
health assistance in emergencies, have an adequately 
trained and functioning tracing unit and are able to pro-
mote IHL and the Fundamental Principles. The activities 
of all components of the Movement are coordinated.  

Plan of action 
Cooperation 

 bolster the emergency response capacity of the Boliv-
ian Red Cross in violence-prone areas through train-
ing, assistance and support related to medical evacua-
tion and first aid 

 implement a joint emergency response strategy with 
the Ecuadorian Red Cross and support it in assessing 
the situation of vulnerable groups in Ecuador 

 ensure that Peruvian Red Cross branches in violence-
prone areas have adequate equipment and transport fa-
cilities needed to respond in the event of violence 

 through training and other support, strengthen the 
communication departments and volunteer networks 
of the Bolivian and Ecuadorian Red Cross Societies 

 support the Bolivian Red Cross in finalizing its stat-
utes and strategic development plan, and participate in 
rebuilding the Peruvian Red Cross  

 strengthen the National Societies’ family-links pro-
grammes through training and other support 
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MEXICO CITY (REGIONAL) 
COVERING: Costa Rica, Cuba, Dominican Republic, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama 
 

BUDGET IN KCHF  
Protection 1,378 
Assistance 224 
Prevention 2,968 
Cooperation with National Societies 867 
General -   

Total 5,436 
Of which: Overheads 332

PERSONNEL 
Expatriates  7

The Mexico delegation opened in 1998, becoming a re-
gional delegation in 2002. It strengthens the tracing and 
dissemination capacities of the region's National Socie-
ties, assists Colombian refugees in Panama's Darién re-
gion and the local populations hosting them, monitors the 
conditions of detainees in Mexico and Panama, and en-
deavours to ascertain the fate of missing persons, particu-
larly in Guatemala. It also seeks to integrate IHL into aca-
demic curricula and into the doctrine and training of the 
armed forces (and human rights norms applicable to the 
use of force in the case of the police). The delegation 
hosts the Advisory Service on IHL for Latin America and 
the Caribbean. National staff (daily workers not included) 32
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CONTEXT 
In El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras and Mexico, vio-
lence linked to the expansion of organized crime gangs or 
maras, made up of juvenile delinquents, continues un-
abated. Governments treat the problem primarily as a 
threat to national security. In Guatemala, Honduras and 
Nicaragua, people have repeatedly taken to the streets to 
protest against the rising cost of food and fuel. In El Sal-
vador, demonstrators have been detained under recent 
anti-terrorist legislation. 

Unrest over political, social, agrarian or ethnic issues con-
tinues in the impoverished Mexican states of Guerrero 
and Oaxaca. In the fight against drug trafficking in north-
ern Mexico, President Felipe Calderón is gradually rein-
forcing the police and army presence in the region, cur-
rently comprising up to 30,000 armed personnel. Between 
January and September 2008, well over 3,000 people re-
portedly died in confrontations between the drug cartels 
and law enforcement agents and thousands were arrested. 
In October, in a fresh spate of violence related to the drug 
trade, over 50 people were reportedly killed in the space 
of a week. 

US government policies against irregular migrants have 
hardened, with rising numbers of migrants being deported 
to Mexico and Central America. Nonetheless, many 
would-be migrants attempt to cross the border into the 
United States, risking life and limb in the process.  

In Guatemala, President Alvaro Colom is struggling to 
fight crime, poverty, and discrimination against indige-
nous people. A draft law on the creation of a national 
commission to search for victims of enforced disappear-
ance is awaiting approval in Congress by November 
2008. After the president ordered the military to open its 
archives, in an unprecedented move four members of the 
armed forces accused of the enforced disappearance of six 
people stood trial. In another development, one member 
of the armed forces and five former members of paramili-
tary groups were sentenced to 30 years in prison for the 
massacre in 1982 of 177 people in Río Negro, Baja Vera-
paz. 

The Cuban government signed the International Covenant 
on Civil and Political Rights and a similar pact on eco-
nomic, social and cultural rights in February, paving the 
way for the UN rapporteur on human rights to visit the is-
land for monitoring purposes. 

HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE  
As a matter of priority, the ICRC will initiate a dialogue 
with the highest levels of the police, the armed forces and 
the government regarding violence and the use of force 
during law enforcement operations in Mexican states 
prone to social unrest, namely Chiapas, Guerrero, Oaxaca 
and Mexico State. Alongside the Mexican Red Cross, it 
will seek to respond to the needs of people affected by 
such violence, while emphasizing each organization’s dis-
tinct identity and mandate. 

The ICRC will closely examine the effects of violence 
and existing response mechanisms in Guatemala and 
Mexico and, by mid-year, draw up a plan of action com-
prising the full complement of protection and assistance 
activities for the people affected. A limb-fitting project 
will be initiated for war-amputees in Guatemala and for 
vulnerable migrants in Mexico injured while attempting 
to reach the United States. 

Protection and assistance activities will continue for vul-
nerable Colombian refugees in Panama’s Darien region, 
in coordination with the Red Cross Society of Panama. 

The authorities, organizations and families concerned will 
continue to receive ICRC support in dealing with the is-
sue of persons still unaccounted for as a result of past 
conflict and ongoing situations of violence, particularly in 
Guatemala.  

In Mexico, the ICRC will continue to visit security de-
tainees and advise the authorities on matters pertaining to 
detainee health. In El Salvador and Guatemala, it will of-
fer its services to visit detainees, should the situation war-
rant it. 

The National Societies in El Salvador, Guatemala, Hon-
duras and Mexico will receive ICRC support in imple-
menting the Safer Access approach and in strengthening 
their capacities to respond to situations of violence, natu-
ral disaster and emergency needs arising from migration 
issues.  

In 2009, the ICRC will pursue efforts to consolidate the 
integration of IHL into the doctrine of the Mexican armed 
forces and to accelerate the integration of IHL into the 
curricula, doctrine and training of the Guatemalan, Hon-
duran and Salvadorean armed forces. Based on a memo-
randum of understanding signed in 2007, the ICRC will 
focus on the further integration of pertinent human rights 
norms into the manuals, training and procedures of the 
Mexican police. It will also maintain relations with the 
Conference of Central American Armed Forces in matters 
relating to IHL. 

The ICRC will promote the ratification of key IHL in-
struments regionwide and encourage countries to adopt 
national implementing measures. Dialogue with the Cen-
tral American Integration System (SICA) will be strength-
ened. 

The ICRC will support the Honduran authorities in incor-
porating the Exploring Humanitarian Law programme for 
secondary schools into the national curriculum, with a 
view to ending its involvement by 2010.  

Cooperation on IHL integration will be maintained with 
31 universities regionwide. 

HUMANITARIAN ISSUES AND ICRC 
OBJECTIVES 

CIVILIANS 
Guatemala’s non-international armed conflict, which 
spanned three decades, left some 200,000 people dead and 
tens of thousands unaccounted for. Draft laws on the es-
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tablishment of permanent commissions on missing per-
sons and on compensation for families are awaiting final 
approval in Congress.  

Objective 
Families are informed of the fate of relatives unaccounted 
for.  

Plan of action 
Protection 
Guatemala 

 persuade the government and organizations working 
on the issue to integrate into their activities and proce-
dures the relevant recommendations of the ICRC’s 
initiative on missing persons in order to prevent and 
resolve cases of disappearances, and provide them 
with training and technical and financial support in so 
doing 

 provide vulnerable families of missing persons with 
financial support and technical advice 

In El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras and Mexico, the 
expansion of organized-crime gangs made up of juvenile 
delinquents from marginalized neighbourhoods is prompt-
ing governments in the region to adopt increasingly tough 
policies in an attempt to curb the violence.  

Social unrest linked to rising food prices or land disputes 
may lead to clashes between demonstrators and law en-
forcement agents. 

In Panama’s Darien region, there are some 200 Colom-
bian families who have fled the violence in their home 
country, as well as indigenous families who have been 
displaced by armed incursions from Colombia. In many 
cases, their access to education and health services, com-
munication links and agricultural materials is extremely 
limited. 

The migration of hundreds of thousands of Central 
Americans and Mexicans seeking to reach the United 
States continues to generate tremendous human suffering. 
Many people lose limbs or are otherwise maimed as they 
try to leap onto and off freight trains or hide in the under-
carriage in the attempt to cross from Mexico into the 
United States. 

As a result of the past conflict, Guatemala has amputees 
in need of physical rehabilitation. However, existing 
limb-fitting services are insufficient.  

Objective 
Civilians are protected from the effects of violence, their 
physical integrity and dignity are respected, and their ba-
sic needs are met.  

Plan of action 
Protection 

 monitor the food situation in light of potential out-
breaks of violence, in coordination with the Interna-
tional Federation 

 keep a close eye on the issue of migrants, making rec-
ommendations on ways to alleviate their suffering 

 in Panama, with the National Society, based on allega-
tions of IHL violations committed against civilians, 
make representations to the appropriate authorities or 
organized armed groups; restore family links by 
means of RCMs and other communication channels 

 conduct a study on situations of violence in Guatemala 
and Mexico and the needs they engender in each coun-
try, with a view to drawing up a plan of action by mid-
year 

Assistance 
 provide vulnerable communities in Panama’s Alto 

Tuira with medical supplies, first-aid kits, seed and 
agricultural tools, and draw the authorities’ attention 
to their needs, along with recommendations for ways 
to address them 

 improve access to physical rehabilitation by providing 
components, equipment, technology and training to 3 
prosthetic/orthotic centres in Guatemala and to 1 cen-
tre in Mexico  

PEOPLE DEPRIVED OF THEIR FREEDOM 
In Mexico, there are people detained for alleged links 
with armed groups or arrested during confrontations with 
security forces while staging protests on political, social, 
agrarian or ethnic issues. In Panama, one person is still 
detained as a result of the events following the fall of 
General Manuel Noriega. Others have been arrested in 
connection with clashes in the Darien region. In El Salva-
dor and Guatemala, people can be detained in connection 
with acts of civil protest, which are regarded as a very se-
rious criminal offence. 

Objective 
Detainees held for conflict-related or security reasons are 
treated in conformity with internationally recognized stan-
dards. 

Plan of action 
Protection 
Mexico 

 visit detainees within the ICRC’s purview, urging the 
authorities to act on ICRC recommendations regarding 
detention conditions and detainees’ basic rights 

 provide the penitentiary authorities with expert advice 
on health in detention and sponsor 2 of their represen-
tatives to attend a regional seminar on prison health, to 
be held in Asunción, Paraguay  

 sign a comprehensive agreement on prison visits with 
the relevant authorities 

 facilitate family visits to detainees by paying for 
transport 

El Salvador and Guatemala 
 remain ready, in the event of further violence and ar-

rests, to offer the ICRC’s services to visit detainees 
according to the organization’s standard working pro-
cedures 

Panama 
 visit detainees within the ICRC’s purview, according 

to the organization’s standard working procedures 
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AUTHORITIES 
States in the region are party to most of the IHL instru-
ments, and national IHL committees support their ratifica-
tion and national implementation. 

The Inter-American Institute of Human Rights, the Cen-
tral American Parliament and SICA contribute to promot-
ing IHL in their member States. 

Objective 
Countries in the region implement IHL treaties to which 
they are already party and accede to other major humani-
tarian instruments. Central American sub-regional organi-
zations are committed to the promotion and implementa-
tion of IHL. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 strengthen dialogue with SICA regarding the protec-
tion of people in situations of violence, and encourage 
the Central American Parliament to adopt a resolution 
promoting the Convention on Cluster Munitions 

 support the national authorities, where possible 
through the national IHL committee, in ratifying the 
remaining IHL instruments, and encourage them to 
adopt national implementing measures, such as legis-
lation on missing persons and their families, the re-
pression of war crimes, emblem protection and the use 
of force in situations of violence, and to train judges 
accordingly 

 organize IHL-related events, such as a regional meet-
ing of Central American IHL committees and an ex-
pert meeting on the involvement of children in armed 
conflict to be held in Geneva, Switzerland, and enable 
experts from the various countries to attend them 

 support the establishment of a national IHL committee 
in Mexico 

ARMED FORCES AND OTHER BEARERS OF 
WEAPONS 

Armed forces in the region are increasingly employed in 
law enforcement tasks and some are deployed in interna-
tional peacekeeping missions. IHL has yet to be fully in-
tegrated into military doctrine, everyday training and op-
erating procedures. 

Police forces regionwide have to deal with organized 
crime and gang violence.  

Objective 
The armed forces in the region integrate IHL into their 
doctrine, training and operations. The police forces do the 
same for human rights law and humanitarian principles 
relating to policing. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 give technical and other support to the armed forces of 
El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras and Mexico, ena-
bling them to pursue or complete the integration of 
IHL and organize IHL courses; enable senior officers 

from selected countries to attend IHL workshops 
abroad  

 reinforce cooperation with the Conference of Central 
American Armed Forces and brief its troops on IHL 
prior to peacekeeping missions  

 in Mexico, encourage the further integration of perti-
nent human rights norms into the operating procedures 
and training of police forces, support the authorities in 
revising the federal law on the use of force in policing 
during situations of violence, and familiarize police 
upper echelons at national, state and municipal levels 
with the ICRC 

 in El Salvador, Guatemala and Panama, conduct brief-
ings on the ICRC for police officers and, in Panama, 
border police and draw their attention to the potential 
harm caused by the use of firearms and other weapons 
against unarmed civilians 

CIVIL SOCIETY 
The media, NGOs and local human rights organizations 
are influential, but their awareness of humanitarian issues 
and the Movement varies. With youth violence increas-
ingly an issue, such initiatives as the Exploring Humani-
tarian Law school programme currently under way in 
Honduras can offer young people an alternative view-
point. IHL teaching is being integrated into the relevant 
curricula of 31 universities across the region.  

Objective 
The media, opinion-leaders, NGOs and human rights 
commissions are familiar with basic humanitarian princi-
ples and support the work of the ICRC in the region. Sec-
ondary school pupils in Honduras and university students 
in the region learn about IHL in their academic courses. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 strengthen dialogue with the media, NGOs and other 
influential actors in violence-prone regions, familiariz-
ing them with the ICRC and humanitarian concerns 

 cooperate with the Inter-American Institute of Human 
Rights in San José, Costa Rica, in holding IHL train-
ing activities, including a workshop for students at-
tending an interdisciplinary human rights course, and 
enable 5 participants from the region to attend 

 in El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras and Mexico, 
evaluate IHL integration into the curricula of selected 
universities, provide them with reference materials 
and technical advice for IHL discussion rounds and 
events, and sponsor 3 lecturers to pursue advanced 
IHL studies abroad  

 support the Honduran education authorities in inte-
grating the Exploring Humanitarian Law programme 
into the national school curriculum and developing 
and evaluating it independently, prior to the end of 
ICRC involvement by 2010 
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RED CROSS AND RED CRESCENT 
MOVEMENT 

Most of the region’s National Societies are working to-
wards establishing a regional tracing network to respond 
in times of emergencies, particularly natural disasters. In 
Mexico, needs for humanitarian action arise in violence-
prone states such as Chiapas, Guerrero, Oaxaca and Mex-
ico State. The National Societies of El Salvador, Guate-
mala and Honduras frequently have to respond in the 
event of violence (see Civilians). 

Objective 
National Societies in the region have a strong legal basis 
for independent action. They are able to respond to needs 
arising from situations of violence and carry out effective 
activities to restore family links and promote IHL and the 
Movement’s Fundamental Principles. The activities of all 
components of the Movement are coordinated. 

Plan of action 
Cooperation 

 bolster the first-aid and medical evacuation capacities 
of the National Societies of El Salvador, Guatemala 

and Honduras and branches in the 4 priority Mexican 
states in the event of violence, implementing the Safer 
Access approach  

 support the Guatemalan and Mexican Red Cross So-
cieties in meeting the emergency medical needs of 
vulnerable migrants 

 assist the Guatemalan, Honduran, Mexican and Salva-
dorean Red Cross Societies in establishing/updating 
their contingency plans  

 through technical and financial support, strengthen the 
National Societies’ tracing capacities and support 
them in developing a regional strategy to restore fam-
ily links in the event of natural disaster or migration  

 through technical and financial support and training, 
strengthen the dissemination/communication networks 
of the region’s National Societies and partially cover 
the salaries of dissemination coordinators in 4 Na-
tional Societies 

 in cooperation with the International Federation, de-
velop the National Societies’ response to the current 
food crisis and potential related violence, and enable 
them to be trained in the management of emergency-
related health needs 
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WASHINGTON (REGIONAL) 
COVERING: Canada, United States of America, Organization of American States 
 

BUDGET IN KCHF  
Protection 1,828 
Assistance -   
Prevention 3,094 
Cooperation with National Societies 1,392 
General -   

Total 6,314 
Of which: Overheads 385

PERSONNEL 
Expatriates  11

Established in 1995, the ICRC’s regional delegation in 
Washington is a source of information for government of-
ficials and relevant organizations, academic institutions 
and other interested groups in the United States of Amer-
ica and Canada. The delegation heightens awareness of 
the ICRC's mandate, mobilizes political and financial sup-
port for ICRC activities and secures support for IHL im-
plementation. Since 2002, the ICRC has been regularly 
visiting people held at Guantanamo Bay Naval Station, 
Cuba, and Charleston Navy Brig, South Carolina. It also 
supports other delegations through ad hoc representa-
tions, meetings or networking. It works closely with the 
American and Canadian Red Cross Societies, focusing on 
their international activities and the promotion of IHL. National staff (daily workers not included) 18
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CONTEXT 
In 2008, the Canadian government announced that Cana-
dian forces would remain in Afghanistan until at least 
2011. Canada committed its troops once NATO allies had 
met Canada’s condition of providing additional troops. 

Throughout 2008, the political scene in the United States 
of America was dominated by the presidential elections to 
be held at the end of the year. Key issues in the campaign 
included the US economy and the wars in Afghanistan 
and Iraq. Both presidential candidates stated that, if 
elected, they would close the detention facility at Guan-
tanamo Bay Naval Station in Cuba and would try to 
change the direction of the war in Iraq. US forces remain 
deployed in Afghanistan and are also active in several 
other contexts around the world. 

HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE 
In 2009, an immediate priority for the Washington dele-
gation will be the establishment of a regular dialogue with 
the new administration and with Congress. Discussions 
with the US authorities will continue to focus on the issue 
of detainees/internees held by the United States of Amer-
ica in Guantanamo Bay and elsewhere and on the need to 
define their status and rights and to ensure that they fit 
into a proper and adequate legal framework. Regular vis-
its will be carried out to detainees/internees in Guan-
tanamo Bay, Charleston Navy Brig (South Carolina) and 
Miami Federal Prison to monitor their treatment and their 
conditions of detention/internment and to enable them to 
keep in touch with their families. In 2008, the US authori-
ties agreed to allow detainees/internees held in Guan-
tanamo Bay to make an annual telephone call to their 
families, and the ICRC began facilitating calls through its 
delegations in the countries concerned. While this activity 
will carry on in 2009, the ICRC will continue to push for 
face-to-face visits between detainees and their families. 

The ICRC will maintain its dialogue with the Canadian 
and US governments on detention in general and other 
IHL-related matters and encourage them to show support 
for the organization through their decisions and policies. 
The ICRC will further strengthen relations with inter-
American organizations such as the Organization of 
American States (OAS), which every year considers 
drafts of and adopts a number of resolutions on topics of 
interest to the ICRC. By working closely with the OAS 
and its related bodies, the ICRC seeks to influence the po-
litical debate on and the handling of humanitarian issues 
throughout the Americas. 

The delegation continues to familiarize the US armed 
forces with its role and mandate, giving lectures at US 
military colleges and multinational military training estab-
lishments and conducting pre-deployment briefings for 
US troops heading abroad. It will also seek to expand 
contacts with private defence contractors in order to raise 
their awareness of IHL and the ICRC. 

In both countries, with the respective National Society, 
the ICRC will pursue efforts to raise awareness of issues 
of humanitarian concern among civil society so as to gar-

ner public support for the promotion of IHL. By forging 
closer links with journalists, it will encourage the media 
to give greater coverage to IHL-related issues. It will also 
continue to conduct courses for students and lecturers at 
higher-education establishments to promote the integra-
tion of IHL teaching into their curricula. 

Other areas of cooperation with the American and Cana-
dian Red Cross Societies will include implementation of 
the Exploring Humanitarian Law school programme and 
consolidation of their capacities in terms of restoring fam-
ily links. The ICRC will also work alongside the National 
Societies in its dealings with their respective governments 
and military forces, with a view to ensuring a coherent 
Movement approach. 

HUMANITARIAN ISSUES AND ICRC 
OBJECTIVES 

PEOPLE DEPRIVED OF THEIR FREEDOM 
The ICRC continues to visit people held by the United 
States of America in connection with the “global war on 
terror”. The long-term detention of certain detain-
ees/internees in the absence of an adequate legal frame-
work remains a source of serious concern to the ICRC, as 
does the issue of undisclosed detention. 

In 2008, following the agreement of the US authorities to 
allow detainees/internees held in Guantanamo Bay to 
make an annual telephone call to their families, the ICRC 
began facilitating such calls through its delegations in the 
countries concerned. For most detainees/internees, it was 
the first time during their detention that they had had di-
rect telephone contact with their families. Face-to-face 
visits between detainees and their families, however, are 
yet to be permitted. 

Objective 
People detained/interned by the US authorities in Guan-
tanamo Bay and all individuals detained/interned on US 
territory in relation to the “global war on terror” are 
treated in accordance and held in conditions that comply 
with internationally recognized standards. Detain-
ees/internees held by the US authorities in Afghanistan, 
Guantanamo Bay, Iraq and at any other location are cov-
ered by a clear legal framework. 

Plan of action 
Protection 

 continue regular visits to people held by the United 
States of America in Guantanamo Bay, Charleston 
Navy Brig (South Carolina) and Miami Federal Prison 
in order to monitor their treatment and living condi-
tions; submit confidential reports on the visits to the 
authorities concerned  

 continue to request access to all detainees/internees 
and places of detention under US authority 

 discuss with the US authorities their policies on deten-
tion/internment in all locations, including Afghani-
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stan, Guantanamo Bay and Iraq,1 with a particular fo-
cus on encouraging them to determine the status and 
rights of individual detainees/internees and to ensure 
that they fit within a proper legal framework 

 pursue substantive discussions with the authorities on 
legal and policy issues, including the appropriate legal 
framework governing the transfer of detain-
ees/internees, medical ethics, the management of hun-
ger strikes and respect for the principle of non-
refoulement 

 advocate for all detainees/internees to have the oppor-
tunity to re-establish or maintain contact with their 
relatives, where possible facilitating such contact by 
means of RCMs or telephone calls; continue to urge 
the authorities to allow families to visit their de-
tained/interned relatives, when circumstances permit 

AUTHORITIES 
Because of the prominent international roles played by 
Canada and the United States of America, including in 
contexts such as Afghanistan and Iraq, it is particularly 
important for the authorities in both countries to be well 
versed in IHL and to implement that law, to be familiar 
with the specific role and mandate of the ICRC, and to 
understand the importance of its neutral, impartial and in-
dependent humanitarian action. The ICRC will give spe-
cial priority to building relations with members of the 
new US administration in 2009. 

Canada and the United States of America have long sup-
ported the ICRC financially and continue to be invaluable 
partners to the organization. 

Objective 
Political decision-makers are familiar with the basic rules 
of IHL, know the ICRC’s mandate and support its work, 
including financially.  

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 keep the Canadian and US administrations abreast of 
ICRC operations and concerns, and encourage the au-
thorities to reflect their support for the ICRC in their 
decisions and funding 

 discuss with the authorities of both countries the legal 
framework applicable to their military operations and 
the related detention/internment of individuals 

 invite US congressional staff and federal judges to 
participate in ICRC conferences and relevant IHL 
training events 

 maintain contact with the Canadian civil and military 
authorities at all levels and update them on ICRC op-
erational issues 

 

                                                           
1 Visits to detainees held by the United States of America 
in Afghanistan and Iraq are carried out by the ICRC dele-
gation in the country concerned. 

Washington hosts a substantial diplomatic community 
and is the seat of international and regional organizations, 
including the OAS.  

Objective 
International governmental organizations know the ICRC 
and support its work by taking decisions that address its 
operational concerns. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 through dialogue, briefings and participation in meet-
ings, encourage the OAS and its related bodies, such 
as the Inter-American Committee Against Terrorism, 
the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights and 
the Inter-American Defense Board and College, to 
give greater prominence to IHL and humanitarian is-
sues in their policies and activities 

 conduct training in IHL for diplomats from OAS 
member States and for staff from the inter-American 
system 

ARMED FORCES AND OTHER BEARERS OF 
WEAPONS 

The US military has firmly pledged to ensure that its 
forces comply with IHL and that every combatant re-
ceives at least basic IHL training. There is room, how-
ever, for the forces both at home and abroad to enhance 
their awareness of the ICRC, its mandate and activities. 

Objective 
Reference to the ICRC’s role and mandate is included in 
US military training. The military command and multilat-
eral organizations based in the United States of America 
consult the ICRC when addressing doctrinal and opera-
tional issues of humanitarian import. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 conduct courses, lectures and conferences at interme-
diate and advanced US military colleges and the Judge 
Advocate General’s School; widen the network of 
contacts to include other specialized schools; help US 
land forces/joint units realistically replicate the role of 
the ICRC in training exercises and pre-deployment 
briefings; conduct briefings for the US combatant 
commands 

 help integrate knowledge of the ICRC into the curric-
ula of relevant military training institutions – both US 
and multilateral (e.g. inter-American, NATO, UN); 
help the relevant institutions take ICRC concerns into 
account when developing operational con-
cepts/military doctrine 

 familiarize defence contractors and their collective 
lobby group with the ICRC through pre-deployment 
briefings 
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CIVIL SOCIETY 
In Canada and the United States of America, the lively 
debate that exists on many issues, including those of 
ICRC concern, and the prevailing public opinion are 
shaped by a combination of the mass media, academia, 
NGOs, think-tanks, and the private sector. 

Objective 
The media, NGOs, think-tanks and the private sector sup-
port the work of the ICRC and assist it in increasing 
awareness of humanitarian issues among the public, deci-
sion-makers and all those involved in armed conflict or 
violence, thus achieving greater respect for human dig-
nity. Young people, as future leaders and decision-
makers, learn about IHL in their academic courses. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 conduct briefings, give interviews and provide audio-
visual materials to encourage journalists to give more 
coverage to IHL-related issues 

 inform NGOs, think-tanks and professional organiza-
tions about ICRC priorities and humanitarian concerns 
to enlist their support for its work 

 organize awareness-raising events on IHL for the gen-
eral public and distribute dissemination materials 

 conduct courses, seminars and presentations for stu-
dents and lecturers in faculties of law, international re-
lations and political science at various US universities 
with a view to expanding the teaching of IHL in those 
establishments 

RED CROSS AND RED CRESCENT 
MOVEMENT 

The ICRC continues to strengthen its mutually beneficial 
relationships with the American and Canadian Red Cross 
Societies, notably in the field of communication.  

Objective 
The American and Canadian Red Cross Societies promote 
understanding of the Movement and IHL among their 
governments, civil society, relevant organizations and the 
military. 

Plan of action 
Cooperation 

 encourage the National Societies to increase their op-
erational partnership with/funding of the ICRC 

 work with the National Societies to promote IHL 
among internal and external audiences, such as gov-
ernment authorities, the military and the media, and in 
doing so convey a coherent Movement image 

 continue supporting the National Societies’ implemen-
tation of the Exploring Humanitarian Law programme 
in secondary schools 

 continue supporting the National Societies in imple-
menting the Restoring Family Links Strategy for the 
Movement by providing input into needs assessment, 
training and standards 
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NEW YORK 
 
 

BUDGET IN KCHF  
Protection -   
Assistance -   
Prevention 2,358 
Cooperation with National Societies -   
General -   

Total 2,358 
Of which: Overheads 144

PERSONNEL 
Expatriates  4

The multiple tasks and activities of the UN often have im-
plications of a humanitarian nature. Operating since 1983, 
the ICRC delegation to the UN serves as a support and a 
liaison for ICRC operational and legal initiatives. The dele-
gation conveys the ICRC's viewpoint, keeps abreast of 
trends and developments relating to humanitarian issues 
and promotes IHL. 

National staff (daily workers not included) 6

 

 
 

CONTEXT 
The UN continues to address issues and contexts of rele-
vance to the ICRC. Notably, the UN Security Council ex-
amines, debates and monitors the situations where the 
ICRC has operations, such as Afghanistan, Chad, Darfur 
(Sudan), the Democratic Republic of the Congo, Kenya, 
Kosovo, the Islamic Republic of Iran, Myanmar, Somalia 
and Zimbabwe. The Council also considers and oversees 
the UN’s involvement in each of these contexts, particu-
larly those in which UN peacekeeping operations are on-
going. 

Peacekeeping remains a UN-wide concern. The scope and 
budget of peace operations have continued to grow. The 
Department of Peacekeeping Operations (DPKO) recently 
published a document, entitled United Nations Peace-
keeping Operations: Principles and Guidelines, defining 
its nature, scope and core activities. An Office of the Rule 
of Law and Security Institutions has been created within 
the DPKO with the goal of incorporating policing, judi-
cial, legal and correctional elements into the UN’s work 
on the rule of law. 

Other cross-cutting issues linked to humanitarian con-
cerns are continually addressed within the UN system. 
The UN Security Council has held debates on peacebuild-
ing and the protection of civilians and children in armed 
conflict. In May, the Economic and Social Council 
(ECOSOC) convened a special session on the global food 
crisis. It described the food crisis as a human-made emer-
gency and provided guidance to the UN secretary-
general's High-level Task Force on the Global Food Secu-
rity Crisis, including on the development of a Compre-
hensive Framework for Action. The UN General Assem-
bly continues to monitor and follow up UN reform rec-
ommendations and the Millennium Development Goals as 
set out at the World Summit in 2000.  

HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE 
In order to contribute to international efforts to protect 
and assist people affected by conflict worldwide, the 
ICRC will maintain regular contact with UN bodies, 
member States, observers and civil society groups. 
Through seminars, meetings, statements and reports, the 
ICRC will make its legal and operational expertise avail-
able to UN staff and diplomats, where requested, and will 
seek to deepen understanding of IHL and of the ICRC’s 
position on topical humanitarian challenges. Its aim 
thereby is to facilitate the incorporation of IHL and re-
lated issues into UN activities, policies, programmes and 
resolutions.  

Thus, the ICRC will share information and concerns 
about humanitarian developments with UN officials and 
member State representatives, most notably through: 
monthly meetings with the serving presidents of the UN 
Security Council; two informal briefing dinners hosted by 
the ICRC president for Security Council and influential 
General Assembly members; and regular attendance at 
General Assembly and Security Council open sessions. 
The ICRC will monitor UN-wide developments that have 
implications for humanitarian action and for the ICRC. 
These include those related to UN peacekeeping opera-
tions and UN reform. The ICRC will also keep up regular 
contact with other UN bodies, departments and agencies 
such as the DPKO, the Office for the Coordination of 
Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA), the Office of Legal Af-
fairs and UNDP. 

ICRC representatives will attend meetings of the inter-
agency mechanisms for humanitarian coordination, as 
well as working groups and taskforces on specific sub-
jects, such as children and armed conflict and women af-
fected by war. This will enable the exchange of expertise 
and information, while promoting acceptance of and re-
spect for the ICRC’s neutral and independent approach. In 
addition, the delegation in New York will ensure that the 
ICRC’s field offices and headquarters are informed about 
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decisions and trends observed at the UN that could be 
significant for ICRC activities worldwide. 

As part of its work to promote IHL among the diplomatic 
community in New York, the ICRC will encourage UN, 
member State and NGO representatives to consult it on 
matters within its remit, and will organize briefings on 
humanitarian issues and the ICRC’s related operations. In 
March, diplomats accredited to the UN will be invited to 
attend the 26th annual IHL seminar organized jointly by 
New York University and the ICRC. The ICRC will also 
contribute to coordination meetings with diplomats and 
others preparing for the 2010 Review Conference of the 
Rome Statute for the International Criminal Court.  

Workshops and seminars organized by think-tanks and 
NGOs will provide further opportunities for the ICRC to 
enhance civil society’s understanding of the ICRC’s role 
and of IHL and the protection it affords to people affected 
by conflict.  

HUMANITARIAN ISSUES AND ICRC 
OBJECTIVES 

AUTHORITIES 
The UN and its various agencies, departments and other 
bodies in New York regularly address issues relevant to 
humanitarian action. At the same time, the UN is involved 
in peacekeeping, peacebuilding and other related activi-
ties in contexts where the ICRC is also present. It is im-
portant that IHL and humanitarian concerns are addressed 
in these activities and the related UN policies, pro-
grammes and processes that shape and govern them. To 
do this, UN staff and diplomatic representatives of mem-
ber States need to have access to information about IHL 
and the realities faced by the victims of conflict world-
wide. In addition, a coordinated international approach to 
humanitarian work warrants input from actors outside the 
UN system. This is essential to foster a mutual under-
standing of common concerns, in which the ICRC’s spe-
cific role as an independent, neutral humanitarian actor 
and as a reference on IHL needs to be safeguarded. 

Objective 
The UN and its various bodies, as well as permanent and 
observer missions to the UN, take contemporary humani-
tarian concerns into consideration, support and respect 
IHL, understand the ICRC’s specific mandate and facili-
tate neutral, impartial and independent humanitarian ac-
tion. This is reflected in relevant UN decisions, resolu-
tions, policies and programmes. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 update the Security Council on topical issues and con-
texts of humanitarian concern; continue to hold 
monthly meetings with the Council’s president and 
other meetings with Council members as appropriate 

 encourage the Security Council and General Assembly 
to consult the ICRC when dealing with matters that 
fall within ICRC areas of expertise; when possible, 
make targeted statements before the Security Council 

and General Assembly on specific humanitarian 
themes or contexts or on IHL issues 

 brief Security Council and General Assembly member 
States on the ICRC’s activities and concerns, during 
two annual dinners hosted by the ICRC president 

 continue to follow the deliberations of the Peacebuild-
ing Commission and its subsidiary bodies on contexts 
in which the ICRC is operational, and exchange ex-
periences and expertise with them 

 provide input on the ICRC and the Movement for the 
secretary-general’s report on humanitarian coordina-
tion and for the drafts of related resolutions to be 
submitted to ECOSOC’s 2009 session  

 attend meetings of inter-agency coordination mecha-
nisms, such as the Inter-Agency Standing Committee, 
the Consolidated Appeals Process, thematic taskforces 
and the UN Mine Action Service; maintain close con-
tact with OCHA regarding operational issues and its 
policies relating to humanitarian endeavours 

 discuss with the relevant policy-makers within the 
DPKO and the related Department of Field Support 
operational concerns regarding the deployment of 
armed and police forces on peacekeeping missions 

 encourage the DPKO to continue to enlist ICRC sup-
port in developing and updating operational standards 
and training modules for peacekeepers and in drawing 
up further guidelines to complement the document 
United Nations Peacekeeping Operations: Principles 
and Guidelines; ensure that these documents reflect 
IHL and recognize the ICRC’s specific role and inde-
pendent character; participate in DPKO courses organ-
ized for senior peacekeeping officials 

 foster contacts with the UN Secretariat and UN agen-
cies, funds and programmes, particularly those with 
headquarters in New York, such as UNDP and 
UNICEF, to share information with them and keep 
them abreast of the ICRC's position on matters of 
common interest or falling within the ICRC’s remit 

 organize workshops, meetings and briefings for rele-
vant staff of the UN Secretariat, such as the special 
representative of the secretary-general for children and 
armed conflict, to raise awareness of IHL and the need 
to respect it and to familiarize them with the ICRC’s 
mandate and action 

 to mobilize international action to respond to humani-
tarian challenges and to ensure respect for IHL, regu-
larly meet and share documentation on ICRC activi-
ties, thematic concerns and IHL with representatives, 
including military attachés, of permanent missions to 
the UN, notably those fulfilling particular roles or 
functions in UN bodies or commissions or within 
groups of States, such as the Non-Aligned Movement 

 for member State diplomats, hold ad hoc briefings 
with high-level ICRC representatives upon their visits 
to New York and, in cooperation with New York Uni-
versity Law School, organize the 26th annual seminar 
on IHL, humanitarian action and the ICRC 

 encourage permanent missions to consult the ICRC 
and solicit its expertise on IHL-related questions, in-
cluding on the ratification and implementation of the 
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Rome Statute, as well as the management and conclu-
sion of the ad hoc criminal tribunals; attend meetings 
of the Friends of the International Criminal Court and 
meetings of the New York Working Group for the As-
sembly of States Parties to the Rome Statute, in prepa-
ration for the 2010 Review Conference 

 maintain regular contact with the International Federa-
tion’s New York delegation and coordinate efforts in 
areas of common interest 

CIVIL SOCIETY 
By discussing contemporary challenges, including issues 
of relevance to humanitarian work, think-tanks, the me-
dia, academic circles and NGOs are in a position to sway 
public opinion and policy decisions. Participating in these 
debates enables the ICRC to follow developments that 
may have an impact on its activities and, on occasion, to 
promote its own humanitarian perspective. 

Objective 
Think-tanks, media accredited to the UN, academic cir-
cles and NGOs have a sound grasp of humanitarian is-
sues. They respect and understand the ICRC’s specific na-

ture and expertise and reflect its concerns in their discus-
sions and activities. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 nurture contacts with the most influential think-tanks, 
academic bodies and NGOs and keep them informed 
of the ICRC’s views and concerns; participate in civil 
society events when invited and circulate ICRC publi-
cations 

 regularly exchange information with the consortia of 
NGOs connected to the UN to facilitate understanding 
of each other’s roles and of ICRC institutional and op-
erational issues; organize NGO briefings when high-
level ICRC representatives visit the UN in New York 

 apprise NGOs involved in international criminal jus-
tice and the implementation of the Rome Statute of the 
ICRC’s concerns and positions on these matters, and 
encourage them to refer to the ICRC regarding all is-
sues relating to its mandate and IHL  

 maintain contact with the media accredited to the UN 
regarding operational and institutional matters; invite 
them to briefings when high-level ICRC representa-
tives visit the New York delegation 
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DELEGATIONS REGIONAL DELEGATIONS BUDGET IN KCHF  
Protection 55,258 
Assistance 124,219 
Prevention 20,213 
Cooperation with National Societies 10,472 
General 345 

Total 210,506 
Of which: Overheads 12,848 

  
PERSONNEL  
Expatriates  267  
National staff 1,226  

Algeria 
Egypt 
Iran, Islamic Republic of 
Iraq 
Israel, the Occupied 
and Autonomous Territories 
Jordan 
Lebanon 
Syrian Arab Republic 
Yemen 

Kuwait 
Tunis 

(daily workers not included)  
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In 2009, the ICRC will maintain a strong operational 
presence throughout the Middle East and North Africa in 
order to respond to a multitude of humanitarian needs re-
lated to past and current armed conflicts in the region and 
to prevent suffering by promoting greater respect for IHL 
and other universal humanitarian principles. 

In order to enable the organization to take sound opera-
tional decisions that make a real difference to the lives of 
those most in need, the ICRC will give priority to a con-
text-specific analysis that takes into account local, re-
gional and global trends related, for example, to the 
“global war on terror” and the fast-growing problem of 
migration, both issues affecting the entire region.  

The ICRC’s main priorities will be to protect and assist 
people directly affected by ongoing armed conflict, to 
protect people deprived of their freedom, to ascertain the 
fate of people reported missing in past and current con-
flicts, to restore contact between family members sepa-
rated by conflict, and to foster greater compliance with 
IHL and other basic humanitarian principles. In all coun-
tries affected by armed conflict the dual objective of 
ICRC action will be to ensure that the countless civilians 
whose lives and livelihoods have been shattered by con-
flict or occupation receive adequate assistance and protec-
tion, and to promote respect for their rights under IHL.  

Iraq and Israel and the occupied and autonomous Palestin-
ian territories will remain two of the organization’s big-

gest operations worldwide in terms of budget size, protec-
tion and assistance programme diversity and the number 
of programme beneficiaries projected. 

Gaining safe and unhindered access to those most in need 
of ICRC services will remain a major challenge in con-
texts such as Iraq and Yemen, owing to insecurity and 
mobility restrictions. The ICRC will endeavour to carry 
out its life-saving work in the closest possible proximity 
to the most vulnerable population groups in such coun-
tries by promoting increased acceptance of its neutral and 
independent humanitarian role and activities among all 
the parties in conflict. It will endeavour at all times to 
strike an appropriate balance between meeting urgent 
humanitarian needs and ensuring staff security. In accor-
dance with its standard practice, it will continue to operate 
without military protection in order to preserve its neutral 
and independent identity.  

The ICRC will continue to reinforce its operational part-
nerships with National Societies working in their own 
countries. In coordination with the International Federa-
tion, it will bolster their capacities to prepare for and re-
spond to emergencies, provide first aid, restore family 
links, manage warehouses, distribute aid, promote IHL 
and the Fundamental Principles, apply the Safer Access 
approach and raise awareness of the dangers posed by 
mines and explosive remnants of war among civilians in 
contaminated areas. It will reinforce its interaction with 
National Societies working internationally in order to 
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maximize the use of available resources and skills, to en-
sure emergency response efficiency and to strengthen 
Movement coherence.  

Major economic security and water and habitat pro-
grammes for civilians will be maintained in Iraq and in 
the Palestinian territories, and to a lesser extent in Yemen. 
In Iraq, assistance will include food and other basic relief 
items for families displaced by the hostilities and for host 
communities. Livelihood support, cash-for-work and vo-
cational training projects will target particularly vulner-
able groups such as women-headed households and the 
disabled. The maintenance and repair of health, water and 
sanitation facilities will help to either avert or respond to 
emergencies in these sectors. Preventive action will be 
taken for communities living near weapon-contaminated 
areas to decrease the risk of accidents. In the Palestinian 
territories, families made homeless by the destruction or 
confiscation of their dwellings will be provided with shel-
ter and basic household items. Emergency food distribu-
tions will be maintained for the most vulnerable Palestin-
ian communities, and cash-for-work and livelihood-
support programmes will be kept up in areas where mo-
bility restrictions are the most severe and where unem-
ployment is highest. ICRC/Yemen Red Crescent Society 
teams will continue to assess and respond to conflict-
related emergency needs in northern Yemen, mainly as 
they pertain to economic security, water and health. In 
Lebanon, the ICRC will stay ready to respond to emer-
gency needs in the event of a sudden resurgence of vio-
lence and will continue to help water authorities rehabili-
tate dilapidated or conflict-damaged water facilities.  

In countries of the region affected by conflicts, the ICRC 
will remain a key provider of support to medical facilities 
and the emergency medical services of National Societies. 
In Iraq, it will maintain a pipeline of medical supplies and 
equipment to key hospitals dealing with mass-casualty 
emergencies, and will undertake regular repair and main-
tenance work to keep essential equipment functional in 22 
hospitals. Central medical stores in the Gaza Strip and the 
West Bank will receive sufficient quantities of drugs and 
disposables, surgical equipment and spare parts to per-
form life-saving surgery in the 18 Ministry of Health hos-
pitals. As in the past, the ICRC will facilitate transporta-
tion by ambulance in the Palestinian territories, particu-
larly during emergencies, to ensure that wounded and sick 
patients are treated, evacuated and transferred without un-
due delay to the most appropriate health facility. In 
Yemen, in addition to providing supplies to health struc-
tures, the ICRC will make a surgical team available to 
treat all weapon-wounded without discrimination. ICRC 
material and technical support will be maintained for hos-
pitals run by the Palestine Red Crescent Society for Pales-
tinian refugees in Lebanon. In all contexts, the ICRC will 
provide further training for medical professionals, in par-
ticular in war surgery and the management of medical and 
surgical emergencies. 

Support will also be provided to 10 physical rehabilitation 
centres across Iraq, to one in the Gaza Strip, where intra-
Palestinian clashes have resulted in an increasing number 
of lower-limb injuries and amputations, and to similar 
centres in Algeria and Yemen. Cooperation will be devel-

oped in this field with the Red Crescent Society of the Is-
lamic Republic of Iran and will include preventive activi-
ties regarding the dangers posed by mines and explosive 
remnants of war. 

ICRC delegates will pursue visits to detainees in Iraq, Is-
rael and the occupied and autonomous Palestinian territo-
ries, Jordan and Lebanon and, in Northern Africa, in Al-
geria, Mauritania and Tunisia. A concerted effort will be 
made to increase access to security detainees, including 
people held in connection with the “global war on terror”. 
The ICRC will also seek access to the Israeli soldier cap-
tured by Hamas in 2006. It will provide direct ad hoc sup-
port to detainees in the form of clothing, medical items 
and recreational material. Particular attention will be paid 
to ensuring that the needs of women and children held in 
detention are met. In Yemen, a programme will be pur-
sued to provide women detainees with improved medical 
care and sewing and literacy courses to enhance their 
prospects of reintegration into society following release. 
With ICRC support, thousands of family members in Iraq 
and the Palestinian territories will continue to be able to 
visit their detained/interned relatives. The ICRC will re-
main available to act as a neutral intermediary to facilitate 
any release of detainees. 

Elsewhere in the region, in Morocco and Yemen the 
ICRC will strengthen its dialogue with the authorities 
with a view to gaining access or resuming visits to detain-
ees in accordance with its standard working procedures, 
while in Kuwait it expects swiftly to conclude an agree-
ment on visits that is currently under consideration. 

All delegations in the region will continue to offer tracing 
and RCM services to people seeking to locate and restore 
contact with relatives from whom they have been sepa-
rated or who are detained. They will facilitate travel for 
Palestinians between Jordan, Israel and the Palestinian 
territories, as well as contact between families in the Is-
raeli-occupied Golan and the Syrian Arab Republic, and 
arrange for Golanese residents to travel to the Syrian Arab 
Republic for educational or religious purposes.  

The ICRC will continue to address the lingering effects of 
earlier conflicts in the region, notably the numerous Arab-
Israeli wars from 1948 onwards, the 1980–88 Iran-Iraq 
conflict, the 1990–91 Gulf War, the 1975–91 Western Sa-
hara conflict and the 1975–91 civil war in Lebanon, with 
a particular focus on the issue of persons – both military 
and civilian – who went missing during those conflicts 
and whose fate is still unknown to their families. As part 
of this process, it will seek to heighten the relevant au-
thorities’ awareness of their obligation to provide answers 
to the families and to promote and support effective 
mechanisms to resolve cases of missing persons in the 
countries concerned. The ICRC-chaired Tripartite Com-
mission set up in 1991 will remain the official forum for 
discussions between the parties concerned regarding per-
sons missing in the wake of the 1990–91 Gulf War. Act-
ing as a neutral intermediary, the ICRC will facilitate, in 
the framework of the Tripartite Agreement signed in Oc-
tober 2008, regular talks between the Islamic Republic of 
Iran and Iraq aimed at shedding light on the fate of people 
missing as a result of the 1980–88 Iran-Iraq war. In a 
similar capacity, the ICRC will maintain its dialogue with 
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the Moroccan authorities and the Polisario Front to clarify 
the fate of combatants and civilians from both sides who 
are still unaccounted for in relation to the Western Sahara 
conflict. Whenever requested, it will provide technical 
support and equipment to forensic experts of the countries 
concerned to boost their capacities to recover and identify 
human remains. 

Throughout the region, the ICRC will seek to preserve 
and strengthen its role as a key reference on IHL and to 
enlarge the space for humanitarian action in accordance 
with its neutral, independent and impartial identity. It will 
promote greater knowledge and acceptance of IHL at the 
national and regional levels, whenever possible in coop-
eration with the Cairo-based League of Arab States and 
with the support of the Cairo delegation’s regional docu-
mentation and promotion centre. This centre will continue 
to organize regional seminars on IHL and to produce writ-
ten and audiovisual materials on IHL, including transla-
tions into Arabic of IHL treaties, for distribution to gov-
ernment and civil society target groups in the region.  

Efforts will be stepped up to promote the integration of 
IHL into university curricula and into the theoretical and 
operational training programmes of armed and security 

forces in Arab League member States, as well as to in-
crease knowledge and acceptance of IHL among key civil 
society audiences. All delegations, together with National 
Societies, will take the opportunity of the Solferino com-
munication campaign to promote humanitarian principles 
and to highlight the challenges facing humanitarian action 
in current armed conflicts and other situations of violence. 
The ICRC will continue to phase out its involvement in 
the Exploring Humanitarian Law programme in the re-
gion, prior to handing over total responsibility for the 
programme to the respective educational authorities in 
2010-11. 

Jordan will remain a key logistical and administrative hub 
for ICRC operations in the occupied and autonomous Pal-
estinian territories and in Iraq. Amman will also continue 
to be the main training centre for ICRC delegations work-
ing in other areas of the Middle East, the Balkans and the 
Caucasus. 

As in the past, ICRC activities will be coordinated with 
Movement partners, UN agencies and other humanitarian 
actors in fields of common interest, in order to maximize 
impact and avoid gaps or duplication of effort. 
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ALGERIA 
 
 

BUDGET IN KCHF  
Protection 987 
Assistance 54 
Prevention 582 
Cooperation with National Societies 441 
General -   

Total 2,064 
Of which: Overheads 126

PERSONNEL 
Expatriates  4 

The ICRC has been working in Algeria, with some inter-
ruptions, since the 1954–1962 Algerian war of independ-
ence. It carries out visits to people held in places of deten-
tion run by the Ministry of Justice and to people remanded 
in custody in police stations and gendarmeries. The ICRC 
also works to promote IHL among Algerian civil society, 
the authorities and the armed forces. The ICRC supports 
the Algerian Red Crescent's reform process, which re-
sumed in 2007. 

National staff (daily workers not included) 10 
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CONTEXT 
Throughout 2008, the Algerian armed forces remained on 
heightened alert in their struggle to dismantle armed 
groups following a string of attacks against government 
and foreign targets, including a reported assassination at-
tempt against the Algerian president. An organization 
calling itself the al-Qaeda Organization in the Islamic 
Maghreb, formerly known as the Salafist Group for 
Preaching and Combat, claimed responsibility for most of 
the attacks. 

The most devastating attacks of the year occurred in Au-
gust, when scores of people were killed and many more 
injured in bombings targeting a police academy, a mili-
tary barracks and a Canadian engineering company. It 
was the worst violence in the country since the twin sui-
cide bombings of UN offices and a court building in Al-
giers in December 2007, which killed 41 people.  

The upsurge in violence came against a backdrop of in-
creasing social unrest linked to decreasing purchasing 
power caused by rising prices for food and other basic ne-
cessities, which culminated in a series of strikes and riots 
in several cities. 

While reasserting its determination to eradicate violent Is-
lamic militancy in the country, the government is pursu-
ing efforts to apply a Charter for Peace and National Rec-
onciliation designed to heal the rifts in society caused by 
the violence of the 1990s. The charter proposes an am-
nesty for people allegedly involved in the years of internal 
violence that followed general elections in 1992 and 
compensation for the families of the victims, including 
those with close relatives still unaccounted for from that 
period. The government is also pressing ahead with 
measures to reform the country's judicial and penitentiary 
systems and is seeking to boost the economy and to re-
duce unemployment through measures financed by oil 
and gas revenues. 

Algeria has increasingly become a transit country for 
many sub-Saharan Africans and other irregular migrants 
seeking to reach Europe. However, owing to tighter re-
strictions on entry into Europe, Algeria has also become a 
destination country for rising numbers of irregular mi-
grants, many of whom are either arrested or deported. 

In June 2008, President Ahmed Bouteflika appointed 
Ahmed Ouyahia prime minister, replacing Abdelaziz 
Belkhadem.  

HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE 
In 2009, ICRC activities in Algeria will focus mainly on 
visits to people deprived of their freedom to assess their 
treatment and living conditions. The organization will 
continue to make confidential oral and written reports to 
the detaining authorities on its findings and recommenda-
tions, paying particular attention to detained women, mi-
nors and foreign nationals. In May 2008, the ICRC presi-
dent held talks on a range of detention issues with the Al-
gerian president and other high-level officials in Algiers. 
ICRC access to people detained in connection with activi-

ties allegedly endangering State security will remain high 
on the agenda of further discussions with the Algerian au-
thorities. 

Algerians will be able to restore or maintain contact with 
family members detained/interned abroad through the 
ICRC tracing and RCM services. At the same time, the 
ICRC will remain at the disposal of the Algerian authori-
ties to help clarify the fate of people unaccounted for in 
relation to past violence in the country.  

As part of another longstanding ICRC programme, tech-
nical, material and financial support will be provided to a 
physical rehabilitation centre in Algiers caring for the dis-
abled not covered by the Algerian social security system. 
The centre will also provide the necessary training for its 
technicians. 

Contacts will be further developed with the Algerian au-
thorities, the armed and security forces and key sectors of 
civil society to promote knowledge and implementation 
of IHL and to enhance their support for the ICRC’s man-
date and humanitarian activities.  

The Algerian Red Crescent, which is currently undergo-
ing a transition, will receive support from the ICRC, in 
cooperation with the International Federation, in its ef-
forts to regularize new governance and management 
structures.  

HUMANITARIAN ISSUES AND ICRC 
OBJECTIVES 

CIVILIANS 
Families in Algeria sometimes require assistance to trace 
and restore contact with family members de-
tained/interned abroad or present in countries disrupted by 
armed conflict or other situations of violence. 

The decision of the Algerian authorities to compensate fi-
nancially the close relatives of people who went missing 
during the internal strife of the 1990s means that these 
cases have effectively been closed, leaving affected fami-
lies with the anguish of not knowing the fate of their 
loved ones. 

Objective 
Families in Algeria are able to restore contact with rela-
tives detained/interned abroad. They are informed by the 
authorities of the fate of people unaccounted for in rela-
tion to past internal violence in Algeria.  

Plan of action 
Protection 
► restore, either through the Algerian Red Crescent or 

directly, contact via RCMs and/or telephone calls be-
tween Algerian nationals detained/interned abroad 
(and visited by ICRC delegates) and their family 
members in Algeria 

► continue to make use of opportunities to encourage the 
authorities to trace and identify people unaccounted 
for in Algeria and, if requested, offer technical exper-
tise 
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PEOPLE DEPRIVED OF THEIR FREEDOM 
The prison population has grown significantly in recent 
years, in large part due to arrests made during military 
operations against Islamic armed groups. At the end of 
2008, around 59,000 people were being held in Algeria’s 
127 prisons. Severe overcrowding in many prisons has 
been a structural problem for many years and has reper-
cussions on many other aspects of the treatment and liv-
ing conditions of inmates. To alleviate the problem, the 
Algerian authorities have announced plans to build 13 
new prisons in 2009.  

Foreign detainees lack contacts with their families and 
support from relatives. This is also true of Algerian de-
tainees whose families are living far from the place of de-
tention where their relatives are being held.  

The treatment and living conditions of people remanded 
in custody in police stations and gendarmeries, including 
people held in interrogation and detention centres under 
the authority of the intelligence and security services, still 
need to be monitored. Particular attention should be paid 
to: respect for the basic judicial guarantees of all people 
remanded in custody; the confidentiality of their medical 
files; and the possibility for them to inform their relatives 
rapidly of their detention. 

Objective 
All persons arrested and detained by the Algerian authori-
ties are treated in compliance with internationally recog-
nized standards, and detainees’ basic judicial guarantees 
are respected. 

Plan of action 
Protection 
► carry out regular visits to people deprived of their 

freedom in prisons, police stations and gendarmeries 
and report confidentially on the findings to the au-
thorities with, when necessary, recommendations for 
improvements in the treatment and living conditions 
of detainees 

► pay particular attention to the treatment and living 
conditions of detainees allegedly linked to armed 
groups, detained women, minors and foreigners, raise 
awareness of their specific needs and make recom-
mendations to improve their detention conditions 
when necessary 

► help the detaining authorities to find temporary solu-
tions to improve detention conditions to alleviate the 
effects of overcrowding  

► continue to seek access to interrogation and detention 
centres under the authority of the intelligence and se-
curity services 

► closely monitor respect for judicial guarantees from 
the time detainees are arrested until their release 

► encourage the detaining authorities concerned to en-
sure that the confidential nature of medical examina-
tions and files of people remanded in custody in police 
stations and gendarmeries is respected and that they 
are able to contact their families immediately after 
their arrest 

► seek to ensure respect for the physical and psycho-
logical integrity of detainees held in solitary confine-
ment  

WOUNDED AND SICK 
Algerian physical rehabilitation facilities are generally 
only accessible to people registered under the national so-
cial security system. Many disabled people not covered 
by the system cannot afford to pay for fittings and follow-
up care. In 2001, the ICRC signed an agreement with the 
Algerian Ministry of Health and the Algerian Red Cres-
cent to establish a prosthetic/orthotic workshop producing 
artificial limbs and other orthopaedic appliances at af-
fordable prices using ICRC polypropylene technology. 
This led to the establishment in 2002 of a production unit 
at Ben Aknoun Hospital in Algiers. In order to increase 
the centre’s current production level and to make better 
use of its human and material resources, the ICRC wishes 
to add to it a training structure for prosthetic/orthotic 
technicians and trainees. Initial meetings on this issue 
have taken place with the Ministry of Health. 

Objective 
Amputees with limited means, including those wounded 
as a result of armed conflict or other situations of vio-
lence, are fitted with artificial limbs and have access to 
physical rehabilitation services free of charge. 

Plan of action 
Assistance 
► maintain technical, material and financial support to 

the prosthetic/orthotic production centre at the Ben 
Aknoun Hospital in Algiers serving disabled people 
with limited means 

► encourage the health authorities to add to the ICRC-
supported Ben Aknoun production unit a training 
structure for prosthetic/orthotic technicians and train-
ees, with a view to increasing its production capacity 
and the number of beneficiaries, and train the Algerian 
instructors in the use of low-cost polypropylene tech-
nology 

AUTHORITIES 
Algeria has ratified the majority of IHL instruments but 
has yet to incorporate all of their provisions into national 
legislation. A national IHL committee was recently cre-
ated by presidential decree. Among its priorities are 
measures to adopt national legislation regarding war 
crimes and protection of the Movement’s emblems. Min-
istry officials and members of parliament need more in-
formation about the need to support both IHL implemen-
tation and ICRC activities in Algeria and elsewhere. 

Objective 
The government implements IHL treaties to which Alge-
ria is already party and accedes to other major humanitar-
ian instruments. Political decision-makers know the 
ICRC’s mandate and support its work. 
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Plan of action 
Prevention 
► pursue dialogue with the national IHL committee on 

the ratification of IHL treaties to which Algeria is not 
yet party and the implementation of those it has al-
ready ratified  

► participate as an observer in the work of the national 
IHL committee 

► sponsor Algeria’s participation in regional meetings 
and training courses on IHL for government officials, 
magistrates and representatives of national IHL com-
mittees 

► organize a seminar on IHL for acting Algerian magis-
trates and a workshop on IHL dissemination for par-
liamentarians 

► develop contacts with the Algerian authorities to enlist 
support for IHL implementation and ICRC activities 
worldwide 

ARMED FORCES AND OTHER BEARERS OF 
WEAPONS 

In Algeria, IHL is already part of the curricula of military 
training establishments. However, the subject has yet to 
be integrated systematically into all military training pro-
grammes. 

Objective 
IHL is systematically taught in the theoretical and practi-
cal training programmes of the Algerian armed forces. 
Members of the armed and security forces know and are 
in a position to apply the rules of IHL.  

Plan of action 
Prevention 
► encourage the Algerian armed forces chiefs of staff to 

issue a formal order to integrate IHL into military 
training and provide IHL documentation to military 
academies 

► conduct a five-day seminar on IHL for military in-
structors and trainers and a one-day course on IHL 
dissemination for officers of the national gendarmerie  

► sponsor the participation of an officer in the third Sen-
ior Workshop on International Rules governing Mili-
tary Operations hosted by the ICRC and the Swiss 
army 

► encourage the police, gendarmerie and security ser-
vices to respect the physical and psychological integ-
rity of people deprived of their freedom  

CIVIL SOCIETY 
Raising awareness of IHL and the ICRC's mandate and 
activities among key civil society sectors, including uni-
versities, the media, NGOs and religious circles, is a pri-
ority for the ICRC in order to enlist their support.  

Objective 
The basic principles of IHL are known and understood in 
key sectors of Algerian civil society, including academic 

and religious circles, local NGOs and the media, and are 
relayed to the general public. IHL is taught in university 
law faculties. The Exploring Humanitarian Law pro-
gramme is incorporated into secondary school curricula. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 
► keep the media abreast of ICRC activities and IHL-

related issues and sponsor the participation of an Al-
gerian journalist in an ICRC regional seminar on IHL  

► distribute the ICRC’s Al-Insani magazine to the me-
dia, NGOs and religious circles and encourage Alge-
rian authors to contribute articles to the publication  

► organize IHL sessions for local religious leaders and 
trainee magistrates, and workshops on the Movement 
and the ICRC’s mandate and activities for students at 
the Batna and Chlef universities 

► sponsor the participation of members of an Islamic 
law faculty at a regional seminar on IHL and Islamic 
law to be held in Fez, Morocco (see Tunis) 

► support the Exploring Humanitarian Law teacher-
training programme, with a view to extending it na-
tionwide 

► support the teaching of IHL in universities, sponsor 
the participation of 2 university lecturers in an IHL 
training course in Beirut (see Lebanon), and provide 
IHL documentation to the law faculty in Tiaret 

RED CROSS AND RED CRESCENT 
MOVEMENT 

Since 1999, the ICRC has provided training, material and 
financial support to reinforce the National Society’s first-
aid, tracing and communication activities. The Algerian 
Red Crescent is currently undergoing a transition involv-
ing major management and structural changes. In coordi-
nation with the International Federation, the ICRC stands 
ready to resume and adjust its support to the National So-
ciety, giving priority to activities related to the restoration 
of family links. 

Objective 
The Algerian Red Crescent re-establishes a strong legal 
basis for independent action that guides its humanitarian 
work in the field in a close collaborative spirit with 
Movement partners active in the country. 

Plan of action 
Cooperation 
► with the International Federation, support the efforts 

of the Algerian Red Crescent to regularize its govern-
ance and operational structures in line with the Fun-
damental Principles of the Movement and with the 
Seville Agreement and its Supplementary Measures  

► provide training support to help the Algerian Red 
Crescent restore as a priority its family-links service to 
full capacity 
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EGYPT 
 
 

BUDGET IN KCHF  
Protection 270 
Assistance -   
Prevention 866 
Cooperation with National Societies 211 
General -   

Total 1,348 
Of which: Overheads 82 

  
PERSONNEL  
Expatriates  4 

The ICRC has been in Egypt, with some interruptions, 
since the beginning of the Second World War. The dele-
gation works primarily as a regional centre to promote the 
national implementation of IHL and its incorporation into 
military training and academic curricula in Egypt and 
elsewhere in the Arab world. The Cairo-based regional 
legal advisory, communication and documentation centre, 
working in close cooperation with the League of Arab 
States, plays an important role in this process. The ICRC 
supports the work of the Egyptian Red Crescent Society. 
It has also expressed its interest in visiting people de-
prived of their freedom in Egypt. National staff (daily workers not included) 34 
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CONTEXT 
Egypt continues to play an important role in efforts to de-
fuse tensions in the region, particularly in the contexts of 
Palestinian infighting and the Israeli-Palestinian conflict.  

In January, tens of thousands of Palestinians from the 
Gaza Strip poured into Egypt after Hamas militants blew 
a hole in the border wall, triggering mass buying of goods 
not available in Gaza because of Israel’s blockade of the 
territory. The situation progressively returned to normal 
after several weeks, at which point most Palestinians had 
gone back to Gaza, although a number of them were re-
portedly arrested in Egypt for alleged illegal activities on 
Egyptian soil. Thereafter the border was opened on rare 
occasions to allow the passage out of Gaza of wounded or 
sick civilians referred to hospitals in Egypt or elsewhere, 
or for other humanitarian purposes. In June, the Egyptian 
authorities brokered a truce between Israel and Hamas, 
which led to a sharp reduction of violence between the 
two parties and an easing of Israel’s blockade of the Gaza 
Strip. 

The ruling National Democratic Party won a landslide 
victory in local elections held in April that were boycotted 
by the Muslim Brotherhood, the country’s largest opposi-
tion force. The press reported that hundreds of independ-
ent candidates linked to the Muslim Brotherhood Move-
ment were arrested during the campaign. In the weeks 
prior to the elections, labour protests and riots provoked 
by rising food and fuel prices and growing poverty esca-
lated, precipitating a crackdown that resulted in a number 
of fatalities and injuries. 

Against this backdrop of mounting social unrest, the gov-
ernment launched a new campaign in July urging families 
to limit their size to the number of children they could af-
ford to support. Egypt has seen its population almost dou-
ble since the early 1980s, placing an additional strain on 
its limited water and fertile land resources. The govern-
ment is pressing ahead with a plan to convert 3.4 million 
acres of desert into arable land over the next 10 years. 

Large numbers of people fleeing armed conflict, internal 
violence and economic hardship, mainly from the Horn of 
Africa, continue to enter Egypt seeking asylum, refugee 
status or resettlement in third countries. A number of Af-
rican asylum seekers and migrants have tried illegally to 
cross the Sinai desert and enter Israel. Some were report-
edly killed by Egyptian border guards, while hundreds of 
others were arrested.  

In May, parliament approved a government request to ex-
tend for another two years the state of emergency in place 
since 1981. 

HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE 
In 2009, the ICRC in Egypt will continue to be the hub of 
ICRC activities to promote greater knowledge and accep-
tance of IHL and neutral and independent humanitarian 
action in countries of the Middle East and North Africa. 

Working in close cooperation with the Cairo-based 
League of Arab States, the ICRC will seek to persuade 

Egyptian and other Arab governments to accede to IHL 
instruments or to implement those already ratified and to 
integrate IHL into the theoretical and operational training 
programmes of their armed and security forces. As part of 
this process, the ICRC in Cairo will organize regional 
seminars on IHL for government officials, parliamentari-
ans, judges, academics, diplomats and national implemen-
tation bodies. Whenever appropriate, the ICRC’s legal 
advisory service will assist the authorities concerned in 
modifying their respective domestic legislation. 

The ICRC’s regional communication centre in Cairo will 
support ICRC efforts in the region to promote the integra-
tion of IHL into university curricula, to increase knowl-
edge and acceptance of IHL among key civil society au-
diences, and to complete the integration of the Exploring 
Humanitarian Law programme into secondary school cur-
ricula within two years and ensure its sustainability. It 
will continue to produce written and audiovisual materials 
on IHL and related issues and keep its Arabic-language 
website updated. 

In Egypt, dialogue will be pursued with the authorities 
with a view to gaining access to detainees, particularly 
those held for security reasons or in connection with the 
so-called “global war on terrorism”. ICRC tracing and 
RCM services will enable Egyptians and refugees/asylum 
seekers in Egypt to restore and maintain contact with fam-
ily members detained/interned abroad or living in coun-
tries affected by armed conflict, and the ICRC will con-
tinue to facilitate the resettlement of refugees in third 
countries. 

The Ministry of Education will continue to receive sup-
port for the integration of the Exploring Humanitarian 
Law programme into secondary school curricula. The 
ICRC will also help law faculties to follow up a directive 
on the integration of IHL into their teaching. 

Through cooperation with the Egyptian Red Crescent So-
ciety, the ICRC will seek to strengthen the National Soci-
ety’s capacity to deliver humanitarian services, particu-
larly in the field of emergency response and including the 
provision of rapid relief to vulnerable groups, such as 
Palestinians occasionally blocked at the Egyptian border 
with Gaza. 

HUMANITARIAN ISSUES AND ICRC 
OBJECTIVES 

CIVILIANS  
Large numbers of irregular African migrants fleeing their 
home countries for political and/or economic reasons con-
tinue to arrive in Egypt. Owing to their irregular status, 
few have the right to work or have access to public ser-
vices. The majority are Sudanese nationals, but many also 
come from other countries, such as Eritrea, Ethiopia and 
Somalia. Only a limited number are granted refugee status 
in Egypt. The relative few who are accepted for resettle-
ment by third countries often have no valid identification 
papers, while many find it difficult to restore contact with 
family members in their home countries. Some Sudanese 
migrants continue to seek irregular entry into Israel via 
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Egyptian territory and those caught in the act are detained 
before being deported. The plight of the increasing num-
bers of unaccompanied African children sent by their 
families to Egypt, especially from Somalia, is of particu-
lar concern, as is that of women and girls, mostly from 
Eritrea, Ethiopia and Sudan, who reportedly sometimes 
suffer mistreatment while employed – often illegally – as 
domestic workers.  

Families in Egypt with relatives detained/interned abroad 
often need help to trace and restore contact with them. 
This particularly applies to many of the 120,000–150,000 
Iraqis who have reportedly fled to Egypt in recent years. 

Objective 
People in Egypt, including asylum seekers and refugees, 
are able to trace and restore/maintain contact with family 
members either detained/interned abroad, present in coun-
tries disrupted by armed conflict, or in their home coun-
tries. Repatriation, resettlement and family reunification 
are facilitated whenever necessary.  

Plan of action 
Protection 

 through tracing and RCM services, restore or maintain 
contact in an efficient and timely manner between 
families in Egypt, including asylum seekers and refu-
gees, and their relatives detained/interned abroad, liv-
ing in countries disrupted by armed conflict or other 
situations of violence, or left behind in their home 
countries  

 issue travel documents to people granted refugee 
status who do not have valid identification papers to 
facilitate their repatriation, resettlement or family re-
unification in third countries, in coordination with 
UNHCR and the embassies of destination countries 

 provide counselling to particularly vulnerable cases, 
such as women and unaccompanied minors, and pro-
vide them with ad hoc assistance 

 consider offering emergency assistance to people who 
find themselves destitute after their release and trans-
fer home from the US detention facility at Guan-
tanamo Bay Naval Station, Cuba, or from detention in 
Iraq  

 in cooperation with the National Society, consider of-
fering humanitarian aid to African migrants/asylum 
seekers about to be forcibly repatriated after trying to 
enter Israel through Egyptian territory 

PEOPLE DEPRIVED OF THEIR FREEDOM 
In recent years, hundreds of people have been arrested 
and placed in administrative detention, or charged and 
tried for a range of offences under national legislation, in-
cluding members of the Muslim Brotherhood and of other 
groups of opponents to the government, journalists, blog-
gers and people held in relation to the so-called "global 
war on terror". The Interior Ministry and the security 
forces under its control have sweeping powers to make ar-
rests under the state of emergency introduced in 1981 af-
ter Islamist extremists assassinated the Egyptian presi-
dent.  

Objective 
People deprived of their freedom in Egypt enjoy treat-
ment and living conditions that comply with internation-
ally recognized standards. 

Plan of action  
Protection  

 pursue dialogue with the Egyptian authorities with the 
aim of reaching an agreement on regular ICRC visits 
to people detained in Egypt, in particular to people 
imprisoned for security reasons or in connection with 
the so-called "global war on terror” 

 visit Egyptian nationals detained in Egypt after they 
are transferred from the US detention facility at Guan-
tanamo Bay 

AUTHORITIES 
In May 2001, the Cairo-based League of Arab States 
adopted a plan of action to accelerate the implementation 
of IHL in member States and created a committee to 
oversee the process, which is at various stages of devel-
opment in Egypt and other countries of the region. 

Because of their influential role in the region, Egyptian 
authorities are an important focal point for conveying 
humanitarian messages and gaining acceptance of both 
IHL and neutral and independent humanitarian action. 

Objective 
Egypt and other Arab countries accede to IHL treaties to 
which they are not yet party and incorporate the provi-
sions of those they have already ratified into national leg-
islation. Political decision-makers know the ICRC's man-
date and support its work. 

Plan of action  
Prevention 

 organize, in conjunction with the League of Arab 
States, regional seminars for government officials, in 
particular members of national implementation bodies, 
to refine mechanisms for the incorporation of IHL into 
national legislation and into the curricula of training 
institutes for future judges and diplomats, and provide 
them with up-to-date Arabic-language documentation 
on IHL 

 establish a plan of action with the Arab Parliamentary 
Union to align national legislation in the Arab world 
with IHL 

Egypt 
 work with the national IHL committee and the Na-

tional Centre for Judicial Studies on national imple-
mentation of IHL, the conduct of a study on the com-
patibility of national legislation with IHL, and the in-
clusion of IHL in training courses for diplomats, par-
liamentarians, and military and civilian magistrates 

 maintain a sustained dialogue with the authorities, in-
cluding parliamentarians, on key topics of humanitar-
ian concern, the ICRC’s specific mandate and activi-
ties, and its independent and neutral approach to hu-
manitarian work, particularly with regard to ICRC op-
erations in the region 
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ARMED FORCES AND OTHER BEARERS OF 
WEAPONS 

The military committee of the League of Arab States con-
tributes to the inclusion of IHL/human rights law in the 
training of armed and security forces throughout the re-
gion. IHL is already part of the training curricula of the 
main military education institutes and police academies in 
Egypt, but has yet to be integrated systematically into op-
erational training and practice.  

Objective 
The armed forces in Egypt and other Arab countries inte-
grate IHL into their theoretical and practical training at all 
levels. Police academies integrate IHL principles and hu-
man rights law into their curricula. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 cooperate closely with the military committee of the 
League of Arab States and sponsor the participation of 
armed forces officers in IHL courses and workshops  

 support the Egyptian military and police authorities in 
making IHL and humanitarian principles and human 
rights law respectively an integral part of military and 
police training, instruction and practice 

 organize dissemination sessions for police officers in 
areas of potential unrest (e.g. Egypt-Gaza border) to 
raise their awareness of the ICRC’s mission and con-
cerns and of the basic IHL rules applicable to their du-
ties 

CIVIL SOCIETY 
Key segments of civil society, such as the media, NGOs, 
human rights associations and religious circles, can be 
important channels for increasing knowledge of IHL-
related issues and support for independent and neutral 
humanitarian action. 

The teaching of the Exploring Humanitarian Law pro-
gramme in secondary schools has started and a directive 
has been issued on the integration of IHL into the curric-
ula of law faculties. 

Objective 
The media, NGOs and religious/traditional leaders sup-
port the work of the ICRC and assist it in increasing pub-
lic awareness of humanitarian principles. Young people, 

as future leaders and decision-makers, learn about IHL in 
their academic courses. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 keep the media abreast of ICRC activities and IHL-
related issues 

 organize national and regional IHL workshops for 
journalists 

 update the ICRC’s Arabic-language website, circulate 
the ICRC’s publication Al-Insani to influential audi-
ences in the region  

 reinforce networking with Arab NGOs, human rights 
associations and religious circles to enhance their 
knowledge and understanding of IHL and the ICRC’s 
mandate and activities 

 conduct a training course for human rights activists 
who are not aware of the role of the ICRC and IHL  

 support the completion of the integration of the Ex-
ploring Humanitarian Law programme into secondary 
school curricula within two years and ensure its sus-
tainability 

 hold IHL workshops for university lecturers aimed at 
the inclusion of the subject in their curricula  

RED CROSS AND RED CRESCENT 
MOVEMENT 

Developing the capacity of the Egyptian Red Crescent 
Society to deliver humanitarian services in accordance 
with the Fundamental Principles and within the Move-
ment framework remains an ICRC priority. 

Objective 
The National Society has the capacity to provide emer-
gency assistance in armed conflict or other situations of 
violence in coordination with Movement partners. 

Plan of action 
Cooperation 

 provide training and material support to the National 
Society in the areas of restoring family links, first aid, 
emergency preparedness and response, and the Safer 
Access approach  

 help construct a National Society warehouse on the 
Egyptian side of the border with Gaza and provide it 
with emergency supplies 
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IRAN, ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF 
 
 

BUDGET IN KCHF  
Protection 1,480 
Assistance -   
Prevention 1,395 
Cooperation with National Societies 603 
General -   

Total 3,478 
Of which: Overheads 212

PERSONNEL 
Expatriates  4 

The ICRC has been in the Islamic Republic of Iran, with 
some interruptions, since 1977. It continues work to clarify 
the fate of POWs registered during the 1980–88 Iran-Iraq 
war or identified through RCMs. It works to strengthen its 
partnership with the Red Crescent Society of the Islamic 
Republic of Iran, particularly in the fields of tracing, the 
promotion of IHL, the implementation of the Exploring 
Humanitarian Law programme and mine-risk education. 
The Iranian committee for the implementation of IHL is an 
important partner in this process. The ICRC maintains a 
logistical supply base in the Islamic Republic of Iran in 
support of ICRC operations in the region. 

National staff (daily workers not included) 49 
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CONTEXT 
Domestic debate in the Islamic Republic of Iran remains 
focused primarily on the country's standoff with the inter-
national community over its nuclear programme, on 
measures to boost the flagging economy and on presiden-
tial elections due to be held in June 2009, in which Mah-
moud Ahmadinejad is widely expected to seek a second 
four-year presidential term.  

The Iranian authorities continue to refute allegations by 
the United States and other Western countries that it is 
trying to develop atomic weapons, repeatedly asserting 
that its nuclear programme is for energy purposes only. In 
March 2008, the UN Security Council imposed a third 
round of sanctions on Tehran for refusing to comply with 
its demand to stop uranium enrichment.  

In response to speculation about a possible military strike 
by Israel or the United States against Iranian nuclear sites 
if the country refuses to stop uranium enrichment, Iranian 
leaders have warned that Tehran would retaliate force-
fully against Israel and US targets in the region. They also 
said that in the event of such an attack, the Islamic Re-
public of Iran would close the Strait of Hormuz, through 
which around 30% of the world’s daily oil production 
transits. 

Price increases for basic commodities, a high inflation 
rate and the introduction of electricity and water rationing 
in some parts of the country, particularly in the south, 
heightened public debate over controversial government 
economic policies. In June, the president announced plans 
to restrict subsidies for staple foods to low-income groups 
to replace the current subsidization system that benefits 
the whole population. The government also halted gaso-
line subsidies, more than quadrupling its price at petrol 
stations, prompting public criticism. 

The Iranian president visited Baghdad in March, the first 
such visit since the 1980–88 Iran-Iraq war. This was fol-
lowed by two visits to Tehran by the Iraqi prime minister, 
further consolidating relations between the two countries. 

The Islamic Republic of Iran continues to host large num-
bers of mainly Afghan and Iraqi refugees. The govern-
ment has intensified efforts to expel illegal Afghan mi-
grants in the country, while UNHCR continues to repatri-
ate Afghan refugees within the framework of a tripartite 
agreement with the Islamic Republic of Iran and Afghani-
stan. 

HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE 
In 2009, ICRC operational priorities will continue to fo-
cus on addressing the humanitarian consequences of the 
1980–88 Iran-Iraq war, promoting the ratification and im-
plementation of IHL treaties, restoring family links, pro-
viding support to ICRC operations in Afghanistan and 
Iraq, and enhancing cooperation with the Red Crescent 
Society of the Islamic Republic of Iran. 

Acting as a neutral intermediary, the ICRC will seek to 
facilitate the resumption of regular dialogue between the 
Islamic Republic of Iran and Iraq to clarify the fate of 

thousands of people on both sides unaccounted for from 
the Iran-Iraq war. Technical support and DNA equipment 
will be provided to Iranian forensic experts to boost their 
capacities to recover and identify human remains. 

As in past years, families and refugees in the Islamic Re-
public of Iran will be able to restore and maintain contact 
with their relatives detained/interned abroad or living in 
countries disrupted by conflict through the tracing and 
RCM services, operated jointly with the Iranian Red 
Crescent. Iranian nationals released from deten-
tion/internment abroad will be repatriated under ICRC 
auspices, if they so wish, in cooperation with the authori-
ties concerned. 

Working mainly with the Iranian Red Crescent, the ICRC 
will support activities to raise awareness among the civil-
ian population living in affected areas of the dangers 
posed by weapon contamination, mainly anti-personnel 
mines, and of the safe behaviour to adopt in this respect. 

Cooperation with the National Society will also include 
training for Iranian prosthetic/orthotic technicians and 
support to an assistance programme for women affected 
by armed conflict and to the promotion of IHL and the 
Fundamental Principles. 

The ICRC will continue to support the work of the Iranian 
Committee on Humanitarian Law (ICHL), created in 
1999 to oversee and promote the national implementation 
of IHL, and will reinforce relations with the Tehran-based 
Parliamentary Union of the Organization of the Islamic 
Conference Member States (PUOICM), a key partner in 
the implementation process in its member States. It will 
step up efforts to help incorporate IHL into the theoretical 
and practical training programmes of the Iranian armed 
forces and into academic curricula. Following an agree-
ment signed with the judicial authorities, the ICRC plans 
to hold IHL training workshops for judges, prosecutors, 
and military tribunal and judiciary administrative staff. 
Further efforts will be devoted to consolidating relations 
with the Iranian authorities and with key sectors of civil 
society, such as the media, religious leaders and academic 
institutions, to promote knowledge of and support for 
humanitarian action and to further establish common 
ground between Islamic law and IHL. 

The Islamic Republic of Iran will continue to serve as a 
logistics hub for ICRC operations in Afghanistan and 
Iraq. 

HUMANITARIAN ISSUES AND ICRC 
OBJECTIVES 

CIVILIANS 
A number of Iranian organizations have for several years 
been involved in efforts to clarify the fate of thousands of 
Iranian nationals unaccounted for in relation to the 1980–
88 Iran-Iraq war. A comprehensive mechanism to address 
this issue, involving all the parties directly concerned, 
should be formalized in October 2008, following initial 
discussions held under ICRC auspices during the year. 
While the vast majority of missing persons are former 
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servicemen, a number of civilians also remain unac-
counted for since the war. The Islamic Republic of Iran 
and Iraq have both officially declared that they do not 
have any more POWs in their custody.  

Objective 
Families are informed of the fate of their relatives still 
unaccounted for from the Iran-Iraq war through a func-
tional mechanism established for this purpose involving 
the parties directly concerned. 

Plan of action  
Protection 
► continue to work with the Iranian authorities to shed 

light on the fate of Iranian and Iraqi POWs registered 
by the ICRC during the Iran-Iraq war and those 
known to the ICRC through RCMs 

► contact former Iraqi POWs released in the Islamic Re-
public of Iran who have not previously been inter-
viewed by the ICRC, issue them with certificates of 
detention and, if requested, repatriate them 

► facilitate the functioning of a joint mechanism be-
tween the Islamic Republic of Iran and Iraq to address 
the issue of people unaccounted for in relation to the 
Iran-Iraq war and organize meetings between the two 
parties under ICRC auspices 

► sponsor the participation of Iranian experts in work-
shops or conferences in Tehran and abroad on the ex-
humation, handling and identification of human re-
mains and provide them with the DNA and other 
technical equipment they may need to carry out their 
work 

The problem of mines and explosive remnants of war 
(ERW) in the Islamic Republic of Iran has existed for 
more than 20 years and remains a serious threat to the ci-
vilian population living in affected areas, as well as an 
obstacle to economic development. A five-year national 
mine/ERW clearance programme launched in 2006 is be-
hind schedule. 

Landmines and ERW remain in Iran from the 1980–88 
conflict with Iraq, affecting particularly the provinces of 
Western Azerbaijan, Kermanshah, Kurdistan, Khuzestan 
and Ilam in the west and south-west, from Abadan on the 
Persian Gulf to the Turkish border some 600 kilometres 
north. 

The mine/ERW threat endangers residents and returnees 
in the affected areas, as well as people passing through, 
such as Afghan and Iraqi refugees returning across mined 
border regions to their home countries.  

The Islamic Republic of Iran has not acceded to the 
Ottawa Convention and is not party to the Convention on 
Certain Conventional Weapons. 

Objective 
Civilians living or transiting mine-infested regions are 
aware of the dangers posed by weapon contamination and 
of the safe behaviour to adopt in this respect. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 
► assist the Iranian Red Crescent in informing civilians 

living or passing through mine/ERW-contaminated 
areas about the location of mined areas and the safe 
behaviour to adopt in order to avoid mine incidents 

► help the National Society organize mine-risk educa-
tion sessions for Afghan refugees returning to Af-
ghanistan across mined border regions 

► support mine-risk education sessions conducted by the 
Welfare and Social Security Ministry for students in 
Ilam province 

► assist the Janbazan Medical and Engineering Research 
Centre (JMERC) in developing measures to improve 
the quality of life of mine/ERW victims and their 
families, based on the results of a joint JMERC/ICRC 
study on how mine/ERW incidents have affected vic-
tims’ lives 

Families in the Islamic Republic of Iran, including Af-
ghan and Iraqi refugees, often have limited or no means 
of locating and restoring contact with family members de-
tained/interned abroad or living in countries disrupted by 
conflict.  

Objective 
Families in the Islamic Republic of Iran, including Af-
ghan and Iraqi refugees, are able to re-establish contact 
with relatives detained/interned abroad or living in coun-
tries disrupted by conflict. They are reunited with their 
families, where appropriate, or their resettlement in third 
countries is facilitated. Iranian nationals released from de-
tention/internment abroad are repatriated, if they so wish. 

Plan of action 
Protection 
► operate RCM/tracing services with the Iranian Red 

Crescent to restore contact between families in the Is-
lamic Republic of Iran and their relatives located or 
detained/interned in Afghanistan, Iraq or elsewhere, as 
well as between families abroad and individuals in the 
Islamic Republic of Iran, including foreign nationals 
in Iranian custody  

► in coordination with the Iranian authorities, repatriate 
Iranian nationals released from detention/internment 
abroad or located in Iraq, if they so wish  

► issue travel documents to recognized Afghan and Iraqi 
refugees to facilitate their resettlement in third coun-
tries or to enable family reunification 

AUTHORITIES 
The ICHL and the PUOICM are key partners in promot-
ing the implementation of IHL in the Islamic Republic of 
Iran and in other PUOICM member States. Their support 
for the ICRC’s mandate is also pivotal in many contexts 
where the ICRC operates. 

Objective 
National measures for the implementation of IHL are 
adopted through the work of the ICHL. The Iranian au-
thorities and official religious leaders, as well as the 
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PUOICM secretariat and its member States, have a sound 
knowledge and understanding of IHL and of the ICRC’s 
operational criteria and activities in the region, and sup-
port its action.  

Plan of action 
Prevention 
► strengthen relations with the PUOICM secretariat and 

the ICHL to promote the adoption of IHL implementa-
tion measures in the Islamic Republic of Iran and in 
other PUOICM member States  

► encourage authorities to act upon the recommenda-
tions of an ICRC study on the national legislative 
measures needed to comply with ratified IHL treaties, 
draw up a set of implementation guidelines with the 
ICHL for submission to the authorities concerned, and 
organize IHL information sessions for government of-
ficials 

► raise the national authorities’ awareness of the hu-
manitarian and socio-economic consequences of anti-
personnel mines for people living in affected areas and 
encourage them to formulate preventive policies ac-
cordingly  

► enhance information sharing with religious authorities 
and institutions, including representatives of the Qom 
Institute of Islamic Studies, and raise awareness of the 
ICRC's mandate, the Fundamental Principles and the 
Movement 

ARMED FORCES AND OTHER BEARERS OF 
WEAPONS 

The Iranian armed and security forces have yet to inte-
grate IHL into their military doctrine, operating proce-
dures and theoretical and practical training programmes.  

Objective 
The Iranian armed forces integrate IHL into their doc-
trine, operating procedures and theoretical and practical 
training programmes. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 
► organize courses in IHL for Iranian military personnel, 

including military judges, in conjunction with the Ira-
nian armed forces, the Expediency Council and the 
Qom Institute secretariat  

► sponsor the participation of Iranian military officers in 
regional and international IHL courses 

CIVIL SOCIETY 
Specific knowledge of IHL and of the activities and man-
date of the ICRC varies across civil society, although Ira-
nian media coverage of ICRC activities and IHL-related 
issues has increased. After the success of a pilot phase, 
the Exploring Humanitarian Law syllabus has yet to be 
integrated into secondary school curricula on a systematic 
basis. Some universities have expressed interest in teach-
ing IHL, which is not yet widely taught in law faculties in 
the country. 

Objective 
The media and selected NGOs contribute to promoting 
the work of the ICRC and increase public awareness of 
humanitarian principles. Young people, as future leaders 
and decision-makers, learn about IHL in their academic 
studies. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 
► publish updates on IHL and the ICRC in Farsi on the 

ICRC website, and provide the national media with in-
formation about ICRC activities through press re-
leases, interviews, newsletters and photo exhibitions  

► promote the inclusion of the Exploring Humanitarian 
Law programme in school curricula and in teacher-
training programmes, and sponsor the participation of 
education officials in regional seminars on the subject 

► promote the teaching of IHL in Iranian universities 
and encourage postgraduate students to participate in 
national moot court competitions on IHL, in research 
studies on IHL-related issues and in IHL courses 
abroad 

► provide universities with new publications on IHL and 
international criminal law  

RED CROSS AND RED CRESCENT 
MOVEMENT 

The Iranian Red Crescent and the ICRC have developed a 
solid partnership in recent years, particularly in address-
ing urgent needs related to restoring family links and 
mine-risk education (see Civilians). Additional fields of 
cooperation have been identified: the promotion of IHL 
and the Fundamental Principles; physical rehabilitation; 
and assistance programmes for women affected by armed 
conflict. 

The Iranian Red Crescent and the ICRC are exploring 
ways of working together more closely on international 
operations. 

Objective 
The Iranian Red Crescent and the ICRC share information 
and coordinate more closely on international activities. 
The National Society develops its family-links, mine-risk 
education and dissemination activities. It supports efforts 
to integrate IHL into school and university curricula and 
strengthens its capacity to spread knowledge of IHL and 
the Movement. 

Plan of action 
Cooperation 
► boost the National Society’s capacity to promote IHL 

and the Fundamental Principles countrywide 
► support the pilot phase of a project aimed at providing 

psychological and social support to women from fami-
lies affected by armed conflict 

► organize training in polypropylene technology for Na-
tional Society prosthetic/orthotic technicians, and co-
organize a regional seminar on physical rehabilitation 
in Tehran with the National Society  
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► encourage National Society managers to participate in 
IHL courses and seminars on organizational develop-

ment and explore with them potential new fields of 
cooperation 
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IRAQ 
 
 

BUDGET IN KCHF  
Protection 22,361 
Assistance 66,801 
Prevention 5,574 
Cooperation with National Societies 1,146 
General -   

Total 95,882 
Of which: Overheads 5,852 

  
PERSONNEL  
Expatriates  93 

The ICRC has been present in Iraq since the outbreak of 
the Iran-Iraq war in 1980. In the current context, priority is 
given to protection activities, with a particular focus on 
persons detained/interned by the multinational forces in 
Iraq and by the Iraqi authorities, and to providing the civil-
ian population affected by the armed conflict with emer-
gency assistance, either directly, or through partners, in-
cluding the Iraqi Red Crescent Society, whenever possi-
ble. Assistance activities include the provision of emer-
gency relief, support to hospitals, emergency repair work 
on health, water and sanitation infrastructure and restor-
ing family links. 

National staff (daily workers not included) 531 
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CONTEXT 
In 2008, the non-international armed conflict in Iraq be-
tween government/multinational forces and armed groups 
continued amidst frequent suicide bombings and other 
forms of violence, causing significant loss of mainly civil-
ian life. The general levels of violence and casualties nev-
ertheless showed signs of decreasing compared with pre-
vious years, due in large part to a sharp reduction in sec-
tarian killings and to more targeted military operations. 
Most regions in the country were increasingly divided 
along ethnic and confessional lines following the mass 
population displacement, particularly from mixed Shia-
Sunni urban neighbourhoods, that occurred as a result of 
the surge in sectarian violence after the bombing of a Shia 
shrine in Samarra in February 2006.  

As the year progressed, Iraqi armed and security forces 
took over control of an increasing number of governorates 
from British and US forces. In July, the Iraqi prime minis-
ter for the first time raised the prospect of setting a time-
table for the withdrawal of US troops from Iraq. This fol-
lowed discussions between the governments of Iraq and 
the United States to finalize a Status of Forces Agree-
ment, which aimed to establish the legal basis for the 
presence of US troops in Iraq after the expiry of the cur-
rent UN mandate on 31 December 2008.  

In continuation of a trend observed from the second half 
of 2007 onwards, there was a significant reduction in new 
population displacement. A limited number of Iraqis re-
turned home from abroad, while several hundred thousand 
others were still living as refugees in neighbouring coun-
tries, mainly in Jordan and the Syrian Arab Republic. 

Unemployment and poverty levels continue to rise, and 
much of the population remains reliant on government 
food rations to cover immediate needs, although many 
families entitled to benefit from the public food distribu-
tion system are unable to do so for various administrative 
and other reasons. Water, sewerage and electrical power 
infrastructure remain vastly inadequate to meet the needs 
of the population. 

The hardship of the population has been exacerbated by a 
severe drought, particularly in the north of the country, 
which drastically affected agricultural production, trigger-
ing sharp food price increases. 

Thousands of people are in the custody of the Iraqi au-
thorities and the multinational forces in Iraq, and many 
families are still without news of relatives who went miss-
ing during past conflicts or since the start of the current 
hostilities. 

HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE 
In 2009, ICRC operations in Iraq will continue to focus 
mainly on protection and assistance activities benefiting 
population groups directly affected by the ongoing armed 
conflict in Iraq. These activities will be organized by 
ICRC expatriate teams based in Iraq or commuting from 
neighbouring Jordan and by close to 500 Iraqi staff. ICRC 
offices will be maintained in Baghdad, Basra, Najaf, 

Ramadi (centre), Dohuk, Erbil, Khanakin and Sulaymani-
yah (north), and new offices will be opened in Al Kut 
(south) and Kirkuk (north). 

At all times, the ICRC will endeavour to strike an appro-
priate balance between meeting urgent needs and ensuring 
staff security. In accordance with its standard practice, the 
ICRC in Iraq will continue to operate without military 
protection in order to preserve its neutral and independent 
identity.  

Protection work will concentrate mainly on visits to peo-
ple held in the custody of the Iraqi authorities or the mul-
tinational forces in Iraq, on the restoration of family links 
and on action to clarify the fate of people unaccounted for 
from conflicts involving Iraq since 1980. Assistance ac-
tivities will include: the provision of urgently needed 
medical supplies to key hospitals dealing with mass-
casualty emergencies; maintenance and repair of health, 
water and sanitation facilities to help avert or to respond 
to emergencies in these sectors; basic relief to the civilian 
population, including people displaced in their own gov-
ernorates; livelihood support, cash-for-work and voca-
tional training projects targeting particularly vulnerable 
groups, such as female-headed households and the physi-
cally disabled; and support to physical rehabilitation cen-
tres throughout the country.  

The ICRC will continue to strive to gain broader accep-
tance of and support for its humanitarian role through 
contacts with all parties to the conflict, including armed 
groups, and with key segments of Iraqi civil society, no-
tably community leaders, in order to ensure greater access 
to those most in need.  

In close coordination with the International Federation, 
the ICRC will provide support aimed at re-stabilizing the 
Iraqi Red Crescent Society. It will seek to ensure a cohe-
sive Movement response to needs in Iraq, and will con-
tinue to coordinate its activities with UN agencies and 
other humanitarian actors in fields of common interest, in 
order to maximize impact, fill gaps and avoid duplication. 

HUMANITARIAN ISSUES AND ICRC 
OBJECTIVES 

CIVILIANS 
The levels of civilian casualties, displacement, destroyed 
livelihoods and conflict-related damage to civilian prop-
erty and vital infrastructure remain high, reflecting wide-
spread disregard for IHL. Insecurity and discrimination 
along sectarian lines frequently impede access to essential 
public services. In some regions, the population is not 
aware of the dangers posed by mines and explosive rem-
nants of war (ERW). 

Women-headed households left without a livelihood are 
among the most vulnerable population groups, as are 
many of the hundreds of thousands of IDPs living in ex-
tremely precarious conditions. The hardship in northern 
Iraq has been further exacerbated by a drought that re-
duced agricultural production. 
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The response of the humanitarian community to the 
emergency needs in Iraq remains limited, owing to inse-
curity. WFP is providing assistance to people displaced 
outside their own governorates. 

Objective 
The civilian population in Iraq is protected in accordance 
with IHL and other relevant international standards appli-
cable to the current situation in Iraq and receives assis-
tance to cover essential needs. People are aware of and 
are protected from the dangers posed by mines/ERW. 

Plan of action 
Protection 

 press for greater respect by all parties concerned for 
IHL and other legal standards applicable to the situa-
tion in Iraq 

 document violations of IHL and make representations 
to the parties concerned requesting corrective action 

 support the marking of 10 areas contaminated by 
mines/ERW and mine-risk education in 12 communi-
ties, and share data about mine/ERW victims with 
other organizations concerned 

Assistance 
Health 

 in an emergency, provide medical assistance to cover 
the needs of 5,000 people  

 provide 20 primary health care facilities serving some 
400,000 people with assistance to treat the most com-
mon diseases, to stabilize emergency cases before 
their transfer to referral hospitals and to provide psy-
chological support to the most vulnerable people 

 support health training for 100 women heads of 
household 

Water, sanitation and habitat 
 restore access to clean water and sanitation for 50,000 

people through emergency repair work; truck in water 
whenever necessary  

 maintain public, including primary health care, water 
and sanitation infrastructure serving some 2 million 
people, and repair Iraqi Medico-Legal Institute (MLI) 
infrastructure 

 implement 20 water/sewage rehabilitation projects on 
infrastructure (serving some 600,000 people) ne-
glected by the reconstruction effort or overstretched 
by population growth  

 build 20 new water/sanitation facilities in areas where 
150,000 people lack such facilities  

 boost the capacities of 100 water boards and 2 MLI 
structures through staff training  

 address the emergency needs of up to 10,000 newly 
displaced people  

 address the needs of up to 12,000 IDPs living in 7 
camps cut off from public services 

Economic security 
 in northern Iraq, provide 66,000 people (11,000 

households) affected by drought with food assistance 
until the next harvest 

 help 60,000 destitute people (10,000 households) and 
400 disabled people in northern Iraq and Najaf to re-
store their livelihoods 

 provide vocational training for three months to 200 
destitute single mothers  

 provide monthly food and hygiene assistance to up to 
6,000 destitute IDPs (1,000 households) living in 
makeshift camps or collective settlements and for four 
months to up to 90,000 people (15,000 households) 
displaced after February 2006 within their home gov-
ernorates and living with host families 

 urge the authorities to enable IDP families assisted by 
the ICRC to benefit from the public food distribution 
system  

 in response to emergencies, provide up to 12,000 peo-
ple (2,000 households) with ad hoc food and hygiene 
assistance 

Family members are often separated by the conflict and 
lack the means to exchange news. Large numbers of fami-
lies remain without information about relatives unac-
counted for in relation to the armed conflicts involving 
Iraq since 1980.  

Objective 
Family members separated by conflict re-establish contact 
and are reunited when appropriate. Families are informed 
of the fate of their relatives unaccounted for in relation to 
the armed conflicts involving Iraq since 1980 through 
functional mechanisms established for this purpose in-
volving the parties directly concerned. 

Plan of action 
Protection 
1980–88 Iran-Iraq war 

 in the framework of the Tripartite Process Agreement 
launched in 2008, involving Iraq, the Islamic Republic 
of Iran and the ICRC, facilitate the clarification of the 
fate of missing persons and the identification and re-
patriation of human remains 

1990–91 Gulf War 
 support efforts by members of the ICRC-chaired Tri-

partite Commission to clarify the fate of people unac-
counted for and encourage the parties to address cases 
not included in their original workload 

Current and past conflicts in Iraq 
 provide tracing and RCM services to families seeking 

their relatives in Iraq or abroad, wherever possible in 
collaboration with the Iraqi Red Crescent  

 register separated/unaccompanied minors and facili-
tate family reunification when appropriate 

 issue travel documents to people without valid identi-
fication papers to facilitate their repatriation, resettle-
ment or family reunification 

 encourage the Ministry of Human Rights to establish a 
National Information Bureau and a database to handle 
cases of missing persons reported by the families; fos-
ter coordination with local NGOs working in this field 
and the sharing of information with the families con-
cerned 
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 following a comprehensive assessment, identify the 
structure and means needed to identify human remains 
related to the armed conflicts involving Iraq since 
1980 

 provide support to the MLI for the collection and 
preservation of post-mortem data and other forensic 
activities 

PEOPLE DEPRIVED OF THEIR FREEDOM 
Thousands of people are held in the custody of the multi-
national forces in Iraq and the Iraqi authorities in connec-
tion with the current conflict in the country. Their families 
often require assistance to locate and restore contact with 
them and to cover the costs of travelling to visit them in 
places far from their homes. 

Objective 
Persons detained/interned by the Iraqi authorities and the 
multinational forces in Iraq are afforded treatment and 
conditions of detention that comply with the relevant pro-
visions of IHL and with other internationally recognized 
standards. Detainees/internees can restore and maintain 
family links. Foreigners released from custody are repa-
triated, if they so wish. 

Plan of action 
Protection 

 monitor the treatment and living conditions of in-
mates, paying particular attention to detention condi-
tions during interrogation and transfers of vulnerable 
groups, such as women, minors and sick, handicapped 
and elderly people, and, whenever necessary, make 
recommendations to the detaining authorities for cor-
rective action 

 seek wider access to Iraqi-controlled detention facili-
ties 

 follow up allegations of undisclosed places of deten-
tion and seek authorization to visit them if they are 
found to exist 

 ensure that the detaining authorities inform the fami-
lies concerned of the detention of relatives and respect 
the right of inmates to receive visits from and corre-
spond with their families  

 monitor respect for procedural safeguards and judicial 
guarantees and for the principle of non-refoulement  

Assistance 
 respond to emergency water, sanitation and medical 

needs in places of detention 
 ensure that prison medical staff respect internationally 

recognized medical ethical standards  
 enable detainees/internees and their families to ex-

change news via RCMs  
 help cover the travel costs of destitute families wish-

ing to visit detained/interned relatives, and facilitate 
visits by family members living abroad 

 facilitate the voluntary repatriation of released for-
eigners 

WOUNDED AND SICK 
The Iraqi health system has been in constant decline since 
the early 1980s and is far from adequate to meet the needs 
of the population. The continued violence has further 
compounded the already weak health system. Hospitals 
and other health facilities often lack trained staff, medi-
cines, equipment and adequate water and sanitation facili-
ties.  

Objective 
Weapon-wounded and sick patients have access to ade-
quate medical and surgical treatment. 

Plan of action 
Assistance 
Medical 

 ensure basic equipment remains functional in 22 key 
hospitals, and provide them with medical and labora-
tory supplies 

 supply hospitals with surgical and medical materials 
to treat up to 7,000 wounded patients  

 provide blood-testing equipment to 6 blood transfu-
sion centres 

 organize war-surgery seminars for health professionals 
and emergency room staff and on first aid for Health 
Ministry and Iraqi Red Crescent staff  

 provide support to the Al Rashad Psychiatric Hospital 
in Baghdad 

 train hospital staff to apply standard organizational 
and technical protocols for the management of emer-
gency services and infection control 

 truck water to 5 main hospitals and restore disrupted 
hospital water/sanitation and power systems  

 upgrade fragile water/sanitation facilities in 20 hospi-
tals (total 5,000 beds) to prevent major technical 
breakdowns, and rehabilitate up to 7 dilapidated hos-
pitals (total 1,500 beds) in remote areas 

 help 50 technical staff to maintain water, sanitation 
and power systems in 5 hospitals  

The number of disabled people continues to grow in Iraq. 
Patients often have a long wait for fittings because exist-
ing physical rehabilitation centres lack staff and the com-
ponents required to produce mobility appliances.  

Objective 
War amputees and other physically disabled people have 
access to adequate treatment, including good-quality pros-
theses and orthoses and physiotherapy. 

Plan of action 
Assistance 

 provide the means to enable 11 limb-fitting/physical 
rehabilitation centres to produce 3,000 prostheses, 
7,000 orthoses and 3,000 crutches  

 provide impoverished physically disabled patients 
with transport and accommodation during their treat-
ment 

 support staff training through local seminars and 
sponsorships to higher education abroad 
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 help establish 2 wheelchair production centres in 
Basra and Kirkuk in addition to the existing one in Er-
bil and provide wheelchairs to 200 patients 

 build a physical rehabilitation centre in Naseriyah 

AUTHORITIES 
Close contacts with the Iraqi authorities and other major 
Iraqi political entities, as well as with the international 
diplomatic community, the UN and other key players in 
Iraq, are essential in order to increase acceptance of and 
support for the ICRC and its neutral and independent hu-
manitarian work in the country and to ensure the coordi-
nation of humanitarian activities. 

Objective 
The political authorities in Iraq and in States with multi-
national forces in Iraq, as well as the UN, understand and 
support the mandate and activities of the ICRC in the 
country. The government implements IHL treaties to 
which Iraq is already party and accedes to other major 
humanitarian instruments. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 brief the Iraqi authorities and those with military 
forces in Iraq on the ICRC’s mandate and activities in 
Iraq, and remind them of their responsibilities under 
IHL 

 distribute newsletters and monthly electronic opera-
tional updates in Arabic, English and Kurdish  

 share information and coordinate activities with UN 
agencies and other humanitarian organizations active 
in Iraq 

 support the Iraqi authorities in establishing an active 
national IHL committee  

 promote ratification and implementation of IHL trea-
ties, in particular Iraq’s accession to the 1977 Addi-
tional Protocols and the Second Protocol to the Hague 
Convention on Cultural Property 

ARMED FORCES AND OTHER BEARERS OF 
WEAPONS 

The provisions of IHL related to the conduct of hostilities 
are of particular relevance in Iraq, where the civilian 
population continues to bear the brunt of the violence. In-
creased respect for these provisions by all parties con-
cerned is essential to reducing the number of civilian 
casualties and the destruction of civilian property and in-
frastructure, as well as to ensuring a safer environment for 
neutral and independent humanitarian action. 

Objective 
Armed and security forces present in Iraq, including 
armed groups and militias, respect IHL, understand the 
ICRC’s mandate and activities, and facilitate the work of 
the ICRC and Movement partners. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 hold workshops on IHL for Iraqi military officials, 
training institutions and armed forces units 

 organize IHL dissemination sessions for multinational 
forces and private military/security companies operat-
ing in Iraq and for Iraqi police/security forces 

 increase acceptance of the ICRC/IHL, and ensure staff 
security by extending contacts with armed groups and 
militias  

CIVIL SOCIETY 
As key sectors of civil society, religious, tribal and com-
munity leaders, local NGOs, the media, academics and 
professional associations can play a vital role in increas-
ing public knowledge and acceptance of IHL and neutral 
and independent humanitarian action.  

Objective 
The media, religious, tribal and community leaders, 
NGOs and other influential civil society circles support 
the work of the ICRC and assist it in increasing awareness 
of humanitarian principles.  

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 reinforce contacts with religious, tribal and commu-
nity leaders, their associations, NGOs and professional 
organizations to promote knowledge of and support 
for IHL and the ICRC  

 develop contacts with Iraqi women’s NGOs regarding 
conflicted-related problems faced by women in Iraq, 
and raise public awareness of their situation on Inter-
national Women’s Day (8 March)  

 organize seminars with religious leaders on the com-
mon ground between IHL and Islamic law  

 keep the national, pan-Arab and international media 
abreast of ICRC activities and issues of humanitarian 
concern through press releases, interviews, audiovis-
ual and web material, photos and operational updates 

 organize events to promote IHL integration into the 
curricula of law faculties and schools of journalism, 
and support the training of university lecturers in IHL  

RED CROSS AND RED CRESCENT 
MOVEMENT 

The Iraqi Red Crescent Society, which is the major na-
tional humanitarian actor in Iraq with a nationwide net-
work of branches, faces serious statutory and organiza-
tional constraints. The ICRC reduced its operational co-
operation with the National Society in 2007, but remains 
engaged in dialogue with the Society, in collaboration 
with the International Federation. 

Objective 
Movement partners provide coordinated support to the 
Iraqi Red Crescent Society in efforts to re-establish its 
statutory base and role as an important national humani-
tarian actor in Iraq. 
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Plan of action 
Cooperation 

 in cooperation with the International Federation, pro-
vide support and guidance to the Iraqi Red Crescent 
Society in resolving its leadership crisis through elec-

tions at a general assembly to be held at the earliest 
opportunity 

 provide expertise on issues relating to the legal basis 
of National Societies 

 support National Society branches in responding to 
emergencies 
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ISRAEL, THE OCCUPIED AND AUTONOMOUS 
TERRITORIES 
 
 

BUDGET IN KCHF  
Protection 20,948 
Assistance 39,132 
Prevention 4,027 
Cooperation with National Societies 3,189 
General -   

Total 67,295 
Of which: Overheads 4,107 

  
PERSONNEL  
Expatriates  81 

The ICRC has been present in Israel and the occupied 
and autonomous territories since the 1967 Arab-Israeli 
war. It strives to ensure respect for IHL, in particular its 
provisions relative to the protection of civilians living under 
occupation. It monitors the treatment and living conditions 
of detainees held by the Israeli and Palestinian authorities 
and provides assistance to the Palestinian population. As 
the lead agency for the Movement in this context, the 
ICRC coordinates the work of its Movement partners and 
supports the activities of the Palestine Red Crescent So-
ciety and the Magen David Adom. 

National staff (daily workers not included) 287 
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CONTEXT 
An Egyptian-brokered truce between Hamas and Israel, 
which came into effect on 19 June, led to a lull in the vio-
lence that had left hundreds of people – mainly Palestini-
ans – dead or injured. The situation had deteriorated fol-
lowing an increase in Israeli air strikes on and ground in-
cursions into the Gaza Strip in response to an escalation 
of rocket and mortar fire launched from the territory into 
Israel. Despite the ceasefire, the Palestinian territories, 
particularly the Gaza Strip, are facing a deepening hu-
manitarian crisis.  

The closure of the Gaza Strip, which tightened after 
Hamas took control of the territory in June 2007, remains 
in place, except for the passage of humanitarian supplies 
and the evacuation of emergency medical cases. As a re-
sult, the economy is close to collapse, with fuel and other 
basic commodities in precariously short supply and vital 
infrastructure verging on breakdown.  

In the West Bank, everyday life and livelihoods continue 
to be severely constrained by frequent military incursions, 
arrests, mobility restrictions, Israeli settlement growth and 
the construction of the security barrier.  

The political split between the Palestinian Authority in the 
West Bank and the de facto authorities in the Gaza Strip 
deepened in 2008, although there were no major out-
breaks of armed violence as in 2007. As Hamas further 
consolidated its control over the Gaza Strip, the Palestin-
ian Authority carried out a law and order campaign in the 
West Bank, deploying its security forces and cracking 
down on armed factions.  

Israeli Prime Minister Ehud Olmert resigned on 21 Sep-
tember following personal corruption probes, and Foreign 
Minister Tzipi Livni failed to assemble a coalition, raising 
the prospect of early elections. Meanwhile, Israel has 
started indirect talks with the Syrian Arab Republic under 
Turkish auspices. 

Israel continues to hold more than 10,000 Palestinians in 
detention. It has also detained an increasing number of ir-
regular African migrants, some of whom have been de-
ported.  

HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE 
In 2009, the ICRC will continue to impress upon Israel 
the need to comply fully with its obligations under IHL 
towards the Palestinian population living under its occu-
pation. In parallel, it will pursue a wide range of protec-
tion and assistance activities to alleviate the suffering 
caused by military operations, mobility restrictions, set-
tlement expansion and settler violence and to mitigate 
their adverse impact on the economic situation, access to 
essential services, and basic infrastructure. 

The ICRC will solicit the support of the international 
community in its efforts to persuade Israel to halt activi-
ties proscribed by IHL, such as the maintenance and de-
velopment of settlements and the construction of the West 
Bank barrier wherever it deviates from the Green Line 
into Palestinian territory. It will also monitor the conduct 

of Israeli military operations and acts of violence by Pal-
estinian individuals or groups against Israelis and, when-
ever necessary, make prompt representations to the parties 
concerned requesting that corrective action be taken. 

ICRC delegates will pursue visits to thousands of Pales-
tinians detained by Israel and hundreds held by the Pales-
tinian authorities to monitor their treatment and living 
conditions and to enable them to remain in contact with 
their families. They will also keep trying to obtain access 
to Israeli soldier Gilad Shalit, detained in Gaza since 
2006.  

In response to the most urgent needs of the population in 
areas worst affected by the consequences of occupation, 
the ICRC will maintain its economic and food security 
programmes. Thousands of destitute Palestinian families, 
including families whose homes are destroyed or confis-
cated owing to the construction of the West Bank barrier 
or settlement expansion, will receive direct assistance, 
and the most severely affected communities will benefit 
from income-generating opportunities. 

ICRC health programmes, including the provision of life-
saving surgical equipment and substantial support to the 
Emergency Medical Services (EMS) of the Palestine Red 
Crescent Society and the Magen David Adom, will en-
deavour to ensure the delivery of adequate medical care to 
the Palestinian population. The ICRC will facilitate the 
population’s access to medical facilities and that of medi-
cal service providers to the sick and wounded. It will also 
maintain material and training support to the Gaza Artifi-
cial Limb and Polio Orthopaedic Centre to reinforce the 
centre’s capacity to produce prosthetic/orthotic devices 
for the weapon-wounded and amputees.  

In coordination with the Palestinian water authorities, the 
ICRC will continue rehabilitating or building water and 
sanitation facilities serving some 400,000 people in areas 
where needs are greatest. 

The ICRC will pursue work to clarify the fate of people 
still unaccounted for or missing in action from past con-
flicts in the region. It will also build on progress already 
achieved in integrating basic IHL principles into military in-
struction and training programmes and into Israeli and Pales-
tinian secondary school and university curricula. 

The ICRC will continue to hold regular coordination 
meetings with international, governmental and non-
governmental organizations active in the region and with 
Movement partners. 

HUMANITARIAN ISSUES AND ICRC 
OBJECTIVES 

CIVILIANS 
Over the first half of 2008, hostilities in Gaza resulted in a 
significant number of mainly Palestinian civilian casual-
ties. Israeli civilians have also been victims of acts of vio-
lence by Palestinians.  

In addition, the Palestinian population is suffering the ad-
verse consequences of aspects of the occupation such as: 
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illegal settlements; settler violence against Palestinians; 
construction of the West Bank barrier wherever its path 
encroaches upon Palestinian territory; the destruction or 
confiscation of Palestinian property; and mobility restric-
tions that impede access to essential services and means 
of livelihood. Water supply is insufficient to meet the 
needs of the Palestinian population. The situation in the 
Gaza Strip is of particular concern and can be qualified as 
a chronic emergency.  

Objective 
The Palestinian population living under occupation is 
treated in accordance with the relevant rules of IHL. Ci-
vilian infrastructure and property are respected. People in 
the West Bank and Gaza Strip have freedom of movement 
to access essential services and their sources of livelihood 
and enjoy a safe and healthy environment. Israeli and Pal-
estinian civilians are spared from direct and indiscrimi-
nate attacks. 

Plan of action 
Protection 

 urge all parties, both Israeli and Palestinian, to respect 
the safety of civilians and civilian infrastructure and 
that of the medical mission 

 urge the Israeli authorities to ease mobility restrictions 
within and between the Palestinian territories to im-
prove the population’s access to essential services and 
means of livelihood and to enable family reunifica-
tions 

 remind the Israeli authorities of the illegal nature of Is-
raeli settlements, the confiscation/destruction of Pales-
tinian land/housing and the construction of the West 
Bank barrier wherever its route encroaches upon Pal-
estinian territory 

 urge the Israeli authorities to prevent settler violence 
against Palestinians and to prosecute those responsible  

Assistance 
Water and habitat 

 provide water to communities where supply is dis-
rupted by military operations or breakdowns  

 build or rehabilitate water treatment facilities serving 
some 400,000 people in the West Bank and the Gaza 
Strip  

Economic security 
 implement cash-for-work and livelihood-support pro-

jects benefiting 21,000 people (some 3,500 house-
holds) in the West Bank and 25,000 people (some 
3,570 households) in the Gaza Strip 

 provide monthly food parcels, along with hygiene kits 
three times a year, to 1,050 needy households (6,300 
people) in Hebron 

 provide emergency shelter and essential household 
equipment to up to 1,000 households (some 6,500 
people) whose houses are destroyed or confiscated 

 respond to emergencies by providing food and hy-
giene kits to cover the needs of up to 3,000 house-
holds (19,500 people) 

Family links are disrupted as a consequence of past or on-
going armed conflict in the region, notably for Lebanese 
nationals living in Israel. Cases of Israeli nationals miss-
ing from past conflicts and of Lebanese and other Arab 
combatants allegedly killed in action by Israeli forces re-
main unresolved. The repatriation of the remains of a 
number of them has still to take place. 

Travel to the Syrian Arab Republic by residents of the oc-
cupied Golan remains subject to Israeli restrictions, as is 
travel for Palestinians wishing to visit or be reunited with 
family members in the Palestinian territories or in Jordan. 

Objective 
Separated Lebanese, Palestinian and Syrian family mem-
bers are able to maintain contact, meet regularly or be re-
united. The remains of people killed in action or of Leba-
nese nationals who die in Israel are repatriated to their 
families. Families are informed of the fate of missing rela-
tives. 

Plan of action 
Protection 

 acting as a neutral intermediary, help clarify the fate 
of all missing persons and keep the families informed 

 repatriate the remains of Lebanese combatants killed 
in Israel, upon the family’s request 

 ensure contact between Lebanese nationals in Israel 
and their families in Lebanon and the transfer of offi-
cial papers between them  

 persuade the Israeli authorities to allow residents of 
the occupied Golan to visit their relatives in the Syrian 
Arab Republic 

 facilitate travel from the occupied Golan to the Syrian 
Arab Republic for educational or religious purposes; 
arrange for Golan residents to marry their prospective 
partners from the Syrian Arab Republic in the Kunei-
tra separation zone 

 facilitate the transport of the Golan farming crop to 
Syrian markets 

 facilitate the reunification of family members split be-
tween the West Bank and Gaza Strip and travel by 
Palestinians to Jordan or elsewhere for family reasons 
or for medical emergencies 

PEOPLE DEPRIVED OF THEIR FREEDOM 
More than 10,000 Palestinians are being held by the Is-
raeli authorities. Contrary to IHL, the vast majority are 
held in Israel. Administrative detainees may be held with-
out charge or trial for six-month periods renewable by 
military order and often lack access to lawyers and infor-
mation regarding their status. Palestinian families rely en-
tirely on ICRC services to visit relatives detained by Is-
rael. Since June 2007, families in Gaza have been pre-
vented by mobility restrictions from visiting their rela-
tives in Israeli prisons.  

Increasing numbers of irregular African migrants are be-
ing detained and subsequently deported, raising concerns 
about respect for the principle of non-refoulement. 
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Objective 
All people held by the Israeli authorities are treated in 
conformity with IHL and internationally recognized stan-
dards.  

Plan of action 
Protection 

 visit detainees to assess their treatment and living 
conditions and, whenever necessary, make recom-
mendations to the detaining authorities for improve-
ments 

 persuade the Israeli authorities to reduce the number 
of detainees held in long-term isolation and to ensure 
they receive adequate psychiatric care 

 ensure that foreign detainees are not repatriated or 
transferred to any country against their will 

 monitor the compliance of Israeli administrative or-
ders with IHL, including respect for procedural safe-
guards, and ensure that administrative detainees are 
separated from security detainees 

 enable detainees to correspond with their families, or-
ganize regular family visits to detainees and cover the 
costs of such visits for impoverished families 

 ensure the resumption of family visits from Gaza to 
Israeli prisons  

Assistance 
 support the authorities in their obligation to provide all 

detainees in permanent places of detention with rec-
reational materials, and provide ad hoc stipends to par-
ticularly needy detainees 

 ensure that all detainees receive proper medical care 
and, where necessary, provide them with eyeglasses, 
dentures and orthopaedic appliances 

At the end of June 2008, approximately 1,500 people 
were being held in detention in the Gaza Strip and the 
West Bank, many in connection with intra-Palestinian 
fighting. 

Structural deficiencies, overcrowding and respect for ju-
dicial guarantees are among the main causes of concern in 
Palestinian detention facilities. 

Objective 
People detained by the Palestinian Authority benefit from 
the protection afforded by international human rights 
standards and, if applicable, customary rules of IHL, in 
particular regarding their treatment and living conditions. 

Plan of action 
Protection 

 visit detainees to assess their treatment and living 
conditions and, whenever necessary, make recom-
mendations to the detaining authorities for improve-
ments 

 pay particular attention to and maintain a dialogue 
with the detaining authorities on treatment after arrest, 
respect for judicial guarantees, access to medical care 
and problems resulting from overcrowding 

Assistance 
 provide hygiene articles and clothes to the most vul-

nerable detainees, and support tailoring workshops set 
up for detainees by the prison administration 

 provide books and recreational/educational materials 
for detainees, including material adapted for women 
and minors 

WOUNDED AND SICK 
General working conditions in Palestinian hospitals re-
main difficult as essential equipment increasingly breaks 
down due to lack of maintenance, spare parts and repair. 
In addition, Israeli military operations, intra-Palestinian 
fighting and mobility restrictions hinder or delay public 
access to health facilities and access of medical service 
providers to the wounded and sick. 

The situation is particularly severe in the Gaza Strip, 
where Israeli restrictions hamper the delivery of medical 
supplies/equipment and the evacuation of emergency 
medical cases to referral hospitals. The Palestinian Minis-
try of Health ambulance service is responsible for medical 
evacuations, but lacks the means to ensure the service. 

The Palestine Red Crescent EMS are reliant on external 
support to maintain a 24-hour emergency ambulance ser-
vice in the West Bank and Gaza Strip. 

Objective 
The wounded and sick are evacuated to health facilities in 
a timely manner and receive adequate treatment. The Pal-
estine Red Crescent EMS are able to respond to needs in 
emergency situations throughout the West Bank, East Je-
rusalem and the Gaza Strip. 

Plan of action 
Protection 

 facilitate ambulance movements 
 document impediments to the medical mission by 

weapon bearers and make representations to the par-
ties concerned 

Assistance 
 finance the bulk of EMS operating costs, donate 6 new 

ambulances and renovate 6 others 
 provide medical journals to the 18 Ministry of Health 

hospitals in the Gaza Strip and the West Bank 
 supply 10 West Bank hospitals with spare parts 
 support the transfer of Palestinian Ministry of Health 

drugs from the West Bank to Gaza to ensure a proper 
supply to hospitals 

Gaza Strip 
 provide 2,000 first-aid kits and first-aid training to 

Palestine Red Crescent personnel and maintain an 
emergency stock to provide first aid and hospital 
treatment to up to 500 wounded patients 

 supply central medical stores with drugs and dispos-
ables and 10 hospitals with surgical equipment and 
spare parts 

 provide 57 Ministry of Health ambulances with 
stretchers, drugs and disposables, vehicle and equip-
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ment spare parts, and communication equipment, and 
train ambulance personnel in emergency medical 
evacuations to referral hospitals outside Gaza 

Inter-Palestinian clashes have resulted in an increasing 
number of lower-limb injuries and amputations, particu-
larly in the Gaza Strip. The Artificial Limb and Polio Or-
thopaedic Centre is the only centre manufacturing pros-
thetic and orthotic devices in the Gaza Strip. 

Objective 
The weapon-wounded in Gaza have access to appropriate 
limb-fitting and physical rehabilitation services. 

Plan of action 
Assistance 

 provide support to the Gaza Artificial Limb and Polio 
Orthopaedic Centre to enable it to fit 350 physically 
disabled people with prostheses 

 sponsor lower-limb prosthetics/orthotics training for 2 
Palestinian technicians 

AUTHORITIES 
Israel maintains that the Fourth Geneva Convention is not 
applicable de jure to the occupied Palestinian territories. 
It has not ratified Additional Protocol I relative to the 
conduct of hostilities. 

In February 2008, the Palestinian Council of Ministers 
ratified a five-year plan providing the government with a 
legal basis to legislate.  

Hamas has taken de facto control over all government 
bodies in the Gaza Strip. 

Objective 
Israel implements IHL treaties to which it is already party, 
accedes to other major humanitarian instruments and rec-
ognizes the applicability of the Fourth Geneva Conven-
tion in the Israeli-Palestinian context. Israeli and Palestin-
ian political decision-makers know the mandates and sup-
port the work of the ICRC, the Magen David Adom and 
the Palestine Red Crescent.  

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 urge the Israeli authorities to acknowledge the appli-
cability of the Fourth Geneva Convention in the Is-
raeli-Palestinian context and to apply its provisions 
relevant to the law of occupation 

 encourage the Israeli authorities to ratify Additional 
Protocol III, to adapt domestic law accordingly and to 
adopt draft legislation on the emblem 

 hold sessions on IHL and the ICRC for senior Israeli 
civil servants and for Palestinian political, secular and 
religious groups, as well as first-aid workshops for re-
ligious groups 

ARMED FORCES AND OTHER BEARERS OF 
WEAPONS 

The Israel Defense Forces (IDF) have yet to issue specific 
manuals on and develop systematic training in IHL for 
military operations conducted in civilian settings.  

The Palestinian Authority is renewing efforts to reinforce 
its security apparatus. The security forces in the Gaza 
Strip are mainly controlled by Hamas. 

Objective 
The Israeli armed and security forces know and are 
trained to apply the rules of IHL, and the Palestinian secu-
rity services know and are trained to apply the basic prin-
ciples of IHL and other relevant international standards. 
They understand and respect the mandates and activities 
of the ICRC, the Magen David Adom and the Palestine 
Red Crescent. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 organize a workshop at the Israeli School of Military 
Law on the rules of IHL regulating the conduct of hos-
tilities, and conduct IHL sessions for Israeli military 
and private security units operational in the occupied 
Palestinian territories 

 make available a presentation on the ICRC and its ac-
tivities in the West Bank and the Gaza Strip for vari-
ous IDF training courses and for the internal IDF web-
site 

 hold dissemination sessions for all Palestinian security 
services, including those involved in detention 

CIVIL SOCIETY 
Key civil society circles in Israel and the Palestinian terri-
tories need to understand and respect IHL, the ICRC and 
the other components of the Movement, given their influ-
ence on their respective authorities and leaders. 

Objective 
The media, NGOs, academic circles, and community and 
religious leaders support the work of the ICRC and assist 
it in increasing public awareness of humanitarian issues 
among the public, decision-makers and all those involved 
in armed conflict or other situations of violence, thus 
achieving greater respect for human dignity. Young peo-
ple, as future leaders and decision-makers, learn about 
IHL in their academic courses. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 keep the local and international media abreast of 
ICRC activities 

 reinforce networking with Israeli and Palestinian 
NGOs and with Palestinian community and religious 
leaders to enhance their knowledge of and support for 
IHL and the ICRC  

 ensure teaching of the Exploring Humanitarian Law 
programme for College of Management students, im-
plement it in 4 Israeli schools, support its teaching in 
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270 Palestinian schools and prepare to hand over full 
ownership of the programme to the authorities con-
cerned 

 organize IHL sessions for university deans, lecturers, 
students, and government and private law practitioners 
in Israel and the Palestinian territories with a view to 
integrating the subject into law curricula 

RED CROSS AND RED CRESCENT 
MOVEMENT 

As lead agency for the Movement in Israel and the occu-
pied and autonomous territories, the ICRC supports a co-
herent Movement approach to humanitarian work in the 
region. It also works on strengthening the capacities of the 
Magen David Adom and the Palestine Red Crescent to 
cope with emergency situations and to prevent misuse of 
the emblem.  

Objective 
The Magen David Adom and the Palestine Red Crescent 
possess the means and the expertise to carry out the full 
range of activities of a well-functioning National Society. 
The activities of all components of the Movement are co-
ordinated. 

Plan of action 
Cooperation (see also Wounded and sick) 

 support the Magen David Adom and the Palestine Red 
Crescent in developing their disaster management, 
tracing and dissemination programmes and in institut-
ing measures to prevent misuse of the emblems 

 enhance the Palestine Red Crescent’s capacity to part-
ner with the ICRC in joint needs assessments/response 
activities  

 facilitate regular Magen David Adom/Palestine Red 
Crescent liaison committee meetings, and organize 
regular meetings with Movement partners to ensure 
operational coherence 
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JORDAN 
 
 

BUDGET IN KCHF  
Protection 2,389 
Assistance -   
Prevention 1,492 
Cooperation with National Societies 454 
General -   

Total 4,334 
Of which: Overheads 265 

  
PERSONNEL  
Expatriates  22 

The ICRC has been present in Jordan since the 1967 
Arab-Israeli war. Its work there largely consists of visiting 
detainees to monitor their treatment and conditions of de-
tention, providing tracing and RCM services to enable ci-
vilians and foreign detainees to restore family links, and 
promoting IHL throughout Jordanian society, in close co-
operation with the Jordan National Red Crescent Society. 
The delegation also provides logistical support to ICRC 
relief operations in the region. 

National staff (daily workers not included) 123 
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CONTEXT 
In August, King Abdullah became the first Arab leader to 
visit Iraq since the fall of Saddam Hussein in 2003, urging 
other countries in the region to help the Iraqi government 
restore peace and stability to that country. The visit was 
regarded by some political commentators as a landmark 
step towards reducing Iraq’s isolation among its Sunni 
Arab neighbours. 

The new government formed following parliamentary 
elections in November 2007 focused on economic re-
forms in an effort to lower high levels of unemployment 
and poverty exacerbated by rising food and fuel prices. 
The government also eased certain constraints on press 
freedom and the functioning of NGOs in the country. Se-
curity remains a key concern of the kingdom, and laws 
were passed reducing the number of officially recognized 
political groupings and restricting the right of assembly in 
public places to three people at any one time. 

Jordan established a new system of regulating the visa 
process for Iraqis wishing to enter the country. Under the 
new system, created in response to a request from the 
Iraqi government, visa applications from Iraqi citizens 
have to be submitted to a private company in Iraq, which 
processes and forwards them to the Jordanian Interior 
Ministry. A study commissioned by the Jordanian au-
thorities estimated the number of Iraqi refugees in the 
country to be between 450,000 and 500,000. In Septem-
ber, Iraq was reportedly sending planes and buses to Jor-
dan to bring back a few hundred of its nationals who had 
fled to Jordan after the US-led invasion in 2003. 

Rioting in April 2008 at the al-Muaqar prison, south-east 
of the capital, reportedly left three inmates dead and 
scores more injured. The riots were said to have been 
triggered by poor detention conditions and the introduc-
tion of a new system of prisoner classification. 

HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE 
In 2009, ICRC operations in Jordan will focus on moni-
toring the treatment and living conditions of detainees, re-
storing family links disrupted by past and current con-
flicts in the region, facilitating the transfer of medical 
cases between the West Bank and Jordan and assisting in 
the resettlement of refugees.  

The ICRC will continue to monitor closely the situation 
of Iraqi nationals in Jordan who face deportation, notably 
by urging the authorities and organizations concerned to 
respect the principle of non-refoulement or by facilitating 
their resettlement. 

The Jordanian authorities, along with representatives of 
the many States and humanitarian organizations present in 
Amman, will receive regular updates on humanitarian 
concerns and ICRC activities in the country and in the re-
gion, with a view to enlisting their support for ICRC ac-
tion and its positions on IHL-related issues.  

Further steps will be taken to promote the integration of 
IHL into national legislation, university curricula and the 
theoretical and operational training of the armed forces. 

Meanwhile, the final phase of ICRC involvement in in-
corporating the Exploring Humanitarian Law programme 
into school curricula will be completed before the pro-
gramme is handed over to the Jordanian educational au-
thorities. 

Training and assistance will be maintained to strengthen 
the National Society’s tracing, mine-risk education and 
dissemination programmes. 

The ICRC in Jordan will remain a key logistical and ad-
ministrative hub for ICRC operations in the Palestinian 
territories and Iraq. Amman will also continue to be the 
main training centre for ICRC delegations working in 
other areas of the Middle East, the Balkans and the Cau-
casus. 

HUMANITARIAN ISSUES AND ICRC 
OBJECTIVES 

CIVILIANS  
Among Middle Eastern nations, Jordan has long been one 
of the most welcoming towards people fleeing violence in 
their own countries. A study commissioned by the Jorda-
nian authorities estimated the number of Iraqi refugees in 
the country to be between 450,000 and 500,000. This 
massive influx has severely stretched Jordan’s socio-
economic capacities. Jordan has not signed the 1951 
Refugee Convention. Members of the displaced Iraqi 
population in Jordan therefore do not enjoy the rights 
normally afforded to refugees, including access to em-
ployment, although the Jordanian authorities have opened 
up both schools and hospitals to Iraqi nationals who regu-
larize their residency status.  

Those Iraqi nationals who do not regularize their resi-
dency status in Jordan risk expulsion if they are caught, 
especially if they are considered a threat to State security. 
Such people often do not seek the medical treatment they 
may need for fear of being identified. Deportation some-
times involves men only, meaning that in many cases 
their families are left behind in Jordan. Among the Iraqi 
population in Jordan, female-headed households and un-
accompanied minors are particularly vulnerable and often 
do not know where to turn for assistance in overcoming 
their difficulties. 

Iraqi nationals in Jordan who are accepted for resettle-
ment in third countries often do not possess the necessary 
identification papers to travel. 

A group of nearly 200 Iranian Kurds who fled the Bagh-
dad region in January 2005 are living in harsh conditions 
in a strip of no-man’s-land between the Iraqi and Jorda-
nian borders.  

Objective 
Iraqi nationals, other vulnerable people in Jordan and 
families trapped in the strip of no-man's-land between the 
Iraqi and Jordanian borders enjoy adequate protection. 
Their basic needs are met. Repatriation, resettlement and 
family reunifications are facilitated whenever necessary.  
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Plan of action 
Protection 

 whenever necessary, on the basis of individual cases, 
remind the authorities of the principle of non-
refoulement 

 develop an updated network of contacts among 
Movement partners and other organizations offering 
services to Iraqi nationals and refer vulnerable people 
to them, in particular women and unaccompa-
nied/separated children in need of specific assistance 

 register unaccompanied/separated Iraqi children, trace 
their families and, if they so wish, facilitate their re-
unification 

 upon request from UNHCR or the embassies con-
cerned, issue ICRC travel documents to people 
granted refugee status who do not have valid identifi-
cation papers, to facilitate their resettlement or family 
reunification in third countries  

 inform the Iraqi population in Jordan about available 
ICRC services through a leaflet communication cam-
paign 

Families trapped between the Iraqi and Jordanian bor-
ders 

 in coordination with UNHCR and the authorities and 
other organizations concerned, work to find a perma-
nent resettlement solution for this group of people 

 provide them with regular life-saving assistance, such 
as water purification tablets, vitamins and hygiene ar-
ticles, every six to eight weeks and ensure that emer-
gency medical cases are evacuated to appropriate 
health facilities 

Many families in Jordan, including Iraqi refugees and 
other nationals, are anxious to obtain news of relatives 
who remain unaccounted for as a consequence of decades 
of armed conflict and other situations of violence in the 
region. Families in Jordan often find it difficult to restore 
or maintain contact with relatives either living in coun-
tries disrupted by conflict or detained/interned in Jordan 
or abroad.  

The transfer of emergency medical cases or human re-
mains between Jordan and the West Bank is sometimes 
delayed by lengthy security clearance and administrative 
procedures. Families dispersed between Jordan and the 
Palestinian territories require assistance to reunite in the 
event of a family crisis, such as the death or serious ill-
ness of a relative.  

Objective 
Families receive clarification of the fate of relatives unac-
counted for in connection with past and present conflicts 
in the region, restore and maintain contact with relatives 
detained/interned in Jordan or abroad or present in coun-
tries disrupted by armed conflict, and are able to exchange 
official documents. Palestinians in Jordan are able to 
travel to the Palestinian territories for urgent family rea-
sons. Emergency medical cases and human remains can 
be transferred between Jordan and the Palestinian territo-
ries without undue administrative delays or security con-
straints. 

Plan of action 
Protection 

 re-establish and maintain family links through the 
RCM network between families in Jordan and their 
relatives either detained/interned in Jordan or abroad 
or located in countries disrupted by conflict, and en-
able them to exchange official papers such as powers 
of attorney and birth, death and marriage certificates 
and, where relevant, detention certificates 

 process tracing requests received from families in Jor-
dan seeking information about the fate of relatives un-
accounted for in Israel and the occupied Palestinian 
territories, Iraq and elsewhere abroad 

 ensure that sick and wounded people, as well as hu-
man remains, can be transported by National Society 
ambulances between Jordan and the West Bank with a 
minimum of security and administrative delays, 
through coordination with the authorities concerned 
and by contributing to the financial cost of this activ-
ity  

PEOPLE DEPRIVED OF THEIR FREEDOM 
People arrested for security reasons are mainly detained 
by the General Intelligence Directorate (GID: State Secu-
rity) under the authority of the prime minister and by the 
Public Security Directorate (PSD) of the Ministry of the 
Interior. Once convicted, they are detained with ordinary 
detainees in Correctional and Rehabilitation Centres 
(CRC) run by the Ministry of the Interior. Several hun-
dred detainees are foreigners, mainly from Egypt, Iraq 
and Syria. 

Some of the main protection concerns reported relate to: 
security detainees; respect for basic judicial guarantees; 
the social reintegration of women held in administrative 
detention to protect them from retribution for so-called 
“honour crimes”; the duration of administrative detention 
in regard to foreign detainees; respect for the principle of 
non-refoulement and the right of detainees to have family 
contacts. More general concerns include the poor state of 
prison infrastructure and the lack of recreational activities 
for inmates. 

Objective 
People deprived of their freedom are treated humanely 
and their detention conditions comply with internationally 
recognized standards. They are afforded basic judicial 
guarantees and are able to maintain family links. Detained 
foreigners and illegal residents benefit from the principle 
of non-refoulement. 

Plan of action 
Protection  

 carry out regular visits to people held in detention cen-
tres run by the GID and the PSD, with a particular fo-
cus on security and women detainees, to monitor their 
treatment and living conditions and, where necessary, 
make recommendations for corrective action 

 monitor respect for judicial and procedural guarantees, 
submit any observed violations to the authorities con-
cerned and engage in a concerted dialogue on the is-
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sue, as well as on potential gaps between national law 
and international commitments 

 ensure that detainees placed in solitary confinement 
are treated in accordance with internationally recog-
nized standards 

 ensure that detainees have appropriate access to open-
air exercise facilities, educational and vocational train-
ing and reading materials, and are informed of exist-
ing social services available to them 

 assess health care systems in detention facilities, no-
tify the detaining authorities of any observed serious 
shortcomings, and finance the training of prison staff 
working with detainees with psychiatric disorders 

 ensure that foreign detainees who fear persecution in 
their home countries, including Iraqis awaiting depor-
tation, benefit from the principle of non-refoulement 
and have access to legal assistance 

 enable detainees to receive family visits of a reason-
able duration and to exchange family news via RCMs 
and, in the case of detainees unable to receive family 
visits, make use of salamat (short phone calls) 

 refer the cases of women and female juveniles de-
tained for their own protection against potential retri-
bution for so-called “honour crimes” to national 
NGOs for assistance (legal support, reconciliation 
with families, mediation and temporary shelter)  

AUTHORITIES 
Jordan is party to most international IHL and human 
rights treaties but has yet to integrate some of their provi-
sions into national legislation, with the support of its na-
tional IHL committee. 

The National Committee for Demining and Rehabilitation 
(NCDR) is advocating the adoption of a national law ban-
ning anti-personnel mines and is conducting a survey on 
mines and explosive remnants of war in contaminated 
border areas. 

Amman is a hub for diplomatic representations of many 
countries and humanitarian organizations present in the 
region. 

Objective 
The government implements IHL treaties to which Jordan 
is already party and accedes to other major humanitarian 
instruments. The NCDR has the necessary expertise to 
develop and monitor effective mine-action programmes. 
Political decision-makers know the ICRC's mandate and 
support its work. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 keep the Jordanian authorities, embassies and humani-
tarian organizations present in Amman regularly in-
formed of IHL-related issues and ICRC activities in 
the region 

 encourage the authorities to become party to addi-
tional treaties and to adopt the law on the emblem; in 
particular, support the national IHL committee, in-
cluding in the organization of events, and ensure the 

participation of governmental experts in regional 
seminars on IHL 

 organize a governmental regional meeting to discuss 
the 2008 Convention on Cluster Munitions 

 support the organization of a train-the-trainer course 
on IHL for the Judicial Institute of Jordan and of dis-
semination sessions on IHL and the ICRC for the Jor-
danian Institute of Diplomacy 

 provide expertise to the NCDR on mine-action activi-
ties and sponsor an exchange of information on a live-
lihood-support programme for the disabled, run in Er-
bil, Iraq, with ICRC support (see Iraq)  

ARMED FORCES AND OTHER BEARERS OF 
WEAPONS 

Jordanian troops participate regularly in peacekeeping 
missions abroad.  

Law enforcement is ensured mainly by the PSD, which is 
also in charge of detention facilities, and the newly cre-
ated General Directorate of Gendarmerie Forces (GDGF). 

Objective 
The Jordanian Armed Forces (JAF) integrate IHL into 
their doctrine, training and operations. The police do the 
same for international human rights law and humanitarian 
principles. They understand the ICRC’s mandate and 
support its activities. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 provide IHL training support to JAF military instruc-
tors and hold seminars on IHL at military institutes 
and for military judges and medical and religious per-
sonnel 

 organize IHL sessions for JAF peacekeeping battal-
ions prior to their deployment abroad  

 organize seminars on international human rights law 
and humanitarian principles for police and prison per-
sonnel 

CIVIL SOCIETY 
Many Jordanian universities have already integrated IHL 
into their law curricula, and the ICRC’s Exploring Hu-
manitarian Law programme is being taught in a large 
number of Jordanian schools. The media, religious cir-
cles, NGOs and various associations can play a key role 
in raising awareness of IHL. 

Objective 
The media, NGOs and religious/community leaders in-
crease public awareness of humanitarian issues and sup-
port the work of the ICRC. Young people, as future lead-
ers and decision-makers, learn about IHL in their aca-
demic courses. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 update the media on ICRC activities and humanitarian 
concerns 
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 organize seminars for the media, key faculties teach-
ing sharia law, and professional unions and associa-
tions to further increase their awareness, knowledge 
and teaching of IHL and the ICRC’s mandate and role 

 hand over the Exploring Humanitarian Law pro-
gramme in Jordanian schools to the Jordanian Minis-
try of Education  

 sponsor the participation of 2 university lecturers in a 
regional training seminar on IHL in Beirut (see Leba-
non)  

RED CROSS AND RED CRESCENT 
MOVEMENT 

The Jordan National Red Crescent Society is a strong and 
well-functioning National Society. The ICRC has been 
working with it for many years in the fields of tracing, 
dissemination and the coordination of ambulance move-
ments between Jordan and the West Bank.  

Objective 
The Jordanian Red Crescent has an effective capacity to 
carry out tracing, dissemination and mine-risk education 
activities. It runs an efficient ambulance service between 
Jordan and the West Bank. 

Plan of action 
Cooperation 

 provide training, technical, material and financial sup-
port to Jordanian Red Crescent tracing, mine-risk edu-
cation and dissemination activities 

 with the National Society and the International Fed-
eration, formulate a plan of action defining the respec-
tive roles of Movement partners to restore family links 
in times of conflict and natural disaster, on the basis of 
a needs assessment  

The ICRC in Jordan has for several years provided logis-
tical, material and training support for ICRC operations in 
the region.  

Objective 
The ICRC in Jordan continues to provide logistics and 
training support for ICRC operations and staff in the re-
gion. 

Plan of action 
Regional support 

 maintain a capacity to provide logistical and material 
support for ICRC operations and staff in the region 
and for the Movement’s response to emergency situa-
tions arising from conflict or natural disaster 

 provide basic training for ICRC delegations in the re-
gion 
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LEBANON 
 

BUDGET IN KCHF  
Protection 1,842 
Assistance 6,156 
Prevention 1,836 
Cooperation with National Societies 1,912 
General -   

Total 11,747 
Of which: Overheads 717 

  
PERSONNEL  
Expatriates  18 

The ICRC has been present in Lebanon since 1967. It 
gives priority to providing protection and assistance to ci-
vilians affected by armed conflict, in close cooperation 
with the Lebanese Red Cross Society. It seeks compli-
ance with IHL by the government and all political parties 
and armed groups present in the country. The ICRC visits 
detainees held by the Lebanese authorities to monitor 
their living conditions and treatment. Restoring and main-
taining links for people separated from members of their 
families is also an ICRC priority. 

National staff (daily workers not included) 42 
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CONTEXT 
Early in May 2008, pro-government groups and the Hez-
bollah-led opposition clashed for a week in west Beirut, 
the central mountains and the north of Lebanon. At least 
65 people were reported killed and 300 wounded in the 
worst eruption of internal fighting since the 1975–90 civil 
war. The violence subsided after the government reversed 
its decisions to dismiss the security chief of Beirut airport 
and to call into question the legitimacy of Hezbollah’s 
communication network.  

Clashes continued between rival factions in Palestinian 
refugee camps, leaving several people injured and hun-
dreds displaced, while roadside and car bomb attacks tar-
geted Lebanese security forces and the UN Interim Force 
in Lebanon (UNIFIL), as well as a US embassy convoy, 
causing a number of deaths and injuries. 

On 20 May, Lebanon’s rival factions agreed on a power-
sharing formula for a new government of national unity, 
raising hopes for an end to the protracted political crisis 
that had brought government institutions to a near stand-
still and led to some of Lebanon’s worst internal violence 
in decades. Brokered by Qatar, the power-sharing agree-
ment provided for a new government composed of 16 
cabinet seats for the ruling majority, 11 for the opposition 
and 3 nominated by the new president, giving the opposi-
tion sufficient government representation to veto policy 
decisions. The parties also agreed on the reform of an 
electoral law to regulate parliamentary elections sched-
uled for 2009. 

Within hours of the signing of the agreement, opposition 
supporters dismantled a protest camp they had set up out-
side the prime minister’s office that had virtually shut 
down central Beirut since December 2006. 

Army Chief of Staff Michel Suleiman was elected presi-
dent. Fouad Siniora accepted a presidential request to stay 
on as prime minister and reached agreement in July with 
political leaders on the composition of a new cabinet. 

In July, President Suleiman met Syrian President Bashar 
al-Assad in Paris, France, and in August in Damascus, 
Syrian Arab Republic. Diplomatic relations were restored 
between the Syrian Arab Republic and Lebanon. How-
ever, various issues related to past conflicts had yet to be 
resolved between the two countries. 

Also in July, Israel freed five Lebanese prisoners and 
handed over 197 human remains in exchange for the re-
mains of two Israeli soldiers captured by Hezbollah in 
July 2006, an operation carried out under ICRC auspices. 

The dangers posed by mines and explosive remnants of 
war in Lebanon decreased significantly in 2008 after sev-
eral international organizations working in cooperation 
with the UN Mine Action Centre completed the bulk of 
clearance operations. Areas still contaminated are ex-
pected to be cleared in 2009.  

HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE 
In 2009, the ICRC will continue to respond to needs 
stemming from past conflicts and will maintain a response 
capacity, in cooperation with the Lebanese Red Cross, to 
meet emergency needs in the event of a sudden resur-
gence of armed conflict in the country. It will also moni-
tor respect for IHL, particularly where relevant to the pro-
tection of the civilian population in the event of a renewed 
outbreak of violence.  

Further visits will be made to detainees in Lebanon to 
monitor their treatment and living conditions and to en-
able them to re-establish contact with their families, with 
a particular focus on security detainees.  

Work will continue on the rehabilitation of either conflict-
damaged or dilapidated water facilities, and water supply 
systems will be constructed in certain poorly served areas. 
The water authorities will receive further support in re-
pairing, maintaining and developing water infrastructure. 

The Lebanese Red Cross, the ICRC’s main operational 
partner in Lebanon, will receive financial, material and 
training support to boost its emergency medical services, 
with a focus on providing efficient ambulance and first-
aid services. War-surgery seminars will be organized for 
Lebanese medical professionals to strengthen their capaci-
ties to cope with mass-casualty emergencies, and training, 
material and technical support will be provided to hospi-
tals run by the Palestine Red Crescent Society for Pales-
tinian refugees in Lebanon.  

ICRC tracing and family-links services will remain active 
to restore contact between Lebanese families and their 
relatives detained/interned in Lebanon or abroad or living 
in countries disrupted by conflict. The ICRC will also en-
deavour to help clarify the fate of people still unaccounted 
for in connection with previous conflicts in Lebanon and 
the region. 

Further steps will be taken to promote the national im-
plementation of IHL and its integration into the doctrine, 
training and operations of the Lebanese armed forces and 
other weapon bearers in Lebanon. The ICRC will also 
continue to encourage the teaching of IHL in universities 
and the inclusion of its basic principles in school curricula. 

Relations will be reinforced with the Lebanese media and 
other key sectors of civil society, as well as with promi-
nent religious circles and groups, in order to promote bet-
ter understanding of and support for IHL and the ICRC’s 
mandate and activities.  

HUMANITARIAN ISSUES AND ICRC 
OBJECTIVES 

CIVILIANS 
Since a resurgence of hostilities in 2006, when Israel 
launched a major military campaign against the Lebanon-
based Shia Muslim armed group Hezbollah, Lebanon has 
struggled to regain the relative stability it enjoyed after 
the 1975–90 civil war. Recurrent armed violence, both 
within and between numerous armed groups and militias, 
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as well as political assassinations and sporadic bomb at-
tacks against government and Western targets, continue to 
unsettle the country. 

In some regions, water shortages remain frequent, water 
quality is poor owing to pollution from untreated sewage, 
and basic infrastructure is insufficient or lacking alto-
gether. The water authorities lack sufficient funding and 
qualified manpower to operate, maintain and develop wa-
ter supply systems to meet the needs of the population. 

The ICRC’s capacity to respond to emergencies and to 
enhance respect for IHL in Lebanon greatly depends on 
the networks it builds with the authorities, the armed 
forces, armed groups and militias, on the quality of its 
partnership with the Lebanese Red Cross and Palestinian 
Red Crescent, and on its emergency preparedness. 

Objective 
Civilians in Lebanon is respected and protected from the 
effects of armed conflict or other situations of violence in 
conformity with IHL and other applicable law. In the 
event of a renewed outbreak of violence, the people af-
fected receive prompt and appropriate assistance. 

Plan of action 
Protection 

 in the event of a renewed outbreak of violence, moni-
tor respect for IHL, particularly regarding the protec-
tion of the civilian population, ensure safe and unhin-
dered access of humanitarian and medical workers to 
the victims, and make representations to the authori-
ties/weapon bearers concerned, as appropriate 

Assistance 
Economic security 

 in the event of a renewed outbreak of violence, to-
gether with the National Society, provide the worst-
affected people with food parcels and essential house-
hold items drawn from emergency supplies main-
tained in the country  

 support training in the management of relief opera-
tions for volunteers of the Lebanese Red Cross and 
Palestinian Red Crescent to boost their capacities to 
respond to emergencies 

Water, sanitation and habitat 
 provide technical and training support to the water au-

thorities to rehabilitate conflict-damaged or decaying 
water infrastructure, to maintain and develop existing 
water supply systems and to respond to emergencies 

 improve the quantity and quality of water supply in 
poorly served areas inhabited by particularly vulner-
able populations 

 maintain a capacity to respond to water supply emer-
gencies through prompt action to restore water infra-
structure and/or by water trucking 

 help the Lebanese Red Cross and Palestinian Red 
Crescent rehabilitate or build new centres providing 
services to the most vulnerable people 

 provide technical advice to the Lebanese Red Cross in 
the definition and implementation of standards for the 
rehabilitation and construction of its buildings 

Around one-third of the estimated 6,500 Lebanese nation-
als who fled to Israel after its forces ended a 22-year oc-
cupation of southern Lebanon in May 2000 are still resi-
dent in Israel. Since Israel and Lebanon have no formal 
ties, families in Lebanon often find it difficult to maintain 
contact and exchange official documents with relatives in 
Israel.  

The families of Lebanese and other Arab combatants 
killed in previous conflicts in the region and buried in Is-
rael, Lebanon or the Syrian Arab Republic, as well as 
those of Lebanese exiles who die in Israel, wish to re-
cover the remains of their relatives for burial. 

Many cases of people unaccounted for in relation to past 
conflicts in Lebanon remain unresolved and are a source 
of deep anguish for the families concerned. These cases 
include thousands of Lebanese nationals, as well as four 
Israelis reported missing in action in Lebanon. 

Objective 
Families in Lebanon, both Lebanese and Palestinian, can 
maintain contact with relatives either resident or detained 
in Israel. Lebanese exiles are repatriated if they so wish. 
Families of people unaccounted for in the context of past 
conflicts in Lebanon are informed of the fate of their rela-
tives. 

Plan of action  
Protection 

 maintain contact between families in Lebanon and 
their relatives exiled or detained in Israel or the Pales-
tinian territories via RCMs and salamats (short tele-
phone calls)  

 repatriate Lebanese nationals who wish to return home 
from exile in Israel  

 offer technical support to assist the Lebanese authori-
ties and NGOs involved in addressing the issue of 
missing persons, including the establishment of an ef-
fective ante-mortem and DNA data collection system  

 organize training for Lebanese forensic specialists in 
standard exhumation and identification techniques  

 inform the families concerned of any progress made in 
efforts to trace their missing relatives  

PEOPLE DEPRIVED OF THEIR FREEDOM 
Most people deprived of their freedom are held in the cus-
tody of the Ministry of Interior and a few under that of the 
Ministry of Defence. In accordance with a protocol signed 
with the Lebanese authorities in 2007 and with its own 
mandate, the ICRC continues to regularly visit people 
held in Lebanon’s 20 central and district prisons con-
trolled by the Interior and Defence ministries, focusing 
mainly on security detainees. Women, minors, and boys 
between 15 and 18 years old are detained in separate de-
tention facilities and also receive ICRC visits. 

Respect for judicial guarantees, detainee treatment and 
some structural problems remain of concern, and the au-
thorities have expressed their wish to improve the situa-
tion. Local NGOs and the families of detainees help fill 
some of the existing gaps.  
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Objective 
People deprived of their freedom are treated humanely 
and their detention conditions comply with internationally 
recognized standards. 

Plan of action 
Protection 

 carry out regular visits to people deprived of their 
freedom to check that their treatment and living condi-
tions meet internationally recognized standards, fol-
low up individually all security detainees and make 
representations to the detaining authorities for correc-
tive action, as appropriate 

 pay particular attention to the treatment of detainees 
during interrogation, ensuring respect for their judicial 
guarantees and access to clean water, health care and a 
focal point for lodging complaints 

 provide assistance to improve detainees’ living condi-
tions in emergency cases  

 enable detainees, in particular foreigners, including il-
legal migrants, to re-establish/maintain contact with 
their families via RCMs 

WOUNDED AND SICK  
In Lebanon, 80% of health care is provided by the private 
sector, either by private hospitals or by charitable institu-
tions and NGOs. State hospitals are only partially funded 
by the government and depend on external aid to a sig-
nificant degree. Many medium-sized hospitals lack the 
expertise to cope with mass-casualty emergencies. The 
Ministry of Health has little or no authority over private 
health institutions, thus limiting the coordination of health 
programmes and policies at national level. The emergency 
medical services (EMS) of various organizations, in par-
ticular those of the National Society, play a key role in 
ensuring that the sick and wounded have access to ade-
quate medical and surgical services at all times, especially 
during outbreaks of violence.  

Palestinian refugees in Lebanon do not qualify for medi-
cal treatment under the Lebanese health care system and 
rely on external assistance for health services, essentially 
Palestinian Red Crescent hospitals. 

Objective 
The Lebanese population, including Palestinian refugees, 
has access to adequate medical and surgical services dur-
ing emergencies arising from armed conflict or other 
situations of violence. 

Plan of action  
Assistance 

 provide technical support and medical materials to the 
5 hospitals run by the Palestinian Red Crescent for 
Palestinian refugees in Lebanon and to the Lebanese 
Red Cross EMS to increase their emergency prepared-
ness (see Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement)  

 maintain a supply of medical and surgical stocks to 
enable hospitals and emergency medical services to 
treat up to 1,000 surgical cases in the event of renewed 
armed conflict or other situations of violence 

 organize war-surgery seminars for some 100 Lebanese 
and Palestinian medical professionals and surgeons 
from other countries in the region and on emergency 
preparedness and response for 60 managers of me-
dium-sized hospitals in Lebanon 

 train 40 managers of the main EMS/ambulance service 
providers in first aid in armed conflict and other situa-
tions of violence 

AUTHORITIES 
Lebanon has yet to establish a national IHL committee to 
advance the implementation of IHL treaties to which it is 
already party and the ratification of others, in particular 
the Ottawa Convention, the Rome Statute and the Con-
vention on Cluster Munitions. 

The Lebanese authorities, representatives of the main po-
litical, religious and secular groups, and members of the 
international community play a key role in the manage-
ment of humanitarian issues.  

Objective 
Lebanon implements IHL treaties to which it is already 
party and accedes to other major humanitarian instru-
ments. National authorities, religious and political groups, 
diplomats and UN agencies know and support the ICRC’s 
mandate and work.  

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 encourage the Lebanese authorities to establish a na-
tional IHL committee and to respond to the plight of 
the families of the missing and to the structural prob-
lems in prisons 

 inform authorities and diplomats based in Lebanon 
about ICRC operations and coordinate activities with 
other humanitarian organizations 

 develop contacts with the main political, religious and 
secular groups and with the Popular Committees in 
Palestinian refugee camps to improve their knowledge 
of and support for IHL and the ICRC  

ARMED FORCES AND OTHER BEARERS OF 
WEAPONS 

The Lebanese Armed Forces (LAF), the Internal Security 
Forces (ISF), UNIFIL peacekeeping forces and the nu-
merous armed groups and militias active in Lebanon 
should ensure respect for the basic principles of IHL. The 
LAF have started to integrate IHL into their training.  

Objective 
The armed forces integrate IHL into their doctrine, train-
ing and operations, and the police increase their knowl-
edge of IHL and humanitarian principles. Other bearers of 
weapons respect the basic rules of IHL. All weapon bear-
ers understand the ICRC’s mandate and support its activi-
ties. 
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Plan of action 
Prevention 

 support the integration of IHL into LAF training 
 organize dissemination sessions in training centres for 

LAF and ISF officers and for prison staff, and conduct 
regular IHL sessions for LAF and ISF units deployed 
in the south, the north and the Bekaa region and for 
newly deployed senior UNIFIL officers 

 raise awareness among armed groups, in particular 
Hezbollah and Palestinian weapon bearers, of IHL and 
the ICRC’s neutral and independent humanitarian 
mission 

CIVIL SOCIETY 
The media have a significant influence on public opinion, 
and NGOs play a very active role in Lebanese civil soci-
ety, often supplementing insufficient government ser-
vices. Both are in a strong position to convey humanitar-
ian messages, to foster acceptance of neutral and inde-
pendent humanitarian action and to promote ICRC and 
National Society activities. 

Universities do not yet offer courses on IHL, and the Min-
istry of Education has not yet decided on the formal inte-
gration of the Exploring Humanitarian Law programme 
into secondary school curricula. 

Objective 
The media, NGOs and religious/community leaders sup-
port the work of the ICRC and assist it in increasing pub-
lic awareness of humanitarian principles. Young people, 
as future leaders and decision-makers, learn about IHL in 
their academic courses. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 support the communication efforts of the Lebanese 
Red Cross and the Palestinian Red Crescent and or-
ganize dissemination events, together whenever possi-
ble  

 regularly update the media on ICRC activities and 
concerns in Lebanon 

 participate in events organized by human rights 
NGOs, to promote IHL and the ICRC’s mandate and 
activities 

 encourage the Ministry of Education to decide on the 
integration of the Exploring Humanitarian Law pro-
gramme into secondary school curricula 

 promote the integration of IHL into university law 
curricula  

RED CROSS AND RED CRESCENT 
MOVEMENT 

The Lebanese Red Cross is undergoing a revision of its 
statutes. To respond to potential emergencies, several de-
partments, particularly the EMS and logistics depart-
ments, continue to require coordinated structural support 
(see also Civilians and Wounded and sick). The Lebanese 
Red Cross has yet to establish a service for tracing and re-
storing family links.  

Objective 
The National Society is able to carry out effective activi-
ties to provide assistance to victims of armed conflict or 
internal violence, including the restoration of family links. 
The activities of all components of the Movement are co-
ordinated. 

Plan of action 
Cooperation 

 provide technical, material, training and financial sup-
port to the Lebanese Red Cross’s EMS, medico-social 
department, blood bank, and youth and logistics de-
partments, including partial funding for the mainte-
nance of the ambulance fleet, the renewal of equip-
ment and the provision of consumables in all EMS 
stations 

 help to draw up National Society guidelines on im-
proving the safety of aid workers operating in 
weapon-contaminated environments 

 help the National Society to set up a tracing and fam-
ily-links service and to assess the needs of migrants to 
re-establish family links 

 help the National Society revise its statutes and draft a 
new emblem law 

 hold monthly Movement coordination meetings with 
the Lebanese Red Cross, the Palestinian Red Crescent 
in Lebanon and the International Federation 
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SYRIAN ARAB REPUBLIC 
 
 

BUDGET IN KCHF  
Protection 322 
Assistance -   
Prevention 557 
Cooperation with National Societies 530 
General -   

Total 1,410 
Of which: Overheads 86 

  
PERSONNEL  
Expatriates  3 

The ICRC has been present in the Syrian Arab Republic 
since 1967. It acts as a neutral intermediary regarding 
issues of humanitarian concern for the Syrian inhabi-
tants of the part of the Golan occupied by Israel. It facili-
tates travel of certain categories of people, such as stu-
dents and pilgrims, between the occupied Golan and the 
Syrian Arab Republic, and maintains links between fam-
ily members separated as a result of the conflict with Is-
rael. Its work to spread knowledge of IHL in government, 
military, academic and media circles, and its close co-
operation with the Syrian Arab Red Crescent, are other 
priorities. The ICRC also strives to gain access to peo-
ple detained in the Syrian Arab Republic to monitor their 
treatment and living conditions. National staff (daily workers not included) 11 
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CONTEXT 
In 2008, the situation in the Syrian Arab Republic has re-
mained relatively calm, despite the ongoing armed con-
flict in neighbouring Iraq, the large numbers of Iraqi refu-
gees in the country, and the deadlock over the issue of the 
part of the Golan Heights that Israel has occupied since 
the 1967 Arab-Israeli conflict. 

The Syrian Arab Republic and Israel resumed indirect 
peace talks mediated by Turkey in May, the first negotia-
tions between the two sides in eight years. No progress 
was reported from the talks, which were on the agenda of 
a four-way summit between the leaders of France, Qatar, 
the Syrian Arab Republic and Turkey held in Damascus 
in September. This followed Syria’s hosting of the annual 
League of Arab States’ summit in May and official visits 
by the Syrian president to France in July and to the Is-
lamic Republic of Iran in August. 

Diplomatic relations were restored between the Syrian 
Arab Republic and Lebanon. However, various issues re-
lated to past conflicts have yet to be resolved between the 
two countries. 

In April, the United States accused the Democratic Peo-
ple’s Republic of Korea of helping the Syrian Arab Re-
public build a secret nuclear reactor – an allegation flatly 
denied by the Syrian authorities – at a site reportedly 
bombed by Israel in September 2007. 

Internally, political reforms show few signs of advancing. 
According to various reports, a number of alleged 
“Islamist militants”, people of Kurdish origin, political 
opponents and human rights activists continue to be ar-
rested regularly. 

Several hundred thousand Iraqi refugees remain on Syrian 
soil, the majority living in and around the capital, Damas-
cus. The influx of Iraqi refugees has slowed down since 
new visa restrictions were imposed on Iraqi nationals by 
the Syrian authorities in October 2007. Iraqi refugees 
benefit from assistance programmes coordinated by the 
Syrian Arab Red Crescent. Some 450,000 Palestinian 
refugees, many of whom fled their homes from 1948 on-
wards following the creation of the State of Israel, also 
remain in the country. 

The Syrian Arab Republic strengthened trade ties with 
China, India and the Islamic Republic of Iran and sought 
to accelerate its transition to a free market economy and 
to reduce unemployment and poverty. However, the 
economy has been severely stretched by the increasing 
number of young people entering the workplace. The Syr-
ian president, Bashar al-Assad, announced a 25% pay rise 
in May for public sector workers to offset the effects of 
higher inflation and sharp price increases for many staples 
such as food and heating oil. Following a poor harvest 
due to a rainfall deficit, wheat and cotton prices rose 
sharply and, for the first time since 1994, the country had 
to import wheat. As a means of boosting dwindling reve-
nues, the government announced plans to introduce a 10% 
value added tax on all goods excluding basic products. 

HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE 
In 2009, as a priority, the ICRC will endeavour to per-
suade the concerned authorities to allow a resumption of 
regular visits by inhabitants of the Israeli-occupied Golan 
Heights to their families in the Syrian Arab Republic, 
which were cancelled by the Israeli authorities in 1992. It 
will also continue to facilitate travel to the Syrian Arab 
Republic from the occupied Golan for religious or educa-
tional purposes. 

ICRC family-links services will be maintained for Syrians 
and mainly Iraqi refugees to trace and re-establish contact 
with family members detained/interned or unaccounted 
for abroad. Efforts will also be pursued to clarify the fate 
of foreign nationals, including Israeli and Lebanese citi-
zens, reported missing in the Syrian Arab Republic in re-
lation to past conflicts in the region. Working with the au-
thorities concerned, the ICRC will do its utmost to enable 
families in the Syrian Arab Republic to visit relatives de-
tained in Iraq and to repatriate Syrians released from de-
tention/internment there, if they so wish, as well as the 
remains of Syrians who die in Iraq, upon the request of 
the families concerned. 

The ICRC will seek to resume its dialogue with the Syr-
ian authorities regarding its role in detention visits, con-
ducted according to its standard working procedures to 
monitor the treatment and living conditions of people de-
prived of their freedom. 

Work with the Syrian armed forces to introduce IHL into 
their operations and practical and theoretical training pro-
grammes will continue and the relationship established 
with the security and police forces for the same purpose 
will be further developed. The ICRC will moreover strive 
to promote knowledge of IHL in Syrian government and 
civil society circles and to encourage its incorporation 
into domestic legislation and university curricula. 

The Syrian Arab Red Crescent and the ICRC will main-
tain cooperation aimed at building the National Society’s 
capacity in the fields of tracing, first aid, mine-risk educa-
tion and dissemination. 

HUMANITARIAN ISSUES AND ICRC 
OBJECTIVES 

CIVILIANS  
Families living in the Israeli-occupied Golan have been 
separated from relatives living in the Syrian Arab Repub-
lic proper since the 1967 Arab-Israeli war as a result of 
severe travel restrictions imposed by Israel. Family visits 
to the Syrian Arab Republic by inhabitants of the occu-
pied Golan were discontinued by the Israeli authorities in 
1992.  

Families in the Syrian Arab Republic with relatives de-
tained/interned or unaccounted for abroad, in particular in 
Iraq, often require assistance to trace and re-establish 
links with them or to arrange for their repatriation. 

Many families in Lebanon, as well as several in Israel, are 
still awaiting clarification of the fate of close relatives 
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presumed to have gone missing in the Syrian Arab Re-
public in relation to past conflicts. A number of Syrian 
nationals are also unaccounted for in Israel from the same 
periods. The ICRC continues to offer its services as a neu-
tral intermediary to facilitate the processing of these cases 
so as to relieve the anguish of the families. 

Refugees in the Syrian Arab Republic accepted for reset-
tlement in third countries often need ICRC travel docu-
ments in order to travel to their destination. 

Objective 
Families receive information on the fate of relatives living 
in the Israeli-occupied Golan or detained/interned or un-
accounted for in the Syrian Arab Republic or abroad. 
They are able to restore and maintain contact with them, 
to visit them or receive their visits on a regular basis and 
to exchange official documents. The repatriation of Syri-
ans and the resettlement of refugees are facilitated when-
ever necessary. 

Plan of action  
Protection 
Family links in relation to the occupied Golan 

 seek the agreement of the Israeli and Syrian authori-
ties to allow inhabitants of the occupied Golan to visit 
their families in the Syrian Arab Republic on a regular 
basis, initially prioritizing women, children and eld-
erly people 

 facilitate travel to the Syrian Arab Republic for stu-
dents and pilgrims in the occupied Golan who wish to 
pursue their studies or carry out their religious duties 

 enable betrothed couples living on opposite sides of 
the demarcation line to get married in the separation 
zone (Kuneitra) 

 enable people in the occupied Golan and their families 
in the Syrian Arab Republic to exchange official pa-
pers, such as power-of-attorney documents and birth, 
marriage and death certificates 

 transmit property claims from inhabitants of the occu-
pied Golan to the Syrian authorities regarding land 
and housing in war-damaged villages and towns that 
are to be rebuilt in parts of the Golan controlled by the 
Syrian Arab Republic 

 facilitate the passage of goods (e.g. the Golan apple 
crop) from the occupied Golan to markets in the Syr-
ian Arab Republic, thus contributing to income gen-
eration for Golanese farmers 

Family links in relation to the armed conflict in Iraq or 
elsewhere 

 restore or maintain contact in a timely manner be-
tween Syrian nationals and Iraqi refugees in the Syrian 
Arab Republic and their relatives detained/interned in 
Iraq by means of the RCM network 

 process tracing requests from families in the Syrian 
Arab Republic seeking information about relatives un-
accounted for in Iraq or elsewhere 

 facilitate visits by people in the Syrian Arab Republic 
to family members detained/interned in Iraq and 
Lebanon and, in hardship cases, subsidize the travel 
costs involved 

 upon the request of the families concerned, repatriate 
the remains of Syrian nationals who die in Iraq, in co-
operation with the Iraqi and Syrian Arab Red Crescent 
Societies 

 liaise with the Syrian and other authorities concerned 
to repatriate Syrians who wish to return home after be-
ing released from detention/internment in Iraq or 
elsewhere abroad 

 where needed, provide refugees accepted for resettle-
ment in third countries with the necessary travel 
documents 

Persons unaccounted for from past conflicts 
 pursue efforts to clarify the fate of people unaccounted 

for in the Syrian Arab Republic, including Lebanese, 
Israeli and other nationals presumed to have gone 
missing in the country in relation to past conflicts in 
the region, as well as that of Syrian nationals unac-
counted for in Israel 

Emergency medical evacuation 
 ensure that emergency medical cases are evacuated 

from the occupied Golan to referral hospitals in either 
Israel or the Syrian Arab Republic in a timely manner 

PEOPLE DEPRIVED OF THEIR FREEDOM 
According to various reports, a number of alleged 
“Islamist militants”, people of Kurdish origin, political 
opponents and human rights activists continue to be ar-
rested, and many, including foreigners, are reportedly de-
tained for security reasons in the Syrian Arab Republic. 

Objective 
People deprived of their freedom are treated humanely 
and their detention conditions comply with internationally 
recognized standards. 

Plan of action 
Protection 

 endeavour to resume dialogue with the Syrian authori-
ties regarding the ICRC’s mandate and how the ICRC, 
when visiting detainees according to its standard 
working procedures, can contribute to helping the de-
taining authorities comply with internationally recog-
nized standards applicable to detention 

 in response to family tracing requests, urge the Syrian 
detaining authorities to provide information about in-
dividual cases of people presumed to be or to have 
been held somewhere in the country and, if they are 
alive, to allow family contacts via RCMs 

 maintain contacts with human rights organizations and 
former detainees to gain more insight into prison con-
ditions in the country 

AUTHORITIES 
The Syrian authorities do not always consider humanitar-
ian organizations as neutral and independent and tend to 
control their activities, including travel and contacts in the 
country. A sustained dialogue with the authorities con-
cerned is required to ensure that they consider the hu-
manitarian aspects of certain issues broached with them 
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by the ICRC (see Civilians and People deprived of their 
freedom) and take action accordingly. 

A national IHL committee was created by presidential de-
cree in June 2004 to promote knowledge and understand-
ing of IHL and to integrate IHL into national legislation. 
Since 2006, however, its activities have been limited. 

Objective 
The Syrian Arab Republic implements IHL treaties to 
which it is already party and accedes to other major hu-
manitarian instruments. The Syrian authorities and other 
political decision-makers know the ICRC’s mandate, ac-
knowledge the specificity and added value of the ICRC 
and support its activities.  

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 raise awareness of the ICRC’s mandate and role 
among official and non-official decision-makers 

 promote reactivation of the national IHL committee, 
accession to all IHL treaties and the integration into 
national legislation of humanitarian instruments al-
ready ratified 

 sponsor the participation of Syrian diplomats and 
members of the national IHL committee in regional 
seminars on IHL  

 encourage the Ministries of Foreign Affairs and Jus-
tice to include IHL in their teaching programmes for 
trainee diplomats and magistrates respectively, and 
organize IHL information sessions for instructors at 
institutes for trainee magistrates and diplomats  

ARMED FORCES AND OTHER BEARERS OF 
WEAPONS 

Although ICRC-trained Syrian military instructors have 
become increasingly autonomous in their ability to teach 
IHL, the subject has yet to be integrated into the curricula 
of military training centres. A first training course for rep-
resentatives of the Ministry of Interior on IHL and human 
rights law relevant to the conduct of law enforcement op-
erations has provided an opportunity to identify fields of 
cooperation between the police and security forces and 
the ICRC. 

UN peacekeeping forces deployed along the Israeli-Syrian 
border and the ICRC cooperate regularly. 

Objective 
The armed forces integrate IHL into their doctrine, train-
ing and operations. The police do the same for interna-
tional human rights law and internationally recognized 
standards relating to policing. All weapon bearers, includ-
ing UN peacekeeping forces deployed along the Israeli-
Syrian border, understand the ICRC's mandate and sup-
port its activities. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 assist the military and police authorities in finalizing 
an IHL training manual for the armed forces and in 

revising a teaching manual on IHL/human rights law 
for the police force 

 give presentations on IHL in military colleges and at 
the police academy 

 organize training seminars for officers of the armed 
forces and for police officers in charge of training 

 hold IHL sessions for UN peacekeeping forces de-
ployed along the occupied Golan-Syrian demarcation 
line 

CIVIL SOCIETY 
IHL and the ICRC are not well known in the Syrian Arab 
Republic. IHL as such is not integrated into the teaching 
curricula of Syrian universities. 

Objective 
The media, NGOs and religious/traditional leaders sup-
port the work of the ICRC and assist it in increasing pub-
lic awareness of humanitarian principles. Young people, 
as future leaders and decision-makers, learn about IHL in 
their academic courses.  

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 improve knowledge of IHL and support for ICRC ac-
tivities among the media, religious/traditional leaders 
and NGOs through regular contacts and the provision 
of information materials 

 work with the national IHL committee and law facul-
ties to promote the inclusion of IHL in university cur-
ricula  

RED CROSS AND RED CRESCENT 
MOVEMENT 

The Syrian Arab Red Crescent is the main humanitarian 
organization in the country and leads the activities of 
Movement partners there. By decision of the authorities, it 
coordinates all assistance programmes for Iraqi refugees 
and directly implements some of them. 

With ICRC support, the National Society is working to 
enhance its capacity to deploy, in case of armed conflict 
or other situations of violence, first-aid services integrat-
ing the Safer Access approach and issues posed by 
weapon contamination. Work is also ongoing to promote 
a coherent identity for the National Society and to revive 
IHL promotion countrywide. 

Objective 
The Syrian Arab Red Crescent has the capacity to deliver 
efficient humanitarian services, including tracing, emer-
gency response in situations of internal conflict and vio-
lence, mine-risk education and the promotion of IHL at 
the community level. 

Plan of action 
Cooperation 

 support first-aid training for Red Crescent staff and 
volunteers in case of armed conflict, in line with the 
revised version of the National Society’s first-aid 
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manual, including in particular the Safer Access ap-
proach and weapon-contamination issues 

 provide salary support to the National Society’s com-
munication department 

 help the National Society to conduct a countrywide 
campaign to promote the protection of the emblem 

 help the National Society to reactivate IHL dissemina-
tion activities 
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YEMEN 
 
 

BUDGET IN KCHF  
Protection 1,189 
Assistance 11,405 
Prevention 1,152 
Cooperation with National Societies 798 
General -   

Total 14,543 
Of which: Overheads 888

PERSONNEL 
Expatriates  18 

The ICRC has been working in Yemen since the outbreak 
of the civil war in 1962. It works with the Yemeni Red 
Crescent Society to assist the civilian population affected 
by the hostilities in north Yemen. It seeks to resume visits 
to detainees in accordance with its standard procedures. 
It promotes the incorporation of IHL into national legisla-
tion and its introduction into school and university curric-
ula and into the training programmes of the armed and 
police forces. Assistance is provided to physical rehabili-
tation centres for the disabled. ICRC tracing activities en-
able refugees to restore family links and Yemeni nationals 
to locate and contact relatives detained/interned abroad. 

National staff (daily workers not included) 80 
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CONTEXT 
In 2008, the recurrent armed hostilities between govern-
ment forces and followers of the “Believing Youth” 
movement, which have persisted since 2004, spread from 
the volatile northern province of Sa’ada to neighbouring 
provinces and continued to exact a heavy toll in terms of 
lives, population displacement and the destruction of ci-
vilian housing, farms and vital public health and water in-
frastructure. Armed clashes continued unabated between 
January and March, despite a peace deal brokered by the 
Qatari government on 1 February aimed at implementing 
an earlier agreement signed by the two sides in June 2007. 
The agreement was not implemented, with both sides ac-
cusing the other of breaching it. In April, after a member 
of parliament was shot dead in Sa’ada city, fighting inten-
sified, with government forces using heavy artillery and 
air power. From mid-July, fighting progressively de-
creased and a new ceasefire was concluded between the 
parties. 

At the peak of the hostilities, more than 14,000 people 
were living in six IDP camps in Sa’ada city and many 
more civilians were believed to have fled their homes in 
conflict areas to other parts of Sa’ada province. In Au-
gust, people started returning to their villages. Throughout 
the entire Sa'ada region and areas of neighbouring prov-
inces, agricultural production was severely disrupted by 
the destruction of farmland and irrigation systems, and 
some areas of Sa’ada province suffered food shortages. 

Security forces were placed on heightened alert following 
a series of bomb attacks in March and April on police, of-
ficial, diplomatic, foreign business and tourism targets al-
legedly committed by armed groups linked to al-Qaeda, 
resulting in a number of deaths and injuries and the arrest 
of several suspects. The government also faced mounting 
social unrest in southern Yemen over rising food prices 
and its alleged failure to implement an amnesty pro-
claimed following the 1994 civil war granting former 
southern soldiers readmission to the army. 

A steady flow of refugees and irregular migrants contin-
ues to enter Yemen, mostly from Somalia and other coun-
tries in the Horn of Africa, further straining the State 
budget in a country where unemployment and poverty 
levels are the highest in the Arabian Peninsula. Several 
hundred irregular migrants were arrested and placed in a 
deportation centre. Numerous other African migrants re-
portedly drowned in the Gulf of Aden, their bodies 
washed ashore on Yemen’s coast. 

Yemen pursued efforts to reinforce security cooperation 
with neighbouring countries, as well as with certain 
Western countries such as the United States and the 
United Kingdom in the context of the global fight against 
"terrorism".  

HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE 
In 2009, the ICRC, in close cooperation with the Yemen 
Red Crescent Society, its key operational partner in the 
country, will continue to assess and respond to the emer-
gency needs of the civilian population affected by the re-

current hostilities in northern Yemen, with emergency as-
sistance concentrated mainly in the economic security, 
water and health sectors.  

The delegation will seek to resume visits to places of de-
tention in Yemen, in accordance with its standard work-
ing procedures. It will focus on people held in connection 
with the conflict in the north of the country and with the 
government-led fight against “terrorism”, as well as on 
the detention conditions of imprisoned women, who will 
continue to benefit from an ICRC vocational training pro-
gramme implemented by the National Society. 

Conflict-damaged or looted water and health facilities 
will be rehabilitated. Particular attention will be paid to 
areas where acute malnutrition and severe food shortages 
caused by displacement have been registered. To ensure 
that all those wounded in the fighting have access to life-
saving surgical treatment according to needs, an ICRC 
surgical field team will be deployed in Sa’ada. With 
ICRC support, the Yemeni Red Crescent continues to run 
mobile health clinics in the six IDP camps located in 
Sa’ada city.  

ICRC/Yemeni Red Crescent family-links services will be 
made available to refugees and asylum seekers to help 
them stay in touch with relatives left behind and to fami-
lies in Yemen seeking to locate and restore contact with 
relatives detained/interned abroad or unaccounted for in 
Yemen in connection with the conflict in the north. The 
ICRC will promote the need to establish a mechanism to 
identify the bodies of migrants who drown while crossing 
the Red Sea from Africa and are washed up on Yemen's 
coast. Together with the Yemeni Red Crescent, it will 
also support the authorities in meeting the basic needs of 
irregular migrants awaiting deportation in a detention cen-
tre in Yemen. 

Support will also be maintained to physical rehabilitation 
centres caring for the disabled. 

Another priority will be to promote knowledge of IHL 
and its integration into national legislation, into school 
and university curricula, and into the training programmes 
of the armed and security forces. 

Training and material support will be maintained to 
strengthen the National Society’s capacity to provide trac-
ing, first-aid, dissemination and emergency response ser-
vices in coordination with other Movement partners ac-
tive in Yemen.  

HUMANITARIAN ISSUES AND ICRC 
OBJECTIVES 

CIVILIANS 
The fighting between government forces and followers of 
the Believing Youth movement, which has spread 
throughout the entire Sa'ada region and to neighbouring 
provinces, has caused thousands of casualties on both 
sides, large-scale population displacement, lost liveli-
hoods, and extensive destruction or damage to private 
housing, farms and basic infrastructure, particularly water 
supply outlets and health facilities. Severe food shortages 
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have also been observed in some communities affected by 
the hostilities.  

Objective 
The civilian population affected by armed confrontations 
in northern Yemen, including resident communities, IDPs 
and returnees, is respected by the parties engaged in hos-
tilities, receives the assistance required to meet its eco-
nomic security, water and habitat needs, and has access to 
adequate primary health care.  

Plan of action 
Protection 
► monitor developments in regions of northern Yemen 

affected by recurrent hostilities 
► remind the parties concerned of their obligations un-

der IHL towards the civilian population; when appli-
cable, make representations to the parties concerned  

Assistance 
Economic security, water and habitat 

In Sa'ada province: 
► in cooperation with the Yemeni Red Crescent, provide 

food rations and hygiene kits covering needs for three 
months, as well as a one-off distribution of essential 
household items, to 52,500 particularly needy conflict-
affected people (7,500 households) 

► adapt the assistance programme according to how the 
situation evolves: if conflict persists, stand ready to 
increase food distributions, as required; otherwise, 
consider implementation of cash-for-work projects in 
replacement of regular food distributions 

► provide 15,000 IDPs/returnees with emergency water 
supplies and appropriate sanitation facilities 

► rehabilitate conflict-damaged water supply systems in 
20 villages, provide training to upgrade local skills in 
the operation and maintenance of water infrastructure, 
and promote safe hygiene practices 

► restore the irrigation capacity of 20 farmers by com-
pleting construction of a pipeline linking their land to 
an irrigation dam  

► improve the quantity and quality of water for 4,000 
households through the repair or provision of storage 
reservoirs, and the supply of water filters 

► organize 2 technical training courses for water board 
technicians and engineers in Sa’ada province  

 Health care 
► through the provision of medicines and medical 

equipment, boost the capacity of the Ministry of Pub-
lic Health and Population to address the primary 
health care needs of the population directly affected 
by the hostilities  

► continue to support mobile primary health care clinics 
operated by the Yemeni Red Crescent for IDPs in 
camps in Sa’ada City and in other areas of Sa’ada 
province where the population’s access to health care 
is restricted for security reasons or because health 
posts have been damaged during the fighting  

► repair 4 conflict-damaged health posts  

An unconfirmed number of people remain unaccounted 
for in connection with the armed conflict in northern 
Yemen. Yemeni families often require assistance in locat-
ing and re-establishing contact with close relatives de-
tained/interned abroad. 

Yemen hosts tens of thousands of refugees and asylum 
seekers from countries in the conflict-ridden Horn of Af-
rica, mostly from Somalia, and many continue to enter the 
country. They also sometimes require assistance to restore 
contact with their families. Increasing numbers of would-
be asylum seekers and migrants from the Horn of Africa 
drown at sea and their bodies are washed ashore on 
Yemen’s coast. The bodies are usually not registered and 
are buried in haste on the beaches of Yemen’s long coast-
line, making it difficult to trace and identify them.  

Objective 
Yemeni nationals, refugees and asylum seekers in the 
country are able to restore and maintain links with their 
family members in Yemen or abroad. They receive in-
formation on the fate of their missing relatives de-
tained/interned or unaccounted for in Yemen or abroad. 
Families are informed of the deaths of their relatives. 

Plan of action 
Protection 
► restore contact between refugees or asylum seekers 

and their family members abroad and between foreign 
detainees and their families through tracing activities 
and the exchange of RCMs, in conjunction with the 
Yemeni Red Crescent and ICRC delegations and Na-
tional Societies in the countries concerned 

► process tracing requests from families in Yemen seek-
ing news of relatives detained/interned in Yemen or 
abroad, and enable them to communicate via RCMs or 
telephone calls 

► visit Yemeni nationals interned at the US detention fa-
cility in Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, and their families in 
Yemen, and relay information between them 

► organize on-the-job training for Yemeni Red Crescent 
volunteers and others who are directly involved in 
tracing work and the collection and distribution of 
RCMs 

► work with the authorities and with groups engaged in 
the Sa'ada conflict to develop an efficient mechanism 
for dealing with cases of persons unaccounted for who 
may have been detained, wounded or killed in the 
fighting, and inform their families of developments 

► encourage and help the authorities and interested or-
ganizations to set up a post-mortem data system to 
register Yemen-bound African asylum seekers whose 
bodies are washed ashore after they drown at sea, so 
as to be able to inform their families  

► conduct a training workshop on the management of 
human remains for 25 Yemeni officials and Yemeni 
Red Crescent volunteers, and provide the authorities 
concerned with digital cameras, computers and print-
ers to set up a registration office for bodies washed 
ashore, as required 
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Assistance 
► provide medical assistance, as needed, to returning 

Yemeni nationals after their release from deten-
tion/internment abroad 

PEOPLE DEPRIVED OF THEIR FREEDOM 
Numerous people are detained in Yemen in connection 
with the conflict in the north and the fight against "terror-
ism". The living conditions and treatment of security de-
tainees are of particular concern, as are those of women 
detainees, many of whom are imprisoned on charges of 
committing so-called "honour crimes”. Women detainees 
often have no choice but to take their children to prison 
with them and often encounter various problems after 
their release owing to the stigma attached to their impris-
onment.  

Since 2003, the ICRC has pursued dialogue with the Pub-
lic Security Office and Ministry of the Interior with a 
view to resuming visits to people deprived of their free-
dom in all places of detention in Yemen, in accordance 
with its standard working procedures, so far to no avail. 

Hundreds of irregular migrants, mainly Ethiopian nation-
als, are frequently detained in a deportation centre run by 
the Yemeni Ministry of the Interior. In view of the in-
creasing number of irregular migrants entering the coun-
try, the authorities plan to open a second deportation cen-
tre.  

Objective 
Detainees, including those detained for security reasons 
or in connection with their irregular migrant status, are 
treated humanely and their conditions of detention com-
ply with internationally recognized standards. 

Plan of action 
Protection 
► intensify contacts with the authorities with a view to 

resuming visits to detainees, in particular those de-
tained for security reasons, in all places of detention in 
Yemen 

► provide financial support, technical advice and coach-
ing to the Yemeni Red Crescent to enable it to run an 
emergency hygiene, nutrition and health programme 
for people detained by the immigration authorities in 
Sana’a 

► support the immigration authorities in identifying and 
implementing solutions to ensure the proper manage-
ment of their detention facilities 

► provide advisory, training and financial support to 
Yemeni Red Crescent branches operating a vocational 
training and literacy programme for women detainees 
in 10 central prisons to improve their material and 
psychological conditions of detention and their pros-
pects of reintegration into society after release 

► provide basic education and recreational materials to 
children living with their mothers in detention 

WOUNDED AND SICK 
The quality and availability of hospital surgical care in 
Yemen is insufficient to meet the needs of the population, 
particularly with the sharp increase in the number of 
weapon-wounded requiring treatment. Such care is con-
centrated in Sana’a and is generally not available to 
members of the Believing Youth movement. Moreover, 
access by medical teams to areas of Sa’ada province con-
trolled by this movement has been restricted by the gov-
ernment authorities. 

Mines and explosive remnants of war left over from past 
conflicts and from the recurrent hostilities in northern 
parts of the country continue to cause death and injury, 
increasing the need for limb-fitting and physical rehabili-
tation services. In response, ICRC specialists introduced 
new technology in Yemen in 2001 for the production of 
lower-limb prostheses based on easily available and low-
cost polypropylene materials at centres offering limb-
fitting and rehabilitation services in Aden, Mukalla and 
Sana’a. 

Objective 
The weapon-wounded receive appropriate medical and 
surgical treatment. Physically disabled people are reha-
bilitated and fitted with good quality lower-limb polypro-
pylene prostheses and orthoses. 

Plan of action 
Assistance 
► deploy a surgical field team in Sa’ada province for 

three months for weapon-wounded in need of surgical 
treatment, on condition that it can treat all weapon-
wounded without discrimination 

► organize a war-surgery seminar for Yemeni doctors 
treating the wounded 

► ensure that emergency medical cases in IDP camps are 
evacuated to a referral hospital  

► deploy a mobile prosthetic/orthotic clinic at the al-
Jamhuriya hospital in Sa’ada to improve access to 
physical rehabilitation services for both Believing 
Youth and pro-government patients  

► provide materials, tools and technical assistance, as 
well as on-the-job training, to technicians at physical 
rehabilitation centres in Aden, Mukalla and Sana’a to 
ensure the production in 2009 of a minimum of 600 
lower-limb prostheses and 1,600 orthoses 

► provide expert physiotherapy training support to im-
prove services at the Aden centre  

► sponsor the participation of 7 Yemeni pros-
thetic/orthotic technicians in a three-year training 
course at a specialized school in Bangalore, India 

► centralize production of elbow crutches at the Sana’a 
centre in order to reduce the environmental impact 
caused by the disposal of waste polypropylene materi-
als 

AUTHORITIES 
Yemen has signed and ratified many IHL instruments but 
has yet to implement a number of them at national level. 
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The authorities need to recognize and accept the added 
value of neutral, independent humanitarian action. Access 
to conflict-affected areas is sometimes severely restricted 
by the authorities.  

Objective 
The government implements IHL treaties to which 
Yemen is already party and accedes to other major hu-
manitarian instruments. Political decision-makers know 
the ICRC's mandate and support its work. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 
► organize seminars and dissemination sessions for po-

litical authorities and security and prison officials on 
their respective roles in the implementation and en-
forcement of IHL, familiarize them with the ICRC’s 
role and enlist their support, in particular to obtain un-
impeded access to victims of conflict in northern 
Yemen 

► support the national IHL committee and relevant par-
liamentary commissions in their efforts to advance the 
ratification of IHL instruments to which Yemen is not 
yet party  

► sponsor Yemeni representation at regional ICRC 
meetings for IHL experts 

► regularly update foreign diplomats based in Yemen on 
ICRC activities in the country 

ARMED FORCES AND OTHER BEARERS OF 
WEAPONS 

IHL has yet to become an integral part of military training 
and operational doctrine. In relation to the situation in the 
north of the country, all weapon bearers need to increase 
their knowledge of and respect for IHL and neutral, inde-
pendent humanitarian action. 

Objective 
All weapon bearers act in accordance with IHL principles, 
understand the ICRC's mandate and support its activities. 
The armed and security forces and the coast guards inte-
grate IHL and other humanitarian norms into their doc-
trine, training and operations. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 
► hold dissemination sessions and training courses on 

IHL for officers of the armed, police and security 
forces, and support practical training in IHL at the 
Staff and Command College 

► hold IHL/ICRC information sessions for Believing 
Youth commanders and reinforce contacts with tribal 
militia leaders to increase their acceptance of the 
ICRC’s mandate, thereby ensuring the security of 
ICRC field movements 

► encourage the military authorities to deal with cases of 
missing military personnel 

► provide the armed forces’ documentation centres and 
the police with reference materials on IHL and inter-

national human rights law and publish articles on IHL 
in the army media 

CIVIL SOCIETY 
Key segments of civil society, such as tribal and religious 
leaders and the media, particularly in the Sa’ada region, 
need to understand and recognize the added value of neu-
tral, independent humanitarian action and to support the 
ICRC’s role in this regard. 

The integration of the Exploring Humanitarian Law pro-
gramme into secondary school teaching and of IHL into 
the curricula of law faculties has been initiated. 

Objective 
The media, tribal/religious leaders and NGOs support the 
work of the ICRC and assist it in increasing public 
awareness of humanitarian issues. They assist it in influ-
encing the attitudes and behaviour of decision-makers and 
all those involved in armed conflict or violence, thus 
achieving greater respect for human dignity. Young peo-
ple, as future leaders and decision-makers, learn about 
IHL and humanitarian principles in their academic 
courses. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 
► promote knowledge of and support for IHL and the 

ICRC’s mandate among religious circles, tribal lead-
ers and local NGOs through workshops, photo exhibi-
tions and increased networking  

► keep the media updated on ICRC activities and IHL-
related issues through interviews, radio spots, publica-
tions and the ICRC’s Arab-language website  

► support and complete the integration of the Exploring 
Humanitarian Law programme into secondary school 
curricula within two years and ensure its sustainability 

► promote the teaching of IHL in law faculties and pro-
vide them with reference documentation on IHL and 
the ICRC  

RED CROSS AND RED CRESCENT 
MOVEMENT 

The Yemeni Red Crescent remains the ICRC's main op-
erational partner. It often lacks the material and human re-
sources to respond effectively to emergencies. In addition 
to the emergency operation carried out jointly in the north 
of the country with the Sa’ada branch (see Civilians), the 
ICRC is pursuing activities with a view to strengthening 
the National Society’s conflict preparedness and response 
capacity, including its services to restore family links. 

Objective 
The Yemeni Red Crescent strengthens its conflict prepar-
edness and response capacity, including its family-links 
services, in coordination with all Movement components. 

Plan of action 
Cooperation 
► provide further on-the-job training to Yemeni Red 

Crescent staff and volunteers in dissemination, restor-
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ing family links, first aid, conflict preparedness and 
relief distribution, integrated with the Safer Access 
approach 

► help increase the visibility of the Yemeni Red Cres-
cent through support to and training in the production 
and distribution of magazines (including the bi-
monthly Al-Ithar), newsletters, calendars and leaflets 
featuring its activities 

► support the final steps of the revision of the National 
Society’s statutes 

► contribute to regular Movement coordination activities 
► assist the National Society in raising awareness of the 

tracing and family-links services among refugees and 
asylum seekers 
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KUWAIT (REGIONAL) 
COVERING: Member States of the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC), namely Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, 
United Arab Emirates (UAE) 
 

BUDGET IN KCHF  
Protection 727 
Assistance -   
Prevention 1,006 
Cooperation with National Societies 502 
General 345 

Total 2,579 
Of which: Overheads 157 

  
PERSONNEL  
Expatriates  3 

The ICRC has been in Kuwait since the outbreak of the 
1990–1991 Gulf War. Its presence in the region is linked 
to humanitarian issues still outstanding from that war and 
those arising from the current armed conflict in Iraq, as 
well as to work relating to people deprived of their free-
dom in the GCC member States. In addition, the ICRC fo-
cuses on promoting IHL and its own role as a neutral and 
independent humanitarian organization working in areas 
of armed conflict and other situations of internal violence. 
Reinforcing cooperation with the National Red Crescent 
Societies of the region is another priority. 

National staff (daily workers not included) 20 
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CONTEXT 
Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) member States are pur-
suing the complex path of social and political reform. Se-
curity cooperation remains a priority for them in order to 
counter acts of violence by "Islamist militants" against 
Western and national political and economic targets, al-
though the frequency of such incidents was significantly 
lower in 2008 than in previous years.  

In Saudi Arabia, the authorities continue to implement 
measures to prevent violence and religious “extremism”, 
focusing their action on young people and on facilitating 
the reintegration into society of security detainees, includ-
ing those formerly held in the US detention facility at the 
Guantanamo Bay Naval Station in Cuba. In Bahrain, vio-
lent riots in late 2007 resulted in many arrests, although 
most of those held had reportedly been released by mid-
2008. In Kuwait, tensions in parliament persist following 
the results of the May elections.  

More generally, GCC countries increasingly perceive the 
volatile situation in the Middle East as an impediment to 
economic, political and social development in the region. 
They remain concerned about persistent international ten-
sions over the Islamic Republic of Iran's nuclear pro-
gramme, as well as the ongoing violence in Iraq and its 
potential spillover into their territories along sectarian 
lines.  

As major producers, GCC States continue to benefit from 
high oil prices, although inflation rates have risen 
throughout the region, hitting particularly hard the mil-
lions of low-income migrants working there. In most of 
the region’s countries, in particular Saudi Arabia, some 
oil revenues may have to be used to offset the increasing 
hardship among the poorest segments of the population 
caused by the inflationary spiral.  

Qatar played a prominent intermediary role in defusing 
the protracted political crisis in Lebanon by brokering an 
agreement that led to consensus among rival Lebanese 
factions on a candidate for president and a power-sharing 
formula for a national unity government.  

HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE 
In 2009, resolving humanitarian issues still outstanding 
from the 1990–91 Gulf War and others arising from the 
regional consequences of the conflict in Iraq and the 
global fight against “terrorism” will remain top priorities 
for the Kuwait-based ICRC regional delegation covering 
GCC member States. 

ICRC activities relating to the 1990–91 Gulf War will 
continue to focus on helping clarify the fate of people still 
missing from that conflict, in order to relieve the anxiety 
of their families. The Tripartite Commission set up under 
the auspices of the ICRC in 1991 to address the issue of 
the missing will remain the official framework for discus-
sions between the parties concerned, namely Iraq, Kuwait 
and the coalition States – France, Saudi Arabia, the 
United Kingdom and the United States. During the meet-
ings it will chair, the ICRC will in particular urge the Tri-

partite Commission and its Technical Sub-committee to 
use all means necessary to facilitate the search for and 
identification of human remains. A concerted effort will 
also be made to intensify or reactivate bilateral dialogue 
with and between the parties directly concerned by cases 
of missing persons not dealt with in the tripartite frame-
work.  

Visits to monitor the treatment and detention conditions 
of people deprived of their freedom in Kuwait in connec-
tion with the 1990–91 Gulf War will continue, as will vis-
its to detainees in Qatar sentenced in relation to the failed 
coup d’état there in 1996. The ICRC will endeavour to 
visit nationals of GCC member States imprisoned in their 
home countries following their transfer from the US de-
tention facility at Guantanamo Bay and, more generally, it 
will aim to expand its detention-related activities in the 
region with a particular focus on people held for security 
reasons. It will also follow up on the Kuwaiti govern-
ment’s agreement to allow visits from families in Iraq to 
relatives detained in Kuwait for long periods. 

In close collaboration with the National Societies con-
cerned, the ICRC will offer its tracing and RCM services 
to enable families in GCC member States to restore and 
maintain contact with relatives detained/interned abroad, 
as well as with family members living in countries dis-
rupted by armed conflict or other situations of violence.  

The governments of the region will be encouraged to ac-
cede to IHL treaties not yet ratified and to incorporate 
those already ratified into national legislation. The ICRC 
will also work with the education authorities to make IHL 
teaching an integral part of university law courses and 
will promote the integration of IHL into the theoretical 
and practical training programmes of national armed 
forces in the region. 

Contacts with key sectors of civil society, including the 
media, religious and community leaders, and local NGOs, 
will be developed to spread knowledge of IHL and the 
ICRC among the general public and to dispel possible 
misconceptions about IHL and the ICRC’s mandate and 
role. 

The ICRC and National Societies in GCC member States 
will be looking to work together more closely to improve 
coordination and cooperation at the international level, in 
accordance with the Movement’s Fundamental Principles 
and policies. National Societies will also be encouraged to 
increase their support to the ICRC’s international opera-
tions.  

HUMANITARIAN ISSUES AND ICRC 
OBJECTIVES 

CIVILIANS 
Since the fall of the former government in Iraq in April 
2003, thousands of Iraqi POWs previously held in Kuwait 
and Saudi Arabia in relation to the 1990–91 Gulf War 
continue to request certificates of detention from the 
ICRC to enable them to seek possible compensation or to 
obtain official documents from the Iraqi authorities. De-
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tainees released in GCC member States also request such 
certificates for the same reasons. 

Objective 
Former Iraqi POWs from the 1990–91 Gulf War and peo-
ple released from detention in GCC member States are is-
sued with certificates of detention by the ICRC’s regional 
delegation in Kuwait upon request. 

Plan of action 
Protection 

 process promptly and efficiently requests for certifi-
cates of detention from former Iraqi POWs previously 
held captive in Kuwait or Saudi Arabia and from peo-
ple released from detention in GCC member States 

Families in GCC member States often need assistance in 
tracing and restoring contact with relatives either de-
tained/interned abroad, in particular in Guantanamo Bay 
and in Iraq, or present in countries disrupted by conflict or 
other situations of violence.  

Objective 
People in GCC member States are able to trace and re-
store/maintain contact with family members either de-
tained/interned abroad or present in countries disrupted by 
conflict. Families are promptly informed of the where-
abouts of relatives detained/interned abroad and, when-
ever possible, can visit them.  

Plan of action 
Protection 

 restore and maintain contact between family members 
separated by conflict or whose relatives are de-
tained/interned abroad through tracing and the timely 
collection and distribution of RCMs and the delivery 
of “safe and well” messages  

 inform families of the detention of their relatives 
abroad as soon as known, when possible by phone 

 help families to dispatch parcels to their relatives de-
tained/interned abroad, whenever possible  

 provide technical expertise to the heads of National 
Society tracing services in the region 

Working within the framework of the Tripartite Commis-
sion and its Technical Sub-committee, Kuwaiti forensic 
teams have identified the remains of hundreds of Kuwaiti 
nationals dating from the 1990–91 Gulf War and uncov-
ered during the exhumation of mass graves in Iraq follow-
ing the fall of the former Iraqi regime. However, the un-
known fate of hundreds of others in relation to the same 
conflict remains a source of deep anguish for their fami-
lies in Kuwait. Exhumation and identification work in 
Iraq remains difficult owing to the prevailing security 
conditions in the country. Little progress has been made 
so far in clarifying the fate of Iraqi nationals reported 
missing in Kuwait during and after the Iraqi occupation, 
or with regard to Iraqi nationals unaccounted for in Saudi 
Arabia in relation to the same conflict and whose cases 
are not dealt with in the tripartite framework.  

Objective 
A dialogue is maintained between the parties concerned 
regarding people unaccounted for since the 1990–91 Gulf 
War so that the families may be informed of the fate of 
their missing relatives. Whenever possible, human re-
mains found and identified are repatriated and handed 
over to the family.  

Plan of action 
Protection 

 support efforts by members of the ICRC-chaired Tri-
partite Commission to clarify the fate of people unac-
counted for in connection with the 1990–91 Gulf War 
and encourage them to address cases not included in 
their original workload 

 urge Tripartite Commission/Sub-committee members 
to use all means necessary to facilitate the search for 
and identification of human remains 

 if requested by the families concerned, facilitate the 
repatriation to Iraq of the remains of any Iraqis ex-
humed and identified in Kuwait or Saudi Arabia  

PEOPLE DEPRIVED OF THEIR FREEDOM 
According to corroborated reports, a number of people of 
various nationalities are being held in detention in GCC 
member States, many for security reasons, including the 
fight against “terrorism”. Several people formerly de-
tained/interned in Guantanamo Bay have been arrested 
following their repatriation, as is the case in Bahrain, 
Kuwait, Saudi Arabia and the UAE.  

Currently, Iraqi nationals, stateless persons and Palestini-
ans detained in Kuwait and detainees convicted and sen-
tenced in connection with the failed coup d’état of 1996 
in Qatar receive ICRC visits. Some Iraqi nationals held in 
a deportation centre in Kuwait in connection with the 
1990–91 Gulf War fear persecution if deported to Iraq. 

Objective 
People deprived of their freedom are treated humanely 
and their detention conditions comply with internationally 
recognized standards. They are afforded basic judicial 
guarantees and are able to maintain family links. 

Plan of action 
Protection 

 seek to expand detention-related activities in the re-
gion, with a particular focus on people held for secu-
rity reasons 

 seek access to detainees imprisoned in various GCC 
member States after their transfer from detention 
abroad 

In Qatar 
 pursue annual visits to people convicted and sentenced 

in connection with the failed coup d’état of 1996 
In Kuwait 

 make regular visits to people deprived of their free-
dom and without diplomatic representation in Kuwait, 
including Iraqi nationals, stateless persons and Pales-
tinians held in the central prison for men and women 
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and in a deportation centre, and seek access to security 
detainees 

 urge the detaining authorities to ensure that the dura-
tion of detention in the deportation centre is as short as 
reasonably possible  

 follow up on the government’s agreement to allow 
visits from families in Iraq to relatives detained in 
Kuwait for long periods 

 interview Iraqi deportees in Kuwait to ensure that they 
wish to return to Iraq, and urge the Kuwaiti authorities 
to respect the principle of non-refoulement for those 
who do not wish to return 

AUTHORITIES 
Kuwait, Saudi Arabia and the UAE have established na-
tional IHL committees and Bahrain, Qatar and Oman are 
considering or in the process of doing so. Accession to 
most weapon-related treaties and to the Rome Statute is 
poor and the national implementation of IHL treaties re-
mains a slow process in the region.  

Together with the political authorities, the Saudi-based 
secretariats of the GCC and the Organization of the Is-
lamic Conference (OIC) (and its subsidiary organ, the Is-
lamic Committee of the International Crescent) are impor-
tant focal points for conveying humanitarian messages 
and gaining acceptance of both IHL and neutral and inde-
pendent humanitarian action in their member States. 

Objective 
The governments of GCC member States, as well as the 
diplomatic community and key regional organizations 
such as the OIC, are aware of the importance of inde-
pendent and neutral humanitarian action and support the 
ICRC in this regard. The ICRC is recognized as a refer-
ence on IHL. GCC member States ratify and implement 
the main IHL treaties. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 regularly inform the political authorities, the GCC and 
the OIC, as well as other influential contacts in the re-
gion, about key topics of humanitarian concern, the 
respective roles of the various Movement components, 
the ICRC’s specific mandate and activities, and its in-
dependent and neutral approach to humanitarian work  

 support the creation of national IHL committees and 
help existing ones to promote the adoption and im-
plementation of IHL treaties 

 organize seminars on IHL and the ICRC for members 
of diplomatic and judicial institutes and parliamentari-
ans in the region and enhance their perception and use 
of the ICRC as a reference on IHL  

 promote the inclusion of IHL in training courses for 
diplomats and the judiciary in the GCC member States 
and encourage their parliamentarians to attend re-
gional meetings on IHL organized under the auspices 
of the League of Arab States and the ICRC 

 coordinate the participation of GCC member States in 
regional seminars on IHL organized jointly by the 
League of Arab States and the ICRC 

ARMED FORCES AND OTHER BEARERS OF 
WEAPONS 

Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman and Qatar have formally inte-
grated IHL rules into their military instruction and train-
ing programmes or have shown an interest in doing so. 
GCC countries often lack the teaching resources required 
in this regard. 

Objective 
The members of the armed forces know and comply with 
IHL. In all six GCC member States, IHL becomes an in-
tegral part of theoretical and practical military instruction. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 provide support and technical expertise to trained offi-
cers in Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman and Qatar to help them 
conduct IHL teaching and training programmes and, 
whenever necessary, reinforce their training capacities 

 working with the National Society or the national IHL 
committee, inform the military authorities in Saudi 
Arabia and in the UAE about the ICRC's training pro-
gramme on IHL for the armed and security forces 

 together with the armed forces of one GCC country, 
organize a regional seminar on IHL for representatives 
of all GCC armed and security forces 

CIVIL SOCIETY 
In nearly all GCC member States, IHL is part of the cur-
riculum of the faculty of law in at least one university. 
These and other universities in the region need support to 
develop their teaching of the subject. Pan-Arab and local 
media report regularly on issues of ICRC concern. Other 
segments of civil society, such as Islamic circles and 
charities, have shown interest in better understanding 
IHL, the Movement and the ICRC.  

Objective 
The media, NGOs, and religious and community leaders 
have an accurate perception of the ICRC, support its work 
and assist it in increasing public awareness of humanitar-
ian principles. Students, as future leaders and decision-
makers, learn about IHL in their academic courses. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 

 keep local and pan-Arab media outlets informed about 
the ICRC, its activities and IHL so that they can relay 
this information to the general public 

 encourage the inclusion of IHL in the curricula of 
journalism training institutes across the region 

 develop contacts with religious circles, community 
leaders and NGOs to dispel possible misconceptions 
about IHL and the ICRC’s mandate and role and to 
seek their support  

 promote and support the inclusion of IHL in law cur-
ricula, provide support for national and regional 
courses on IHL for education officials, and keep law 
faculties informed of IHL-related developments 
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 sponsor the representation of GCC countries at the 6th 
regional IHL course for academics to be held in Beirut 
(see Lebanon) 

RED CROSS AND RED CRESCENT 
MOVEMENT 

National Societies in the GCC member States are active 
members of the Movement and are participating in an in-
creasing number of international operations. These Na-
tional Societies and the ICRC are endeavouring to work 
more closely together to improve coordination and coop-
eration at the international level. 

Objective 
National Societies in GCC member States promote 
knowledge of IHL in official and civil society circles. Na-
tional Societies coordinate their international activities 
within the framework of the Movement and in accordance 
with the Movement’s statutes and policies. All Red Cres-
cent Societies in GCC States are efficient partners in re-
storing contact between family members separated by 
conflict. 

Plan of action 
Cooperation 

 work with National Societies to ensure that families in 
the region can restore and maintain contact in a timely 
manner with relatives detained/interned abroad via 
RCMs, and extend this service to migrant workers and 
migrants in detention  

 encourage the Organization of Arab Red Crescent and 
Red Cross Societies to contribute to developing 
knowledge of IHL, the Movement and its Fundamen-
tal Principles through the holding of a joint regional 
workshop 

 encourage National Societies to contribute to ICRC 
operations and arrange for those that show an interest 
in carrying out operations with the ICRC to visit 
ICRC delegations working in emergency situations to 
help them better understand the necessity of coordina-
tion among Movement partners in such contexts 

 identify National Societies in the region interested in 
developing a rapid deployment capacity with the 
ICRC 

 



TUNIS (REGIONAL) 
COVERING: Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, Mauritania, Morocco/Western Sahara, Tunisia 
 

BUDGET IN KCHF  
Protection 2,742 
Assistance 671 
Prevention 1,726 
Cooperation with National Societies 687 
General -   

Total 5,826 
Of which: Overheads 356

PERSONNEL 
Expatriates  17 

The regional delegation based in Tunis, which has been 
operating since 1987, regularly visits people deprived of 
their freedom in Mauritania and Tunisia to monitor their 
treatment and conditions of detention. Acting as a neutral 
intermediary, it is also involved in efforts to resolve issues 
of humanitarian concern arising from the aftermath of the 
Western Sahara conflict. It works to promote implementa-
tion of IHL by the authorities and its integration into school 
and university curricula and into training programmes for 
the armed forces. National Societies and the media in the 
region are essential partners in this process. 

National staff (daily workers not included) 40 
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CONTEXT 
Governments in the region persisted in their efforts to 
promote economic development and to drive down high 
levels of unemployment and poverty, while pursuing 
policies to contain radical Islamist opposition.  

Security forces throughout the region remained on high 
alert following acts of violence carried out by radical Is-
lamic groups, confrontations between armed groups and 
security forces in Mauritania, and the reported disman-
tling of extremist Islamic networks in Mauritania and Mo-
rocco. The self-styled al-Qaeda Organization in the Is-
lamic Maghreb, previously known as the Salafist Group 
for Preaching and Combat, claimed responsibility for 
most of the attacks, which led to an undisclosed number 
of arrests in various countries. Those arrested included 
eight al-Qaeda suspects alleged to have been involved in 
the killing of four French tourists in Mauritania and in an 
attack on the Israeli embassy in the country’s capital, 
Nouakchott. 

In August, a military coup in Mauritania deposed Presi-
dent Sidi Ould Cheikh Abdallahi – the country’s first de-
mocratically elected leader – and a State council was 
formed to rule the country. The move came after the 
president tried to dismiss several senior army command-
ers. 

The final status of Western Sahara remains unresolved 
despite four rounds of negotiations in New York, United 
States. A new UN resolution extended the mandate of the 
UN Mission for the Referendum in Western Sahara 
(MINURSO) by one year until 30 April 2009.  

Mines and explosive remnants of war (ERW) scattered 
throughout the region affected by the 1975–1991 Western 
Sahara conflict continue to represent a danger to the 
population. The fate of numerous civilians who went 
missing during that period, as well as that of others who 
fought in the conflict, remains unknown. 

The sharp rise in the prices of food, oil and other com-
modities is a major concern for countries in the region. 
Mauritania has been particularly badly affected owing to 
recurrent and prolonged droughts that have damaged 
crops and reduced food production, pushing up the prices 
of staples. 

Countries in the Maghreb continue to be preferred transit 
routes for many sub-Saharans and others seeking irregular 
entry to Europe. Tighter controls on irregular immigration 
into Europe have led to an increase in the number of 
would-be irregular migrants seeking to settle in countries 
in North Africa. In Mauritania, several hundred refugees 
who fled the country in the late 1980s and early 1990s 
have returned home in the framework of a tripartite 
agreement between Mauritania, Senegal and UNHCR. 

HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE 
In 2009, the ICRC will continue to visit people detained 
in Mauritania and Tunisia and pursue its dialogue with the 
authorities in Morocco with a view to gaining access to 
people deprived of their freedom under their jurisdiction. 

Acting as a neutral intermediary, the ICRC will work with 
the Moroccan authorities and the Polisario Front to clarify 
the fate of combatants and civilians from both sides unac-
counted for since the end of the armed conflict in Western 
Sahara in order to relieve the anguish of their families.  

The ICRC will continue to run the prosthetic/orthotic 
workshop and physical rehabilitation centre set up in 
2007 close to the Saharawi refugee camps in south-
western Algeria. The centre fits mine victims and other 
disabled people among the refugee population with ortho-
paedic appliances produced with the ICRC’s polypropyl-
ene technology. 

As in the past, ICRC tracing and RCM services will be 
made available to families in North Africa seeking to lo-
cate and restore contact with relatives detained/interned 
abroad or present in countries affected by armed conflict 
or other situations of violence. The ICRC will also con-
tinue to facilitate the resettlement or family reunification 
of refugees in third countries, in particular by issuing 
ICRC travel documents to those without valid identifica-
tion papers. 

IHL implementation bodies will continue to receive ICRC 
support in the integration of IHL into national legislation. 
To this end, the ICRC will facilitate the participation of 
governmental officials in regional IHL events and organ-
ize round-tables and workshops, which will also serve to 
promote the integration of IHL into university law curric-
ula. In Morocco and Tunisia, the ICRC will pursue its 
support to the Ministries of Education in incorporating the 
Exploring Humanitarian Law programme into secondary 
school curricula.  

In all countries of the region, the ICRC will endeavour to 
broaden its contacts with influential members of civil so-
ciety, in particular in media, NGO and religious circles, 
with the aim of increasing acceptance of IHL and support 
for the ICRC’s independent and neutral humanitarian ac-
tion.  

The ICRC will cooperate with the National Societies in 
all the countries covered, particularly in the fields of re-
storing family links and mine awareness. All ICRC activi-
ties will continue to be coordinated with those of other 
Movement components and humanitarian organizations 
active in the region.  

HUMANITARIAN ISSUES AND ICRC 
OBJECTIVES 

CIVILIANS 
Several categories of people in the region are in need of 
assistance to locate and restore or maintain contact with 
their relatives. These include families with relatives de-
tained/interned in their home countries or abroad (Af-
ghanistan, Iraq and the US detention facility at the Guan-
tanamo Bay Naval Station, Cuba), refugees, and increas-
ing numbers of migrants from sub-Saharan Africa. Some 
African migrants are using the region as a transit point for 
Europe, while others have the intention of remaining in 
North Africa. 
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Objective 
Family members separated by conflict or migration are 
able to remain in contact. People accepted for resettle-
ment or family reunification in third countries are issued 
with the requisite travel documents, when needed. 

Plan of action 
Protection 
► restore and maintain links between family members 

separated as a result of conflict or migration by means 
of RCMs and by processing tracing requests, either in 
cooperation with the National Societies of the coun-
tries concerned – in particular in the Libyan Arab Ja-
mahiriya (see Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement) 
– or directly 

► issue ICRC travel documents to people without valid 
identification papers to facilitate their resettlement or 
family reunification in third countries 

Moroccan and Polisario Front combatants and civilians 
are still missing as a result of the Western Sahara conflict, 
which ended in 1991. The Moroccan authorities have 
mandated the national Human Rights Consultative Com-
mittee (Conseil Consultatif des Droits de l’Homme – 
CCDH) to address this issue. The Polisario Front has yet 
to appoint a specific authority to handle the missing per-
sons file. Several cases on both sides have been closed af-
ter the persons concerned were presumed or listed as 
dead, but their families have not been comprehensively 
informed. Some people unaccounted for do not appear on 
the official lists of the missing provided by the Moroccan 
authorities and the Polisario Front. In some cases, the 
families of the missing are in need of psychological, 
medical or administrative support. 

Objective 
Families receive information about their relatives, 
whether combatants or civilians, who went missing dur-
ing the Western Sahara conflict. If their relatives are 
found to have died, the families are informed of the cir-
cumstances, particularly the date of death and place of 
burial.  

Plan of action 
Protection 
► provide technical expertise to the authorities con-

cerned in their handling of the missing persons file, in 
order to facilitate the clarification of the fate of per-
sons unaccounted for, to increase the level of informa-
tion exchanged and to provide information and sup-
port to the families 

► encourage the authorities concerned to review the fate 
of Moroccans and Saharawis listed as dead on the of-
ficial lists of both sides and to inform the families of 
the outcome, wherever possible including the location 
of burial sites 

► using information provided by the ICRC enabling Mo-
roccans on the official list of the missing to be 
grouped by place of disappearance or by place of de-
tention, urge the CCDH to process enquiries into the 
fate of Moroccans formerly held prisoner by the Poli-
sario Front 

► encourage the CCDH to follow-up requests from Mo-
roccan families whose relatives have been reported 
dead 

► encourage the Polisario Front to appoint a specific au-
thority responsible for the missing persons file and, 
once it is established or an existing one identified, 
help to build its capacity 

PEOPLE DEPRIVED OF THEIR FREEDOM 
Many people imprisoned in countries of the Maghreb are 
being held on suspicion of endangering State security, for 
allegedly being members of radical Islamic groups be-
lieved to be responsible for bomb attacks, or in connec-
tion with the so-called “global war on terror”. 

As at 1 August 2008, Tunisia’s 28 prisons held about 
28,000 detainees, of whom some 900 are presumed 
Islamists accused of acts endangering State security. The 
two main protection concerns regarding detainees in Tu-
nisia relate to the reported treatment of people under in-
terrogation in police stations and to overcrowding in pris-
ons, which affects general living conditions.  

In recent years, Mauritania has arrested increasing num-
bers of people accused of activities endangering State se-
curity, mainly people charged with direct or indirect links 
to the al-Qaeda network and whose numbers have risen 
since the beginning of 2008. Among the main protection 
concerns are the reported treatment of people remanded in 
custody in Mauritanian police stations and the general liv-
ing conditions and structural problems in the country’s 15 
prisons, including lack of hygiene and health care and of 
professional training for prison authorities – all attributed 
to a dearth of financial resources.  

In Mauritania, arrested irregular migrants are held in a 
centre in Nouadhibou under the authority of the Ministry 
of the Interior. They are assisted by the Spanish Red 
Cross, in cooperation with the Mauritanian Red Crescent. 

According to the Polisario Front, it runs three detention 
facilities, one each for men, women and minors. 

Objective 
People deprived of their freedom in countries of the 
Maghreb benefit from treatment and living conditions that 
conform to internationally recognized standards.  

Plan of action 
Protection 
► continue visiting detainees in all detention facilities in 

Mauritania and Tunisia and Moroccans detained after 
their release and transfer from internment abroad; pos-
sibly visit detainees held by the Polisario Front; 
transmit confidentially to the detaining authorities 
findings and recommendations regarding detainees’ 
living conditions and treatment 

► persuade the authorities concerned in Mauritania and 
Tunisia to adopt certain ICRC recommendations con-
cerning the treatment and living conditions, as well 
the duration of detention, of people under interroga-
tion and remanded in custody in police stations 
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Mauritania 
► encourage the authorities to start implementing peni-

tentiary reforms to improve prison organization, infra-
structure, financial autonomy, efficiency and detainee 
living standards, particularly in prisons in Nouakchott 
and Nouadhibou 

► provide assistance to improve hygiene standards in 
Nouakchott prisons, and impress upon detainees the 
importance of respecting basic hygiene principles 

► monitor detainee access to medical care and provide 
ad hoc assistance, as needed, to support prison medi-
cal specialists nominated by the prison authorities 

► impress upon the authorities concerned the importance 
of providing prison medical staff with the necessary 
political, technical and economic support to perform 
their health care tasks 

► encourage the authorities to address the specific needs 
of female detainees 

Tunisia 
► increase the knowledge of doctors working in Tuni-

sian prisons of recognized principles of medical ethics 
► persuade the authorities concerned to ensure adequate 

living conditions for detainees sentenced to death, es-
pecially those placed in solitary confinement, and urge 
them to enable such detainees to have contact with 
their families  

► encourage relevant ministries, senior government offi-
cials and the detaining authorities to address the prob-
lem of overcrowding in prisons, to take advantage of 
ICRC expertise in this regard, and to enact legislative 
reforms that could contribute to resolving this issue 

► make judges aware of the issue of prison population 
growth and encourage them to take this into account 
when handing down prison sentences 

WOUNDED AND SICK 
Many parts of the Maghreb are littered with mines and 
ERW planted during the Western Sahara and previous 
conflicts. Although no official global figures are available 
on the number of casualties, this lethal legacy of war con-
tinues to inflict death and injury. 

The worst-affected areas are southern Morocco, the north-
west border region of Mauritania, the parts of Western 
Sahara controlled respectively by Morocco and the Poli-
sario Front, and south-western Algeria where Saharawi 
refugee camps are located. Most mine incidents have been 
documented in the last two areas. Hence, at the end of 
2007, the ICRC opened a prosthetic/orthotic production 
workshop and a physical rehabilitation unit at the Martyr 
Chreif Sherif centre run by the Polisario Front health ser-
vices near Rabouni, in the Tindouf region of Algeria, 
close to the Saharawi refugee camps, to provide limb-
fitting and physiotherapy services to Saharawi amputees. 
The ICRC’s Special Fund for the Disabled continues to 
support Mauritania’s national orthopaedic and physical 
rehabilitation centre in the capital, Nouakchott, and aimed 
at providing support to a prosthetic/orthotic workshop in a 
hospital in Laayoune in 2008.  

Objective 
Disabled people in the part of Western Sahara controlled 
by the Polisario Front and in the refugee camps in south-
western Algeria have access to limb-fitting and physical 
rehabilitation services. Populations in mine-infested re-
gions are aware of the dangers and act accordingly.  

Plan of action 
Assistance 
► run the prosthetic/orthotic production and physical re-

habilitation workshop at the Martyr Chreif Sherif cen-
tre, and provide technicians there with the necessary 
training, with the ultimate aim of handing over re-
sponsibility for the workshop to the local health au-
thorities concerned 

► provide limb-fitting and physical rehabilitation ser-
vices to 80 disabled Saharawis 

► raise awareness of the dangers posed by mines/ERW 
among the Saharawi refugees and others living in 
south-western Algeria through the distribution of 
mine-risk education documentation and the marking 
of mine-infested areas  

AUTHORITIES 
All the countries covered, except Mauritania, have estab-
lished national IHL committees and are at various stages 
of ratifying and implementing IHL treaties. In the Libyan 
Arab Jamahiriya, the national Human Rights Committee 
has been covering IHL issues since the end of 2007.  

The countries of the region are influenced in particular by 
the evolution of the situation both in the Middle East and 
in Sub-Saharan Africa, and their authorities are dealing 
with regional and national issues which should also be 
viewed from a humanitarian perspective. 

Objective 
The authorities of the countries covered take the neces-
sary steps to ratify and implement IHL instruments. Na-
tional and regional authorities know the ICRC’s mandate 
and support its work.  

Plan of action 
Prevention 
► pursue dialogue with the Moroccan authorities in or-

der to conclude the necessary agreements formalizing 
the ICRC’s presence in Morocco and enabling the or-
ganization to carry out its traditional activities  

► regularly brief government officials on current IHL is-
sues and ICRC activities in their countries and in other 
regions of interest to enlist their support for ICRC ac-
tion and to gain acceptance of both IHL and neutral 
and independent humanitarian action 

► sponsor the participation of government officials, 
members of IHL implementation bodies, judges and 
diplomats from all the countries covered in regional 
meetings or courses on IHL 

► provide technical and documentary support to national 
implementation bodies, in particular national IHL 
committees, to assist them in their work 
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► organize workshops on IHL implementation for dip-
lomats, parliamentarians and magistrates  

ARMED FORCES AND OTHER BEARERS OF 
WEAPONS 

The armed forces of all the countries covered play a role 
in international peacekeeping operations. The Libyan, 
Mauritanian and Moroccan military authorities have 
agreed to update their training and manuals to include the 
provisions of IHL applicable to military operations. The 
Tunisian armed forces have revised their training and 
manuals in this regard. 

The UN peacekeeping forces in the Western Sahara need 
to be regularly briefed on IHL and the ICRC to ensure 
they are familiar with ICRC activities in the region. 

Objective 
The armed forces of the countries covered integrate IHL 
into their theoretical and practical instruction pro-
grammes. All weapon bearers understand the ICRC’s 
mandate and support its activities. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 
► provide technical support to and organize seminars on 

IHL for military instructors and senior officers with a 
view to making them autonomous in the application 
and teaching of IHL among the military rank and file 

► give presentations on IHL and other norms applicable 
in armed conflict and other situations of violence for 
national armed forces in the region prior to their de-
ployment on international peacekeeping missions 

► sponsor the participation of senior military officers in 
the annual Senior Workshop on International Rules 
governing Military Operations organized by the Swiss 
army and the ICRC in Geneva, Switzerland 

► give presentations on human rights law and other ap-
plicable humanitarian principles to national police 
force personnel in the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya 

► give a presentation on IHL and the ICRC to UN 
peacekeeping forces in Western Sahara  

CIVIL SOCIETY 
As key segments of civil society, the media, NGOs, pro-
fessional organizations, academics and religious groups 
are in a position to spread knowledge and acceptance of 
IHL and independent and neutral humanitarian action 
among their own audiences and the general public. Many 
of these civil society groups are unaware of the services 
that can be provided by the ICRC. 

The integration of the Exploring Humanitarian Law pro-
gramme into secondary school curricula is proceeding in 
Morocco and Tunisia. IHL teaching in universities is well 
developed in Morocco and has started in some universi-
ties in Tunisia. 

 

Objective 
The media, NGOs and religious/traditional leaders sup-
port the work of the ICRC and assist it in increasing pub-
lic awareness of humanitarian principles. Young people, 
as future leaders and decision-makers, learn about IHL in 
their academic courses. 

Plan of action 
Prevention 
► regularly provide the local media with information on 

IHL and the ICRC’s mandate and activities locally 
and in the region, including through the organization 
of round-tables 

► organize IHL information sessions for human rights 
NGOs, religious groups, professional associations and 
cultural institutions to raise awareness of IHL and 
humanitarian issues and to gain support for the 
ICRC’s mandate and work 

► support teacher-training sessions and the integration of 
the Exploring Humanitarian Law programme into 
school curricula by 2011 in Morocco and Tunisia 

► promote the introduction of IHL teaching in the law 
faculties of the main universities in the region through 
training/information sessions and ensuring the partici-
pation of university lecturers in regional seminars on 
IHL 

RED CROSS AND RED CRESCENT 
MOVEMENT 

National Societies in the region are facing structural prob-
lems. This sometimes affects their capacity to provide the 
full range of humanitarian services normally expected 
from a well-functioning National Society. 

The Libyan Red Crescent and the Laayoune branch of the 
Moroccan Red Crescent already play a key role in family-
links activities. One of the main challenges of the Mauri-
tanian Red Crescent is to be able to respond to potential 
emergencies. Some National Societies have shown inter-
est in mine-risk awareness projects.  

Objective 
The National Societies in the region have a strong legal 
basis for independent action. They are able to provide re-
lief and health assistance in armed conflict or other situa-
tions of violence. They carry out effective activities to re-
store family links and promote IHL and the Movement’s 
Fundamental Principles. The activities of all components 
of the Movement are coordinated. 

Plan of action 
Cooperation 
► keep the leadership of National Societies informed of 

ICRC activities in their respective countries 
► provide advice on reinforcing National Society capaci-

ties, according to needs and requests, prioritizing fam-
ily-links and mine-risk awareness activities 

► coordinate activities with all Movement partners 
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► support the Mauritanian Red Crescent emergency pre-
paredness programmes, in cooperation with Move-
ment partners 

► provide support to develop the capacities of the Lib-
yan and Moroccan Red Crescent Societies to carry out 
activities to restore family links and to conduct mine-
risk awareness projects 
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ANNEX 
The ICRC’s operational approach to women and girls 
Background and approach 
Civilians 
People deprived of their freedom 
Wounded and sick 
Authorities, armed forces and other bearers of weapons, civil society 
Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement 

 

 
 

THE ICRC’S OPERATIONAL APPROACH TO 
WOMEN AND GIRLS 
 

BACKGROUND AND APPROACH 
Owing to its unique mandate, the ICRC implements an 
“all victims” approach aimed at protecting the life and 
dignity of victims of armed conflict and providing them 
with assistance. Within this approach, the ICRC acknowl-
edges that women’s experience of war is multifaceted 
(separation, loss of loved ones, loss of sources of liveli-
hood and coping mechanisms, increased risks of sexual 
violence, greater responsibility for dependents, wounding, 
detention, even death) and often differs from that of men. 
The ICRC approaches gender as a means of fostering a 
better understanding of the respective social and cultural 
roles of men and women (such as division of labour, pro-
ductive and reproductive activities, access to and control 
over resources and benefits) and of the social and eco-
nomic factors influencing them. It endeavours thereby to 
obtain a more sensitive and holistic grasp of women’s 
roles, responsibilities and experience, and therefore to 
provide a more adequate response to their needs in times 
of conflict. In accordance with its principles of neutrality 
and impartiality, the ICRC does not claim to reform gen-
der relations. 

Often, women and children are lumped together in the 
same category of vulnerability. Such hasty categorization 
overlooks the fact that women’s needs, experiences and 
roles in armed conflicts and situations of internal violence 
differ from those of children and that women often dis-
play remarkable strength, as evidenced by the part they 
play as combatants or agents for peace, or by the roles 
they assume in wartime to protect and support their fami-
lies. The relevant question is not who is more vulnerable 
but rather who is vulnerable to what particular risks 
(which are context-related and depend on individual cir-
cumstances, resources and available coping mechanisms). 
Different groups face different factors of vulnerability and 
it is an oversimplification to see one gender as active 
(male combatants) and the other as passive (female vic-
tims). 

The ICRC’s main objective is therefore to ensure that the 
needs, situations and perspectives of women and girls are 
integrated into all activities and programmes, and that 
special programmes are developed when necessary to re-
spond adequately to their specific social, medical, psycho-
logical, economic and protection needs. 

Recognizing that armed conflicts have a different impact 
on men, women, children and the elderly, and that the 
needs of women are often overlooked, the ICRC pledged 
in 1999 to better assess and address the needs of women 
and girls, and to promote the respect to which they are en-
titled, with a specific focus on situations involving sexual 
violence. It launched a four-year “Women and War” pro-
ject (from 1999 to 2003), during which it conducted an in-
depth study of the impact on women of armed conflict or 
internal violence, focusing on issues such as physical 
safety, sexual violence, displacement, access to health 
care and hygiene, food, water and shelter, and the prob-
lem of missing relatives and its repercussions on survi-
vors, and produced Addressing the needs of women af-
fected by armed conflict: an ICRC guidance document, to 
translate the study’s findings into practical guidelines for 
staff involved in the planning and implementation of hu-
manitarian programmes. At the end of the four years, the 
ICRC renewed its commitment to the issue by appointing 
a focal point for the operational implementation of the 
study’s findings and recommendations. 

In armed conflicts and other situations of violence, sexual 
violence is a widespread phenomenon that affects mostly 
women and girls. The overall consequences are serious, 
but given that the stigma associated with sexual violence 
may prevent victims from coming forward, the true extent 
of the problem is often concealed. It affects not only the 
victims, but also their families, and sometimes entire 
communities. The ICRC has therefore developed the 
Frame of reference for sexual violence in armed conflict 
and other situations of violence, which gives a compre-
hensive and detailed overview of the various aspects of 
sexual violence and defines the ICRC’s multidisciplinary 
approach to the problem. It encompasses preventive ac-
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tion, awareness-raising activities and protection strategies 
aimed at addressing the causes and consequences of sex-
ual violence while providing victims with timely medical 
and psychological support. 

The development of the ICRC’s stance on women and 
war is reflected today in its operational strategies, pro-
grammes and activities. 

Below is a description, by target population, of how 
ICRC programmes take into account the specific 
situations and needs of women and girls in times of 
armed conflict. These descriptions are valid in any 
ICRC operation. They are not repeated explicitly un-
der each context section, unless specifically required, 
but they may be cited to enhance understanding of the 
information therein. 

CIVILIANS 
Protection 
Protecting the civilian population 

 The ICRC monitors the situation of individuals and 
groups not or no longer taking part in hostilities, the 
large majority of whom are women and their children. 
Where documented, allegations of abuse committed 
against women and girls, such as sexual violence and 
enforced enrolment by armed groups, are raised in the 
ICRC’s discussions with all parties on alleged IHL 
violations and the measures to be taken to stop them. 
In some contexts, dialogue with women is possible 
only owing to the presence of female ICRC staff, both 
national and expatriate. 

 In addition to formal and informal oral and written 
representations to the authorities concerned about al-
leged incidents, preventive dissemination activities are 
conducted for all kinds of weapon bearers to raise 
their awareness of their responsibilities under IHL to 
protect and respect at all times, in particular, women 
and children not taking part in hostilities. 

Restoring family links 
 Enabling women to restore and maintain contact with 

their husbands and families contributes to their psy-
chological well-being and can also help ensure their 
safety and the respect of others. In certain contexts, 
where for social and cultural reasons women are less 
visible or less accessible, awareness-raising sessions 
to promote existing tracing services are held specifi-
cally for women. 

 The ICRC family reunification programme aims to re-
unite vulnerable people with their families, including 
children with their mothers, thus preserving the family 
unit. Similarly, when organizing repatriations, the 
ICRC pays special attention to enabling families to 
stay together, with particular emphasis on keeping 
children with their mothers. 

Unaccompanied girls/girls formerly associated with fight-
ing forces 

 Boys and girls who have become separated from their 
parents, including those who have formerly been asso-
ciated with fighting forces, are registered by the ICRC 

and their mothers and fathers, or their closest relatives, 
sought. 

 Working closely with the authorities concerned and 
other organizations active in child protection, the 
ICRC pays special attention to the treatment of unac-
companied girls living in host or foster families; 
whenever necessary, it directs them to the appropriate 
referral structures. 

 The ICRC advocates that children formerly associated 
with fighting forces, in particular girls, be provided 
with adequate care, in particular in disarmament, de-
mobilization and reintegration processes. 

 Family reunifications are organized according to the 
best interests of the child and only if all parties – the 
child and the family – want to be reunited. 

 Special attention is paid to the treatment of boys and 
girls reunited with their families, and to how the chil-
dren readapt to family life; whenever necessary the 
families and the children concerned receive material 
support and are directed to referral structures. The 
children are often checked on several months after be-
ing reunited with their families to ensure that they do 
not face new protection problems, especially if they 
were formerly associated with fighting forces or are 
girls with children of their own. 

Missing persons 
 ICRC action in relation to missing persons benefits 

mainly women as they are overwhelmingly the ones 
left behind after a loved one has disappeared during an 
armed conflict or other situation of violence. 

 Whenever possible, the ICRC works closely with the 
relevant authorities and organizations to accelerate the 
tracing process. It provides support for ante-mortem 
data collection and the forensic process, and covers 
the transport costs of families – mainly women – of 
the missing to visit mass graves or exhumation sites. 
On its website it updates and publishes lists of persons 
reported missing. It provides women with administra-
tive help in dealing with matters of inheritance, pen-
sions, legal status, custody of children and property 
rights. 

 The ICRC organizes meetings with family associa-
tions, whose members are chiefly women, to ensure 
that their interests are represented in various fora and 
provides the associations with financial and technical 
support. 

 Directly or through associations or institutions, the 
ICRC contributes towards the psychological support 
of relatives of missing persons, principally women and 
their children, and towards their education and occu-
pational training. 

 It also encourages governments to enact or implement 
legislation to prevent people from becoming unac-
counted for (by establishing an information bureau, 
for example), to ascertain the fate of missing persons 
through appropriate measures and to protect and sup-
port the families – mainly women who have become 
heads of household, and children – of those who are 
missing, notably by making it easier for them to un-
dertake legal proceedings. 
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Assistance 
Economic security – emergency aid: food and essential 
household items 

 When distributing aid, the ICRC gives priority to the 
most vulnerable households, many of which have been 
deprived of their main breadwinner and are headed by 
women. Women and girls are often, therefore, the 
main beneficiaries of the relief provided to IDPs, re-
turnees and residents. 

 If the need exists, the ICRC provides food rations and 
essential household items, such as blankets, tarpaulins, 
jerrycans, kitchen sets and hygiene kits, to enable 
women to take care of their families. Other items, 
such as clothes or fabric to make clothing, are also 
distributed according to need. 

 ICRC food parcels in the Middle East include baby 
food. 

 Hygiene kits increasingly include specific products for 
women and their children, such as culturally adapted 
sanitary materials, baby powder or washable cotton 
and plastic nappies.  

Economic security – livelihood support 
 In addition to providing relief, the ICRC also aims to 

help destitute or very poor families, very often mainly 
households headed by women or girls, recover their 
ability to earn a living. Its micro-economic initiatives 
provide victims of sexual violence who have lost their 
sources of livelihood and victims of conflict, such as 
widows and the wives of missing persons, with social 
and economic support. 

 Livelihood support programmes help women and girls 
in their endeavour to ensure the family’s self-
sufficiency. Seed and tool distributions, livestock re-
plenishment and vaccination, cash-for-work projects 
to rehabilitate community infrastructure, grants or ma-
terial inputs (e.g. sewing machines, donkey carts, flour 
mills, oil presses, brick-making machines, irrigation 
pumps), to give but a few examples, directly improve 
the standard of living of many women and their chil-
dren by helping women jump-start an income-
generating activity. 

 Occupational training often forms part of livelihood 
support programmes. Particular attention is paid to in-
creasing the participation of women, who perform 
most of the activities that provide the household with 
food or income. 

Water supply, sanitation and shelter 
 ICRC water, sanitation and habitat projects (trucking 

of clean drinking water during emergencies; rehabili-
tation or building of water sources and infrastructure) 
give displaced and resident women safe access to a 
source of water for household purposes, ensure better 
sanitation practices for the whole family, and free up 
for other tasks time once spent fetching water. They 
also reduce the incidence of sickness caused by inade-
quate hygiene and prevent long journeys to water 
points during which the women may be at risk of at-
tack. 

 In some contexts, the provision of fuel-saving stoves 
reduces the need for women and girls to go out in 

search of firewood, thus leaving them more time for 
other household tasks and reducing their risk of being 
attacked. 

 As women are in charge of the water resources and 
bear most of the burden for the household in many 
contexts, ICRC engineers systematically involve them 
in the design, implementation and management of wa-
ter and habitat projects. 

Health care 
 The majority of the people treated in outpatient de-

partments and referral hospitals in violence-affected 
areas are women and children, and thus are the main 
beneficiaries of ICRC support to such facilities, which 
provide comprehensive reproductive health and deliv-
ery services and care for children under five. 

 In many contexts where there are not enough skilled 
birth attendants to cover the population’s needs, the 
ICRC trains traditional birth attendants/midwives in 
ante and post-natal care, in the identification of at-risk 
mothers, in skilled attendance for home delivery and 
in the management of complications.  The birth atten-
dants/midwives also play a decisive role in health 
education (basic care and breastfeeding and the pre-
vention of sexually transmitted diseases, including 
HIV/AIDS). In some contexts they also receive in-
struction in how to identify victims of sexual violence 
and refer them promptly to appropriate medical ser-
vices. 

 In contexts where sexual violence is a major problem, 
the ICRC provides post-rape kits to ICRC-supported 
hospitals and health centres and runs training courses 
enabling health staff working in those facilities to treat 
victims effectively. 

 Local volunteers offering support for victims of sexual 
violence at community level are trained in counselling 
techniques, so that they can offer reassuring support to 
the victims and help them search for solutions. They 
are also taught mediation skills, enabling them to fa-
cilitate the reintegration of victims of sexual violence, 
who are often rejected by their families and communi-
ties. 

 Women and children are the primary target of health 
and hygiene promotion sessions. Most of the time, for 
social and cultural reasons, the ICRC uses teams of 
female health and hygiene promoters, who are espe-
cially trained for this task. The teams also play a cru-
cial role in raising awareness among women, espe-
cially pregnant women and those with small children, 
of how malaria is transmitted, and distribute mosquito 
nets to help contain the spread of the disease. 

 ICRC support for immunization programmes (cold 
chain, transport, supervision) run by governments, 
NGOs or international organizations benefits mostly 
women of child-bearing age and children under five, 
who receive vital vaccinations against, for example, 
tetanus and polio. 

 In emergencies, the ICRC may also support therapeu-
tic feeding centres to help malnourished children and 
their mothers. 
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Prevention 
Mine action 

 Mine-risk education sessions target primarily children, 
but also women. They are conducted in schools, 
places of prayer or/and community forums and aim to 
ensure the safety of civilians by informing them of the 
dangers of mines. 

 Communities are given support to create safe, mine-
free play areas for their children. 

PEOPLE DEPRIVED OF THEIR FREEDOM 
Protection 

 During its visits to people deprived of their freedom, 
the ICRC pays special attention to the conditions of 
detention of any women or girls being held, in particu-
lar to their accommodation, which should include 
dedicated cells and sanitation facilities, and their ac-
cess to health services, including to female nurses and 
gynaecological care when needed. It drafts its confi-
dential reports and recommendations to the authorities 
concerned accordingly. 

 As far as possible, ICRC delegates and translators vis-
iting places of detention do so in mixed teams, as 
these are perceived to be more approachable and bet-
ter able to assess thoroughly the needs of all persons 
detained. 

 As infants often stay with their detained mothers, their 
needs are also addressed, in terms, for example, of 
food, health care, clothing and play. 

 In certain societies, women who are detained are often 
ostracized and sometimes even abandoned by their 
families, especially when they are held for so-called 
moral offences. The ICRC places special emphasis on 
their plight in its dialogue with the relevant authorities 
and in its assistance programmes. 

 ICRC support for the penitentiary administration and 
training for penitentiary staff (medical personnel in-
cluded) encompasses, whenever relevant, action re-
garding or consideration of the particular needs of 
women and children. 

 ICRC family-news services allow detained women in 
particular to communicate with their families and de-
tained men to communicate with their wives and 
mothers outside. This contributes to the psychological 
well-being of all concerned. 

 The ICRC enables detained women to receive family 
visits and family members, who are mainly women 
and children, to visit their detained relatives, either by 
organizing the visits itself or by covering the cost of 
transport. Family visits are not only essential for the 
psychological well-being both of the detainees and of 
their relatives outside, they are also a vital channel 
through which detainees obtain food and essential 
items. Family visits can also help ensure respect from 
other detainees, as women who receive no visits may 
become more vulnerable to prostitution or sexual ex-
ploitation and abuse. 

 
 

Assistance 
 ICRC assistance programmes for detainees are 

adapted to the specific needs of women and girls 
whenever necessary. For example, women detainees 
may receive female hygiene items, clothing and rec-
reational materials for themselves and for their chil-
dren. Occupational training (in sewing, weaving, liter-
acy, for example) aims to break the isolation of im-
prisoned women and improve their prospects for rein-
tegration into society after release. 

Water and habitat 
 As part of its efforts to improve environmental health 

conditions for detainees, the ICRC often carries out 
maintenance, rehabilitation or construction projects in 
places of detention. These projects always take into 
consideration the needs of women and children, such 
as separate accommodation for men and women, sepa-
rate access to toilets and showers and adequate facili-
ties for women with babies and/or small children. 

WOUNDED AND SICK 
Assistance 
Medical care 

 Women and children have priority in operations to 
evacuate the wounded and sick from areas affected by 
fighting. 

 The specific needs of women and girls are included in 
training in first aid and medical evacuations and the 
support provided to ambulance services. 

 ICRC support for hospitals focuses as a priority on 
emergency surgical, obstetric and paediatric services, 
as well as medical services for patients in general and 
women in particular. This support may include the 
provision of equipment, medical supplies and training, 
for example in obstetric surgery. 

Physical rehabilitation 
 Women benefit from physical rehabilitation pro-

grammes supported by the ICRC. They may receive 
artificial limbs, walking aids, wheelchairs and physio-
therapy. The ICRC pays particular attention to ensur-
ing that women and men have equal access to physical 
rehabilitation programmes. 

 Where there are no female staff in a rehabilitation cen-
tre, the ICRC helps to train women, and may pay the 
transportation costs for women and their dependants 
to be treated in a centre with female staff. Many dis-
abled women are also offered employment in ICRC-
run or ICRC-supported physical rehabilitation centres. 

 Women also benefit from projects – education, voca-
tional training or micro-credit schemes – to help them 
reintegrate into society. 

Water and habitat 
 The renovation or construction of health facilities such 

as hospitals, health centres and physical rehabilitation 
centres always takes into account the specific needs of 
women and children. In most cases, women and chil-
dren are given special accommodation in line with lo-
cal customs and international standards. 
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AUTHORITIES, ARMED FORCES AND OTHER 
BEARERS OF WEAPONS, CIVIL SOCIETY 

Prevention 
 Preventive activities targeting political authorities, 

armed forces, other bearers of weapons and civil soci-
ety (e.g. the media, schools, universities, NGOs) al-
ways emphasize the need to take measures to respect 
the physical integrity and dignity of all people who are 
not, or no longer, participating in the armed conflict or 
other situation of violence. The target groups are sys-
tematically made aware that not only do women and 
children (those under 18 years) more often than not 
form the majority of that group, their position in soci-
ety may make them particularly vulnerable and their 
specific needs must be recognized and addressed. De-
pending on the target group, preventive activities com-
prise highlighting the existing provisions of IHL that 
focus on women, examining legal and practical meas-
ures to protect women from abuse and meet their spe-
cific needs, and case studies. 

 The ICRC endeavours to raise awareness of the situa-
tion of women affected by armed conflict and internal 
disturbances – and of the international law that ac-
cords them protection – among governments, repre-
sentatives of the diplomatic, political, military and 
academic communities, international organizations 
and NGOs. It is often invited to speak about the issue 
at relevant conferences hosted by donors and regional 
organizations. The ICRC also provides input when 
new international resolutions and policies are drafted 
and encourages their enforcement. 

 The ICRC makes a particular effort to engage with 
different sectors of society and circles of influence, 
including women’s associations or networks, to help 
sustain the organization’s activities for victims of con-
flict. 

RED CROSS AND RED CRESCENT 
MOVEMENT 

Cooperation 
National Societies 

 The ICRC provides support for the development of 
National Society tracing, first-aid and emergency-
preparedness capacities, the better to enable National 
Society staff and volunteers to meet the specific needs 
of women in situations of armed conflict or internal 
violence. It provides training in the Safer Access ap-
proach, including the analysis of risk and vulnerability 
factors affecting National Society staff and volunteers, 
such as the participation of female workers in certain 
operations. 

ICRC employment policy 
 The ICRC’s employment policy promotes equitable 

conditions for male and female staff through gender 
mainstreaming and affirmative action. The ICRC be-
lieves there is a strong link between the improvement 
of women’s status within the organization and pro-
gress in the protection of and delivery of assistance to 
women in situations of armed conflict or internal vio-
lence. 

 The ICRC has improved its staff training courses by 
adding key messages consistent with the policies, rec-
ommendations and guidelines relative to women af-
fected by armed conflict and internal disturbances, in-
cluding those related to specific issues, such as sexual 
violence, and by disseminating the ICRC guidance 
document. Role playing, which is part of the introduc-
tory training course for new delegates, highlights spe-
cific aspects related to women and war. 

 In carrying out its activities, the ICRC encourages the 
use of teams that comprise both men and women. It 
also promotes the participation of local women as a 
means of fostering direct contact and dialogue with 
women, the better to define and respond to their 
needs. 
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